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ADVERTISEMENT.

The Committee appointed by the Royal Society to direct the

publication of the Philosophical Transactions
,
take this opportunity

to acquaint the Public, that it fully appears, as well from the

council-books and journals of the Society, as from repeated de-

clarations which have been made in several former Transactions
,

that the printing of them was always, from time to time, the

single act of the respective Secretaries, till the Forty-seventh

Volume : the Society, as a Body, never interesting themselves

any further in their publication, than by occasionally recom-

mending the revival of them to some of their Secretaries, when,

from the particular circumstances of their affairs, the Transactions

had happened for any length of time to be intermitted. And

this seems principally to have been done with a view to satisfy

the Public, that their usual meetings were then continued, for the

improvement of knowledge, and benefit of mankind, the great

ends of their first institution by the Royal Charters, anti which

they have ever since steadily pursued.

But the Society being of late years greatly enlarged, and their

communications more numerous, it was thought advisable that a

Committee of their members should be appointed, to reconsider

the papers read before them, and select out of them such as they

should judge most proper for publication in the future Transac-

tions; which was accordingly done upon the 2bth of March,

1752. And the grounds of their choice are, and will continue to
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be, the importance and singularity of the subjects, or the advan-

tageous manner of treating them ; without pretending to answer

for the certainty of the facts, or propriety of the reasonings,

contained in the several papers so published, which must still

rest on the credit or judgment of their respective authors.

It is likewise necessary on this occasion to remark, that it is

an established rule of the Society, to which they will always

adhere, never to give their opinion, as a Body, upon any sub-

ject, either of Nature or Art, that comes before them. And

therefore the thanks, which are frequently proposed from the

Chair, to be given to the authors of such papers as are read at

their accustomed meetings, or to the persons through whose

hands they received them, are to be considered in no other light

than as a matter of civility, in return for the respect shewn to

the Society by those communications. The like also is to be

said with regard to the several projects, inventions, and curiosi-

ties of various kinds, which are often exhibited to the Society;

the authors whereof, or those who exhibit them, frequently

take the liberty to report, and even to certify in the public

news-papers, that they have met with the highest applause and

approbation. And therefore it is hoped, that no regard will

hereafter be paid to such reports and public notices ; which

in some instances have been too lightly credited, to the disho-

nour of the Society.
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PHILOSOPHICAL

TRANSACTIONS.

I. The Croonian Lecture. On the conversion of Pus into gra-

nulations or new Flesh. By Sir Everard Home, Bart.

V. P. R. S.

Read November 5, 1818.

As this Lecture was instituted with a view to discover the

principle upon which muscular motion depends, which cannot

well be done till we have acquired a more correct knowledge

of the structure and mode of formation of muscles; I consi-

dered that I was not greatly deviating from the direct path

of this enquiry, in making the changes extravasated blood

undergoes, preparatory to its being incorporated with the

muscular and other structures of a living body, the subject of

my last year’s Lecture.

The present Lecture may be considered as a continuation

of the same subject, since it is my intention to examine the

changes pus undergoes in the formation of granulations or

new flesh ; which will be found to correspond with those that

were stated to take place in the blood, so nearly, that the

two fluids will be admitted to possess the same properties;,

and that the red colour of the globules is the. principal'

BMDCCCXIX



2 Sir Everard Home on the conversion of Pus

characteristic mark of distinction between the one and the

other.

As pus, in its first formation, has the appearance of being

a transparent fluid in which globules afterwards are formed,

whether the transparent fluid remains on the sore, or is re-

moved to any other surface, as was proved by experiments

made in the year 1788, and since that time laid before the

public in my work upon Ulcers ; in this respect, pus might be

considered to differ from blood ; but the following observa-

tions, made by Mr. Bauer, tend to prove that a similar for-

mation of globules is met with in the serum of blood. I

shall give the remarks in his own words :
“ That the glo-

bules in the blood are produced in the serum, I first observed

in July 1817, when I examined a small portion of human

blood on a glass plate, to ascertain the real shape and size of

the globules. I then found in one square of the micrometer

(which was the 160,000 part of a square inch) two of these

globules which were separated to a considerable distance

from the rest ; they were entirely disengaged from the co-

louring substance, and lay in pure clear serum, which co-

vered the whole surface of the square of the micrometer.

Having placed this particular square immediately under the

focus of the microscope, I attentively examined the globules

for about six or eight minutes, when I perceived two ex-

tremely minute opaque spots arising in the clear serum within

the same square of the micrometer, and which seemed in-

creasing in size. In a few minutes longer, I perceived five

or six more such opaque spots arising, and gradually in-

creasing, and assuming the same form and appearance as

the two original globules ;
but the moisture of the serum
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being nearly evaporated, I diluted it with water, when all

the seven new globules, as well as the two original ones,

floated in the water, and appeared of precisely the same

shape and white colour ; and three of the new globules were

of the same size as the original ones, but the rest were smaller.

When left on the glass to dry, the globules remained of the

same shape and size as they were whilst floating in the

serum.

“ The above experiment I have repeated a great many times

with human blood, as well as with sheeps' and calves’ blood,

and the results have been always the same. When warm
and fresh blood was used, the serum covering the surface

of a 160,000 part of a square inch, produced from six to

twelve globules, but when the serum was diluted with water,

the number of globules produced was less, and they were

smaller in size.

“ On the 1 ith of August, 1817,1 poured half a pint of warm
sheep’s blood into a glass vessel, and left it forty-eight hours

at rest to coagulate : I then poured off’ the serum into another

vessel, in which it remained at rest six hours ; with this se_

rum, a glass tube four inches long and three-eights in dia-

meter inside was filled to overflowing, and closed with a

good cork, and covered with a bladder. The serum was as

clear as water; and although I examined it very attentively, I

could not see more than fifteen or twenty globules in the

whole extent of the tube. It was kept inverted in a glass

of water. At the end of seven days, upon holding the tube

between my fingers, which were tolerably warm, and examin-

ing it with a double lens of considerable magnifying power, I
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saw some hundreds of globules rise from the bottom, and

ascend in a straight line in the centre of the tube, and when

arrived within about half an inch of the upper end, they

spread in all directions, and descended close to the sides

of the tube; when near the bottom they re-ascended, but

more rapidly than the first time, and when held longer in

the warm hand, the rapidity of the motion was much in-

creased. In two days more, I found upon examination the

number of globules much greater ; and on the 25th of Sep-

tember, 1818, the number of the globules was such as to

form a sediment at the bottom of the tube of half an inch in

thickness, besides a strong coat on the inside of the tube."

This experiment of Mr. Bauer’s on the serum, was re-

peated by Mr. Faraday, at the Royal Institution, on human

blood, in a tube of larger dimensions, and the serum sus-

pended on mercury : the result was exactly the same, the

number of globules was increased in ten days in the same

proportion as in Mr. Bauer’s experiment, and when the

lower end of the tube was held in a warm hand, the same

motion of the globules took place.

These experiments in proof of colourless globules forming

in the serum, make this resemblance between blood and pus

greater than has been generally believed.

At the conclusion of my former Lecture, I mentioned that

pus, in its inspissation, has carbonic acid gas evolved, in the

same manner as in the coagulation of the blood, and that

I was therefore led to the opinion, that this process was the

first step towards the formation of granulations
; but my ex-

periments having been made upon pus removed from the
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living body, they required being repeated upon the surfaces

of sores, before their results could establish the opinion I had

adopted.

Before I attempted to trace the changes met with in pus

upon the surface of a sore, my first object was to become

m re accurately acquainted with the appearance of the surface

immediately under the newly secreted pus. That this surface

might be examined under the most favourable circum-

stances for such observation, 1 selected an ulcer upon the

leg to which no application was made but straps of adhesive

plaster and these only changed once in the twenty-four hours;

and that time was chosen for the examination, which was

made by a double convex lens, magnifying about eight times.

Previous to the adhesive straps being taken off, the leg was

laid upon a low table, so as to be immediately under the eye,

and in the position in which haemorrhage from the small

vessels was least likely to take place, and obscure the surface

of the sore.

That the observations might be made with greater accu-

racy, I requested Mr. John Griffith, one of the pupils of St.

George’s Hospital, to look at the sores, as well as myself,

upon every occasion on which they were examined, and no

change is mentioned to have taken place that was not dis-

tinctly seen by us both. A healthy sore thus examined had

the following appearance ; the surface was uneven being

made up of eminences and hollows. The eminences con-

sisted of small clusters of tortuous blood vessels, the hollows

were filled with pus. After 'remaining exposed from five to

ten minutes, the following alterations were distinctly seen to

take place : a very thin pellicle covered the whole surface

;
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this was of so transparent a nature, that a number of small

bubbles of gas were seen to make their appearance in dif-

ferent places ; in a few minutes more, horizontal canals of

different sizes, filled with red blood, taking different direc-

tions, and anastomosing with one another, were seen to form.

In some places, there were red points, the terminations of

perpendicular canals, that had been stopped in their course,

by coming against the pellicle. There were also occasional

specks of extravasation, from some of the horizontal canals

bursting through the pellicle.*

The changes just mentioned seemed to occur in a regular

order of succession. First, the pellicle was formed on the

surface. Secondly, the bubbles of gas made their appearance.

Thirdly, the canals carrying red blood were observed

:

these, while filled with carbonic acid gas, were not to be

distinguished from the semi-transparent jelly which sur-

rounded them.

As it is difficult to describe appearances of this kind, and

it is of importance that the fact of such appearances being

met with, should be well established, I requested Mr. Bauer

to make a drawing of a portion of the sore of which I have

attempted a description, after it had been exposed for nearly

sixteen minutes ;
and on the following day he made a draw-

ing of the same portion, showing the progress that had been

made, and that the canals formed on the first day, had on the

second become permanent tubes, and had been covered over

by a cuticle. These two drawings are annexed.

* If, under these circumstances, the foot was put to the ground, so weak was the

covering of the canals, that it instantly gave way, and the sore was covered with

blood.
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It is so easy for any one to bring the facts which I have

stated under his own observation, that I shall leave them to

speak for themselves, but it may appear to my audience, that

farther evidence is required to establish the doctrine, that

they are produced entirely by the coagulation of the pus, and

the extrication of the carbonic acid gas. To remove every

objection which it occurred to me could be made, I put the

doctrine to the test of the following experiments. Immedi-

ately after the exposure of the surface of the sore, I poured

water at the temperature of 95
0
upon it, which washed away

all the pus and although the sore was left exposed in this

state ten minutes longer, none of the above mentioned ap-

pearances were produced, so that the presence of pus is ne-

cessary to their taking place.

As cold water has a power of coagulating pus more ra-

pidly than simply exposure to the atmosphere, I applied

water at the temperature of 65°, to a sore, and all the ap-

pearances were produced in so much greater a degree, that

I requested Mr. Bauer would make a drawing of a portion

of a sore that had been exposed for fifteen minutes under

common circumstances, and at the end of that period to pour

upon it water at the temperature of 65°, and, in ten minutes

more, begin a second drawing of the same surface, showing

to how much greater an extent the appearances had taken

place
; by this means proving, that the degree of coagulation

was the great cause of the effects that followed. These

drawings are also annexed.

As a saturated solution of sal ammoniac has a greater

power of coagulating pus than any substance that I am ac-

quainted with, (and on that account, in the year 1788, I
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recommended its mixture with pus as the best criterion by

which pus might be detected and distinguished from other

animal fluids,) I now determined to try what effect it would

have with respect to the appearance of the granulations;

for although in some respects it is not a fair trial, since the

chemical combination of pus with this solution might destroy

the natural properties of pus, and convert it into a com-

pound of a very different kind, still that was by no means

necessarily the case.

Upon pouring a saturated solution of sal ammoniac at the

temperature of 45
0 upon the surface of a sore, the pus almost

immediately became curdled, and tortuous canals were every

where seen in these masses of coagulum. There was great

uniformity in the tortuous canals; they were of the same

size, running first in a straight direction, terminating in a

spiral turn and a half, the end of which was extremely small

;

they were all filled with red blood. It was remarked that,

although the canals themselves were in greater number, there

were fewer bubbles of gas than when the cold water had been

used, more having been retained in the tubes. Some of the

coagula of pus were more elevated than the general surface,

and large canals filled with red blood were seen superficially

passing over some of them, without any smaller ones in the

immediate neighbourhood. To ascertain whether there was

any vascular basis with which these canals were connected,

I passed a tolerably large crooked needle under one of

them, bringing out the point on the opposite side, so that

the canal was distinctly seen above the flat surface of the

needle : I then withdrew it, and there was not the slightest

degree of extravasation of blood. This was repeated on
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several different sores without any appearance of blood

escaping, or the person having the slightest- pain ; affording

a sufficient proof of the canals being formed in the coagu-

lated pus immediately on its coagulation, before any other

approximation to living animal solids had taken place.

The readiness with which the blood displaces the carbonic

acid gas contained in these canals, may be explained by the

great disposition the blood has to absorb this particular gas,

which forms so large a proportion of its component parts.

I shall not take up the time of the Society with a farther

detail of experiments, although many more were made, as

the results were uniformly the same.

If I have succeeded in establishing the object of this Lecture,

which is, that the coagulated pus is rendered tubular by the

extrication of its carbonic acid gas, and that these tubes or

canals are immediately filled with red blood, and thus con-

nected with the general circulation, there will be little diffi-

culty in making out the succeeding changes, by means of

which the coagulated pus afterwards becomes organized

;

since Mr. Bauer’s drawings, laid before the Society last year,

trace the thin covering of the canals in the coagulated blood

to the thick arterial coats met with in the testicle after the

coagulum had remained a month in that situation
;
and it is

the arteries which build up all the different structures in the

body, as well in the restoration of parts, as in their original

formation.

The farther prosecution of this enquiry belongs to the

science of Surgery
; but as the explanation which I have given

of the process employed in the regeneration of parts is, I

CMDCCCXIX.
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believe, entirely different from that which is generally re-

ceived, I have been desirous that an account of that process

should, in the first instance, be laid before the Royal Society.

Description of Plate I.

Two views of a small portion of a superficial sore on the

leg, close to its edge, magnified 10 diameters.

Fig. 1. The appearance the surface put on after it had been

exposed by the removal of the dressings for 10 minutes,

none of the parts represented having been visible at the

time the sore was first exposed, as it was covered with a

thin core of pus. The appearances since produced are the

canals carrying red blood; the red points, which are ter-

minations of perpendicular canals
;
and the bubbles of car-

bonic acid gas. The greater part of the margin is covered

with a film of inspissated pus which is become cuticle.

Fig. 2. The appearance the same surface put on the sub-

sequent day at the same hour, after exposure for the same

time; showing the progress of the healing process, particu-

larly the rapidity with which the sore is covered by cuticle.

Description of Plate II.

Tw views of a small portion of a superficial sore on the

leg, magnified 10 diameters.

Fig. i. The surface represented under exactly the same

circumstances as in PI. I. Fig. l.

Fig. 2. The same surface represented lo minutes after

cold spring water had been poured over it for a few minutes,

to show the increase in the number of canals.
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II. On the Lotus which regulate the Absorption of polarised light

by Doubly Refracting Crystals. By David Brewster, LL. D.

F.R.S. Lond. an Edi In a Letter addressed to the Right

Hon. Sir Joseph Banks, Bart. G. C. B.

Read November 12, 1818.

My Dear Sir,

In examining the polarising structure of acetate of copper,

my attention was drawn to certain changes of colour which

this crystal exhibited when exposed in different positions to

polarised light. As this variation of colour was independent

of the thickness of the plate, and of any analysis of the

transmitted pencil, I had no hesitation in regarding it as a

new affection of light, and in ascribing the phenomenon to the

absorption of the homogeneous tints which formed the com-

pound colour of the crystal. I therefore collected all the

natural and artificial crystals which were characterized by

any peculiarity of colour, and examined the various pheno-

mena which they presented, when cut at different angles with

the axis, and when exposed in different positions to a polarised

ray. The ~ ults which I obtained during this investiga-

tion were singular and unexpected, and I am persuaded will

throw considerable light on that property of transparent

bodies, by which they detain and assimilate to their own sub-

stance a portion of the rays which penetrate them, while the

rest are freely and copiously transmitted. As this faculty of

absorbing light is related to the axes of double refraction, I
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shall first describe the phenomena which are presented by

crystals with One axis, and then explain the modifications

which these phenomena undergo when the number of axes

is increased.

Sect, I. On the absorption of polarised light by Crystals with

One axis of double refraction.

If we fasten upon one side of a rhomboid of colourless calca-

reous spar, a circular aperture of such a magnitude that the

two images of it appear distinctly separated when viewed

through the spar, we shall find, by exposing it perpendicu-

larly to common light, that the two images are perfectly

colourless, and of the same intensity in every position of the

rhomboid. Hence if O be the quantity of transmitted light,

we shall have the ordinary image 0 = -§-Q, and the extra-

ordinary image E == \ Q.

When the rhomboid is exposed to polarised light, the in-

tensities of the images vary with the azimuthal angle (a)

which the axis of the rhomboid forms with the plane of pri-

mitive polarisation, and may be represented by the formulae

O=Q cos.
2
a

; E= Qsin.2
a. But since O cos.

2
a -f- Q sin.

2
a=Q

we have O + E= Q; that is, the sum of the intensities of

the two pencils is in every position equal to the whole trans-

mitted light, and therefore the rays which leave any one of

the images by a change of azimuth, are neither reflected

nor absorbed, but pass over into the other image . The or-

dinary phenomena of double refraction, consequently, afford

us no reason for conjecturing that the crystals which possess

this property absorb the incident light in any other way than

is done by all other bodies, whether solid or fluid.
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If we now take a rhomboid of certain specimens of yellow

calcareous spar, and perform with it the experiments which

have just been described, we shall obtain a series of en-

tirely different results. The two images will now be found

to differ both in colour and intensity, the extraordinary

image having an orange yellow hue, while the colour of

the ordinary image is a yellowish white. This difference

of colour is distinctly related to the axis of the crystal,

and increases with the inclination of the refracted ray to the

short diagonal of the rhomb. It is a maximum in the

equator, while along the axis the two images have exactly

the same colour and intensity. In every position, however,

the combined tints of the two images are exactly the same

as the natural tint of the mineral. In comparing the inten-

sities of the two images, the extraordinary one appears

always the faintest, so that there is an interchange of rays

;

and while the extraordinary force carries off several of the

yellow rays from the ordinary image O, the ordinary force

at the same time takes to itself several of the white rays from

the extraordinary image E ; for if this were not the case, the

extraordinary image would always have the greatest intensity,

whereas, in consequence of its exchanging yellow for white

light, it becomes actually fainter than the ordinary image.

If we call m and n the maximum number of rays which

the extraordinary and the ordinary image interchange, and

(cp) the inclination of the refracted ray to the axis, the intensi-

ties may be represented by the following formulas when the

crystal is exposed to common light. O = \ Q + sin .

2 (pm—
sin

2
<p n and E = \ Q -f- sin .

2
<pn— sin .

2

<p m. The values of

m and n vary in different crystals : they are always of different
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colours, and in some cases they are equal to nearly one half

of the transmitted light.

When the rhomboid is exposed to polarised light, a series

of still more interesting phenomena is exhibited. In the

position where O vanishes, E is an orange yellow ,
exactly

the same as it appeared by common light ; and in the position

where E vanishes, O is a yellowish white , as before. Now it

is obvious, that in the first of these positions the image E
was not strengthened by the white light of the vanished image

O, otherwise the image E would have had the same colour

as O -{- E, or the natural tint of the spar
;
and that in the

second position, the image O had not received the whole of

the vanished image E, otherwise it would have had the tint

expressed by O + E. It therefore necessarily follows, that a

portion of the pencil Ohas been absorbed in the first position,

and a portion of the pencil E in the second. The quantity of

light absorbed is a maximum in the two positions where

a is o° and 90°, and is equal to the quantities m and n, which

the two images interchange. At different angles with the

axis, therefore, it is measured by sin.* <p m, sin.* p n. When
this angle is given, the absorbed light varies with the azi-

muthal angle a, and may be found from the following for-

mula, viz. T= O cos.* a -f E sin.*tf, which supposes that m
and n are equal to E and O. Hence when a — o° T= O, or

the whole of the pencil E is absorbed. When a = 45°,T= \
0 -|--jE, or one half of O and E is absorbed, and when

a= go°, T= E, or the whole of the pencil Ois absorbed. When
the absorbing crystal is viewed by a doubly refracting prism,

the tints of the two pencils Pe andPo will be given by the formu-

lae Pe = O cos.
3 a + E sin*, a , and Po = E cos.

3 a -j- O sin.
2
a .
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The property which I have now described as belonging to

Calcareous spar, I have found in other twelve crystals with

One axis. The colour of the ordinary and extraordinary

images, or of the absorbed pencils m and n ,
is shown in the

following table.

List of Absorbing Crystals with One Axis•

Names of Crystals.

Colour when its axis is

in the plane of primi-

Colour when its axis

is perpendicular to

Zircon

tive polarisation.

Brownish white

that plane.

A deeper Brown

Sapphire Yellowish green Blue

Ruby Pale yellow Bright pink

Emerald Yellowish green Bluish green

Emerald Bluish green Yellowish green

Beryl blue Bluish white Blue

Beryl green Whitish Bluish green

Beryl yell, green Pale yellow Pale green

Rock crystal, al-

most transparent Whitish Faint brown

Rock crystal yell. Yellowish white Yellow

Amethyst Blue Pink

Amethyst Greyish white Ruby red

Amethyst Reddish yellow Ruby red

Tourmaline Greenish white Bluish green

Rubellite
;

Reddish white Faint red

Idocrase Yellow Green

Mellite Yellow Bluish white '

Phosp. of lime (lilac) Bluish Reddish

Bluish green

Bright green

Yellowish green

Orange yellowPhosphate of lead

Calcareous spar Orange yellow Yellowish white
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The property which these crystals possess of absorbing the

different tints in different positions of the axis, with regard to

the plane of primitive polarisation, does not belong to every

specimen. There are many crystals of ruby, sapphire, eme-

rald, &c. which give an ordinary and an extraordinary image

of the same colour ; and whenever this is the case, they are

destitute of the property of absorbing polarised light. These

two classes of phenomena are indeed invariably connected,

and will ultimately be found to have the same origin.

The extreme generality of this property is indicated by the

number of crystals in the preceding table, which embraces all

the coloured crystals which are at present known to have only

one axis of double refraction, excepting titanite
,
molybdate of

lead
,
carbonate of iron and lime, arseniate of copper, certain spe-

cimens of sulphate of nickel, and super-acetate of copper and

lime, in which I have not detected the property of absorbing

polarised light.*

The various coloured minerals which have the cube, the

regular octohedron, and the rhomboidal dodecahedron for

their primitive form, ,

f are, as might have been expected,

destitute of the property of absorption ; and I have not been

able to discover it in differently coloured glasses, that have

received the polarising structure from rapid cooling, or from

mechanical compression, or dilatation.

Some of the preceding crystals, such as the Sapphire and the

Idocrase exhibit different colours when common light is trans-

mitted in directions parallel and perpendicular to their axis

of double refraction. A specimen of sapphire had a deep

blue colour in one direction, and a yellowish green in the

opposite direction ; and several specimens of idocrase had an

* See the Phil. Trans, for 1818, p. 21 1. f Id. p. 254.
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orange yellow tint along their axis, and a yellowish green

tint in a direction perpendicular to the r axis. The exhibition

of two colours in the same mineral by common light, was

first seen in Iolite, and the Abbe Haiiy had the boldness to

give it the name of Eichroite from this property, on the

presumption that nature had limited it to this mineral. This

dichroism
,
as it may be called, which, so far as I know, has

never been observed in any other minerals than iolite and

mica, is a very common property of crystallized bodies, as

will be seen from the following section.

Sect. II. On the absorption ofpolarised light by crystals with

two axes of doable refraction.

The general phenomena of absorption in crystals with two

axes, are nearly the same as those which have been described

in the preceding section ; but the quantity of light which the

ordinary and extraordinary forces interchange, is regulated

by new laws depending on the situation of the incident ray

with respect to the two axes of double refraction.

If O0 and AB, a line perpendicular to it, are the two axes,

and P,P', the resultant axes, or the poles of no-polarisation

of Blue Topaz

:

then if COD, the

plane of the resultant axes is per-

pendicular to the plane of primitive

polarisation, the polarised light in-

cident on the plate at O will be blue

after transmission. The blue tint

preserves its intensity from O to A
and B, the thickness of the plate

being supposed to continue the same
; but as the incident ray

MDCCCXIX. £)
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passes from O to C and D, its intensity diminishes gradually,

the light becoming more and more white with a slight tinge

of red, till it reaches C and D, where it has the same colour as

that of the topaz in common light. As the plate of topaz is

turned round the polarised ray, the blue tint changes into

white, according to the law given in the preceding section,

excepting in the line CD, where the tint is invariably white in

every azimuth. When the polarised light is transmitted

along any of the resultant axes P, P', the two tints diverge

from the poles in the form of a cross, as shown in the pre-

ceding figure.

The effect at O, or the interchange of the blue and white

light between the ordinary and extraordinary rays, is related

to the axis AB alone ; and in like manner the effect at A is

related solely to the other axis O. But though the axis Oo

is more powerful in topaz than AB, yet the values of m and n

for each axis do not appear to be different ; a result which

might have been expected from the fact, that these tints in

different crystals have no relation to the intensity of their

polarising forces. The diminution of the tints m and n, in

passing from O to C and D, is owing to the action of the other

axis O. At the points C and D blue light alone will be

transmitted when AB, considered as a separate axis, is per-

pendicular to the plane of primitive polarisation ; and at the

same point white light alone will be transmitted when O con-

sidered as a separate axis of the same character is similarly

placed. Hence it follows, that the transmitted light should

be bluish white, as it actually is, the interchanged portions

being as it were in a state of equilibrium.

The following table contains the tints m and n in several

crystals, in which the effect will be seen in every azimuth.

V
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List of absorbing Crystals with Two axes.

19

Plane of the resultant

axes in the plane of

prim, polarisation.

Plane of the resultant

perpendicular to the
]

of prim, polarisation.

Topaz blue White Blue

green White Green

greyish blue Reddish grey Blue

pink Pink White

pink yellow Pink Yellow

yellow Yellowish white Orange

Sulphate of barytes

yellowish

purple Lemon yellow Purple

yellow Lemon yellow Yellowish white

orange

yellow Gamboge yellow Yellowish white

Kyainte White Blue

Dichroite Blue Yellowish white

Cymophane Yellowish white Yellowish

Epidole olive green Brown Sap green

whitish gr. Pink white Yellowish white

Mica Reddish brown Reddish white

The following table shows the characters of m and n in

crystals with two axes, which I have not been able to exa-

mine in every azimuth.
Axis of prism in the

plane of primitive

polarisation.

Blood red

Blue

Greenish white

Bluish green

Yellow

Mica

Acetate of copper

Muriate of copper

Olivine

Sphene

Axis of prism perpendicu-

lar to the plane of primi-
tive polarisation.

Pale greenish yellow

Greenish yellow

Blue

Greenish yellow

Bluish

* The tints are given in relation to the short diagonal of its rhOmboidal base.
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Nitrate of copper

Chromate of lead

Staurotide

Augite

Anhydrite

Axinite

Diallage

Sulphur

Axis of prism in the

plane of primitive

polarisation.

Bluish white

Orange

Brownish red

Blood red

Bright pink

Reddish white

Brownish white

Yellow

Sulphateofstrontites Blue

cobalt Pink

Olivine Brown

Axis of prism perpendicular

to the plane of primitive

polarisation.

Blue

Blood red

Yellowish white

Bright green

Pale yellow

Yellowish white

White

Deeper yellow

Bluish white

Brick red

Brownish white

In the last eight crystals of the preceding table the tints

are not given in relation to any fixed line.

The following table contains the characters of m and n in

crystals, the number of whose axes I have not yet deter-

mined.

Phosphate of iron Fine blue*

Actinolite Green

Precious opal Yellow

Serpentine Dark green

Asbestos Greenish

Bluecarb. of copper Violet blue

Octohedrite Whitish brown

Several of the preceding crystals which have a laminated

structure, such as mica, epidote,&c. or such as have an imper-

fect transpareacy from a defective aggregation of their elemen-

tary crystals, frequently exhibit their absorptive qualities, and

Bluish white

Greenish white

Lighter yellow

Lighter green

Yellowish

Greenish blue

Yellowish brown

* When the axis of the prism was in the plane of primitive polarisation.
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also their system of coloured rings, by exposure to common

light. The hght is, in these cases, analyzed in passing ob-

liquely through the laminae, in the same manner as if it had

been transmitted through a bundle of glass plates.

I shall now conclude this section with a particular account

of some very interesting phenomena exhibited by several

crystals in the preceding tables.

i. Super-acetate of copper. When a prism of this metallic

salt is exposed to the solar rays, so that the plane of refrac-

tion is perpendicular to the axis of the rhomboidal prism, and

the ray passes through the angle of the rhomboid, which is

70°, two distinct images of the sun will be observed ; and the

one which has suffered the greatest refraction will be greenish

yellow, while the other will be of a deep blue colour. This

separation of the two tints is more distinct in some prisms

than in others, owing to the manner in which they are cut

from the rhomboidal crystal, and in certain points of inci-

dence the two images have the same tint. When a plate of

super-acetate of copper is ground so thin as to be transpa-

rent, it has a brilliant green colour, composed of blue and

greenish yellow. If it is exposed to polarised light, so that

the axis of the rhomboidal prism is in the plane of primitive

polarisation, the greenishyellow light will be entirely absorbed,

and the transmitted ray will be of a deep blue colour. By
turning the plate round the polarised ray, the greenish yel-

low rays will re-appear, and will gradually regain their

former intensity
; while the blue rays will in the same pro-

portion be absorbed, till after one-fourth of a revolution the

transmitted light will be wholly greenish yellow. When the

faces of the plate are perpendicular to any of the two resul-
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tant axes of the crystal, the blue and the greenish yellow

light have the form of a cross, the branches of which diverge

from the two poles of no-polarisation.

2. Augite. When a plate of yellowish brown augite was

exposed vertically to common light, the transmitted pencil

had a moderate intensity ; when it was inclined to one side, in

the plane of one of its neutral axes, the light became more

and more intense as the obliquity increased, notwithstanding

the increase of thickness in the direction of the ray. By exa-

mining the light with a prism of calcareous spar, it was found

to be all polarised in a plane perpendicular to the plane of

inclination. When the plate was now inclined, from this last

position in the opposite direction, the intensity of the light

gradually diminished till the plate became absolutely imper-

vious to the strong rays of the sun. The pencil which had

formerly vanished when the light was analyzed by Iceland

spar, now re-appeared, and gradually increased, becoming

more and more green, while the other pencil, which became

fainter, grew more and more red, till at a very great obli-

quity the one pencil became perfectly green, and the other a

deep blood red. By exposure to strong polarised light, the

red and the green were alternately absorbed, according to

the position of the neutral axis with respect to the plane of

primitive polarisation.

2. Dichroite or Iolite. This curious mineral has been long

known to exhibit by common light a deep blue colour along

the axis of the prism, and & faint yellow or grey colour in a

direction perpendicular to it. I have ascertained that these

two colours are those of its ordinary and extraordinary

images ; and even when seen by common light, that they are
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related to its axes of doable refraction. Dichroite has two

axes of extraordinary refraction, the two resultant axes being

inclined 62° go' to each other, or 31
0 25' to the axis of the

prism. If we cut a plate of dichroite with four parallel faces,

each of which is perpendicular to the resultant axes, and is

inclined 31
0 25' to the axis of the prism, and expose it either

to common or to polarised light, so as to have the plane of

its resultant axes perpendicular to the plane of primitive

polarisation, we shall observe the branches of blue and white

light diverging in a beautiful manner from its poles P, P\

(See the figure in p. 17, which is a very imperfect representa-

tion of the phenomenon.) The white light becomes more blue

from P and P' to O, and more yellow from P and P' to C and

D. When the plane of the resultant axes is in the plane of

primitive polarisation, the poles P, P' are marked by spots of

white light, but every where else the tint is a deep blue. In

the plane CADB, the mineral when seen by common light

is yellow mixed with a small quantity of blue, polarised in

an opposite plane. From A and B towards P and P7

, the

yellow image becomes fainter till it changes into blue, and

the weak blue image is reinforced by other blue rays till the

intensity of the two blue images is nearly equal. The faint

blue image increases in intensity as the incident ray ap-

proaches from C and D to P and P'. From P and P' to O
one of the images is whitish, and the other deep blue, but the

whiteness gradually diminishes towards O, where they are

both equally blue.*

* Two crystals of Dichroite which I directed to be cut so as to exhibit these phe-

nomena, are in the cabinet of Thomas Allan, Esq. to whose friendship I have been

indebted for several of the minerals noticed in this paper.
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4. Epidote. The cross formed at the resultant axes of epi-

dote has its diverging branches brown and sap green, and

they are distinctly seen in common as well as in polarised

light. The green shades into a pale greenish white as the

ray recedes from P and P' to C and D, where it is no longer

divisible into two differently coloured pencils. At O the two

pencils are brown and green, and at A and B they are brown

and a paler green. The dichroism of the epidote is distinctly

marked in common light. Along the axis of the prism, and

through two of its parallel faces, its colour is a deep orange,

while through the other two parallel faces it is a yellowish

green.

5. Mica. A specimen of this mineral exhibits the branches

diverging from P and P' exactly in the same manner, whether

it is seen by common light, or exposed to a polarised ray with

the plane of the resultant axes perpendicular to the plane of

primitive polarisation. In these positions the branches PA,

PB, &c. are a dark brown, and PC, PO, &c. a brownish

white. When the plane of the resultant axes is in the plane

of primitive polarisation, the colours of the branches are in-

terchanged. The dichroism of mica is finely exhibited in

some of its small and perfect crystals. In some of these its

colour by common light is greenish yellow along the axis

of the prism, and of a deep garnet colour when the light is

transmitted through its faces.

6 . Anhydrite. This mineral exhibits its dichroism by com-

mon light. When the light is transmitted in a direction

parallel to the laminae, its colour is pink
;
but when it is in-

cident in a direction perpendicular to the laminae, its colour

is a palish yellow slightly tinged with pink.
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Sect. III. On the influence of heat in modifying the absorbent

power of crystals.

Having selected several crystals of Brazilian topaz
,
which

displayed no change of colour by exposure to polarised light,

I found, that after bringing them to a red heat, or even boil-

ing them in olive oil or in mercury, they experienced such a

change in their structure, as to exhibit distinctly the power of

absorbing polarised light. I next took a topaz, which had

one of its two pencils yellow, and the other pink. By ex-

posing it to a red heat, the heat acted more powerfully upon

the extraordinary than upon the ordinary pencil, discharging

the yellow colour entirely from the one, and producing but a

slight change upon the pink colour of the other.

In the formation of pink topazes by heat, it has always

been supposed, that the yellow colour is actually changed

into pink ; but this is quite a mistake, for the pink colour

must previously exist in a state of combination with the yel-

low, and must either form the colour or exist in the colour

of one of the pencils produced by double refraction. The
heat does no more than discharge one colour, and leave the

other almost unimpaired. This result is of considerable

practical importance to the jeweller, as it enables him to

determine before hand, whether or not any topaz will receive

a pink colour from heat ; for if this colour exists in one of

its images, which will in general be seen by exposing it to a

polarised ray, he may predict with certainty the success of

his experiment.

When a topaz possessing a pink tint has been taken

MDCCCXIX. E
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from the fire, it is at first perfectly colourless, and acquires

the pink colour gradually in the act of cooling. By ex-

posing it repeatedly to the action of a very intense heat, I

have never been able either to remove or to modify this per-

manent tint.

With the view of ascertaining if the absorbing structure

could be induced by heat, I exposed to a white heat several

crystals of yellowish calcareous spar. After the action of

the fire had been continued for some time, a sort of opales-

cence, or milky opacity, was induced ; and the light, which

went to the formation of the ordinary image, was much

redder than that which formed the extraordinary ray. This

effect I naturally ascribed to some change in the state of the

carbonic acid ;
and upon continuing the action of the heat,

and watching the process of decomposition, I found that

when the carbonic acid was expelled from a film about the

200th part of an inch thick, its surface was covered with

vesicles arranged in straight lines parallel to the short diagonal

of the rhomboid. These vesicles had, in general, an ellip-

tical form, with a cut or opening in the direction of their

transverse axis through which the gas had escaped. After

the spar was taken from the fire, a great number of the

vesicles burst with a noise similar to that which accompanies

the bursting of the indusium of the fern, and carried off a

portion of the thin calcareous pellicle. When this pellicle

was removed, the subjacent surface was covered with a series

of minute parallel grooves inclined about 20° gf to the

short diagonal. In repeating this experiment, and seizing

the proper time for withdrawing the spar from the fire, I
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have never failed to observe the fact of the arrangement

and bursting of the vesicles, and I have no hesitation in con-

cluding, that the carbonic acid is arranged in planes passing

through the axis of the crystal, a result which I had for-

merly assumed in explaining the phenomena of double re-

fraction. This method of studying the structure of bodies by

watching them in the process of disintegration, may be found

to have a very extensive application in chemical and mine-

ralogical enquiries.

The observations contained in the preceding pages, indicate

in a manner by no means equivocal, that the colouring par-

ticles of crystals, instead of being indiscriminately dispersed

throughout their mass, have an arrangement related to the

ordinary and extraordinary forces which they exert upon light.

In some specimens the extraordinary medium is tinged with

the same colouring particles, and with the same number of

them as the ordinary medium : but in other specimens of the

same mineral, the extraordinary medium is either tinged with

a different number of particles of the same colour, or with a

colouring matter entirely different from that of the ordinary

medium. In certain specimens of topaz, the colouring matter

of the one medium is more easily discharged than that of the

other ; and in two specimens of emerald
,
the colouring matter

which tinges the ordinary medium in the one, tinges the ex-

traordinary medium in the other, and vice versa.

All those crystals in which the colouring matter of the one

medium differs either in character or intensity, possess the

property of absorbing the two tints according to the laws
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already mentioned, but there is also reason to believe, that

polarised light suffers the same kind of absorption in those

crystals whose two images have the same tint, and even in

those which are perfectly colourless.

I have the honour to be, &c.

Edinburgh, Oct. \"jth, 1818.

DAVID BREWSTER.

To the Right Hon. Sir Joseph Banks, Bart. G. C. B. &c. Sec. Sec.
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III. Observations sur la decomposition de Vamidon d la tempera-

ture atmospherique par Vaction de lair et de Veait. Par Theo-

dore de Saussure, Professeur de Mincralogie dans VAcademie

de Geneve
,
Correspondant de Vlnstitut Royal de France ,

&c.

Communicated by Alexander Marcet, M. D. F. R. S.

Read December 17th, 1818.

§ I. L'examen des changements que les substances vdge-

tales subissent en agissant les unes sur les autres, et par leur

exposition a Taction de Fair et de Teau, est le plus sur moyen

d’expliquer plusieurs effets de la vegetation ; s’il ne conduit

pas a ce but, il donne lieu a des experiences importantes pour

la theorie de la fermentation.

L'amidon n'a presque pas ete examine sous ce rapport, ou

du moins il ne Ta dte que par des observations insuffisantes

et indirectes
;
je rappellerai celles qui me sont connues.

Lorsqu’on eut trouve que les graines cereales formoient

du sucre en germant, et que cette production n’avoit pas lieu

en meme temps a la temperature atmospherique, dans des

graines privees du contact du gaz oxigdne, et impregnees

d’eau,* on fut conduit a admettre que ce gaz qui disparoit

dans la germination pour former de Tacide carbonique avec

le carbone de la semence, etoit le principal agentf de la

conversion de la matiere farineuse en sucre, sans avoir ce-

pendant aucune preuve directe de cette thdorie
;

d'ailleurs,

* Some experim. and observ. on the natureof sugar by W. Cruikshanks.

f Ibid, and system of chemistry, byTH. Thomson.
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1 ’observation que les graines cereales ne forment point de

sucre avec Feau sans le contact de Fair, n’avoit £te fondee

que sur leur saveur, ou sur un appercu trop vague pour qu’il

put etre admis sans un examen ulterieur.

M. Vogel a recherche Finfluence de la chaleur sur Famidon

mele d’eau, en le soumettant a Febullition avec ce liquide

pendant quatre jours de suite. Le melange est devenu tres

fluide, il a transmis par la filtration un liquide qui apres avoir

ete evapore a presente un mucilage epais et amer qui n’avoit

pas le moindre gout sucre. L’amidon reste sur le filtre re-

sistoit a Faction de Feau bouillante, et pr£sentoit une masse

corn^e tres dure.*
%

On n'ignore pas que M. Kirchoff a d^couvert dans ces

derniers temps qu’en ajoutant du gluten sec pulverise a une

double quantity d’amidon reduit a l’£tat d’empois, et qu'en

les faisant digerer pendant dix ou douze heures a une tem-

perature de 40° a 6o° R. celui-ci se convertit en partie en

sucre.'f' Ce resultat tres intdressant, mais dont les circon-

stances n’ont pas et^ sufbsamment determinees, a conduit ce

chimiste a admettre que la conversion de Famidon en sucre

dans la germination, s'opere uniquement par le gluten, et a

exclure Fexplication de ceux qui, avant ses observations,

avoient attribue ce changement a Finfluence du gaz oxigene

sur la matiere farineuse. M. Kirchoff appuye sa refutation

en avangant que Famidon seul, place dans des circonstances

favorables a la germination, ne forme point de sucre.

Les experiences queje vais decrire prouvent cependantqufc

Fempois d’amidon seul et abandonne a lui-meme forme au

* Annales de Chimie, T. 82.

f Beitrage zur chemie und physiq. vom Sch weigh r, 14 Band.
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bout d’un certain temps une quantite considerable de sucre

crystallisable et qui a beaucoup de rapport avec celui que ce

chimiste a obtenu par l’acide sulfurique. Cette decomposi-

tion spontan^e de l’amidon mele d’eau fournit encore d’autres

produits, et en particulier une espece de gomme et une ma-

tiere intermediate entre celle-ci et l’amidon. Leur propor-

tion varie suivant plusieurs circonstances qu’il est tres difficile

de determiner. Pour indiquer l’ordre de mes recherches et

le proc£d6 de mes analyses, j’exposerai en detail la premiere

que j’ai faite a ce sujet. C’est celle dans laquelle la decom-

position de l’amidon a ete la plus avanc£e, quoique ce ne soit

pas l’op^ration qui m’ait fourni la plus grande quantite de

sucre.

§ II. J’ai place de l’empois form£ avec vingt grammes

d’amidon,* et douze fois son poids d’eau d'stillde bouillante

dans un vase cylindrique ou le melange odroit une grande

surface a l’air, et formoit une couche de deux centimetres

d’epaisseur. Ce vase recouvert d’un grand recipient sous le

quel Pair ext^rieur penetroit facilement, a laiss6 en repos

pendant deux ans dans un lieu ou la temperature s’^levoit en

* L’amidon employe a cette experience etoit de l’amidon de froment, pris dans le

commerce sous le nom d’amidon de premiere qualite. On n’en pouvoit pas separer

une quantite notable de gluten : car apres avoir mis cet amidon en maceration pen-

dant dix jours avec trente fois son poids de vinaigre distille, il a fourni par la filtra-

tion une liqueur qui etant evaporee a laisse un residu acide, mol, dont le poids n’etoit

que la quatre millieme partie de l’amidon employe; et ce residu retenoit un peu d’eau,

le mucilage du vinaigre, et environ la sixieme de son poids d’acide acetique. L’eau

froide mise en maceration pendant vingt quatre heures sur cet amidon, ne lui en-

levoit pas une quantite sensible de son poids. too parties de cet amidon seche a

180 R. perdoient par le dessechement a la temperature de l’eau bouillante 13,66 cie

leur poids. J’ai varie mes experiences avec des amidons pris dans differents maga-

sins ; ils m’ont tous fourni des resultats analogues a ceux que je decris dans le texte.
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et£jusqu’a i8°R. Lorsqu’a cette 6poque, le melange a

retir4
, il a presente une pate grise, liquide, couverte de mois-

sissure, et presque sans odeur ;
elle ne cbangeoit alors, ni dans

aucune epoque ant£rieure de son alteration, ni apr£s avoir

ete delay^e et filtr£e, les couleurs vegetales employees com-

me r^actifs
; elle ne pouvoit plus faire les fonctions de colle.

Le poids de l’amidon avant son alteration etoit beaucoup plus

grand que celui de cet amidon alt£re; le premier etoit au

second comme too: 76,2, apres leur dessechement a la tem-

perature atmospherique, et comme 100: 180,46, apres leur

dessechement a la temperature de l’eau bouillante.

§ III. La pate dont je viens de parler a ete mise en mace-

ration pendant vingt quatre heures avec une quantite d’eau

froide a peu pres egale a vingt fois le poids de l’amidon con-

sidere dans l’6tat sec, puis jetee sur un filtre de papier, et lavee

avec une nouvelle dosede liquide; ellea fourniuneliqueurtrans-

parente, d’un jaune pale, qui a laisse apres son dessechement

un extrait un peu mol,et dont le poids etoit egal a la —erne soit

environ a la moitie de celui de l’amidon qui avoit forme l’em-

pois. Cet extrait a ete dissous dans une fois son poids d’eau,

puis mele avec dix fois son poids d’esprit de vin a 35
0
de

l’areometre de Baume": il a dissout le sucre en precipitant

l’espece de gomme que je decris dans la note A a la fin de

ce memoire. Cette gomme retenoit alors un peu de sucre et

d’un produit intermediate entre la gomme et l’amidon ; on l’a

purifiee en la traitant par l’alcool comme l’extrait precedent,

en la dissolvant ensuite dans l’eau, et en la filtrant. Le poids

de cette gomme dessechee, transparente, et soluble dans l’eau

froide en toute proportion, etoit egal a deux grammes, ou a la

dixieme de 1’amidon mis en experience.
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§ IV. Les dissolutions alcooliques evaporees d’abord a un

feu doux et ensuite a la temperature atmospherique ont com-

mence par presenter un residu sucre, transparent, en consist-

ance de miel, qui retenoit encore un peu de gomme que j’ai

comprise dans le produit precedent ; elle a ete separee par

une nouvelle dissolution dans Feau, et la precipitation par

ralcool. II s’est forme au bout de peu de jours dans le

residu de Fevaporation de la liqueur alcoolique, des crystaux

le plus souvent reunis en groupes spheriques, herisses de

lames transparentes ; ils presentoient au microscope lorsqu’ils

etoient isoles, des lames quarrees et des cubes. Bientot ce

residu s’est presque entierement converti en une masse opaque

de sucre concret, jaunatre, dou6 de l'odeur propre a la cas-

sonade : il est reste long-temps gluant par son melange avec

un syrop plus difficile a crystalliser ; mais par une longue

exposition a Fair, le tout a paru sec et homogene. Son poids

etoit egal a la o,37eme, soit a plus du tiers de l’amidon employe

pour cette experience.

Ce sucre que je n'ai pas depouille de son principe colorant

passe a la fermentation alcoolique avec une tres petite quantite

de levure; si elle etoit trop abondante 011 si elle montoit a

-|&me du sucre, ce mode de decomposition n’auroit point lieu.

100 parties d’alcool absolu bouillant en dissolvent 5 ou 6

parties. L’alcool a 35
0 Baume' en dissout |-6me de son poids a

une temperature de 20° R. si le sucre est dans Fetat sec ou

entierement concrefie, car s'il etoit un peu visqueux par son

melange avec une matiere plus difficile k crystalliser, cet alcool

en dissoudroit une plus grande quantite.

Ce sucre s'est liquefie a la temperature de Feau bouillante;

il a perdu par cette operation entre la 0,07 et la 0,08 de son

MDCCCXIX. F
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poids. Comme ses principales proprietes conviennent au sucre

d’amidon prepare par l'acide sulfurique, il est tres probable

que ces deux substances sont identiques.

§ V. Aprks avoir extrait par Feau froide, les produits gom-

meux et sucres contenus dans le residu de la decomposition

de Famidon, je Fai soumis deux fois pendant une ou deux

minutes a Febullition avec une quantite d’eau egale a celle

qui avoit et£ employee dans Foperation prec^dente. Les

decoctions filtr^es apres leur rcfroidissement ont fourni par

Fevaporation a siccite, un residu fragile, jaune, a demi-trans-

parent
; son poids £toit 6gal a la septieme partie de Famidon

employe. Cette substance sur laquelle je reviens plus en

detail dans la note B a la fin de ce memoire, a des proprietes

intermediaires entre le principe gommeux precedent et Fami-

don : elle se dissout en petite quantite dans Feau froid, et en

toute proportion dans Feau bouillante, en formant avec l’une

et Fautre, des dissolutions transparentes, non gelatineuses, et

qui se filtrent facilement au travers du papier. J’ai donne ici

,

pour eviter les periphrases, le nom de amidine a ce produit,

soit aux modifications de Famidon dans lesquelles il acquiert

la propriete de se clissoudre dans Feau froide, en conservant

la faculte de colorer en bleu la solution aqueuse de iode.

§ VI. La pate qui est restee sur le fibre apres Faction de

Feau bouillante, sur Fempois altere, pouvoit des lors faire les

fonctions de colle ; elle etoit presque noire, et dans Fetat sec

son poids etoit egal a la sixieme partie de Famidon mis en

experience. L’ether ou Falcool absolu mis en digestion sur

ce residu, y a dissout en partie une matiere colorante, brune,

qui en etoit precipitee par Feau. Cette matiere colorante des-

sechee s
v
est presentee sous Fapparence d’une huile ou d’une
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resine epaisse et visqueuse, mais trop peu abondante pour que

j'aie pu la mieux examiner. Elle n’equivaloit qu' a trois

milliemes de l’amidon employe.

§ VII. On sait qu' une partie d’amidon se dissout en peu

de minutes a l’aide d’une douce chaleur, et sans decomposition

apparente, dans quarante fois son poids d’acide sulfurique

delaye ou compose d’une partie d’acide sur douze d’eau

:

mais cette liqueur soumise a l’ebullition dans les m£mes pro-

portions avec le residu amilace pulverise, sur lequel l’eau

bouiliante et l’alcool n’avoient plus d’action, n'en a pu dis-

soudre que la 0,35c partie, soit environ le tiers. La partie

dissoute qu’on pouvoit precipiter en partie par l'alcool,* etoit

de l'amidon non decompose mel£ d’une petite quantite

d'amidine.

§ VIII. La matiere insoluble par l’acide sulfurique delaye

se montroit apres son dessechement, sous l'apparence de

grumeaux opaques, tres fragiles
; ils se sont dissous facile-

ment (sauf un petit residu compose de ligneux et de charbon)

* L’amidon forme avec l’acide sulfurique une combinaison qui crystallise en

aiguilles transp ;r vites, prismatiques, tres fines ou tres allongees. Pour obtenir ce

produit, on piecipite par de l’alcool la dissolution d’amidon dans l’acide sulfurique

delaye, on lave avec de l’alcool le precipite, qui est un melange d’eau, d’acide sulfu-

rique, d’amidon pur et de la susdite combinaison : elle se dissout en partie par une

petite quantite d’eau froide. Cette dissolution filtree fournit par une evaporation

enteet spontai.ee les crystaux dont j’ai parle, qui sont melcs avec de l’acide sulfurique

libre, qu’on enleve par leur lavage avec de l’alcool. Ces crystaux sont en partie

decomposes par l’eau qui en precipite de l’amidon ; mais en filtrant la dissolution

aqueuse, en evaporant, et en enlevant avec de l’alcool, l’acide sulfurique mis a nud,

on obtient de nouveau la combinaison ou seche et crystallisee d’acide sulfurique et

d’amidon. Ce dernier aussi precipite de cette combinaison par l’eau, a subi une

degere alteration, car il ne peut precipiter qu’en rouge de vin la solution aqueus

l’iode.
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a Faide d^une douce chaleur, dans dix fois leur poids d’une

lessive de potasse qui contenoit un douzieme de cet alcali

;

Is ont forme ainsi une solution brune, tr&s liquide, qui n’avoit

point la consistance visqueuse et gelatineuse propre aux solu-

tions alcalines d’amidon, et ils en etoient precipites parFacide

sulfurique dtilaye, sous la forme d’une poudre combustible,

jaune, legere, qui apres son dessechement offroit une masse

noire, brillante semblable a du jayet. Cette derniere delayee

dans l’eau, coloroit encore en bleu la solution aqueuse de iode.

La substance vegetale dont cette matiere amilacee insoluble

a chaud parFacide sulfurique delaye,se rapproche le plus, est

le ligneux ou le bois : elle en differe cependant en ce qu’elle

est soluble dans des lessives de potasse plus etendues que

celles qui peuvent dissoudre ce dernier, et en ce qu’elle colore

en bleu la solution aqueuse d’iode. Je designerai cette matiere

sous le nom de ligneux amilace.

§ IX. Le charbon mele de ligneux que la lessive alcaline

prec^dente n’a pu dissoudre equivaloit a ^eme de l’amidon

employe. Ils n’ont laisse* apres leur combustion, qu’une

tres petite quantite de cendres.

§ X. Pour reconnoitre le genre d’alteration que Fair avoit

eprouve pendant la formation de tous les produits precedents,

j’ai expose sous des recipients pleins d’air et fermes par du

mercure, de Fempois recent d’amidon, et d’autre part, de

l’empois a differentes epoques de son alteration par Faction

anterieure de Fair. Dans toutes ces experiences, le volume

de Fair renferme dans les recipients n’a subi aucun change-

ment ; le gaz oxigene en a ete en partie detruit, mais il a ete

remplace par un volume egal de gaz acide carbonique.

L’alteration que Famidon a fait subir ainsi a Fair ne s’est
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operee que lentement ; dans le cas oil elle etoit la plus rapide,

et oti j’ai employe de l’empois recent, quinze grammes de

cette substance contenant -j—eme d’amidon n’ont forme sous

une grande surface * pendant deux mois a environ 18
0
R.

que cinquante centimetres cubes de gaz acide carbonique dans

un decimetre cube d’air. La meme quantite d’empois apres

deux ans d’exposition a l’air libre, produisoit dans une expe-

rience semblable, un volume de gaz acide egal au quart du

precedent. Ces experiences montrent que l’influence du gaz

oxigene sur l'amidon se borne a lui enlever du carbone. J’ai

vu de plus, en meme temps, que la perte de poids que l'amidon

altere eprouve apr£s son dessbchement est beaucoup plus

grande que celle qui resulte de la soustraction de ce carbone.

On petit en conclure que l'amidon en s’alterant a l’air, perd

sous forme d'eau une grande proportion de son oxigene et de

son hydrogene. Le carbone enleve a l'amidon par l'air etoit

a l'eau qui se formoit en meme temps dans le rapport de 1 174,

pendant les deux premiers mois de l’alteration.

§ XI. La colle d’amidon laissee en repos & l’air libre se

couvre de moisissure, et ii etoit possible que les resultats que

j’ai obtenus fussent l’effet de cette vegetation; j’ai empeche

son developpement, soit en agitant l'empois tous les jours,

soiten le pla^ant dans de grandes jares fermees, pleines d’air,

qui avoit ete exposees a la temperature de l’eau bouillante,

immediatement avant l’introduction de l’amidon, et je n’en ai

pas moins obtenu tous les produits dont j’ai parle precedem-

* Lorsque l’empois n’offre pas une grande surface a l’airj il degage du gaz acide

carbonique a la formation duquel cet air n’a aucune part, et alors on n’observe plus

d’egalite entre les volumes du gaz oxigene consume et du gaz acide carbonique

porduit.
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ment, savoir, du sucre, de la gomme, de l'amidine, une sub-

stance d’apparence huileuse, une matiere ligneuse, de l'eau,

du charbon, et enfin du gaz acide carbonique dont l’oxigkne

appartient a 1*air ambiant.

§ XII. En r^petant les experiences precedentes, soit avec

de Famidon de froment, soit avec celui de pomme de terre,

dans differentes circonstances, et toujours avec le contact de

Fair, j’ai obtenu les raemes produits
;
leur proportions seules

ont varie. Elies m’ont paru indiquer, i° qu’il se formoit

moins d’eau lorsque Fempois ofFroit moins de surface a Fair

;

2° qu’une temperature un peu plus elevee que celle qui avoif

ete employee dans ma premiere experience favorisoit beau-

coup la production du sucre
; 3

0 que tout celui qui s’etoitpro-

duit dans cette epreuve n'avoit pas ete recueilli parce qu'il

s’etoit detruit par une fermentation trop prolongee.

§ XIII. Pour determiner d'une maniere precise si Fempois

d’amidon se decompose sans le contact de Fair en formant

du sucre, j’ai rempli,a la reserve de 8 centimetres cubes, une

bouteille avec 300 centim. cubes d’empois, § II; II a ete pre-

pare dans ce vase qui a ete bouche et mastique avec du ciment

pendant que l’eau etoit chaude, pour expurser Fair contenu

dans le petit espace designe plus haut. Cette bouteille a ete

placee en ete dans une chambre oil la temperature s’est main-

tenue entre le 18
0
et le 20° R.

J’ai expose en contact avec Fair dans un vase ouvert, tres

evase, a cote du precedent, du meme empois qui a ete agite

tous les jours avec une spatule, et auquel on a ajoute succes-

sivement de l’eau dis illee pour remplacer celle qui s’evaporoit.

II ne s’y est point forme de moisissure, et il est devenu en peu

de temps tout a fait liquide.
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Au bout de 38 jours, j’ai analyse l’empois altere, contenu

dans les deux vases. 11 avoit perdu l’odeur propre a I’amidon

recent, et n’en avoit point contracte de bien marquee. II

s'etoit degage dans la bouteille fermee un air condense qul

s’est ecbappe a son ouverture avec une sorte d’explosion, et

que j'ai t rouve p ;r de experiences subsequentes etre du gaz

acide carbonique mele de gaz hydrogene.

Apres avoir reduit par l’agitation les deux empois en une

consistance uniforme, et les avoir peses, j’en ai separe une

partie determinee pour la s£cher et juger ainsi du changement

de poids 'me Tamidon avoit subi. Ils m’ont fourni des resul-

tats tres d flerents.

L'amid m avoit diminue de poids par la fermentation avec le

contact de Tair dans le rapport de 100 83 avec des desseche-

ments opere-; a ia temperature de I’eau bouillante.

L’amidon al e e sans le contact de Tair n’avoit subi, apres

son des echement au Oieme degr6, aucupe diminution de

poids; il paroissoit meme avoir augmente de ^eme. Cette

augmentation se confon l avec les erreurs d’ubservation
; mais

si Ton considere que pendant la fermentation, il a forme du

gaz acide carbonique dont je n’ai pas tenu compte, et qu'il

a diminue de poids, en se decomposant et en produisant de

l’eau pendant un dessechement* qui a dure deux ou trois

* Les dessechements avant et apres la fermentation, ne sont pas faits dans des cir-

constances egales. Le premier s’opere sur une matiere deja seche en apparence et

inalterable a Pair par l’eau qu’elle recele. Le second est fait sur une substance re-

duite en pate et tres alterable a Pair dans l’eau qui Penvironne. J’ai prepare de

j’empois avec ioo parties d’amidon seche a 8o° R.; cette pate re'duite par Pevapora-

tion a l’etat sec sous la temperature precedente, n’a represente par son poids que

98,5 parties d’amidon. Ce resultat indique qu’une substance analogue, dont le poids

dans l’etat sec nc se seroit point trouve change apres un pareil traitement, auroit
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jours avec le contact de l'air, l’on doit £tre porte a admettre

que cette f^cule s’est assimile les elements de l'eau dans la

fermentation sans le contact de l’air.

Lorsque les dessechements 6toient faits a la temperature de

i8°R. l’amidon paroissoit avoir diminu6 de poids par la fer-

mentation sans le contact de l’air, dans le rapport de 1 oo
: 95,8

;

mais cette diminution etoit illusoire parce qu’il retenoit plus

d’eau hygrom^trique avant sa fermentation
; 100 parties

d’amidon non ferment^ perdoient 13,66 d’eau par un des-

sechement a 8o°R.
; et ico d’amidon fermente ne perdoient

que 9,87 par la m£me operation.

Cent parties d’amidon de froment seche a 18
0 R. ont laisse

par leur fermentation spontan£e avec l’eau, dans 38 jours,

sans le contact de l’air, un residu qui contenoit apres son

dessdchement a la temperature prec^dente,

§ IV. Sucre - - 47,4.

§ IV. et § III. Gomme - 23.

§ III. et § V. Amidine - 8,9.

§ VIII. Ligneux amilace - 10,3.

§ IX. Ligneux mele de charbon quantite imponderable.

§ VII. Amidon non decompose 4.

98 >
6-

Cent parties d’amidon de froment ont fourni par leur fer-

accru sa matiere solide avant son dessechement ; et c’est ce qui a eu lieu avec

l’amidon fermente sans le contact de l’air.

Tous ces dessechements ont ete commences a une chaleur de 40° R. et acheves a

la temperature atmospherique. La substance a deslors ete pulverisee, puis placee

dans la cucurbite d’un alembic recouvert de son chapiteau, et dont le bain marie

®toit tenu en ebullition pendant sept heures.
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mentation avec le contact de Fair et dans des circonstances

d’ailleurs £gales,

Sucre 49 .7 -

Gomme 9 >7 -

Amidine 5 ,2.

Ligneux amilace 92.

Ligneux m6le de charbon °>3 -

Amidon non decompose, 3 ’
8 -

77 .9 -

Les produits avec le contact de l'air 4toient tous plus fonces

en couleur.

J’ai r6p£t6 les deux derni£res experiences avec de Famidon

de pomme de terre que j’ai extrait avec beaucoup de soin. II

n’abandonnoit rien de soluble a l’eau froide. Cet amidon

qui suivant M. Kirchoff, est toujours depourvu de principe

glutineux, differe a quelques egards de Famidon de froment

;

le premier est plus friable; il est compose de grains ovoides

environ deux fois plus gros ; il exige une temperature un peu

moins elevee pour se reduire en gel£e avec l’eau ; il peut se

dissoudre dans des lessives de potasse plus delay^es ; il se de-

compose moins promptement par la fermentation spontan£e; il

contient plus d’eau hygrometrique. 100 parties de cet amidon

seche a 180 R. et 88° de l’hygrom. a cheveu ont perdu par le

dessechement a la temperature de l’eau bouillante 16,41

d’eau, tandis que Famidon de froment a perdu par le merae

proc^de 13,66.

Les resuitats suivants ont 6te obtenus a une epoque differerite

de la precedente, mais dans des circonstances presque sem-

MDCCCXIX. G
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blables, c’est-a-dire a une temperat. de 18' a 20" R.
: J’ai

mastique seulement a la bouteille ou se faisoit la fermenta-

tion sans le contact de Pair, un tube recourbe pour recueillir

sur le mercure le gaz qui se d4gageoit. 30 grammes de

cet amidon reduit a Petat d’empois avec 360 grammes

d’eau, cnt degage, dans 42 jours, 2b centimet. cubes de fluide

aeriforme qui etoit compose en volume de 80 parties de gaz

hydrogene presque pur (voyez la note D, a la fin de ce me-

moire),et de 16 parties de gaz acide carbonique. Ouoique ce

dernier paroisse le moins abondant, il n’est pas douteux

qu’il n’ait dte produit en quantite environ quatre fois plus

grande que le gaz hydrogene, parce que le volume du liquide

qui dtoit presque quatre fois plus grand que le gaz degage, a

retenu le gaz acide carbonique dont je 11’ai pas tenu compte,

et a emis au contraire presque tout le gaz hydrogene.

Par la fermentation en contact avec Pair, Pamidon de pomme

de terre a diminu6 de poids en raison de 100
: 7 7,7 avec des

dessechements a la temperature atmospherique, et en raison

de 100 : 80,3 Par ^es dessechements a la temperature de

Peau bouillante.

Le poids de Pamidon altere sans le contact de Pair, avec

des dessechements a la temperature de Peau bouillante, etoit

precisement egal au poids du meme amidon avant sa fer-

mentation, en ne tenant pas compte de la perte de poids qu’il

a subie par le degagement du gaz acide carbonique,ni de

celle qu’il a eprouvee apres cette fermentation par sa decom-

position au contact de Pair pendant le dessechement. L’ami-

don a paru avoir diminue de poids dans le rapport de 100
: 94

avec des dessechements a 180 R. ;
mais ce changement 11’etoit
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d 11 qu’a la differente faculte hygrometrique de cette substance'

avant et apres son alteration. Dans ce dernier etat, 100

d’amidon perdoient 10,6 d’eau a 8o° R. tandis que cette perte

montoit a 16,41 avant la fermentation.

100 d’amidon de pomme de terre seche a 18' R. ont laisse

par la fermentation spontanee pendant 42 heures, sans le con-

tact de l’air, un residu qui a fourni apres son dessechement

a la raeme temperature,

Sucre - 35 ,4 -

Gomme -

Amidine - - 18,7

Ligneux amilace 7

Ligneux mele de charbon

quantity imponderable. - -

Amidon non decompose

887
'

Perte dans l’analyse 6.

94 -

100 d’amidon de pomme de terre ont fourni par leur fer-

mentation avec le contact de l’air, et dans des circonstances

d’ailleurs egales,

Sucre - -
3°>4 -

Gomme 17,2.

Amidine 1 7 -

Ligneux amilace 4 >4 -

Ligneux mele de charbon - 0,2.

Amidon non decompose 9 >3 •

78 ’5 *

Les principaux resultats que je d^duis de ces experiences
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sont ; i°, que Fair n’a aucune influence sur la formation du

sucre dans la decomposition spontanee de l’amidon
; 2°, que la

fermentation sans le contact de Fair differe de celle qui s’opere

avec ce contact, en ce que dans cette derniere, Famidon perd

sous forme d’eau une grande proportion de son oxigene et

de son hydrogene ; tandis que dans la fermentation sans le

contact de Fair, Famidon bien loin de perdre de Feau paroit

s’approprier au contraire une petite quantite des elements de

ce liquide.*

§ XIV. Pour comparer la fermentation spontanee de

Famidon avec le procede par lequel M. Kirchoff a produit du

sucre dans Fespace de dix ou douze heures en melant du

gluten sec pulverise avec une double quantite d’amidon qu’on

reduit a Fetat d’empois, et en les exposant a une temperature

de 40° a 6o°R., j’ai divise ce melange en trois parties egales

qui ont et6 chauftees (avec le degre et le temps presents) au

meme bain marie, dans trois vases differents : Le premier

d’entr’eux etoit plein et exactement ferme ; le second etoit

ouvert, 6vase, et en libre contact avec Fair; le troisieme etoit

qn ballon ferme plein d’air, dont Fempois n’occupoit que la

cinquantieme partie.

Le poids du produit de ces operations, meme de celles qui

avoient ete faites avec le contact de Fair, etoit egal aux poids

du gluten et de Famidon avant leur melange, ou du moins il

ne leur etoit inferieur que d’une quatre millieme, en faisant

les dessechements a la temperature de Feau bouillante.

Dix grammes d’amidon ont produit dans le ballon ferme

* Le sucre obtenu dans les experiences ou la fermentation de l’amidon de froment

et de pomme de terre n’a dure que cinq ou six semaines, n’a point pu crystalliser. II

n’en etoit pas de meme lorsque les fermentations ont ete beaucoup plus prolongees.
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et plein d’air, 5° centimetres cubes de gaz acide carbon,que a

la formation duquel cet air n'avoit eu aucune part, car acres

son melange avec la potasse, il contenoit la meme proport,on

de gaz oxigene qu’avant l’experience.
.

L-est forme dans les trois vases a tr^s pen pres la meme

quantise sucre, c'est-a-dire environ la sept,erne parne de

l’amidon employ^. Les petites differences entre les resultats,

et qui pouvoient etre accidentelles, se trouvo.ent en favour de

1 exclusion de I’air pour la production du suer. La rntmere

sucree bien purifiee et obtenue par les precedes du gluten

differe du sucre qu’on obtient de l’amidon ferment sans md-

‘TrSbeaucoup moins soluble dans 1 ’alcool aqueux.

t ' r>i~° l’ar^ometre do Baume
100 parties de cette liqueur a 35 ,

n’en out pu dissoudre que a,85 Parties a une temperature de

l 8
j*

E„ ce qu’elle forme avec dix fois son poids d’eau une

dissolution on la decoction de noix de gale prodmt un prdc.p.te

blanc, tres abondant, et dont on ne voit aucun vest.ge avec

dissolutions des autres sucres.
x , . '

La gomme obtenue par le precede ddent § 3 ,
e9“"aU“t

la quinzieme partie de l’amidon employe ;
elle different e

celle de l’amidon ferment*, 1°. en formant une dissolution

aqueuse qui, en opposition avec le rdsultat de M. Kirchoff,

dtoit abondamment trouble par la ddcoction de noix de gal. ,

2
0

,
en colorant en bleu la solution aqueuse de iode qui y raa-

nifestoit ainsi la presence de l’amidine ou de l’amidon.

Apres avoir extrait par l’eau froide les prinepes gommeux

et sucris, j’ai essaye inutilement de sparer par l’eau boml-

lante, l’amidine du residu de l’op^ration ;
,1 se reduisoit par
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ce traitement en une colle qui ne transmettoit rien par les

filtres. La matiere inattaquable par l’eau froide se dissolvoit

en partie dans Facide sulfurique delaye. Le residu indissous

£toit un melange de gluten et de ligneux amilace. Ce dernier

se s4paroit dans la liqueur par sa diff£rente densite
;

il ne

donnoit par sa blancheur aucun indice de matiere charbonneuse,

et il se dissolvoit en entier dans des lessives de potasse tres

etendues. Ouoique Ton reconnut dans ces produits tous ceux

de la fermentation de Famidon seul, ils etoient impossibles a

extraire dans leur £tat de purete a cause de Fintervention de la

matiere glutineuse qui les faisoit adherer les uns aux autres.

Il se forme dans cette operation, suivant Fobservation de

M. Kirchoff, un acide que la liqueur retient apres l’6bullition.

Ceproduitest du au gluten qui le d£gage par sa fermentation,

sans le secours de Famidon. L'absence de cet acide dans la

fermentation de Famidon pur, montre que la formation du

sucre par les procedes anterieurs n’a pas 6t6 due a la presence

accidentelle du gluten.

Malgr£ ces differences, la decomposition spontanee de

Famidon seul sans le contact de Fair, et celle qui s’opere par

Fintermede du gluten, out dans leurs r^sultats generaux

plusieurs caracteres semblables ties frappants. Il y a pro-

duction de matiere sucree, de gomme, de ligneux amilace,

et probablement d’amidine. Il y a degagement de gaz acide

carbonique. Il n’y a point de precipitation de charbon et

point d’eau formee ou de perte de poids dans le produit sec

de Foperation. On peut en conclureque le gluten en s’unis-

sant a Famidon ne fait qu’accelerer une fermentation que ce

dernier auroit subie par lui-meme sans cette influence, qui

modifie legerement les produits de Foperation.
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§ XV. M. Kcrchoff a trouv£* que quelques acides dif-

ferents de Pacide sulfurique convertissoient Famidon en sucre.

Pour connoitre si le gaz acide carbonique qui se forme par

la fermentation de Pamidon avoit ete la cause de la production

du sucre dans mes experiences, j’ai introduit dans un grand

ballon de verre, de Pempois d’amidon de froment, § 11, dont

il n’occupoit que la cinquantieme partie, et apres y avoir fait

le vide par la pompe pneumatique, je Pai rempli avec du gaz

acide carbonique pur. Ce ballon, ferm£ par un robinet, a et£

expose pendant quarante jours dans un lieu ou la temperature

s'est maintenue entre le 18
0
et le 20° R. L'amidon n’a presque

pas ete decompose, car 100 parties ont fourni par cette ope-

ration,

Sucre - - - 1

.

Gomme - - 0,36.

Amidine mele d'amidon - 1.

Les j^eme de Pamidon ne paroissoient avoir subi aucune

alteration. Le gaz acide carbonique met done obstacle a la

fermentation de Pamidon, et a la formation de tous les

produits dont j’ai parie.

Resume des principals observations contenues dans ce Memoire.

L’amidon reduit par Peau a Petat d’empois, et abandonne

a sa decomposition spontanee, a une temperature entre 16
0
et

20
0
R., produit soit avec le contact de Pair, soit sans cette

influence,

i°, une espece de sucre semblable a celle qu’on obtient de

/

* Journal de Physique par De La Metherie, T. 74.
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la meme fecule par l’intervention de l’acide sulfurique delaye

et d’une plus haute temperature.

2°, une espece de gomme qui a un grand rapport avec le

principe gommeux de l’amidon torr4fie.

3°, une matiere quej’ai d4sigr.ee sous le nom d’amidine, et

dont les proprietes sont intermediaires entre celles de l'amidon

et de la gomme precedente.

4°, une substance qui s’approche du ligneux par son inso-

lubilite dans l’eau bouillante et dans plusieurs acides ; inais

elle tient de la nature amilac4e en colorant en pourpre la so-

lution aqueuse d’iode.

La decomposition spontan4e de l’amidon fournit encore

d’autres produits
;
mais leur presence et le mode de leur for-

mation sont subordonnes a l’action ou a l’absence de l’air

atmospherique pendant la fermentation.

Lorsque cette decomposition se fait avec le contact de l’air,

l’amidon produit une grande quantite d’eau, dans laquelle le

gaz oxigene atmospherique n’entre point comme principe

constituant. II se forme du gaz acide carbonique dont l’oxi-

gene appartient a l’air atmospherique. L’amidon depose en-

core dans cette circonstance du charbon qu’on ne separe qu’im-

parfaitement, et qui rembrunit tous les produits de l’opera-

tion. Le gaz oxigene n'est point absorbe dans cette fermen-

tation qu’en tant qu’il forme le gaz acide carbonique dont je

viens de parler. Le poids du residu sec de la decomposition

de l’amidon avec le contact de l’air pese moins que l’amidon

employe. La soustraction du carbone par l’air n’entre que

tres peu dans ce dechet qui est du presque uniquement a l’eau

formee par l’amidon, et qui se volatilise.

Lorsque la decomposition spontande s’opere sans le contact
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de Fair, l’amidon ne produit point d’eau, il d4gage une petite

quantite de gaz acide carbonique et du gaz hydrogene pur

ou presque pur. II ne depose point de charbon. Le poids du

r£sidu de cette fermentation apres le dessechement a la tem-

perature de l’eau bouillante s’est trouve dans mes experiences

^gal au poids de l’amidon employe a la meme temperature :

mais comme je n’ai tenu compte ni de la perte qu’il a subie

par le d^gagement du gaz acide carbonique, ni de celle qu’il

a ^prouvee par sa decomposition dans un long dessechement

avec le contact de l’air, il me paroit probable que l’amidon

dans sa fermentation sans ce contact, fixe ou s’approprie en

petite quantite les elements de l’eau.

Mes experiences sans l’influence de l’air n’ont 4te ni assez

prolong^es ni assez multiplies, pour indiquer si sa presence

augmente la quantity du sucre ; leurs r^sultats a cet 6gard

ont varie. Il est probable que Fair la diminue, en d^truisant

tous les produits de l’op£ration.

La conversion de l’amidon en sucre par l’intervention du

gluten, dans l’espace de quelques heures, et par une tempera-

ture £levee, fournit des produits sucr4 s et gommeux qui dif-

ferent des substances obtenues dans l’op^ration precedente,

en ce qu’ils donnent avec l’eau, des dissolutions ou la decoc-

tion de noix de gale indique la presence de la matiere glu-

tineuse par des precipites abondants. Ce principe donne au

produit sucr6 d’autres proprietes distinctives tres saillantes.

Il s’engendre de plus dans l’empois mei de gluten, un acide

qui ne se manifeste point dans la fermentation de l’amidon

seul, et qui paroit du exclusivement a la fermentation du

gluten. D’ailleurs la decomposition spontanee de l’amidon

mdcccxix. H
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sans le contact de Fair, et celle qui s’opere par Fintermede de

la matiere glutineuse,ont en general descaracteressemblables.

Le gluten en s’unissant a Famidon, ne paroit qu’accelerer

une decomposition que celui-ci auroit subie plus tard, sans cette

influence.

Fourcroy a d^signe quelques operations chimiques dans

lesquelles il se produit du sucre, sous le nom de fermentation

saccharine. II avoit principalement fondd cette distinction

sur le gout sucre que prennent plusieurs fruits par la coc-

tion, et sur la formation du sucre dans Facte meme de la

vegetation et de Fanimalisation : mais le premier resultat,

celui de la saveur, etoit trop indetermine ; et le second ne

s’adaptoit pas au nom de fermentation, qui suppose Facte

d'un mouvement spontane et intestin dans des substances

vegetales ou animales desorganisees et privees de vie. Aussi

cette designation tFa-t-elle pas ete adoptee. Mais puisque

nous voyons par des effets precis que la formation du sucre

a lieu dans le sens le plus strict attache au mot de fermen-

tation, il convient de distinguer cette derniere, et de la faire

preceder toutes les autres, en lui conservant le nom de fer-

mentation saccharine.

Geneve ce 7 Octobre, 1818.

Note A, sur la gomme produite par la fermentation spontance de

Vamidon, § III. et § XIII.

Cette gomme purifiee par sa dissolution dans Feau, sa fil-

tration, et sa precipitation par Falcool, est, apres son dess^che-

ment, transparente et presque sans couleur, si la fermentation
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s’est faite sans le contact de Fair
; mais si cette operation a

4t6 tres prolong^e avec ce contact, si elle a ete accompagn^e

de moisissure, la gomme est jaune et un peu trop molle pour

pouvoir etre pulv^risee. 300 parties de cette gomme a 15
0
R.

perdoient par ce dessechement a la temperature de Feau bouil-

lante 11,75 d’eau ;
dans cet etat, elle est toujours tres friable.

Elle n’attire pas d’ailleurs Fhumidite de Fair
;
elle y est inal-

terable: mais sa dissolution aqueuse s’y decompose au bout

d'un certain temps, sans passer a Fetat acide, en prenant une

odeur putride, et en deposant d'dpaisses mucosites.

Elle est insoluble dans Falcool, et elle est soluble dans

Feau en toute proportion. Deux parties de ce liquide et une

de gomme offrent une solution trbs fluide, mais elle devient

filante et visqueuse lorsque le poids de la gomme excede

celui de Feau.

La dissolution d’une partie de gomme dans dix d’eau n’est

troublee ni par Facetate de plomb, ni par le sous acetate de

plomb, ni par la decoction de noix de gale, ni par la liqueur

des cailloux.

Elle n'altere pas la couleur de Finfusion de tourne-sol.

Elle ne produit aucun changement de couleur dans la solu-

tion aqueuse d'iode.

Elle est foiblement troublee par Feau de baryte.

Elle ne produit point d'acide muqueux avec l'acide nitrique.

Cette gomme a beaucoup de rapports avec celle qu’on

obtient de Famidon torrefie. Elies different seulement en ce

que Feau de baryte fait un precipite beaucoup moins abondant

dans la solution de gomme d’amidon fermentd
;
en ce que

cette derniere a un peu de flexibilite a une basse temperature,
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ct en ce qu’elle a une couleur beaucoup moins foncee, et

presque nulle, si la fermentation s'est faite sans le contact

de Fair.

Note B, sur la matiere intermediate entre la gomme et Vamidon ,

ou sur I’amidine

,

§ V. et § 13.

Le residu de la decomposition spontan^e de Famidon, apres

avoir et6 traits par Feau froide, abandonne a Feau bouillante

un principe que ce liquide, apres son refroidissement et sa fil-

tration, retient en dissolution, et que j’ai designe sous le nom

d’amidine. On la purifie dans Fetat sec, en la lavant avec

une petite quantite d’eau froide, en la faisant dissoudre dans

Feau bouillante, et en filtrant la dissolution apres son refroidis-

sement. Ce produit ne me paroissant etre qu'une modifica-

tion sp6ciale de Famidon, ne conservera pas le nom que je

lui ai donne ici pour abr6ger : car on ne surchargera pas la

science de nouveaux noms pour les modifications infinies que

peut presenter toute substance vegetale ou animale par une

legere alteration.

L'amidine obtenue par Fevaporation de sa dissolution

aqueuse, se pr6sente, suivant le mode du dessechement, en

fragments blancs, opaques, et irreguliers, ou sous Fapparence

d’une matiere jaune pale, a demi transparente (comrae de

la gomme arabique), et tres friable. Elle est insoluble dans

Falcool. L’eau froide mise en maceration sur Famidine en

dissout environ Leme de son poids, et pr^sente apres sa fil-

tration une liqueur sans couleur, et tres fluide.

L'eau dissout Famidine en toute proportion a une tempera-

ture d’environ 50° R., et elle en retient en dissolution, apres
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soil refroidissement, une beaucoup plus grande proportion que

celle dont se charge ce liquide lorsqu'il agit a froid sur

cette substance. La decoction peut £tre rapprochee par L£va-

poration au point de contenir le quart de son poids d’amidine

en dissolution, sans se troubler ou sans se convertir en pdte

et en gelee par le refroidissement ; ce qui n’a point lieu pour

l'amidon. Lorsque la dissolution d’amidine est plus rap-

prochee, elle se precipite en partie, par le refroidissement, en

une matiere blanche et opaque; mais cette dernicre se dissout,

en presentant une liqueur transparente, a une temperature de

50° R. : sous ce rapport elle se rapproche de l'inuline. La

dissolution aqueuse d’amidine faite a froid, et qui en contient

la dixieme de son poids, se colore en bleu avec la solution

aqueuse d'iode, et presente avec ce r^actif teus les effets de

l'amidon.*

La m&me dissolution est coagulee en une pate blanche et

opaque par le sous-ac6tate de plomb : l’acetate neutre n’y fait

qu’un pr£cipit4 peu sensible.

Elle est abondamment troublee par Teau de baryte, et point

par Teau de chaux. La decoction de noix de gale n'y produit

pas de changement bien marque.

Les solutions aqueuses de potasse dissolvent l’amidine.

Ces combinaisons sont trbs fluides, et ne se pr^sentent point

dans l^tat visqueux et filant de celles d'amidon. Les acides

foibles en precipitent Tamidine avec toutes ses propri^tes.

L’alcool y produit aussi un precipite abondant, mais ce

dernier retient une certaine proportion d'alcali qui fait que

• Annates de Chimie, T. 90, Memoire sur l’iode par MM. Coiin et Gaul-
tier de Claubry,
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Famidine precipit<5 ne se colore en bleu par Fiode, que lors-

qu'on y ajoute un acide.

L’amidine differe done principalement de Famidon, en ce

que Feau froide peut la dissoudre, en ce qu’elle ne forme

point de gelee avec l’eau bouillante, ni des combinaisons

visqueuses avec les lessives de potasse. Les caracteres qui

la distinguent du principe gommeux dont j’ai parle pr6c£dem-

ment, sont, i
c

,
de n'fitre pas soluble dans Feau froide en toute

proportion ; 2°, de colorer.en bleu la solution aqueuse d’iode;

3°, de former avec Feau une dissolution qui est coagulee par le

sous acetate de plomb.

Je lFai point pu obtenir d’amidine par la germination du

froment. Si ce produit s’y forme, e’est sans doute en trop

petite quantity pour qu’on puisse le separer de Famidon.

Dans Fanalyse que j'ai faite de 100 parties de froment, avant,

et apres sa germination, 6 parties de sa substance farineuse

ont paru detruites par cette vegetation, et elles out ete rem-

placees par parties de mucilage, et de sucre sec deli-

quescent. Si, comme on peut le prosumer, l'amidine se forme

en aussi petite quantite que ces produits, elle peut rester con-

fondue avec Famidon sans qu’on puisse Fen separer. D’ail-

leurs je n’ai pas trouv£, malgre les assertions contraires de

MM. Proust et Dobereiner, que Famidon du froment fut

notablement change dans ses proprietes par la germination.

Note C, sur le changement de poids qu’eprouve Vamidon par sa

fermentation a l’air, § II. § X. § XIII.

En analysant le sucre produit par Faction de Facide sulfu-

rique et de Feau sur Famidon (Bibliotheque Brit. Sc. et Arts,

v. 56 )
j'ai trouv6 que cette production s'opere par la fixation
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des elements de Feau dans Famidon. Je suis parvenu a la

m£me explication, on plutot a sa confirmation en montrant

que la quantite de sucre formee par ce procede est plus grande

que celle de Famidon employ^, lorsqu’ils sont s6ch6s Fun et

Fautre a la temperature de Feau bouillante. Cette observa-

tion pourroit paroitre oppos^e a celle qui montre que le

r^sidu de la decomposition de Famidon a Fair pese moins

que Famidon employ^ : mais il est peut etre superflu d’ob-

server que ces effets ne sauroient etre compares
;
parce que

dans celui de Facide sulfurique, le sucre est en dernier re-

sultat le seul produit notable de Foperation ; tandis que dans

la fermentation de Famidon a Fair, il se forme plusieurs

produits dans lesquels les elements de Feau sont repartis

d/une maniere tres inegale, et se perdent en partie par Feva-

poration.

Par la fixation des Elements de Feau dans Famidon pour

former le sucre, je rFentends pas qu’ils s’y trouvent dans

F^tat d'eau solidifiee ou d’eau de crystallisation; la maniere

dont ils sont repartis est encore indeterminee.

Cette fixation de Feau a lieu sans doute plus souvent qu’on

ne le pense dans le traitement des substances vegetales ou

animales par les proc£d£s ordinaires de nos laboratoires.

J’ai trouve que les nouvelles propriefes que les graisses ac-

quierent par la saponification, tiennent principalement a la

fixation des elements de Feau dans la graisse.

100 parties de graisse de pore lavee et filtree, m’ont fourni

par leur combustion dans du gaz oxigene,*

* Cette analyse ne s’accorde pas avec celle que Berard a faite de la rr.eme sub

stance en la traitant par l’oxide de cuivre. Ses resultats ainsi qu’un grand nombre de

ceux obtenus par ce procede, m’ont paru pecher par exces d’hydrogene. (Annales de

Ch. et de Phys. T. V.)
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78,843.

12,182.

8,502.

°>473 -

100

100 parties de la meme graisse saponifide ou pr^cipitee de

son savon de potasse par Facide muriatique contiennent,

Carbone - 75 ,747-

Hydrogene - 11,615.

Oxigene - >2,325.

Azote - °,313 *

ICO

Le gaz oxigene consume et le gaz acide carbonique produit

par la combustion de la graisse, avant et apres sa saponifica-

tion, sont presque dans le meme rapport, savoir comme

100:71,5 dans la 1 ere analyse; et comme 100 172,7 dans

la ade. II en resulte qu’on pourroit presque considerer ces

deux especes de graisse comme ayant la meme base unie a

differentes quantites d’eau, quoique ce ne soit point la proba-

blement le veritable mode de leur composition.

Les experiences de Chevreul que j’ai verifiees ne sont pas

opposees a cette explication en indiquant qufil y a augmen-

tation de poids dans le produit de Foperation. 100 parties

de graisse de pore fournissent suivant ce chimiste, 94 ou 95
de graisse saponifi^e, et environ 9 de principe doux sans

compter la perte qui a lieu dans la manipulation : ces produits

paroissent done surpasser le poids de la graisse qui les a

fournis.

Carbone

Hydrogene

Oxigene

Azote
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Note D, sur le gaz hydrogene produit par la fermentation de

I’amidon, § XIII.

On peut etre surpris que le gaz hydrogene form6 par la

decomposition spontanee de l’empois d'amidon, soit du gaz

hydrogene pur, et non point un gaz hydrogene carbure sem-

blable a celui des marais : mais toutes les substances v^getales

que j’ai fait fermenter par un procede analogue a celui qui a

ete employe pour l'empois, ont "degage du gaz hydrogene

pur ou presque pur, abstraction faite du gaz acide carbonique

qui y etoit mel£, et de la faculte qu'avoient quelques unes

d'entr’elles de ne degager que ce dernier.

2,85 grammes de gluten fraix qui contenoit la 0,37 partie

de son poids d’eau, et au quel j'ai ajoute 16 grammes de ce

liquide, ont degag£ dans cinq semaines, apres avoir ete places

sous un recipient renverse plein de mercure, 80 centim. cubes

de gaz, sans y comprendre celui que l’eau a retenu. Les

80 etoient composes de 60 de gaz acide carbonique et de 20

de gaz hydrogene qui n’a pas forme une quantite notable de

gaz acide carbonique par sa combustion.

Le froment dans une fermentation semblable n'a degage

que du gaz acide carbonique, sans melange de gaz hydro-

gene.

3 grammes de graines de pois seches aux quelles j'ai

ajoute i2 grammes d'eau, ont degag6 dans trois semaines,

par un proc£d£ semblable, 117 centimetres cubes de gaz qui

contenoit 88 de gaz acide carbonique et 29 de gaz hydrogbne.

J’ai rep6t6 ces experiences sur une livre de pois, en les

enfermant sous un recipient plein d’eau, renverse sur ce

liquide en contact avec l’air. La pesanteur specifique du gaz

IMDCCCXIX.
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hydrogene degag£, abstraction faite du gaz azote qui le souil-

loit, etoit 0,0883. 100 parties de cet air inflammable que

j’ai pu analyser plus en grand que les precedents, ont con-

sume 55,4,5 de gaz oxigene, en formant 2,64 de gaz acide

carbonique.

Ces experiences ont ete faites avec quelques autres graines ;

et celles qui ont produit du gaz hydrogene Font toujours

degag£ pur ou presque pur, mais mele avec du gaz acide

carbonique dans une proportion qui lFa souffert que peu de

variations, c’est-a-dire environ dans le rapport de 1
: 4 en y

comprenant le gaz acide que Feau a retenu ; tel etoit aussi le

melange de gaz que Famidon et le gluten ont fourni.

La formation d’un gaz hydrogene aussi pur par la fermen-

tation n’avoit pas ete observe : elle conduit a chercher la

raison pour la quelle la fermentation des marais produit un

gaz inflammable aussi different du precedent.
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IV. On Corpora Lutea . .By »SYrEverard Home, Bart. V. P.R. S.

Read January 14, 1819.

Jn May, 1817, I laid before the Society an account of the

human ovum, and not only showed the cavity of the corpus

luteum from which it had escaped, but another corpus luteum

in the same ovarium, which had made a considerable advance

in its growth.

Ever since that time I have been actively employed, with

the assistance of Mr. Bauer, in tracing the rise and progress

of the corpus luteum to its full growth, its use, and after-

wards its decay. The result of our labours is contained in

the present communication, and in the drawings which ac-

company it.

Corpora lutea are never met with before puberty; the

natural structure of the ovarium is therefore more readily

ascertained before that period. It is nearly the same in dif-

ferent animals; is of a loose open texture, in which, more parti-

cularly near the circumference, a number of small cells of a

globular form are met with. This structure is shown in the

annexed drawings, in the human ovarium, [Plate III. fig. 2.[]

in that of the cow, [[Plate VI. fig. 2.[] and in that of the sow,

[Plate VIII. fig. 2.]

The corpus luteum, from its first appearance, seems to be

an entirely new substance, distinct from that of the ovarium

itself; it is never formed within the cells, but in the substance

of the ovarium
;
[See Plate IV. fig. 2 and 4 : Plate VI. fig.

4 : and Plate VIII. fig. 4:3 and compresses the surrounding
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parts so much, that when full grown, and even when there

are several in the same ovarium, that body is not much en-

creased beyond its natural size.

The structure of the corpus luteum is of a very particular

kind, and is not distinctly seen in small animals, or in those that

have numerous litters; but in the cow, which has commonly

only one calf at a birth, the corpus luteum is so large, that

when it is magnified, the structure can be made out; it is a

mass of thin convolutions, bearing a greater resemblance to

those of the brain than of any other organ. Its form is an

irregular oval with a central cavity, and in some animals its

substance is of a bright orange colour when first exposed

;

all these appearances are most accurately displayed in the an-

nexed drawings of it in the cow. [Plate VII. fig. 2,3.3 Corpora

lutea are found to make their appearance in the ovaria at the

age of puberty, and continue to succeed each other as the

young are produced, till the period arrives when breeding

no longer goes on. [Plate III. fig. 7; Plate IV. fig. 6 ;

Plate IX. fig. 6.3

As the object of the present paper is to draw conclusions from

the appearances that are represented in the annexed drawings,

in proof of corpora lutea being the structures in which the

ova are formed ; of their being produced previous to, and

independent of sexual intercourse; and when they have ful-

filled their office of forming ova, being afterwards removed

by absorption, whether the ova are impregnated or not; I

shall not take up the time of the Society longer than in de-

tailing a number of facts, which indeed will be doing little

more than giving a catalogue raisonnbe of Mr. Bauer’s

drawings, which put these facts upon record. That corpora
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lutea are formed in a state of virginity, is proved both in

the human species and the hog tribe, as will be seen in the

annexed drawings. In a young woman of twenty years of

age with a perfect hymen, one of the ovaria was found by

Mr. Bauer to contain a corpus luteum, in the cavity of

which there was an ovum which had nearly arrived at its full

size
;
the second covering or chorion had already formed, by

means of which the ovum had a slight adhesion to the inner

surface of the corpus luteum. [Plate III. fig. 4.3 When this

ovum was examined after it had been removed from its situ-

ation, [Plate III. fig 5,[ its figure was the same as that

found in the uterus and described in my former paper
;

it only

differed in being smaller in the proportion of to -^5,

in the whole being transparent, and in the chorion not having

extended itself completely over the anterior surface of the

ovum. The Fallopian tube on that side was fuller than the

opposite. The fimbriae were spread out, and unusually vas-

cular ;
so that every preparation was made for the reception

of the ovum into the tube. No sexual intercourse had taken

place. [Plate III. fig. 3.3

I have met with corpora lutea in virgins at 14; and know

of two instances of girls having children still earlier, one at

13, the other at 12.

Sir John Sebright, whose knowledge respecting pigeons

is well known, informs me, that when mated, they lay eggs

earlier than when kept from the male; they do not lay

a greater number of eggs, but they lay them at all seasons*

while the others lay only in the spring.

In the cow, the age of puberty is considered to be two
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years old, and the corpus luteum represented in the engraving

is that of a first calf. [[Plate VI. fig. 4; and Plate VII. fig. 2,

and g.[] In the hog tribe, the age of puberty is six months

;

and in the series of drawings of their ovaria, one is given from

a sow pig at four months, in which no corpora lutea had begun

to appear. [Plate VIII. fig. 2. [] In another, between five and

six months, several have made a considerable advance, [Plate

VIII. fig. 4-[l and in one nearly six months they were com-

pletely formed, and their cavities filled with blood, similar

to the human corpus luteum containing the ovum, but no ova

were detected. [[Plate VIII. fig. 6.[]

In another virgin pig, nearly six months old, Mr. Bauer

was so fortunate as to meet with corpora lutea in the very act

of bursting to part with their ova : the appearance is shown in

Plate IX. fig. 1 and 2. From this most fortunate occurrence

we learn that animals part with their eggs whether there is sex-

ual intercourse or not, and this is done with such force, that the

cavity of the corpus luteum is absolutely inverted, so that the

ovum is exposed completely to the emission of the male. The
extravasation of blood in rupturing the ovarium, and invert-

ing the corpus luteum, is in many instances so great, that

some of it passes out through the vagina, which when met

with, is considered a sign of impregnation having taken

place. As soon as the ovum is expelled, the corpus luteum

recovers itself, and returns to its natural state. When the

ovum accidentally adheres by a portion of the chorion to the

inner surface of the corpus luteum, as is shown to be the case

in Plate III. fig. 4, it may retain its hold; and however com-

pleat its expulsion, may be carried back, and form what is
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called an ovarium case, the foetus growing in the ovarium;

several cases of this kind are met with, particularly one now

in the collection of the Emperor of Russia, purchased from

the late Mr. Cruikshank, teacher of Anatomy in London.

An instance of corpora lutea forming in succession, and

probably to the same number, whether the female is ever

impregnated or not, is shown in a drawing of the ovarium of

a woman who died a virgin at 47 years old; the fragments of

seven corpora lutea are distinctly seen in it, and in the oppo-

site there were five, putting on the same appearance. [[Plate

HI. fig- 70
After the escape of the ova, the corpora lutea have their

cavities distended with blood, which coagulates, loses its

colour, and forms a white solid mass surrounded by broken

portions of the corpus luteum. [[Plate IV. fig. 4 and 5.3 These

become smaller and smaller, till they disappear. A series of

them is shown in the human ovarium, six weeks and nine

months after impregnation ;
also after a woman had borne

12 children, and had for many years left off breeding. [[Plate

V. fig. 6.3

The remains of the corpus luteum, at nine months after im-

pregnation of the ovum, are so indistinct as hardly to be re-

cognized
;
but in the opposite ovarium there is commonly a

corpus luteum far advanced, forming another ovum ; and it

will be found that all the preparations of corpora lutea taken

from the ovaria of women who die in child-bed, actually

belong to this new ovum not yet completely formed. [[Plate

V. fig. 2, and fig. 4.3

In some cases, the coagulum filling the cavity of the corpus

luteum is absorbed, leaving a circular cup, whose margin is
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fringed with small portions of the substance of the corpus

luteum
;

this has been usually taken for a perfect corpus

luteum, and preserved as such.

The cells met with in the ovaria before puberty are glo-

bular ; but as the ovaria increase in size, the sides of these

cells become squeezed, which gives them an oval form.

[[Plate VI. fig. 4. and Plate VII. fig. 2 and 3.J

EXPLANATION OF THE PLATES.

Plate III.

In this Plate are represented six figures of the human ova-

rium in a virgin state, and one of the human ovum before it is

impregnated. The external appearances of the ovaria are of

the natural size. The internal appearances are magnified

two diameters, the ovum itself is magnified twenty-two di-

ameters.

Fig. 1. the human ovarium at twelve years of age, show-

ing its external form.

Fig. 2. An internal view of the same: the blood vessels

are injected, its structure is more compact than natural, the

parts having been preserved in spirit. The cavities contained

coagulated lymph and a serous fluid.

Fig. 3. The external view of the ovarium at 20 years of

age, after having been some days in spirit.

Fig. 4. An internal view of the same, showing that al-

though the woman was a virgin, there was a corpus luteum

arrived at its full growth containing an ovum, which has two

membranous coverings, the amnion and chorion; the ca-

vity surrounding the ovum was filled with blood
; and the
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ovum, by means of the chorion, has a slight attachment to the '

inner surface of the corpus luteum.

Fig. 5, represents the ovum in a detached state; it is smaller

than that represented in my former paper, which had arrived

at the cavity of the uterus, in the proportion of to and

differs from it in being pellucid, the two opaque spots met

with in the other not yet being formed.

Fig. 6 . The external form of the ovarium at 47 years

of age.

Fig 7. An internal view of the same, showing the re-

mains of seven corpora lutea. The central cavities are dis-

tended with coagulated blood, as in all the corpora lutea met

with after the ova that escaped from them had been impreg-

nated. The corresponding ovarium contained five corpora

lutea, similar in appearance to those here represented.

Plate IV.

Contains five figures of the human ovarium after impreg-

nation, the external appearances are of the natural size, the

internal ones are magnified two diameters.

Fig. 1. The external appearance of the ovarium repre-

sented in a former paper on the human ovum, and shown
again here to complete the series.

Fig. 2. An internal view of the same, to show the appear-

ance of the corpus luteum five days after the impregnation of

the ovum.

Fig. 3. The external appearance of the ovarium, six

weeks after the impregnation of the ovum, which was ar-

rested in the Fallopian tube.

MDCCCXIX. K
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Fig. 4. An internal view of the same, showing the corpus

luteum partly absorbed, and the remaining parts unconnected

with each other.

Fig. 5. A transverse section of the same ovarium, and its

corpus luteum.

Plate V.

Contains six figures of the human ovarium at different

periods after impregnation, all of them of the natural size,

except Fig. 6, which is magnified two diameters.

Fig. 1. An external view of the ovarium, that did not

contain the ovum from which the child was produced, taken

immediately after the child was born.

Fig. 2. An internal view of the same, in which there is a

corpus luteum nearly arrived at its full size.

Fig. 3. The external view of the ovarium, in which the

impregnated ovum had been formed.

Fig. 4. An internal view of the same, showing how much

the corpus luteum had been broken down, and the want of

distinctness in the remaining parts. There is also a new

corpus luteum forming.

When Fig. 2 and Fig. 4 are compared, it will be seen, that

all corpora lutea which have been preserved after the mother

dies in child-birth, do not belong to the ovum of the child

born, but to that which is to succeed it.

Fig. 5. The external appearance of the ovarium of a

woman who had twelve children, and died at seventy years

of age.
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Fig. 6. Internal view of the same, to show how small the

remains of the corpora lutea had become at that age. The

large cyst contained coagulated lymph and serum.

Plate VI.

Contains four figures of the ovaria of the cow. The ex-

ternal appearances of the natural size, the internal magnified

two diameters.

Fig. 1. The ovarium of a calf, two months old.

Fig. 2. An internal view of the same.

Fig. 3. External view of the unimpregnated ovarium of

a cow, 14 days after her being with calf.

Fig. 4. Internal view of the same, representing the com-

mencement of a corpus luteum, and showing that the cells

in the ovarium which before puberty are met with in a globular

form, become gradually of an oval and irregular shape as the

ovarium increases in size.

Plate VII.

Contains three figures of the ovarium of a cow with calf.

The external appearance is of the natural size ;
and the inter-

nal is magnified two diameters.

Fig. 1. External view of the corresponding ovarium.

Fig. 2. Internal view of the same, showing the structure

of the corpus luteum, which in this animal is very large, and

is evidently made up of convolutions more nearly resembling

those of the brain, than of any other organ.

Fig. 3. A transverse section of the corpus luteum.
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Plate VIII.

Contains six figures of the ovaria of the pig, in a virgin

state. The external appearances of the natural size, the in-

ternal magnified two diameters.

Fig. 1. The external view of the ovarium at four months.

Fig. 2. Internal view of the same.

Fig. 3. External -view of the ovarium at nearly six months.

Fig. 4. Internal view of the same, showing three incipient

corpora lutea.

Fig 5. External view at six months.

Fig. 6. Internal view, showing six corporea lutea, nearly

if not quite at the full size : the cavities filled with blood, as

in Plate III. fig. 4, but no ova were detected.

Plate IX.

Contains six figures of ovaria of the pig; two in a virgin

state, nearly six months old, in which the corpora lutea are

in the act of bursting, and four of the sow after impregnation.

Fig. 1. The external view of the ovarium, showing five

inverted corpora lutea, spreading over the surface of the ova-

rium, considerably beyond the orifices through which they

protruded ;
their inner surface is turned inside out, by which

means the ova must have been completely discharged. No
ova were detected.

Fig. 2. Internal view of the same, showing four corpora

lutea, and a great number of blood-vessels, which at that

instant become very visible. Both figures are magnified two

diameters.
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Fig. 3. An external view of the ovarium of a sow, 14 days

after impregnation.

Fig. 4. The internal view, in which there are five corpora

lutea, their appearance becoming very indistinct.

Fig. 5. The ovarium of a sow five years old, that had in all

six litters of pigs, and had left offbreeding for a year.

Fig. 6. An internal view of the same, to show that all ves-

tiges of corpora lutea were nearly removed.

Since the first part of this Paper was printed, a foetus of

the size usually met with at the end of the fourth month,

has been found compleatly inclosed in the ovarium. It is

evident that the ovum, after impregnation, was retained in

the cavity of the corpus luteum in the manner explained

above, since vestiges of the corpus luteum are still visible

between the chorion and the substance of the ovarium. The
mother died in consequence of haemorrhage, produced by
the bursting of a branch of the spermatic artery. An ac-

count of the case, with drawings of the parts made by Mr.
Bauer, will be laid before the Society, after the long vaca-

tion, by Dr. Granville.
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V. Remarks on the probabilities of error in physical observations
,

and on the density of the earth, considered
,

especially with

regard to the reduction of experiments on the pendulum. In a

letter to Capt. Henry Kater, F. R. S. By Thomas Young,

M. D. For. Sec. R. S.

Read January 21, 1819.

My dear Sir,

The results of some of your late experiments on the pen-

dulum having led me to reflect on the possible inequalities in

the arrangement of gravitating matter within the earth’s sub-

stance, as well as on the methods of appreciating the accuracy

of a long series of observations in general, I have thought

that it might be agreeable to you, to receive the conclusions

which I have obtained from my investigations, in such a

form as might serve either to accompany the report of your

operations, or to be laid before the Royal Society as a distinct

communication.

1. On the estimation of the advantage of multiplied ob-

servations.

It has been a favourite object of research and speculation,

among the authors of the most modern refinements of ma-

thematical analysis, to determine the laws, by which the pro-

bability of occurrences, and the accuracy of experimental re-

sults, maybe reduced to a numerical form. It is indeed true,

that this calculation has sometimes vainly endeavoured to

substitute arithmetic for common sense, and at other times

has exhibited an inclination to employ the doctrine of chances

as a sort of auxiliary in the pursuit of a political object, not
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otherwise so easily attainable
;
but we must recollect, that at

least as much good sense is required in applying our mathe-

matics to objects of a moral nature, as would be sufficient to

enable us to judge of all their relations without any mathe-

matics at all : and that a wise government and a brave

people may rely with much more confidence on the perma-

nent sources of their prosperity, than the most expert calcu-

lators have any right to repose in the most ingenious combi-

nations of accidental causes.

It is however an important, as well as an interesting

study, to inquire in what manner the apparent constancy of

many general results, which are obviously subject to great

and numerous causes of diversity, may best be explained:

and we shall soon discover that the combination of a multi-

tude of independent sources of error, each liable to incessant

fluctuation, has a natural tendency, derived from their mul-

tiplicity and independence, to diminish the aggregate varia-

tion of their joint effect; and that this consideration is suffi-

cient to illustrate the occurrence, for example, of almost an

equal number of dead letters every year in a general post

office, and many other similar circumstances, which, to an

unprepared mind, seem to wear the appearance of a kind of

mysterious fatality, and which have sometimes been consi-

dered, even by those who have investigated the subject with

more attention, as implying something approaching more

nearly to constancy in the original causes of the events, than

there is any just reason for inferring from them.

This statement may be rendered more intelligible by the

simple case of supposing an equal large number of black and

white balls to be thrown into a box, and 100 of them to be
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drawn out either at once or in succession. It may then be

demonstrated, as will appear hereafter, from the number of

ways in which the respective numbers of each kind of balls

may happen to be drawn, that there is 1 chance in 12-5- that

exactly 50 of each kind may be drawn, and an even chance

that there will not be more than 53 of either, though it still

remains barely possible that even 100 black balls or 100

white may be drawn in succession.

From a similar consideration of the number of combina-

tions affording a given error, it will be easy to obtain the pro-

bable error of the mean of a number of observations of any

kind; beginning first with the simple supposition of the cer-

tainty of an error of constant magnitude, but equally likely

to fall on either side of the truth, and then deducing from this

supposition the result of the more ordinary case of the greater

probability of small errors than of larger ones. This liability

to a constant error may be represented, by supposing a counter

to have two faces, marked o and 2 ; the mean value of an

infinite number of trials will then obviously be 1, and the

constant error of each trial will be 1, whether positive or

negative.

Now in a combination of n trials with such a counter, if we

divide the sum of the results by n, the greatest possible error

of the mean thus found will be 1 ; and the probability of any

other given error will be expressed by the number of combi-

nation of the faces of n counters affording that error, divided

by the whole number of combinations; that is, by the corres-

ponding coefficient of the binomial ( 1 -j- 1)", divided by 2",

the sum of the coefficients. The calculation therefore will

stand thus

:
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n — 2 » = 3 » = 4 ?z — 6

Coefficients 1 2 1 * 3 3 1 1464 I i 6 15 20 . .

.

Numbers thrown 024 024 6 0246 8 0 2 4 6 . .

.

Differences from n 202 3 1 1 3 4202 4 6 4 2 0 .

.

.

Errors of the means 1 0 1 1 £ x
1

S 3
1 1 i 0 f 1 x | i 0...

Sums of errors I+0+I=2 i+i+i+i=4 1+2+0+2+1 =6 1+4+5 + 0 . ..

Mean errors
i — 1
4 — S

4 1T—

T

6—J.
T6 — 3

2 O ..S

TT — TS-

n — 8

1 8 28 56 70

02468
86420
1 I i i o

1 + 6+144.14+0
7 0 _ 3 5
TT6 — 12T

It is easy to perceive that these coefficients must express

the true numbers of the combinations, since they are formed

by adding together the two adjacent members of the pre-

ceding series; thus when n is 3, 1 combination giving the

number o and 3 the number 2, these two combinations, being

again respectively combined with 2 and o of a fourth counter,

give 1 3 = 4> for the combinations affording the number 2

in the next series
;
while each succeeding series must continue

to begin and end with unity, since there is only one combina-

tion that can afford either of the extremes.

In order to continue the calculation with greater conve-

nience, we must find a general expression for the middle

terms, 2, 6, 20, 70 . . neglecting the odd values of n. The
first, 2, is made up of

(
1 -{- 1 ), the second, 6

,
is 2 ( 2 + 1);

20 is 2 (6+ 4) and 70 = 2 (20 15): or 6 = 2 (2. J-), 20=
2 (6. f), 70= 2 (20. J), whence the series may easily be

continued at pleasure, multiplying always the preceding

term by f, i-2, i* UL ... We have also 6=16. i == 2*
.

20=2*. and 70= 2
8
.

-

3
2
5
q-

:

consequently the terms of

this series, divided by 2*, will always express the mean errors

already calculated. From this value of the middle term we
may easily deduce that of the neighbouring terms by means

of the original formula n .
—

MDCCCXIX.

+ M + I + n

in n + 1 in+ 2
z • • ; the
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first factor less than unity being always £~~ = -T_
^he2 .

1+ -

n Mean error

2 .50OOOO

4 -3750°0

6 .312500

B .273437

10 .246094

12 .225586

14 .209473

16 .196381

18 .185471

20 .176196

30 .144466

40 .125363

50 .112271

60 .102574

70 .095022

80 .088924

30 .083868

too .079586

magnitude of the mean error is exhibited in the annexed

table.

The general expression for this series

being i .
-J. £ . . . Hi"

1
* it is obvious that if we

multiply it by - .
*

. the product will be

T
,
whatever the value of n may be: and

when that value is large, the factors of these

two expressions will approach so near to

each other that they may be considered as

equal; consequently the corresponding terms

of either, taken between any two large va-

lues of n, will vary in the subduplicate ratio

of n, since their product, which may be con-

sidered as the square of either, varies in the

simple ratio of n, so that the mean error may

ultimately be expressed by V The va-

lue of p evidently approximates to that of

the quadrant of a circle, of which the radius

is unity : thus for n= 10 it is 1.6512, and for

n — 100, 1.5788, instead of 1.5708 ; and the

ultimate identity of these magnitudes has

been demonstrated by Euler and others. (See Mr. Her-

schel’s Treatise on Series, in Lacroix, Engl. Ed. n. 410.)

The fraction thus found, multiplied by 2n
,
gives the number

of combinations expressed by the middle term, in which the

error vanishes, when n is even; and the whole number of
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combinations being also 2n
, it is obvious that the fraction

alone must express the probability of a result totally free

from error. The neighbouring terms on each side, for

n = 100, are .078025, .073524, and .066588, the sum of the_

7 being .515860 ;
and since this sum exceeds it is obviously

more probable that the result of 100 trials will be found in

some of these seven terms, than in any of the remaining 94,

and that the mean error will not exceed When n is so

large, that the terms concerned may be considered as nearly

equal, the factors —'

, ?
. . ., may be expressed by 1 —

-
, 1 — -

, 1 —— ..., and the terms themselves by 1, 1 —

1 — ,
1 —

. . . the negative parts forming the series

” (*» 4> 9 • • •) which the sum, for q terms, is-^(y9 3 + T

q* ^ q) or ultimately j-n q
3

1 consequently if we call the

middle term e, we must determine q in such a manner as to

have e (sq - ± q
3
) = | — e, and q ( 1— q‘) = ~— i;

but e has been already found, in this case, = v/^> and ne-

glecting at first the square of q, we have q — \ V {pi
i)

and ?’ = 76 pn, whence jn
q' = ^p, and i - i q‘ = .934,55

•

hence, for a second approximation, *93455 q = - —
J-,

and

q = .2674V{pn) — .53 ; and by continuing the operation we
obtain .9235 q = ± — 1

, and q = .271 V{pn) — .54; con-

sequently the probable error, being expressed by -~L
j wjll be

•542 V “ —* This formula, for n = 100,

becomes .0571, and for n = 10000, .00679 — .00011 =
,00668.
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We must not, however, lose sight, in this calculation, of

the original condition of liability to a certain constant error in

each trial. For example, we may infer from it, that if we
made 100 observations of the place of a luminary, each dif-

fering 1' from the truth, but indifferently on either side of it,

the error of the mean result would probably not exceed

~ . i'= 3.6"; and that in 1000 observations it would probably

be reduced to about a second. Now although, in the methods

of observing which we employ, the error is liable to consi-

derable variations, yet it may be represented with sufficient

accuracy, by the combination of two or more experiments in

which the simpler law prevails. For example, the combina-

tion of two counters, such as have been considered, is equiva-

lent to the effect of a die with four faces, or a tetraedron,

marked o, 2, 2, and 4, or with errors expressed by 1, o, o,

and— 1 ;
the combination of three counters is represented by

a die having eight faces, or an octaedron, with the errors 1,

i> i ’ i ~ t ’ — I — —1 > anc* the combination of four, by

a solid of 16 sides, with the errors 1, 4 x •§•, 6 x o, 4 x — — 1.

These distributions evidently resemble those which are gene-

rally found to take place in the results of our experiments

;

and it is of the less consequence to represent them with greater

accuracy, since the minute steps, by which the scale of error

varies, have no sensible effect on the result, especially when

the number of observations is considerable. If, for example,

instead of two trials with the tetraedron, having the errors

1, o, o, — 1, we made two trials with a solid of 21 faces,

having the errors distributed equally from 1, .g, .8 .

.

to—1,

the mean error of all the possible combinations would only
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vary from .375 to .349 ; and in a greater number of trials the

errors would approach still nearer to equality.

Now in order to employ any of these suppositions for the

purpose of calculation, it is only necessary to compute the

corresponding mean error, and to make it equal to the actual

mean error of a great number of observations. Thus, if we

consider each observation as representing a binary combination

of counters or constant errors, in which the mean error is -

,

and adding together the differences of the several results from

the mean, and dividing by their numbers, we find the mean

error of 100 observations i', we must consider the original

constant error as equal to 2', which is to be made the unit for

200 primitive combinations ; and —1 — = .0426 ; and

the probable error of the mean will be .0426 x 120 = 5.1°.

For a quaternary combination, if the error, which amounts to

f, be found i', the unit will be
J-',

and for n = 400, we have

.03125 x 5. o". And if we set out with a large number

m of combinations, the mean error beinar V— — e , the unit0 pm
will be e y/ {pm) = 1, and the probable error of nm trials

t

being equal to this unit multiplied by .542 \/~, neglecting

the very small fraction we have .542 e \/ (
pm

)
=

.542 p y/“ e — -8514 v/7 e ' which, if e be i', and n = 100,

gives again 5.1". It appears therefore that the supposition,

respecting the number of combinations representing the scale

of error, scarcely makes a perceptible difference in the result,

after the exclusion of the constant error : and that we may
safely represent the probable error of the mean result of n

observations, by the expression .85 e being the mean of

all the actual errors.
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We might obtain a conclusion nearly similar by considering

the sum of the squares of the errors, amounting always to n 2”

:

but besides the greater labour of computing the sum of the

squares of the errors of any series of observations, the method,

strictly speaking, is somewhat less accurate, since the amount

of this sum is affected in a slight degree by any error which

may remain in the mean, while the simple sum of the errors

is wholly exempted from this uncertainty. In other respects

the results here obtained do not materially differ from those

of Legendre, Bessel, Gauss, and Laplace : but the mode of

investigation appears to be more simple and intelligible.

It maj therefore be inferred from these calculations, first,

that the original conditions of the probability of different

errors, though they materially affect the observations them-

selves, do not very greatly modify the nature of the conclu-

sions respecting the accuracy of the mean result, because their

effect is comprehended in the magnitude of the mean error

from which those conclusions are deduced : and secondly,

that the error of the mean, on account of this limitation, is

never likely to be greater than six sevenths of the mean of

all the errors, divided by the square root of the number of

observations. But though it is perfectly true, that the pro-

bable error of the mean is always somewhat less than the

mean error divided by the square root of the number of

observations, provided that no constant causes of error have

existed ; it is still very seldom safe to rely on the total absence

of such causes ;
especially as our means of detecting them

must be limited by the accuracy of our observations, not

assisted, in all instances, by the tendency to equal errors on

either side of the truth : and when we are comparing a series
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of observations made with any one instrument, or even by

any one observer, we can place so little reliance on the absence

of some constant cause of error, much greater than the pro-

bable result of the accidental causes, that it would in general

be deceiving ourselves even to enter into the calculation upon

the principles here explained : and it is much to be appre-

hended, that for want of considering this necessary condition,

the results of many elegant and refined investigations, relating

to the probabilities of error, may in the end be found perfectly

nugatory.

These are cases in which some little assistance may be

derived from the doctrine of chances with respect to matters

of literature and history: but even here it would be ex-

tremely easy to pervert this application in such a manner, as

to make it subservient to the purpose of clothing fallacious

reasoning in the garb of demonstrative evidence. Thus if we

were investigating the relations of two languages to each

other, with a view of determining how far they indicated a

common origin from an older language, or an occasional

intercourse between the two nations speaking them, it would

be important to inquire, upon the supposition that the possible

varieties of monosyllabic or very simple words must be

limited by the extent of the alphabet to a certain number

;

and that these names were to be given promiscuously to the

same number of things, what would be the chance that l, 2,

3 or more of the names would be applied to the same things

in two independent instances.

Now we shall find, upon consideration, that for n names

and n things, the whole number of combinations, or rather

permutations of the whole nomenclature would be m = 1 . s .
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S • • n; and that of these the number in which no one name

agreed would be a = m — a — n . . a — n . .

. . — n . a
n__ x

;
each term expressing the number of agree-

ments in n, n — i, n— 2 . . . instances only, and being made

up of all the combinations of so many out of n things, each

occurring as many times as all the remaining ones can dis-

agree. Hence we may easily obtain the successive values of

a from each other, the first being obviously l, as a single

name can only be given in one way to a single thing, there-

fore,

a
2 — 2 — I = I

<*3 = 6— 1—3 = 2

a
^
~ 24— 1 — 6— 8 := 9

a . — 120— 1— 10—20— 45 — 44

— 720— 1— 15 — 40— 135 — 264 — 265

a-j “ 5040 — 1— 21— 70— 315—924— 1855 — 1854

a g =: 40320— 1—28— 1 12—630— 2464 — 7420— 14832 ~ 14833

«
9
= 36z88°— 1 — 36— 168— 1 134— 5544 — 22260 — 66744— 133497 = 133496

a
lQ — 3628800—1— 45— 240— 1890— 11088 — 55650 — 222480— 667485— 1334960

= I334961

From this computation it may be inferred, that, for 10

names, the probabilities will stand thus

:

No coincidence .367880 One or more .632120

One only .367880 Two or more .264240

Two only .18394,1 Three or more .080300

Three only .061309 Four or more .018991

Four only 15336 Five or more .003655

Five only .003036 Six or more .000599

Six only .000321 Seven or more .000078
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Seven only .000066 Eight or more .000012

Eight only .000012 Nine or Ten .0000003

The same results may be still more readily obtained from

the supposition that n is a very large “number ; for then, the

probability of a want of coincidence for a single case being

the probability for two trials will be (“]% and for the

whole n, but the hyperbolical logarithm

of 1— ^ being ultimately — --
, that of

(
1 —

J

rt will be— 1,

consequently the probability of no coincidence will be
g 7

'

SzS2

== .3678794 : and if n is increased by 1, each of these cases

of no coincidence will afford 1 of a single coincidence: if by

two, each will afford one of a double coincidence, but half of

them will be duplicates ; and if by three, the same number

must be divided by 6, since all the combinations of three

would be found six times repeated. We have therefore for

No coincidence 3678794. One or more .6321206= ~ —
One only •S67^794>

Two or more .2642412 +
Two only •1839397 Three or more .0803015 = TV—
Three only .0613132 Four or more .01 89883= TS
Four only .0153283 Five or more .0036600 = 2^3

Five only .0030657 Six or more .OOO5943 = ^3.-

Six only .0005109 Seven or more 0000834. =T3^oo
Seven only .0000730 Eight or more .0000105 - 96

‘

00

It appears therefore that nothing whatever could be inferred

with respect to the relation of two languages from the coin-

cidence of the sense of any single word in both of them ; and

that the odds would only be 3 to 1 against the agreement of

two words: but if three words appeared to be identical, it

MDCCCXIX. M
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would be more than 10 to 1 that they must be derived in both

cases from some parent language, or introduced in some other

manner; six words would give near 1700 chances to 1, and

8 near 100,000 : so that in these last cases the evidence would

be little short of absolute certainty.

In the Biscayan, for example, or the ancient language of

Spain, we find in the vocabulary accompanying the elegant

essay of Baron W. von Humboldt, the words berria, new

;

ora, a dog
;
guchi, little ;

oguia
,
bread

;
otsoa, a wolf, whence

the Spanish onza ; and zazpi, or, as Lacroze writes it, shashpi,

seven. Now in the ancient Egyptian, new is beri
;
a dog,

uhor ; little, kudchi ;
bread, oik ; a wolf, uonsh ; and seven,

shashf
;
and if we consider these words as sufficiently iden-

tical to admit of our calculating upon them, the chances will

be more than a thousand to one, that, at some very remote

period, an Egyptian colony established itself in Spain : for

none of the languages of the neighbouring nations retain any

graces of having been the medium through which these words

have been conveyed.

On the other hand, if we adopted the opinions of a late

learned antiquary, the probability would be still incomparably

greater that Ireland was originally peopled from the same

mother country: since he has collected more than 100 words

which are certainly Egyptian, and which he considers as

bearing the same sense in Irish ; but the relation, which he

has magnified into identity, appears in general to be that of a

very faint resemblance : and this is precisely an instance of a

case, in which it would be deceiving ourselves to attempt to

reduce the matter to a calculation.

The mention of a single number, which is found; to be in-
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disputably correct, may sometimes afford a very strong

evidence of the accuracy and veracity of a historian. If the

number were indefinitely large, the probability that it eould

not have been suggested by accident would amount to an

absolute certaint)' : but where it must naturally have been

confined within certain moderate limits, the confirmation,

though somewhat less absolute, may still be very strong.

For example, if the subject were the number of persons

collected together for transacting business, it would be a fair

presumption that it must be between 2 or 3 and 100, and the

chances must be about 100 to 1 that a person reporting it

truly must have some good information ; especially if it were

not an integral number of tens or dozens, which may be con-

sidered as a species of units. Now it happens that there is a

manuscript of Diodorus Siculus, which, in describing the

funerals of the Egyptians, gives 42 for the number of persons

who had to sit in judgment on the merits of the deceased:

and in a multitude of ancient rolls of papyrus, lately found in

Egypt, it may be observed, that 42 personages are delineated,

and enumerated, as the judges assisting Osiris in a similar

ceremony. It is therefore perfectly fair to conclude from

this undeniable coincidence, that we might venture to bet 100

to 1, that the manuscript in question is in general more accu-

rate than the others which have been collated
; that Diodorus

Siculus was a well informed and faithful historian ; that the

graphical representations and inscriptions in question do relate

to some kind of judgment ;
and lastly, that the hieroglyphical

numbers, found in the rolls of papyrus, have been truly

interpreted.
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2. On the mean density of the earth.

It has been observed by some philosophers, that the excess

of the density of the central parts of the earth, above that of

the superficial parts, is so great as to render it probable that

the whole was once in a state of fluidity, since this is the only

condition that would enable the heaviest substances to sink

towards the centre. But before we admit this inference, we
ought to inquire, how great would be the effect of pressure

only in augmenting the mean density, as far as we can judge

of the compressibility of the substances, which are the most

likely to be abundant, throughout the internal parts of the

structure.

Supposing the density at the distance x from the centre

to be expressed by y, the fluxion dy will be jointly propor-

tional to the thickness of the elementary stratum, or to its

fluxion — dx, to the actual density y, and to the attraction of the

interior parts of the sphere, which varies as
ŷx^

x
;
since the

increment of pressure, and consequently that of density,

depends on the combination of these three magnitudes: we

have therefore

—

n&y—y&x^—^^ an equation which will

readily afford us the value of y in a series of the form 1 -J-

ax2
**|“ bx4

“I
- ....

In order to determine the coefficients, we must first find

'
fyX

xx* ^ T x + 5- ybx*-
f- . . ., and multiplying this by

(1 +^2+ bx4+ •••) dx, we obtain

— ny = — n— nax2 — - nbx4 — ncx’ — ....
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Hence, by comparing the corresponding terms, we obtain

C — — n;

a= — .1 666667ft— 1 Logarithm, 9.2218487

b = .22222222ft—2 8 .3467875
c =—.00268960/1—3 7.4296867

d= .00030815472—4 6.4887650

e = — ,0000340743ft—

5

5.5324269

/ = .00000367495ft—6 45652514

g = —.000000389086/2—

7

3 -59 11 459

Zh = .00000004062/2—8 2.60873

u = —.00000000420^—

9

1.62323

Zk= — .00000000043ft— 10 0-63353

After the exact determination of the first seven coefficients,

the next three are obtained with sufficient accuracy by means

of the successive differences of the logarithms, compared

with those of the natural numbers.

It happens very conveniently, that the conditions of the

problem are such, as to afford a remarkable facility in deriving

from this series another, which is much more convergent, and

which gives us the hyperbolic logarithm of y; for since

-/' = d*-^, and-fei*= 4 * + 4 ax3 + i bx’+ . .

if we multiply this by dx, and take the fluent, we shall have

HLy= - i 4* +^ + 67W + • • •)•-

We may determine the degree of compressibility corres-

ponding to a given value of n, by comparing the equation

— n ~ = dx or = dxp, with the properties of the

modulus of elasticity M, which is the height of such a column

of the given substance, that the increment of density y'

,

occa-

sioned by the additional weight of the increment x', is always
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to y, as x' to M, or - = whence — — = ; conse-

quently in the present case we have - X

J*
= ^ ; and M = j :

and if we make x = 1 in the value ofp ,
we shall obtain M in

terms of the radius of the earth, considered as unity. When

y is invariable, and n infinite, the density being uniform, p
becomes •§•, and the mean density will always be expressed

by 3p y
since the attractive force is simply as the mean den-

sity : and if we divide 3p by y, we shall have the relation of

the mean density to the superficial density. The results of

this calculation, for different values of n, are arranged in the

table, which will be found sufficiently accurate for the pur-

poses of the investigation, though not always correct to the

last place of figures.

n p
p

Ip, mean density y IP

,

comp. den.

y
00 -38333 00 1.0000=1:il.ocoo 1.000 1.000

i .30290 3-3°i .9087 1.1005 •855 1.065

i .27735 1.803 .8320 1.2019 •738 1127

i .25535 1305 .7660 1.3054 .646 1.185

i ,23688 1.0,55 .7106 1 -407 1 •575 1.24

f .22058 .907 .6617 1.5m -51° 1.30

.20616 .808 .6185 1.6168 .458 i-35

f • 194 .736 .582 1.72 •419 1.40

1 .183 .681 •549 1.82 •377 i-45

i .172 .646 .516 i -94 •346 1.49

[to -1®* .617 .486 2.05 .320 1.52]

[tV -iS3 •594 •459 2.16 .298 i-55]

[tV -145 -575 •435 2.28 .28 i-57]

[jo - 1 •5 •3 3-8 .17 1.8]

The reciprocals of the mean density are inserted, on account
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of the simplicity of the progression which they exhibit, being

in the first instance precisely equal to 1 and varying

but slowly from this value.

Now if we suppose, with Mr. Laplace, the mean density

of the earth to be to that of the superficial parts as 1.55 to 1,

it appears from this table, that the height of the modulus of

elasticity must be about .594; that is, more than 12 million

feet, while the modulus of the hardest and most elastic sub-

stances, that have been examined, amounts only to about

10 million. It follows therefore, that the general law, of a

compression proportionate to the pressure, is amply sufficient

to explain the greater density of the internal parts of the

earth ; and the fact demonstrates, that this law, which is true

for small pressures in all substances, and with regard to elas-

tic fluids, in all circumstances, requires some little modifica-

tion for solids and liquids, the resistance increasing somewhat

faster than the density: for no mineral substance is suffi-

ciently light and incompressible to afford a sphere of the

magnitude of the earth, and of so small a specific gravity,

without some such deviation from the general law. A sphere

of water would be incomparably more dense, and one of air

would exceed this in a still greater proportion : indeed, even

the moon, if she is really perforated, as has sometimes been

believed, and contains cavities of any considerable depth,

would soon have absorbed into her substance the whole of

her atmosphere, supposing that she ever had one. It may

be objected, that the resistance of solids to actual compres-

sion may possibly be considerably greater than appears in

our experiments, since we are not absolutely certain that they
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do not extend in a transverse direction, when we compress

them in a longitudinal one, as is obviously the case with some

soft elastic substances: but this objection is removed by the

experiment on the sound of ice, which affords, either accu-

rately or very nearly, the same resistance to compression as a

portion of water confined in a strong vessel ; and this it could

not do, if the particles of ice were allowed to expand laterally

under the operation of a compressing force.

Mr. Laplace’s conclusion, respecting the precise propor-

tion of the densities, is indeed derived from another supposi-

tion respecting their variation, and would be somewhat modi-

fied by the adoption Nof this theory ; it would not, however,

be so materially altered, as by any means to invalidate the

general inference. It would therefore be proper to revise

the calculations derived from the lunar motions and the ellip-

ticity of the earth, and to employ in them a variation of den-

sity somewhat resembling that which is here investigated.

Indeed without reference to the effects of compressibility, it is

obviously probable that the density of the earth should vary

more considerably in a given depth towards the surface than

near the centre, although the calculation, upon Mr. La-

place’s more simple hypothesis, of a uniform variation, is

much less intricate. It would however be justifiable, as a

first approximation, to reject those terms of the series which

would vanish if n and x were very small, and to makey = 1

+ ax1
; and indeed this formula has in one respect an ad-

vantage over the series, as it seems to approach more nearly

to the law of nature, in expressing a resistance somewhat

greater towards the centre, where the density is most aug-

mented: we have then, if the superficial density be to the
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mean as 1 to q, q =
1

whence a =—
; and if q =

1.55, a— — .58, affording an expression which is, in all pro-

bability, accurate enough for every astronomical purpose.

If the variation of density were supposed to proceed equably

with the variation of quantity, it would obviously be as the

square of the distance from the centre, and the density would

be as 1 — ax3
, the mean density being found at the surface of

a sphere containing half as much as the whole earth; and

this might be considered as the most natural hypothesis, if we

disregarded the effects of compression : but the arithmetical,

progression of densities, from the centre to the surface, seems

in every way improbable.

3. On the irregularities of the earth’s surface.

A. If we suppose the plumb line to deviate from its general

direction on account of the attraction of a circumscribed mass,

situated at a moderate depth below the earth's surface, the

distance of the two points of greatest deviation from each

other will be to the depth of the attracting point as 2 to \/ 2.

Let the magnitude of the additional mass be to that of the

earth as a to 1, and let its distance from

the centre be b; then supposing the

earth a sphere, and its radius unity, and

calling the angular distance of any point

from the semidiameter passing through

the mass x
y
the linear distance from the

mass will be v/ (
Px + (qx — b

)

2

)
=

v' (
f*x -f q'x— 2b$x &*) = ( 1 4.

b
2 — zbgx); consequently the disturbing attraction will be

i+bb—2b<;x
: kut *he sine of the angle subtended by the two

MDCCCXIX. N
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centres of attraction will be to their distance b as fr to the

oblique distance y/ ( 1 — 2 bgx')
;

it will therefore be ex-
btx

pressed by
5 and the sine of the very small

angular deviation of the joint force from the radius will be to

the line measuring the disturbing force as this last sine to the

radius, the difference of the third side of the triangle from

the radius being inconsiderable ; consequently the deviation
7 r

will be every where expressed by = d. Now
in order to find where this is greatest, we must make its

qxdx fxibfadx
fluxion vanish, and o = .

,
,, ,

(1 -\-bb— 2b$x) | 2 (i+ftft

—

2b$x)jl >

gx (1 + b2— 2bgx) = %bPx, 3%
2x— Qbc'x -{- (1 + 6

2

) 9X — 36,

fx + fx= 3, and px = V (3 + [4rf)
—

'~^r >
but .

making b=i-c, '-±tb becomes i±lrg + “ = 1

and c being very small, gx will be s/ (4
-j-

2 +

cc

~T
cc

26

cc

26

1/ [1 — 1 + cc

2ft

— ; whence fx = y/ (1 — [1—
= TP)

• or simP1y and

cc

p~

•5-ri'
C == i/ztx.

B. The sine of the greatest deviation of the plumb line will

amount to d= .385 a being the disturbing mass, and c

its depth.

Since cx = 1

+
cc (1—-6)

e4~

2bgx = 26

cc r 1

cc

2

cc

,
and 1 -{-66— 26

aftc

V^ft) ,
whence —

y^ft .27
j

C3

c
2
-{——= and a6fr becomes*9. 2

,
or simply

aftc 2a*/b o a \/b

^27 cc ^ ^ rr

o385 _±_; also a = 2.6i8r
2
c/, and c = ^/ (.385 -j). If the

density were doubled throughout the extent of a sphere

touching the surface internally, the radius being c, we should
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have a = c
3 and d= .385c, and c = z.6d : but this is a much

greater increase of density than is likely to exist on a large

scale : so that c must probably in all cases be considerably

greater than this.

C. The greatest elevation of the general surface above the

sphere will be -
,
on the supposition that the mutual attrac-

tion of the elevated parts may safely be neglected.

The fluxion of the elevation is as the fluxion of the arc

and as the deviation d conjointly ; it will therefore be ex-

pressed by TT——r-r?- Now the fluxion of ————

,

1 J (i+bb— 2 b$x) § y'P +bb— 2bcx)
7 r 1 ^

is — —7-7
,
consequently the fluent of the elevation

2 (i+bb— 20fx) f
1 J

—
- : and while cx varies from 1 to —1, this

1 2bcx} * 7
will be —- , . . .

>v/(i +bb— 2b$x)

fluent will vary from to ~~
b

,
the difference being a

,
or simply —

,
since c is

1

1 +b
a

^ c 2— c)
^

2— C

2C •

an extremely small fraction. This quantity comprehends

indeed the depression on the remoter side of the sphere.,

which would be required to supply matter for the elevation

;

but it is obvious that such a depression must be wholly

inconsiderable.

D. The diminution of gravity to the centre at the highest

point is -Id—, while the increase from the attraction of the

disturbing mass is nearly -d-, which is greater in the propor-

tion that half the radius bears to c.

E. The increase of gravity, at the point of greatest devia-

tion, is to the deviation itself, or its sine d, as \/q to 1.

For the deviation is the measure of the horizontal attrac-

tion of the disturbing mass, which is to its vertical attraction
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as fa to c, or as y/ |toi. Thus if d were />", or —J , the^ 206265’

horizontal force would be ~~ = —— , and the acceleration

of a pendulum -
*

or 1.5" of time in a day. It is true that

a part of the deviation might depend on a defect of density as

well as on an excess; but this defect could not amount to

any great proportion of the whole, while the excess above

the general density might easily be much more considerable,

so that the acceleration of the pendulum could scarcely be

less than a second in a day, if the greatest deviation of the

plumb line were 5"; and if the deviation were 5" at any other

place, there would be a greater acceleration than a second at

a point more or less remote from it.

F. If there were an excess of density on one side, and a

deficiency on the other, so as to constitute virtually two

centres of attraction and repulsion, and supposing their dis-

tances to be equal, and such as to produce the greatest devia-

tion, if the excess of density were twice as great as the

deficiency, a deviation of 5" would correspond to an accelera-

tion of half a second
;

if 3 times as great, to J ; if 4 times,

to and if five, to a second.

It may perhaps be considered as an omission in this calcu-

lation, that the attraction of the parts of the earth’s surface,

elevated by means of the irregular gravitation, has not been

included in it. But it depends on the supposition that we

may adopt respecting the cause and date of the irregularity,

whether or no we ought to consider it as likely to have occa-

sioned such a general elevation
; and it does not appear that

the result of the computation would very materially alter our

conclusions, though it would be somewhat laborious to go
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through all its steps with precision. It would indeed be so

much the more superfluous to insist on this minute accuracy,

as variations so much more considerable in the form of the

earth's surface are commonly neglected : for example, in the

allowance made for the reduction of different heights to the

level of the sea, which has usually been done without any

consideration of the attraction of the elevated parts, interposed

between the general surface and the place of observation. It

is however obvious, that if we were raised on a sphere of

earth a mile in diameter, its attraction would be about
^ Q

l

Q

Q

of that of the whole globe, and instead of a reduction of~q Q
-

in the force of gravity, we should obtain only or three

fourths as much : nor is it at all probable that the attraction

of any hill a mile in height would be so little as this, even

supposing its density to be only two thirds of the mean density,

of the earth : that of a hemispherical hill would be more than

half as much more, or in the proportion of 1.586 to 1 ; and it

may easily be shown, that the attraction of a large tract of table

land considered as an extensive flat surface, a mile in thickness,

would be three times as great as that of a sphere a mile in

diameter: or about twice as great as that of such a sphere of

the mean density of the earth : so that, for a place so situated,

the allowance for elevation would be reduced to one half

:

and in almost any country that could be chosen for the expe-

riment, it must remain less than three fourths of the whole

correction, deduced immediately from the duplicate proportion

of the distances from the earth's centre. Supposing the mean
density of the earth 5.5, and that of the surface 2.5 only, the

correction, for a tract of table land, will be reduced to 1-—^.

— or of the whole.
5.5 44 100
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4. Euler’s formula for the rolling pendulum.

I beg leave to observe, in conclusion, with regard to Mr.

Laplace’s theorem for the length of the convertible pendulum

rolling on equal cylinders, that its perfect accuracy may

readily be inferred, without any limitation of the form of the

pendulum, or of the magnitude of the cylinders, from the

general and elegant investigation of Euler, which also

affords us the proper correction for the arc of vibration. This

admirable mathematician has demonstrated, in the sixth volume

of the Nova Acta Petropolitana, for 1788, p. 145, that if we

put k for the radius of gyration with respect to the centre of

gravity, a for the distance of the centre of gravity from the

centre of the cylinder, c for the radius of the cylinder, It for

i
a — C Y> and b for the sine of half of any very small arc

of semivibration, we shall have, for the time of a complete

oscillation,
*b— -j- ~-

b
-
bS h]^+^ac ) and ultimately, if b = o,

only? which, for a simple pendulum, of the length a
,

k and c both vanishing, becomes and for any other

lenSth ’ conse<
l
uently- making 7755= ftir we have

jL

V7= —

—

,
and al= hh— p -}- a*— 2ac + c-. Now if we

find another value of a, which will fulfil the conditions of the

equation, all the other quantities concerned remaining unal-

tered, and add the two values together, we shall have the

distance of the centres of the two cylinders correspond-

ing to the length / of the equivalent pendulum ; but since

ct — [l + 2(7
)
a = — It —-c

2

,
we have a— \l — c= + . . .,

and a-=^\l so that the sum of the two values of
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5. Corrections for Refraction.

i. A simple and convenient method of calculating the precise magnitude of the atmospherical refraction,

in the neighbourhood of the horizon, has generally been considered as almost unattainable ; and Dr.

Brinkley has even been disposed to assert the “ impossibility of investigating an exact formula,” not-

withstanding the “ striking specimens of mathematical skill, which,” as he justly observes, “ have been

exhibited in the inquiry.” We shall find, however, that the principal difficulties may be evaded, if not

overcome, by some very easy expedients.

z. The distance from the centre of the earth being represented by ,r, and the weight of the superincumbent

column by y, the actual density may be called z, and the element of y will vary as the element of x and as

the density conjointly; consequently dy — — mzdx-, the constant quantity m being the reciprocal of the

modulus of elasticity. The refractive density may be called i +pz, p being a very small fraction ; and it is

easy to see that the perpendicular u, falling on the direction of the light, will always vary inversely as the

refractive density, since that perpendicular continually represents the sines of the consecutive angles, belong-

ing to each of the concentric surfaces, at which the refraction may be supposed to take place (Nat. Phil. II.

s

p. 8 1 :) and u — —— s being a constant quantity. The angular refraction at each point will obviously

be directly as the elementary change of this perpendicular, and inversely as the distance v from the point of

incidence; whence the fluxion of the refraction will be — r= dr, as is already well known.
v

3. For the fluent of this expression, which cannot be directly integrated, we may obtain a converging

series by means of the Taylorian theorem; but we must make the fluxion of the refraction constant, and

. du d2u rz d 3 u r 3

that of the density variable; so that the equation will be u =.~
r

r + .
——b •

— + • • •, u being

the initial value of u, when r — o. Now the whole variation, of which u is capable, while z decreases from
s

. . . d u
1 to o, extends from

fpfp
to s 5 or> since p is very small, from s—ps to s ; and dr being = — , we have

dv rz „ .... xdx—udu , dt» x dx
the equation ps — vr + • —

-f But v — (xz— u1 ), dv — -, and -r~— — .
-7-— u ;dr v dr

, , ,
. dy dx v dy

and dz being — , and du — — psdz, 7— — —-— .
— .mz r dr wipsz dz

4. We must now determine the value of the density z, which, when the temperature is uniform, becomes sim-

ply zz y ;
but for which we must find some other function ofy, including the variation of temperature ; and we

may adopt, for this purpose, the hypothesis lately advanced by Professor Leslie, in the article Climate of the

Encyclopaedia Britannica, and suppose the density to be augmented, by the effect of cold, in the proportion of

toi+M
|

—— zj,n being somewhat less than -jL
; and since the density is as the pressure and the com-

parative specific gravity conjointly, we have z = y|i+«£-j — zj
J

> — = 1 + *— — mz, d — — ^
— ndz, and £ = SL + HZL + SSL, consequents£ = -t- (2. + J2SL

|x z1 z 1 ; dr mpsz\ z z3 ^ z )

zdy

yy
~

,
dv

and — =
dr mpszz

zz

zy
+

nxyy
+

nxyy — u. We may proceed to take the next fluxion withmpszz ' mpsz4 3 r UUJUUU wim re-

spect to y, z, and v, the variations of u and x being comparatively inconsiderable : so that if we call

7- = X + Y + Z— s, its fluxion will be X — —j—
or

\ ydr zdr

zdy 2dz
^

ydr zdr /

+ Z

dy —

v

but since— = —
ydr psz

znvy znvy
. dz —v . d

zv
'T7ZT— 7— > and—p — — > we have — X
psz 1 psz zdr psz dr2

2dy 4dz \

ydr zdr 1

I znvy ,™y) +z 1
zv 4nvy 4nvy \ _ VX

1

\ psz3 psz
)

+
(psz psz 3 psz )~ mp’l

s
z

\

2ny2

psz

zny1

~zT

_znvy\
psz3 psz )

+

2« 2
y

3 2n2y 3
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2ny“ 4

n

2
y
2 4

n

2
y
2

\ . . . v
'

-J7 — J’ or ' initially=g—( i _2«— 2«a -2M1 _4M1- 4«
l
)
- i — 2n— i2nn

mp-sx v. In the

next place, calling this fluxion H(K— L— M

—

N— P— Q) we obtain, for the fourth, H (K—L—M—N

HN (-&-42-1dn- P-Q>^ 4HK j

dy

\
ydr
_ 3dg

|
zdr

/

-HL
(;

—HP
(

2dy
.

7d2
Hn (

2
'y 5 d«

\ ydr zdr j

Q
l yd r zdr

nyy \ \ ... r, v 1
’ 2 2 ny 2 ny \

Z 4 / /
+ ps 1

1
« z3 * )

\ydr zdr

4W

—HN — \-^L -
ps

\
z3

x 2

I y
7-

2ny3 in %
y

mz
pss 3

l z s z*

6ny
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7
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ydr
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will be unnecessary to continue the whole series any further; but it will be satisfactory to obtain

that part of the sixth term, which is independent of v ; and for this purpose we must take the

fluxion of the first part with respect to y and z, and then with respect to v ; and that of the second

twice with respect to v only; and it will be sufficient in this case to employ the initial values of — ,

dr

dz , dn , . ,
—v ( i +4«) —

v

. 1 4- 2« , ... , ,— > and which are ,
—— , and — s

;

and calling i4-4« — k, the part required will be
dr dr ps ps mps r n

(— ik +5 +6&n — ion +8kn 7—14«
2 +8kn7- — ion2 + i2kn7 —36n2 4 i2#n2 —2 8n2 —}kn +5 n

\ mzp*s*

+ 8kri
1 —ion2 + 10kn3 — i4n3 4 iokn3 — ion 3 4 i6An 3 — 36n3 + 1 6kn3 — 28n 3 — ^kn 4 yn 4 8kn 7- — 1411

2

+ iokn3 — i8n 3 4 iokn 3 — I4n 3
-J-

16kn 3 — 44«3 4 i6kn 3 — 36n 3
)

—
[— £ + 3 44^1— 6n 4 6knz

—ion2 4 6kn7,—6n2+ 8&n2— 28n2 + 8kri
1— 20n 2

]

I -J-2H

mps
— s +2

mp3s
z

1+2 n

mps mp 3 s 3
(2— 2n — 2 n

2 n +8n2 4 8n2— 4M2 4 i2n3 4 12

n

3 4 I2n 3 4 i2n 3— 20

n

a 4 i6n 3 4 i6n 3 — i2n2 4 i6n 3 4 i6n 3
)
—

(3 — 6n — 56H2 4 i28n 3 4 4i6n4 ) rnr [2— 6n— 2on2 4ii2n 3

]

( m2
/>
4s4

a t t ~r / mp 3s
z

— s| —^—,(2—6n— 2on2 4ii2n 3)4
j

mp 3s3

142n

mps
— s) 42 1 4 2n

mps

1
/i 4 2n s \ 1

6, The whole equation becomes therefore ultimately ps — vr 4
j

~

2mp's
~

j

n
24 -

(

— in— linn

6mpz
s
1

1— i6n2— 24n 3 i-in—imn 2—6n—20nz +ii2n3

i^mzp
3s 3 24mpx

s 24mp*s l

2—6ra— 2on24U2n3
l fi 4 2B \ , f

3 4 zn

-'I
+2

lyzomp 3
s mps mps

vi U.,
! (
p—6n-s 6n 24 i 28 n 3 44 i 6n4

j \ L 720mzp*s*

2—6n— 2on24 3 12n3

720mp 3s 3

72om2
/)
4s4

4 . . .
J

r64 . . . We also

obtain, for finding, on this hypothesis, the height x, corresponding to the pressure y and the density z, the

expression mx— m — 1 —— 4 hi \ » y ^e3nS — “7 ZZZ 5 anc^ ^— 1 + 4n2 * ^ut
r z q 2zz— </y(i—z) z+n — nzz

the utility of the Taylorian theorem, thus applied, in obtaining a series, is not confined to Professor

Leslie’s hypothesis: it is equally well adapted to that of Laplace, or to any other admissible supposition

respecting the distribution of temperatures : and we may therefore employ it in examining the comparative

accuracy of the results of these different hypotheses.



3

7 . Now if we take for n the value = -°9 > corresponding to the multiplier 45, employed by Mr. Les-

lie, the refractions in the immediate neighbourhood of the horizon will become too great by about i' ; a

difference by far too considerable to be attributed to the errors of observation only; and we must infer, that

the law of temperature, obtained from the height of the line of congelation, is not correctly true, if applied

to elevations remote from the earth’s suface. Professor Bessel’s approximation is also found to make the

horizontal refraction too great. Mr. Laplace’s formula, which affords a very correct determination of the

refraction, is said to agree sufficiently well with direct observation also ; but in fact this formula gives a de-

pression considerably greater than was observed by Gay Lussac, in the only case which is adduced in its

support ; and the progressive depression follows a law which appears to be opposite to that of nature, the

temperature varying less rapidly at greater than at smaller heights, while the observations of Humboldt
and others seem to prove that in nature they vary more rapidly. Notwithstanding, therefore, the ingenuity,

and even utility of Mr. Laplace’s formula, it can only be considered as an optical hypothesis, and we are

equally at liberty to employ any other hypothesis which represents the results with equal accuracy ; or even

to correct our formulas by comparison with astronomical observations only, without assigning the precise

law of temperature implied by them. The theory will however afford us some general indications for this

purpose ; showing, for example, that the coefficient of the second term cannot be smaller than ^ s,

whatever positive value we may attribute to n ; and if we adjust the second and fourth coefficients, so as to re-

present the refractions near the zenith and at the horizon, without regarding the value of the subsequent terms,

we shall obtain the third, by dividing the fourth by half of the second ;
since that part of the fourth coefficient,

which occurs in the case of horizontal refraction, is always derived from the third by taking the fluxion with

respect to v only, and is therefore found by multiplying the third by whatever the relations of the

other quantities concerned may be.

8. On every supposition, the coefficient of the first term must be — , and that of the second must not
s

greatly differ from . The third coefficient, on the hypothesis of a law analogous to Mr. Leslie’s,
S 2

will be 1500 ; if W e suppose the temperature to vary more uniformly, and make z — y ( 1 + 1x— t), the

number will become 1900 ; or, taking z =. yx1
, 2200, m being 766, and t 176: and Mr. Laplace’s formula

will of course give a value still larger. In fact the result of observation is represented with sufficient accu-

r r
2

r 3
r*

racy by the equation .0002825 — v — + (2.5+ .$vz) — + 3400 v — + 3400 ( 1. 25 -f- . 25 vz) — , the
s s s a 4

barometer standing at 30 inches, and the thermometer at 50° : and this formula appears to be at least as

accurate as the French tables. We have, for example :

Altitude Refr. Conn. d. T. Altitude Refr. C onn. d. T,
O 1 / » / n O 1 1 a / /

O O 33 5 2 33 52 20 O 2 39 2 40

5 0 9 57 9 5 6 00 1 41 1 41

10 0 5 21 5 21 45 0 58.15 58.3
The difference is somewhat greater a few degrees above the horizon ; thus at 2° 17' 50", this formula makes
the refraction 17' 16", the French tables 17' 4", Bradlkv’s 17' 30", and Dr. Brinkley’s observations

reduced, 17' 9" : but in such cases we can scarcely expect a greater degree of accuracy.

9. The terrestrial refraction may be most easily determined by an immediate comparison with the angle

subtended at the earth’s centre, the fluxion of which is t and j s initially the first part of the coef-
'OX DXOiT

ficient of the second term of the series already obtained, and is equal to 6 ; so that this angle, while it remains

small, is six times the refraction : commonly, however, the refraction in the neighbourhood of the earth's

surface is somewhat less than in this proportion.

10. The effects of barometrical and thermometrical changes may be deduced from the fluxion of the equa-

tion, if we make m, p, and n, or rather t, vary : and for this purpose it will be convenient to employ the form



ps — vr +
i s \

2 (
m—t

)
ps ~

)

,
Z
’ t ^ie va^ue fracti°n> if we neglect the subsequent terms, becoming

3.41 ; and this expression is sufficiently accurate for calculating the whole refraction, except for altitudes of

a few degrees. Now the fluxion of p — v — 4.

1 ss \ rr

2 (w— t)p 2 } ss

rr l dm — d^ dp\

which we may call p — v— +

/
1 ss\rr I v ft ss\ 2r\ rr I dm — d^ d/>\ _ . ....

1

~ — ’ !s dp — — — dr — 1 H—— , the coefficient of dr being
\ w 2 I ss r

\
s
T

\ to 2 I ss I ssw \ in—tp\ 6

rr t dp rr

SSIU

dm— d t

in — t

being 3.41, and m — t, on

this supposition, 519. The proportional variation of p, or —, will be for every degree that the ther*
P

766 = .003.mometer varies from co°; and—1

being also -riK ,
— ’n

3 m 6 5 m—t will be The variation of t

519 x 500

can only be determined from conjecture; but supposing the alteration of temperature to cease at the height

of about 4 miles, it must increase, with every degree that the thermometer rises at the earth’s surface, about

==.004. The alterations of the barometer will affect^*
d t dt 2473-L5, and — being ^3, — — will be
t s 120 ’ m— t 519 x 120

only, being -Ay for every inch above or below 30. It is evident, since m ~ ,

395 % X $280 x 12
^ beine:

13.57 bd ’ 6

the height of the barometer, and d the bulk of air compared to that of water, that m must diminish, as well

as p, when the temperature increases ; and the correction for t being subtractive, the three variations will co-

operate in their effects ; but the proportion will be somewhat different from that of the simple densities. If

we preferred the expression derived from Professor Leslie’s hypothesis, we should merely have to substitute

— n
for —

~~i >
anc^ the variation depending on the law of temperature would become about as great.

It must however be limited to such changes as affect the lower regions of the atmosphere only, its “ argu-

ment” being the deviation from the mean temperature of the latitude ; but even in this form it cannot be sa-

tisfactorily applied to the observations at present existing
;
although it appears to be amply sufficient to ex-

plain the irregularities of terrestrial refraction, as well as the uncommon increase of horizontal refraction

in very cold countries : and we may even derive from all these considerations a correction of at least half a

second, or perhaps of a whole second, for the sun’s altitude at the winter solstice, tending to remove

the discordance, which has so often been found, in the results of some of the most accurate observations

of the obliquity of the ecliptic.

T. Y.
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a must be l ”1" 2c, that is, the distance of the centres of the

cylinders must exceed the length l by twice the radius, and l

must be precisely equal to the distance of their surfaces.

Believe me, dear Sir,

very sincerely your’s,

THOMAS YOUNG.

Welbeck Street, 29 Dec. 1818.
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VI. On the anomaly in the variation of the magnetic needle as ob-

served on ship-board. By William Scoresby,^?^. Esq. Com-

municated by the Right Hon. Sir Joseph Banks, Bart. G. C. B.

P. R. S.

Read February 4, 1819.

The anomalies discovered in magnetical observations con-

ducted on ship-board, were usually attributed to the imper-

fection of the azimuth compass, until Captain Flinders, in

his modest and enlightened paper on this subject, published

in the Philosophical Transactions, suggested that they were

probably owing to the concentration of the magnetic influence

of the iron, made use of in the construction of the ship. The

truth of this suggestion, and the accuracy of his observations,

have since met with full confirmation, and his practical rules

founded thereon have received additional support, from the

“ Essay ” of Mr. Bain “ on the variation of the Compass,”

published last year.

As I have been materially anticipated by Mr. Bain, in a

series of observations on the variation of the compass,* which

* The azimuths contained in the following table were taken, either by the needle

of a theodolite, or by a compass fitted up at sea, for the purpose, with a card made

extremely light, and a bar fastened edgewise to it, by two brass screws, a a, as in

the annexed sketch. The compass being small, the card light, and the needle very

powerful, owing to the thickness of its ends, it performed considerably better than an

expensive azimuth compass of larger dimensions, which indeed was so sluggish and

erroneous in its indications, that I could make no good use of it.



Mr. Scoresby, jun. on the variation of the magnetic needle, gj

I conducted on the coast of Spitzbergen, in the years 1815

and 1817, it will be unnecessary here to enter into the detail

of these observations or enlarge upon the probable cause of

the anomalies observed ;
it may be sufficient to give a table

of the most accurate of my observations, and annex to it the

few general inferences which were drawn from it, during the

voyagein which most of the observations were made, together

with such remarks on each inference as seemed to me calculated

for its elucidation. I shall, however, just premise, that I am
not unconscious of the great liability to error in observations

of this kind, and of the variety of causes (arising out of the

unequal distribution of iron in different ships, whereby nu-

merous local attractions are formed) which contribute to the

multiplication of those errors : it is, therefore, with the greatest

deference that I submit these deductions, particularly as I

conceive it will require observations to be made under a vast

variety of circumstances, and in many different vessels, be-

fore correct and satisfactory conclusions can be drawn. It is

only then as a step towards facilitating such general conclu-

sions, the importance of which to our maritime concerns is so

obvious, that I presume to offer these observations and re-

marks.

MDCCCXIX. O
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99variation of the magnetic needle.

From these observations, and from the assistance afforded

by the lucid remarks of Captain Flinders, the inferences

which follow are deduced.

1. In the construction of every ship, a large quantity of

iron being used, the portions thereof which have a perpen-

dicular position, such as standard and hanging knees, the nails

and bolts in the deck, the capstern spindle, flukes of the

anchors (when at sea), chain-plates, iron stanchions and riders;

the eye bolts, transom bolts, joint bolts, &c. of gun carriages,

and possibly the upper surfaces of the guns themselves, &c. &c.

have a tendency to become magnetical, the upper ends being

south poles and the lower north poles, in this hemisphere,

where the north end of the needle dips, but the contrary in the

southern hemisphere, where the south end of the needle dips.

2. The combined influence of the iron distributed through

all parts of the ship, seems to be concentred into a kind of

magnetic focus of attraction, the principal south pole of which

being upward in the northern hemisphere, is probably situ-

ated, in general, near the middle of the upper deck, but

nearer to the stem than the stern.

Wrought iron having a much greater attraction for the

magnetic needle than cast iron, the anchors, which usually

lie about the bows, possess much more influence than guns;

hence, the focus of attraction lies nearer to the bows than to

the stern.

3. This focus of attraction so influences the compass needle,

that it is subject to an anomaly
,
or variation from the true

meridian, different from what is observed by a compass on

shore; the north point of the compass being constantly

drawn towards the focus of attraction, which appears to be a
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south pole in north dip ; and the south point being attracted

jn south dip, where the focus of attraction probably becomes

a north pole.

The phenomenon of a ship appearing to lie nearer the

wind when beating to the northward, with the wind at north,

than when beating to the southward, with a southerly wind,

was observed by my father at least 20 years ago, which phe-

nomenon he attributed to the “ attraction of the ship upon

the compass;'’ and ever since the year 1805, I have been in

the habit of allowing only 2 to 2^ points variation on the

passage outward to Greenland, with a northerly or north-

easterly course, but generally 3 points variation on the home-

ward passage when the course steered was S. W. or S. W.
b. W. Without this difference of allowance, a Greenland ship

outward bound will be generally found to be to the eastward

of the reckoning, and homeward bound will be even 4 or 5
degrees to the eastward of it.

4. This anomaly in the variation of the compass, occasioned

by the attraction of the iron in the ship, is liable to change

with every alteration in the dip of the needle, in the position

of the compass, or in the direction of the ship’s head.

If the intensity of the terrestrial magnetism be not equal

in all parts of the globe, then the anomaly in the variation of

the compass will be also liable to change with every altera-

tion in the magnetic influence of the earth. This is a point

of such importance, I conceive, in the science of magnetism,

that I was very anxious to procure a dipping needle on my
last voyage to Greenland, to ascertain whether the mag-

netism of the earth, by which the dipping needle is influenced,

be not greater near the magnetic pole, than it is in England*
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If it be equal, the oscillations of the same dipping needle

would be performed, circumstances as to temperature and

“ local attraction” being the same, in equal spaces of time in

both places; but if the magnetic power in either place be

greater, the oscillations of the needle would there be quicker.

The number of vibrations of a horizontal needle, performed

in a certain space of time in Greenland, is to the number per-

formed in an equal space of time in England as 5 to 6, each

longer vibration in England being performed in 5 seconds, and

in Greenland in 6. No alteration was observed in the time

required for each vibration, whether the temperature was high

or low, but I think in a low temperature the vibrations per-

formed by the needle before it stopped were fewer.

5. The anomaly of variation bears a certain proportion to

the dip of the needle, being greatest where the dip is greatest,

diminishing as the dip decreases, and disappearing altogether

on the magnetic equator.

Captain Flinders, ascertained, that the medium error or

anomaly for 8 points deviation of the Investigator's head, on

either side of the magnetic meridian, was very nearly — of

the dip, .05 the decimal expression of which, he considered to

be the common multiplier to the dip, for obtaining the radius

of error at any situation in the southern hemisphere; and .053

to be the common multiplier, from England to the magnetic

equator. This, however, can only be correct within certain

limits, as on the magnetic pole, where the anomaly would

probably be equal to the dip, or 90°, the decimal multiplier

would require to be increased to 1.0. Hence it has been

suggested, by an officer on board one of the vessels now in

search of a north-west passage, that in those parts of the

globe where the dip is 90°, the compass needle ’would pro-
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bably always stand N. and S., by the attraction of the ship.

This position clearly follows from the inference above, pro-

vided the compass be placed near the ship's stern in midships

;

but if placed as described in inference No. 8, the ship's head

by the compass on the starboard side of the main deck, would

always appear to be east, and on the larboard side west.

6 . A compass placed near the stern, amidohips of the

quarter-deck, is subject to the greatest anomaly or deflection

from the magnetical meridian, when the ship’s course is about

west or east; because the focus of attraction then operates at

right angles to the position of the compass needle; but the

anomaly disappears when the course is about north or south,

because the focus of attraction is then in a line with, or parallel

to, the compass needle, and consequently has no power to

deflect it from its direct position. [See Observations, No. 4,

10, 11, and 12 of the prefixed table. J

This situation for the binnacle is deemed one of the best in

the ship, and is very properly preferred. Being abaft the

focus of attraction, the north point of the compass, in this

magnetic hemisphere, is always attracted forward, and the

errors at equal distances from the magnetic meridian, in the

same dip, are alike in quantity both on easterly and westerly

courses, and always towards the north; the correction, when

applied to the apparent course, must therefore be towards the

south, to give the true course steered. Thus in high north-

ern latitudes, where the anomaly is great, (say 20°, or 10 de-

grees on each side of the magnetic meridian) a ship steering

west by the compass 100 leagues, and then east 100 leagues,

instead of coming to the place from whence she started, will

be 104 miles to the southward of it.

7. The greatest anomaly with the compass in the position
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last described, being ascertained by observation, the error

on every other point of the compass may be easily calcu-

lated; the anomalies produced by the attraction of the iron

in the ship, being found to be proportionate to the sines of

the angles between the ship's head and the magnetic me-

ridian.

Captain Flinders's rule is—As the sine of eight points (or

radius) is to the sine of the angle between the ship's head and

the magnetic meridian (or sine of the course reckoned from

south or north) so is the anomaly found at east or west by

observation, to the anomaly on the course steered
;

or,

the anomaly on any other course being found by obser-

vation, the error on that position of the ship’s head “ would

be to the error at east or west, at the same dip, as

the sine of the angle between the ship's head and the mag-

netic meridian, to the sine of eight points, or radius."

8. A compass placed on either side of the ship's deck, di-

rectly opposite to, or abreast of, the focus of attraction, gives

a correct indication on an east or west course, but is subject to

the greatest anomaly when the ship's head is north or south;

and being here nearer the focus of attraction, the anomaly

is much greater than that observed on an east or west course

with the compass placed in the binnacle near the ship's

stern.

This inference is founded on observations, No. 1, 2,3, 8,9,

13, 14,

1

5, and 17, of the prefixed table. The latter part

of the inference, namely, that the greatest anomaly occurs

here when the ship's head is north or south, is fully and

uniformly established
;

but the former part rests only on

the authority of observations No. 8 and 9, though it derived
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additional support from several observations which I have ex-

cluded, because neither the sun, nor any other distant object,

calculated for proving the accuracy of the observations and

determining the clear effect of the “ local attraction,” was

visible.

9. A compass placed within six or eight feet of a capstern

spindle, or anchor, or other large mass of wrought iron, fore-

goes, in a great measure, the influence of the focus of attrac-

tion, and submits to that of the nearer body of iron.

The effect of this is various, according to the relative posi-

tion of the compass and the iron. When the compass is placed

directly ahajt the body of iron, the influence is similar to, but

greater than, that of the focus of attraction on a compass

placed near the stern, as described in inference No. 6. j^See

Table of observations prefixed, No. 6 and y.J When placed

directly before it, the anomaly is similar in quantity, but has

its sign reversed; and when placed on either side of the mass

of iron, the influence corresponds more nearly with that of

the focus of attraction on a compass placed in the sides of the

ship opposite to it, as described in inference No. 8. A com-

pass placed upon the drum headoi the capstern, any where out

of the centre, will have its north point so forcibly attracted

by the upper end or south pole of the spindle, that the ship's

head may be made to appear to be directed to any point what-

ever, at the pleasure of the experimenter. I have sometimes

excited the astonishment of my officers by taking the binnacle

compass and so placing it on the capstern head, that the ship

has appeared to be steering a course directly contrary to that

intended.

10. When the iron in a ship is pretty equally distributed
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throughout hoth sides, so that the focus of attraction occurs

in midships, a compass placed on the midship line of the

deck (drawn longitudinally) will be free from any anomaly

from one end of the ship to the other, when the course is

north or south ; but on every other course an anomaly will

generally appear, increasing as the angle between the ship's

head and the magnetic meridian increases, until the error is at

a maximum, when the course is east or west.

The unequal distribution of iron in the ship, on board of

which I made all my experiments, prevented the above effect

from being realized. A blacksmith's shop was situated be-

tween decks, on the larboard side of the fore hatchway. It

was lined with sheet iron, and besides the armourer's forge,

vice, &c. contained a large quantity of other iron. The effect

of this, together with the anchors, windlass necks, and other

iron, was very remarkable on a compass placed in different

parts of the deck near the foremast. [[See Observations, 18,

19, and so of the prefixed table.]]

li. Asa compass placed on the midship line of the deck is

subject to no anomaly fore and aft, in certain ships, on a north

or south course [[Inference No. io[], and as a compass in

either side of the ship, opposite to the focus of attraction,

shows no anomaly on a west or east course [[Inference No. 8[],

the intersection of the line joining the two situations in oppo-

site sides of the ship with the midship line traced fore and aft,

will probably point out a situation directly over the top of

the focus of attraction, where no anomaly on any course what-

ever will appear.

The Esk, in which I made my magnetical observations, had,

as above stated, an armourer's forge near the larboard bow,

mdcccxix. P
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which with the varying position of large quantities of iron

work, composing our whale fishing apparatus, contributed to

vary this point where no anomaly is supposed to exist, and

prevented me from ascertaining satisfactorily, at any time, its

precise situation. I made indeed but very few observations

with this view, and these I find neither establish nor refute

the inference.

12. The anomaly of variation is probably the greatest in

men of war, and in ships which contain large quantities ofiron;

but it exists in a very considerable degree also in merchant-

men, where iron forms no part of the cargo, especially in

high latitudes, where the dip of the needle is great.

WILLIAM SCORESBY, Jun.

Whitby, 3d November, 18 18.
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VII. On the genus Ocythoe ; being an extract of a letter from-

Thomas Say, Esq. of Philadelphia, to Wm. Elford Leach,

M.D. F.R.S.

Read February 4, 1819.

X have before me a specimen of ocythoe in an argonauta
,

forming part of the collection of the Acad, of Nat. Sciences.

It was taken from the stomach of a dolphin, .which was

caught in soundings on our Atlantic coast, and is in the most

perfect state of preservation, not having suffered the slightest

decomposition from gastric action.

It is sufficiently distinct from your O. Cranchii
,
as well as

from the animal of nautilus sulcatus of Klein
;
and if the figure

given by Shaw of the animal of argonauta argo has any pre-

tensions to accuracy, it is most probably an unknown species.

I here attempt a description of it, and also submit a few

remarks on the genus.

Ocythoe punctata.

Body pale, punctured with purplish ; abdomen conic-com-

pressed, vertical, semifasciate near the summit, with a pro-

foundly indented transverse line ; arms much longer than

the body, attenuated, filiform at their tips, alated
;
membranes

rounded.

Inhabits the Atlantic ocean near the North American coast.

Descrip. Abdomen conical, slightly compressed, nearly

vertical with respect to the disk of the head, with a pro-

foundly indented transverse line, which extends half round,

near the summit. Arms attenuated, much longer than the

body, filiform towards the tip, slightly varied with brassy,
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inferior ones, when extended double the length of the body ;

suckers alternate, becoming gradually smaller towards the

extremities of the arms, where they are very minute
;
mem-

branes of the anterior arms rounded or suborbicular, extending

half way to the base of the arms
;
periphery occupied by the

attenuated portion of the arm, which near its extremity passes

upon the disk of the membrane, and terminates abruptly near

the base of the expansion ; the membrane is carinately de-

current on the inferior surface of the arm, near the base of

which it terminates
; the inferior surface of the membrane is

brassy, and more numerously maculated than the superior

surface, which is pale.

Length from the disk to the tip of the abdomen 2 inches.

——— - of the abdomen -

Greatest breadth ditto - - - i-j^

Length of the alated arms - 2^— of those of the opposite side - 5

Eggs subovate, attached to a delicate pedicle by a small

basilar tubercle. These fill the involuted spire in the speci-

men, besides a considerable portion of the body of the shell.

The suckers are very like those of the O. Cranchii, but the

arms are much more elongated, and the abdomen longitu-

dinal with respect to the head. This animal seems to be not

unfrequently the prey of some of the larger fishes, for in

addition to the instance above mentioned, Bose informs us

that in his passage between Europe and America, he found a

specimen in the stomach of a Coryplicena equiselis, Gmel. but

very much decomposed: and in the Museum of Mr. Peale, in

this city, a fine argonauta occurs, which was taken from the

stomach of a shark.
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With respect to the contested question relative to the

parasitic nature of the animals of this genus, I believe the

remark will hold good generally, if not absolutely, that those

mulluscous animals that form the shell in which they reside,

are more or less connected with it by muscular or membra-

naceous attachment, or by the permanent spiral form of the

posterior part of the body; and that the body of the animal

complies with the inequalities of the chamber of the shell, or

rather that the shell is moulded upon the body, so as to be

in contact with it in every part. So careful are they to fill

the cavity to its very summit, that when from their increase

of growth the apex of the shell is vacated in consequence of

its straightness, either that part is removed by the animal, and

additional calcareous matter is secreted to close the aperture

thus formed, or it is permitted to remain, and the cavity is

filled up by the same secretion; of the former process we

have an instance in Bulimus decollata

;

and of the latter many

instances occur, familiar to the knowledge of conchologists.

The Ocythoe offers to our consideration a remote deviation

from these ordinary laws which apply to the testaceous

mollusca, inasmuch as it only resides in the last volution or

body of the shell. In the specimen above described, the

sides of the abdomen are slightly canaliculated, in conformity

with the sculpture of the inner lateral surface of the shell

;

but it is worthy of remark, that the portion which corresponds

with the most unequal part of the chamber, the carina, is not

at all indented
;
which fact induces the supposition that the

shell does not fit the body, and of course was not made for

it, otherwise it does not seem probable that the body would
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be remote from the shell in one part, and impressed by its

asperities in another.

Such also is the form of the inferior part of the abdomen,

that it never could have revolved in the cavity of the invo-

luted spire
;
yet we have never been informed that the vacated

spire has been either broken or solidified. Neither is there

any attachment whatever between any part of the body and

the including shell, by an organ appropriated to that office.

In consequence of this organization, the ocythoe cannot adapt

itself to the form of the cavity in which it rests, or secure

itself there so completely as the well known parasitic paguri

are enabled to do, in consequence of the pliability of their

vesicular abdomen, and by the agency of their terminal hooks

or holders. Such observations seem to afford presumptive

evidence of the parasitic nature of these animals.

It does not appear to me probable that the Ocythoe ascends

to the surface of the water by exhausting its shell of the in-

cluded water
;
for if this were the fact, those females whose

shell is in great part filled with eggs, could not visit the

surface. But the change of specific gravity is doubtless

effected in its own body, by which it is enabled to sustain

itself on the surface at will, or to descend to the bottom

promptly at the approach of danger.

The shells which in structure and appearance approach

nearest to argonauta, are unquestionably to be found in the

Pteropoda; and the examination of Carinaria, Atlanta and

Spiratella, would almost lead us to suppose, that the artificer

of argonauta is in reality of that division
;
but if this suppo-

sition be indicated by the conformation of the shell, it does
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not seem to be corroborated by the probable habits of the

animal. All those hitherto discovered of that group, are

known to swim at the surface of the ocean, and not being

furnished with other organs of locomotion than fins, they

cannot glide upon the bottom
;
we must therefore (analogi-

cally) suppose this to have been the habit of the animal ;
and

yet it is hardly admissible that it should, in that case, have

eluded the observation of voyagers, since the shell has not un-

frequently been found in a state of occupancy by the parasite.
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VIII. On Irregularities observed in the direction of the Compass

Needles of H. M. S. Isabella and Alexander
,

in their late

Voyage of Discovery, and caused by the attraction of the iron

contained in the Ships. By Captain Edward Sabine, of the

Royal Regiment of Artillery, F. R. S. &c.

Read February 18, 1819.

It is proposed in this paper to show in what respects the

effects of local attraction, in the above mentioned ships, were

conformable to the observations which had been made in

preceding voyages ; and how far the errors, which were

found to take place on different courses, and under different

dips of the magnetic needle, corresponded with the rules for

calculating corrections, which Captain Flinders had found

useful in his own experience, and which he had recommended

for a more extensive trial.

It may be desirable to premise, that the irregularities here

alluded to, are not those accidental disturbances which may

be caused by iron placed inadvertently too near the compasses;

but the permanent, and constant effect of the mass of iron

contained in a ship, affecting its compasses at all times, and

in a greater or less degree, according as its influence is more

or less powerful, in comparison to the directive force of the

earth’s magnetism. That errors have always existed from

this cause, may be inferred, from the uncertainty which ex-

perience has attached to the results of azimuths observed in

ships. The cause, however, appears to have been very long
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unsuspected, whilst its effects had produced a general impres-

sion, that the azimuth compass was in itself an imperfect

instrument, and only to be relied on within certain undefined

and variable limits.

It was reserved to the accurate observation, and the habit

of recording and comparing apparently trivial and accidental

differences in results, which distinguished the late Mr. Wales
(astronomer in the second voyage of Captain Cook,) to enable

him to lead the way to a knowledge of the nature and causes

of these errors ;
he remarks, “ that in the passage of the

Resolution and Adventure to the Cape of Good Hope, and

subsequently, the greatest west variations had happened when

the ship’s head was north and easterly, and the least when it

was south and westerly, differing very materially from one

another with the ship’s head in different positions, and still

more when observed in different ships thus manifesting

that they were something more than accidental.

This voyage was the last in which Mr. Wales embarked,

and the investigation does not appear to have been pursued in

this country until the voyage of discovery to Terra Australis,

in the first years of the present century. The survey of the

coast of New Holland being carried on in a considerable mea-

sure, by the intersection of compass bearings taken from the

deck of the Investigator, so much embarrassment and per=

plexity were found to arise from the effects of local attraction,

that much of Captain Flinders’s attention and thoughts were

necessarily devoted, to a consideration of some means of reme-

dying the inconvenience.

On his return to England, he obtained permission from the

Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty to make a course of

mdcccxix. O
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experiments in ships under their direction at the principal sea

ports, with a view to ascertain if compasses were similarly

affected in other ships, and to try the general applicability of

rules which he had found useful in correcting the errors in

the Investigator. These rules, with the observations and

reasonings on which they were founded, were published in a

short paper in the Philosophical Transactions, and in a more

detailed form in Appendix No. II. in the Voyage to Terra

Australis. There are three points in these statements chiefly

worthy of attention, from their practical importance
;
and on

which it seems desirable, therefore, to notice how far his

observations have been confirmed by those made in the

Isabella and Alexander.

First ; he found that in every ship a compass would differ

very materially from itself, on being removed from one part

of the ship to another. Experience of this source of irregu-

larity, had induced him early in his voyage, to confine the use

of the compass, with which his survey was carried on, to one

particular spot. The place he selected was determined by

convenience in other respects ; it was on the binnacle, and

exactly amidships.

The Isabella and Alexander had not completed half their

voyage across the Atlantic, before it was found that the

binnacle compasses of the one ship differed very materially,

in indicating the course steered, from those of the ocher:

namely, one point, or n£°. No dependance whatsoever could

be placed on the agreement of compasses in different parts

of the ship, or of the same compass with itself, if removed

but a few inches : even in the neighbourhood of the binnacles

the variation, as observed amidships, was from 8° to io°
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greater than the result of azimuths taken by a compass

placed between two or three feet on the larboard side ; and

an almost equal difference in a contrary direction took place

on removing the compass to the starboard side, rendering it

a matter of some trouble and difficulty, to make the azimuth

compass agree with those in the binnacle by which the ship

was steered, and for which it was therefore necessary to

determine the variation.

As the ships ascended Davis's Strait, these latter compasses

began to traverse so sluggishly, that it was necessary to

shake the binnacles continually to assist their motion. The

cards of these* had a metal rim round their circumference,

weighing one ounce, eleven drams avoirdupois, which, as the

directive power of magnetism diminished, became too heavy

for the needle to carry round : they were also frequently

found to disagree with each other from ~ or | of a point ; the

conseqijence, most probably, of the different local attraction

to which they were exposed. These compasses ceased there-

fore to be attended to, except as an occasional assistance to

the helmsman, and a position was selected in each ship, in

which a compass on a more suitable construction was perma-

nently fixed; by this the ship's course was directed, azimuths

taken, and bearings of land, &c. noted, during the voyage.

This standard compass, as it may be called, was placed in

the Isabella exactly amidships, between the main and mizen

mast, on a stout cross beam elevated nine or ten feet above

the deck ; this beam was the usual walk of the Greenland

pilot, or of the quarter master, as affording a better view of

the ice among which the ships were frequently steered, than

* Burt’s patent binnacle compasses.
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from the deck. The elevation was an advantage to the com-

pass in such high magnetic latitudes, by rendering it less

liable to accidental disturbance, on the removal of such im-

plements of iron as were required to be kept on deck for use.

The Alexander not having a similar cross beam, her compass

was fixed amidships on a box of sand placed on the com-

panion, between five and six feet above the deck.

Secondly; Captain Flinders found that in his compass

permanently fixed as described, no error took place when

the ship’s head was on the magnetic north or south points

;

showing, that at such times the attraction of the ship, and of

magnetism, were in the same line of direction. The maximum

of error also took place when the ship’s head was at right-

angles to these points ; namely, at east or west
; being how-

ever in opposite directions, in excess of the true variation on

the one side, and in defect on the other ; so that the extreme

difference occasioned by altering the course from east to west

or the reverse, would be twice the error at either.

On the intermediate points, the ratio of the error to its

maximum was as the “ sine of the angle between the ship’s

head and the magnetic meridian to the sine of eight points or

radius,” or sufficiently near to admit of corrections being

calculated for every course, when the error on a single one

was known by observation.

Thus far the experiments which Captain Flinders tried in

every ship corresponded, excepting only that the maximum of

error in different ships at the same place would differ materially.

The accordance in so many ships gave him reason to

believe that in compasses placed near the binnacle, and

amidships, the points of no error would be most commonly
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those of the magnetic meridian. Considering, however, that

this must depend altogether on the distribution of iron, and

may be therefore liable to great diversity, he recommends,

that, in every ship, as soon as a fixed position has been selected

for a compass, the points of no error should be determined by

repeated observation. The method that was adopted for this

purpose in the late voyage appearing both simple and effectual,

it may be useful to exemplify it by an instance or two.

The Isabella being at anchor in Brassa Sound, Shetland, her

head was placed, by means of warps, on each point of the

compass successively, and the bearing of a pile of stones

on the summit of a distant hill noted by her compass at each

point ; at the same time that these observations were made

on board, her bearing from the hill was also observed by a

compass placed on the pile of stones ; the agreement in bear-

ing showed the points of no error, and the differences the

errors in each point, without the calculation which azimuths

involve. fSee PL X. fig. i.[J

The Alexander being along side a floe of ice in Baffin's

Bay, the true magnetic bearing from the ship, of a very

distant and well defined object on the main land, was found

by carrying a compass on the ice in an opposite direction, to

a distance which insured its being perfectly free from local

influence. The ship's head being then warped round to each

point of the compass successively, the errors in each were

determined by the difference in bearing, as in the last

instance. [See PL X. fig. a.]

The regularity in the above results is the best testimony

that the method is a satisfactory one. Certain precautions

must be attended to : thus, the object must be sufficiently
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distant, that the space occupied in warping the ship round

may not subtend any sensible parallax. The direction of the

ship’s head should be noted by the compass by which the

bearings are taken. A short time must be allowed to elapse

after the ship is steady on any point, to ensure the traversing

of the cards : this is particularly necessary in high latitudes

when the compasses move very sluggishly. And lastly, the

observations should be repeated.

It will be observed by the above results, in the Isabella

and Alexander, that the points of no error were not coin-

cident in either ship with those of the magnetic meridian

;

in the Alexander especially, they were more nearly at right

angles to it. That this ship should have differed so mate-

rially from all the instances on record, may be attributed to

her compass being so near the level of the deck, and there-

fore being more affected by the influence of a considerable

quantity of iron articles (such as ice anchors, ice saws, See
.

)

which were carried on the after part of the deck for conve-

nience in use, than it would have been, had it been raised

higher. This was proved by placing a compass on a plank

elevated for experiment in front of the companion, to the same

height as in the Isabella, namely, nine or ten feet. The

points of no error were found, in this position, to be about

north and south, and the amount of error at eight points,

nearly twenty degrees ; the same as in the Isabella : the

greatest error at the same time, by the Alexander’s standard

compass, viz. the one nearer the decks, being 8° 20' at N. N. E.

The dip was 84° 09'.

The propriety of Captain Flinders’s recommendation, to

determine the points of no error in a fixed compass by actual
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observation in every ship as soon as the distribution of iron is

completed, may therefore be considered as confirmed by the

observations in the Isabella and Alexander ; whilst his rule

of proportion may receive a verbal alteration to render it

more suitable for general application : so corrected, it would

be as follows. The expressions substituted being marked in

italics, and the original words entered in the margin.

“ The error produced in any direction of the

ship's head, will be to the error at the point of

East or west. the greatest irregularity
,
as the sine of the angle

between the ship’s head and the points of no

Magnetic meridian, error to the sine of eight points or radius.”

Thirdly; Capt. Flinders’s experience in the Investigator

showed that the maximum of error in the same compass,

would be different in different parts of the world, although

the use of the compass was confined to one particular spot in

the ship, and every precaution taken to avoid an interference

with the distribution of the ship’s iron.

It is worthy of remark, that by multiplying observations

and by comparing the series one with another, he was thus

practically led to trace a connection between the amount of

the errors and the dip of the needle; a knowledge of the fact

preceding, in his mind, any theoretic suggestion that such

might be the case.

It does not appear indeed that the principal cause of this

connection was even subsequently known to him; he per-

ceived that the influence of local attraction on the compass

needle increased as the
#
dip became greater. He endeavoured

to account for this circumstance, on a supposition that all iron
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might receive an absolute increase in the intensity of its

attractive power by approaching the magnetic pole.

The increase, however, which was the subject of his obser-

vation, was a relative one, being in comparison to the directive

power of magnetism. A diminution in the latter would

therefore produce the effect equally with an absolute augmen-

tation in the former; and that such a diminution does take

place, and in a degree which is sufficient to account for all

the effects observed, will be evident to every person, who

reflects that although the magnetic force is greatest at the

pole, its directive power must then have wholly ceased,

having become less on the horizontal traversing of the needle

in proportion as the point of attraction has been brought

beneath the compass
;

indicated by the angle which the

dipping needle makes with the horizon. This is doubtless

the principal cause of the connection which Captain Flinders

was the first to trace.

It is not designed to say that this cause may not be

aided by the increased magnetism of portions of the ship's

iron, such as bars and stanchions ; which being fixed in an

upright position, may receive an addition to their attractive

power where the position of the dipping needle is always co-

incident with theirs; but merely to observe, that. a cause is

known to exist for the connection, independently of supposi-

tion ;
which cause, conjointly with experience, shows the

inadequacy of the rule proposed by Captain Flinders, whereby

the amount of error, under any known dip, being ascertained,

the amount may be calculated for any other dip, by using as

a multiplier, the decimal expression of the proportion which
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the error, in the one ascertained instance, may have borne to

the dip.

In the observations made in the Isabella at Shetland, where

the dip is 74
0
2i-§', the maximum of error was 5

0
34' easterly

of the true variation, with the ship's head at E. S. E. and 5
0

46' westerly at W. N.W. making an extreme difference of

1 1° 20'.

By Captain Flinders's rule, the common multiplier for this

compass would have been about one twelfth, or .083, which

at a dip of 86° of, which was the greatest observed during

the late voyage, would have given an error of between 7
0 and

8°, making the extreme difference 15
0

;
whereas repeated

observation showed it to be at that time more nearly 50°, if

not exceeding that amount.

The inadequacy of the rule will also appear by reference

to the observations made by the Alexander in Baffin's Bay.

The error at eight points being 6° 46', at a dip of 84° 30'; it

ought scarcely to have exceeded 7
0
at the greatest possible

dip, making an extreme difference of less than 15
0

. No op-

portunity occurred indeed of making accurate observations

at a greater dip than the above ; but the difference in the

bearing of objects before and after tacking indicated with

sufficient certainty, that the error had increased to an amount

very far beyond 15
0

; frequent instances of an extreme diffe-

rence of from 3 to 4 points being remarked, as the ship

approached the farthest western longitude to which she

attained in a high latitude ; this was in Lancaster's Sound of

Baffin, into which inlet the expedition sailed beyond the 8i°

of west longitude in the parallel of 74
0
and a few minutes.

It is much to be regretted that the service did not admit an

opportunity to be afforded, of making observations on the

mdcccxix. R
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various magnetic phenomena, with the excellent instruments

supplied to the expedition, at this very interesting place ;

where a nearer approach was made to one of the magnetic

poles than had ever been known before.

But in the absence of any actual observation on the dip of

the needle, this fact of the error of the compasses having

increased from local attraction so greatly beyond the amount

which had been before observed, is worthy of notice, as

affording an indication that the dip had also increased, and

not inconsiderably. The greatest which was observed, was

86° oc/; and after this observation, the ships continued to sail

for six days in the direction in which the dip had hitherto

been found to increase.

In concluding this paper, it may be permitted to remark,

that it is to the voyages of discovery undertaken during the

reign of his present Majesty, that a knowledge of the extent

and causes of the errors to which a compass is subject in ships,

is to be principally attributed ;
as well as the steps that have

been taken towards the investigation and remedy of the

inconvenience they occasion to practical navigation.

The care and exertions of Captain Flinders in collecting

observations for this purpose, give his opinions and rules a

peculiar claim to attentive consideration. No one could have

been more fully persuaded than he was, that a rule, founded

on the effects experienced in a few ships, would require a far

more extensive trial, before it could be depended on for

general application.

To carry this on, therefore, is to follow his useful example*

and to effect what he was desirous to have done himself, had

his life been spared.
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IX. Sow? observations on the formation of Mists in particular

situations. By Sir H. Davy, Bart. F. R. S. V. P. R. T.

Read February 25, 1819.

All persons who have been accustomed to the observation

of Nature, must have frequently witnessed the formation of

mists over the beds of rivers and lakes in calm and clear

weather after sun set
;
and whoever has considered these

uhenomena in relation to the radiation and communication of
A

heat and nature of vapour, since the publication of the re-

searches of M. M. Rumford, Leslie, Dalton, and Wells,

can hardly have failed to discover the true cause of them.

As, however, I am not aware that any work has yet been

published in which this cause is fully discussed, and as it

involves rather complicated principles, I shall make no apology

for offering a few remarks on the subject to the Royal

Society.

As soon as the sun has disappeared from any part of the

globe, the surface begins to lose heat by radiation, and in

greater proportions as the sky is clearer; but the land and

water are cooled by this operation in a very different manner:

the impression of cooling on the land is limited to the surface,

and very slowly transmitted to the interior
;

whereas in

water above 45
0 Fahrenheit, as soon as the upper stratum

is cooled, whether bj' radiation or evaporation, it sinks in the

mass of fluid, and its place is supplied by warmer water from

below,, and till the temperature of the whole mass is reduced
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nearly to 4,0° F. the surface cannot be the coolest part. It

follows, therefore, that wherever water exists in considerable

masses, and has a temperature nearly equal to that of the

land, or only a few degrees below it, and above 45
0
F. at sun-

set, its surface during the night, in calm and clear weather,

will be warmer than that of the contiguous land
;
and the air

above the land will necessarily be colder than that above the

water
;
and when they both contain their due proportion of

aqueous vapour, and the situation of the ground is such as to

permit the cold air from the land to mix with the warmer air

above the water, mist or fog will be the result ; which will

be so much the greater in quantity, as the land surrounding

or inclosing the water is higher, the water deeper, and the

temperature of the water, which will coincide with the quantity

or strength of vapour in the air above it, greater.

I shall detail some observations which appear to me to

show the correctness of this view. June 9th, 10th, 11th, the

temperature of the atmosphere and of the Danube was re-

peatedly examined during a voyage that I made upon this

river from Ratisbonne to Vienna, and on each of these days,

the sky being perfectly clear, the appearance of mist above

the river in the evening uniformly coincided with the diminu-

tion of the temperature of the air from three to six degrees

below that of the river, and the disappearance of fog in the

morning with the elevation of the temperature of the air above

that of the river. From Ratisbonne to Passau, the tempera-

ture of the Danube was pretty uniform throughout the 24

hours, being highest, 62° F. or 62^° F., between 12 and

2 o’clock, and about one degree less before sun-rise, and the

temperature of the air from 6i° F, to 73
° F, during the day,
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and from 6 1° to 54
0
F. during the night. Below Passau, the

Inn and the Ilz flow into the Danube.* On examining the

temperature of these rivers at 6 o'clock, A. M. June 11, that

of the Danube was found to be 62
0
F., that of the Inn e,6±° F.,

and that of the Ilz 56° F. : the temperature of the atmosphere

on the banks where their streams mixed, was 54,°. The

whole surface of the Danube was covered with a thick fog;

on the Inn there was a slight mist, and on the Ilz barely a

haziness, indicating the deposition of a very small quantity

of water. About 100 yards below the place where the three

rivers joined, the temperature of the central part of the

Danube was 59
0
F., and here the quantity of mist was less

than on the bed of the Danube before the junction ; but about

half a mile below, the warmer water had again found its place

at the surface, and the mist was as copious as before the union

of the three rivers. June 12th, the evening was cloudy, and

the temperature of the atmosphere remained till after dark

higher than that of the river, being, when the last observation

was made, 63° F. when there was not the slightest appearance

of mist. The sky was clearer before sun-rise on the 13th,

and the thermometer immediately after sun-rise, in the air

above the river, stood at 55^-° F. the temperature of the

Danube being 6i° F.; a thin mist was seen immediately above

the river; but there being no mass of vapour to exclude the

sun-beams, it rapidly disappeared, and was not visible a few

feet from the surface
; and in half an hour the whole atmos-

phere was perfectly transparent.

In passing along the Rhine from Cologne to Coblentz,

* The Danube was greenish, the Inn had a milky blueness, the Ilz was perfectly

pellucid ; but from the rapidity with which the Inn descended, its waters at this spot

give their tint to the whole surface.
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May 31st and June 2d and 3d, the nights being very clear,

the same phenomenon of the formation of mists was observed,

precisely under the same circumstances ; but as I could exa-

mine the temperature of the air and of the river only close to

the banks, and in two or three situations, my observations

were less precise and less numerous; the mist formed later in

the evening, and disappeared sooner in the morning than on

the Danube ;
which was evidently owing to the circumstances

of the atmosphere being warmer and the river colder, the

temperature of the one being from 66° F. to 73° F. during

the day, and that of the river, where I examined it, from 59
0

to 6o° F.

July 11th. I examined the temperature of the Raab near

Kermond in Hungary, at 7 o’clock, P. M. and found it 65° F.

that of the atmosphere being 72
0

F. During the whole

evening there were some thin fleecy clouds in the western

sky, which being lighted up by the setting sun, greatly inter-

fered with the cooling by radiation from the earth, and at half

past nine the thermometer, in the atmosphere, was still 6g° F.

and at half past ten 67° F., when there was not the slightest

appearance of mist. In the morning, before sun-rise, the

temperature of the atmosphere on the banks was 6i° F., that

of the river 64° F., and now the bed of the river was filled

with a white thin mist, which entirely disappeared half an

hour after sun-rise.

I made similar observations on the Save in Carniola, in the

end of August; on the Izonzo in the Friul, in the middle of

September ; on the Po near Ferrara, in the end of September

;

and repeatedly on the Tiber and on the small lakes in the

Campagna of Rome in the beginning of October; and I have

never in any instance observed the formation of mist on a
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river or lake, when the temperature of the water has been

lower than that of the atmosphere, even when the atmosphere

was saturated with vapour.

It might at first view be supposed, that whether the cooling

cause existed in the water or the land, the same consequences

ought to result
;
but the peculiar properties of water, to which

1 referred in the beginning of the paper, render this impos-

sible. W ater in abstracting heat from the atmosphere becomes

lighter, and the warmer stratum rests on the surface, and its

operation in cooling the atmosphere is extremely slow

;

besides, the cooled atmospheric stratum remains in contact

with it, and water cannot be deposited from vapour, when that

vapour is rising into an atmosphere of a higher temperature

than its own
;
and the law holds good, however great the

difference of temperature. Thus, August 26th, at sun-set, the

day after a heavy fall of rain, and when the atmosphere was

exceedingly moist, I ascertained the temperature of the Drave

near Spital jn Carinthia, and though it was 14
0
F. below that

of the air, yet the atmosphere above the river was perfectly

transparent.

It may be imagined, that without any reference to the

cooling agencies of air from the land, mist may form upon

rivers and lakes, merely from the loss of heat by radiation

from the air, or the vapour itself immediately above the

water; and that the phenomenon is merely one of the forma-

tion of vapour, the source of heat being in the water
;
and its

deposition, the source of cold, being in the atmosphere; but

it is extremehy improbable, that air or invisible vapour, at

common temperatures, can lose any considerable quantity of

heat by radiation
;
and, if mist could be formed from such a
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source, it must always be produced to a great extent upon

the ocean in calm weather during the night, particularly

under the line, and between the tropics, which the journals

of voyages sufficiently prove is not the case. I have myself

had an opportunity of making some observations which coin-

cide with this view. During a voyage to and from Pola, I

passed the nights of September 3, 5, and 6, off the coast of

Istria ; there was very little wind on either of the nights, and

from sun-set till nearly midnight it was perfectly calm in all of

them. On the3d it was cloudy, and the lightning was perceived

from a distant thunder storm, and the vessel was never far

from the shore : but on the 5th and 6th the sky was perfectly

clear, and the zodiacal light, after sun-set, wonderfully dis-

tinct- and brilliant, particularly on the 5th, and we passed by

the help of oars from two to eight miles from the shore.

The temperature of the sea at sun-set was 76° F. on the 5th,

77
0
F. on the 6th, that of the atmosphere immediately above

it 78° F. and 79
0

F. On the 3th, at midnight, about five

miles from the shore, the temperature of the sea was 74° F.

and that of the atmosphere 75
0
F., and on the 6th, at the same

hour, at about four miles from the shore, the temperature of

the sea was 73
0
F. and that of the atmosphere 75

0
F. There

was not the slightest appearance of mist on either of these

nights on the open sea, or at any distance from the land : but

close under the hills of Istria there was a slight line of haze

visible before sun-rise, which was thickest under the highest

land; and as we approached at sun-rise, on the 7th, the moun-

tains of the Friul, the tops of those nearest to Trieste were seen

rising out of a thick white mist, which did not reach a quarter

of a mile from the shore.
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After mists have formed above rivers and lakes, their in-

crease seems not only to depend upon the constant operation

of the cause which originally produced them, but likewise

upon the radiation of heat from the superficial particles of

water composing the mist; which produces a descending

current of cold air in the very body of the mist, whilst the

warm water continually sends up vapour : it is to these cir-

cumstances, that the phenomena must be ascribed of mists

from a river or lake, sometimes arising considerably above

the surrounding hills. I have often witnessed this appearance

during the month of October, after very still and very clear

nights, in the Campagna of Rome above the Tiber, and on

Monte Albano over the lakes existing in the ancient craters

of this extinguished volcano, and, in one instance, on the 17th

of October, before sun-rise, there not being a breath of wind,

a dense white cloud of a pyramidal form was seen on the site

of Alban lake, and rising far above the highest peak of the

mountain, its form gradually changed after sun-rise, its apex

first disappeared, and its body, as it were, melted away in the

sun beams.

Where rivers rise from great sources in the interior of

rocks or strata, as they have the mean temperature of the

climate, mists can rarely form upon them except in winter,

or late in autumn, or early in spring. In passing across the

Apennines, October 1st, 2d, and 3d, 1818, there having been

much rain for some days preceding, and the nights being very

clear, I observed the beds of all the rivers in the valleys filled

with mist, morning and evening, except that of the Clitumnus

near its source, in which there was no mist, and this river

rises at once from a lime-stone bed, and when I examined it,

MDCCCXIX. S
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at half past six o’clock, A. M. October 3, was lower than

the atmosphere.

Great dryness in the air, or a current of dry air passing

across a river, will prevent the formation of mist, even when

the temperature of the water is much higher than that of the

atmosphere : thus on the l^th of June, near Mautern, though

the Danube at five in the morning was 6i° F. and the air only

54
0

,
yet there was no mist ; but a strong easterly wind blew,

and from the rapidity with which water evaporated it, it was

evident that this wind was in a state of extreme dryness.

The Tiber has furnished me with a number of still more

striking examples. October 13th, the night having been very

clear, on arriving at the Ponte Molle, at half past six in the

morning, I found no mist on the river, yet the temperature of

the air immediately above it was 48° F. and that of the river

56° F., a strong north wind blew, which indicated, by the

hygrometer, a degree of dryness of 55
0

,
and this part of the

river was exposed to it ; but the valley above, where the

river was sheltered from the wind, was full of mist, and the

mist in rising to the exposed level might be seen, as it were,

dissolving, presenting thin strias which never reached above a

certain elevation, and many of which disappeared a few

seconds after they rose. From the 13th to the 25th of Oct.

during which time the tramontane or north wind blew, I

witnessed repeatedly the same phenomenon, and in the whole

of this time there was only one morning when there was no

mist in the sheltered valleys, and the cause was perfectly

obvious ; the night had been very cloudy, and the thermome-

ter, before sun rise, indicated a difference of only one degree

in the atmosphere below that of the river.
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1

It is not my intention to discuss the general subject of the

deposition of water from the atmosphere, in this paper
;
but

merely to describe a local cause of considerable extent and

variety in its modifications : and which is not without an effect

in the economy of nature, for verdure and fertility, in hot

climates, generally follow the courses of rivers, and by the

operation of this cause, are extended to the hills, and even to

the plains surrounding their banks.

Rome, Dec. 8, 1818.
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X. Observations on the Dip and Variation of the Magnetic Needle

,

and on the Intensity of the Magnetic Force ; made during the

late voyage in search of a 'North West Passage. By Captain

Edward Sabine, of the Royal Regiment of Artillery, F. R. S.

and F. L. S.

Read February 25, 1819.

The dipping needle used in these observations is the property

of Henry Browne, Esq.; it was made by Messrs. Nairne

and Blunt, and is similar in construction to one made by the

same artists, and described by the Hon. Henry Cavendish

in the 66th volume of the Philosophical Transactions, as used

in the house of the Royal Society.

Previously to delivering it into my charge, Mr. Browne

had adjusted the balance of the needle by means of the screws

on the cross of wires attached to its axis ; so that no alteration

took place in the indication of the dip, on reversing the poles.

The instrument was placed in the direction of the magnetic

meridian, by a compass stationed at a sufficient distance, and

suffered to remain during the observations for the purpose of

occasional verification. When time admitted, the correctness

of adjustment was also proved, by observing the minimum of

dip. An equal number of observations were made with the

face of the instrument towards the east and towards the west;

the arcs indicated at both ends of the needle were read.

In determining the intensity of the magnetic force, the

needle was drawn to an horizontal position by a magnet, and

being released at an observed moment of time, was suffered
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to oscillate until the arcs became too small to be readily dis-

tinguished: the first arc was thus equal to the dip, and at

every tenth vibration both the arc and time were noted. The

observations in the magnetic meridian were repeated with

the face of the instrument towards the east and towards the

west.

It is highly satisfactory to notice the agreement of the

results which were obtained in London and in Shetland, at

different periods, and by different observers; showing that

the adjustment of the balance of the needle was preserved

during the voyage, notwithstanding the accidents to which it

was liable : and as a testimony of the excellence of the

instrument, and of the confidence which may be placed in

observations made with it.

Observations on the dip.

1818. Latitude.
Longi-
tude.

No. of
I obser.

Observer. Dip. Remarks.

April 13

0 /

51 31 N.
0

/

0 08 W. 16 Capt. Kater
0

/ n

7° 34 39 Regent’s Park, London.

3° 60 o9 f-
1 12 *4 Capt. Sabine 74 22 4.8 1

Brassa Island, Shet-
May 1 60 og-f 1 12 12 Lieut. Parry 74 20 10 J land.

June 9 68 22 53 5° 12 Capt. Sabine *83 08 07 On ice.

*9 70 26 54 52 H Capt. Sabine *82 48 47 Hare Island.

July 8 74 °4 57 52 10 Capt. Sabine 84 09 15 (Baffins) three Islands.

23 75 °5 60 03 10 Lieut. Parry 84 24 57
23 75 °5 60 03 xo Capt. Sabine 84 25 15

Aug. * 75 5 *t 63 06 10 Capt. Sabine 84 44 30 On ice.

4 75 59 64 47 10 Capt. Sabine 84 52 06 On ice.

19 76 32 73 45 10 Capt. Sabine 85 44 23 On ice.

20 76 45 76 00 14 Lieut. Parry 86 08 53
20 76 45 76 00 »4 Capt. Sabine 86 09 33
25 76 08 78 29 16 Capt. Sabine 85 59 3 1 On ice.

Sept, xi 70 35 66 55 10 Capt. Sabine 84 39 21 On ice.

Nov. 3 60 09J t 12 Lieut. Parry 74 21 06 7 Brassa Island, Shet-

3

1819.

60 C9J 1 12 H Capt. Sabine 7421 47 15 j land.

March 5 1 3 i 0 08 16 Capt. Sabine 70 33 16 Regent’s Park, London.
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Sabine’s observations on the magnetic needle.

It is probable that the needle was affected by local attrac-

tion either on the 9th or on the 19th of June; but on which

day it is difficult to say. On the 9th the ships were anchored

to an iceberg of very considerable size, on which the observa-

tions were made, the instrument being removed as far as

possible from the ships. On the 19th it was used in the

observatory which was erected on Hare Island ; every fasten-

ing of this ingenious and useful building was of brass, and

the greatest care was taken to prevent the needle being dis-

turbed by local or accidental causes. But there were several

basaltic columns on the face of a hill which rose immediately

from the observatory, which may have had an influence
; as

these columns on Hare Island are said, by Professor Giesecke,*

to have a powerful effect on the needle.

Observations on the intensity of the magnetic force.

Regent’s Park, London, April, 1818. By Captain Kater.

Perpendicular to the meridian.

too

ICO

8 21,6

8 15

Mean

Account

of

vibra-

tions.

'OOOOOOOOOOO
c - ChN O - WOO +N -

0\ <-r\ tJ- r<-> N — —

IOO 0000

No.

of

vibra- tions.
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The subsequent observations were made by Captain

Sabine.

* Art. Greenland, Brewster’s Cyclopedia.
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Brassa Island
,
Shetland, lat. 60° 09', long. i° 12' JV.

In the magnetic meridian.

Number of

vibrations.
Interval.

Mean

Time.

"S
c ^
c O 00 VO'O N 'O

00

100

loo

m. s

7 49’S

7 5 °

Arc.

0
O NvO N NiaNN ^ ^ ^ N

No.

of

vibra-

i

tion.

00000000000
— N co io'O t^.00 On O100 7 49>75

Perpendicular to the meridian.

Number of

vibrations.
Interval.

Mean

Time.

tn

c ^ ^
O N Os NOO CXD N N N N N
co

loo

100

m. s.

8 00

7 59
jArc. O

0 N N -rj-oo Q\I^ C^I H
Os WS N •-H

No.

of

vibra- tions.

00000000000
- N n + utnno c^oo On O100 7 59>5

On an iceberg in Davis’s Strait, lat. 68° 22', long. 53
0
50' IV.

In the magnetic meridian.

Number of

vibrations.
Interval.

Mean

Time.

CO

T3
= OO

GJ

CO

too

100

m. s.

7 17

7 z 3

Arc.

9
vrj ON m N « VO N OM^ tJ-
CO U-, m N N -• —•

No.

of

vibra-
tions.

00000000000
- h cn 'T l/nno t-^00 ON O100 7 20

Peipendiculai to the meridian

.

Number of

vibrations.
Interval.

Time.

CO

c r^'o 10 10 n

QJ

CO

IOC

m. s.

7 33
Arc.

O O ^ us N •- VO N CO O tJ-

Q\NO N h

No.

of

vibra- tions.

OOOOOOOOOOO
*-» CS tJ- urs^O t's.oo ON O
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.

On Hare Island, lat. 70° 26', long. 54
0 52' W.

In the magnetic meridian.

Number of

vibrations.
Interval.

Mean

Time.

(A

u
CO

100

100

m. s.

7 22

7 24

Arc.

0^ ONVO VO ^ ^ VO N OnVO t*-
00 Tj- m n n

No.

of

vibra*
tions.

1

00000000000» N m + u-iSO tv. 00 OS Oaoo 7 21

Perpendicular to the meridian.

Number of

vibrations.
Interval. Time.

m
'TJ

C co VO

(U
CO

100
m. s.

7 26 Arc.

0
0 n r^oo n n wo\Nw>
ONNO t}- m N N «-« **

No.

of

vibra- tions.

OOOOOOOOOOOn n 1/svq r^co os o

On ice in Baffin's Bay, lat. 75
0
05 ', long. 6o° 23'.

In the magnetic meridian.

Number of

vibrations.
Interval.

Mean

Time.

CO
”0 tr> li-N LTV u-» vr\
C * *» •* #s

<L»

CO

too

100

m. s.

7 29

7 z 5-5

Arc.

mIm
O tJ- Os U-I Os O t*» "•COLA-tWN--H

No.

of

vibra- tions

OOOOOOOOOOO
" « n + osso 1^00 Os O

P+IGO 7 27-5

Perpendicular to the meridian.

Number of

vibrations.
Interval. Time.

CO
-0 U"» ti-v U-\

S 00 VO

<u
<72

100

m. s.

7 26 Arc.

r-

0 h vO VO OO «-• VO N ONVO H"
OnnO N N

No.

of

vibra- tions.

i

OOOOOOOOOOOH N wt + uvo r--oo Os O

-
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On ice in Baffin’s Bay, lat 75° 5 if', long. 63° 06' W.

In the magnetic meridian .

Number of

vibrations.
Interval.

Mean

Time.

</)

Lr\ irv \j\ u-'i loC »'*'*»*' *\ *s
.

O CO
u ^ tj- -rf- tJ-
<U
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100
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m. s.

7 21,5
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O
^f-oo VO >i-NCC N O 1-0
OOLO'^-CONN'-^ 1-*'-'
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vibra- tions.

ooooooocooo
« N 10^0 t^.00 Os 0100 7 23,25

Perpendicular to the meridian.

Number of

vibrations.
Interval. Time.

Arc.

t

No.

of

vibra- tions.

1

00000000000
— N cr* rf- u-iVO r^oo OS 0

On ice in Baffin’s Bay, lat. 76° 45', long. 76° W.

In the magnetic meridian.

Number of

vibrations.
Interval.

Mean

Time,

-a
C N ia rh tn tri cf) N '^-roco

D
an

100

100

m. s.

7 »3

7 17

Arc.

0 MlH
VO O VO VO 00 N 00 *0 0 f^io
00 VO ^ to N N

No.
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vibra- tions.

00000000000
» N Kl^ tJ-ivO tv.OO OS O100 7 15

Perpendicular to the meridian.

Number of

vibrations.
Interval. Time.

C tJ- c<“> rr> ro ro tJ- rf"

<L>

an
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m. s.

7 16
Arc.

;

O r-KM r-HOt

O N N rn CA N ui m
OV i- m N N

No.
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vibra- tions.

00000000000
-> N USSO t'-ca Os O

mdcccxix. T
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.

On ice in Baffin’s Bay
, lat. 7

6

° 08 !-', long. 78° 21 ' W.

In the magnetic meridian.

Number of

vibrations.
Interval.

Mean

Time.

"5 IA IA LAN l-TN

CO

100
100

m. s.

7 IS

7 17

Arc.

O
O *“• ^ 0\ •-* OO VO

00 la rf- r<^ N « >-<

No.

of

vibra- tions.

00000000000
— N c-i Th UI-.VO r^oo C?\ O100 7 16

Perpendicular to the meridian.

Number of
vibrations.

Interval. Time.
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10 IA to to U-% IA IA

Q VO IA H" N tn to to tA N
Qj

^
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100
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O
O n ia ia k - i-n

On IA Tl* fA N N — « -«

No.
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vibra- tions.

!

OOOOOOOOOOO
» N n + u-nnO t^oo On O

On an iceberg in Davis’s Straits, lat. 70° 33 ', long. 66°
55

'

In the magnetic meridian.

Number of

vibrations.
Interval.

Mean

Time.
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"O IA IA

£ VO
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m. s.

7 16
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0
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OOOOOOOOOOO
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Perpendicular to the meridian.
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Interval. Time.
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1819, March. In the Regent’s Park, London, lat. 51
0
31/ 4,0",

long. o° oh' IV.

In the magnetic meridian

Number of

vibrations.
Interval.

Mean

Time.

“O u*n

5 O Ooo O oc r^.00 00 r\N^ <3 rb rh ’'t*

u
S)

100
100
100

m. s.

8 01,5
8 08

7 56*5

Arc

CL Ly- 0 O N ONO *+

fs. L/-N -sf N — —

No

ol

vibra- tions.

00000000000- N ^ ^ ‘'•'O t^.00 Cs O
100 NO00

Perpendicular to the meridian.

Number of

vibrations.
Interval.

Time.

c/>

"O lr> to ir ir o-\ 10
C
O N N OnO\ Osoc On 00 O On

<L>

CC

100

m. s.

8 18,5
Arc.

O
O O O N VO —
On Tf- n —

No.

of

vibra-
tions.

00000000000» « tn + wv\o f^oo 0 O

Abstract of the times in which 100 vibrations were performed.

Latitude.

N.

Longi-
tude.

W.

In the

meridian.

First

Arc.

Perpendicular
to the meridian.

First

Arc.

0

51 3 «

O /

O 08
m. s.

O O O
m. s.

8 18,3
O

90 Regent’s Park, London.
60 09 I 12 7 49! 74 7 59*5 90 Shetland.

68 22 53 5° 7 20 83 7 33 90 On ice, Davis’s Straits.

70 26 54 5 Z 7 21 83 7 26 90 Hare Island.

75 °5 60 23 7 27! 84 7 26 90 On ice, Baffin’s Bay.

75 515 63 06 7 * 3 i 84 O O On ice, Baffin’s Bay.

76 45 76 00 7 15 85 7 26 90 On ice, Baffin’s Bay.

76 08 78 21 7 16 85 7 18 90 On ice, Baffin’s Bay.

7o 35 66 55 7 16 83 7 18,5 9° On ice, Davis’s Straits.

5 1 31 0 08 8 02 70 8 18 90 Regent’s Park, London.

The 1 ooth vibration never exceeded an arc of 3
0
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Observations to determine the variation of the needle ,
in Davis’s

Strait, and Baffin’s Bay.

The azimuth compasses used in these observations were

constructed on an improved plan, the invention of Captain

Kater. It is thus described in the “ Instructions for the use

of the Instruments furnished to the Northern Expeditions,”

printed by order of the Royal Society :

“ The compass is five inches diameter
;
by means of an

inclined mirror and lenses, the degrees are seen by reflection

considerably magnified
;
a line drawn on a piece of ivory is

viewed at the same time, and serves as an index by which

the degrees are to be read off.

“ At the opposite side of the box is a sight on which slides,

in a frame, the segment of a glass cylinder, ground to a

radius of five inches. By means of this, a fine line of light

is thrown on the index, and may be seen at the same time as

the degrees on the card.

“ The degrees on the card are read from the north towards

the east, and are carried round to 360°, in order to obviate

the possibility of error in this respect.”

The observations were made either on shore or on the ice,

sufficiently distant from the ship to be beyond the influence

of her attraction. The compass was placed on a copper

fastened stool, and was carefully levelled by means of a spirit

level, to ensure the perpendicularity of the sight vane.

Each altitude and azimuth is a mean of several observa-

tions, the compass being removed and levelled afresh between

every one, thus making each faithfully distinct.
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The mean Greenwich time is given, as it determines the

amount of the sun’s polar distance.

The latitudes and longitudes are of the spot, deduced by

the ship’s log from the nearest observed.

The altitudes are corrected for index error only, the letters

or signs annexed denote the limb, and whether by reflection

or by the natural horizon.

The observed azimuths are of the sun’s centre cleared of

index error ;
the compasses used were No. 1 and 2, supplied

to the Isabella, and No. 3 to the Alexander ;
the true azimuths

deduced from the elements contained in the preceding columns,

are expressed in a corresponding manner to the reading of

the compass, for the purpose of comparison.

The observations were made on ice, except when otherwise

noted in the column of remarks.

When due consideration is given to the greatly diminished

power, wdth which the earth’s magnetism acts on the hori-

zontal direction of the needle, when the dip becomes so con-

siderable as it was found in Davis’s Straits and Baffin’s Bay,

namely, from 83° to 86°; the satisfactory results which have

been obtained, even under such extreme circumstances with

Captain Kater’s compasses, afford the best testimony of their

excellence, and of the precision which may be expected from

them in the ordinary course of observation.

It may also be remarked, that a difference in the result of

azimuths observed at different hours of the day may not be

altogether an error of observation, since it is probable that as

the directive power of magnetism diminished, the causes

which produce the hourly change in the variation itself may
act with increased effect.
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Should the amountof this change be considerably augmented

in high magnetic latitudes, careful observations on the direc-

tion of the needle at different hours of the day, on all conve-

nient occasions, might be serviceable towards a more certain

knowledge of its causes, than has been hitherto obtained from

observations made where the effects are so inconsiderable.

The influence of the ship’s iron on their compasses increas-

ing, as the directive power of magnetism diminished, produced

irregularities that rendered observations on board ship of little

or no value towards a knowledge of the true variation
; a few

azimuths which were observed in the Isabella, have been

selected for the purpose of exemplifying this remark. They

will also show, how essential it is to navigation in high lati-

tudes, that the nature of the errors which the ship’s attraction

produces in her compasses, should be understood.
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Observations to determine the variation of the needle, made on shore, or on the ice. Observer

,

Captain Sabine.

1818 .

1 lean Green-

wich time.
Latitude. Longitude. 1

h. m. s. O 0 /

June 9 22 0 0 58 23IN. 53 47 W.
1

1

23 20 0 58 14 54 15

12 O 0 0 58 14 54 15

>7 8 20 O 7° 26£ 54 52

17 8 30 0 7° 264 54 52

18 8 28 0 7° 26£ 54 5 2

18 8 35 0 7° 26£ 54 52

18 23 20 0 70 26i 54 52

27 9 CO 00 7

1

°2f 54 13

27 9 20 00 7 i °2f 54 13

27 9 40 00 7 i 54 13

27 10 OO 00 7 i °2l 54 13

27 10 20 00 7 i 02j 54 13

July 4 10 45 00 72 44i 5 6 49
6 9 12 0 73 2H 57 32

12 23 3 ° O 74 Oix 57 5*
2

1

10 °5 0 74 58
3

59 16

22 23 02 0 75 04 60 03
28 10 20 0 75 28 60 34$

3 o 8 17 0 75 32 61 O

30 10 20 0 75 32 61 O

Aug. 2 10 00 00 75 442 64 O

2 10 10 OO 75 44s 64 0

4 O 12 3° 75 59 64 32
6 9 34 0 7° 5 ®i, 64 34

12 0 00 5 i 75 54 J 65 3°

12 a 12 5 1 75 541 65 30
12 0 29 3° 7 5 54i 65 3°

19 2 13 00 76 3° 72 35

19 2 33 00 76 3° 72 35

*9 2 33 00 76 3° 72 35
22 9 00 00 76 32! 76 52$
25 8 27 to 76 o8| 7 8 21

25 8 27 to 76 c8£ 7 8 21

25 10 03 00 76 °8| 7 8 21

25 10 08 00 76 08L
7 8 21

Sept.i 8 3° 00 7o 35 s 66 55 i

1 8 36 00 7o 35 s 66 55f
1 8 4° 00 7° 35 s 66 552

Observed Altitude.

0 /

48 23

63 20

70 02

56 15

55 3 2

55 20

55 33

53 57
64 43
50 18

49 18

47 °7

44 3
6

42 07

37 18

49 i°

55 11

3 8 49
45 46

35 °4
48 23

36 29
17 33
17 01

46 39
37 27

40 19

40 59
43 3 6

45 59
47 27

47 33
36 54
40 32
40 14

‘5 9
58 Q

33 9
36 o

34 Q

52 Q

45§ }
35 9 5

l8 Q

13 9
20 o
05

40 5
175
47 o
005
52 5

57 e
0 Q
105

57 9

35 9
15 L.

25 L.

55 9
20 Q

34 g
55 S
28 s

50 9
IO Q

40 Q

4° 9
306
05 o

30 06 47 o

28 25 25 Q

13 27 30 L.

12 59 47 L.

12 39 33 L -

Observed
azimuth.

156 27

175 47
86 16

332 54
334 °5

332 52

334 24

!84 35
,

343 261

346 33 i

349 54’

353 35
i

7 24 :

7 i 3 i

348 16

1 86 49“

o 33 i

185 16

7 4°

33 6 24-

o 55-

2 26

4 3 i

204 01

354 24

240 32

348 5 6

34 i °5 i

34i i7l

4 °5

5

33° 4+

Compass.
True

azimuth.
Variation. Remarks.

I 88 55 i 67 31! w.
2 108 07 67 40
I I 18 12 68 04
1 260 08 72 46 -x

72 53 s
|

I 261 III

I 261 33 71 19 'v, Observatory, Hare Island.

I 263 io| 7 i 135 1

71 39 l
^

I i

i

2 55 s

1 268
13J. 75 13

I 271 13 75 2o|

I 274 23 75 3 i

I 278 0 75 35

I 281 364 75 4 8

I

I

288 i8f
268 15

7 8 55
80 01

106 05! 8° 43 t On Baffin’s three Islands.

l 276 OOg 84 33
I 98 16J 86 S 9 i

I 279 214 88 i8|

\
I 248 46^- 8 7 37 ?

3 • 272 4 i| 88 1 3f
1 273 25 89 01

I 275 37t 88 53?
1 1 13 43t 9° I 7.T -

I 263 164 9 i °7t
I 109 454 92 45 r

1 2 no 504 94 34t

J 1 & 2 117 I2f 93 39t
I & 2 13 8 23 102 09

Compasses used alter-
1

2 143 375 103 16 1

\ 1
i 44 035 101 55 i

nately.

I 241 00 107 56
Compasses used alter-

2
2 230 07 no s8J 1

1
1 230 58

254 5 6

no 19I J nately.

Observed by the silk line, the
1 109 09 1

line of light not being per-

2 3 256 15 109 j ceptible owing to the weather.

I & 2 244 c6 86 38
|

Dip of horizon allowed for

51 feet 7 in. measured.

1 2 245 3 6 87 224 7 Compasses used alter-

T 1 246 41 86 3H } nately.

In the column of “ observed altitude,” g signifies the lower, and o the upper limb of the

sun, the altitude being taken by reflection ; L, the lower limb by the natural horizon.
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.

Results ofazimuths observed on board the Isabella
,
with Walker’s

azimuth compass, placed amidships infront of the companion.

1818. Latitude. Longitude. Ship’s head. Variation. Remarks.

June 3

0
/

65 38
O 1

54 24 NW. by W.
0

/

67 10

4 65 47 54 44 N. 66 22

4 6 5 47 54 44 W. 77 34
4 65 46 54 44 E. S. E. 47 54

5 65 47 54 22 N.W. 76 47

5 6 5 47 54 22 N. 67 32

7 65 50 55 0 NE. by E. 49 57
27 74 02 54 *3 E. 64 56I

27 74 02 54 >3 S. E. 67 07
27 74 °2 54 *3 S. 76 27

27 74 °2 54 *3 s.w. 84 38 V True variation observed on

27 74 02 54 13 w. 93 16
|

the ice 75
0

30'.

27 74 02 54 »3 N.W. 90 20

27 74 02 54 i 3 N. 77 44
27 74 02 54 13 N.E. 7° 3°J

Aug.2Q 74 44 77 5 ° W.N.W. 128 35

3° 74 21 78 0 N. by E. 104 28

Sep. 3 73 55 73 47 N. by W. 1 W. 108 55

4 73 2 3 75 5 8 E. by S. i S. 85 04

5 7 2 34 74 S.E. 74 22

S 7 2 34 74 06 S. | W. 90 32

5 7 2 34 74 06 S.S. E. 78 50
11 7° 37 66 58 N.W. 98 42

'J

1

1

70 37 66 58 N.W. by W. 100 08 1 True variation observed on
1

1

7° 37 66 58 W.N.W. 100 56
|

the ice 86° 53'.

1

1

70 37 66 58 W. by N. 99 36 J
16 68 40 64 0 N. by E. 73 56
16 68 40 64 0 S.E. by E.JE. 59 °7
29 64 53 62 10 N.N.W. 7 1 21

29 65 02 62 10 S.W. 75 40
Oct. 14 59 3° 36 07 E.S. E. 39 °4 *

M 59 3° 36 07 N.W. byN.
5
2 55
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XI. On the action of crystallized surfaces upon light. By David

Brewster, LL. D. F. R. S. Lond. and Edin. In a letter

addressed to the Right Hon. Sir Joseph Banks, Bart. G. C. B .

P. R. S. &c. &c. &c.

Read February 25, 1819.

My dear Sir,

It has been remarked by Malus, in his Theory of Double

Refraction," that the action which the first surface of Iceland

“ spar exercises upon light, is independent of the position of its

“ principal section ;—that its reflecting power extends beyond

“ the limits of the polarising forces of the crystal, and that as

“ light is only polarised by penetrating the surface, the forces

“ which produce extraordinary refraction begin to act only at

“ this limit.” He also observes, that “ the angle of incidence

" at which Iceland spar polarises light by partial reflection, is

“ 56° 30' ; that it then comports itself like a common transpa-

“ rent body ; and that whatever be the angle comprehended

“ between the plane of incidence and the principal section of

“ the crystal, the ray reflected by the first surface is always

“ polarised in the same manner.” *

These conclusions, obtained experimentally by an author

of such distinguished eminence, I should naturally have re-

ceived as established truths, had I not been led, by a series

of experiments made before the perusal of his work, to opi-

nions of an opposite kind. My experiments indicated an

extension of the polarising forces beyond the crystal
;
and I

* Tbtorie dt la Double Refraction, pp. 240, 241.

MDCCCXIX. U
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was thus induced to question the accuracy of Malus’s views,

and to repeat the experiments upon which he had founded

them. The results of this investigation, while they have

overturned the opinions hitherto adopted, have at the same

time led to the establishment of several points both of theore-

tical and practical importance.

In giving an account of these results, I shall first consider

the effects produced upon transmitted light by a change in

the mechanical condition of the surfaces of crystals, and then

establish the laws according to which the interior forces affect

and modify the forces which produce partial reflection.

Sect. I. On the ejfiects produced upon transmitted light
,
by a

change in the mechanical condition of the surfaces of crystals.

If we take a hexaedral prism of nitrate of potash, and ob-

serve a luminous object through two of its inclined surfaces

that have a good natural or artificial polish, we shall perceive

two distinct and perfectly formed images. If we now roughen

these two surfaces, and cement upon each of them a plate of

glass by means of balsam of capivi, the character of the two

images will be greatly changed. The image that has suffered

the greatest refraction will be as distinct as before, but the

other image will be either of a faint reddish colour, or

wholly invisible, according to the degree of roughness induced

upon the refracting surfaces. When oil of cassia is used

instead of the balsam, the least refracted image, if it was

visible before, will now be completely extinguished.

By substituting pure alcohol
,
or the white of an egg, instead

of the balsam, the least refracted image will become distinct,

and the most refracted image will be either a mass of nebulous
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light, or almost invisible. A result nearly similar will be

obtained with water, notwithstanding its effect in dissolving

the little prominences which constitute the superficial rough-

ness of the crystal.

In order to explain these phenomena, we must recollect that

the index of refraction for the ordinary image of nitre is 1.511,

and that of the extraordinary image 1.328. When the rough

surface of the nitre is covered with balsam of capivi, which

has nearly the same index of refraction as the ordinary

image, the same effect is produced as if the rough surface

had been polished for the ordinary rays. All the little pits

or depressions in the rough surface being filled up with

balsam, the ordinary rays suffer little or no refraction in

penetrating the crystal, and therefore the image which they

form will be as clear and distinct as in the first experiment.

But since the index of refraction for the extraordinary image

is much less than that of the balsam, the rays of which it is

composed will not enter the crystal undisturbed, but will be

scattered in the same manner as if its surface was rough, and

had a refractive power corresponding to the difference between

the index of refraction for the extraordinary ray, and the

index of refraction for the balsam. When water or alcohol

is substituted in room of the balsam, the effects now described

are interchanged, the roughness being removed for the extra-

ordinary rays by the application of a fluid of the same refrac-

tive density, while the rays that form the ordinary image are

dispersed by the refractions which still exist at the rough

surface of the crystal.

These effects will be still better understood by supposing

the crystal to consist of an extraordinary and an ordinary
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medium, arranged in alternate strata. When the superficial

polish of both these media is removed, the application of the

halsam restores, as it were, the polish of the ordinary medium,

without restoring that of the extraordinary medium ; while

the application of the alcohol restores the polish of the extra-

ordinary medium without restoring that of the ordinary

medium.

When the refractive power of the fluid is intermediate

between that of the two media, the ordinary and the extra-

ordinary image will be equally indistinct
;
and we have it in

our power to alter the distinctness of either of the images, by

varying the refractive force of the interposed fluid.

If the plane of incidence is not perpendicular to the axis,,

a variation in the angle of incidence will produce a variation

in the index of refraction of the extraordinary ray ; and, since

the refractive power of the interposed fluid suffers no change,

the extraordinary image must become more or less distinct,

according as its index of refraction is made to approach more

or less to that of the fluid, by varying the inclination ol the

refracted ray to the axis.

From the preceding experiments, which have been repeated

with the same results with calcareous spar,
arragonite

,
and many

other crystals, we may deduce the following conclusions :

1. The force of double refraction and polarisation extends

not only without the interior limit of the ordinary refractive

force, but also without the surface of the crystal.

2. The force of double refraction and polarisation emanates

from the surface of bodies, though its intensity depends upon

the inclination of the surface to the axis of the crystal.

g. The ordinary or the extraordinary image may be ex-
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tinguished at pleasure in any doubly refracting crystal ; and

the crystal is thus converted into a singly refracting crystal,

like certain specimens of agate.

4. In soft crystals that do not admit of a perfect polish,

the distinctness of any of the two images may be made a

maximum, by giving the crystal the best polish of which it is

susceptible, and then cementing plates of glass upon its sur-

faces, by a transparent cement of the same refractive power

as that of the pencil which is to be rendered most distinct*

If it is required to make the two images equally distinct, the

refractive power of the cement must be a mean between that

of the ordinary refraction, and the extraordinary refraction

which corresponds to the angle which the refracted ray forms

with the axis of double refraction.

5. All doubly refracting crystals consist of an ordinary and

an extraordinary medium, alternating with each other, and

varying in density according to a law which I have described

in another paper.*

I consider the optical structure of agate as demonstrating

the existence of two media. In quartz, the two media are

equally perfect and transparent ; but in certain specimens of

agate, the one medium is seen in a separate state from the other,

and broken down into small portions like the figures 333.
The light which passes through these portions, is evidently

acted upon by a different refractive power from that which

• The paper here alluded to, was laid before the Royal Society of Edinburgh on

the 16th of March, 1818; but as it could not have been understood without the

preceding experiments, its publication was necessarily delayed. The theory which

it contains embraces also the complex phenomena which arise from the combination

of two or more axes. Seethe Phil, Trans, Lond, 1818, p. 264.
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passes through the rest of the crystal, and is polarised in a

transverse plain.*

Sect. II. On the influence of the polarising force of doubly re-

fracting crystals
,
upon the polarising force which accompanies

partial reflection.

The experiments in the preceding section could not fail to

throw a doubt upon the identity of action exercised upon re-

flected light by crystallized and uncrystallized surfaces. I

was therefore led to a more minute investigation of the sub-

ject, and obtained a series of very unexpected results, which

I shall explain under the three heads into which they naturally

arrange themselves.

1. On the change produced upon the polarising angle by the

interiorforces of doubly refracting crystals.

In order to examine with care the superficial action of cal-

careous spar, I exposed several surfaces by cleavage, and

having selected the one that had the most perfect polish, I

covered all the other sides of the rhomb with black wax, and

measured the polarising angles in planes variously inclined to

the principal section. The following are the results of a great

number of observations

:

Position of the crystal. Azimuth.

Short diagonal in plane of reflection o°

Polarising No. of
angle, observations.

57° * 4/ 39
One of the edges in plane of reflection 50 £7§-' 58 32 15

Long diagonal in plane of reflection 90 59 32 37

Difference between the greatest and least po-

larising angle - - - - 2 0 18'

* See Phil. Trans. 18x3, p. 104; 1814, p. *91 ; and Edin. Trans, vol. vii. p. 298, 9.
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The following observations were made with rhombs taken

from a different mass of calcareous spar

:

Position of the crystal. Azimuth.
Polarising No. of

angle, observations.

Short diagonal in plane of reflection o* 57
0 36' 5

One of the edges in plane of reflection 50 57!' 58 50 ' 7

Long diagonal in plane of reflection 90 59 44 7

In these experiments the results were the same, whether

the obtuse angle of the rhomb was nearest or farthest from

the eye, or whether it was to the right or left hand of the

observer.

In order to determine the angle of polarisation for surfaces

differently inclined to the axis, I selected some fine Faroe

crystals of calcareous spar from the cabinets of Sir George
Mackenzie and Mr. Allan. One of these crystals was an

acute dodecahedron, having a highly polished surface inclined

about 5
0

to the axis, and with it I obtained the following

results.

Position of the crystal. Polarising angle. No. of observations.

Axis in plane of reflection - 54
0 18' 13

Axis perpendicular to plane of reflec-

tion - - - 58 14 10

I was now desirous to obtain a surface perpendicular to the

axis; but I have searched in vain for such a specimen, and

have invariably found that the summit of the prism is rough

and unpolished. With a surface polished by art, and cut per-

pendicular to the axis, I found the polarising angle about

58° 15'; but I do not regard this result as deserving any par-

ticular attention.

In order to supply the defect of natural faces, I ground

and polished a great variety of surfaces, inclined at all angles
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to the axis ; but the results clearly proved that the peculiar

action of the surfaces, in varying the polarising angle, is ex-

hibited only by the highly polished faces which are sometimes

obtained from cleavage, or which occur in perfect crystals.

The following observations were made with a fine crystal

of Chromate of lead

:

Position of the crystal. Polarising angle. No. of observations.

Axis of prism in plane of reflection 67° 48' 4

Axis of prism perpendicular to the

plane of reflection - 65 42 4
In the first of these positions a great quantity of brilliant

blue light remained unpolarised, whereas in the second posi-

tion the whole of the pencil suffered complete polarisation.

2. On the change produced upo?i the polarisation of the reflected

ray
,
by the interiorforces of doubly refracting crystals.

Since the extraordinary force in calcareous spar was thus

shown to extend to such a distance beyond the surface as to

modify the polarising angle produced by superficial reflection,

it became extremely probable that the polarisation of the re-

flected ray might suffer some change from the same cause

:

but after the most careful observation, I could not discover

the slightest indication of such an effect. Upon reflecting

farther, however, on the nature of the change which I had

expected, it occurred to me that the action of the ordinary

reflecting force was so powerful, as to mash the influence of

the inferior force which emanated from the axis, and that the

effect of the one might be rendered visible by diminishing the

intensity of the other. I accordingly introduced a film of oil

of Cassia between a glass prism and the surface of the spar,
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and having inclined the prism at a very small angle to that

surface, I thus separated the image formed at the common

surface of the prism, and the oil from the image formed at

the common surface of the oil and the spar. The effect was

exactly what I had anticipated. The influence of the ordinary

reflecting force was reduced almost to nothing, and the light

reflected from the separating surface of the oil and the spar,

was polarised at an angle of about 45^®,and was almost entirely

under the dominion of the force which emanated from the

axis. The following were the results obtained with an ordi-

nary surface, inclined 45° 23--' to the axis.

1. Azimuth o°. When the plane of the principal section is

in the plane of reflection, the light reflected at the surface of

the oil and the spar is polarised in the plane of reflection, the

obtuse solid angle being farthest from the eye. The light of

the image is of a faint red colour, and has very little intensity.

2. Azimuth 12
0

. The obtuse angle being farthest from the

eye, the reflected pencil is polarised about 45
0 out of the

plane of reflection.

3. Azimuth 42°. The reflected pencil is polarised trans-

verse to the plane of reflection, or 90° out of it. The light

is now of a yellowish white tint, and is much more intense

than in azimuth o°.

4. Azimuth 90°. When the plane of reflection is perpen-

dicular to the plane of the principal section, the obtuse solid

angle being either to the right or left hand, the reflected

pencil is polarised a little more than 135°, or —43° out of the

plane of reflection. The intensity of the pencil is now inter-

mediate between that of azimuth o° and 45
0

.

5. Azimuth 180°. The obtuse angle being now next the

MDCCCXIX. X
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eye , the pencil is polarised i8o° out of the plane of reflection,

or it has again returned into that plane.

In passing through the last 45° of azimuth, the polarisation

varies very slowly, the change being only about io°; whereas

in passing through the first 42° of azimuth, the polarisation

varies no less than 90°, indicating in the most unequivocal

manner, as we shall afterwards see, that this change depends

upon the angle which the incident ray forms with the axis of

the crystal.

The light reflected from the separating surface of the oil

and the spar is a maximum ,
when the plane of the principal

section is perpendicular to the plane of reflection, and its

colour is then nearly white. When these two planes coincide,

the intensity of the light is a minimum
,
and its colour is then

a faint red ; and in intermediate positions, the reflected pencil

has both its intensity and its colour of an intermediate

character. In the azimuth of 42°, the reflected pencil exhibits

a very curious phenomenon when analysed with calcareous

spar. Its colour is then yellowish white, and all the yellow

light is polarised transversely to the plane of reflection. One

of the images, however, instead of vanishing, consists of blue

and red light, the red vanishing, and the blue becoming more

brilliant as the analysing prism is turned to the left

;

and the

blue vanishing, and the red becoming more brilliant as the

prism is turned to the right. This effect arises from the diffe-

rence in the angles at which the red and blue rays are incident

upon the separating surface of the oil and the spar. Each

set of rays, therefore, as will afterwards appear, suffers a

different change of polarisation, the one being polarised about

87® out of the plane of reflection, and the other 93°.
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I have repeated the preceding experiments by substituting

in place of oil of cassia, water, alcohol
,
castor oil, balsam of

capivi, and oil of anise seeds, a series of fluids whose refractive

powers increase progressively. With water, the light refuses

to be polarised completely in the direction of the long diago-

nal, while it suffers complete polarisation in the direction of

the short diagonal. With alcohol, the direction of the polari-

sation is not altered. With castor oil, the intensity of the light

is greater in the direction of the long diagonal, than in that

of the short one ; and in the former case, the pencil is pola-

rised at a much greater angle than in the latter. With balsam

of capivi, in the azimuth of 45
0
, the pencil is polarised about

15
0 out of the plane of reflection. In the azimuth of 90°, the

pencil is not completely polarised at any angle, but is nearly

so in the plane of reflection, and at a considerable angle of

incidence. In o° of azimuth, the pencil is completely polarised

in the plane of reflection. With oil of anise seeds, in azimuth

45
0

,
the pencil is polarised about 45

0 out of the plane of re-

flection. In azimuth go0
,
the pencil refuses to be polarised

at any angle, and in o°of azimuth, the polarisation is complete

in the plane of reflection.

As the preceding results were obtained with a surface in-

clined 45
0

23-j' to the axis, I was anxious to observe the

effects produced by the Faroe cr}Tstals, where the natural

faces are nearly in the plane of the axis. I accordingly

•repeated the experiments with a variety of these crystals, and

in every case I observed the same phenomena. In the azi-

muth of go°, where the polarising angle is 58° 14', the pencil

was polarised a degree or two out of the plane of reflection.

In the azimuth of 45
0
,
where the polarising angle is about
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56® 16', the change of polarisation is about 40°; and in the

azimuth of o°, where the polarising angle is 54,
0

18', the

change of polarisation was a little more than 90° when the

obtuse angle was farthest from the eye, and about 106° when

the obtuse angle was nearest the eye. In all these positions

the image reflected from the surface of the oil and the spar,

is nearly as bright as that from the surface of the prism and

the oil.

In order to determine the change of polarisation when the

plane of reflection was perpendicular to the axis, it was neces-

sary to have a prismatic crystal of calcareous spar with a

polished summit
;
but I have always found this summit rough

and unpolished. There was therefore no alternative but to

polish an artificial face cut in this direction ; and upon the

application of oil of cassia, I found that in every azimuth the

change of polarisation was about 75°. The colour of the

image was a bright yellow, and a little blue light remained at

the point of evanescence.

In extending these experiments to other crystals I have

obtained similar results ; but there are none so well fitted for

this species of examination as calcareous spar. In apptying

oil of cassia to a very fine prism of chromate of lead, the

direction of the polarisation was not in the slightest degree

altered, as the ordinary action was not sufficiently weakened

to render visible the influence of the interior force. When
the plane of reflection passed through the axis of the prism,

blue light remained in the vanishing image ; but in a plane

rectangular to this, the light was completely polarised, as in

the experiment when the reflecting surface was in contact

with air.
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I now tried rock crystal and oil of anise seeds
,
which have

nearly the same mean refraction ; but on account of the great

debility of the interior polarising force, it was not able to

overpower or even to modify that which accompanies partial

reflection. I could easily have reduced this last force still

farther till it came under the dominion of the first ; but the

reflecting power would have been reduced in the same pro-

portion, and would not have been capable of driving back a

number of rays sufficient to form a perceptible image. But

though the polarisation is not changed at the separating sur-

face of the oil and the rock crystal, yet the character of the

reflected light is modified in a very remarkable manner.

When the plane of reflection from one of the sides of the

prism of rock crystal was in the direction of the axis, or in

o° of azimuth, the reflected image was a deep blue of very

little intensity
;
whereas in a rectangular direction, where

the azimuth was 90°, it w-as of a brick red colour, and much

more luminous. On one of the faces of the pyramid, in azi-

muth o°, the tint was a. brilliant pink, intermediate between the

red and the blue ; and on the same face, in 90° of azimuth, it

was of a brick led colour as before. These variations are

obviously related to the axis of double refraction, and indicate

the extension of its force within the sphere of partial reflec-

tion. The origin of the colours themselves, I shall soon have

occasion to explain, in a paper on the action of uncrystallized

surfaces.*

3. General results deducedfrom the preceding experiments.

Had it been in my power to command a series of the most

* This Paper was read before the Royal Society of Edinburgh, on the 4th January

*S 19.
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perfect crystals, or to communicate to artificial faces that high

polish which nature often exhibits, I might have obtained a

more complete generalisation of the preceding phenomena.

Limited, however, as the investigation has been by these

causes, it still presents us with several views of great generality

and interest.

First. The force of double refraction and polarisation ex-

tends without the surface of crystals, and within the sphere

of the force which produces partial reflection.

Second. The change in the angle of polarisation produced

by the interior force, depends on the inclination of the re-

flecting surface to the axis of the crystal, and also on the

azimuthal angle which the plane of reflection forms with the

principal section.

In any given surface, where A and Au
are the minimum

and maximum polarising angles, viz. in the azimuth of o° and

90°, the polarising angle A' at any intermediate azimuth &,

may be found by the formula

A'= A -f- Sin.
2
u (A"-— A).

In the rhomboidal surfaces of calcareous spar

A"— A =138'.

Third. The change in the direction of the polarisation

must be produced after the ray has suffered reflection ; for if

the change preceded reflection, the reflecting force would

have polarised it in the plane of reflection, whatever had been

the direction of its previous polarisation.

Fourth. The change in the direction of the polarisation

depends upon the angle which the incident ray forms with

the axis of the crystal, and takes place' in such a manner

that if
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(p = angle of incident ray with the axis ; and

C = change in the direction of the polarisation,

we shall have

Sin. jC = \/ Sin. <p.

If we make

A = complement of the inclination of the reflecting plane

to the axis

;

a.
— azimuth of the plane of incidence with the principal

section
;
and

i= angle of incidence reckoned from the perpendicular,

we shall have

Cos. « x Tang. A =Tang. z ,
and

Cos. ® = Pos - A x c<»-

Y Cos. z.

In one of the ordinary rhomboidal surfaces where the in-

clination to the axis is 45
0
23j

#

,
A= 44

0
36

j

#

; and with oil

of cassia for the incidence of the mean ray, when the polari-

sation is complete, is about 45
0

17'. I have assumed it at

45° ( which will be more correct for the mean luminous

ray than 45
0
17') for the purpose of making the change of

polarisation commence with zero in o° of azimuth.

Upon these principles I have computed the following table,

which shows the change in the direction of the polarisation,

corresponding to any azimuth and any inclination of the inci-

dent ray with the axis.
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Table showing the change in the direction of the polarisation in

different azimuths.

Azimuth.
Inclination of inci-

dent ray to the axis.

Change in the direction

of the polarisation.

O 0 / O /

0 0 0 0 0
10 6 54 40 36
20 16 50 65 6

3° 23 0 77 22

40 29 24 88 sz

45 » 32 3 8 94 34
5 ° sn 36 29 100 54
60 42 17 1 10 10

70 48 32 120 0
80 54 37 129 8

90 60 0 137 0
100 65 56 145 48
1 10 7 i 4 153 4
120

, 75 42 *59 48

129 21 79 28 16; 3

*35 81 41 169 46
140 83 22 > 7° 34
150 86 12 >74 52
160 88 18 1 77 3<5

170 89 33 179 28

180 90 0 180 0

The results in the preceding table enable us to explain the

phenomenon described in p. 154. As the interposed oil of

cassia has a prismatic form and a very high dispersive power,

the blue and the red rays are incident at different angles with

the axis, and therefore the change in the direction of their

polarisation must be different. The nearest approximation to

evanescence in one of the images, belongs to the mean ray of

the spectrum, and therefore at this point the image that should

have vanished, must consist of blue and red light, one ofwhich

will disappear before , and the other after, the mean ray.

I have the honour to be, &c. &c. See.

DAVID BREWSTER.
To the Right Hon. Sir Joseph Banks, Bart.

G.C.B. P. R.S. &c. &c. &c.

Edinburgh, Nov. 12, 1818.
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TRANSACTIONS.

XII. On the specific gravity, and temperature of Sea Waters, in

different parts of the Ocean ,
and in particular seas ; with some

account of their saline contents. By Alexander Marcet, M. D.

F. R. S. &c.

Read May 20, 1819.

wH ile analyzing the waters of the Dead Sea and the River

Jordan, about twelve years ago, and conversing on the pecu-

liarities of these waters with a late valuable and lamented

Member of this Society, Mr. Tennant, it occurred to us that

a chemical examination of different seas, in a variety of lati-

tudes and at different depths, might be interesting
; and that,

however unlikely to be productive of any striking discovery,

such an inquiry, conducted with due care and attention, might

afford curious results, and throw some light on this obscure

subject. We accordingly began to collect specimens of sea water

from various parts of the globe, and it was agreed that I should,

aided by Mr. Tennant’s occasional advice, submit them to

chemical anaysis.

In the course of a few years I became possessed, through

MDCCCXIX. Y
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the kindness of several friends, of a great variety of specimens

of sea water ;
and I was preparing to examine them, when a

most deplorable accident deprived science of the sagacious

philosopher from whose friendship and enlightened assistance

I had anticipated so much advantage. Procrastination and

delay were the natural consequence of this misfortune; and I

should probably have entirely lost sight of the subject, had not

my intention been again directed to it by the late expeditions to

the Arctic regions, and the great zeal and kindness of some of

the officers engagedin them, in procuring for me specimens

of sea water, collected in different latitudes, and under peculiar

circumstances, so as to add greatly to the value of those

which I previously possessed.*

I must not omit to observe, however, that this subject has, at

various periods, engaged the attention of philosophers. Thus

Bergman, f Watson, £ Nairn, § Bladh,
||

Lavoisier,^

Pages,** Phipps, -

f-f Litchtemberg,J£ Pfaff,§§ Bouillon-

La Grange and Vogel,
||| j

&c., have turned their attention to

the subject of sea water, and ascertained some valuable, though

in general detached and often discordant facts
; and more

lately the celebrated traveller Humboldt, Dr. Murray of

* I am also indebted, both to Sir Joseph Banks and to the British Museum, for

various specimens of water from the same expedition.

f Bergman’s Opusc. Vol. I. J Watson’s Chemical Essays, Vol. V. p. 91.

$ Philos. Trans, for 1776. ||
Kir wan’s Geological Essays, p. 350.

Lavoisier’s Memoirs, 1772.

** Pages’ Voyage round the World, from 1767 to 1771.

jf Phipps’s Voyage towards theNorth Pole, 1773.

I I Litchtemberg, in Schewigger’s Journal II. 256. §§ Pfaff, ibid.

|{||
Annales deChimie, Vol. LXXXVII. ; and Ann. of Philos. IV. 200.

Humboldt, Relat. Historique, Vol. I.
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Edinburgh, * Dr. John Davy, now of Ceylon ,-f and M.

Gay-Lussac,J have also added many useful facts to this

part of natural science. These two last observers, in particular,

have given the specific gravities of waters in a variety of lati-

tudes, from England to Ceylon, and from South America to

France, and their results appear to lead to the general conclu-

sion, that the variations obtained in those parts of the ocean

were but very slight, and are to be ascribed rather to acci-

dental causes than to any general principle. §

The immediate objects of investigation which presented

themselves to me were, first, to ascertain the specific gravities

of upwards of seventy specimens of sea water which I had

procured from different parts of the world ; and afterwards to

examine whether any differences could be traced in the chemi-

cal composition of those waters. This naturally gave rise to

two distinct parts, and afforded a convenient mode of dividing

the subject.

§ l.Of the specific gravities of sea waters,from different seas,

and in different latitudes ; with some remarks on the tempera-

ture of those seas.

Before I proceed to state the results, I shall briefly describe

the mode in which the waters were weighed, and the appa-

ratus which I contrived for the purpose of raising water from

the bottom of the sea.

The specific gravities were taken in the usual mode, that is,

by comparison with equal bulks of distilled water of the same

* Edinb. Philos. Trans. Vol. VIII. j- Philos. Trans, for 1817.

X Ann.de Chim. for Dec. 1817; and Philos. Magaz. Vol. LI

§ M. De Humboldt
(
Personal Narrative,Vol. I.) thought he could perceive that
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temperature.* The balance I used was one which was sen-

sibly affected by T%th part of a grain
;

but I did not think it

necessary to use smaller weights than ^th Part °f a gra in :

so that whenever, in the annexed tables, smaller weights are

expressed, in the sixth decimal figure, such very minute parts

must not be understood to have been obtained from actual ex-

periment, since they resulted, by calculation, from the conver-

sion of the weights actually obtained into the usual standard

of 1000 parts.

The first idea of the apparatus which I contrived for raising

water from the bottom of the sea, occurred to me about ten

years ago, on accidentally seeing in an instrument maker's

shop, a machine, said to be the identical one which was used

for a similar purpose by Dr. Irving, in Captain Phipps’s

(since Lord Mulgrave) expedition. -f This consisted simply

in a cylindrical vessel having an opening at the top, and a si-

milar one at the bottom, each closed by a flap or valve opening

only upwards, and moving freely upon hinges. When this

sea water was less salt between the tropics than between the coasts of Spain and Tene-

riffe ; and his observations 6eem to lead to the inference, that there is a specific gravity

peculiar to the water of each zone; a conjecture, however, which the facts collected in

this paper do not appear to confirm.

* It may perhaps be worth while to mention a small improvement which was intro-

duced in the vessel used for weighing the waters. The apparatus consisted in a thin

phial, nearly spherical, containing between five and six hundred grains of distilled

water, and having a very light ground glass stopper. But as I had observed on former

occasions that such phials were apt to burst on the stopper being forced in, from the

compression of the liquid with which they were filled, I had the stopper made with a

very small longitudinal aperture through it, so as to allow a minute quantity of water

to ooze out; and this was very easily accomplished (by Mr. Newman, ofLisle-street)

bv forming the stopper of a portion of thermometer tube, the bore of which perfectly

answered the desired purpose.

•f
Ph 1 pps’s Voyage to the North Pole in 1773.
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apparatus was sunk into the sea, the valves would, of course,

be kept open by the current of water passing freely through

the machine so long as it descended; and when drawn up

again, the valves would be kept closed by the water acting in

an opposite direction. As however, in heaving a machine of

this kind from a great depth, it is almost impossible that some

oscillations should not take place in it, either from the motion

of the boat, or from some accidental jerks in pulling the line,

it is evident that these oscillations being necessarily communi-

cated to the valves, partial changes of the water contained in

the vessel are almost unavoidable. It was principally with a

view to remove this objection, that I modified the principle

of the apparatus in the following manner. I procured a strong

cylindrical brass vessel, capable of holding about half a pint of

water, and having, like Dr. Irving's machine, an aperture both

at the top and bottom, with a valve at each aperture opening

upwards. But these valves, instead of being allowed to move

backwards and forwards freely upon their hinges, were, when

closed, firmly locked by springs ; and when open, could only

be kept in that state by the application of a certain degree of

force. This force consisted in a weight of several pounds,

suspended to the extremity of a cord, the other end of which was

fastened to the valves
; and the machine was so constructed

(as will be readily understood by referring to the annexed

sketch, Plate XI. ), that the moment the valves were relieved

of the weight which kept them open, they closed instantly, and

were forcibly locked by the above mentioned contrivance. Now
the machine being open, with the weight suspended to it at a

few feet distance, and the whole being let down into the sea,

it is evident that the apparatus must continue perfectly open
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and pervious till the weight touches the bottom, at which mo-

ment it closes itself, and remains, in that state. The water

brought up in this machine, therefore, can only come from the

bottom, and from no intermediate depth ; for whenever the

apparatus fails in reaching the bottom, it continues pervious,

and on being raised out of the water is found open, and emp-

tied of its contents. The advantage however of raising water

from the bottom with certainty, whenever the bottom can be

reached, is a valuable one, and has already enabled me to

ascertain some curious points respecting the sea of Marmora, as

will be presently seen ; and if some mode could be contrived

of closing the machine at any desired intermediate distance

from the surface (an object to which I have directed the at-

tention of the ingenious instrument-maker, Mr. Newman), it

it would then answer every desired purpose.*

* Since this paper was written, Mr. Newm a n has succeeded in constructing a

machine, (just in time to he put on board of Lieut. Parry’s ship, about to sail to

Baffin’s Bay), which seems well calculated to answer the desired object, under any

circumstances. The principle is essentially the same as that of the machine which

I have just described, namely, that of closing itself when it touches the bottom; but

with this material addition, that the valves, when the bottom cannot be reached, may

be closed at any given depth, by causing a weight to descend along the cord to which

the machine is suspended, till it comes into contact with it, and closes the valves by an

appropriate contrivance. A sketch of this machine, with its explanation, is also an-

nexed at the end of this paper, Plate XII.

Among the attempts which have been made to bring up water from any given

depth, I should not omit to mention an ingenious contrivance of Mr. Tennant,
which he thought calculated to answer the purpose tolerably well, and which, as will

be seen hereafter, was used some years ago with apparent success.

Mr. Tennant’s contrivance consisted in a wooden box, capable of holding a few

ounces of water, and opening like a snuff-box, by a lid moving upon hinges, and fit-

ting water-tight. The box, when closed, was forcibly kept in that state by a spring ; but

when about to be used, it was partially opened, and was prevented from shutting itself
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I shall now proceed to state the results which I have ob-

tained in regard to the specific gravities of sea water ; and for

the sake of conciseness I shall present them in the form of

again by means of a small spring or wedge. It remained open so long as it descended ;

but when pulled up again, the wedge was thrown out of its place, and this obstacle

being removed, the box closed itself instantly. This was effected by means of a small

fly-wheel, so confined as to admit of no motion during the descent of the machine; but

the moment it began to ascend, the pressure of the water communicated to the wheel

a rotatory mot on, which, through a little mechanical contrivance, disengaged the

spring and clcsed the box.

Another, and more elaborate invention, of the same kind, (a description of which may

be found in the c Journal of Science and the Arts, V ol. V.) was devised last year by Sir

Humphry Davy, and was repeatedly used in the late voyages towards the North Pole ;

andin fact, many of the specimens of waters from those regions, which I have examined,

were raised by means of that ingenious, though I apprehend, not unexceptionable ap-

paratus.

The principle of this instrument may be stated in a few words. It consists in a

strong copper bottle of an oblong shape, closed at its neck by a stop-cock. To this

bottle is attached laterally, and in a parallel direction, a metallic tube closed at the

top and open at the bottom, with an air-tight piston moving within the tube. As the

open end of the tube therefore descends into the sea along with the bottle, the piston

which closes the orifice of the tube is gradually forced upwards into it, as the ma-

chine sinks, the air within it being proportionally compressed ; but when the piston

has reached a certain part of the tube, it meets with a catch and opens the cock of the

bottle, which, of course, instantly fills with water ; and there is an ingenious contriv-

ance by which the machine may be set before hand, so as not to let in the water till a

certain known degree of pressure is made by the superincumbent column.

Captain Ross, in his account of his ‘ Voyage to the Arctic regions’ (Appendix,

page cxxiv.), makes the following observation :
e Sir Humphry Davy’s apparatus

answered the purpose for which it was intended ; but it did not close so as to prevent

the water from escaping or mixing with that nearer the surface as it came up.’ This

objection however, which might probably be removed, is of no great importance, as

the aperture in question being very small, and situated at the upper end of the vessel,

there is no risk of any sensible change taking place in the contents of the vessel through

that aperture, while traversing the upper strata. But the machine appears liabl to the
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tables, taking care to annex to each specific gravity, under the

head ‘ observations,’ any collateral information which I may be

able to offer.

more serious objection of depending for accuracy upon very nice adjustments, which

can hardly be relied upon under very great pressures.

Lieut. Fean klin, who commanded his Majesty’s ship the Trent, and was not

provided with one of Sir Humphry Davy’s machines, sometimes used a cylindrical

leaden vessel with two valves, like that employed by Dr. Irving ; and at other times

he made use of an empty corked bottle, the cork being strongly tied to the bottle. In

every instance the bottle was found filled, the cork having been forced into the

bottle; except on one occasion, on which the bottle had filled itself without the cork

being driven in, not apparently from its being more strongly fastened than in other

cases, but rather probably from its being more porous, so as to allow the water to

filter through it before the pressure was sufficient to move it from its position. Lieut.

Franklin had with him my instrument; but he used it only in a few in-

stances, on account of its being too light to reach great depths, and of too delicate

a structure to render the addition of a very large weight practicable ; an objection

however which may very easily be remedied. From all these circumstances it is easy

to perceive, that the means used for raising water from great depths, have hitherto been

far from uniform in their principle, or certain in their performance.
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Table I. Specific Gravities of Sea Waters.

Designation

of

Seas.

03
—

° «

O
£ g.

ITj

Latitude Longitude.
Specif.

Grav. OBSERVATIONS.

1 66,50 68, 3oW I02 5 ,55
Taken up by Captain Ross, in Sept. 181 S, from a depth of 80 fa-

thoms, with Sir Humphry Davy’s apparatus. Temperature of the

water at 80 fms. 30° ; at 200 fms. 29° ;
at 400 fins 28,5 ;

at670fms.
25° ; at the surface 33°. Temperature of the air, 30°. Bottle labelled

in Capt. Ross’s own hand-writing, with all the above particulars.

2 74’°
— 1025,46* By Lieut. Parry, from the surface. The ship surrounded by ice in

every direction. Temperature of the water 31°, of the air 34° ; 8 July,

1818.

3 74 > 5° 59 > 3° 1026,19 By Lieut. Parry. Temperature of water 32°, of air 36°.

4

5

7 5 ’ 1 4

7 5 > 1 4

4 ’49E

4’49

1027,27

1027,27

By Lieut. Franklin, from the surface, 10 Sept. 1818.

By Lieut. Franklin, raised with the cylindrical machine, from a

depth of r b6 fms. Temperature of the water brought up 36°, of the

air 35°
; 10 September, 1818.

6
7 S’S4 65, 32W 1022,7 * By Captain Ross, from the surface, 4 miles from the land ;

12 Au-
gust, 1818 .

a
<D0
O

7 7S >54 65,32 1025,9 By Capt. Ross
; from a depth of 80 fms. with Sir H. Davy’s ma-

chine. Soundings 150 fms. 12 August, 1818.

0
0

8 76,32 76,46 1024,05' By Capt. Ross
;
from the surface. Soundings 109 fms. 22 August’

1818.
u,

< 9 76,32 76,46 1026,22 By Capt. Ross; from a depth of 80 fms. Temperature 30,5° ;
22

August, 1818.

10 76*33 1026,64 By Lieut. Parry; with Sir H. Davy’s machine, from a depth of 80

fms. Temperature of the water 32°, of air 36° ; 21 Aug. 1818 .

1

1

79>57 ii,!5E 1026,7 By Lieut. Franklin, from a depth of 34 fms. Temperature of the

sea at the surface 30,3°, at 34 fms. 33,2° ;
of the air 35,2°.

12 80,26 io, 3 o 1022,55* By Lieut. Franklin, 13 July, from the surface ; ship beset with ice
;

12 leagues from the Coast of Spitzberg. Temperature of the surface,
32,5o, of air 38®.

!3 80,26 10,30 1027,14 By Lieut. Franklin
;
from the bottom, depth of 237 fms.

'4 80,26 10,30 1027,15 By Lieut. Franklin : from the bottom, depth of 237 fms. with Dr.
Marcet’s machine. Temperature of the bottom 35,5° ;

13 July, 1818.

l S 80,28 10,20 1026,8 By Lieut. Franklin
;
from bott m, depth of 185 fms. surface being

frozen. Temperature of the bottom 36J°, surface 32§° ;
15 July, 1818.

16 80,29 1 1,0 1026,84 By Lieut. Franklin ; from a depth of 305 fms. being the bottom.
Temperature of the air 36°, of the surface of the sea 32,2° ;

18 July,

1818. 1

N. B. The specimens marked * in the three first tables, cannot be taken into account in calculating the mean specific

gravity of tire waters of the ocean, their saline contents being much diminished either by the vicinity of large masses

of ice, or of great rivers, which reduce them much below the average standard of density of sea water.

MDCCCXIX. Z
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Table II. Specific Gravities of Sea Waters.

Nos.

of

Specimens.

Latitude. Longitude.
Specific

Gravity.

17 ^3’49 55, 38W 1026,7

18 59.40 14,46 1030,04

1 9 56,22 — 1026,56

20 54.0 4,30 1026,8

21 53*45 0,20 1026,7

22 52.45 4,0 1021 ,75
*

2 3 48,25 6,34 1030,02

24 46,0 48,0 1026,48

2 5 45 2 0 45,10 1028,16

26 45,10 15,0 1029,34

27 25,30 32,30 1028,86

28 22,0 89 ,oE 1020 , 28 *

29 13,0 74,0 1027,72

3° 10,50 24 , 26W 1028,25

3i 7,0 8c,E 1030,9

3 2 4,0 23 ,

W

1027,72

33 3,28 8i,4E 1030,22

34 0 , 25 , 3oW 1028,25

35 0 , 23 ,oW 1027,85

3 6 0 , 83 ,oE 1028,07

37 0 , 92 ,oE 1026,92

C/3

lo
Q

43
Du,
CO

S
<D

a
c

o
z

cd
3
cr
W

OBSERVATIONS.

By Lieut. Parry, in July, 1818 ;
from a depth of 80 fms. Tempe-

rature of the water 33£° of the surface 33°, of the air 32j°

By Capt. Basil Hall ;
from the surface. In July, 1811.

Taken up by Dr. Berger, about 15 leagues from the West Coast of

Jutland; depth 23 fms. Dec. 1810 .

By Dr. Berger
;
Calf of Man, Irish Sea.

By Dr. Berger
;
near Hull.

By mvself; from Barmouth, Wales, near the mouth of the river

Mawdack.

From Mr. Tennant
;
taken up by Mr. Lushington.

By Mr. Caldewell, Coast of Canada. Temperature of water 42’, of

air 50°.

By Mr. Caldwell ;
brought up from a depth of 250 fms. by means

of a corked bottle.

By Capt. Hall, in January, 1811.

By Capt. Hall
;
nearly in the middle of the North Atlantic.

By Capt. Hall
;
from the mouth of the Ganges, about 20 miles

from Calcutta. Water muddy.

By Capt. Hall
;
Coast of Malabar, off Cochin ;

some sediment, ap-

parently vegetable.

By Mr. Schmidtmeyer, going to South America
;

bottle black-

ened, smell hepatic.

From Mr. Tennant, by Mr. Lushington, off Colombo, Ceylon.

By Mr. Schmidtmeyer, in April, 1808. Therm. 84°.

From Mr. Tennant, by Mr. Lushington.

By Mr. Schmidtmeyer.

By Capt. Hall, in August, 181 7 .

By Capt. Hall, in 1815 ;
about 300 miles south of Ceylon.

By Capt. Hall ; 3 or 400 miles west of Sumatra, June, 1817.

The specific gravity of the specimens marked * in this and the following Table, being obviously much less than

common, in consequence of the vicinity of rivers, these specimens have not been taken into account in calculating

the mean specific gravity of sea-water.
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Table III. Specific Gravities of Sea Waters.

J

*3

a

J\os.

of

Specimens.

Latitude. Longitude.

Specific

Gravity. OBSERVATIONS.

00 8,30 S. 32,0 W. 1028,95 Taken up by Mr. Schmidtmeyer, in May 1803. Temperature 82”.

39 9,0 35>° 1029,20 By Mr. Schmidtmeyer, at Pernambucco.

QJ 40 11,3° 33.7 1029,80 From Mr. Tennant, by Mr. Lushington.

QJ
4 1 21,0 O, 1028,19 By Capt. Hall, near the middle of the South Atlantic.

dm
C/1

_£
42 23,3° 73 >°E- 1028,3 1 By Capt. Hall, Tropic of Capricorn, between Madagascar and

New Holland.
ZJ

X
a

43 25,3° 5 . 3° 1032,09 By Capt. Hall
;
about half way between St. Helena and the Cape ;

inJune, 1815.
ix
cu

44 28,0 43 .o 1027,15 By Capt. Hall
;
Mosambique, South of Madagascar.

"3

0
GO

45 35 >°+ 56,0 W. 1025,45 From Mr. Tennant, by Mr. Lushington
; mouth of the Rio de la

Plata.

46 35 > IQ 2 1 ,oE. 1027,5 By Capt. Hall
;
South of the Cape, on the Banks of Lagullas.

47 35.33 0,2

1

1031,6 From Mr Tennant, by Mr. Lushington
;

phial partly emptied.

Yellow Sea.

|
48 35,oN.| 1022,91 By Captain Hall, in 1816 . There were several phials of this

water, with glass stoppers. All the phials were blackened internally

by the water, which had a highly hepatic smell. Phis water, when
seen in large masses, has a greenish yellow colour.

cs
QJ

49 36,oN.f 5.0W. 1030,1 By Dr. Macmichael,in 1811, from a depth of 250 fms. in the Straits

of Gibraltar, between Cape Europa and Cabrita, with Mr. Tennant’s
machine.

a
tx
u*
QJ

5° 35,oN.f 5,0 1030,5 By Dr. Macmichael
;

from the same spot as the preceding, but

from the surface.

'S
CJ

§
5 1

— — 1027,3 By Mr. Tennant ; taken up by himself at Marseilles, in 1815 ;

Latitude not specified.

+ The Latitudes thus marked are stated only as approximations, not being specified on the labels of the bottles.
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Table IV. Specific Gravities of Sea Waters.

Nos.

of

Specimens.

Latitude. Longitude.
Specific

Gravity.
OBSERVATIONS.

52 40,5 N 26,12 E 1028,19 Taken up by Sir Robert Liston, at the entrance of the Hellespont

or Dardanelles,from the bottom, 34 fms. deep, by my machine, in

June 1812.

53 4°-5 26,1 2 1020,28
By the same Gentleman, and exactly from the same spot as the

preceding, but from the surface.

54 4 , i°t 29,0 1014,44
By Sir Robett Liston ; at the entrance of the Bosphorus or North

entrance of the channel of Constantinople, about four miles from the

land
; from the bottom, 3o fms.

55 4 1 >°t 29,0 1013,28 By the same Gentleman
;
same spot, butfrom the surjace.

56

57

— 1014,22

1014,14

^ By Mr. Sautter
;
one of the specimens clear ;

the other slightly

j
hepatic. Latitudes not stated.

OO 65,15 N 39 ’ j 9e IOI 8,94 By Mr. Sautter, in 1811. Water perfectly clear.

59
— 1019,09 By the same ;

latitude not noted.

60 56,oN 15,0 E J004.9 By Mr. Prevost, in Carlsham harbour ;
cork and bottle slightly

blackened.

61 57>39 — >025,93 By Dr. Berger; in 1810, Categat, one mile and a half from the

Eastern coast of Jutland. Depth about 14 fms.

62 56,0 I2,4oE OOO By Dr. Berger; from the Sound, or Passage into the Baltic, half-

way between Denmark and Sweden. Depth about 17 fms.

63 75’54N 65,32 W 1000, By Captain Ross ; from the same spot as No. 6 and 7 ;
sounding

150 fms. from an Iceberg. 12th August, 1818.

64 80,28 IO,2oE 1000,17 By Lieutenant Franklin, from water at the surface, when beset

amongst ice. Same spot as No 15. Jemper. of the surface 32.5°.—

15 July, 1808.

6 5 79,56 11,3° 1000,6
By Lieutenant Franklin, from a floe, the ice being 14 feet deep under

lhe surface ;
2 1 st. of June, 1818.

66

67

79,38

76,48

1 1,0

13,40

icco,
1

5

1002,35

By Lieutenant Franklin, from an immense iceberg. August, 1818.

By Lieutenant Franklin, on the 25th May, isi8 About 20 miles

from Spitzberg, Temp, of air 29° -om dings 600 fms. I aken from

the surface ot a small detached piece of ice floating in the sea.

68 75 >4° 61,20 W 1000,15 By Lieutenant Parry, from young ice on the surface, about § inch

thick, July 31, 1818.

+ The Latitudes and Longitudes thus marked were inferred from the description of the spot, not being stated on the

bottles.
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In endeavouring to connect together the various state-

ments contained in the above tables, the following inferences

present themselves.

The ocean in the southern hemisphere, would appear to

contain more salt than in the northern hemisphere, in the

proportion of 1029,19 to 1027,57 ; as may be seen by taking

the mean specific gravity of the waters collected from the

two hemispheres. But it must be observed, that a great pro-

portion of the specimens from the northern hemisphere were

taken farther from the equator than those procured from

the other hemisphere, which may possibly account for the

difference in question.*

The mean specific gravity of specimens taken from various

parts of the equator is 1027,77, and is therefore a little

greater than that which prevails in the northern hemisphere,

though sensibly less than that of the southern ocean.

There is no notable difference between different east and

west longitudes at the equator ; nor is there, in other lati-

tudes, any material and constant difference between waters of

the ocean in corresponding east or west longitudes in the

same hemisphere.

There is no satisfactory evidence of the sea, at great depths,

being more strongly impregnated with salt than it is near

the surface
;
except under peculiar circumstances, which will

* It may be observed also that Dr. Davy, in the experiments abovementioned

(Philos. Trans. 1817), generally found the specific gravity of -sea water, both in the

South Atlantic and in the Indian Ocean, lower than I have done ; for which I am at a

loss to assign any reason, unless it be supposed that some of my specimens, from having

been long kept, and perhaps not corked with sufficient care, may have undergone

some degree of concentration.
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hereafter be explained, and appear independent of any ge-

neral law.

In general the waters of the ocean, whether taken from

the bottom or from the surface, appear to contain most salt in

places in which the sea is deepest or most remote from land ;

and the vicinity of large masses of ice seems to have a si-

milar effect to that of land in diminishing the saltness of the

sea. If, therefore, in attempting to approach the Pole, the

saltness of the sea should appear to increase, and become

more uniform at the surface, such a circumstance might be

considered as militating against the probability of the sea

being extensively frozen in those regions.

It may be stated generally, that small inland seas, though

communicating with the ocean, are much less salt than the

open ocean. This is particularly striking in the case of the

Baltic ;
and also, though in a less remarkable degree, in the

Black sea, in the White sea, in the sea of Marmora, and even

in the Yellow sea.*

The Mediterranean, though a comparatively small and

subordinate sea, is found to contain rather a larger proportion

of salt than the ocean.-f This appears to form an exception

* The Caspian sea is also said, but upon no certain authority, to be less salt

than the ocean. Its waters having, like those of the Dead sea, no obvious communi-

cation with those of any other seas, present a particular case well deserving of

investigation ; and I regret that I have not yet been able to procure a specimen

of them, notwithstanding the various attempts which I have made for that purpose.

f This has been stated by various writers, and appears to be the case from the

few specimens which I have examined ; but I cannot speak with perlect confidence

on this point, as I was but scantily supplied with water from that sea, though

comparatively so near and so much frequented by navigators of all descriptions. In

their analysis of sea water, Bouillon-La Grange, and Vogel state the propor-

tion of saline matter in the water of the Mediterranean to be 41, that of the Atlantic

being 38, and that of the English Channel 36.
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to the general fact which I have stated above, and stands in

need of explanation.

In order to account for this, it has been argued that the

Mediterranean sea is not supplied by the rivers which flow

into it with a quantity of fresh water, sufficient to replace

that which it loses by evaporation under a burning sun, as-

sisted by a powerful radiation from the African shores, and

the parching winds blowing from the adjacent deserts ; so

that a current from the ocean is required to replenish this

waste, and prevent the Mediterranean from sinking below its

level. Accordingly it is observed that a current sets in at all

times from the ocean into the Mediterranean, which current,

I am informed, is so strong at Gibraltar, as to carry a ship at

the rate of two or three miles an hour; and it is felt as far

eastward as the Cap de Gat, a distance of upwards of one

hundred and fifty miles ; so that ships going out of the Me-

diterranean, scarcely ever attempt to beat out against contrary

winds, and usually keep close either to the African or Euro-

pean shore, in order to avoid the full force of the stream.

If this hypothesis, however, of a disproportion between the

loss of water produced by evaporation, and the .inadequate

compensation afforded by the ingress of rivers, be founded in

fact ; and if this deficiency be replenished by the saline waters

of the ocean, it will be necessary to explain why the waters

of the Mediterranean do not gradually increase in saltness,

and indeed how it happens that they are not ultimately con-

verted into a saturated brine. It has been supposed, in order

to remove this difficulty, that an under-current of water, salter

than the ocean, runs out of the Mediterranean at the Straits
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of Gibraltar, and unloads its waters of their excess of salt.

But however plausible this theory may be, it must be con-

fessed, that scarcely any other argument has hitherto been

alledged in support of the probability of this under-current,

than the easy explanation it would afford of the phenomena,

and analogies derived from the familiar fact of opposite atmo-

spheric currents formed in confined places, from the mere

admission of air of a different temperature.* The following

fact, however, for which I am indebted to Dr. Macmichael,

who had it from very respectable authority (the British Consul

at Valentia), seems to give considerable support to the above

theory. Some years ago a vessel was lost at Ceuta, on the

Coast of Africa, and its wreck afterwards thrown up at

Tariffa, on the European shore, full two miles west of Ceuta.

How can this be explained, except by the action of what may
be called a counter-submarine current, which would carry a

body, sunk to a considerable depth, out of the Straits ?

It was a favourite scheme of the late Mr. Tennant, to

examine specimens of sea water from the Straits of Gibraltar,

taken both from the surface and from some great depth, in

order to ascertain whether the latter would have a greater

specific density than the former, a circumstance which, if it did

not establish the truth of the theory in question, would at least

render it very probable. It was with a view to decide this

point, that Mr. Tennant constructed the machine which

* Thus it is well known that if the door of a heated apartment be partially opened,

and two lighted candles placed the one at the top and the other at the lower part of

the aperture, the uppermost candle will have its flame propelled outwards, by the

rushing out of the heated and therefore lighter current, while the other candle will

have its flame blown inwards by the opposite effect.
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I have before mentioned, by means of which he flattered him-

self that water could be brought up from any desired depth
;

and it was upon the same occasion that I contrived the appa-

ratus above described, in hopes that it would enable me to

obtain water from the bottom of the Straits. My friend, Dr.

Macmichael, one of the travelling Fellows of the University

of Oxford, and Member of this Society, undertook to make

the attempt. He succeeded in procuring water in the Straits,

from the depth of two hundred and fifty fathoms, with Mr.

Tennant's machine ;
but all attempts to obtain water from

the bottom proved fruitless, from the impossibility of reaching

it on account of the very great depth of the sea in that spot.*

The specimens of water, however, procured by Mr.TENNANT’s

machine, were sent home, and were soon afterwards examined,’

in the presence of Dr. Macmichael, by Mr. Tennant, who

could not detect any difference in their specific gravity ; and

when I lately re-examined the same specimens, which had been

preserved, it even appeared (probably from some accidental

circumstance
)
that the specimen from the surface was a little

heavier than the other. This point therefore remains to be

decided by farther investigation.

With regard to the waters of the Atlantic, although no

pains have been spared by the able and zealous officers em-
ployed in the late voyages towards the Pole, to procure speci-

mens of water, both from the surface and from great depths,

with a view to compare their densities, and though I have

* This attempt was made in Sept. 1811, in the Bay of Gibraltar, between Cape

Europa and Cabrita. See Table III.

A aMDCCCXIX.
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been favoured with many of those specimens, I have not

been able to obtain results sufficiently conclusive to enable me
to form a decided opinion upon the subject. On referring to

the annexed tables, it will be observed, that, in a variety of

instances, the water at the surface was much lighter than

when procured from some depth ; but then it would appear

that whenever such a result was obtained, it was owing to the

water at the surface being diluted by the melting of large

masses of ice
;
for under ordinary circumstances (as in the

case marked No. 5, Table I.), no such difference was obtained

between waters taken at the surface, or brought up from a

considerable depth ; and in no instance did the density of the

water of the Atlantic, from whatever depth it was obtained,

appear to exceed the mean density of the waters of the ocean.

The fact however may be, and actually appears to be

different in the case of particular seas or arms of the ocean,

in which the influence of currents and other local circum-

stances is more sensibly felt, and the waters of which do not,

for obvious reasons, necessarily partake of the uniform salt-

ness of the ocean. The experiment, as was before observed,

does not appear to have yet been fairly tried in the Mediter-

ranean, and indeed from the great depth of that sea, it must

be extremely difficult, if not impracticable, to raise water from

the bottom, at least at any considerable distance from the coast.

In the instance of the sea of Marmora, in which water was

obtained with certainty from the bottom, by means of my
machine* (Table IV. Specim. 52 to 55), the result was very

* It was through the kindness of the British Ambassador at Constantinople, Sir

Robert Liston, that these specimens were procured. Sir Robert has since told me

that the use of the machine was not attended with the least difficulty.
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remarkable. The difference of specific gravity between the

upper and lower strata, at the entrance of the Dardanelles,

where the depth is very moderate, proved to be nearly as

1020 is to 1028 ; a very curious result, which gives additional

plausibility to the hypothesis just mentioned respecting the

entrance of the Mediterranean.

Among the specimens of sea water collected by Mr. Ten-

nant, a small phial of water was found, which had been sent

him from Persia, by his friend, the unfortunate traveller

Browne, a short time before he was murdered.* This inte-

resting specimen was taken from the Lake Ourmia or Urumea,'f

a small sea situated in the province of Azerbijan in Persia,

south-west of Tabreez, and at no great distance from the

Volcanic region of Mount Ararat. This lake is thus de-

scribed by Kinneir, in his “ Geographical Memoirs of the

Persian Empire,'* page 155 : “ The Lake Urumea, generally

believed to be the Spanto of Strabo, and Marcianus of Ptolemy,

is 80 fursungs, or according to my computation about 300

miles in circumference. The water is more salt than that of the

sea, no fish can live in it, and it emits a disagreeable sulphu-

reous smell. The surface is not however, as has been stated,

incrusted with salt ; at least it was not so in the month of

July, when I saw it ; on the contrary, the water was as pel-

lucid as that of the clearest rivulet.” Such salt lakes, entirely

unconnected with the ocean, being by no means of frequent

occurrence, I propose to give, in another part of this paper,

* I was indebted for this water to my friend Mr. Ware urton, who put it into

my hands after Mr. Tennant’s death.

f Called also Lake of Shahee (See Morier’s Second Journey to Persia, page 286).
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some account of the saline matter contained in the waters of

Lake Ourmia. I Shall only state at present that the specific

gravity of the specimen of water in my possession, which

appears to have been very carefully preserved, is no less than

1165,07, a degree of saline impregnation which has not, I

believe, been observed in any other lake, with the exception

of the Dead sea, the waters of which are even heavier.

The excellent .opportunities which occurred, during the

late northern expeditions, for procuring specimens of water

from the various kinds of ice which are met with in those

regions, and the obliging zeal of its commanders, afforded

me the means of making some inquiries into the nature of

these waters. With regard to the floating masses of ice

called icebergs
,
which are formed from the waters of melted

snow, and are detached by rain and torrents, or by their

own weight, from the vallies and from precipitous rocks along

the shores, it was long known that they consist of fresh

water, in a state of great purity, though perhaps seldom so

perfectly pure as the specimen marked 63 (Table IV.), the

specific gravity of which was exactly 1000. But the immense

fields of ice, orfioes, which are formed from the actual con-

gelation of the surface of the sea, are of a different descrip-

tion. This ice, generally speaking, is not so compact or so

transparent as the icebergs, and it is even stated, in a late

curious and elaborate dissertation on the subject of the polar

seas, published in the Edinburgh Review,* that this ice is

* ‘ Edinburgh Review’, vol. XXX. page 15. There is also in the 4th volume of

the * Journal of Science and the Arts,’ a paper of Mr. Scoresby, which was read in

18x5, before the Wernerian Society, and contains many curious and valuable obser-

vations.
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C£ porous, and consists of spicular shoots or thin flakes, which

detain within their interstices the stronger brine ; that it can

therefore never yield pure water; though if the strong brine

be first suffered to drain off slowly, the loose mass which re-

mains will melt into a brackish liquid/’ &c. This statement

however seems to have been founded rather upon results

obtained from the artificial congelation of sea water, than

from the examination of the sea ice itself ; for it will be

seen, by a reference to Table IV., that this ice yielded, in

every instance, water considerably purer than we commonly

find spring water, or even river water.* Thus, for instance,

water from young ice scarcely exceeding half an inch in

thickness (Table IV. spec. 58), was found to have a specific

gravity of only 1000,15; and yet Lieutenant Parry, by

whom this specimen was taken up and brought home, told

me that he had not used the precaution of wiping the ice

before he suffered it to melt, a circumstance which is more

than sufficient to account for the minute quantity of saline

matter which it contained.

It appears therefore well established that sea water, when
in the act of passing to the state of ice, parts with the whole,

or nearly the whole of its salt to the lower and denser strata ;

and it may be inferred also from several of the results men-

* I found the specific gravity of the water of the Thames, taken from a large

cistern in Lombard-street, 1000,43. The water was quite clear ; and, from the

cistern being filled at different periods of the tide, afforded a good average of that

water at London Bridge. I found the specific gravity of the water of the New River,

taken from a cistern in my own house, 1000,52 ; and I was rather surprised to find

that the specific gravity of a specimen of spring-water, from a well in Russell square,

was only 1000,17.
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tioned in the annexed tables, that this separation of saline

matter does not exclusively belong to ice actually formed ;

but that it also prevails, more or less, in water which is only

approaching to the state of ice, or has just passed to the liquid

state; so that (as appears from specimen 64), there are cir-

cumstances under which water may be found on the surface

of the sea almost entirely deprived of its saline contents;

which fully accounts for the great difference of density ob-

served in the northern ocean, between the surface of the sea

and its lower strata. This separation of the saline matter

had long been shown, by experiments upon a small scale,

to take place during the freezing of sea water ; and Mr.

Nairne, who ascertained this point so far back as the year

1776* states that this congelation takes place at the tem-

perature of about 28,5°, the water thus frozen being almost

entirely freed from its salt. Upon trying a similar experi-

ment with the air pump, in the mode invented by Mr. Leslie

for artificial congelation, I found that I could, without the

least difficulty, and in the course of a few minutes, freeze

sea water of the specific gravity of 1026, The water con-

gealed when the thermometer reached 27®; then it rose to

28°, and remained at that temperature. This experiment

being repeated with another portion of the same water, but

more slowly and with weaker sulphuric acid, the temperature

gradually sunk to 200
,
when the whole mass froze at once,

the ice being quite smooth and not at all frothy, though it

did not exhibit the dry snowy surface which is observed in

the freezing of fresh water under similar circumstance. The

thermometer, as in the former case, rose to 28° instantly, and

* Philosop. Trans. Vol. 66 ,
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remained stationary at that point. The ice being taken out of

the receiver and the vessel inverted, a small quantity of

strong brine drained off from it. This was mixed with the

portion of water, which, in the former experiment, had es-

caped congelation, and the specific gravity of these mixed

unfrozen residues proved to be 1035,16; whilst that of the

frozen portions, after being washed with distilled water, then

melted and mixed together, was 1015,2. These results seem

to show that a certain degree of rest and slowness in the

process, and probably also a certain mass of water, are con-

ditions required for the entire separation of the salt ; and

hence we are enabled to account for the slight differences

which we observe in this respect, in various specimens of

water taken from the frozen surface of the sea.*

With regard to the important questions connected with the

temperature of the Arctic seas, it will be seen by a reference

to the tables, that this interesting subject of inquiry was not

overlooked in the late Northern Expeditions, and that some

curious observations were made in those regions, on the tem-

perature of the sea, both at the surface and at different depths.

Thus for instance it is stated in the 1st. Article of Table I., on

the authority of Captain Ross, that in lat. 66,50, and long.

68,30, west, the temperature of the air being 36°, that of the

* 1 have also frequently, in the course of these experiments, frozen, by means of

cooling mixtures, small quantities of sea water in tubes, with a thermometer in the

water. When a certain degree of agitation was used, the water generally froze at

about 25
0 or 26°; but when, (as will be seen in the latter part of this paper,) a more

considerable vessel of sea water was exposed to congelation, the vessel being quite

full and kept at rest, the water was cooled to between 180 and 19
0 before it became

solid. In either case the thermometer uniformly rose to 28®, at the moment of

congelation.
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water was found to be 33
0
at the surface

;
30° at the depth of

80 fathoms ; 29
0
at 200 fathoms ;

28.5° at 400, and 25
0
at 670

fathoms.* These results are the more singular, as they are

at direct variance with those obtained, nearly at the same

period, by Lieut. Franklin, in the Polar or Greenland seas,

in higher latitudes. It will be seen by the curious and va-

luable table which Lieut. Franklin has permitted me to annex

to this paper, that, with only one or two exceptions, he uni-

formly found the sea to be sensibly warmer at great depths

than near the surface, and that the difference often amounted

to four or five degrees. Lieut. Beechy, one of the officers of

the same vessel, and Mr. Fisher, who was on board the Do-

rothea, both of whom made similar observations, have also fa-

voured me with an account of their results, which, as will be

seen by a reference to their respective tables, perfectly co-

incide, in their general import, with those of Lieut. Franklin.

* Captain Ross in his account of a ‘ Voyage to the Arctic regions/ has himself

published some of the results which he obtained respecting the temperature of the

sea in Davis’s Straits, and Baffin’s Bay. Thus in latitude 72,22, longitude 79, he

found the temperature of
(

the bottom of the sea, at the depth of 1050 fathoms, 28,5°

(Appendix, p.lxxxv.). And in latitude 72,23, having examined the temperature of

the sea at the depth of 500, 600, 700, 800 and 1000 fathoms, he found that it gra-

dually decreased from 35
0 to 28! (Appendix, page cxxiv.). These differences,

though not so considerable as that above related, all concur in establishing the ge-

neral fact, that the lower strata, in that particular track of the northern ocean, are

colder than the surface. The instrument which Captain Ross employed, was a regis-

ter-thermometer, the indications of which were occasionally compared with the tempe-

rature of the mud and earthy fragments of various kinds which he raised from the

bottom of the sea, by an appropriate instrument of his own contrivance; as this mud,

both from the quantity raised, and from the manner in which it was confined, retain-

ed its temperature for a sufficient length of time not to be materially altered on reach-

ing the surface.
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On the other hand, Lieut. Parry, who had the command of

the ship Alexander, in Captain Ross's expedition (and is

now appointed commander of the second expedition to Baffin's

Bay), fully confirms the observations made by Captain Ross,

and also by Captain Sabine,* on board Captain Ross's ship;

so as to place beyond all doubt the fact of Baffin's Bay being

colder at the bottom than it is at the surface.-f*

But although these points may be considered as satisfac-

torily established, it must be admitted that the various modes

* Captain Sabine has been so obliging as to furnish me with a table containing

some of his observations on the subject, which will be found ir- the Appendix.

f Captain Phipps also states in his Journal (Appendix, page 142), that he found

the temperature in Baffin’s Bay, a? the depth of 680 fathoms, as low as 400
, the

surface being 55
0

, and the air 66§°.

Other observers have obtained, in other seas, analogous results. Thus, De Saus-

sure having examined with great care the temperature of the Mediterranean at

various depths, found it in two different places to be 10, 6° of Reaumur’s scale, or about

56° Fah r. at the depth of 900 and 1800 feet, the surface being about 7 i° ; and he was

induced to conclude that the temperature of the Mediterranean at great depths is uni-

form, and not likely to be affected by the vicissitudes of the atmospheric temperature,

or by changes of season (Voyage dans les Alpes, III. § 1351 and § 139*)-

M.deHuMBOLT, whose attention was often directed to this subject, makes the fol-

lowing curious observation. “ In the seas of the tropics we find that at great depths

the thermometer mark 7 or 8 centesimal degrees (or about 45
0 Fahr,). Such is the

result of the numerous experiments of Commodore Ellis and of M. Peron. The

temperature of the air in those latitudes being never below 190 or 200 (or about 56°

Fahr.), it is not at the surface that the waters can have acquired a degree of cold so

near the point of congelation, and of the maximum of the density of water. The

existence of this cold stratum in the low latitudes is an evident proof of the existence

of an under- current, which runs from the poles towards the equator : it also proves

that the saline substances, which alter the specific gravity of the water, are distributed

in the ocean, so as not to annihilate the effects produced by the differences of tempe-

rature.” (“ Personal Narrative of Travels,'' English edition, Vol. I. page 63.)

MDCCCXIX. B b
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in which the experiments were made, could not be relied upon

as to perfect accuracy.*

It is obvious that these defects in the methods employed,

though affecting the precision of the results, and rather tending

to render them less striking, could not in the least degree in-

validate the general conclusion, that in Davis’s Straits, and

in Baffin’s Bay, the sea, at great depths, is considerably colder

than at the surface ;
while to the east of Greenland, and in

rather higher latitudes, the temperature of the ocean follows

precisely the opposite law.

These various facts having an obvious and immediate con-

nexion with the density of water under different temperatures,

my attention was naturally directed to that circumstance in

respect to sea water, which had not yet, I believe, been the

subject of direct investigation. It had been long suspected,

but was first established by Deluc, and afterwards correctly

ascertained by Sir Charles Blagden, that water, in cooling

towards the freezing point, ceases to contract when its tem-

perature reaches about the 40th degree
;
but that, on the con-

* Captain Ross, who generally used a register-thermometer, might easily have de-

tected, by a comparative observation, any material error made in ascertaining the tem-

perature of the mud which he brought up by his apparatus ; and as he appears to

have occasionally availed himself of that mode of checking his observations, we may

presume that his results were free from any considerable error. Lieut. Franklin,

on the other hand, when he could not reach the bottom, and was therefore unable

to make use of my machine, employed that used by Dr. Irvin g, consisting of a leaden

cylindrical vessel with two valves ; a convenient apparatus, but which, as I before

observed, is liable to some inaccuracy. He sometimes also used a corked bottle,

which he sunk to a great distance from the surface, and by means of which he

obtained, doubtless, water from considerable depths ; but it was obviously impossible

to estimate with exactness the precise depth from which this water was procured, or

the change of temperature which it had undergone in traversing the upper strata.
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trary, it begins to expand, and continues to do so till it be-

comes solid, at which moment it undergoes a farther and much

more considerable expansion.* The question which I was

desirous of ascertaining was, whether the same, or any ana-

logous law, prevailed in regard to sea water.

The mode in which I first attempted to decide this point,

was simply by cooling sea water, by means of cooling mix-

tures, till it reached the freezing point, and ascertaining its

specific gravity, at each degree of temperature, as it ap-

proached congelation. Researches of this description are

liable to a variety of practical difficulties, which I could not

altogether overcome by this method, and the results which I

obtained, offered slight inconsistencies, which prevented my
relying upon their strict accuracy. -f Still however they uni-

formly led me to the conclusion, that the law of greatest spe-

cific density at 40°, did not prevail in the case of sea water ;

but that, on the contray, sea water gradually increased in

weight down to the freezing point, until it actually congealed.

Soon afterwards I used another method, which afforded

more precise, and, as far as I am able to judge, decisive re-

sults. Instead of weighing the water, I measured its bulk,

under various temperatures, by means of an appropriate ap-

paratus. A sketch of this instrument ( which was executed

by Mr. Newman) is given in Plate XII., and an explanation is

annexed, which supersedes the necessity of any farther de-

* Philosophical Transactions for 1788, page 143.

f In experiments of this kind it is always necessary to make an allowance for the

contraction of the glass vessel, the effect of which is to produce an apparent expansion

of the fluid contained in it. There are formulae for this purpose, and in particular

that derived from Roy’s experiments, which was adopted in Gilpin’s Tables. Ac-

cording to Roy, a vessel of glass of the capacity of 10.000.000, would enlarge, by

1 degree, to the capacity of 10.000.129.
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scription. The general conclusion drawn from four experi-

ments, the results of which did not essentially differ from

each other, was, that if a vessel filled with sea water of the

specific gravity of about 1027, and of any temperature above

the freezing point, be gradually and slowly cooled, the water

contracts in bulk
;
and that this contraction continues to pro-

ceed, though in a diminishing ratio, till the temperature has

reached 22
0
of Fahreneit’s scale. At this point the water

appears* to expand a little, and continues to do so till its tem-

perature is reduced to between 19
0 and 18

0

,
at which point

the fluid suddenly expands to a very considerable degree,

shooting up with great rapidity, and forcing itself out at the

open end of the tube. At the same moment the thermometer

rises to 28°, and remains at that point. The liquid is now

* I say appears, because the rise of the column, occasioned by the contraction of

the glass, may in part account for this effect. It would have been extremely difficult

to have estimated this circumstance with precision in the above experiment, because

the tube belonging to my apparatus was not perfectly uniform in its bore. But by

ascertaining the capacity of a given portion of the tube, as well as that of the bulb of

the apparatus, and calculating the contraction produced in the glass by a reduction

of four degrees of temperature, I have been able to satisfy myself that the effect

arising from this contraction could only produce about one half of the rise of the

column observed in this experiment. So that it can hardly be doubled but that some

expansion, however small in its amount, takes place in sea water when cooled from

22 0 to 18''. But I hope to be soon able to repeat the experiment in a more perfect

manner, by a method similar to that employed, for an analogous object, by MM.
Du long and Petit, and described in their excellent paper on the “ Mesures des

Temperatures, &c. 1818.”

It may also be objected to this experiment, that the bulb has not its interior cooled

uniformly, since the surface must be acted upon by the application of cold before the

central parts. This is true to a certain extent. But from the great slowness of the

experiment (which lasted about three hours at each time), this source of error is in a

great degree avoided ; and, that the greatest degree of cold actually reached the centre

of the vessel, was proved by a nucleus of ice being formed in it, which closely in-

vested the bulb of the thermometer.
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found frozen, and in a few minutes the maximum of expansion

is obtained. During this congelation the apparatus was never

broken, and I satisfied myself by various trials with other ves-

sels, that if a vent, however small, be allowed to sea water at

the moment of freezing, the vessel is preserved entire, which,

it is well known, scarcely ever happens in the case of com°

mon water.*

A singular consequence to be drawn from these experiments

seems to be, that, since sea water does not begin to expand

till it has been cooled below the point at which it usually

freezes, if its congelation were not retarded, it would become

solid without undergoing any previous expansion, and the

law in question would altogether cease to exist in the case

of sea water.

With regard to the singular anomalies of temperature

in the Arctic seas, which have given rise to this digression,

though some of the facts in question may now be more easily

understood, it would be premature, until the observations

have been multiplied, and the facts themselves more accu-

rately investigated, to attempt to bring them under any

* The ice thus produced, it should be remembered, is very different from that

which forms on the surface of the sea, since the latter parts with its salt in the act

of freezing, a separation which can but very imperfectly take place in confined ves-

sels. Accordingly 1 found the ice produced in this experiment soft and compressible

like the water-ice of confectioners.

With regard to the quantity of expansion which sea water undergoes, in confined

vessels, at the moment of freezing, I have been able to estimate it with ease, and with

sufficient accuracy, by freezing a known weight of water in a phial, connected with

an open tube, and ascertaining exactly the proportion of water forced into the tube

during congelation. The result of two experiments which agreed perfectly with

each other, was, that the expansion of sea water, when passing to the state of ice, is

equal to 7,1 per cent of it bulk.
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general law, or to explain the phenomena by particular theo-

ries.* Why, for instance, two neighbouring and almost

contiguous portions of the ocean, placed nearly alike in regard

to solar influence, should differ so widely in the temperature

of their waters, the warmer strata being, in one case, found

lying above the colder, while in the other that order is re-

versed, appears perfectly unaccountable. Whether, also, this

singular circumstance may lead to inferences bearing upon

the question now at issue respecting a north-west passage, I

shall not presume to decide. But I may be allowed to indulge

a hope, that the facts collected in this paper, may assist fu-

ture inquirers in forming more accurate views of those grand

phenomena of nature, in which the navigation of certain seas,

the vicissitudes of seasons, and the geological history of the

globe are so essentially concerned ; or that they may at least

be the means of inducing other and abler observers to turn

their attention to this interesting subject.

• Count Rumford, in one of his Philosophical Essays (Vol. II. Essay VII.), in

endeavouring to trace this class of natural phenomena to final causes, was led to some

speculations and generalizations on the comparative temperature of the seas, and of

large lakes, at their surface and at different depths, and on the relation which these

temperatures bear to climate and to human comfort, which, however hypothetical,

possess considerable plausibility and interest. Count Rum ford’s general idea was

that the uniform temperature of large lakes at great depths, which De Saussure

found in the Swiss lakes to be constantly between 41
0 and 42

0
, was naturally ex-

plained from the circumstance since discovered, of water possessing its greatest den-

sity at about that temperature ; and he conceived that the object of this law of nature

was to preserve in winter a store of warmth at the bottom of these lakes, by which

their freezing was retarded at the surface, and altogether prevented at a great depth,

thus affording a check to the effects of severe winters. With regard to salt water,

however, he took it for granted that the law which fixes the greatest density at about

40°, did not prevail; but that, on the contrary, sea water being denser in proportion

is at is colder, the coldest strata must occupy the bottom of the sea, while the warmest

arising to the surface, serve to moderate the effects of the Arctic cold. He then
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§ II. On the Saline contents of the Waters of different Seas.

I confined my remarks, in the first part of this paper, to

the subject of the specific gravity and temperature of sea

water, in various seas and in different latitudes. It remains

for me to offer a few observations on the saline contents of

these waters.

An accurate analysis of all the specimens which I have

noticed in this paper would have been a most laborious, and

indeed almost interminable undertaking, which would not

have afforded any adequate object of curiosity or interest.

All that I aimed at, therefore, was to operate upon a few
1

of the specimens, so selected as to afford a general compa-

rison between the waters of the ocean in distant latitudes and

in both hemispheres, and to enable me also to ascertain

whether particular seas differed materially in the composition

of their waters.

For this purpose, availing myself of the experience I had

obtained, in former inquiries of this kind,* respecting the

supposed that the colder and heavier strata would form sub-marine currents, con-

stantly moving from the vicinity of the poles towards the equator, and occasioning

upper and warmer currents precisely in an opposite direction. It is obvious that

this theory, though capable of explaining some of the phenomena above mentioned,

cannot apply to those of an opposite nature, also related in this paper. Yet these may

possibly depend upon peculiar and local causes ; and I cannot omit to observe, that

M. De Humboldt, in the work already quoted, entertains notions of an exchange

constantly going forward between the waters of the Polar regions and those of the

Equatorial seas, which bear considerable analogy to those of Count Rum ford, and

cannot fail to give them additional weight.

* See an ‘Analysis of the Brighton Chalybeate,’ published in Dr. Saunders’s Trea-

tise on Mineral Waters, 1805. Also * An Analysis of the Waters of the Dead Sea and
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difficulty, and indeed the impossibility, of analyzing complex

solutions of saline substances with a view to obtain a precise

and certain knowledge of the state of combination in which

the salts exist in these solutions, I contented myself with as-

certaining, first, the proportions of saline matter yielded by a

given quantity of each water, and afterwards, the proportions

of acids and earths contained in these respective waters ;

thus presenting data which are quite divested of theoretical

views, and from which the composition of those waters may
at any time be inferred in the way which may be deemed

most eligible.

It has been long known that the principal salts contained

in sea water are muriate of soda and muriate of magnesia,

and that it contains also sulphuric acid and lime. But whe-

ther these ingredients existed in the form of sulphate of

soda, or of sulphate of lime, or muriate of lime, or sulphate

of magnesia, was more or less a matter of conjecture, as the

different states of binary combination which they assume,

are modified during evaporation by the different degrees of

solubility which the salts possess, and are liable to be in-

fluenced by heat and concentration, the very processes which

are used in attempting to resolve the question. These diffi-

culties have been ably discussed by Dr. Murray,* whose

reasonings and experiments on the subject have given great

plausibility to the doctrine which he has proposed, according

to which the salts contained in sea water are supposed to be :

River Jordan;’ Philos. Trans. 1807. And ‘ An Analysis of an Aluminous Chaly-

beate Spring in the Isle of Wight Geolog. Trans. Vol. I. 181 1.

* See ‘An Analysis of Sea Water’ read in 1816, and published in the Edinburgh

Transactions, Vol. VIII. and also a ‘ Formula on the Analysis of Mineral Waters,’

printed in the same volume.

1
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Muriate of soda,

Muriate of magnesia,

Muriate of lime,

Sulphate of soda.

Still however, it must be admitted that a degree of doubt

remains respecting the mode in which the sulphuric acid is

combined, and that we can only pronounce with certainty

upon the proportions of acid and base taken singly, as I have

explained above. My experiments, therefore, were confined

to the following points.*

ist. To ascertain the quantity of saline matter contained

in a known weight of the water under examination, desiccated

in a uniform and w7ell defined mode ; and to compare it with

the specific gravity of the water.

2ndly. To precipitate the muriatic acid from a known

weight of the w’ater, by nitrate of silver.

3dly. To precipitate the sulphuric acid by nitrate of

barytes, from another similar
r

portion of water.

4thly. To precipitate the lime from another portion of

water, by oxalate of ammonia.

5thly. To precipitate the magnesia from the clear liquor

remaining after the separation of the lime, which is best

effected by phosphate of ammonia, or of soda, with the addi-

tion of carbonate of ammonia.

The socla, by this method, is the only ingredient which is

not precipitated, and which therefore, can only be inferred

* It is but just to mention that I received, in this part of the inquiry, much

valuable aid from Mr. Wilson, who has many years acted as assistant, to my col-

leagues and myself, in the Chemical Theatre of Guy’s Hospital.

MDCCCXIX. C C
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by calculation. But if the processes are conducted with

sufficient care, this mode of estimating the proportion of alka-

line muriates is susceptible of great accuracy, as I had an op-

portunity of ascertaining by some comparative experiments

which I related at full length in the analysis of the waters of

the Dead Sea.*

The whole of the results obtained by this mode of inves-

tigation, has, for the sake of brevity, been condensed into a

table which is annexed to this paper, and upon which it is un-

necessary to detain the Society by any farther comment. It will

be seen by this table that, with the exception of the Dead Sea,

and of the Lake Ourmiapf which are mere salt ponds, perfectly

unconnected with the ocean, all the specimens of sea water

which I have examined, however different in their strength,

contain the same ingredients all over the world, these bearing

very nearly the same proportions to each other ; so that they

differ only as to the total amount of their saline contents. J

* In devising the above method, I followed, step by step, the plan which I had

myself pointed out, and actually used, in various analyses, and particularly in that of

the Dead Sea, and of an aluminous chalybeate, in the Isle of Wight, as may be seen

by a reference to these papers. It is satisfactory to observe that Dr. Murray
adopted, several years afterwards, from considerations of the same kind, a mode of

proceeding precisely similar, and indeed that he proposed in a subsequent paper, a

general formula for the analysis of mineral waters, in which this method is pointed out

as likely to lead to the most accurate results. And this coincidence is the more re-

markable, as it would appear, from Dr. Murray not mentioning my labours, that

they had not at that time come to his knowledge.

f I had only between z and 300 grs. of water from this curious lake, which is so

nearly saturated, that it begins to deposit crystals the moment that heat is applied to

it. Though it contains no lime, it yields about 20 times as much sulphuric acid, and

six times as much muriatic acid as sea water does, as may be seen by the annexed

table. Dr. Wollaston has also detected traces of potash in this water.

I The Yellow Sea, in the Chinese ocean, has some peculiarities which deserve to
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It would hardly be consistent with the plan which I have

followed in this inquiry, to enter minutely upon the analysis of

the waters of individual seas, since, instead of dwelling on

analytical details, I have rather aimed at presenting an ex-

tensive and comparative view of the subject, for the pur-

pose of drawing certain general inferences. Yet as my ex-

periments were made with care, and appear from their con-

sistency with each other, to justify some degree of confidence

as to the accuracy of their results, it may not be out of place to

select from the above table some individual water, with a view

be noticed. The smell of the specimens put into my hands by Captain Hall,

was exceedingly hepatic, like that of a strong solution of sulphuretted hydrogen,

and this water formed with silver a black precipitate. I twas clear and trans-

parent ; but had a greenish yellow colour. Nitric acid made it milky, and

precipitated sulphur from it. When boiled it gave out sulphuretted hydrogen

gas, and deposited a yellowish sediment, which proved to be carbonate of lime,

in the proportion of 0.7 grs. for 500 grs. of the water, and without any sulphur

being mixed with the sediment. The interior of the bottles was found blackened,

so as to render the glass quite opaque ; but the black film was easily wiped off, and

the glass was not permanently stained. After evaporating the water to dryness, the

residue dissolved readily in water, with the exception of the carbonate of lime above

mentioned, and the solution now precipitated silver perfectly white. In other respects

the saline contents of this water did not differ from those of other seas. Its specific

gravity was low (1022.9), but the salts, with the exception of a small deficiency in

the magnesia, were the same as usual. The water was first put by Captain Ha l l

into a green-glass bottle ; but it was, some months afterwards, transferred into several

white-glass phials, having glass stoppers, all of which exhibited the appearance above

described. There is something in this developement of sulphur in sea water which is

by no means well understood. Of two specimens brought from the same spot, and by

the same individual, I have sometimes observed that the one had a smell of sulphu-

retted hydrogen, while the other was perfectly free from it. In the former case the

cork was commonly blackened and decayed. 1 therefore suspect that in some instanc^

the cork gives the impulse to the formation of sulphuretted hydrogen ; but in others,

and probably in the Yellow Sea, this change is likely to be owing to the presence of

some vegetable or animal matter, and its gradual action on the saline water.
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to show how the various statements which it contains may be

reduced to the form in which analytical results are usually

expressed.

Thus, for instance, if we select the water marked No. 27,

which was taken up nearly in the middle of the North Atlantic,

and the specific gravity of which was 1028.86, 500 grs. of

this water yielding 21.3 grs. of saline matter, dried at 212
0

,

we shall proceed in the following manner :

The muriate of silver obtained from 500 grs. of the water

being 42 grs., 100 grs. of which are equal to 19.05 of dry

muriatic acid, the 42 grs. of luna cornea will be equal to

8 grs. of muriatic acid.

The sulphate of barytes obtained from a similar portion of

water being 3.85 grs. dried at 212
0 = 374 grs. dried at a red

heat,* 100 grs. of which contain 34 grs. of sulphuric acid,

the quantity of dry sulphuric acid in 500 grs. of the water will

be ( 100: 34:

:

3.74: 1.27) 1.27 grs.

The oxalate of lime, from a similar portion of water, being

0.8 grs. dried at 212
0

; and 100 parts of oxalate of lime so

dried being = o.3i4*f* of pure lime, the quantity of lime in

500 grs. of the water will be be 0.314 grs.

The phosphate of magnesia being 2.7 grs., 100 of which

contain 40 of magnesia, the quantity of magnesia in 500 grs.

of the water will be 1.08 grs.

It appears, therefore, that the quantities of acids and earths

* I found by a careful experiment, made for the express purpose, that ioo grs. of

^ulphate of barytes, dried at zi 2°, were reduced by a red heat to 97.2 grs.

f I obtained this result from a direct experiment, in which 24 grs. of ignited

muriate of lime = 12.24 grs. of pure lime, gave 31.2 grs. of oxalate of lime dried

at 212 0
. Therefore, 31.2 : 12.24 :: 100: 39.23.
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contained in 500 parts of this water, and estimated in their

uncombined state, are as follows :

It now remains to estimate, from the above data, the com-

pound salts contained in the water, according to their most

probable state of combination as before explained ;
and to

infer the quantity of soda belonging to the same portion of

the water, a question which cannot well be ascertained by a di-

rect process. This will be effected in the following manner.

Muriate of lime is known to consist of 51 partsi of lime, to

49 of muriatic acid.* Therefore the above 0.314 gr. of lime

= 0.302 of muriatic acid = 0.616 gr. muriate of lime, free

from water.

Sulphate of soda, in its dry state, consists of 56 parts acid,

to 44 soda ;-f and therefore the above 1.27 gr. of sulphuric

acid = 1.01 soda = 2.33 grs. dry sulphate of soda.

Muriate of Magnesia, in a state of dryness, consists of38.0

9

parts of muriatic acid, to 44.91 of magnesia.£ Therefore the

1.08 of magnesia are equivalent to 1.497 of muriatic acid

(41.91 : 58.09 : : 1.497) == 2.577 of dry muriate of magnesia,

in 50c grs. of the water.

* Scale of Chemical Equivalents.

t Scale of Chemical Equivalents ; and ioo parts of crystallized sulphate of soda

consists of, sulphuric acid 24.5 ; soda 19.5 ; water 56. The above 2.33 grs. therefore

would amount to 5.3 grs. crystallized sulphate of soda.

1 Scale of Chemical Equivalents.

Muriatic acid,

Sulphuric acid

Lime, -

Magnesia,

8 grs.

1.27

0.314

1.08
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We are now enabled to estimate the quantity of muriate of

soda. For the quantities of the muriatic acid already as-

signed to the earthy bases, being as follows, viz :

in combination with lime - 0.302 grs.
")

"
}• 1.799 grs., and——— - with magnesia - 1.497 J

”

the total quantity of muriatic acid being 8 grs. there will

remain 6 . 2 grs. of the acid in combination with soda. But

dry muriate of soda consists of 46.6 parts of muriatic acid to

53.4 of soda ;* and consequently the 6 . 2 grs. of muriatic acid

= 7.1 grs. soda = 13.3 grs. muriate of soda.

It appears therefore that the saline and earthy substances

contained in 500 grs. of the specimen of sea water under exa-

mination, taken in the uncombined state, are

Muriatic acid 8 gr

Sulphuric acid 1.27

Lime C).314

Magnesia 1.08

Soda 8.1 l'f

iS-774.

And the same saline ingredients, in their state of combina-

tion, and supposed free from water, will be

Muriate of soda 13-3

Sulphate of soda 2 -33

Muriate of lime 0.616

Muriate of magnesia ^•577

18.823 grs.

* Scale of Chemical Equivalents.

f Viz. 1.01 with the sulphuric acid, and 7.1 with the muriatic.
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This total amount, it may be observed, does not exactly cor-

respond with the saline residue of 21,3 grs. obtained by evapo-

ration from 300 grs. of the water
;

but it should be remem-

bered that this residue was dried at 2120
only, which, with

some salts, produces a considerable difference. I thought

it important to ascertain the amount of this difference by

direct experiments; and I found that 100 grs. of muriate

of lime dried at 2120
,
were reduced by ignition to 61,9 ; so

that if 100 grs. of muriate of magnesia, dried at 212
0
, be sup-

posed to be brought to a state of perfect dryness, they will

be reduced to 52 grs. As to the muriate of soda and sulphate

of soda, when well dried at 2120
,
they lose no sensible weight

by being ignited.

Upon making due allowance for the moisture contained in

the two earthy muriates, according to the estimates just

mentioned, we shall find the above result altered as follows :

Muriate of soda 13,3

Sulphate of soda - 2,33

Muriate of lime

Muriate of magnesia 4-955

21,460

Which result closely corresponds with the saline residue

obtained by evaporation, which was 21,3 grs.

It remains for me in concluding this paper, to communicate

to the Society an interesting fact on the composition of sea

water just discovered by Dr. Wollaston, and which it is no

small gratification to me to think that the present inquiry has

been the accidental means of bringing to light. As I was

beginning the chemical part of this investigation, Dr. Wol-
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laston put the question to me, whether it was not probable

that traces of potash might be found in sea water ? I answered

in the affirmative, and thought the fact well worthy of inves-

tigation ;* but as no one could be better qualified than the

Doctor himself to put his own suggestion to the test of ex-

periment, I supplied him with sea water, and begged of him

to favour me with his results, which he has just communi-

cated to me in a note to the following effect

:

“ The expectation which I expressed to you that potash

would be found in sea water as an ingredient brought down

by rivers from the decay of land-plants, is now fully con-

firmed by experiments on waters obtained from situations so

remote from each other as to establish its universality.

“ There is no difficulty in proving the presence of this in-

gredient by muriate of platina. For though the triple mu-

riate of platina and potash is so soluble that this reagent

causes no precipitate from sea water in its ordinary state, yet

when the water has been reduced by evaporation to about |-th

part, so that the common salt is beginning to separate by

crystallization, the muriate of platina then causes a copious

precipitate.

“ If this precipitate be mixed with a little sugar and heated,

the platina is reduced, and muriate of potash may be sepa-

rated from it b}^ water, and the nature of its base shown by

its yielding crystals of nitrate of potash with nitric acid.

<£
I evaporated a pint of the water which you sent me (marked

No. 9, specific gravity 1026,22) taken up by Captain Ross in

* I, in my turn, pat the question to Dr. Wollaston whether it was not pro-

bable that minute quantities of all soluble substances in nature might be detected in

sea water ?
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Baffin’s Bay, from the depth of 80 fathoms, latitude 36°,32',

longitude 76°,46' west. When this had been reduced to about

J^th part, I drained the liquor from the salt that had formed,

which I also washed with a little water, and by adding mu-

riate of platina to the drained liquors, I had a yellow precipi-

tate which weighed 12,4 grains.

As the fluid poured from this precipitate measured |of a

fluid ounce, I estimate that this would retain in solution about

three grains of the triple muriate, and hence the whole amount

must be taken at 15,4, which by former experiments I consi-

der as equivalent to about 6,4 sulphate of potash, * or 3,5

potash.

Now, since the pint of water weighed about 7520 grains,

/a‘ro g*ves the proportion of potash about~ ; but the

quantity of mere potash is less than -^ -

gth part of sea wa-

ter at its average density.”

* Dr. Wollaston thinks it probable that the potash exists in sea water in the

state of sulphate.

MDCCCXIX. D d
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Table V. Presenting a Synthetic View of the results obtained from the Analysis of different Seas ; the

quantity of water operated upon being in every instance supposed to be 500 grains.

i

Description
of

(
the Specimens.

Specific

Gravity.

Residue
of Eva-
poration

of 500
grains

of water.

Muriate of Silver.

Sulphate
of

Barytes. Oxalate of Lime.

Phosphateof Magnesia.

|

Total

of

>

Precipitates,

from

500

grs.

1
0
t

water.

Observations.

[

Arctic Ocean.
Spec. i.

IO27.27
Grains.

19.5

Grains.

397

Grains.

3-3

Grains.

0.85

Grains.

V
Grains.

46.55 The quantity actually operated upon was 500 grains,

Arctic Ocean.
Spec. 12.

IO29.7 14.I5 27.9 2 -4 °7 1.8 32.8

“

From surface. Quantity operated upon 500 grs.

Arctic Ocean.
Spec. 67.

IO02.35 I.75
3 ' 2 0.

1

0.05 0.03 3-37
Sea ice water; Coast of Spitzbergen. Operated on

500 grains.

Arctic Ocean.
Spec. 14.

IO27.05 * 9-3 38-9 3- 2 5 0.95 2.9 46. From a depth. Operated on 500 grs.

Equator.

Spec. 35.
1027.85 19.6 4°-3 3-7 0.9 3 -i 48. From surface. Operated on 500 grs.

South Atlantic.

Spec. 41.
1028. 19 206 40.4 375 1.0 3 - 2 4 8 -3 Operated on 250 grs.

White Sea.

Spec. 58 and 59.
IO22.55 16.

1

31.8 3 -° c.6 2.2 37-6 Operated on 500 grs. but evaporated only 250 grs.

Black Sea.

Spec. 56 and 57.
IOI4.22 10.8 19.6 1.95 0.55 '•5 23.6

Operated upon 500 grs. for the earths ; but upon only

250 for muriate of silver and evaporation of thewat*r.

Baltic.

Spec. 60.
1004.9 3-3 7 - 07 0.2 0.6 8.5

Operated upon 250 grains. All the precipitates were

slightly tinged by some vegetable or animal matter.

Sea of Marmora
Surface.

Spec. 53.

IOzO.28 14. 1

1

28.4 2.65 0.4 2 -3 5 33-8
Entrance of Hellespont. Surface. Operated on 500

grs., except for muriate of silver.

Sea of Marmora*
Bottom.
Spec. 52.

1028. 19 21. 40.4 3 55 0.9 3. 2 48.05

From the bottom. A little carbonate of lime was

deposited during evaporation ; but none from the water

at the surface. Operated on 500 grs.

Middle of

North Atlantic.

Spec. 27.

1028.86 21.3 42. 3-85 0.8 2.7 49-35
Operated on 250 grs. for evaporation of the water and

precipitation of muriate of silver. 500 for the othei salts.

Y ellow Sea.

Spec. 48.
1022.9

I

16.

1

3 2 -9 '•35 °75 2.2 3 7 - 2

During concentration deposited carbonate of lime.

(See note, p. 195.) The water was yellowish, and had an

exceedingly strong hepatic smell. Proportion of magnesia

rather smaller than common. Operated on 500 grs.

Mediterranean.

Spec. 51.
1027.3 1 9 7 38 5 3 -6 0.8 3 -° 45-9

From Marseilles, and therefore rather weak, from the

vicinity of rivers. Operated on 100 grs. for evaporation

and muriate of silver ; and 250 for the other salts.

Dead Sea.
I - _

1211. 192.5 326.4 0.5 9 7 8 55 -5 584.68 Philosophical Transactions, 1807. i

!
Lake Ourmia,

!
in Persia.

1 165.07 1 1 1
.5 2 37-5 66.0 O. 10.5 425.5

Specimen brought by the traveller Brown. Ope-

rated on ico, and 50 grs.

General Observations.
In the above experiments* the residues were dried as follows, viz. The residue obtained from the water by evaporation, was

thoroughly dried at a boiling heat in a water-bath, till it entirely ceased to lose weight. The muriate of silver was heated to incipient

fusion ; the sulphate of barytes and oxalate of lime were dried at a boiling heat; and the ammoniaco-phosphate of magnesia, was

neated to redness. No filters were used. The precipitates were washed, dried, and weighed, in the same glass capsules in which

they were formed, with the exception of the magnesian salt, which was heated to redness by means of the blow-pipe, in a very

thin and small pl^tina crucible.
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Table VI. Showing the differences in Temperature of Waterfrom a depth or bottom , and at the sur-

face, observed on board His Majesty's Brig Trent, in the Arctic Seas; by Lieutenant Franklin.

Dal

ISIS

Latituc

. North
Longituc

East

Water obtained

e thcr from a giv

depth or botto
os expressed.

m fl
b, r-

w Temperature

of

Water

at

sur-

face

at

some

Temperature

of

Air.

Remarks as to the Situation of the Vessel with respect

Land or Ice.

May* 6 76'? 48 12°. 26
Depth,

700 fathoms 43 33 29°
The ice in small detached pieces around the vessel.

The land of Spitzbergen distant 6 or 7 leagues. The
temperature of the water obtained, was not tried until

the bottle was taken below into the cabin, to which
circumstance I think this extraordinary difference ol

temperature from that of the surface is to be attributed.

June 20 79- 58 11. 25
Roltom.

24 fathom . 31 31$ 30 Vessel closely beset by ice.

June 2 1 79. 56 - Bottom.

19 fathoms SI SO 30 Ship surrounded by ice.

June 22 80. — Bottom.

33 fathoms 31 30 30 Surrounded by ice, not far distant from land.

June 23 79- 59 10 . 12

Bottom.

21 fathoms 32* 31j 30 Beset in ice, close to the land.

June25 79- 51 10

Bottom.

60 fathoms

17 fathoms

34
34

33
33

34
34

In open water, near to the land.

Clear of ice, about 6 miles from land.

Junes 79- 44 9- 33

Bottom.

15 fathoms

34 fathoms

34
84

34
34

35
31

It) clear open water, some miles from the margin of
the ice. Near to the land.

JuncC 79- 51 10

Bottom
72 fathoms. 34$ 34 36 Detached pieces of ice near to the vessel.

r

JuneS 79- 51 10 . 18

Bottom.

17 fathoms.

19 fathoms.

34
34

34
34

39
37

Near to the land, between two islands.

d

B
' July 79- 48 10. 15

Bottom.

34 fathoms. 84$ 34 36 Near to the land, passing between two islands.

“ July 80. 20 11. 30
Bottom.

120 fathoms. 36 33 35

Closely' beset in ice—about 11 or 12 leagues from
land.

July

P. M. 80. 20 11. 30

1

Bottom.

130 fathoms. 36$ 31$ S3 Closely beset in ice—-muddy bottom.

July

P. M.

SO. 26 11 . 38
Bottom clay,

120 fathoms.

110 fathoms.

36
35$

31

30$
35 Beset as before—about the same distance from the

nearest land.

3
f July 10 80. 19 11. 24

Bottom.

119 fathoms. 36 32 — Closely surrounded by ice.

July 11 80. 22 10. 30
Bottom.

120 falhoms. 36 3Q 40 Surrounded by ice—muddy bottom.

pi: .

July 12 80. 20 li- 7

Bottom.

145 fathoms. 35$ 32 36 Surrounded by ice—muddy bottom.

v l July 13 SO. 22 11 . 217 fathoms.

Bottom.
37 32$ — Rocky bottom.

July 13 SO. 22 11 . 2 235 fathoms.

Bottom.
35.J 32 40$ Surrounded by ice—rocky bottom.

iH July 80. 23 10. 55
Bottom.

237 fathoms.

Muddy.
35$ 31} 40 Beset amongst ice about thirty miles from land. A

pecimen has been forwarded toH Dr. Marcet.

r July 14 80. 26 - Bottom.

233 fathoms.

Muddy.
35$ 32 S9 Surrounded by ice.

July 15 80. 27
80. 28

10 . 20
10. 20

Bottom.

198 fathoms.

185 fathoms.

Mud.

36
36$

32

32$
3S Beset amongst ice.

July 16 80. 26 11. 25
Bottom.

1 73 fathoms,

'lay and mud.
36$ 32 39 Closely surrounded by ice about 30 miles from land.

July 1 / 80. 27 11 .

Bottom.

2S5 falhoms. 35$ 34 _ Ice very closely besetting the vessel.

July 18 80. 26 10. 30
Bottom.

305 fathoms.

Muddy.
36 32$ 36

July 19 SO. 24 11. 14

Bottom.

103 fathoms. 36$ 31$ 41 The ice closely surrounding the vessel.

July 20 80. 21 10 . 12

Bottom.

188 fathoms. 35$ 32$ 34$

More open water than usual, distance from land 10
eagues.

July 21 80. 14 12. 19

Bottom.

95 fathoms. 35$ 32$ 41$ Surrounded by ice.

July 22 80. 15 11 .

Bottom.

83 fathoms. 35$ 31 41 Beset by ice.

July 23 80. 15 11. 36
Bottom.

73 fathoms. 36$ 32$ 37 1 he ice opening a little.

July 25 80. 15 11 .

Bottom.

94| fathoms. 36 32$ 34 The water more open than for the last fortnight.

July 26 80. 20 11. 25

Bottom.

55 fathoms. 36 32 36 Surrounded by heavy ice.

Sept . 10

P. M.
75. 14

75. 14
3. 53
3. 53

Depth.

756 fathoms.

756 fathoms.

36
36

35
36

37
0

In open water—several miles distant from the margin
the ice.

Sept.2 4 66. 35 5. 33
Depth.

26o fathoms. 41$ 43 44$ P
1

!<

A bottle of this was preserved. The vessel com-
elely in the open ocean, 300 miles from any land or
0 .

John Franklin.
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Table YII. Temperature of the sea at the surface, and at different

depths ; as observed by Lieutenant Beechey, on board the Trent,
in the late voyage to the Arctic Seas.

Date.
Latitude.

North.

Longitude.

East.
Depth.

Temperature
of bottom.

Temperature

of surface.

May 26
o

\

7 6. 48
0 /

12. 26
Fathoms.

700
0

43
O

33
June21 79- 56 11. 26 24 31 31.5

22 79 58 11. 14 30 31 30
25 79 • 52 9 57 60 34 32
26 79 44 9 34 15 34 33

July 4 79. 49 11. 35 34.5 34.1

7 80. 16 11. 5 34 34.5 34.5

9 80. 23 9- 30 120 36 30.3

12 80. 21 11. 11 140 36.5 30.5

13 80. 23 11. 3 237 37 32
15 80. 27 185 36.3 32.7

16 80. 27 11. 5 173 36.5 32
17 Ditto Ditto 200 35.5 32.5

18 Ditto Ditto 331 35 32
19 80. 25 11. 14 103 36.5 31.3

20 80. 24 10. 5 10S 35.5 31.5

21 80. 13 11. 14 95 35.3 32
Sep. 24 66. 38 5. 44 260 41.5 43.5

We invariably found the temperature of the water increase with a southerly gale,

and decrease as we approached the ice. At Spitzbergen, in August, the flood tide

which came from the southward, was 3* warmer than the ebb ; the former being 3 7*,

the latter 34. 0

Table YIII. Temperature and specific gravity of sea water at the

surface, and at certain depths, as ascertained by Mr. Fisher, on
board the Dorothea, during the late voyage to the Arctic Seas.

Temperature of different depths compared with the surface.*

Below the surface. Surface at the

time.

Depth in

Fathoms.

Situation of the

Ship.Date. Lat. Long. Sp. Gr. Temp. Temp. Sp. Gr.

co

"3
“5

O
*0 r—

1

o
m

O
rs,oo

c na
<U c

%
a

w
o>

OQ

w
0
CO
0

.

tH

3
0
-Q

<

40
60
100
124

140
188
304

1.0275

1.0275

1.0274

1.0279

1.0279

1.0281

1.0282

35.5*

36
36.3

36-7

36.5

42.5

39

O

31.8

32
32
33.5

32
33
31

1.0267

1.0112

1.0106

1.0263

1.0255

1.0245

1.0086

About 10 leagues

distant from Spitz-

bergen. The ship

in general closely

beset with ice.

* The above are the means between those observations most to be relied on. The
Specific Gravities were taken with great care while the ship was beset in ice, and had
no motion, with an hydrostatic balance, made for me by Newman, of Lisle-street.
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Table IX. Representing the Temperature at the Surface in a series

of latitudes, both going out and coming home ;* such as observed

by Mr. Fisher.

* Each of these results is a mean between all those taken between each degree of

latitude and the succeeding one ; thus the temperatures annexed to 65 °, which are

44.9° and 42-7°, are means between the observations taken between 65° and 66°.

The specific gravities are means of those taken both going out and coming home ;

for the differences of specific gravity (which, when the ship was in motion, was ob-

served by an Hydrometer, by Troughton) were probably in a great degree occa-

sioned by the unavoidable errors of observation,
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Table X. Comparative Temperatures of Sea Water at the Surface
and at certain Depths, as ascertained on Board the Alexander,
during the late Voyage to Baffin's Bay, by Lieut. Parry.

Day of

the
Latiude.

North.
Longitude.

West.
Depth in

Fathoms.

Temperature of
Water.

Temperature
of Air in the

Month. Shade.
Below. Surface.

1818. 0 » O O O
June 1 63. 50 S 3 - 3° 145

'

3 2 36 35 t
July 18 74. 50 59 - 3° 197 29

f
32 37

Aug. 1

4

75 - 5 6 66. 31
200

422
3°tI
29 ? 1

32
[

S’
6

Aug. 22 76 . 33 77. 10 102 29f 32 36

Aug. 24 76. 22 77 - 3 8
100

240
3°l }
29z f

3^{ 33

Aug.25 76. 8 7 8 - 3 1
54

)
Bottom. J

29I 32 3 1 !

Aug.29 74. 58 77. 42 170 3 i 36 34
Sept. 1 73 - 3 8 77 - 19 125 3°i 35 36
Sept. 5 72. 39 74. 30 I90 3°l 35 39
Sept. 6 72. 22 73. 06 246 3° 36 4 i

Oct. 27 61. 48 1. 52 473 47 49 50

W. Parry.

Table XI. Comparative Temperatures of the Sea, at the Surface and

at certain Depths, as ascertained on Board the Isabella, during

the late Voyage to Baffin's Bay, by Captain Sabine.

Date.
Lat.

North.

Long.
West.

Depth.
Fath.

Terr

Below.

peratur

Surface

e.

Air. Remarks.

0 0 , 6 0 O

May 2% 59 44 80 37 39 40 No soundings, deep sea.

Aug. 3 75 - 52 63 415 29 34 3 8 Soundings in 430 fathoms.

H 75 - 50 66 422 29! S 2 3 8 \ Soundings in 450 fathoms.

200 3°i 32 3 8 J mud.

24 76. 35 7 8 240 2 9 s 3 33—
1 00 3°? 3 if 33

25 76. 8 78. 21 54 2 9i 32f 3 1 s Soundings in 56 fathoms.

29 74 - 59 76. 37 170 31 36 34 Soundings in 170 fathoms.

30 74 - 4 79 235 29! 3 6l 37 No soundings.

Sept. 5 72. 37 74. 6 190 3°| 35 35 i Soundings in 190 fathoms.

6 72. 23 72 . 55 246 30 3 6 37 No soundings.

7 72. 16 71. 18 1000 28i 35 33 Soundings in iood fath.

*9 66.
5 ° 61 100 30 33 35

1

400
z 9
29

a3

33

35

35
^Soundings in 750 fathoms.
I— 680 25i 33 35 J

26 65. 50 59-30 310 29 34 3 6 Soundings in 370 fathoms.

Oct. 4 60 5 8 900 35i 40 37 No soundings.

27 61 7 470 47 49 £ 5°2 No soundings.

Edward Sabine,
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Explanation of Plate XI.

CC. The brass cylinder.

W. The valves ; the one in dotted lines opening upwards.

T. String connecting the two valves, so that they open

and shut together.

D. A string fastened at one extremity to the valve in F,

passing over the three pulleys PPP, and having a weight sus-

pended at its other extremity W, so that the weight keeps

the valves forcibly open,

B S. Springs pressing on the back of the valves, in order

to close them forcibly when the weight is removed.

SS. Side springs, also tending to close the valves.

LS. Lock-spring, or catch, to keep the valves fast when

closed.

A. The wire by which the machine is fastened to the line.

N. B. The machine is here represented in its natural dimen-

sions ; but it would answer the purpose much better if it

were made three or four times larger, and if its weight were

proportionally increased.
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Explanation of Plate XII.

Fig. 1. The principle of this improved machine is essen-

tially the same as that delineated in Plate XI, the valves VV,

being kept open by means of a weight W, and closing them-

selves when the weight reaches the bottom.

The valves in this machine are made of solid brass, and

they fall by their own weight, so as to close the cylinder,

the moment that the square FDE, which turns freely upon a

pivot in P, is depressed in E, where it preponderates, the

piece cc, which supports the valves, thus becoming unhooked

from the recession of the hook, or clicket, in F. This may be

effected in two ways
;

• either by the weight W no longer

pressing on the square in F, so as to keep it fast in its place,

and therefore suffering it to recede, so as to disengage cc

;

or

by letting down along the line a weight B, that shall fall upon

DE along the rope A, and disengage the valves by the jerk it

occasions. This constitutes the improvement by which water

is now expected to be raised from any given depth, as well as

from the bottom.

Fig. 2. This figure does not require any particular refer-

ences. It represents the instrument in its natural size, which

simply consists in a glass bulb of moderate thickness, ca-

pable of holding 844,6 grains of distilled water, with a neck

or tube issuing from it, and containing a delicate mercurial

thermometer, the elongated bulb of which is represented in

dotted lines in the centre of the large bulb. To the end of

this neck (the diameter of which is near half an inch), a long

tube having rather a small bore, is ground air-tight, and
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a scale of paste-board is fixed to it, in order to record the re-

sults of the experiment.

The bulb and neck being then entirely filled with sea water,

and the tube fitted on, the fluid is thereby forced up into it to

a certain height, which is marked on the scale. The bulb is

now enveloped in cotton-wool, or any other bad conductor,

and placed in a small jar, and this jar is immersed into a cool-

ing mixture. The fluid is soon seen descending in the tube

in proportion as the thermometer descends ; and the gradual

condensations of the water in the latter part of the experiment,

such as they really occurred, may be seen marked on the

scale. The level of the fluid in the tube is represented oppo-

site No. 2 6, 25, 24,, and 23, at which temperatures it remains

stationary ; and it then possesses the greatest specific density

which sea water can attain.
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XIII. An account of the fossil skeleton of the Proteo-saurus.

By Sir Everard Home, Bart. V. P. R. S.

’ Read March 4, 1819.

In the year 1814, the skull and vertebrse of this fossil ske-

leton were first described in the Philosophical Transactions;

and so much was the attention of the public called to the

subject by that account, and so many specimens were brought

under my observation, that in the year 1816, I was enabled

to make many valuable additions to my former paper. In

1818, I laid before the Society the description of bones not

before met with ; and since that time, through the kindness

of Mr. De la Beche, and Colonel Birch, I have procured

materials, which put it in my power to describe nearly the

complete skeleton, and to correct any errors, which the imper-

fect state of the first specimens had led me to commit.

One of these errors was, a belief that the orifice immediately

before the margin of the orbit was natural, as it occurred in

every specimen of the skull I had met with, five or six in num-

ber; but Colonel Birch has shown me a portion of a skull

ofvery large dimensions, in which the nasal bones are perfect,

and no such orifice is seen ; so that the aperture described and

delineated in my first paper, is the effect of injury the bones

have sustained. A drawing of this skull is annexed, half

the size of the original specimen. The drawing is made by

Mr. Clift.

MDCCCXIX. Ee
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In a specimen in the possession of Mr. De la Beche, the

bones of the sternum are met with in their relative situation

respecting the surrounding bones, affording a satisfactory

proof that we are acquainted with all the parts of which the

sternum is composed. In this specimen, the ribs can be

traced to a greater extent than in any hitherto examined
;

they are not joined to the sternum by cartilages, but, as in the

camelion and crocodile, are composed wholly of bone
; and

what is peculiar to themselves, each rib consists of one piece,

having no intermediate joint : it describes a considerable curve

in coming forward, and the outer side of the rib at that part

is broader and stronger than any other. Their great length

gives considerable depth to the chest.

In this specimen the bones are very small, but as they are

completely formed, we must consider them to belong to a full

grown animal.

When the vertebrae of the middle of the back in this spe-

cimen, are compared with those of the largest size that have

been met with, it would appear that different species of the

animal, were of very different sizes. In this specimen the

diameter of a dorsal vertebra is only of an inch ; in the

largest that has been preserved it is g inches.

The drawing of this specimen is made by Mr. De la

Beche.

A specimen belonging to Colonel Birch, which in compli-

ance with the wishes of my friend Mr. De la Beche has

been brought under my observation, contains nearly the en-

tire skeleton of this extraordinary animal, and shows the im-

portant fact, that it had posterior as well as anterior feet ; as it

gives a posterior view, the bones forming the pelvis cannot be
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made out, but these may be said to be the only ones with

which we are now not acquainted.

This magnificent specimen is represented of its full size,

in the annexed drawing, which has been made with so much

ability by Mr. Clift, as to require no verbal explanation.

Since this Paper was laid before the Society, the author has

received from Sir Joseph Banks a specimen containing five

fossil vertebrae of the Proteo-Saurus, each of them two inches

in diameter, and one inch in thickness, found in the blue

lias at Weston, near Bath, sent to him by the Rev. Daniel

Lysons. This fact is important, as it proves that the fossil

bones met with in the blue lias in that neighbourhood, which

have always been considered to be those of the Crocodile,

belong to this animal.
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XIV. Reasons for giving the name Proteo-Saurus to the fossil

skeleton which has been described. By Sir Everard Home,

Bart. V. P. R. S.

Read April 1, 1819.

In the three Papers which I laid before the Society upon the

subject of this fossil skeleton, I never ventured to hazard a

conjecture upon the place in the chain of created beings, to

which the animal belonged.

There were many circumstances which proved it to be un-

like any animal at present in existence ; some again making it

an approach to the bird; others that connected it with fishes; so

that I determined to prosecute the investigation till I had attained

more satisfactory information respecting the skeleton, before

I attempted to give the animal a name. This I think I have

now done, the bones of the pelvis being the only ones not yet

brought to light, and these are not necessary to enable us to

make out the peculiar characteristics of the skeleton.

The discovery of the animal having four feet, established

by the annexed drawings, removed it almost entirely from

the finny tribe, in which there is no instance of such a mode of

progressive motion.

It appears also distinct from the lacertae, in which there is

no instance of cupped vertebrae. All that tribe, as well as

snakes and frogs, have the vertebrae united by regularly

formed ball and socket joints.

These facts made it evident that the skeleton belonged to
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an animal, somewhere intermediate between fishes and lizards,

although belonging to neither ; and the name Icthyo-saurus

has been suggested by those who saw it in that point of

view.

Finding the farther I advanced in my investigation, that

the approaches to the lizard were greater/and greater, and

the only association with fishes was in the cupped vertebra,

I was led to examine the vertebras of the Proteus, three
1*

specimens of which Sir Humphry Davy had just sent me
from Germany, and found them all deeply cupped at both

extremities, and the intervertebral cavity filled with a fluid. I

found the same structure in the vertebrae of the syren from

Carolina, and in those of the axolotl from Mexico, Dr. Leach

having placed at my disposal a specimen of the axolotl, in all

respects similar to that brought to Europe by Humboldt, and

so well described by Cuvier. In both of these last species

the cavity was filled with elastic ligament, and in the ax-

olotl, the septum between the two cups was not completely

closed.

Mons. Cuvier, who has proved in so satisfactory a manner

that the proteus and syren are completely formed animals,

has expressed his doubts respecting the axolotl
; and

hints at its resembling the larva of the salamander
; but

leaves the matter open for future enquiry.

When it is mentioned that the salamander has ball and

socket joints to its vertebrae, and those of the axolotl are

cupped, that celebrated anatomist will agree that these ani-

mals belong to different genera ; and admit that, if the axolotl

is a larva, the complete animal must have cupped vertebrae,

which structure, I believe, is only met with in the proteus,,
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the syren, and the axolotl
; and these three when compared

together, appear to be equally complete animals.

This opinion is strengthened by the observation, that the

parts of the rana paradoxa which are removed when it

becomes a frog, contain no bone, all the tail beyond the

pelvis being soft cartilage. The same remark holds good

with respect to the larva of the salamander, and I should

believe with all other larvae.

From this statement it appears, that the proteus from

Germany, the syren from Carolina, and the axolotl from

Mexico, not only agree in having lungs and gills, and there-

fore capable of breathing both in air and water ; but in

having feet, and cupped vertebrae, and therefore capable of

employing both the mode of progressive motion of land ani-

mals and of fishes; and whatever variations there may be

among themselves, yet as they all possess these two great

distinguishing characters, which no other animals have, they

must be allowed to form a distinct tribe, or more properly

a distinct class, which, not to multiply terms, I shall call

Proteus, till a more appropriate name is given.

The fossil skeleton resembles the Proteus tribe in having

feet and cupped vertebrae, but differs from it in having long

ribs attached to a regularly formed sternum, admitting of the

chest being very capacious, and also in having no arches

fitted for gills ; it cannot therefore be called a Proteus, al-

though allied to it, in having two modes of progressive mo-

tion. It resembles the lacerta in its mode of breathing, but

differs from it in the mode of setting on the ribs on the spine,

the form of the legs and feet, and the bony plates of the eye

balls ; it cannot therefore be called a lizard.
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Its place in the chain of animal creation is clearly pointed

out to be between the proteus and lizard, and will be suffi-

ciently marked out by calling it Proteo-saurus.

Explanation of the Plates.

Plate XIII. The representation of a portion of the skull of

the Proteo-saurus, half the natural size, showing the form of

the nasal bones immediately before the orbit. This is the only

specimen in which these bones have been met with entire.

Plate XIV. The representation of the sternum in an

entire state, in its natural situation, confirming every thing

shown in a Plate in a former paper, and determining its

extent, which was not before so exactly known. The appear-

ance of the ribs, shows that they come forwards towards the

sternum in a bony form, as in the camelion, from which

however they differ in having no joint, each rib being made

up of one piece through its whole length, and at that part

which forms the curve there is an increase of substance,

making it stronger than the rest. There is something simi-

lar to this in the ribs of the chastodon of Sumatra, a des-

cription of which, by Mr. Bell, has a place in the 83rd

volume of the Philosophical Transactions. The figure is

of the natural size, which is the smallest that has come

under my observation
;
the drawing is made by Mr. De la

Beche.

Plate XV. Fig. 1. The representation of the skeleton

of the Proteo-saurus, more entire than any hitherto met with

;

it is of the natural size. The different bones of which it is

composed are sufficiently perfect, and sufficiently in their
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places, to make any verbal explanation unnecessary. The

drawing is made by Mr. Clift.

Fig. 2. A vertebra of the proteus from Germany, repre-

sented by Mr. Bauer, magnified ten times, to show the cup-

formed extremities.

Fig. 3. A vertebra of the proteus from South Carolina,

magnified four times, by Mr. Bauer, to show the same part.
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XV. Some Observations on the peculiarity of the Tides between

Fairleigh and the North Foreland ; with an explanation of

the supposed meeting of the Tides near Dungeness. By James

Anderson, Captain in the Royal Navy. Communicated by the

Right Hon. Sir Joseph Banks, Bart. G. C. B. P. R. S.

Read March 25, 1819.

Having observed that several Charts and Books of Navi-

gation assert, that the tides from the North Sea and the

Channel, or the Eastern and Western tides, meet in the

vicinity of Dungeness and Rye harbour ; and that, on such

authority, this opinion has been too generally adopted by

those, who have not had the opportunity or the inclination

of making personal observations
; as well as by the pilots

on this part of the coast, who from being incapable, for the

most part, of making observations or deducing inferences

from facts before them, readily embrace the first theory

they meet with in print
,
however erroneous or inconsistent

;

I have been induced to bestow all the attention in my power

to the phaenomena of the tides between Fairleigh and the

North Foreland, and now venture to submit the result of

my observations to the notice of the Royal Society. From
having cruised constantly within these limits for nearly two

years and a half, I have had many opportunities of making

observations
; but I must, nevertheless, profess my readi-

ness to admit any alteration or improvement which may be

pointed out by those more conversant with the subject ; truth

alone being the object of my enquiries.

MDCCCXIX. F f
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I. Phenomena of the Tides between Fairleigh and the North Fore-

land on the English coast, and Cape D’Alpree and Calais on

the French coast *

The tides rise between the easternmost point of Fairleigh

and the North Foreland from seven to eight feet higher

than on either side of these points ;
and during the last three

hours and a quarter in which the tides run to the eastward,

the water falls by the shore, making it half tide of ebb on the

shore, or by the ground, when the current of the tide

changes and begins to run from the eastward to the west-

ward
; and it still continues to fall by the shore for two

hours and three quarters after the tide has so changed ; at

which time it is low water every where within these limits.

The course of the tide continues to run to the westward two

hours and three quarters longer, during which time the

water gradually rises by the shore, making nearly halfflood

by the land, at the time the current of the tide ceases to run

to the westward
;
and returns again to the eastward, and con-

tinues to rise for three hours and a quarter, when it is high

water by the ground. It then begins to fall again during

the last three hours and a quarter, whilst the current of the

tide sets to the eastward, as above stated
;
and so on in con-

tinual rotation.-f

These appearances have, no doubt, given rise to the

* In the detail I shall principally confine myself to the English coast, as the

phenomena, and their causes and effects, on the French coast, within the same

limits, are precisely similar.

f Every one who has attended to the tides, in general, knows that, where there are

no local obstacles to prevent it, they flow regularly about six hours in one direction

and then make high water, and ebb about the same time in a contrary direction,

then making low water.
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erroneous opinion that the tides meet between Dungeness

Point and Rye Harbour
;
but the real cause of these states of

the tides within the particular limits I have described, seems

to me to be the very great and sudden contraction of the

channel between Dungeness and Cape D’Alpree, and the

South Foreland and Calais Point. In that part it becomes,

all at once, narrower by more than half of its width to the

eastward or westward of these points. Dungeness is a long

narrow point which projects from Winchelsea on the west

side, and Hythe on the east side, to the extent of nine or ten

miles, at least, directly into the sea across the channel ; and

forms two deep bays, one on each side. Opposite to Dunge-

ness is Cape D’Alpree on the French coast, jutting out also

into the sea, so as to contract the distance between it and the

opposite point to about twenty-four miles, and this cape has

also a large bay on each side, of which Boulogne bay is to

the eastward. (See the charts.)

The distance from the South Foreland to Calais is only

eighteen or nineteen miles, and between these opposite

shores lie the Ridge, the Varn, the Goodwin, and several

other shoals on both sides of the channel, all of which serve

to contract this strait still more. The western tide, therefore,

coming up the English channel, meets with a resistance to

its course at Dungeness and Cape D'Alpree, by the very

sudden contraction of the space between these points ; where,

from the passage being insufficient to discharge the quantity

of water brought from the westward, it must necessarily

accumulate, until it encreases the channel both by deepening

and widening it, so as to become adequate to the discharge

of the body of water supplied by the impulse of the tide.
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This accumulation is of course the same every where within

the straits of Dover (from Dungeness to a ridge of rocks

to the eastward of the South Foreland), and also extends

some distance without them, as far as the easternmost point of

Fairleigh on the one side, and the North Foreland on the

other ; Dungeness west bay, and the Downs, forming as it

were two large natural basons or reservoirs at each ex-

tremity of these straits, for the reception of the accumulated

-water, until it can find a passage. On this account the water

must rise accordingly by the ground, or on the shore,

during the time of this accumulation, wherever it takes place ;

and it is indeed found to be at its greatest height or mak-

ing high water by the ground
,

at about three hours and a

quarter after the tide of flood has run from the westward.

At this time all the sands without the North Foreland are

covered, and afford a greater vent for the discharge of the

accumulated water. The extensive flats also on both sides

of the channel, on which the sea now flows in like a torrent,

demand a greater supply than is received through the Dun-

geness passage. From this period then (viz. three hours

and a quarter after the regular flood tide has run to the east-

ward), the water is drawn off from the places where it had

accumulated, and begins to fall gradually by the shore dur-

ing the remaining three hours and a quarter, in which the

current of the tide runs to the eastward ; making half tide

of ebb by the ground, within the straits of Dover and the

two reservoirs or basons, when the current of the tide ceases

to run to the eastward ; at which time it is high water every

where without these limits, allowing for the inequalities of

the coast, the water having now generally acquired a level.
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When it is high water without the North Foreland, as at

Margate, the Kentish Knock, &c., and the tide, which is the

true or regular ebb tide, returns to the westward through the

Downs, the water still continues to fall within the Foreland,

and on to the easternmost point of Fairleigh, for two hours

and three quarters of the first of the true or regular ebb tide ;

because the tide is falling generally, and the passage by

Dungeness discharges the quantity brought by the ebb tide

during that time. But when the true or regular ebb tide has

run two hours and three quarters, it is low water by the

shore, between the North Foreland and Fairleigh
; because

the channel through the straits of Dover, (becoming again too

contracted to give vent to the great body of water which now

presses forward from the Medway and the North Sea, aug-

mented by the currents and tides discharged from the great

continental rivers and inlets,) now again accumulates in the

narrow passage, and in the Downs, from the North Fore-

land, and thus begins, from the above stated period, to rise

by the shore.

It thus continues to rise for the remaining two hours and

three quarters, at which time the true or regular ebb tide

has ceased to run to the westward, and it is low zvater every

where without the North Foreland, and to the westward of

Fairleigh. But within these limits (viz. between the North

Foreland and Fairleigh), it is halfflood, in consequence of the

accumulation of the water during the latter part of the ebb

tide. The true or regular ebb tide, or tide to the westward,

now ceases to run, and the true or regular flood tide from

the westward returns, bringing with it a greater quantity

or body of water than the Dungeness passage can yet admit,
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consequently it must accumulate in Dungeness west bay, and

rises proportionally from thence along the shore to the

North Foreland for three hours and a quarter of the first

of the regular flood tide, because the tide is rising generally

every where ; and about this time the channel, becoming

broader and deeper by the accumulation of the water and

rising of the tide, is again sufficiently large to discharge

the supply. The accumulated water being thus drawn off,

as before mentioned, and with an accelerated current, to

cover the flats and fill up the Medway, and the continental

rivers, again begins to subside by the shore, at which precise

period it is high water by the ground within the limits of

accumulation, both on the English and French coasts ; but

without these limits it is only half tide offlood

;

and therefore

the true or regular flood tide must run three hours and a

quarter longer to the eastward, during which time the water

falls by the shore, within the limits of accumulation, until

it finds its level every where ; and so rises and falls in per-

petual rotation.

The tide, within the limits where the water accumulates, is

found to rise from 28 feet to 30 feet perpendicularly, which is

from 7 to 8 feet higher than it generally rises in the Channel.

The following seem to be causes of this extraordinary rise.

At half tide by the shore, within these limits, the water has

found its level every where, and half the rise of the tide

here, at high water (viz. 14 or 15 feet), being drained off to

make high water without the North Foreland, and produce

the level, is now contained in a space twice the breadth it for-

merly occupied ; of course it follows, the same quantity of

water will only be half the depth (or from 7 to 8 feet) that
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it was when confined in half the space it now occupies. It

may hence be inferred that the rise of the tide here, more than

elsewhere, is nearly equal to about one quarter the rise of

tide, whatever it may be ; but as this must always depend

upon local circumstances, as the same effects could not be

produced if the situation was different, no general reasoning

can apply. It has also been ascertained, that the true or re=

gular flood tide runs six hours and an half to the eastward,

while the true or regular ebb runs only five hours and an

half to the westward ; which makes the current of the tide

run an hour longer to the eastward than the westward ; but

I have always found, from actual observation, that these tides

are very much influenced by the winds.

Upon the whole, however, from the easternmost point of

Fairleigh to the North Foreland, on both sides of the channel,

it is always high water by the ground
,
when the true or regular

flood tide has run three hours and a quarter from the west-

ward ; always half ebb by the ground
,
when the true or regu-

lar flood tide ceases to run from the westward ; always low

water
,
when the true or regular ebb tide has run two hours

and three quarters from the eastward ; always halfflood tide

by the ground
,
when the true or regular ebb tide ceases to

run from the eastward
;
and always high water by the ground

again
,
when the true or regular flood tide has run three hours

and a quarter from the westward, or nearly so, and soon

continually.

II. Meeting of the Tides near Dungeness.

Although the foregoing observations may not decidedly

prove that the meeting of the tides cannot take place at or near
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Dungeness, yet I trust, that they rationally and intelligibly

account for the peculiar phasnomena of the tides which occur

there, without attributing them to the meeting of the tides,

which could never produce these appearances. But if the

tides do meet at Dungeness, they must meet in a line directly

across the channel; for it is a fact so well established, that

no one I believe has ever ventured to contradict it, that the

western or true flood tide makes high water at Beachy Head,

Fairleigh, Dungeness, and Deal, at nearly the same time as

at Dieppe, the Soame, Boulogne, and Calais, the opposite

points on the French coast, each to each
;
and that the east-

ern or regular ebb tide makes low water, at the same time,

at the same places.

But if the tides met in a line across the channel, it must be

evident to every one who has been at sea, that such a meet-

ing would occasion so tumultuous a war of elements, between

two large bodies of water impelled against one another, by

the current of the tide and force of the winds, at a velocity of

from four to six miles an hour, according to the age of the

moon and strength of the wind, as would produce, from their

furious and violent concussion, so great a sea, that no ship

could venture to encounter it without the most imminent

danger.

That this is not the case, experience daily proves ; and

therefore the absurdity and fallacy of the doctrine which as-

serts it, are obvious. But every master of a collier or coasting

vessel, trading from the northward to any western port, as

Portsmouth, Plymouth, &c., knows that the flood tide sets

from the northward and eastward, along the English coast

until he gets as far as the sand called the Kentish Knock :
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and if he can reach it by high water, he calculates rightly,

that he will have an ebb tide thence, which will carry him to

the westward for nearly six hours longer. From this it is

evident that the tides from the northward and eastward, and

southward and westward, both meet at the Kentish Knock,* as

they both make high water about the same time at the same

point ; and then the ebb tide recedes from this point in the

opposite directions to which the flood had advanced. The
formation of the coast too, by gradually altering the course

of the flood tide between the South Foreland and Buoy of

the Nore, from E. N. E. to W. N. W. within the stream of

the Goodwin Sands (while without this sand it continues to

run E. N. E. and easterly), in a great measure prepares for

their meeting, without that wild commotion and furious con-

tention which their coming together in a directly opposite

line across the channel, would inevitably occasion. It also

admits of their gently blending their waters together, and

smoothly taking the same course, along both sides of the

Long Sand, &c. the one, viz. the flood tide from the eastward

up the King’s Channel into the Thames, and the other (the

flood tide from the westward through the Downs) up the

Queen’s Channel into the Medway, making only a strong

eddy or whirlpool about the Knock, and a foamy rippling

where they meet, as they proceed onwards together.

But, although the tide from the northward and eastward

makes flood tide along the N. E. coast of England to the

Kentish Knock, yet it is equally well ascertained, that the

tide from the southward and westward makes flood tide

along the opposite coasts of Flanders, Holland and Jutland,

* This sand is of a circular shape, so formed by the continually whirling eddy of

the tides.

MDCCCXIX, Gg
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as far as the entrance of the Sleeve. From this last men-

tioned fact it evidently appears, that the flood tide from the

westward forms two distinct branches at the Kentish Knock,

taking different directions ; the smaller of which, consisting

of the stream of the tide within the Goodwin Sands, takes its

course W. N. W. up the Queen's Channel, as before stated ;

whilst the larger, consisting of the stream of tide without the

Goodwin, continues its course E. N. E. and easterly along the

Flemish and Dutch coasts, until it is lost near the entrance

of the Sleeve, in the great body of tide from the northward

and eastward.

The opposite tides which meet in the North Sea do not

meet in a line directly across any part of it, but in a diagonal

line
,
extending from the Kentish Knock to the entrance of

the Sleeve ; where there is no tide, but a strong current,

which almost always sets from the Jutland to the Norway

side in the Sleeve ; and which most probably proceeds from

the eddy, produced by the great body of water coming round

the Naze ofNorway, meeting the remains of the western tide,

aided by the reaction of the Jutland shore. In fact, there is

hardly any tide observable between the Horne reef and the

entrance of the Sleeve.

The tides thus meeting in a diagonal line in the North

Sea, gently and gradually blend their waters together, with-

out causing the least tumultuous appearance, exhibiting

merely a little foamy rippling, which can be discerned in fine

weather only, when the general mass of water is perfectly

smooth.

To prove farther that this is the nature of the tides in

this part of the North Sea, let a ship, for instance, sail from

North Yarmouth, or Harwich, for the Texel or Flushing on
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the opposite coast, with the wind from the north-eastward, so

that she can lay her course on the larboard tack; the pilot

will prefer getting under weigh at high water
,
on the Eng-

lish coast, to take the ebb tide under his lee ; and if he can

get half channel over during the ebb tide, or by the time of

low water on the English side, he will find a flood tide from

thence, setting along the opposite coast, which will also set

under his lee for six hours longer, running in the same direc-

tion as the ebb tide did on the English side of the channel

;

and thus he will carry twelve hours tide with him
;
whereas

had he continued on either side, he would have had a regu-

lar six hours tide each way ; with this difference, that he

would always have the tide setting in opposite directions

on the one side, to what it would be on the other. That is ; if

the flood tide was setting to the westward on the English side,

the flood tide would, at the same time set to the eastward on

the Dutch side. Hence were a ship to sail, as above stated,

with the wind so that she could lay her course on the star-

board tack
,
she ought to get under weigh at low water on the

English side, by which she would be able to carry twelve

hours tide again under her lee, suppposing her to reach the

meeting of the tides at high water.

Every person who has been at Spithead may have observed,

that the water rises there, and every where within the Isle of

Wight, as far as Hurst Castle, for more than three hours

after it is high water at the Owers, Dunnose, and every

where without the Wight, and when the ebb tide has, of course,

made to the westward
; and that it is not high water at

Spithead, Portsmouth Harbour, Southampton River, or any

where within the Wight, until the ebb tide has run that time.
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This is evidently occasioned by the narrow passage between

Hqrst Castle and the Island not having sufficient capacity to

discharge the quantity of water brought by the ebb tide from

the eastward through St. Helens ;
which therefore meeting

with a resistance at Hurst Castle, accumulates and rises within

the Wight, at the same time filling up Portsmouth Harbour,

Southampton River, &c. &c. when the tide is falling every

where in the English channel.

This circumstance arises from the same cause which

occasions the tides to rise and fall in the Straits of Dover

;

with this difference, that it is high water by the ground, at

the last mentioned place when theflood tide has run three hours

and a quarter from the westward ; but it is high water by the

ground at the former, when the ebb tide has run about the same

time from the eastward. It might therefore as well be asserted

that the tides meet at St. Helens, Portsmouth Harbour, or

Hurst Castle, as at Dungeness ; but the fact is, that the phe-

nomena which appear at these different places, are produced

by the same cause producing similar effects, with only the dif-

ference occasioned by local circumstances in the time and man-

ner
;
and this cause is the accumulation of the water brought

forward by the tide ;
an accumulation which is occasioned by

there not being a sufficient space for its discharge, in conse-

quence of the contraction of the channel at the particular

places where these phaenomena are exhibited.

There is in fact a meeting of the tides, on a small scale,

within the Wight; for the tide of ebb from Southampton River

meets the tide of flood from the Needles, at the sand called

Bramble (which has probably been originally formed by

their meeting)
; from this they flow to Spithead, and meet
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the tide of ebb from Portsmouth Harbour, at the sand called

the Spit (perhaps also formed originally by their meeting

there), and causing an eddy tide, which would deposit such

sand, mud, &c. &c. as the current of the tide brings along

with it : nor do I think it at all improbable that the Long

Sand, at which I have stated the meeting of the tides through

the Downs and from the North Sea to take place, has been

likewise formed by the deposit of such things as the opposing

tides brought with them, to the place where they met.

Being employed on the expedition against Walcheren, the

laborious and difficult duty of passing the transports through

the Slough passage into the West Scheldt devolved upon me,

and afforded me an opportunity of observing another pecu-

liarity of the tides in that place.

The Slough passage lies between Walcheren and South

Beveland, communicating with the West Scheldt and the

Veer Gat. From its junction with the last channel, the tide

flows through several different channels between the islands,

to the northward of South Beveland. On each side of the

channels in the Veer Gat and Slough passage are extensive

flats or mud banks, which begin to be covered about half

tide of flood, and again begin to be dry about half tide of ebb.

The flood flows regularly uputhe West Scheldt, carrying with

it a vast body of water, which takes its course by Ram-

mekins through the Slough passage, and meets the flood

tide which flows up the Veer Gat at the north end of South

Beveland ; whence they flow together through the different

channels formed by the adjacent islands. At high water

the ebb sets again regularly down the West Scheldt and Veer

Gat, but the ebb tide in the Slough continues to run to the

northward, the same course as the flood tide, and passes down
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the Veer Gat until the flats and mud banks become dry ; at

which time the current of tide in the Slough changes, and

runs to the S. Westward into the West Scheldt by Ramme-

kins ;
thus making the current of tide run nine hours one

way, and only three hours the other. This may be account-

ed for in the following manner: when it is high water in the

Scheldt, and the tide of ebb sets down the river, it sets over

the extensive flat between the north-west point of South

Beveland and Rammekins into the Slough, until the flat be-

comes dry, which occasions the tide to continue the same

course as before, although the water is falling. But when all

the flats become dry, and the water is confined within the

proper limits of the respective channels of the West Scheldt,

the Veer Gat, and the Slough
;
and the Veer Gat being then

only about 30 yards or less in width, three or four times nar-

rower than the Slough, the water through the Slough cannot

any longer find a vent through the Veer Gat, and therefore

seeks one by the West Scheldt, where there is sufficient space

for it; and hence the tide in the Slough changes and runs out

by Rammekins into the Scheldt.

It would scarcely have been important to mention this pecu-

liarity, as it is confined to a very small space, and where ves-

sels of any considerable burthen never perhaps passed before

the above mentioned expedition, and never may again; had

itnot on this occasion presented one of the greatest obstacles,*

next to the continual adverse gales, which the transports had

to contend with, in getting into the West Scheldt; and which

could not have been overcome, but by dint of the most labo-

rious and persevering exertions
;
and also as it furnishes a

* This obstacle, I confidently believe, was never known to the Commander in

Chief, down to this moment.
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proof of what I have before advanced, " that local circum-

stances will always have an effect upon the tides, to which no

general reasoning can apply, in all straits and insular situa-

tions.” These circumstances, however, may readily be acer-

tained by observation and by observation only.

J. ANDERSON. Capt. R.N.
36 Hans Place, 6th February, 1819.

I have annexed a table showing the gradual rising and

falling of the tides in Boulogne Bay, from soundings* taken

every haif hour whilst laying at anchor there, and which I

think will greatly tend to confirm what I have advanced, with

respect both to the rise and setting of the tides in the Straits

of Dover, with the times of high and low water, and of the

change of the current of tide there
; circumstances which,

I have reason to fear, have not been hitherto sufficiently at-

tended to ; but which would prove of the utmost importance,

especially on expeditions where much boat service must be

had recourse to ;
and in disembarking troops at a particular

point, or in making an attack upon vessels at anchor during

the darkness of the night
; when a want of the necessary

knowledge of the tides, or as it has often been called “ a mis-

take in reckoning them,” might be productive of the most

fatal consequences.-f

* As these soundings were taken with a common lead and line, and by different

hands, I cannot venture to say that they were taken very accurately ; and there might

also be some irregularities in the ground, which would occasion a difference ; and be-

sides, they were taken 6 or 7 miles from the shore, where the tides do not rise quite

so high as on the shore, owing to the re-action of the ground.

f A mistake in calculating the tide at this very place is mentioned by Lord

Nelson, as a reason why the boats sent in by him to attack the French flotilla in Bou-

logne Bay, in 1801, did not get up with the enemy till long after the appointed time.
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References to the Table.

The first column contains the month, and day of the month.

The second column contains the wind and weather.

The third column contains the time the soundings were

taken

:

And the fourth contains the soundings, and the time the

ship tended, or turned round with the tide. T. E. signifies

tended to the eastward or to the flood. T. W. signifies

tended to the westward or to the ebb tide.

/
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Soundings taken in Boulogne Bay
,
at anchor, on 3 \st July

,
1st, 2d, gd and yth August,

1811, on Board His Majesty’s Sloop Rinaldo, Capt. Anderson.
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XVI. On the Ova of the different tribes of Opossum and Orni-

thorhynchus . By Sir Everard Home, Bart. V. P. R. S.

Read March 25, 1819.

Now it is determined that the ova of quadrupeds in general

are formed in corpora lutea, and that in all such animals

the ova become attached to the uterus, and by this means

the foetus receives its support and increase
;
we are enabled

to ascertain the modes of formation of the ova of the opos-

sum tribes, which from the want of this previous knowledge

have not been investigated with the smallest degree of success.

This becomes the best apology that can be made for the fai-

lure of every former attempt.

In this enquiry it will be found, that the ova of all the

animals of these tribes are not formed in the same manner,

and that the differences met with, make two distinct links

between quadrupeds in general and the ornithorhynchi ;

these again approach so nearly to the bird, as to complete

the links of gradation between the human species and the

feathered race, so far at least, as concerns their mode of

generation.

The mode of formation of the ova in the kangaroo, consti-

tutes the first link in this beautiful series.

In the kangaroo, Mr. Bauer has found the corpus luteum,

similar to that in quadrupeds ;
it is represented in the annexed

drawing. Indeed it is to Mr. Bauer's talents and microsco-

pical observations that we are indebted for all our infor-

mation upon this subject.
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In the kangaroo, the ovum when expelled from the corpus

luteum, passes along the Fallopian tube, and as there is a

thickening and glandular structure surrounding the portion

of the tube next to its termination in the uterus, it is there

that the yelk, or something analogous to it, is probably

secreted
;
the ovum with the newly acquired yelk, drops from

a pendulous opening into the uterus, in which it receives the

albumen. In one specimen the uterus in a pregnant state,

came under my observation ; but as it was sent from New
South Wales, in spirit which had not been timely renewed,

the contents of the uterus were reduced to a confused mass,

in which only a part of the bones could be made out

;

enough was however seen, to determine that the ovum of

the kangaroo in the uterus has an abundant supply of albumen.

There was no attachment whatever between the albumen

and the uterus. There are two lateral canals that commu-

nicate between the uterus and vagina : these answer the pur-

pose of aerating the foetus by means of atmospheric air.

As the penis of the male has only one orifice at the point

adapted to the os tincae, the ovum must of necessity be im-

pregnated in the uterus, the structure of the Fallopian tubes,

and their mode of terminating in the uterus, rendering it

impossible for the semen to pass into them.

The foetus, as soon as it arrives at a certain size (at which

time it in general weighs about 1 2 grains,) is expelled from the

uterus, and is received into the marsupium, where it becomes

attached to the point of one of the nipples, at first by simple

contact ; but as the foetus grows, the nipple is found farther

in the mouth upon the surface of the tongue. In the 85th

volume of the Philosophical Transactions, Plate XVIII. XIX.

XX. and XXI. and in the 100th volume, Plate XIII. most of
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these circumstances are represented, but the uses of the

different parts, I readily confess, I was at that time unable

accurately to comprehend.

The mode of formation of the ova in the Koli and the

Wombat of New South Wales, and in the great and small

Opossum of North America, constitutes the second link in this

chain of gradation.

In none of these- different genera are there corpora lutea

in the ovaria, but in their place a certain number of yelk-bags

of different sizes
;
and these are so completely imbedded in

the substance of the ovarium, that to common observation

they appear to be so many corpora lutea. There is no

thickened glandular structure surrounding the Fallopian tubes

near their termination in the uterus. Instead of one uterus

having two Fallopian tubes, there are two uteri and one tube

to each.; and in proof that the ovum in each uterus is im-

pregnated separately in its own cavity, the point of the penis

jn the male is so formed as to throw the semen into both.

The lateral tubes, by which the foetus is aerated in the kan-

garoo, are formed in these genera in a different manner ; there

is only one to each uterus, and this, instead of communica-

ting with the uterus at the fundus, opens into it at the cervix.

The yelk-bags are shown in the annexed drawing. I have

not had an opportunity of examining the ovum of any of

these animals in utero, but Mr. Bell, a very intelligent sur-

geon, transmitted an account to Sir Joseph Banks, of the dis-

section of a female koli, in which he met with an imperfectly

formed embryo in each of the uteri, surrounded by a mass of

albumen. The young of all these genera are expelled from

the uterus into the marsupium, and become attached to the

prominent points of the nipples.
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The mode of formation of the ova in the ornithorhynchi,

constitutes the intermediate link between that of the American

opossum and the bird.

The yelk-bags in the ovaria of the ornithorhynchi are more

distinct, and less deeply imbedded than in the opossum : there

isrno regular uterus, nor Fallopian tubes
; the yelk-bags pass

along an oviduct, the lower part of which performs the

office of a uterus. In this situation the ova are impregnated
;

the penis of the male, which is bifid, throwing the semen

into both oviducts at the same time, through several points

like a watering pot, so as to scatter it all over the cavity.

The ova are aerated by the vagina. The ova in a magni-

fied state are represented in the annexed drawing. The

organs of generation are figured in the 92nd volume, Plate

IV. of the Philosophical Transactions. To show that the

yelk-bags in the ornithorhynchus resemble those of the

pullet, a magnified drawing of them made by Mr. Bauer in

that bird, is annexed.

To those members not conversant in comparative ana-

tomy, the following summary may be acceptable.

In the human species, and quadrupeds in general, the ova

are formed in corpora lutea, and pass into the uterus, to the

sides of which they become attached
; when the foetus is com-

pletely formed it is expelled by the vagina, and afterwards

sucks the mother.

In the kangaroo the ova are formed in corpora lutea, re-

ceive their yelks in the Fallopian tube, and their albumen

in the uterus. The ovum thus completed, is impregnated in

the uterus, aerated by means of lateral tubes, and when

the young is expelled from the uterus, it is received into the

marsupium, and attached to the nipple of the mother.
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In the American opossum tfe hags are formed in

the ovaria
;

pass into the eceive the albumen,

and are then impregnated ; the fetus in each uterus is aera-

ted by one lateral tube. When expelled from the e uteri,

the young are received into the marsupium, and became at-

tached to the nipples of the mother.

In the ornithorhynchi the yelk-bags are formed in the

ovaria ; received into the oviducts, in which they acquire the

albumen, and a^e impregnated afterwards ;
the fetus is aera-

ted by the vagina, and hatched in the oviduct, after which

the young provides for itself, the mother not giving suck.

In the pullet, the yelk-bags are formed in one ovarium,

impregnated in one oviduct, and hatched out of the body.

Explanation of the Plates.

Plate XVI.

Ovarium of the Kangaroo.

Fig. 1. The ovarium of a young kangaroo laid open:

natural size ; showing the corpus luteum.

Fig. 2. The same section magnified four diameters, to

show the corpus luteum more distinctly.

Fig. 3. A section of the corresponding ovarium of the

same kangaroo, magnified four diameters ; to show an inci-

pient corpus luteum.

Fig. 4. A similar section of the ovarium of an old kanga-

roo : natural size ;
in which there are two corpora lutea.

Fig. 5. The same section, magnified four diameters,
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Plate XVII.

Ovarium of the American Opossum.

Fig. 1. Front view of the ovarium of the large American

opossum : natural size.

Fig. 2. The same view, magnified five diameters.

Back view, magnified five diameters.

A perpendicular section, magnified five diameters

The same section, magnified ten diameters.

A young yelk-bag, magnified twenty diameters.

A full grown yelk-bag, magnified twenty dia-

Fig. 3.

Fig. 4.

Fig. 5-

Fig. 6.

Fig. 7.

meters.

Fig. 8. A full grown yelk-bag opened, to show its con-

tents ; magnified twenty diameters.

Plate XVIII.

Ovarium of the Ornithorhynchus Paradoxus.

Fig. 1. Front view of the ovarium of the ornithorhynchus

paradoxus : natural size.

Fig. 2. The same view, magnified five diameters.

Fig. 3. Back view, magnified five diameters.

Fig. 4. A small portion cut off from the upper end of the

left side of Fig. 3. ; magnified ten diameters.

Fig. 5. An internal view of the same portion, magnified

ten diameters, to show the yelk-bags.

Fig. 6. A full grown yelk-bag, magnified twenty dia-

meters.

Fig. 7. A young yelk-bag opened, to show its contents :

magnified twenty diameters.

Fig. 8. A full grown yelk-bag opened, to show its con-

tents : magnified twenty diameters.
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Fig. g. The globules of the yelk diluted with water, mag-
nified four hundred diameters.

Plate XIX.

Ovarium of the Hen.

Fig. l. Front view of the ovarium of alien : natural size.

Fig. 2. A small portion of the same, with some very

young yelks : natural size.

Fig. 3. The same small portion, magnified five diameters.

Fig. 4. Back view of the ovarium of the hen : natural size.

Since this Paper was sent to the press, the author has received,

through the kindness of Governor Mac Ouarrie and Sir John

Jemison, four specimens of female Ornithorhynchi Paradoxi

from New South Wales, and finds in all of them, .as well as in

every other specimen that has come under his observation,

that there are yelk-bags only in the left ovarium, showing that

both ovaria are not generally in use at the same time. This is

an approach to the bird, in which there is only one, lying on

the left side.

In the chick of the common fowl before it is hatched, there

is a small portion of an oviduct on the right side, but his

disappears before the chick is completely formed.
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XVII. The results of Observations made at the Observatory of

Trinity College ,
Dublin, for determining the Obliquity of the

Ecliptic, and the Maximum of the Aberration of Light. By the

Rev. J. Brinkley, D. D. F. R. S. and M. R. I. A. and An-

drew’s Professor of Astronomy in the University of Dublin.

Read April 1, 1819.

Observations have been made by the eight feet circle

of the Observatory of Trinity College, Dublin, at the respec-

tive summer solstices since the year 1809, with the exception

of two. The obliquity of the ecliptic thence resulting, has

always agreed so nearly with that adopted in the French

tables, that I have heretofore thought it useless to make any

public communication relative thereto. But some circum-

stances have now induced me to lay my results before the

Royal Society.

The recent publication of Mr. Bessei/s valuable labours on

the observations of Dr. Bradley, has afforded us a more

exact determination of the obliquity of the ecliptic, as de-

duced from the early observations by the Greenwich qua-

drant, than we before possessed. The comparison of this

with the present obliquity, gives us the diminution for an

interval of nearly 60 years, with a considerable degree of ac-

curacy, and almost sufficient to enable us to state with some

confidence the mass of Venus.

To obtain this point with a greater degree of certainty,

mdcccxix. I i
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the present obliquity, as deduced from a mean of the obser^

vations of different astronomers, should be used.

It has been an opinion almost generally received among

astronomers, that observations of the winter solstice, have

given a less obliquity of the ecliptic than observations of the

summer solstice.

The explanation of this seemed very difficult. But in the

above mentioned work of Mr. Bessel, he calls in question

this opinion, and shows that the observations of Dr. Bradley

give the same result, both in summer and winter. His own

observations also tend to the same conclusion. The observa-

tions of Dr. Maskelyne, of M. Oriani, of M. Arago, and of

Mr. Pond, are in opposition to these
;
to which my own may

be added.

It is not likely that this difference really exists, but it is

a question of some importance in astronomy, and the ex-

planation thereof may throw some light on other points.

It is probable the difference arises from some unknown

modification of refraction. I find, and I believe other obser-

vers have found the same, that at the winter solstice, an irre-

gularity of refraction takes place for the sun greater than for

the stars, at the same zenith distance. The zenith distance

of the sun at this place is then nearly 77
0

.

What Mr. Bessel has adduced, certainly tends to render

the prevalent opinion doubtful. It therefore appears to me
of consequence, that astronomers should pay attention to the

observations at the winter solstice. My observations at that

time have been much fewer than in the summer, because, on

account of the uncertainty of refraction, I considered them of

less importance.

y
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It has been proposed to make the two results agree, by an

increase of the quantity of Bradley’s mean refraction
; but

this could not be done, without increasing it by a quantity

greater than can be justified by other determinations respect-

ing refraction.

Considering then this uncertainty respecting the observa-

tions of the winter solstice, it appears better to compare the

results from Dr. Bradley’s summer solstices, with the result

as deduced from the mean of the observations of different

astronomers.

Mean Obliquity, Jan. 1, 1813.

M.Oriani**

Mr. PoND'f’

Mr. AragoJ
Dr. Brinkley

4 summer solstices

2 summer solstices

2 summer solstices

8 summer solstices

23
0
2/ 50",34

23 27 50 ,37

23 27 30 ,09

23 27 5o >99

Mean Jan. 1. 1813 23 27 30,45
Dr. Bradley, Jan. 1. 1755 23 28 15 ,49

diff. 58 years. 25 ,04

This gives of 43, for the annual diminution.

The mean of 18 observations near the winter solstice gives

me mean obliquity Jan. 1, 3813, 23
0
27' 48", 14.

The above determination of the obliquity by observations

near the summer solstice gives (taking the annual diminu-

tion o",43.)

Mean obliquity Jan. 1, 1800=23° 27' 56°,o, differing only

1" from that assumed in M. Delambre’s tables of the sun.

* See Mr. Bessel’s work, p. 62.

+ Phil. Trans. 1813, p. 304. This is corrected for the solar nutation.

J Conn, des Temps. 1816. The observations were made with a three feet repeating

circle.
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And as far as my own observations are concerned, the diffe-

rence does not exceed half a second.

In M. Zach’s solar tables, there is given a determination of

the obliquity of the ecliptic computed by M. Gerstner, from

a mean of a great many observations of Dr. Maskelyne’s,

made at 19 summer solstices. Although the results of the se-

veral solstices are rather discordant, more so than was to be

expected from a fixed instrument, yet it is likely a mean of 173

observations cannot be far from the truth.

This mean is 23
0 28' 1 i",o for 1769,

when reduced to 1800, is 23 27 57 ,7,

which agrees sufficiently near with the present determi-

nation, to show that, if the necessary corrections for the sun’s

latitude, &c. had been used, the result would probably have

been very exact.

The mean of 102 observations at 17 winter solstices com-

puted by M. Gerstner, gives for 1769—23
0
28' 3"; a result

which, after making all possible allowances for the error of

the quadrant, is considerably less than that deduced from the

summer solstices.

In using the eight feet circle, two or more observations

were made a few minutes before the sun arrived at the meri-

dian, and then the instrument was reversed, and observations

made after the passage. The results were carefully reduced

to the meridian ;
the upper and lower limbs being observed,

the zenith distance of the centre was deduced from the

instrument itself. This facility of reversing the instrument

seems more likely to produce exact results, than those ob-

tained by a fixed instrument, although from the necessary

effect of the action of the sun on the parts of the instrument,

the results must be expected to be more discordant than those

obtained by a fixed instrument.
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The results of the several observations are as follow .

Time of Observation. Observed
Declination.

Corr. f

O ’s Lar

Mean Obi q ity re-

duced to Jan. 1,

1813 .

1809. June 9
»4
IS

1 7

18

0 / n

22 56 4,34
23 16 24,84

23 I 9 15,49
23 23 41,83
23 2 S 15,58

//

+ 0,24
-|- 0,82

+ 0.85

+ 0,84

-J- 0,82

0 / //

23 27 51,43
50,85

50,76

49,56
46,67

19
22

2 7
1810. June 1

6

23 26 28,74
2 3 27 37,58
23 21 17,24
22 O 37,31
22 37 23,04

+ 0,74
+ 0,32— 0,40

+ 0,49

+ 0,64

47*87

49*58
52,76

23 27 50,00

47*55

20
22

1811. June 18

19
22

23 27 7,65

23 27 43,28
23 24 35,59
23 25 58,05

23 27 40,65

- °*55— 0,29

+ 0,63
4- 0,68

-j- 0,66

49*43

53*43
23 27 52,67

5 l ’°7

50,78

1813. June22
24
25
26
28

23 27 41,28

23 26 17,22

23 24 59>75

23 23 17,68

23 18 38,88

+ 0,25

+ °*34

+ o*33
+ 0,28

+ 0,05

23 27 53*58
50*07

49*97
50,06

49*36

1814. June 15

19
21

22

23

23 18 40,32

23 26 21,29

23 27 40,26

23 27 42,88

23 27 21,44

+ 0,65

+ 0,07
— 0,26— 0,42
— 0,56

23 2 7 49,01
51,22

49*63
49*2 3

49 *'63

24
25

1815. June2i
22

27

23 26 35,25

23 25 23,89

23 27 4 i > 4°

23 27 48,76

23 22 24,08

— 0,65— 0,69

+ 0,03

+ 0,16

+ o*73

50,02

50,12

23 27 52,78

51,48

54,56

28

29
1816. June 16

21

28

23 20 1,40

23 17 16,13

23 22 29,42

23 27 50,73
23 18 3 *9 1

+ 0,76

+ 0,76

+ 1*15

~f- o,S8

'0,11

51,46

50,45
23 27 52,31

51*23

53*61

1818. June 1

1

12

18

20
22

24
30

23 4 50,08

23 9 2,50

23 25 20,22

23 27 26,32

23 27 55*72

23 26 44,04
23 13 20,25

— 0,76— 0,64

+ 0*33

+ 0,67

+ 0,51

+ °*35— 0,42

23 27 49,23

53*29

54 * 8 i

53*23

53*53
51*92

5 i ,53 l
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In the paper which I had the honour of presenting to the

Royal Society last year, I mentioned my doubts as to the quan-

tity of the maximum of the aberration of light, and that, as far

as could be ascertained from Dr. Bradley’s Wanstead obser-

vations with a zenith sector, we ought rather to adopt 20",oo

than 20",25. I also mentioned that it would be desirable to

investigate this point, and therefore during the last year, I

instituted a course of observations for this purpose, and I beg

leave to offer the results thereof.

No. Ob.

1

Max. Aber.

N P. D.
By Observations

in 1818 .

N.P.D.

Before.

a. Cassiopese 22
/•

20,72

0
/ 11

34 2 7 43>34 43>59
Polaris 2 3 20,73 1 39 44>55 44,27

a. Ursse Maj. 2 3 20,04 27 16 7.50 7,38
y 2 7 21,20 35 17 3+> 8 3 36,22
£ 3° 21,36 33 3 °> 26 <M 5

K 20 20,15 34 7 I 5 ’ 3 ! 17.63
* 21 21,12 39 46 2 9> I 5 2 9 37

166 20,80

By these the maximum appears to be 20",80, which is much
greater than I had expected. While these observations were

going forward, Mr. Bessel's work above mentioned was

published. From several investigations in the Greenwich

observations of Dr. Bradley, he also deduced the maximum
= 20",70, nearly. These results certainly appear extraor-

dinary, and are not likely to be acknowledged by astrono-

mers, unless they shall be established by a great number of

observations.

My results were computed with great care, allowances

being made for the ellipticity of the earth’s orbit. It is not

likely, supposing the velocity of the light of all the stars
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to be the same, that the result can err more than t of a

second.*

By continuing the observations, I hope to obtain farther

information on this interesting point. And it appears to be

an enquiry deserving of the joint co-operation of astronomers.

Those instruments which admit of observing each star,

without a reference to other stars, seem best adapted thereto.

It is not likely that the maximum of aberration differs in

different stars
;
yet this ought not to be taken for granted.

The mean N.P. D. Jan. 1, 1818, deduced from former

observations, have been put down as a proof of the consist-

ency of my instrument. ^Ursae Majoris is the only star in

which the difference is worth notice. Whether this differezice

is from the error of observation, or from any uncertainty in

the proper motion of the star, it is difficult to say. Three

results reduced by Bradley's refraction are as follow.

N.P.D. Jan. i, 1815.

My observation, 1812 34
0 6' 19",99

Mr. Pond's observation, 1815 18 ,92

My observation, 1818 17 ,67

A comparison of independent results is for many reasons

much to be desired. I offer the above principally with

a view of calling the attention of astronomers to such

investigations.

• The observations of Mr. Pond with the fixed telescope, may be adduced as con-

trary to my results ; because with this maximum of aberration, his summer and win-

ter differences of N. P. distance of (3 Auriga and a. Cygni would differ by i" in a

direction contrary to parallax. But it also seems to show the necessity of exact deter-

mination of the precise quantities of the equations for N. P. D. before any conclu-

sive arguments respecting the non-existence of parallax, from observations of the

positions of stars relative to each other, can be adduced. In observations by the eight

feet circle this is not so necessary, as has been before mentioned.
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It appears to me, that the only method by which an expla-

nation of the difficulties that have occurred, from a compa-

rison of the Greenwich observations and of those made at

this Observatory, can be obtained, is from an extensive series

of observations of many stars, referring each to the apparent

zenith point. I am therefore pursuing such a course of ob-

servations. Conclusions as to the existence or non-existence

of parallax, from comparisons of the relative places of stars

taken indiscriminately, must be liable to much uncertainty,

whether the comparisons be made by polar distances or by

right ascensions. The former being affected by the uncer-

tainty of refraction, may, at first view, be thought more sub-

ject to error than the latter ; but a careful consideration of

the circumstances attending the latter method, will show that

it has its peculiar difficulties.*

* As Mr. Bessel’s determination of the maximum of aberration has been referred

to, it may also be right to mention his results respecting the parallax of certain

stars. He uses transit observations of stars nearly opposite in right ascension (p. 1 10.

&c.) Thus he finds the sum of the parallaxes of Sirius and a Lyras insensible, and

the sum of the semi-parallaxes of Procyon and a Aquilae, nearly 1". This method of

using the transit observations is undoubtedly far preferable to that of using them

indiscriminately. With respect to the observations Mr. Bessel had to compute

from, I think it must be allowed they were not sufficiently exact, to give much weight

to his conclusions. The methods of observing with the transit, and of entering the

observations, were then far inferior to the present. This objection, however, does

not apply to the observations of the pole star, and therefore does not affect the maxi-

mum of aberration deduced from the observed right ascension of that star.

Observatory, Trinity College, Dublin, February 13 , 1819.
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XVIII. On some new Methods of investigating the Sums of

several Classes of infinite Series. By Charles Babbage, Esq.

A. M. F. R. S.

Read April 1, 1819.

The processes which it is the object of this paper to explain,

were discovered several years since
;

but certain difficulties

connected with the subject, which I was at that time unable

to explain, and which were equally inexplicable to several of

my friends, to whom I had communicated these methods,

induced me to defer publishing them, until I could offer some

satisfactory solution.

These observations refer more particularly to the second

method which I have detailed in this paper, and which may

not inappropriately be called the method of expanding hori-

zontally and summing vertically. Some traces of this method

may, perhaps, be found in former writers, and particularly

in a paper by Professor Vince, “ On the Summation of Se-

ries," printed in the Philosophical Transactions for 1791 ; but

there exists this peculiarity in that which I have employed, that

after a certain number of the vertical columns are summed,

all the remainder either vanish, or else have some common
factor. This method, which I employed about the year 181s,

gave the values of a variety of series whose sums had not

hitherto been known, most of which were apparently correct,

but some of the consequences which followed were evidently

erroneous. About this time, Mr. Herschel, to whom I had

mdcccxix. K k
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communicated these anomalous results, by following a very

different course, arrived at several general theorems, which,

when applied to the series I had obtained, gave the same

results. This coincidence at first increased my confidence

in the values so discovered, and I continued to examine the

reason why my own formulas were in some cases defective.

Mr. Herschei/s method was published in the Philosophical

Transactions for 1814; and it was not until some time after

that I perceived, that although the investigations were very

different, the fundamental principle was the same in both

methods. This induced me to attempt summing the same

series by a direct process, and I succeeded in obtaining their

sums by integration relative to finite differences, aided by

certain peculiar artifices. The results obtained by this new

plan, which is the first treated of in this paper, coincided with

those already found, and seemed to confirm their truth, with-

out in the least indicating the cause of the error : this cause

however I now began to suspect, and, after some enquiry,

I was at length able to detect. I have found that the method

of expanding horizontally and summing vertically, will always

lead to correct results, provided a certain series which I have

pointed out, is finite. I have also shown how to express this

series by a definite integral; and when this integral or this

series has a finite value, the method may be depended on.

In case this series or this definite integral is not finite, then

the value of the series* multiplied by zero, must be added to

* The investigation of this series is generally a task of considerable difficulty. I

have however given an example, wherein the correction thus found, added to the

sum indicated by the method we are considering, gives the true value of the series,

which in this case is one whose sum has been found by Euler.
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the sum given by this method. In this latter case, however,

the mode of summation which I have proposed, is not well

adapted for giving the sums of series ; its greatest advantage

is felt when the integral or series alluded to is finite : but

even in this case the criterion I have pointed out is not use-

less, for it serves to except certain particular values of the

variables, which would give incorrect results. Without this

criterion, or without something equivalent to it, I am inclined *

to think that the principle on which this method is founded,

although it will probably in many cases give accurate results,

will in others produce such as are not only numerically but

symbolically untrue. It is worthy of remark, that the me-

thod. of expanding horizontally and summing vertically
,
in many

instances, gives precisely the same formulas as the direct pro-

cess of integration
;
yet that that method attaches limitations

to them, which are necessary to their accuracy, but which are

not indicated by the method last mentioned.

Before I proceed to explain these two processes, it will be

convenient to prove that the values of all series of the forms

Ax (sin 0)
m

(cos 0)" + Ax2 (sin 20)
m

(cos 20)”
-}- Ax3

(sin 38)'”

(cos 30)"
j* &C.

A (cos_0>”

^

(sin 0)” + Ax
2

2 (COS 20)”1

(sin 20)” + Ax3

3

(cos 38)'"

(sin 38)” + &e.

depend on series of the form

(cos 6)
a + A

(COS 20)”
&C.

A x
sin 0

(cos 0)”
-{- Ax2

2

sin 20

(cos 20)” + &C.

A *
! A

**

(sin 0)” ‘ (sin 20)” ~f“ &C.

A x
cos 0

(sin 0)”
Ax°-

COS 20

(sin 20)”
&C.

and
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or else they depend partly on these and partly on other

series, containing the powers of the sines or cosines of an arc

in arithmetical progression in their numerators, which is a

species whose sums are easily found. For the sake of brevity,

I shall make use of the general term of any series with the

characteristic S prefixed to it to denote that series. Begin-

ning then with the series SA^ we observe that when

m is an even number, we have

SAx''^ii"=
(cos 20)*

:SAX
f i—(cos id)

2
-

1

.i 1

m

(COS 201*
=SAr l SAx‘

i (COS 20}”
2

+ 222.722—

2

2.4
SA-t'—-

—

i (cos 10)” +
— &c. («)

this series will always terminate when m is an even number

;

and if m is greater than n, the last term will have no cosines

in its denominator: if m=n, the last term will be SAa:'
-

; and if

m is less than the last term will be SA#' —l
-

; so that in
i (COS 20)”~m

all cases when m is an even number, the series in question

will depend on series of the form SAx' —1—
, or on others

i
fC0S 1 ^

whose sums are known.

Let us now consider the case ofm = an odd number; then

we have m—i

SA^ (sin i0)
m

(cos 20)*
SAjt'

sin 20.
|
i—(cos /0)

2

|

2

(cos 20)*

=SAjr''
(sin i0 m— i

(cos 20)"
SAx'

sin 20

(cos 20)

772-

22— 2
- - SAxy

sin 20

(cos 20)

72—

This series always terminates when m is an odd number
;
and

in a similar manner we shall find the two following

:
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• (cos id ' j
I—(sin z‘0)

a
}

2

C A ~i l c0s q A ~i± i =
(sin id)”

^

(sin z0)"

=SAo: iT-^
nt

(sin 20)"
SA-r*

.11—

2

m . m—2
’ 2.4

SAj;*-
7 2 (sin id)

when ra is an even number, and

cosz'0|i— (sin 20)
2

|
2 =

i (sin id)

m— x

(0

SA^i^= SAx i

(sin 20)"
1 1

cos id m—iv k cos 20

(sin id)"
-SAr

(sin id)”

W2— 1 . m—

3

(sin 20)
n—

2

2
. 4

SAi-^&c. (J)
T

i (sin 20)
^

when m is an odd number.

Let us now propose to investigate the sum of the series

Aar

+
A*2

Z

Ax*

+ 7(sin 0)" 1 (sin z0)" 1 (sin 30)"

Assume \|at = Ax + Ax2
-{- Ajt3 + &c.

I 2 3

Put v*
z for x ; then it becomes

= Av2* -j- AvAz
-j- Av ** -{- &c.

1 2 3

Integrate both sides, observing that £?/'*==^— then we have
7)431 716%

2V=AK +A^ + AK + fc
I 2 3

Integrate again, and after the ntb integration we shall have
ii'lx 7.+* n 6;c

= ^(^ZT> + A (^—77* + ^
(V=T7 + &c -

Nowletz>= cos 9 ± V— 1 sin then our equation becomes

(z\/ — i
)
n %n

^
tz=

A

(sin 0)" (sin 20)'

ytX 3 m

i" "i" A (sin 30)" “f” ^C -

Put z + — for z, and we have
• 2 ’

(,v- xy ^ =a^ + a
7
^+a^ + &c.
(sin 20)"

L

(sin 30)"
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=• A \n + A + A
rtn , flV + &C '

^

(sin 6)" 1 (sin 20)” ~T “ (sin 30)
n (0

If after the integration we had put v instead of v, and then

v= cos 9 + V— i sin 9
,
we should have found

”= A (TTef+ A
(sin 2ep+ A

(Fin 3^ + &C *123
—i —1 —3

A
(sin

0)*" ~l“ A (sin 20/1 ”i“ A (sin 30)” (2 )

Neither of the integrals exhibited in ( 1 )
and

( 2) are inte-

grate in the most simple cases, and it is only by their com-

bination that I have been able to obtain the sums of any series.

Let us suppose A= i, A =— 1, A= i, A = — 1, &c. then
2 3 4

ZJC -ftt

-2r;

V
-Kx
V V

2S+ tt

and 4”
“ ''=

: also let » = 1 ;

I+T/ T l+V

then the difference of the two series is

{

22+ J — 2Z— I "I "* „z 3
“ 3

I+x/
2^+i

\+ v
— 1

J
sin0 sin 20 sin 38

but the integral on the left side of this equation becomes

(21/— 1) S (
1

)

which is equal to — l (
z-\-b

) : hence, since

-2z—n

Zl= we have
2 log V

-* -3
X1—X 1 X5 X , o+ T7T7. + &0.
sin 20 1 sin 3©

.If# = 1, b= 0, and since log v — 9 \/—1, our series becomes

— See.

_I _2 .3

log a; x—x x*—x ^ xs—x
(3)0 sin 0 sin 20 * sin 30

let x= cos (5'jh y/— 1, sin (f ; then, since log x will become

9 ' \/

—

1, by dividing both sides by 2 s/— 1, we shall have

0' sin 6' sin 20'
,

sin 20' 0 , \

sin sin 20 sin 30
&C.

The series (3) is integrable when multiplied by and this

operation may be repeated any number of times; the first
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operation produces

(log xY x+ x

28 — 1 sin 0
1

•r
2
-fx X^+X

2 sin 20 3 sin 30

the value of the constant c, which is equal to the series

c==2 .
1

C 1 sin 0 2 sin 20
1

J
* — &C. }1

3 sin 38 3

cannot be determined from this equation, but by a second

dx

xmultiplication by — and again integrating, it may readily be

found : this second operation gives

(log xy log*
c , c

1
1

1
i
2
si

—I
X X Xm X

+ •— &c.2.3.0* 1 1*2 i
a sin 0 2 2

sin 20 ~T~ sin jQ

If x= 1
,
c= 0

,
put x= cos 0 -{- 1/— 1 sin 9, then we have

(0 v/_
f <=»-*SH+rfc l

=

2'/-1

*

2.3

From this equation the value of c may be found ; it is

,
1

1 f 0
2

, c ±1 )

Tl 6- + 2S“

}

1
J

The value of c thus found, we have the series

0 (. 6 * z
2

j 1 sin £

(log xy

2 .

0

and

(log x )
3

,

log x f 8
2

, _ e d:i') x—j?
1

,
- 2 -3

£ +2E . £*+£

2 sin 20 ~r
3 sin 30

&c. (5)

+ f 1 o — 1 •

0|6 "
j
2

3 i
2 sin0 2 1

sin 20 1

3
2
sin 38

In the first of these put x = cos 9 -{- —

1

sin 9, and it be-

+ (6)

6 i
I o ± I cot

comes — -7- 4- — S =
6 1 0 Z

2
I

cot 20 . cot 30 — &c. (7)

* Throughout the course of this Paper I shall have continual occasion to employ

the series — —
-f
-h — &c . ; they can always be expressed by means of the num-

1 2 3~ 7

bers ofBERNOuiLLi, and tile powers of x, and for the sake of brevity I shall always

"4**
j

denote them by S ,J jin
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By continuing to multiply (3) by ^ an^ integrating, it is easy

to perceive that we should arrive at the two following theo-

rems*

, 2k Szk— Z
(lQg-0^

I (lQg xt . r I &c 4- c =
1.2..2k.Q ^ I.2...2&— 2

’
*

,

I Zk— I

— *

x-\-x

— 2,

xz +x

z
2k-'sin 2 6

+ 3^_, sin 3&2 £—- I -

i sin

(
8 )

sanj^L +te<H c+&c. +^c =
I.2..2&+I.0 ^ I.2..2&— I

1

2^—1

- X

a:— a?

i
2
^sin

xz—x

2
Z^

s 'in 20
+ _i!=£__&c.

3
2
^sin 36

the constants c, c, c, &c. may easily be determined from each

1 3 5

other the value of c has been already found, that of c and c

’
1 3 5

are as follows

:

r— i-S— 4-— S— +t;— e
o

z

-

4 t 5
^ “ 360

c=^ Sf+^s#+ 2£0 s^-H’
5

___ QS 3i

360
0

i
1

"
1
“ p

5040

a variety of series are deducible from those of (8) ; I shall

only mention two of them ;

cot 9 cot 20 . cot 30

zk-—l „2& 1 „2A 1

and
sin 0'

sin 0

2— '
3

1 sin 20'

lk '

sin 20 + . ”i£_&c
3
i4 sin 30

Returning to the formulae (i) and (2) by addition and

subtraction, we shall have when n is even

r zz + n —2z—nl
(*— +(-# j

—

A »+»*
1 a

s (sin 0)
n”

2

xz+x
(sin 20)” + A x3 +~3

(sin 30)
- + &C.
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and when n is an odd number,

257

= A
—i

X X

(sin 0)"

—2
X

"" +A (sin'2~* + A x5—

x

(sin 30)'* + &C.

From these expressions it appears, that the reason why we

have succeeded in the integrations is, because we had so as-

sumed %{/, that the sum, ^

v

zz+n
+i!/v

m ”
'

is a constant quantity

;

the same success must follow whenever this condition is ful-

filled : and hence, we have a method of discovering the sums

of a great variety of series, containing the powers of the sines

of arcs in arithmetical progression in their denominators, by

solving the functional equation -{- ipv~
m2z~ n

=c. This

is fortunately one of a class whose general solution I have

arrived at ;* it is

2z+ n

—zz—n

2z+n cpv

~..zz +n
i

—2Z-
<pv +<pv

— or ^x = c<px

q>x + <p —
X

In the example I have employed n was supposed equal to

unity ; if this is not the case, we should have found

(2V— 1Y f
2±

~*

_i_
j3±x

'3

- &cV * V
1

)
(
S i n e)« (sin 20)” ^ (sin 3

0)»
<XL *

If in the functional equation we put c = i, and <px = tan' x ,

2 ml

then we have -\x~- tan x, and

(2V-0”5”(0= |{T7i^
x3±x* + Xs±x

p
&C.}(sin 0)” 3 (sin 3 0)

n
•

5 (sin 50)”

the upper or under sign being used as n, is even or odd; if

n= 1, the constant is zero; and we have

It log X X—X1

20 I sill 0

x3—x X 3—

X

Q_

3 sin 3 0
"T"

5 sin (9)

MDCCCXIX.

* See Philosophical Transactions for 1817, p. 202.

LI
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this may be multiplied by and integrated any number of

times in the same manner as (3), and the results would be

2

+ c+&a+c =
1 . 2 ... 2k

-I
X+ X

i
ai sinl

1 , 2 .

.

2k 2

J 3 +ic
3

3
2i sin 38

x 5
-f .r

zk—.1

&C.

20

q°g--)
2 * +l

. (iog^)
2 *-

1 . 2 .

.

2^+1 '

—I
X X

zk+ I •

I sin

1.2..2k—

1

x 3—

x

zk+ 1 . „

3
^ sin 39

5
U sin 50'

c + &c. +
1

1

i
xi—X o+ -TTTT &C.

(h 1
)

C

2k-

2& + I . n
5 sin 5

0

"f"
s
l sin 50

&C. |(l,2)

and these constants may be determined one from the other

in the same manner as the former. I shall only give the

value of the first, in order to compare the value of the series

to which it is equal, with the sum of the same series deduced

in another manner.

710
, 2 ^ ±1 __ f I I

L
1 2 ' 0 2i+ i

3 ^
| i

2
sin 0 3* sin 30 1 5* sin 50

In order to ascertain, the sums of series which contain cosines

in their denominators, we must use an artifice which I shall

now explain.

Assuming as before -tyx = Ax -f- Ax
2

-f- Ar3 -|- &c, and put-
I 2 3

ting v2z for x, we have

ypv
2z = AvZz

-{- Av4z + Av6z
-f- &c.

1 2 3

If we were now to integrate this, we should introduce into

the denominator of any term vil— l ;
but we want to introduce

the same expression with the signs of both terms positive. If

we multiply both sides by (— i)
a and then integrate, we shall

have first

(—l) Av2x (—1) + i)
K

+ Avtz (—i) + &c.
1 2 3
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And since A (

—

1)* v
21z= — (— i)

z
v
ZIZ + 21 — (— i)* v2lz =

— (y
21

-j- i
)
(— i )

z
v™ we find

S(— l)* v2iz=
w4i+ i

Integrating each term separately, we have

^fr-=-{A^ +A^+A^+ fc!
1 2

3

Let this integration be repeated n times, it will give

(— i)*4'»“*=A
v*x(— i)

(W*+I)" + A »**(— i)

(v*+iy
;A v%=±r + &c.

(ft°-f- l) n 1

Let v= cos $V— i sin 9, and z -f ~ for z
;

this becomes

(^.a)*S"(— 1 )‘ ““ ^V2z + n—(-O' 1

2
(cos 20)"

+ fl^VF + &cd
And finally,

(
— S)

n
(

2
) ^ + A

(cos 0)”
A
7c°s

A
( Cos 30)

n

1 2
3

X •Xfi

== A
(COS 0)

n A
(COS 20)” “l" A (cos 30)

n ^C
- ( 1 >s)

The integrations here indicated will, as in a former instance,

generally surpass the powers of analysis in its present state

;

but a contrivance similar to that which has been already

stated, will in many cases elude the difficulty: the artifice

consists in investigating another similar series arranged ac-

cording to the descending powers of the variable, integrating

it in the same manner as we have that marked
(
1 ,3 ), and

adding these two results, we shall in many cases have a func-

tion which is integrable, and the two series become equal in

the case of 1 = 1 . By commencing with the descending

+
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—2# -4*

series -tyv
~= Av + Av + Av + &c. multiplying by (— 1)

i 2 5

and integrating, we shall get the expression

(-*)’ (-*)* S”(-iT +T-’=A (cos 0)"

—
V

(COS 20 )"

= A

2 ' ' 3

£ 4- A—- 4- A - 4- &r
(COS 0)" ~

2
(cos 20)" ~ (COS 30)'1 *

(cos. 30)"

(m)
There occur very few cases in which it is possible to execute

the integrations in (1,3) and (1,4); by adding the two toge-

ther, we have

(—»)>(—1)*2"(—i7{V”+"+^“-”}=A^+A*‘+r

+ A x3 +x
(cos 30)

• 4- &c.
n I

(cos 20)"

( 1 .5 )

Here we may observe that the new series is exactly double ei-

ther of the others ( 1 ,3) or
(
1 ,4) when x= 1 ; also, that the inte-

gration on the left side can be executed any number of times,

whenever $v
2x+n

ypv“~
2z~ n

is a constant quantity; the forms

of the function ip, which fulfil this condition, have already

been given. Let then A= 1, A =— 1, A= 1, &c.
l+x

1 2 3

and since >pv
zz+ n

>pv'~
zz~ n = 1, we have

-1 ,
-z

,
-3

x+ x X + X . X3 +X . oT + &C -

&c.

( —-2) (
1) 2

(
’l)

- (cos 0)” (cos z9)n
* (cos 30)

a

These integrations are easily executed ; and commencing with

72=1, we have

• (-*?£=£+ & (-!)= 1 +* K-iY= -£| +
In order to determine the constant b, put x = cos 9 + V— 1

sin 9 ;
then, since % in that case becomes we have

1+26V— 1 2 2 2 —- 2 + &c. = 1

&c
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hence b= 0 ,
and we have

1 _ *_±£ _ a_l±Z + fl±i! — &c . ( 1
,
6 )* cos 9 cos 26 1 cos 39

v

Continuing to integrate, it will be found that all the constants

are zero, and we shall arrive at the following theorem;
-1

x-\-x x+x ,
-3

+ — &C.

-3

1
(COS 0

)
71 (cos 20/ * (COS 30)

Let x —— x, then it becomes

_ 1 — J+
~
xI

J_ -x
* +
~*

_l_ _L &c1
(cos 9)" (cos 29)" “ (COS 39)" •

Putting x= 1 in both these, we have

J.S- 1 ! L
2 (COS 9y (COS 29)” ‘

+ +
(cos 39)”

I

&C.

(1.7)

(1.8)

0 ,9 )

(2.0(COS 0)° (COS 20). ”1 (COS 30).
”1”

I propose in the next place to determine the value of the

series

i
2
^ (cos 9)” 2

Z
^(C0S 29)"

+
3
2
*(C0S 39 )”

— &C.

This may be accomplished by multiplying (1 ,7) by and in-

tegrating; this operation, being performed on it 2* times, will

produce the series: whose sum is required ;
the first integra-

tion gives
— A

log X . X X

i » ^
i (cos 9)"

— 2

x1—

x

x1— x

2 (COS 29)" • 3 (COS 39)”

Ifx= 1, c= 0, the second operation gives
-2

x%+ x(log
. c __£+£

1.2 ‘

^
1
2
(cos 9)” 2* (COS 29)"

— &c.

See.

If W = 1
2,71

4- &c.
I
4 (COS 9)" 2 Z (cos 29)”

In order to determine c
2 n

put x == cos 0 + v7— 1 sin 9
,
then

we have
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0
1

— 4• c =
7 8 7.11 \- &c. = c

s?z— I
1 2,n-

i (cos 0y1- 1

2* (cos 6)
f

The equation c
z n
— c

z n_ l

= ~ being integrated, gives

. n 0*
,

7

c — — — 4- b
2,71 2 2 1

If n = o c
9
=6=^-4-+-,— &c. = aS^-'

2,0 I
1 2s > , 1

It I

i
1

Hence

flog. a?)
2

2,71
— + 2S — and
2 1 /*

. 71 0
1

, o ± i+ - • —h sS—

:

1
I 2 1

Z
l1.2

1
jr + x'

i*(cos 9)
n

s*+ + x 3 o , .

21(C0S 20)'1

j
2
fcOS30)” v )

These integrations being repeated, we shall arrive at the two

following expressions:

_i_ Oog *)
2k-2

c . &r .
(i°g*)

2

r , , . , __
1.2... 2k *

J . 2 , , 2k—

2

2>n T“ MC* i — Czk-2,n -h Czk,n —
- X + X

,—

I

x
2 +x~z r 3 _L jr 3

L &c
I
Z
*(C0S 0)

n
2
2^( COS 20)”

~
3
2
*(cos 3 0)

n ~

+ J!2£il!!l! c + &c.c. =
1 . 2 .. 2A +1 1

1 . 2 . . 2*— I 2,n 1 2^,n

(
2 >3)

x “~ x
- UZ1 L -

* a "
grC

J
2^ + ! (COS0)

M
2
2* +, (C0S 20)” 3

Z^+ ^cos 0)
n

It now becomes necessary to determine the value of c
zkn ,

v\ hich is equal to twice the sum of the series we are investi-

gating ; for if x— 1

2 —2X X r3_ x 3

2k>n
i
zA

(cos 0)” 2
2\cos 20)” 3

2
^(cos 30)”

For this purpose put in the first of the equations
(
2

,3)
x=.

cos 0+ t/-i sin 0
,
then the series on the right hand is equal

to c
zkn __ l

7
and we have for determining c

zkn
the equation of

finite differences.

<*£=£ + 1 , (v-.^r4
, +&C. + C, = *.r |. 2 .. 2k—-2 2,71 * l.2..2k—

4

4,« 1 1 2R,7l 2R,Tl— I

— &c.

1.2 ... , 2 k
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In order to integrate this equation, let us suppose c
zk n

to

f/

represent the co-efficient of r 2k
in the developement of —

where a (r) — 1 -j- Ar* -j- B

r

4
-|- Cr -j- &c.

f(r)
- = 1 4-re2

-I- r*c + &c.
n 1 z,n 1

4 ,n 1 6>n *
then . .

{a.r) n * z,n 4

If this be multiplied by ar, it becomes .

—

-

-

r^- = 1 4- fc 4- r
4
c 4- r

a
c, -f-

(
ar

)

n— 1
1 2 >n 1 4>w

r
2A 4- r*Ac 4- r

sAr
1 *-» * 4,TO

2, TO

r
4B + r‘Br

+ r
6C

But the co-efficient of r
2
* in this series is equal to c

ik h__ i

hence
Ac2^-2,TO+ BC2^- 4,to+

&C - = ^,TO-I

This equation will become the one in question, if we make

A = B=&=» C= (8/--> 6

&c.
1.2 1.2. 3.4 1. 2..

This produces

* -I- (V-0* g 4. 4-&c -r
1.2 2*— 2,toT- 1. 2.3.4 2^— 4 ,nT <XU ~

2k,n— l

We have now only to determine the form of f(r), and this

may be easily accomplished since the values of are known

;

for if we put n = 0

f(r)= 1 4- r‘c
2 a + r‘c^

o+ r\
o+ See.

= 1 + 2)’S~ 4- 2r*s + 2/S^i 4- &c.

Therefore c
2k n

is equal to the co-efficient of r
ik

in the deve-

lopement of
~+~ t +1

1 + 2r*S— + 2r4 S — 4- Sec.
I l4

(cos rb)n

Or if (cos r&)~
n= 1 + A 0

2
r
2

-f- B' 6V3+ C' 6V+ &c. then
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c*-= 2S7i + •a/ st§=t + 2B/si^ + +
The quantity may now be considered as completely

determined, since it only depends on the co-efficients of (cos

and the series marked by S=^, both which quantities are

known ;
the latter being given by the powers of tt and numbers

of Bernouilli, whilst the values of the former in functions

of n are given by Legendre, in his Exercise de Calcul Inte-

gral, vol. iii. art. 149, 155.

In (2,3) let x — 1, and we have

L c = 1

2 2k,n i
2i(cos 6)" + — &C. (2,4)2**(COS 20)n * 3

l
(

iCOS 30)
n

And if we put x= v in the other series, it becomes

“ f (
-e2)

*
- <— s2)^—

1

, &cc ,(=«!>,. ,j_ r 7

2 I1.2..2A + X ‘ i.z..zk—i 2,n* 1.2.3 2k— 2,n' 1
2k,n^

sin 0 sin 20 ,
sin 20 „ . .

T» +Tai+, &C - (
2 .5)

1
2k + I

{cos 0 )’
1

2
2^+ ,

(COS 20)" 3
2^+ I

(COS 3
e)

?

If n == l this series becomes

tan 0 tan 20

,2^+1 +
tan 30

,
2k+ i

— &C.
(
2 .
6

)
i
2*+ 1 z y

The series (2,4) may be changed into another, which con-

tains sines both in the numerator and the denominator, for

it is equal to

2 2k,n l
2k \sin0. cos0

sin n l I sin 20
,

1 /
sin 3 9 „

2 ri
\
sin 20. cos 20/ * 3

14
\ sin 3©. cos 36

/

But this becomes, since sin Q. cos 0 = i sin 2d

2k,n

— 1

1

\ sin 0

^sin 20

1 /sin 20 \n sin 30\»

sin 60 /

&C. (2.7)

By applying the theorems [a],
(
b ), (r), and

(
d

)
to the series

whose sums we have now investigated, we shall arrive at the

value of many others which contain the powers of tangents
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and co-tangents in arithmetical progression, thus (1,9) com-

bined with (a) will produce

(sin 0 )

a
* (sin 2

0

)
a
*

,
(sin 30)

a4

-r
“

(COS 0
)

ra (cos 20 )" 1 (cos 30 )
n

But the left side of this equation is equal to ~ (l— i)*= o.

Hence

See.

_ (sin 0)
5

(sin 20)
ai

(cos 20)" "T"

(sin 30)
1{

&C. (2,8)(cos 0)
n (cos 20)" ~ (COS 30)

n

And if n = 2k, this produces a series of tangents

0 = (tan Qy*—
-
(tan 20)®*+ (tan &c. (2,9)

By means of the theorems already referred to, we may in-

troduce into the numerators of each term of the series (2,4)

the even powers of the sines of the same arcs whose co-sines

occur in the denominator
:
putting l = ~

,
we shall have

£ {
C
2k,n

—

7
C
2k,n-2+

lj

TT C
2k,n~4~-

&C
* }
=

(sin 0)
a?

i
w(cos 0)

n

(sin 20)
24

+ (sin 30)**

3
a4(cos 30)"

~ &c. (3,1)2 24(COS 20)n

And if 11= 2/, this becomes

2"
\.
C
2k,zl 7 C

2k,2l— 2~^~ 1.2
C
2k,2l—\ ^C

* }

(tan 0)
az (tan 20)

%l
,

(tan 30)
a;

• ^ H jol

If we call the sum of the series (2,5) A^
w ,

and if we apply

to it the formula (6), we shall have

(3.2)

1.1—1
_ a

|

li> '

i k,n—2 * 1.
A, — &C. =

4

(sin 0)
2^+ I

l
z*+V;os0)K

(sin 20)
2 ^+ 4

(sin 30)
2t “f'

+
2
2/c+ i(

C0S 2 g)« 3
Z^+ 1

(cos 30)
?i

And if w = 2/ + 1 ,
this becomes

A, . .
— — A, . + &c. =

&c. (3.3

(tan Ci)
3/+ 1

(tan i9
)

8<4 '
,

(tan 36)^+ :

,2fe+I

M m
2
2& -j~ I

&c. (3.4)

MDCCCXIX.
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In the equation (1,4,) if we make ^x = tan
—I

x, we shall find

. n . z n . x—z C — i 2z-\-n — i — 2z—

n

7

(—2) (—1) 2 (
— 1 ) {tan 77 + tan v

}
—

a n= (-2) (- 1
) 2 (- 1

)

'

+

x+ x— 1

71 -5 froci(cos 0)” 3 (cos 3©)" * 5(cos 56)"

If the integrations here indicated are performed, it will be

found that all the constants vanish, and ultimately that

x+x~ X 5 +X—3

If X= 1

1 (cos 0)” 3(cos 30)” ~ 5 (cos 5 0)"+ XS -j- x 5

&C.

+ 5(cos 50)”
— &C.

4 i(cos0)” 3 (cos 30)*

dx
If we multiply (3,5) by — and integrate, we have

T log * + c = X—

X

t 3

+ r 5—x 5

(3.5)

(3.6)

&c
- (3.7)l (cos0)” 3*(cos 38)” 1 5*(cos 50)"

If x= 1 C = 0, let a: = cos 6'+ V-i sin O', then we have

w0' sin 0' sin 30'
,

sin 50'

2 4- — &c. (3,8)i*(cos 0)" 3 (cos 30)” * 5 (cos 5©)"

The equation (3,7) may be multiplied any number of times by

—
,
and integrated ; and the constants thus introduced may be

determined in the same manner as those of the equations (2,3);

these operations will give the values of series of the following

form

:

x+x,—

1

X^ -\-X 3

+ c5 -f x 5

j2& + I

(
cos 0)

H
2
2^^' i

(cos 30)
tt

s
2k+\cos$)H

— &C.

x—

x

1 —

x

1

1
* 5—

x

5
• -7 — h —; CxC.
i
2
*(cos 0)” 3

2\cos 30) 5
2
*cos 5©

Numerous other series might be found by satisfying the equa-

tion -tyx -|- ^ -j =J, whose sums would be given by this pro-

cess ; and if instead of putting for x, we had substituted ax

for x, where the function u is determined by the equation

ofx= x , many others would be discovered. This artifice is
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only a particular case of a much more general principle, which

is of use in discovering certain values of the variable, in which

a series admits of summation, but which generally is not

expressible in finite terms. The principle is as follows : let

K denote any operation, such as integration, either with respect

to differential or finite differences, or any other operation, pro-

vided only K(X+ T) = KX+ KT Now let

K\J/i37 A^x —
J— -j- A^.£3

-|—

Put ax, a*x , . .

.

an
~~

'x for x, and the results will be

JCvJ/a:#= A
x
aX -J- A 2atr

2

-J- A^aX3
-j-’

A
t
a2X -}- A

2
oiOC

2

-J- A^a
3x3

-|“

&c. &C.

= A
x
an
" lx+ A

2
«m“V+ A

3

^“ ,
a?

3+
By adding all these together, we shall have + fa* -f-

V-z+ See. \!>a
n \r

j
equal to a series whose general term is

+ aX -j- aX+ Sec. -J-
«” ‘a?! . Now supposing we can-

not perform the operation denoted by K on the function fa,

yet if t|/ is of such a form that -\x -{- fax -f- Sec. -f- -fycc
n~ lx is

equal to a function on which the operation K can be executed,

then calling this new function 4^, we shall have

Kifqa?= SA
f
^x' -J— ax'-f—..ot

1 I
cj?*

And if a is such a function that anx= x, a great variety of

forms for may be found, which will satisfy that condition.

Now let x be determined by the equation x= ax, and r being

any root of this, we have r— ar=za2r= Sc = an
~ l

r.

Consequently our equation becomes

K^o; = nSAfzss n^Ar-\~Ar 2

fa A

f

3mh A^ 4
-j“ &c.|
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provided we put r for x afrer the operation K is executed;

that is, we have found the values of the series

Ajj,* -j- A
2
je* 4* A x® 4"* &c.

in the particular cases of x which satisfy the equation ctx— x.

I shall now explain another method of deducing the sums

of a variety of series, which comprehend amongst them all

those which are contained in the former part of this paper

;

it rests fundamentally on the following formulae, which have

long been known

:

It is unnecessary to give proofs of these and other similar

ones which have been frequently noticed, as they may be very

easily demonstrated.

Let fx be any function of x developeable in even powers

of x, then f(x)= A Bx*4- Gz4+ Dx°-{- &c.

Divide both sides by x2i
,
then it becomes

For x
,
put successively lx, 2x, 3a?, 4/v, &c. and let the alter-

nate series be taken negatively ; these being arranged under

each other, we have

Part II.

0= i
6n— 2

Z
”+ 3

*n— 4
2
” + &c,

4— cos 0— cos 20 -{- cos 3 9— &c.

4 = cos 0 + COS 20 4“ COS 3^ ”1“ &c.

zkjlk ,zk zk
2 X 2 X

Zk— 2xZk~Z
B

B

+ &c. + K + LxV+ M#V+
*— &c.— K—LxV— Mx*2*

—
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-M.= + _A_ + .

E
. 4- &c. + K + Lxs

3*+ Mx'3"+
3
2k

v
Zk > fkXZk ‘ f k— ZXZk

~~Z ' ‘ ‘ ° ‘

- fyl ^ 5-r &c.— K— Lx*4?-MjV—
4
2^2A fk-2x2k—2

Scc. &c.&c.

If vve add the vertical columns, we shall have on the left side

of the equation the series

1
f

X1
* l l

U
f( 2*) ,

f(3*) f(+»)
| }

2* “T “T |

and the right side of the equation consists of three kinds of

terms, those which contain negative powers of x, one which

does not contain x, and the remaining ones which contain

positive powers of x. With respect to these last, they are all

of the form Oi s; {

i

2?— 2’’+ 4®'+ &c
* }

;

an<^ as the series

which multiplies Oaf* is equal to zero, all those vertical columns

which contain even powers of x will vanish : the term which

is independent on x is

K— K-j-K— K-f- &c.= -|K

and those terms which contain negative powers of x, may be

represented by the expression S All the vertical columns

being summed, we shall have the equation

f(x) f(2x)
,

f(3x)

jZ/c
2
2k ‘ ^2k

&c - — AS
~fk + BS

-fk=r2 +

+ + &c - + i K (
A

)

As the operations by which we have arrived at this expres-

sion have been given at length, it will be unnecessary to

repeat them with the slight modifications which would be

required for cases nearly similar. Thus, if we suppose the

function fx developeable according to the odd powers of

x, and if we divide both sides of the equation by x2k+l and
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repeat the same process we have already explained, we shall

arrive at the following theorem :

f(g) f(2X)
,

f(3*)

j2fc+I 22*+I '

3
2^+* 42*+* '

'

= A*S-±| + + &C. + i K (B)

Let f(0) be any function of 0 developeable in the form

f(0) = A + B cos 5 + C cos 20 + D cos 39 &c.

a very similar process to that which has been already explained

will give the

f(9)-f(a«) + f(S«)-&c. =2£ (C)

and if f(0) = A cos 9 -|- B cos 2 9 + C cos 30 -f- &c. a similar

course will produce the equation

f(d) + f(2«)+f(3#) + &c. = -if(o) (D)
If a function is developeable in even powers of x, then its

second function is developeable in the same manner, and so

are all its higher functions ; therefore if f
x
and f are two func-

tions developeable in even powers of x, such that

fr= A1+ BV-f CV+ &c.

f
x
f ”jt = A + C.z

4+ &c.

Then (A) will become

Jii 2li
*

3
2i cxCC. —

= AS "7F + + &c - + J K (
E

)

These theorems marked (A), (B), (C), and (D), although

they possess a very great degree of generality, are not entirely

without restriction; it appears at first sight that they are

applicable to all functions which have the prescribed condi-

tion of being expansible in even powers of the variable ; such

was my opinion of them when I first discovered them
; but
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several results which were evidently incorrect, soon convinced

me that some limitation existed, of whose nature I was not

aware: it was not until some years after, that I found out

the cause of the fallacies which had perplexed me; and still

more recently, I discovered that the series on whose sum their

truth or falsehood depended, might be expressed by a definite

integral. By applying the criterion, which I shall presently

explain, we cut off a great variety of series whose sums are

erroneously given by the method in question
; whether this

criterion does not exclude some series whose sums are cor-

rectly given, is a point which I do not consider yet completely

decided ;
the difficulties to which the application of acknow-

ledged principles have in this instance conducted us, appear

worthy of the attention of mathematicians. A more strict

method might have been pursued in determining the sum of

that part of the series which is neglected ; but this in general

leads to such differential equations, as cannot afford us much

assistance. I have, however, given one example of this

method, and I have shown that when the part which had been

neglected, as being apparently equal to zero (but which is in

fact a finite quantity,) is added to the sum furnished by the

method ofexpanding horizontally and summing vertically
, the true

value of the series results. This confirms the explanation I

have given of the reason of the apparent failure of that

method. /

It will be sufficient to point out the cause which leads to

error, and to determine the conditions on which its existence

depends for one only of the series
;
suitable modifications of

the reasoning will readily suggest themselves for the others.

I shall therefore, at present, consider the theorem (A). If
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we turn to the process employed in its investigation, we may
remark, that the vertical column Lx2 (iW+ 3

a- 4*+ &c.)

has been neglected, because the series which enters into it as

a 'factor is equal to zero; so also the vertical column Mjc4
(i

4 —
&c.) is neglected for the same reason, and similarly

for all the remaining vertical columns. Now, although it

would be perfectly correct to omit any one, or even any finite

number of these vertical columns, as being multiplied by a

factor equal to zero, yet it is not legitimate to neglect an

infinite number of terms, each multiplied by zero, unless it

can be proved that the sum of all the terms so multiplied is

not an infinite quantity: this, then, is the latent cause of the

false results at which I arrived at the commencement of these

enquiries. I shall now explain how they may be obviated, or

rather how to assign the condition on which the truth of the

theorems just deduced depend. We have considered the

series of terms

Lx2

(1
2— 2

2+ 3
2— &c.) + M<r4

(i
4— 2

4
-j- 3

4— &c.) -j-

+ Mu;

6

(
l
6— 2

e

-f-
3®— &cc.

) + &c.

as equal to zero. Any one of the series which here multiply

the powers of x, may be considered as arising from the series

1
2
*y— 2

2
”/ -f 3 &c.

W hen y = 1, call this series K
n (y), and instead of making

y = 1 ,
let y= 1 +0, which differs from unity by the infinitely

small quantity o ;
then we shall have

K«( 1+ °)=: c
z,n° + c3,«°

a

-f“ &c -

Where

-or- i
2M—

2

2w
-|-3

2m-&c. ^
2)W
= i

2M + i- — &e.

by substituting this value of K
w ( 1 + o) in the series we had

neglected, we shall find
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{LzrCj j-f Mx*c
1>2

-\- NxV,
3
+ &c.

j

+ 0 {LrV2)I+ Mx*c
2>2+ Nx6

c
2j3+ Scc.

j

+ °
2

{
LrV3,i+ MxV3,2+ Nx#t

3,3+ &c
-

}

+ o
3

1
LxV

4>i+ MxV
4j2+ NxV

4)3 + &c.
]•

-{- &c. &c.

The first line vanishes on account of the value of c
l n ,

and

since 0 is an infinitesimal, the second line will be larger than

the sum of all the rest, provided the multiplicators of the

powers of 0 are finite ; if therefore the series LrV
2 I+ Mx*c

2 2

+ N*rV^
3
+ &c. is finite since it is multiplied by 0, we may

neglect the whole of the above expression: our next step

must be to determine whether the series

La?2

1
1
3— 2 3

-j- 3
3— &c.

|
4- Mx4

|
i

s— 2
5

-}- 3
5— See.

J
+

4- N<a?
6

1
1

7— 2
7

-J- 3
7— See.

| + &c.

is finite or infinite. It has been observed by Euler, that the

following relations exist between the direct and reciprocal

powers of the natural numbers.

1 — 2 + 3 — 4 + &c. = + + p + &c.
]•

1
3— 2 3+ 3

3— 4
3+ &c. = — 2 ^{i + + T + &c.

j

l
5— 2

s
-\- 3

5— 4
5

-f* &c. = 4-2
{

1 + ~p + je + &c.
|

1
7— 2

7

4- 3
7— 4

7+ &C. = — 2^-7 {i 4- -p+ £+ &c.
j

&c. &c.

These latter being substituted for their equals, we have

— + p + &c.
)
+ +

+ 7 &c. - sNx'^4 + + 4 + &c. + See.
5 I \

i° •

3
s 1

s°

The series which now multiplies each term is in all cases

mdcccxix. N n
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less than 2, consequently this expression will be finite or in-

finite, according as the series.

-Lx''-^+ - Nx‘i^Z + &c .

w * ir w 1

is so or the contrary: the product 1.2 ...n may be expressed

by means of a definite integral, thus

:

L*...n=Sdv( log ±y [—

]

These products being replaced by the integral, we have

~fdv{— L(^)
2
(log -i

-)
3 + M(A

)

4
(log i )5_N(-i) 6

(log -i
)

7 + See
.

}

Ios v )

2 + M(v 1ost)
4— N(v Ios vf+ &c-}

Now in order to determine the sum of this series, which evi-

dently depends on the function f(.r), let us assume

f(x) a B

2k .zk 2k—

2

&c.— K = %(#)

then we have

%(*) = Lz*-{- N.r
6

-f- &c.

And if we put ——- log instead of x , it becomes

x{
X^°g vl = - L(f '°S v)

2+ M(v log t)
4- N(^ log^)

6+ &c.

And the sum of the series in question is

icgv-M^osv) [:=;]

If therefore this definite integral is finite, the theorem (A)

will give correct results. A more convenient form for inte-

gration may however be obtained by the following conside-

ration
;
the series

L-^-. 1.2.3 + M-£ 1...5+ N 1...7+ &c.

will always be finite, if the following series

A+ B (Jj
)

2
,.2 .3 + c

(y)
4
i. 2 ..S+ D (“}

6
i *2..7 + &c.

is finite, because this series when prolonged to the terms
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Nrn+I -{- &c. will have its terms each greater than

the corresponding terms of the other series. Now this series

is equal to

/*f(^iog_L) [:= :]
(F)

I shall now apply some of the theorems to the investigation

of the sums of series, and then explain a method which (when

the equations to which it leads can be solved) will in all cases

render them correct. And first let f( 0
) = (cos 0)”= (1-—~+

—i— — &c.)” this series is capable of being expanded into

another, which also proceeds according to the even powers

of 0 ; first let k = 0, then comparing this with (A), we have

\= (cos 0)”— (cos 20)” + (cos 30)”— &c. (3,9)

Let us now examine if the definite integral is finite, it is in this

case.

fdv{ cos

p
0

1 J_
0 I | 1 T n r 7 I rji ^ v— -}=IdvL +_

J

=/*(-f-’ Y

Zn 1 0
“

I1
i—n - i + {2—n)

+
n ,n—i

1.2
i + (4-«)-

7T

+ &c
-l [:=:]

If n is a whole positive number we already know that the

series (3,9) is correct; if n is a fraction the series which ex-

presses the value of the definite integral is finite for all values

of 0, except such as are contained in 0 = — i being any

whole number; if n is negative, then the series is finite for all

positive values of 0 ; it appears then that whatever be the

value of n if0 is positive, we have
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+ .— &c.
(COS 0)” (COS 2 0)

B T (cos 30)”

From the theorem (A) we may readily determine the value

of the series

l
ai(COS 0)“ 2 2*(C0S 20)” "T”

3
l4 (COS 30)"+ — &C.

= A'4- A' 9
2+ B' 0

44- C &c.
(cos 0)"

1

n
1

n n
For let f(0)

And the sum of the series required will be

SAl -|_ A' 0’S -41- + B' 0*S-4i- + &c. 4- 0“K' .
i

1

n „ f
2A-4 • 1

n 2

Which is precisely the same sum as we have already found

in (2,4), except that we now find that it applies to fractional

or surd values of n, as well as to whole numbers.

Let us next suppose f(0) = (tan 0)
z/+I= T,02/+1 -}- T^2/+3

+ T
5
0
2/+5+ &c. this give the series

(tan 0 )
2/+ 1

(tan 20)^+* (tan30) 2^+*

T zk-\-i
&C. =

j
2A +1

2
2k + l

3

= T
.
es-ife + T

3
93s7r^b) + &a

The definite integral in this case being

2 —
9T

r—!+* 'izi+i

1 0 l p=°l
l J U =.’ iJ

=
(
7I7?^TlA+ 7il +^i + 75l

+&c
- 1

7F 2 dp

Since
~~ I +v = A + Bz>

,r
-|-Cz>

w+ &c. this is always finite

i + v2V
if 9 is positive, because it is less than A+ B + C -+• &c. which

is equal to zero.

In the former part we could only determine the value of

the series
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t

(sin 0)*
—1 I L_ .

(sin 20)" ' (sin 30)”
&C.

when n is an even number, nor will the method now em-

ployed enable us to find its value when n is odd
;
the reason

of this is that

(sin 9)-”=
(4

0s

1 .2 .3 .4.5

is developable in a series proceeding according to the even

powers of 9 only when n is an even number, if n is odd, it

proceeds according to the odd powers.

The theorems contained in this second part are applicable

to a very extensive class of series which have not, I believe,

yet been considered. In (A) let f( 9
)
= cos

2
9 = cos (cos 9)

and putting k— o we have

c-~ = cos* 9 — cos
2
2 9 -f- cos

2

3 9— &c.
( 4,1

)

The definite integral which is the criterion of the truth of this

value, is

-0 0

fdv cos = A + —» + C
9
+—~

O + &C.
1 + 2-

7T
I+4r7T 1+6-

7T

+ B +—
0 T-

0 + \ + &C.
I 2 -

7T
4r 1—6-

7T

And this is always finite unless 9 is an even submultiple of tt;

if we make k = 1 and k= 2, we shall have the following

theorems, which are true with the same restrictions.

0 ±1 . sin 1 0
2 cos *0 cos *20

,
cos a

20 „COS 1.0--^ . — = — SiC.
i* 1 2 2 l

2
2 l * y

cost. S=-+fis ^S^_l‘(ii2-L4- c
4.') =

i
4 ‘ 2 l

z
2 \ 1.2. 3.4

“
8 /

_ COS COS a
20

J
COS 4

30

I
4 2+ *

3
4

&c.

(4 .
2
)

(4>3

If f(0
) = (cos n

9
)
m

, since this is capable of being developed
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in a series proceeding according to the even powers of 0, we

shall have if ^ = 0

/cos”

—

I
t\
m—--—- = (cos nG

)

m— (cos n
20)

w
-|- (cos “ofiY— &c. (4,4)

and the definite integral is finite in this case, whenever (5 and

7T are incommensurable : we may therefore in the same cir-

cumstance have the value of the series

(cos (cos ”20)”

+ (cos ”30)”
&C.

The theorems marked (A) and (B) in this paper correspond

with that marked (12) in Mr. Herschel’s memoir “ On various

points of Analysis/’ printed in the Philosophical Transactions

for 1814; with the first of these it coincides when n is an even

number, and with the second when it is an odd one : the

theorem alluded to is

-0»f(.-*®)+ (-
|=-L(2). «„0 "+*L(2 ). «v_/-

2 + See.

(2
1— I )tt

1.2 ZX
Bzn— 1

where °L= 1 — 1 -f- 1— &c. = \
2
*L(2) =

Now this latter expression is the value of those series which

I have expressed by S^-. Both methods give the same result,

and as that result is very frequently erroneous, I shall con-

firm the truth of the explanation I have offered, by shewing

in a particular case, that if the sum of that part of the series

which had been neglected as being equal to zero, is found

and added to the other part, the result will no longer be

erroneous : the example 1 shall examine is the series

» 1
.

1 1

4. &c
1+6* 1 + 2*6* 1 + 3*6* 1+4*0*^

In Mr. Herschel’s theorem, making f(e')= ctf+ «
2
*
a

-f-

&c. = 1

+

®t\/—

1

1
+0*/*

we have <*
o
= 1, and the equation becomes
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or S(-i)
X+ J

7TIF = t or

f ==
7+0* i+z J 0* 4“ 1+3*6*' (4>4)

The same series being summed by the theorem (A) in this

paper gives the same result; but then the theorem alluded to

only declares this to be the true value in case a certain series

is finite, which series is

4- 9\ 1.2.3 + ^.1.2.34.5 4- 6V1.2..7 4- &c.

but this series can only be finite when 9 is actually equal to

zero : the method which I have explained in this paper points

out that the equation

2 i+&» 1+2*0* 4* r+ 3*6*

can only be depended on when 9 = 0, in that case it is known

to be correct. I have already stated that the reason why the

value of the series so found is incorrect, is that the series

_0*(l*_ 2*-J- &c .)+ 6
4
(i —

2

4+ &c.)

—

9\i
6—

2

a

-f &c.) + &c.

has been neglected because the coefficient of each term is

zero. I shall now proceed to investigate the sum of this series,

and shall prove that it is equal to a finite function of 9 : let

y= C
2(lV— 2V*-f &c.) + c

4(iV— 2V*+ &c.) + &c.

then y is equal to the sum of the series whose value we are

seeking
;

ifc— 9^/— 1 and x= 0, differentiatey twice relative

to x, and multiply by c 3
,
and we find

C
tt~ = c\lV— 2V V+ &c.) 4- c\lV— 2Y*4~ &c.) 4- &c.

Hence the equation for determining y is

c * if ~y = — cX V£X— 2*^4- &c.)

And the value ofy is

— &c.

O+O 3
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X X

.cy= *-S e~
c
fe i£=*dx— %

c
Je

c—l}
j 2 \

J
(1 + £*) 3

J

These integrals must be taken between the limits x= — oo

and x= o, putting e*= v this equation is changed into

v c
f -

h - v c dv fJ ii+w)* Jy
C f c r V 1= —i V C

rr V
2 L J (i+v) s

I

~
dv

where the limits of v are v = o v = l, in the latter integral

put v = and we have

but this is equal to
c
- vcf v c dv between the limits

v= o and v = co, which is equal to — hence
. w

ic sin -
c

y — =C'(V— 2*+ &C.) + £*(l*— »*+ &C.) +
2C sioT + c\l‘_ 2‘+ &c.) + &c.

If c= 0-v/ — i we have

_ = — 6
J
(l

2— 2
2+ &c.) + l

4— 2
4+ &C.

)
—

0

1

T _"T i —6
6
(

i

6— s
6+ &c.) + &c.

This being added to \ the value given by the theorem (A)

produces

t_ * _J 1 l

1
. - , ! I RrC

2 r 7T ir
]

i +6l
i + i + i + 4

1
®4 T

which is the same value that Euler had assigned to this

series.

From the value which has been found forjy, or for the series

c*(v—~ 2
a+ &c.) + r

4
(

i

4— 2
4+ &c.) + &c.

I am inclined to conclude that although the series i 2w— 22?l+
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3*« — &c. is equal to zero for any finite value of n> yet that

when n is infinite, the sum of this series is also infinite.

It was my intention to have produced from several of the

series whose sums have been found in this Paper, the values

of several continued products ;
but the length to which it

has already extended will prevent me from more than

merely noticing, that many very curious ones will present

themselves by integrating the series whose sums have been

given.

Since this Paper was written, in a conversation with M.

Poisson, I mentioned one of the series which it contained, and

remarked, that the principle employed led to many erroneous

results ; that gentleman observed, that many years before he

had been led to series nearly similar, in endeavouring to inte-

grate the equations representing the planetary motions, by

means of series arranged according to some other functions

of the time than the usual ones of the sines and cosines : he

obligingly showed me some of his papers relating to this sub-

ject, in one of which was a series which in a particular case

became the one I had mentioned ; the mode of investigation

by which he had arrived at these series he had however laid

aside, because it rested on the sums of the diverging series

1
2*- ^n+ 3

2w- &c. on which he observed we cannot depend.

To the same distinguished analyst I am indebted for some

farther information on this subject. M. Poisson was one of

the commissioners appointed by the Institute of France to

examine the manuscripts which were left by Lagrange,

amongst these was one entitled “ a method of summing

series,” which depended on the values of the same diverging

mdcccxix. O o
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series as those used by M. Poisson and myself ; unfortunately

it is very short, and its illustrious author does not appear to

have resumed the subject: possibly the erroneous values

which it gives for the sum of certain series might have

caused him to reject it.

C. BABBAGE.

March 25, 1819.
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XIX. On the optical andphysical properties of Tabasheer. By

David Brewster, LL,D. F. R. S. Lond. and Edin. In a

Letter to the Right Hon. Sir Joseph Banks, Bart. G. C. B.

P. R. S. &c. &c. &c.

Read May 6, 1819.

My Dear Sir,

The substance called Tabasheer, has been long used as a

medicine in Turkey, Syria, Arabia, and Hindostan. It was

first made generally known in Europe by Dr. Patrick

Russell, who published in the Philosophical Transactions, for

1790, a very interesting account of its natural history, and of

the process by which it seems to be formed. From his en-

quiries it appears, that this substance is found in the cavities

of the bamboo, the Arundo hambos of Linnaeus ; and that it

exists originally in the state of a transparent fluid, which ac-

quires by degrees the consistency of a mucilage resembling

honey, and is afterwards converted by gradual induration

into a white solid, called Tabasheer. From the analysis of

Mr. Macie (now Mr. Smithson), it appeared to be <f perfectly

identical with common siliceous earth.”*

The celebrated traveller M. Humboldt, discovered the

same substance in the bamboos which grow to the west of

Pinchincha,in South America, and a portion of what he brought

to Europe in 1804, was analyzed byFourcroy and Vauquelin,

who found it to consist of 70 parts of silex, and 30 of potash

and lime.-f
* See Philosophical Transactions for 1791, p. 368.

f Mdmoircs de VInstitut, Tom. vi. p. 382.
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About two years ago my friend, Dr. Kennedy, received

from India, a considerable quantity of tabasheer, a portion of

which he presented to the Royal Society of Edinburgh. From
this portion I took two or three fragments, with the view of as-

certaining if it possessed any crystalline structure, but having

found that it had no particular action upon polarised light, I

was not led to any farther examination of its physical pro-

perties. In the course, however, of a series of experiments

upon the phosphorescence of minerals, I was surprised to

observe, that the tabasheer emitted a light when placed upon

a hot iron, more intense than most of the phosphorescent

minerals. This unexpected property induced me to resume

the investigation, and having received, through the kindness

of Dr. Kennedy, an additional supply of tabasheer, I was

enabled to examine it with peculiar care in all its optical and

physical relations.

Among the pieces of tabasheer which I have examined,

there appear to be three different kinds. The first has a

milky transparency, transmitting a yellowish, and reflecting a

bluish white light. It is easily broken between the fingers,

and has a sort of aerial and unsubstantial texture, entirely

different from any other solid substance. The second kind

is more opaque, and harder than the first, having a slight

degree of translucency at the edges ; and the third kind is

perfectly opaque, resembling a piece of stucco or chalk, or

the opaque subsulphate of alumine.

If we form two parallel faces upon a piece of transparent

tabasheer, by grinding it on a plate of smooth but unpolished

glass, we shall be able to see objects through it with perfect

distinctness, although no polish is induced upon the surfaces.
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By slightly wetting the tabasheer, it loses all its transpa-

rency, and assumes the appearance of a piece of chalk ; but

if we immerse it in water a great quantity of gas is disen-

gaged, the edges become more transparent than before, and

a small white ball appears in the centre, which gradually

diminishes till the transparency has extended itself through-

out the whole mass. The same effect takes place with the

second kind of tabasheer ; but the third kind, though it dis-

engages gas like the rest, never loses its chalky opacity.

The property of becoming more transparent by the expul-

sion of air and the absorption of water, is one which the

tabasheer possesses in common with hydrophanous opal;

but the faculty of retaining a considerable degree of transpa-

rency when it is dry, and its pores filled with air ; and the

still more extraordinary faculty of becoming quite opaque by

the absorption of a small quantity of water, are possessed by

no other known substance in nature, and indicate a singula-

rity of structure which it becomes interesting to investigate.

When the pores ofhydrophane are filled with air, the differ-

ence between the refractive power of the air and the solid

substance is so great, that the light is scattered in every

direction by refraction, and the mass is consequently white

and opaque. As the tabasheer disengages a much greater

quantity of air than the hydrophane, its pores must be more

numerous, and therefore the transmission of the light, so as

to form a perfect image, indicates either an extreme feeble-

ness of refractive power, or some singularity in the form and

construction of the pores themselves.

In order to determine this, I formed a prism of tabasheer,

and upon measuring its refractive power, I found it to be
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extremely low, and to vary in different specimens, as stated

in the following table.

Index of Refraction.

Transparent tabasheer from Vellore* 1.1115

Transparent tabasheer from Nagpore 1.1 454

Another specimen of the same 1*1503

A third specimen of the same 1*1535

A harder and more opaque specimen, 1.1825

Water 1*3358

Flint glass - - - 1.600

Sulphur - 2.115

Phosphorus - 2.224

Diamond - 2.470

Hence it follows, that tabasheer has a lower refractive power

than all other bodies, whether solid or fluid ; and that it

holds an intermediate place between water and the gases .

This extraordinary result which, as it were, insulates taba-

sheer from all known substances, will enable us to give an

explanation of some of its most remarkable properties.

The singular nature of this substance will appear in a

still more striking point of view, by comparing its absolute

refracting power with that of other bodies. The low refrac-

tive power of air, when contrasted with that of water, and

of water when contrasted with that of solid bodies, obviously

arises from the great difference of their specific gravities, and

not from any peculiar action upon light. If we call R the

* This specimen, with which I was favoured by Dr. Hope, formed part of the

tabasheer sent by Dr. Patrick Russell to the Royal Society, in 1790. It was

yellowish by reflected light, and so extremely tender, that I was obliged to polish it

upon the softest silk.
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absolute refractive power of any body, m its index of refrac-

tion, and S its specific gravity, we shall have R = m
f-.

By means of this formula I have computed the following

table, for the purpose of showing the peculiar nature of taba-

sheer, and the general progression in the absolute refractive

powers of other bodies.

Table, showing the absolute refractive powers of tabasheer and

other bodies.

Tabasheer 976.1*

Sulphate of barytes 3829.43

Air, - - Biot 4530.

* A distinguished member of the Royal Society, whose opinion is entitled to the

highest consideration, has kindly stated to me, that in estimating the absolute refrac-

tive power of tabasheer, I should have taken its specific gravity at about 0.66 in place

of 2.4, which would have given an absolute refractive power not so marvellously dif-

ferent from that of other bodies.

My reason for retaining the original number of 976.1, is, that the result obtained by

using a specific gravity of 0.66 would have been a theoretical, and not an experimental

result. A body which sinks in water must have a density greater than unity ; and I

am supported by the high authority of Mr. Cavendish, and also by that of Mr.

Smithson, in considering the specific gravity of tabasheer as nearly 2.412. Capillary

spaces which are so large as to contain water, and even the thickest oils and varnishes,

can never be regarded as forming a part of the body, though, in the present case, it

is highly probable that these spaces modify the action of the solid particles in the

manner which I have described.

Although the idea that tabasheer is quartz expanded till its specific gravity is re-

duced to about 0.66, holds out a sort of general explanation of its singular properties ;

yet when we consider that bydropbane, which is also quartz expanded till it is capable

of absorbing water, is actually opaque ; and when we recollect also that the refractive

power of bodies does not always diminish when they expand, as is proved by the ex-

periments of Albert Euler on heated glass, and by the circumstance that the point

of maximum density in water is not indicated by a maximum of refractive power, its

optical properties must continue to appear as marvellous as before.
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Quartz, - Malus 5414.57

Calcareous spar, Malus 6423.5

Flint glass, lowest 7238.

Ruby 7388.8

Brazilian topaz 7586.7

Water, - Malus *0001
^

Flint glass, highest 8735-

Carbonate of potash 10227.

Chromate of lead 10436.

Nitre 11362.

Muriate of soda - 12086.

Bees wax, - Malus 13308.1

Diamond, - Malus *39%5
Sulphur 22000.

Phosphorus 28857.

Hydrogen 29364.

...— — 31862.

It appears from the preceding table, that tabasheer, which

was placed between water and air, in the comparison of their

indices of refraction, is now not only the lowest of all sub-

stances in its absolute refractive power, but it is so extremely

low as to be separated by a great interval from them all.

The very high refractive power of sulphur, phosphorus and

hydrogen, and the great interval between diamond and sul-

phur are very remarkable, and indicate that hydrogen may
enter largely into the composition of sulphur and phosphorus.

I now saturated the prism of tabasheer with water and with

oil of cassia in succession, and I found that, in the first case,

its refractive power was raised to 1.4012 higher than that of

water, and in the second case to 1.6423, a little greater than
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that of oil of cassia. The oil communicated to the prism a very

yellow tinge, and was retained by it for a very long time.

Tabasheer readily imbibes all the volatile and fat oils, and

indeed all the fluids that I have tried. The essential oils are

quickly absorbed, and with the exception of oil of cassia are

as quickly evaporated, while the fat oils are slowly drawn in

and remain a long time in its pores ; and in all these cases an

opacity is produced by a partial absorption exactly as in the

case of water.

When the oils or other fluids have a colour of their own,

or are tinged with any colouring matter, the tabasheer exhi-

bits a similar tint, so that it is easy to communicate to it any

colour that we please. From a solution of acetate of copper,

it acquires the colour of the emerald ; from any of the oils

coloured with anchusa root, it receives the tints of the ruby

;

from oil of beech nut, the colour of the chryso-beryl
;
from

sulphuric acid, that of the pink topaz ;
and from malic acid,

that of the Brazilian topaz. These different colours may be all

discharged by exposing the tabasheer to a red heat, and thus

expelling the absorbed fluid to which they owe their origin.

The opaque tabasheer, which retains its opacity when its

pores are filled with water, acquires the most beautiful trans-

parency from the absorption of oil of beech nut
;
and it is curi-

ous to observe a substance like chalk, and consisting appa-

rently of a number of particles in a state of accidental

aggregation, converted into a transparent mass, which the

light freely penetrates in every direction. Having saturated

a large piece of this kind of tabasheer with oil of beech nut,

coloured with anchusa root, I laid it on a mass of lead of a

lower temperature than that of the room. The oil instantly

MDCCCXIX. P p
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retired from the surface of the tabasheer into its interior, and

the ; transparent mass became opaque like apiece of red brick.

Upon removing it from the lead into its former temperature,

the oil returned to the surface, and the tabasheer resumed

its transparency. If, on the other hand, we place it in a

higher temperature than that of the room, a part of the oil

will be discharged, and when it is brought back to its first

temperature, it will become opaque like a piece of brick.

Even when a small part of the oil remains, the transparency

may be readily restored by the application of a sufficiently

high degree of heat. The phenomena which have now been

described admit of a satisfactory explanation from the diffe-

rence between the expansion of the oil and that of the taba-

sheer ; but the effect appears to be too great to arise from

this cause, and I am rather disposed to ascribe it to a varia-

tion in the capacity of the tabasheer for the oil by a change

of temperature.

In order to observe the nature of the penumbral boundary

which might be supposed to separate the opaque from the

transparent part, if they could be both rendered visible in

the same mass, I saturated the largest piece of tabasheer

that I had with the coloured oil, and having discharged a

good deal of it by heat, it became of course opaque. I

now held to the flame of a candle one of its extremities,

which immediately became diaphanous, and the transparency

gradually pervaded the opaque mass. As soon as the opa-

city disappeared, I allowed one extremity of it to cool
; the

transparency immediately disappeared at that part, and the

opacity gradually advanced like a black cloud, till the whole

was overshadowed by the retreat of the oil into the interior of
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the mass. In both these cases the penumbra, which separated

the opaque and transparent portions, had a ragged or branch-

ing appearance when seen by a microscope, as if the oil had

been shooting into crystals during the progress of the opacity,

and as if these crystals had been dissolving during its retreat.

Upon examining the appearance of the tabasheer when it

had the colour of red brick, after the discharge of a portion

of its oil, I was surprised to observe a beautiful veined struc-

ture, exactly like that of the agate, the veins being sometimes

parallel, sometimes inflected, and sometimes curved. In

some specimens the veins were alternately opaque and trans-

lucent, and in others red and white, as if one set of strata

had a greater capacity for the oil than the rest. This effect

is almost universal ; but as soon as the oil is completely

discharged, the veined structure entirely disappears, and the

whole mass assumes the homogeneous appearance of chalk.

In order to observe the circumstances under which the

chalky tabasheer became transparent by the absorption of

oils, I cut four plates out of the same piece, and immersed

them separately in oil of cassia, alcohol, water, and oil of

beech nut. The plates that had absorbed the three first of

these fluids remained quite opaque, but the plate that was

placed in the oil of beech nut gradually acquired a translu-

cency by the rapid extrication of air. After a certain time

it appeared to be covered with scratches and small opaque

portions ; but these appearances, which arose from remaining

vesicles of air, vanished by degrees. By the application of a

microscope, I observed the air form itself into globules in

the interior of the tabasheer, which slowly advanced to the

edge of it, and. at last escaped into the oil. After a lapse of
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nearly two hours the greater part of the air was extricated,

and the expulsion of the remainder was quickly effected by

a gentle heat ; but the transparency was of that imperfect

kind, which results from the union of two bodies of different

refractive powers. By increasing the heat, the tabasheer

became more transparent, and at a certain temperature it

could scarcely be seen in the oil in which it was placed.

When the heat was still farther augmented, it became more

and more opaque, and a corresponding opacity was induced

by cooling it down as much below the temperature of maxi-

mum transparency.

When pure tabasheer is boiled for any length of time, or

is brought to a red or a white heat, it suffers no change

either in its colour or in its optical and physical properties

:

if we wrap it, however, in a piece of paper, and set the paper

on fire, the tabasheer becomes either black, or brownish black,

and the black colour increases in depth by the repetition of

the experiment. When immersed in water, it disengages

the included air, but with less rapidity than before; and when

it is broken and pounded, its fracture and its powder are

black.

If the blackened tabasheer is brought to a red heat, it is

restored to its primitive whiteness, and resumes all its former

properties ;
but if the heat is considerably below redness, some

specimens acquire a slight transparency, and a dark slaty

blue colour, shading in some places into whiteness. When
slightly wetted in this state, it becomes chalky white

; with a

greater portion of water it becomes black ;
and with a still

greater portion, it becomes again transparent. If we break

a piece of tabasheer a few days after it has received a deep
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black tint, we shall find that it has often a fine ash grey

colour, which becomes deeply black when wetted, and after-

wards resumes its primitive tint when dry.

As the blackness communicated to the tabasheer is not

produced by heat alone, or by any particular method of

cooling, it cannot arise from any mechanical change, similar

to that which Thenard observed in the cooling of melted

phosphorus
;
and there is reason to believe that it does not

arise from the absorption of any sooty matter thrown off dur-

ing the combustion of the paper, as the blackened tabasheer

almost always recovers a certain degree of whiteness, and

imbibes water almost as freely as in its original state. With

the view of discovering if the blackness was owing to any

vegetable matter in the tabasheer, I repeated the operation

of blackening it and restoring its colour by heat about 50

times ; but after all these operations, it became black as

readily as at first. The specimen that had undergone these

changes had increased in hardness and lustre, and had the

appearance of the finest Indian ink. Upon breaking it in

two, the fracture was perfectly black, but assumed a dark

blue colour by exposure to the air ; and upon putting a drop

of pure water upon the blue fracture, it was instantly con-

verted into a deep and glossy black.

When the pure tabasheer was exposed to a white heat

for several hours, and was then burned in paper, it received

its black colour as before. When it was held in the flame

of alcohol or of carburetted hydrogen, it was merely stained

in a slight degree, which was probably owing to the inten-

sity of the heat, which may have discharged the black tint as

soon as it was formed.
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I was now anxious to see the effect produced upon taba-

sheer by the absorption of iodine gas, and for this purpose I

took several opaque and transparent fragments, and having

saturated some cf them with moisture, and left others dry..

I placed them in different glass tubes, which were hermeti-

cally sealed after a portion of iodine had been introduced.

Previous to the application of heat the tabasheer assumed a

yellow tinge, which deepened into a pale orange, and a veined

structure appeared in one of the fragments. When the

iodine was converted into gas by heat, the colour of the

fragments grew more and more red ; the transparent pieces

were like garnets, and the opaque ones like fragments of

red brick ; and after standing two or three days the opaque

pieces became perfectly transparent. The iodine vapour,

therefore, seems to have taken the place of the water in the

wetted fragments, and of the common air in the dry ones ;

and it appears to have retained its gaseous form within the

tabasheer, when the external gas had returned to the solid

state. Upon taking the tabasheer out of the glass tubes, the

iodine was slowly expelled, a yellow tinge appeared even

after 30 hours exposure to the air, and it was not entirely

removed by immersing the fragments in water.

The difference in the properties of the opaque and the

transparent tabasheer, rendered it desirable to have accurate

measures of their specific gravities, and I have been fortunate

enough to procure them to a great degree of exactness,

through the kindness of my friend, Mr. James Jardine, who

obtained for me the following results.
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Grains.

No. I. Seven pieces of opaque tabasheer,

weighed in air. - - 665

The same pieces when thoroughly

soaked in water, weighed in air - 14,10

The same weighed in water at the

temperature of 52
0

- - 3,42

Hence the specific gravity of the parcel when dry
,
is 2.059

And the specific gravity of the parcel when wet, is 1.320

Grains

No. II. Several small fragments of trans-

parent tabasheer, weighed in air - 1 ,23

The same pieces when thoroughly

soaked in water, weighed in air - 2 ,54

The same weighed in water at the

temperature of 52
0 - - 0,72

Hence the specific gravity of the parcel when dry, is 2,412

And the specific gravity of the parcel when wet, is 1,396

Mr. Macie found the specific gravity of a parcel of opaque

and transparent tabasheer to be 2,188 ; and Mr. Cavendish,

having tried the same parcel, found it to be 2,169. The mean

of Mr. Jardine's results is 2,235, which exceeds the mea-

sures of Macie and Cavendish, because the opaque frag-

ments in their parcels must have been more numerous than

the transparent ones, in consequence of the rarity of the

latter.

It appears from the preceding results, that in both kinds of

tabasheer the quantity of water imbibed exceeds in weight

that of the tabasheer itself ; and that in the opaque kinds,

the space occupied by the pores is to the space occupied by

the tabasheer, as 2,307 to 1 ; while in the transparent kinds,

it is 2 ,5656 toi. This result indicates a very remarkable
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degree of porosity ;
and as it makes the pore more extensive

in the transparent than in the opaque kind, contrary to

what we should expect from their specific gravities, it seems

to follow, that the water was not capable of insinuating itself

into all the pores of the opaque tabasheer. This conclusion

is rendered more probable, when we consider the extreme

difficulty with which the oil of beech nut displaces the last

portions of included air; and it affords a very plausible

explanation of the fact, that the chalky tabasheer cannot be

rendered transparent by the absorption of water.

We are now prepared by the preceding observations, for

investigating the cause of the remarkable paradox exhibited

by the transparent tabasheer, in becoming perfectly opaque

and white, by absorbing a small quantity of water, and per-

fectly transparent when that quantity is increased. As this

effect takes place indiscriminately with all fluids, it cannot be

the result of any chemical action, and therefore its cause

must be sought for in the changes which the light suffers in

traversing the vacuities of the tabasheer.

Let ABC be a prism of this substance, and abed one

of its pores highly magnified. We know that this pore

is filled with air ; and

that when a ray of light a

MN enters the separat-

ing surface ab at e, and

quits it at Ji , it suffers so

little refraction, and is

therefore so little scat-

tered, that the tabasheer

appears transparent, and c

allows us to see objects
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distinctly through it. This effect, which could not take

place in any other porous substance, arises from the small

difference between the refractive power of air and taba-

sheer. Let us now suppose that a small quantity of water

is introduced into the pore abed
,
so as not to fill it, but merely

to line its circumference with a film contained between abed

and afiyX. Then the light which was formerly scattered by

the slight refraction at e and h in passing from tabasheer

into air, will now be a little less scattered at these points, since

it passes from tabasheer into water, where the difference of

refractive power is less ;
but in passing from the film of

water into the air at f, and in entering the water again at g,

the scattering of the rays will be very considerable, from the

great difference in the refractive powers of air and water. In

passing through every pore, therefore, the light is refracted,

and consequently scattered no less than four times; and hence

the piece of tabasheer must appear to be opaque. If we now

saturate it with water, the pore abcdW\W be completely filled;

the two great refractions which took place atf and g , will no

longer exist; and the light will suffer only a slight refraction

at e and h, by which it will be less scattered than when the

tabasheer was dry. Hence it follows, that when the taba-

sheer is saturated with water, it ought to transmit the inci-

dent light freely, and to be more transparent than when

it is quite dry, a result which is perfectly conformable to

observation.

The very singular anomaly presented by the chalky ta-

basheer in becoming transparent by means of oil of beech

nut, and not by means of oil of cassia or water, and the

additional transparency communicated to the transparent

mdcccxix. Q q
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fragments by immersion in oil, if they do not arise from the

existence of minute pores, which admit the oil and keep out

the water, must be ascribed to a very considerable refrac-

tive density in the solid parts of the substance. The expe-

riments made with the oil at different temperatures, indeed,

seem to prove that the refractive power of the solid parts of

the tabasheer is equal to about 1,500, or that of oil of beech

nut raised to the temperature which produces the maximum

transparency ; but as the refractive power of a prism of

tabasheer is greatly inferior to that of water, we shall now

proceed to consider how these apparently opposite results

can be reconciled, and what inferences can be drawn from

them.

When alcohol is poured into water in a glass vessel, a

scattering of the transmitted light is immediately visible, in

consequence of their imperfect mixture, and of the difference of

their refractive powers ; but in a short time the union of the

fluids is so complete, that the light is transmitted as freely as

through either ofthem separately. Chemistry does not inform

us how the particles of alcohol and of water are combined

so as to produce this effect ; but we know that the refractive

powerof the compound is intermediate between that of the two

ingredients ; and hence it is certain, that the refraction of the

incident light is produced by their joint action. If we increase

the quantity of water successively, the particles of alcohol

will be thrown to a greater and greater distance, and the

refractive power of the compound will be proportionally

diminished. Let us now suppose that all the aqueous parti-

cles are extinguished, and that their place is occupied with a

less refractive fluid, such as air; then it is obvious that the
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refractive power of the compound will be inferior to that of

water, and will approach to that of air, in proportion to the

quantity of air united with the alcohol.

This hypothetical combination of air and alcohol, repre-

sents exactly what I conceive to be the condition of the dry

and transparent tabasheer. The refractive power of the

solid parts is not far from 1,500 ; but the substance is so

formed, that its particles are kept at a great distance by

means of vacuities filled with air, and arranged in such a

manner, that the light passes from the particles of tabasheer

into the particles of air without suffering refraction, in the

same manner as it passes from the particles of alcohol to the

particles of water, when these fluids are chemically united.

That there is not a chemical union between the air and the

tabasheer, is certain, because the air may be displaced, and

the transparency preserved in vacuo

;

and hence we may
drawr the important inference, of which we have no other

example in physics, that the tabasheer and its included air

exercise a joint action upon light, in the same manner as if

they were in a state of chemical union. I have the honour

to be, &c. &c. &c.

DAVID BREWSTER.
Edinburgh, March z, 1819.
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XX. An Account of a Membrane in the Eye , nowfirst described.

By Arthur Jacob, M. D. Member of the Royal College of

Surgeons in Ireland
,
Demonstrator of Anatomy and Lecturer

on Diseases of the Eye in the University of Dublin . Commu-

nicated by James Macartney, M. D. F. R. S.

Read July 1, 1819.

Anatomists describe the retina as consisting of two por-

tions, the medullary expansion of the nerve, and a membra-

nous or vascular layer. The former externally, next to the

choroid coat, and the latter internally, next to the vitreous

humor.* All however, except Albinus and some of his

disciples, agree, that the nervous layer cannot be separated

so as to present the appearance of a distinct membrane,

though it may be scraped off, leaving the vascular layer per-

fect. That the medullary expansion of the optic nerve is

supported by a vascular layer, does not I think admit of

doubt ;
but it does not appear that Albinus was right in sup-

posing that the nervous layer can be separated in form of a

distinct membrane, though shreds of a considerable size may

be detached, especially if hardened by acid or spirit.

Exclusive of these two layers, I find that the retina is

covered on its external surface by a delicate transparent

• Ru ysch. Epist. Anat. Prob.xiii. Albinus, Annot. Acad. lib. iii. cap. xiv,

Haller, Elem. Phys. T. v. lib. xvi. sect. 2. Zinn. Descrip. Anat. Oculi. cap. iii.

sect. iii. Sabatier, Boyer, Charles Bell, Cuvier, &c. Sec.
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membrane, united to it by cellular substance and vessels. This

structure, not hitherto noticed by anatomists, I first observed

in the spring of the last year, and have since so frequently

demonstrated, as to leave no doubt on my mind of its exist-

ence as a distinct and perfect membrane, apparently of the

same nature as that which lines serous cavities. I cannot

describe it better, than by detailing the method to be adopted

for examining and displaying it. Having procured a human
eye, within forty-eight hours after death, a thread should be

passed through the layers of the cornea, by which the eye

may be secured under water, by attaching it to a piece of

wax, previously fastened to the bottom of the vessel, the

posterior half of the sclerotic having been first removed.

With a pair of dissecting forceps in each hand, the choroid coat

should be gently torn open and turned down. If the exposed

surface be now carefully examined, an experienced eye may
perceive, that this is not the appearance usually presented by

the retina ; instead of the blue-white reticulated surface of

that membrane, a uniform villous structure, more or less

tinged by the black pigment, presents itself. If the extre-

mity of the ivory handle of a dissecting knife be pushed

against this surface, a breach is made in it, and a membrane

of great delicacy may be separated and turned down in folds

over the choroid coat, presenting the most beautiful specimen

of a delicate tissue which the human body affords. If a small

opening be made in the membrane, and the blunt end of a

probe introduced beneath, it may be separated throughout,

without being turned down, remaining loose over the retina ;

in which state if a small particle of paper or globule of air be

introduced under it, it is raised so as to be seen against the
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light, and is thus displayed to great advantage ; or it is some-

times so strong as to support small globules of Quicksilver

dropped between it and the retina, which renders its membra-

nous nature still more evident. If a few drops of acid be

added to the water after the membrane has been separated,

it becomes opaque and much firmer, and may thus be pre-

served for several days, even without being immersed in

spirit.

That it is not the nervous layer which I detach, is proved

by the most superficial examination ; first, because it is im-

possible to separate that part of the retina, so as to present

the appearance I mention ;* and, secondly, because I leave

the retina uninjured, and presenting the appearance described

by anatomists, especially the yellow spot of Soemmerring,

which is never seen to advantage until this membrane

be removed : and hence it is that that conformation, as well

as the fibrous structure of the retina in some animals,

becomes better marked from remaining some time in water,

by which the membrane I speak of is detached.

The extent and connections of this membrane are suffi-

ciently explained by saying, that it covers the retina from

the optic nerve to the ciliary processes. To enter into far-

ther investigation on this subject, would lead to a discussion

respecting the structure of the optic nerve, and the termina-

tion of the retina anteriorly, to which it is my intention to

return at a future period.

The appearance of this part I find to vary in the different

classes of animals and in man, according to age and other

circumstances. In the foetus of nine months it is exceed-

* See Haller, Zinn, &c. loc. cit.
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ingly delicate, and with difficulty displayed. In youth it istrans-

parent, and scarcely tinged by the black pigment. In the adult

it is firmer, and more deeply stained by the pigment, which

sometimes adheres to it so closely as to colour it almost as

deeply as the choroid coat itself ; and to those who have

seen it in this state, it must appear extraordinary that it

should not have been before observed. In one subject, aged

fifty, it possessed so great a degree of strength as to allow

me to pass a probe under it, and thus convey the vitreous

humor covered by it and the retina from one side of the

basin to the other ; and in a younger subject I have seen it

partially separated from the retina by an effused fluid. In

the sheep, ox, horse, or any other individual of the class

mammalia which I have had an opportunity of examining, it

presents the same character as in man ; but is not so much

tinged by the black pigment, adheres more firmly to the

retina, is more uniform in its structure, and presents a more

elegant appearance when turned down over the black cho-

roid coat. In the bird, it presents a rich yellow brown tint,

and when raised, the blue retina presents itself beneath ; in

animals of this class, however, it is difficult to separate it to

any extent, though I can detach it in small portions. In

fishes, the structure of this membrane is peculiar and curious.

It has been already described as the medullary layer of the

retina by Haller and Cuvier,* but I think incorrectly, as it

does not present any of the characters of nervous structure,

and the retina is found perfect beneath it. If the sclerotic

coat be removed behind, with the choroid coat and gland so

* Element. Phys. T. v, lib. xvi. sect. ii. Cuvier. Lejons d’Anat. Comp.

T. ii. p. 419.
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called, the black pigment is found resting upon, and at-

tached to, a soft friable thick fleecy structure, which can only

be detached in small portions, as it breaks when turned down

in large quantity. Or if the cornea and iris be removed

anteriorly, and the vitreous humor and lens withdrawn, the

retina may be pulled from the membrane, which remains

attached to the choroid coat, its inner surface not tinged

by the black pigment, but presenting a clear white, not un-

aptly compared by Haller to snow.

Besides being connected to the retina, I find that the mem-
brane is also attached to the choroid coat, apparently by fine

cellular substance and vessels ; but its connection with the

retina being stronger, it generally remains attached to that

membrane, though small portions are sometimes pulled off'

with the choroid coat. From this fact I think it follows, that

the accounts hitherto given of the anatomy of these parts,

are incorrect. The best anatomists* describe the external

surface of the retina as being merely in contact with the cho-

roid coat, as the internal with the vitreous humor, but both

totally unconnected by cellular membrane, or vessels, and

even having a fluid secreted between them : some indeed

speak loosely and generally of vessels passing from the cho-

roid to the retina ; but obviously not from actual observation,

as I believe no one has ever seen vessels passing from the

one membrane to the other. My observations lead me to con-

clude, that wherever the different parts of the eye are in

* See Haller, Elem. Phys. T. v. lib. xvi. sect. ii. Zinn. cap. ii. sect. i. § ii,

Boyer, Anat. T. iv. p. 113. Sab atier, T. ii. p. 70. Bich at, Anat. Descr. T. ii-

p.447. Cuvi er, Lefons d’Anat. Comp. T. ii. p. 418, Charlss Bell, Anat.

vol. iii. p. 51. Rises, Mem. de la. Soc. Med. d’Emulation, T. viii. p» 633.
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contact, they are connected to each other by cellular sub-

stance, and, consequently, by vessels ; for I consider the failure

of injections no proof of the want of vascularity in transpa-

rent and delicate parts, though some anatomists lay it down

as a criterion. Undoubtedly the connection between these

parts is exceedingly delicate, and, hence, is destroyed by the

common method of examining this organ ; but I think it is

proved in the following way. I have before me the eye of

a sheep killed this day, the cornea secured to a piece of wax

fastened under water, and the posterior half of the sclerotic

coat carefully removed. I thrust the point of the blade of a

pair of sharp scissors through the choroid coat into the vitre-

ous humor, to the depth of about an eighth of an inch, and

divide all, so as to insulate a square portion of each mem-
brane, leaving the edges free, and consequently no connection

except by surface
;
yet the choroid does not recede from the

membrane I describe, the membrane from the retina, nor the

retina from the vitreous humor. I take the end of the por-

tion of choroid in the forceps, turn it half down, and pass a

pin through the edge, the weight of which is insufficient to

pull it from its connection. I separate the membrane in like

manner, but the retina I can scarcely detach from the vitreous

humor, so strong is the connection. The same fact may be

ascertained by making a transverse vertical section of the

eye, removing the vitreous humor from the posterior seg-

ment, and taking the retina in the forceps, pulling it gently

from the choroid, when it will appear beyond a doubt that

there is a connection between them.

Let us contrast this account of the matter with the com-

mon one. The retina, a membrane of such delicacy, is

mdcccxix. R r
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described as being extended between the vitreous humor and

choroid, from the optic nerve to the ciliary processes, being

merely laid between them, without any connection, and the

medullary fibres in contact with a coloured mucus retained in

its situation by its consistence alone. This account is totally

at variance with the general laws of the animal economy

:

in no instance have we parts, so dissimilar in nature, in actual

contact: wherever contact without connection exists, each sur-

face is covered by a membrane, from which a fluid is secre-

ted ; and wherever parts are united, it is by the medium of

cellular membrane, of which serous membrane may be con-

sidered as a modification. If the retina be merely in con-

tact with the vitreous humor and choroid, we argue from

analogy, that a cavity lined by serous membrane exists both

on its internal and external surface ; but this is not the fact.

In the eye a distinction of parts was necessary, but to accom-

plish this a serous membrane was not required ; it is only

demanded where great precision in the motion of parts was

indispensable, as in the head, thorax, and abdomen ;
a single

membrane, with the interposition of cellular substance, answers

the purpose here. By this explanation we surmount another

difficulty, the unphilosophical idea of the colouring matter

being laid on the choroid, and retained in its situation by its

viscidity, is discarded ; as it follows, if this account be correct,

that it is secreted into the interstices of fine cellular mem-

brane here, as it is upon the ciliary processes, back of the iris,

and pecten, under the conjunctiva, round the cornea, and in

the edge of the membrana nictitans and sheath of the optic

nerve in many animals. Dissections are recorded where

fluids have been found collected between the choroid and
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retina, by which the structure of the latter membrane was de-

stroyed ; the explanation here given is as sufficient to account

for the existence of this fluid, as that which attributes it to

the increased secretion of a serous membrane.

I take this opportunity of describing the method I adopt for

examining and displaying these and other delicate parts, a

method, which though simple, will, I expect, prove an impor-

tant improvement in the means of scrutinizing the structure

of animal and vegetable bodies. I procure a hollow sphere

of glass from two to three inches in diameter, about one

fourth of which is cut off" at the part where it is open, and

the edges ground down, so as to fit accurately upon a piece

of plate glass, the surface of which is also ground ; the object

to be examined is attached to a piece of wax fastened upon

the plate of glass and immersed in a basin of water, with the

cut sphere, which is inverted over it, of course full of water,

and the whole withdrawn from the basin. The part may

thus be examined under the most favourable circumstances
;

it floats in water, the only method by which delicate parts

can be unfolded and displayed : the globular form of the ves-

sel answers the purpose of a lens of considerable power and

perfection, at the same time that it admits light in any quan-

tity or direction to illuminate the object ;
and, what is of the

utmost importance, a preparation of the greatest delicacy

may thus be handed round a class in safety.
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XXI. A new method of solving numerical equations of all

orders
,
by continuous approximation * By W. G. Horner, Esq.

Communicated by Davies Gilbert, Esq. F. R. S.

Read July 1, 1819.

i.The process which it is the object of this Essay to esta-

blish, being nothing else than the leading theorem in the

Calculus of Derivations, presented under a new aspect, may

be regarded as a universal instrument of calculation, extend-

ing to the composition as well as analysis of functions of every

kind. But it comes into most useful application in the nume-

rical solution of equations.

2. Arbogast’s developement of

<p ( oc -j- fox -J- yx* Jx3
-j- ex* -J- . . •

.

)

(See Calc, des Der. § 33) supposes all the coefficients within

the parenthesis to be known previously to the operation of q>.

To the important cases in which the discovery of y, J, &c.

depends on the previous developement of the partial functions

<p (a -f- /
3x), (a + + <yx

2

), &c.

* The only object proposed by the author in offering this Essay to the acceptance

of the Royal Society, for admission into the Philosophical Transactions, is to secure

beyond the hazard of controversy, an Englishman’s property in a useful discovery.

Useful he may certainly be allowed to call it, though the produce of a purely mathe-

matical speculation ; for of all the investigations of pure mathematics, the subject of

approximation is that which comes most directly, and most frequently into contact

with the practical wants of the calculator.

How far the manner in which he has been so fortunate as to contemplate it has

conduced, by the result, to satisfy those wants, it is not for him to determine ; but

his belief is, that both Arithmetic and Algebra have received some degree of improve-

ment, and a more intimate union. The abruptness of transition has been broken

down into a gentle and uniform acclivity.
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it is totally inapplicable. A theorem which should meet this

deficiency, without sacrificing the great facilitating principle

of attaching the functional symbols to a. alone, does not

appear to have engaged the attention of mathematicians, in

any degree proportionate to the utility of the research. This

desideratum it has been my object to supply. The train of

considerations pursued is sufficiently simple ; and as they

have been regulated by a particular regard to the genius of

arithmetic, and have been carried to the utmost extent, the re-

suit seems to possess all the harmony and simplicity that can

be desired ; and to unite to continuity and perfect accuracy, a

degree of facility superior even to that of the best popular

methods.

Investigation of the Method.

3. In the general equation

pX—0
I assume = r" -{-

and preserve the binomial and continuous character of the

operations, by making successively

x — R -j- z =R-|-r -f z>

= R' -I- z' = R' + r
%

«f z"

= R" -f- z
" = &c.

Where Rn represents the whole portion of a? which has already

been subjected to <p, and z*— the portion still excluded ;

but of which the part r* is immediately ready for use, and is

to be transferred from the side of z to that ofR, so as to change

<pR* to pR*1

without suspending the corrective process.

4. By Taylor’s theorem, expressed in the more conve-

nient manner of Arbogast, we have

qoc = <p (R + z') =
<pR + DtpR . z + D2

<pR . -f D3 ©R . %3 •+
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Where by D” <pR is to be understood ^ ,
viz. the n,b

derivee with its proper denominator ; or, that function which

Arbogast calls the derivee divisee, and distinguishes by a c

subscribed. Having no occasion to refer to any other form

of the derivative functions, I drop the distinctive symbol for

the sake of convenience. Occasionally these derivees will

be represented by a, b, c, &c.

5. Supposing <pR and its derivees to be known, the mode

of valuing <pR' or <p(R-|-r) is obvious. We have only to

say in the manner of Lagrange, when preparing to develope

his Theory of Functions,

<pR'= <pR -|- Ar
A D<pR -J- Br

B — D‘(fiR Cr

C = D3<pR + Dr

V = D—4
<pR + Ur

U=D"->R + r CIO

Taking these operations in reverse order, we ascend with

rapidity to the value of <p (R + r) or <pR'.

6. The next point is, to apply a similar principle to dis-

cover the value of (p (R+ r -f- r
r

) = <p (R' + r') = <pR". We
here have

<pR
,/= cpR

/ + A'r'

A' = DpR' + B' r'

B' = D>R'+ C' r'

C =D3?R'+D'r'

V' ^D^R'+U'r'
U' = DW_I

pR'-f- r #

But the former operation determined <pR' only, without giving

the value of any of the derived functions. The very simple
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scale of known quantities, therefore, by which we advance so

rapidly in the first process, fails in those which follow.

7. Still we can reduce these formulae to known terms ; for

since we have in general

Dr D J
(px= —

j

—
-

\

—7- D ^
<poc

(See Arbogast, § 137); by applying a similar reduction to

the successive terms in the developement of Dw pR' = D”
(R + r )> we obtain*

D”ipR'=D”$R+^ D’"+ I <jR . r+ ^f-
1

.
D’"+ 2

<jR .f

+ m+
p D^+^R . r3+ &c.

And it is manifest that this expression may be reduced to a

form somewhat more simple, and at the same time be ac-

commodated to our principle of successive derivation, by

introducing the letters A, B, C, &c. instead of the functional

expressions.

8. As a general example, let

M = Dm
$>R + Nr

N =Dm+1
<pR + Pr

P =Dm+2
<pR+ Qr

* This theorem, of which that in Art. 4 is a particular case [m — 0], has been

long in use under a more or less restricted enunciation, in aid of the transformation

of equations. Halley’s Speculum Analyticum, Newton’s limiting equations, and

the formulae in Simpson’s Algebra (ed. 5, p. 166, circa Jin.) are instances. In a

form still more circumscribed [mi, R=o, 1, 2, &c.] it constitutes the Nouvellc Me -

tbode of Budan ; which has been deservedly characterized by Lagrange as simple

and elegant. To a purpose which will be noticed hereafter, it applies very happily ;

but regarded as an instrument of approximation, its extremely slow operation renders

it perfectly nugatory : and as Legendre justly reported, and these remarks prove,

it has not the merit of originality.
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represent any successive steps in the series in Art. 5; then are

D* <pR = M— Nr

Dm+I <pR = N - Pr

D^+^R = P — Qr

And by substituting these equivalents in the developement

just enounced, it becomes

Dm <pR'= M -f m Nr -f Pr
1 + m~ m

\
Z
Qr 3+ &c.

9. With this advantage, we may now return to the process

of Art. 6
,
which becomes

<pR"= <pR
7 + AV

A'= (A + Br+ Cr
8 + Dr3 + Er4+ &c.) -f B' r'

B' = (B + 2O + 3 Dr*+ 4 Er3 + &c.) + CV
C 7= (C + 3 Dr+ 6 Er- + &c.) + D 7

r'

V'=(V + ^Ur+ n-~ z
-

:~YV ) + U 7
r'

U 7 ==(U + ^r) +r' .... CII-1

Taking these operations in reverse order as before, by deter-

mining U /

,
V' .... C', B', A7

,
we ascend to the value of <pR".

10. In this theorem, the principle of successive derivation

already discovers all its efficacy
;
for it is obvious that the

next functions U'
7

,
V" C", B", A", <pR'", flow from the

substitution of A', B', C7

, . . .

.

V', U7

, <pR", r', r"
,
for A, B,

C . . .

.

V, U, <pR', r, r', in these formulae ;
and from these

U 7/7

,
V /7/

, &c. ;
and so on to any desirable extent. In this re-

spect, Theorem II, algebraically considered, perfectly answers

the end proposed in Art. 2.

11. We perceive also, that some advance has been made

toward arithmetical facility; for all the figurate coefficients
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here employed are lower by one order than those which

naturally occur in transforming an equation of the nth degree.

But it is much to be wished, that these coefficients could be

entirely dispensed with. Were this object effected, no mul-

tipliers would remain, except the successive corrections of the

root, and the operations would thus arrange themselves, in

point of simplicity, in the same class as those of division and

the square root.

12. Nor will this end appear unattainable, if we recur to

the known properties of figurate numbers ; which present to

our view, as equivalent to the n
th term of the mth

series :

1 . The difference of the n,b and n — 1
th term of the m -

f- 1
th

series.

2 . The sum of the first n terms of the m— i
tk

series.

3. The sum of the n th term of the m-

—

1
th

,
and the n— 1

th term

of the mth
series.

The depression already attained has resulted from the first

of these properties, and a slight effort of reflection will con-

vince us that the second may immediately be called to our aid.

13. For this purpose, let the results of Art. 9 be expressed

by the following notation :

+ AV
A, = A

j

+B' r'

B'=B + CV
C — C

3 + DV

V' = V + U'r'

U'= U +r'

the exponents subjoined to any letter indicating the degree

S sMDCCCXIX.
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of the figurate coefficients in that formula of the theorem, of

which such letter is the first term.

14. Although this statement appears only to have returned

to us the conditions of Art. 6

,

with all their disadvantages,

and to have merely substituted

Aj for D<pR7 or a!

B
2
for D2

<pR
7

or U

C for D3
<pR

7
or c'

3

&c. yet, by means of the property just alluded to, the essential

data A, B, C, &c. which have disappeared, will again be ex-

tricated. For the developement of D^pR7

,
found in Art. 8,

undergoes thereby the following analysis :

+ m Nr + —r 7 P/
2

-f -r~T——7- Qr +
= M 4 Nr 4 Pr9 + Or3

-f

+ Nr + 2 Pr* + 3 Qr
34

+ Nr + 3 Pr* 4 6 Qr3 4

4 Nr 4 m Pr3 4 ’V
'

~V Q7
’3
H~

which equivalence will be thus expressed:

M
ffl
=M4Nr4N/4Nr4 + Nm r

Returning therefore once more to our theorem, we now have

<pR"= cpR' 4 A?
A — (A 4 B^) 4 B 7

r'

B7 = (B 4 Q
i
r 4-C/) 4 C'r7

C = (C 4 D
t
r+ D/ 4 Dr) 4 D 7

r
7

. • • • • •

V' = (V+U/+U/+U3
r+

U'= (U + n-l . r ) + f

U
K
_,r) + UV
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15. This theorem employs exactly the same total number

of addends as Theorem II, but with the important improve-

ment, that the number of addends to each derivee is inversely

as their magnitude, contrary to what happened before. Figu-

rate multipliers are also excluded. And it is easy to convince

ourselves that no embarrassment will arise from the newly

introduced functions. For if we expand any of the addends

in the general formula equivalent to M ,
and analyze

it by means of the third property of figurate series, we shall

find

M/— + P
k
rr‘

And since we take the scale in our Theorem in a reverse or

ascending order, this formula merely instructs us to multiply

an addend already determined by r, and to add the product

to another known addend ; and if we trace its effect through

all the descending scale, to the first operations, we observe

that the addends to the last derivee, from which the work

begins, are simply r repeated n— 1 times.

16. Because N
q
= N, the addend exterior to the paren-

thesis, might for the sake of uniformity be written N^'r7
.

The harmony of the whole scheme would then be more com-

pletely displayed. To render the simplicity of it equally per-

fect, we may reflect that as the factors r, r', See. are engaged

in no other manner than has just been stated, viz. in effecting

the subordinate derivations, their appearance among the

principal ones is superfluous, and tends to create embarrass**

ment. Assume therefore

*N= N\r.

and we have
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<pR"=?.R' + 0A'

A'=(A+ ,B) + CB'

B'=(B + ,C+
2C)-f 0C'

C' = (C+,D+
2
D + 3

D) + 0
D'

• • * * • • •

V' = ( V + ,u + 2
u + 3

u + „_2
U

) + 0
U'

U'= (U + n— l . r) + / . . . [Ill]

the subordinate derivations being understood.

17. The Theorems hitherto give only the synthesis of <px,

when x = R + r -|- r' &c. is known. To adapt them to

the inverse or analytical process, we have only to subtract

each side of the first equation from the value of <px ; then

assuming <px— cpR*= A*, we have

a'= A —
q
A

A = a + B

&c. as in Theorem I.

a"= A 7
-— 0

A'

A’= (A + jB) + 0
B'

&c. as in Theorem II. or III.

The successive invention of R, r, r', &c. will be explained

among the numerical details. In the mean time, let it be

observed that these results equally apply to the popular for-

mula q>x = constant, as to <px — 0.

18. I shall close this investigation, by exhibiting the whole
'

chain of derivation in a tabular form. The calculator will

then perceive, that the algebraic composition of the addends

no longer requires his attention. He is at liberty to regard

the characters by which they are represented, in the light of

mere corresponding symbols, whose origin is fully explained
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at their first occurrence in the table, and their ultimate appli-

cation at the second. The operations included in the paren-

theses may be mentally effected, whenever r is a simple digit.

And lastly, the vertical arrangement of the addends adapts

them at once to the purposes of arithmetic, on every scale of

notation.

General Synopsis.

n—2 ,4 Derivee. n 3'^Derivee. 3rd. Derivee.

Dr—) D
0

2nd. Derivee.

V
(Ur=) U

O

t

(rV— ) V
O

&c.

b

(Cr= ) C
O

V T &c. C B

(U + r
2=) U

0 X

(V+Ur~) V
0 I I

(D + Er—
)
D

O I I

(C +Dr-) C
0 I 1

(U+r1-) U
I 2

(V +Ur= ) V12 2

(D+Er— ) D12 2
(C + Dr=) C
I 2 2

&c. to

U
See. to

V
Sec. (D+Er=) D

2 3 3

(DV=) D'
0

(C’r'zz) C'
O

(U' /=) V
O

(V 1 r'-) V
0

B'

(C'+DV=)C'
0 1 ,i

&c.

C'

V'

(U'-j-r
i2—

)
U

0 I

&C.

T'

(V+UV=)V'OI X

&c.

&C.

(D'4-E'r'— )D'
0 1 1

&e.

&c.

1 st. Derivee.

(B/~) B
O

Synthesis.

<pR

(Ar=) A
O

Anal.

A
-A
O

A tp R A'

(B-fCrr) B' <Jl< —A'
O I I 0 O

(BV=) B'
O

—
<pR"

A' (A";*—)A" —A"
(B' + C /

r
/=:)B'

O O

0 1 I
&c. &c.

Root.

R •+ r+ r'+

.

Illustrations.

19. The remarks which are yet to be adduced will bear

almost exclusively on the Analytic portion of the Theorem,

from which the Synthetic differs only in the less intricate

management of the first derivee ; this function having no

concern with the discovery of the root, and its multiple being

additive like all the rest, instead of subtractive.

From the unrestricted nature of the notation employed, it

is evident that no class of equations, whether finite, irrational

or transcendental, is excluded from our design. In this re-

spect indeed, the new method agrees with the established
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popular methods of approximation
; a circumstance in favour

of the latter, which is overlooked by many algebraists, both

in employing those methods, and in comparing them with

processes pretending to superior accuracy. The radical fea-

ture which distinguishes them from ours is this : they forego

the influence of all the derivees, excepting the first and

perhaps the second ; ours provides for the effectual action

of all.

20. Concerning these derivees little need be said, as their

nature and properties are well known. It is sufficient to state

that they may be contemplated either as differential coeffi-

cients, as the limiting equations of Newton, or as the nume-

rical coefficients of the transformed equation in R + z. This

last elementary view will suffice for determining them, in

most of the cases to which the popular solutions are adequate ;

viz. in finite equations where R, an unambiguous limiting

value of x
,
is readily to be conjectured. When perplexity

arises in consequence of some roots being imaginary, or dif-

fering by small quantities, the second notation must be called

in aid. The first, in general, when <px is irrational or trans-

cendental.

si. The fact just stated, namely, that our theorem con-

tains within itself the requisite conditions for investigating the

limits, or presumptive impossibility, of the roots, demonstrates

its sufficiency for effecting the developement of the real

roots, independently ofany previous knowledge of R. For this

purpose, we might assume R = o ; r, r, &c. = i or . i &c. and

adopt, as most suitable to these conditions, the algorithm of

Theorem II, until we had arrived at R*, an unambiguous

limiting value of x. Rut since these initiatory researches
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seem more naturally to depend on the simple derivees, a
,
b

, &c.

than on A, B, &c. their aggregates ; and since, in fact, as long

as ris assumptive orindependent of R, our system of derivation

offers no peculiar advantage ; I should prefer applying the

limiting formulas in the usual way
;
passing however from

column to column (Wood, § 318.) of the results, at first by

means of the neat algorithm suggested in the note on Art. 7,

and afterwards by differencing, &c. as recommended by La-

grange, (Res. des Eq. Num. § 13), when the number of co-

lumns has exceeded the dimensions of the equation. (Vide

Addendum.)

If, during this process the observation of De Gua be kept

in view, that whenever all the roots of <px are real, D™” 1
<px

and Dm+I <px will have contrary signs when Dm
<px is made

to vanish, we shall seldom be under the necessity of resorting

to more recondite criteria of impossibility. Every column in

which 0 appears between results affected with like signs, will

apprize us of a distinct pair of imaginary roots ; and even a

horizontal change of signs, occurring between two horizontal

permanences of an identical sign, will induce a suspicion,

which it will in general be easy, in regard of the existing

case, either to confirm or to overthrow.

as. The facilities here brought into a focus, constitute, I

believe, a perfectly novel combination ;
and which, on that

account, as well as on account of its natural affinity to our own

principles, and still more on account of the extreme degree of

simplicity it confers on the practical investigation of limits,

appears to merit the illustration of one or two familiar ex-

amples.
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Ex. 1. Has the equation x*

—

4X3
-fi

8.r
2

-

—

i6.r-f-20= o

any real root?—See Euler, C. D. p. 678.

0 1 1 2

20 9 4
—1 6 —8 0

8 2 8

—

4

0 4
1 1 1

Here the first column consists of the given co-efficients

taken in reverse order. In the second, g is= the sum of the

first column, — 8 is = — 16 + 2 (8) + 3 (— 4) -f 4 ( 1 ),

2 is = 8 + 3 ( —4) + 6(1), &c. The third column is

formed from the second, by the same easy process. We need

proceed no farther; for the sequences 2, o, 1 in the second

column, and 4, o, 8 in the third, show that the equation has

two pairs of imaginary roots. Consequently it has no real

root.

Ex. 2. To determine the nearest distinct limits of the posi-

tive roots of x3 — 7# -fi 7 = o. See Lagrange, Res. des E. N.

§ 27, and note 4. § 8.

Operating as in the former example, we have

0 1 2

7 1 1

“7 —4 5
0 3 6
1 1 1

Since all the signs are now positive, 2 is greater than any

of the positive roots. Again, between — 4 and -f- 5, it is

manifest, that 0 will occur as a value of the first derivee, and
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that the simultaneous value of the second derivee will be

affirmative. But as the principal result has evidently con-

verged and subsequently diverged again in this interval, no

conclusion relative to the simultaneous sign of that result

can be immediately drawn. We will return to complete the

transformations.

For x= 1.0 1.1 1.2 1 -3 1.4 1-3 1.6 1.7

1000
— 400

30
1

631

—337
33

1

328
— 268

36

3

97 —56—125 —104 *3

Here the first column was formed from that under #=1,
by annexing ciphers according to the dimensions of the

functions
; the 2nd and 3rd columns and the number 97 were

found as in the former Example ; the remaining numbers by

differencing and extending the series 1000,631,328,97. We
have no need to continue the work, since the changes of signs

in the principal results indicate the first digits of the roots in

question to be 1.3 and 1.6. But if we proceed by farther

differencing to complete all the lines, the columns standing

under these numbers will give the co-efficients of 0(1.3 4- z)

and cp (1.6+ z) without farther trouble.

23. Assuming, then, that R has been determined, and

R -f- z substituted for x in the proposed equation, thereby

transforming it to

A = az bz? -{• cz3 dz4

-f-

it is to this latter equation that the analytical part of our

theorem is more immediately adapted. Now the slightest

degree of reflection will evince, that our method is absolutely

identical for all equations of the same order, whether they

mdcccxix. T t
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be binomial or adfected, as soon as the transformation in R
has been accomplished. The following description, there-

fore, of a familiar process in arithmetic, will convey an accu-

rate general idea of our more extensive calculus, and obviate

the necessity of any formal precepts.

In Evolution, the first step is unique, and if not assisted

by an effort of memory, could only be tentative. The whole

subsequent process may be defined, division by a variable divi-

sor. For an accurate illustration of this idea, as discoverable

in the existing practice of arithmeticians, we cannot however

refer to the mode of extracting any root, except that of the

square ;
and to this, only in its most recently improved state.

Here, in passing from one divisor to another, two additive

corrections are introduced
;
the first depending on the last

correction of the root, the second on the correction actually

making. And this new quotient correction of the root, since it

must exist previously to the completion of the divisor by

which it is to be verified, is required to befound by means of the

incomplete divisor ; and may be taken out, either to one digit

only, as is most usual, or to a number of digits equal to that

which the complete and incomplete divisors possess in com-

mon. And farther, as these divisors may not, in the first in-

stance, agree accurately even in a siqgle digit, it is necessary

at that stage of the operation, mentally to anticipate the effect

of the new quotient, so as to obtain a sufficiently correct idea

of the magnitude of the new divisor.

24. This is an accurate statement of the relation which the

column headed by the first derivee bears to the analysis. The

remaining columns contribute their aid, as successively sub-

sidiary to each other ; the contributions commencing with
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the last or n— 1
th derivee, and being conveyed to the first

through a regular system of preparatory addends dependent on

the last quotient-correction, and of closing addends dependent

on the new one. The overt and registered manner of con-

ducting the whole calculation, enables us to derive important

advantage from anticipated corrections of the divisors, not only

at the first step, but, if requisite, through the whole perform-

ance, and also, without the necessity of a minute's bye- calcu-

lation, communicates, with the result, its verification.

25. Let us trace the operation of the theorem as far as

may be requisite, through the ascending scale of equations.

1 . In Simple equations
,
the reduced equation may be repre-

sented by A = az ; whence %= Now the theorem directs

us to proceed thus :

a A (r+ r
'+

— ar—
— ar'

&c.

precisely the common arithmetical process of division.

2. In Quadratics, we have A= az+ z% and proceed in this

manner

:

a A (r-|- r'+ . .

r_ —Ar
A A'

r —Av
r' A"

A' &C.

&C.
=

1 • • *
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the known arithmetical process for extracting the square

root.

3. At Cubic equations
,
the aberration of the old practice of

evolution commences, and our theorem places us at once on

new ground. We have here

A = az -f- bz*-f- z
3

and must proceed thus :

1 b a A(r-f*r-J-

r

1
2r

y_
B’

&C.

Br— B
o

B:+r*s B
o 1

BV
A'

&C.

This ought to be the arithmetical practice of the cube root,

as an example will prove.

Ex. I. Extract the cube root of 4,8228544.

Having distributed the number into tridigital periods as

usual, we immediately perceive that the first figure of the

root is 3 = R. Consequently, the first subtrahend is R3=27,

the first derivee 3^=27, the second 311= 9 ;
the third (sal,)

need not be written. Hence

9- 27..
48228544(364
27

6 —-576 ——

.

21228

3276—.—. 19656
12

.

612 .

.

4 _>4336 1572544— ^i572544
1084' 393136/"

In this example the reader will perceive that no supple-

mentary operations are concealed. The work before him is

complete, and may be verified mentally. I need not intimate
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how much more concise it is than even the abbreviated statement

of the old process. (See Hutton's Course.)

The station of 1, 2, &c. numeral places respectively, which

the closing addends occupy in advance of the preparatory

ones, is an obvious consequence of combining the numeral

relation of the successive root-figures with the potential rela-

tion of the successive derivees. In fact, as is usual in arith-

metic, we tacitly regard the last root-figure as units, and the

new one as a decimal fraction; then the common rules of

decimal addition and multiplication regulate the vertical ali-

neation of the addends.

26. The advantage of mental verification is common to the

solution of equations of every order, provided the .<-uccessive

corrections of the root be simple digits : for the parenthetic

derivations will, in that case, consist of multiplying a given

number by a digit, and adding the successive digital products

to the corresponding digits of another given number ; all

which may readily be done without writing a figure interme-

diate to these given numbers and the combined result. For

this reason the procedure by single digits appears generally

preferable.

Nevertheless, to assist the reader in forming his own

option, and at the same time to institute a comparison with

known methods on their own grounds, I introduce one ex-

ample illustrative of the advantage which arises from the

anticipatory correction of the divisors spoken of in Art. 24,

when the object is to secure a high degree of convergency

by as few approximations as possible. The example is that

by which Newton elucidates his method. I premise as the

depreciators of Newton do, that it is an extremely easy
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problem ; and I say this to invite comparison, not so much

with his mode of treating it, as with theirs.

Ex. II. What is the value of x in the equation x3—22=5.

The root is manifestly a very little greater than 2. Make
it x = 2 + z, and the equation becomes

1 = 10 z + 6z2
-|- z3

’

Hence, arranging the derivees,

6. 10 . . 1.000
(

6

The first digit will obviously be so nearly 1, that by antici-

pating its effect on the divisor, we are sure this will be very

nearly 106. Hence

10.6) l.ooof.o^ first correction

The square is 94
s= 8836.

Hence we have

6... 10 i.ooooooooo(.094,

094 ^--572836 ^ ^99384A584
‘

6094x94='' 10572836' 6153416
188 581672

3
The first digit of the next correction will evidently be 5

;

the effect of which we have as before anticipated as far as

one digit. The divisor will therefore be 1 1 158 correct to the

last figure. Hence

11158)6153416(55148, second correction.

The square is 30413, &c. to 10 digits.

Hence,

6094 10572836

18855148 581672 6153416——- ^ -^346470 1 490 1904 ^-61533987854178101
628255148x5 &c.= _“

110296. 111579727014901204 172145821898

34650056
1
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Consequently,

1 116143772) i72i4582i897s( 1542326590,22

This third correction is carried two places beyond the extent

of the divisor, for the sake of ascertaining rigidly the degree

of accuracy now attained. For this purpose, we proceed thus:

628 &c. x 154 &c. =, 968, &c. is the true correction of the

last divisor. Our anticipated correction was i,ooo. For

which if we substitute 968 &c. it will appear that our divisor

should have ended in 1,678, &c. instead of 2. The error is,

,322 &c. which induces an ultimate error of (111 &c. : I54

&c. : 1,322 &c. &c. :),44 &c. Consequently, our third cor-

rection should be . . . . 1542326590,66, &c. agreeing to 10

figures with the value previously determined. And the root is

x= 2.094551481542326590, &c.

correct in the 18th decimal place at three approximations.

So rapid an advance is to be expected only under very

favorable data. Yet this example clearly affixes to the new

method, a character of unusual boldness and certainty; ad-

vantages derived from the overt manner of conducting the

work, which thus contains its own proof.

The abbreviations used in the close of this example, are of

a description sufficiently obvious and inartificial ; but in order

to perfect the algorithm of our method in its application to

higher equations, and to the progress by simple digits, atten~

tion must be given to the following general principles of

Compendious Operation.

27. We have seen that every new digit of the root occa-

sions the resolvend to be extended n figures to the right,

and the mth derivee n—m figures ; so that if the work be car-

ried on as with a view to unlimited progress, every new
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root-figure will be obtained and verified at an expence of

\ (n . n f)
-j- 2 new lines of calculation, containing in all

somewhat above f(n.?i— i.ft-j-4) digits more than the

preceding root-figure cost. But as the necessity for unlimited

continuity can rarely, if ever, occur, we may consider our-

selves at liberty to check the advance of the resolvend, as

soon as it contains one or twro figures more than the number

we yet propose to annex to the root. This will happen,

generally speaking, when d. th of the numeral places of the

root are determined.

By arresting the advance of the resolvend, we diminish it

in the first instance by an optional number (/>) of places, and

by n places more at each succeeding step. Neglecting at the

same time an equal number of figures in the right hand

places of each closing addend and its derivatives, as contribu-

ting nothing to the diminished resolvend, we thus cause the

effective units’ place of each derivee to retrograde* in the first

instance p-\-m,—n places, and at every subsequent step, a

number of places (m) equal to the index of the derivee.

In the mean time, while these amputations are diminishing

the derivees and addends on the right hand, a uniform ave-

rage diminution of one digit on the left hand is taking place

in the successive classes of addends in each column. The

obvious consequence is, that after about th of the root-

* As the advance of the closing addend is prepared by annexing dots to the superior

preparatory addend, so its retrogradation may be prepared by a perpendicular line

beginning before the proper place (the mth or m -)
- p— n‘b) of tire said preparatory

addend, and continued indefinitely downward. One digit, or two, of those which fall

to the right of this line in the next succeeding sum and preparatory addends, must

be retained, for the sake ultimately of correctly adjusting the effective units of the

subtrahend.
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figures are found, the mth derivee will receive no augmenta-

tion ; or, in other words, it will be exterminated when

th of those places are determined.

Again, when all the derivees inferior to M, the mth
, have

vanished, the process reduces itself to that of the mth order

simply. For, the amount of the preparatory addends to L,

the m—1 th augmented derivee, will be m— 1 times the pre-

vious closing addend
o
M ; and the preparatory addends to

K, the m— 2 th
,
will be formed from its previous closing addend

o
L, by adding 0Mr to it m— 2 times successively; a proce-

dure obviously similar to that with which the general synopsis

commences.

28. From these principles we form the following conclu-

sions, demonstrative of the facilities introduced by this im-

provement on the original process :

1. Whatever be the dimensions
(n )

of the proposed equa-

tion, whose root is to be determined to a certain number of

places, only -jj- th part of that number (reckoning from the

point at which the highest place of the closing addend begins

to advance to the right of that of the first derivee) needs to

be found by means of the process peculiar to the complete

order of the equation; after which, ~ZIT may be found by

the process of the n— 1
th order, — by that of the n—2 tk

order, &c.

2. Several of these inferior processes will often be passed

over per saltum; and when this advantage ceases, or does not

occur, the higher the order of the process, the fewer will be

the places determinable by it. And in every case, the latter

MDCCCXIX. U U
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half of the root will be found by division simply. Meantime,

the number of figures employed in verification of each suc-

cessive root-digit, instead of increasing, is rapidly diminishing.

3. The process with which we commence, need not be of

a higher order than is indicated by the number of places to

which we would extend the root ; and may be even reduced

to an order as much lower as we please, by means of an in-

troductory approximation.

Ex. III. Let the root of the equation in Ex. II. be deter-

mined to the tenth place of decimals.

Arranging the derivees as before, we proceed thus

:

6 . .

609-
184

62 74
. 8 .

62 82

10 ...

.

54§ i

105481
"

5562 .

.

25096

11129396/
2511
314

2

12

1115764

3M
3 i

[A

L 4

11161 1 C

3 1

>4
L

11161 4
'

L

• • •

1 .oooooo( .094551 48 1

5

^949329

50671000

-44517584

6153416
5578825

574591
558055

1,1111611)16536(14815
11161

5375
446o

910

893

17
11

6
6
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Consequently the root is 2.0945514815, correct to the pro-

posed extent, as appears on comparing it with the more en-

larged value already found. The work occupied a very few

minutes, and may be verified by mere perusal, as not a figure

was written besides those which appear. By a similar ope-

ration, in less than half an hour, I have verified the root to

the whole extent found in Ex. II.

Ex. IV. As a praxis in case of the intervention of negative

numbers, let it be proposed to extract, to a convenient extent,

that root of the equation x3—* >jx =— 7, whose first digits we

have already determined to be 1.3. (See Art. 22.

)

Making x= 1.3 + *. we have

—.097 = — 1-33 * + 3-9 z2+z*
Wherefore

39-
5

395-
106

/

4056,'*

12.

40 68

-193-
- 1 9 75

_1 7 3 45
2000..
24336

-1508164
24372.
325

-148053
32,5
36

14779
3

W

44

76
50
6

53

—97C056895867——86625

—10375000
—9048984

— 1326016
—1184430

—14586— 132923

—8663
—7383

—1280
—1181

—99
9

—10
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Consequently the root is 1.356895867. This example was

selected by Lagrange for its difficulty.

Of its three roots, that which we have now found is the

most difficult to obtain
;
yet the whole work, including the

preparatory portion in Art. 22, may be performed without

one subsidiary figure, in less than a quarter of an hour.

A little attention and practice will render the mental ag-

gregation of positive and negative numbers as familiar as the

addition of either sort separately. The introduction of r small

negative resolvend, instead of a large positive one, where the

opportunity occurs, will then greatly abridge the operations.

For example, the cube root of 2, or 1.26..
— 0078950105

1 . 259921049895

was determined to this extent, true to the 12th decimal place,

within as small a compass and as short a time as the result

of Example III.

Ex. V. As an example of a finite equation of a higher

order, let the equation xs
-{- 2X4 + 3X

* + 4,-z* -f- $x = 32 1 be

proposed. The root appears to be >2, <3; and the equa-

59 , ,

7 5 6
66 5b.

7 92
828
8 64 , ,

- 4509
978509

45/

S

452 7

tion in %= x — 2 is

207= 201%+ 150%* + 59%
3 + 1224

-f %
Hence,

750 , 20/ , . . .

39 936 7/396/6

4 53 6

20
933 29
. . 3 60
94

78993 6
44688
49656 . , .

2755527
287035527
276908/
2782662
746632

293333

9

74 7 5
7485
564

2 9488
//

96

02
92
50

64
28

3/49 6/6
7407744 . , . .

867/0 658/
464347 O 658 /

8694/3 82
234667/2 7 6

^753878752
2352 65/\9

77693/
4779/7459

/ 769
7 4

48095900
/4

66.

52
4

0 6
6\8

75
23
6 /

23

207.00000 /, 638 6 058033 2
788 97696
78 0230400000
73 9 3 0^/79743
4 0 9 2 62 80257
3 803 l 03002/
2895 250236
286 75 04 754
27745482
23 904 7 95
38400 87
3 8 2478/
7590 6

74343
7563
7434
7 29
96_

33
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Wherefore the root is 2.638605803327, correct to the

J2th decimal, and capable, like the former results, of being

verified by simple inspection. The other roots are imaginary;

for when — #=.4, the fourth derivee vanishes between

two affirmative results, and when — x= . 7 &c., the second

disappears under similar circumstances. (Arts. 21, 22.)

It appears to me, that no explanation of this solution can

be offered, which has not been abundantly anticipated in this

Essay; and the student who peruses it in connection with the

General Synopsis, and Arts. 23, 27, will acquire an indelible

impression of the whole algorithm.

Ex. VI. If it were proposed to obtain a very accurate solu-

tion of an equation of very high dimensions, or of the irra-

tional or transcendental kind, a plan similar to the following

might be adopted. Suppose, for example, the root of

x* — 100, or x log x= 2

were required correct to 60 decimal places. By an easy ex-

periment we find x — 3.6 nearly
; and thence, by a process

of the third order, #= 3.597285 more accurately.

Now, 3597286= 98 x 7 1 * 47 x 11, whose logarithms,

found to 61 decimals in Sharpe's Tables, give R log R =
2.00000096658, &c. correct to 7 figures ; whence the subse-

quent functions need be taken out to 55 figures only. They

are

a = Mod 4- log R= .990269449408, &c.

b = Mod 2R = 0*60364, &c.

c= — b ~3R = —-o i4
55, &c.

&c. The significant part disappears after the 8th derivee ;

consequently, the process will at first be of the eighth order.

If the root is now made to advance by single digits, the first

X xmdcccxix.
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of these will reduce the process to the seventh order ; one-

more reduces it to the sixth order ; two more, to the fifth,

&c. The last 27 figures will be found by division alone.

But if the first additional correction is taken to 8 figures,

and the second to 16, on the principle of Example II, we pass

from the 8th order to the 4th at once, and thence to the 1st

or mere division, which will give the remaining 29 figures.

This mode appears in description to possess the greater sim-

plicity, but is perhaps the more laborious.

It cannot fail to be observed, that in all these examples a

great proportion of the whole labour of solution is expended

on the comparatively small portion of the; root, which is con-

nected with the leading process. The toil attending this part

of the solution, in examples similar in kind to the last, is very

considerable ; since every derivee is at this stage to receive

its utmost digital extent. To obviate an unjust prejudice, I

must therefore invite the reader's candid attention to the fol-

lowing particulars :

In all other methods the difficulty increases with the extent

of the root, nearly through the whole work
; in ours, it is in

a great measure surmounted at the first step : in most others,

there is a periodical recurrence to first conditions, under cir-

cumstances of accumulating inconvenience
;

in the new me-

thod, the given conditions affect the first derivees alone, and

the remaining process is arithmetically direct
,
and increasingly

easy to the end.

The question of practical facility may be decided by a very

simple criterion ; by comparing the times of calculation which

I have specified, with a similar datum by Dr. Halley in favor

of his own favorite method of approximation. (Philosophical

Transactions for 1694.)
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Addendum I. ( Vide Art. 21.) Note. But in this case, it will

be more elegant to find the differences at once by the theorem

A,+ A'D
m+

. 2±.*A'D
m+2

<pR • &c.

which, supposing r to be constant, is a sufficiently obvious

corollary to the theorem in Art. 7. All the results may then

be derived from the first column by addition. Thus, for the

latter transformations in Ex. II. Art. 22, the preparatory

operation would be

1st. Terms. Diff. 1st. 2nd. 3rd.

1000 —369 66 6

—4cc 63 6

3° 3

1

and the succeeding terms would be found by adding these

differences in the usual way to the respective first terms.

Addendum II. It is with pleasure that I refer to the Impe-

rial Encyclopaedia (Art. Arithmetic) for an improved method

of extracting the cube root, which should have been noticed

in the proper place, had I been aware of its existence
;
but it

was pointed out to me, for the first time, by the discoverer,

Mr. Exley, of Bristol, after this Essay was completed. It

agrees in substance with the method deduced in Art. 25,

from my general principle, and affords an additional illustra-

tion of the affinity between that principle and the most im-

proved processes of common arithmetic.

Front ibe Press of

W. BULMER £5 Co.

Cleveland-row, St. James’s,
London.
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for January, 1818.

1818

Time. Therm.
without.

Therm.
within.

Barom. Six’s

Therm.
Winds.

Weather.

H. M. O 0 Inches. Point*. 5 tr.

Jan. 1 8 O 28 41 30,01 26 NW 1 Foggy.

2 O 33 48 30,02 33 NE 1 Fine.

2 8 O 33 4 ‘ 30,01 28 NW 1 Cloudy.
1 2 O 34 47 29,96 3 6 E 1 Cloudy, thick weather.

3 8 O 32 48 29,61 31 SE 1 Snow.
2 O 35 47 29,57 35 SW 1 Cloudy.

4 8 O 4 1 43 29,48 35 SSW 1,2 Rain.

2 O 43 45 29,51 45 (/) SSW 1 Cloudy.

5 8 O 42 43 29,52 37 -C
u SSW 2,3 Rain.

2 O 43 48 29,42 45 CJ SW 1,2 Rain.

6 8 O 34 44 29,88 34 NW I Cloudy.
2 O 4 i 48 3°,°9 4 1 WNW I Fair.

7 8 O 39 45 3°,* 5 34 SSW I Foggy.
2 O 45 49 30,02 47

x: SW I Cloudy.

8 8 O 38 47 30,06 37 0 NNW I Cloudy.

2 O 42 52 30,19 43 NW I Fine.

9 8 O 39 49 30,16 34
CO s 1 Fair.

2 O 49 55 29,95 49
£ w I Rain.

10 8 O 48 5o 29,83 46 C w I Cloudy.

2 O 5 ° 55 29,8

1

53 oS w 1 Rain.

1

1

8 O 47 5 i 29,79 48 w I Cloudy.
2 O 5 ° 52 29,72 5 1 w I Cloudy.

12 8 O 40 48 29,84 33 NNW I Fair.

2 O 44 53 30,08 44 WbyS 1 Cloudy.

*3 8 O 48 5o 29,84 4 i W 1,2 Cloudy.
2 O 5° 54 29,80 52 W 2 Cloudy.

M 8 O 47 54 29,84 45 NW I Cloudy.
2 O 45 55 29,87 52 SW i Fair.

!
5

8 O 50 54 29,69 42 w 2,3 Cloudy.
2 O 53 58 29,67 55 w 1,2 Rain.

16 8 O 47 55 29,88 47 w I Cloudy.
2 O 49 59 29,81

1 52 w I Rain.
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for January, 00rH00fH

Time. Therm. Therm. Barom. Six’s

1 8 1

8

without. within. Therm.

Weather.

H. M. O O Inches. Points. Str.

Jan. 17 8 O 40 5 6 29,88 39 NE I Fair. ^ A remarkably fine

2 O 43 57 29,82 43 NE I P ine.
\
bay for the season.

18 8 O 39 53 29,92 37! WNW 1 Fair.

2 O 41 54 30,02 43 E I Cloudy.

>9 8 O 34 49 30,46 3 2 W I Fine.

2 O 4 2 57 30,50 42 w I Fine.

20 8 O 36 5 ° 3°,37 34 C/i

<U
wsw I Fine.

2 O 42 57 30,25 43 CJ
s I Fine.

21 8 O 42 5 1 29,91 3 6 -H w I Rain.

2 O 45 57 30,07 - WbyN I Fine.

22 8 O 39 5 J
30,00 34 sw 1,2 Fine. / A violent squall

2 O 44 5
6 29,80 46 - sw 1,2 Cloudy. < of wind and hail

2 3 8 O 36 5 * 29,72 34 wsw I Fine. tat 10 p. m.

2 O 4 T 54 29,59 43 0 w I Cloudy.

24 8 0 40 5 1 29,51 35 s w I Rain.

2 O 42 57 29,51 45
1/5 NW I Fine.

2 5 8 O 36 49 29,98 33 NW 1 Hazy, but fine.

2 O 43 49 30,00 43 w I Fair.

26 8 O 4-7 49 29,89 4 1 w I Cloudy.
2 O 49 54 29,70 5° w I Cloudy.

2 7 8 O 40 5 1 29,94 36 w I Fine.

2 O 44 54 29,83 55 sw I Cloudy.
28 8 O 4 i 5 2 29,58 39 w 1 Cloudy.

2 O 43 57 29,67 45 w I Cloudy.

29 8 O 37 49 29,71 33 w I Fair.

3°

2

8

O
O

4 i

4 i

55

5 2
29,54
29,02

44
40

s

sw
I

1,2 Ruin )
A violent storm of

2 O 45 57 28,84 46 w I Cloudy. L

3 i 8 O 37 5 * 29,30 35 w 1 Fine.

2 O 39 57 29*43 39 w I Fine.
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for February,

JOURNAL

1818.

Time. Therm. Therm. Barom. Six’s Winds.
without. within. Therm.

1S1Q

H. M. O O Inches. Points. Str.

Feb/ 1 8 0 3 + 49 29,18 34 w 1 Rain and snow.

2 0 42 5 2 29,14 42 WNW Fine.

2 8 0 3 2 47 28,97 29 SE 1 Hazy.

2 O 33 53 28,96 3 ? N 1 Cloudy.

3 8 O 3 1 47 29O4 27 E 1 Fine.

2 O 37 53 29,14 39 WNW 1 Rain.

4 8 O 32 46 29,14 28
<L>

NE 1 Cloudy.

2 0 34 49 29,1 I 35
.C.

O N 1 Cloudy.

5 8 0 3 i 45 29’54 28 sw 1 Cloudy.

2 0 44 53 29,69 44 N W 1 Cloudy.

6 8 0 33 49 29,97 3 i 1 Thick fog.

2 0 40 54 29,98 3 S O E 1 Hazy.

7 8 0 3 * 48 29,08 29 1 Thick fog.

2 0 3 1 53 29,09 3 i O S 1 Cloudy and hazy.
8 8 0 27 45 30,03 26 § NbyE 0,1 Cloudy and hazy.

2 0 30 45 29,99 3 i
s> W 1 Hazy.

9 8 0 26 42 30,03 26
JZ W 1 Cloudy and hazy.

2 0 3 2 59 30,04 33
c S 1 Cloudy and hazy.

10 8 0 28 43 30,01 26 w 1 Thick tog.

2 0 33 48 30,05 35 NE 1 Cloudy.

1

1

8 0 33 45 30,18 33 E 1 Cloudy and rather hazy.
2 0 37 5 2 30,22 37 SE 1 Hazy.

12 8 0 3 i 44 30,20 3 i w 1 Cloudy.
2 0 36 5 1 3°,!8 36 S 1 Cloudy.

13 8 0 34 46 30,11 33 SE 1 Cloudy.
2 0 39 54 30,01 4 i SE 1 Fine.

*4 8 0 33 47 29,88 29 SE 1 Fine.

2 0 38 47 29,82 39 S 1 Fair.
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for February, 1818.

Time. Therm. Therm. Barom. Six’s Winds.
without. within. Therm.

|

tQiQ Weather.
j

H. M. O O Inches. Points, Str.

Feb. 15 8 O 33 47 29,90 3 ° ESE 1 Hazy.

2 O 40 49 29,91 42 SE 1 Rain.

16 8 O 39 44 29,91 33 SE 1 Cloudy.

2 O 46 Si 29,94 49 SSW 1 Cloudy.

17 8 O 44 49 z9>99 4 2 SE 1 Cloudy.

2 O 48 61 29,96! 51 S 1 Fine.

18 8 O 47 54 29,95 44 S 1,2 Rain.

2 O 48 59 2 9>93 49 c/> ssw 2 Rain.

19 8 O 42 5 2 30,09 4 1 -C w I Foggy.

2 O 5° 61 29,89 5 2
G SbyE I Rain.

20 8 O 4 « 57 30,06 34 S I Fine.

2 O 46 62 30,04 49
N N I Fine.

21 8 O 44 55 29,70 3 6 o' S 2 Cloudy.

2 O 46 57 29,37 47 s NW I Rain.

22 8 O 40 5 2 29,29 39
C NW I Rain. - A fall ofsnow at 5 p.m.

2 O 40 51 * 9’°5 4 i S SE I Rain.i Barom. 29,27 at 11

23 8 O 34 47 29,78 3 2 c/) N 1 Fine. *- P-m «

2 O 44 57 29,83 44
-C

S I Cloudy.

24 8 O 37 49 29,78 34J
c s 1,2 Fine.

2 O 44 57 29,88 46 06 w 1 Fair, i

25 8 O 48 53 29,59 42 w 1,2 Cloudy.

2 O S' 60 29,58 5 2 sw 1,2 Fair.

26 8 O 40 5 2 29,42 39 w I Cloudy.

2 O 42 60 29,70 56 N I Cloudy.

27 8 O 38 5 2 29,56 34 s I Rain.
|

2 O 48 62 i 9>35 5o w I Fine.

28 8 O 40 53 29,67 37 wsw I Cloudy.

2 O 46 59 29,61 49 sw 1 Cloudy.
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for March, 1818.

Time. Therm. Therm. Barom. Six’s Winds.

1818

without. within. Therm.

Weather.

H. M. O O Inches. Points. Str.

Mar. 1 7 O 39 55 29,69 38 SW 1 Fair.

2 O 44 59 29,63 5 1 w 1 fair.

2 7 O 40 5 1 29,7° 37 w 1 fair.

2 O 45 58 29,60 5 ° w 1 Rain.

3 7 O 4 i 53 29, '8 37 s 1 Fine.

2 O 49 57 29,68 5 ° SW 1 ,2 Cloudy.

4 7 O 37 2 9’39 35 •_n w 1 Fine.

5

2

7

O
O

43

43
55

5 i

29,22
28,88

48
42

O
C

s

s

1

2

Cloudy.

Cloudy.
|

- A violent gale be-

tweenlO and 12 last
2 O 43 61 29,01 47 vo WNW 1 Fair

.J night, baro. 28,61
6 7 O 4 1 53 29,29 38 Os SW 1 Fair at 11 30 p.m.

2 O 45 62 29.41 49 0 w 1,2 Cloudy.

7 7 O 43 5 Z 29.24 36 -C s 2 *3 Rain.
2 O 44 57 28, b 1 50 0 w 2 Cloudy.

8 7 O 40 5 1 28,95 39 § w 1,2 Fine.

z O 47 54 29, 1 I 5 Z
CO w 2 Fine.

9 7 0 36 48 29,39 34 SW 1 Fair.

2 O 42 54 29,42 43
C WNW 1 Cloudy.

10 7 O 33 49 29,36 3 i 01 w 1 Cloudy.

2 O 38 57 z9’34 4 i NW 1 Cloudy.

1

1

7 O 37 49 29,48 33 W 1 Fair.

2 O 44 57 29 ,

5

1 44 w 1 Cloudy.

12 7 O 35 49 29,87 34 w 1 Cloudy.
2 O 45 57 29,92 46 w 1,2 Cloudy.

13 7 O 37 5 1 29,28 35 NE i Cloudy.
2 O 42 58 29,66 44 N 1 Fine.

14 7 O 35 5 ° 29,85 3 Z E 1 Fine.

2 O 44 58 29,88 46 W 1 Cloudy.

15 7 O 4 1 5° 29,54 40 SW 12 Cloudy.

2 O 45 46 z9’39 49 SSW 1 Hazy.

16 7 O 4° 48 29>47 36 w 1,2 Cloudy.

2 O 47 58 29,56 48 NW 1 rine.
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1818

Time. Therm.
without.

Therm.
within.

Barom. Six’s

Therm.
Wind s.

Weather.

H. M. 0 O Inches. Points. Str.

Mar. 17 7 O 45 51 29,72 40 V/ 1 Rain.
2 O 5° 59 29.93 5 1 N 1 Cloudy.

18 7 O 4 i 53 3°’°9 4° W 1 Cloudy.
2 O 5 1 60 3°,°5 53 WNW 1 Cloudy.

l9 7 O 46 55 30,01 46 W 1 Cloudy.
2 O 5° 60 29.94 53 WSW 1 Cloudy.

20 7 O 48 5 6 29,69 48 CO NW 1 Cloudy.
2 O 5 i 68 29,86 52 NW 1 Fine.

21 7 O 40 5 ° 29,97 35
c

1—1

W 1 Fair.

2 O 46 62 29,88 52 W 1,2 Rain and squally.

22 7 O 46 54 29,66 4°! W I Rain.
2 O 49 57 29,68 54 0 NW I Fine, showery.

2 3 7 O 44 53 29,28 47
-C NE I Rain and squally.

2 O 47 63 29.53 52 0 W I Fine, showery.
24 7 O 40 53 29,68 38 § WSW I Cloudy.

2 O 48 57 29,68 5 °
CO WNW I Showery.

2 5 7 O 39 5 2 29,56 37 *-> W 2 Cloudy.
2 O 43 5

8 29,64 49 N 1,2 Cloudy.
26 7 O 42 5 1 29,57 34 o5 WNW 1 Rain.

2 O 40 57 29,22 43 NE 1 Rain.

27 7 0 38 5
1 30,01 34 W 1 Cloudy.

2 0 44 48 30,17 46 NW I Fine.

28 7 0 39 5
2 3°, 33 35 S 1 Cloudy.

2 0 46 5
8 30,30 5 ° s I Cloudy.

29 7 0 42 5 1 30,21 SE I Fine.
2 0 46 53 30,14 52 S I Fine.

30 7 0 4 i 49 30,17 37 S I Fine.
2 0 5° 58 30,24 55 W 1 Cloudy.

3 1 7 0 40 5 2 30,34 3 ^ SE I Fine.

2 0 46 59 30,31 48 E I Cloudy.
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for April, 1818.

1818

Time. Therm.
without.

Therm.
within.

Barom. Six’s

Therm.

Winds.

Weather.

H. M. O O Inches. Points. Str.

April 1 7 O 43 5 2 30,26 38 E 1 Fine.

2 O 44 59 30,22 49 NW 1 Fine.

2 7 O 41 S 2 3 °> 3 I 39 N 1 Cloudy.

2 O 45 59 3°>33 47 NE 1 I ine.

3 7 O 4 1 5 2 3 °- 3 6 39 E 1 Cloudy.

2 O 46 61 30,38 48 SE 1 Cloudy.

4 7 O 40 5 2 30,40 35 <L> S 1 Fine.

2 O 46 62 3 °>37 48 CJ SE 1 Fine.

5 7 O 40 5 2 30>«° 33
—

1 SSE 1 Fuir.

2 O 43 55 30,07 54 Os NW 1 Fine.

6 7 O 48 54 29,31 42 sw 1,2 Cloudy, rain in the night.

2 O 5° 57 29,32: 52 N »,2 Cloudy.

7 7 O 40 5 1 29,72 39 c SSE I Rain.

2 O 49 58 29,56 5 ° c SW 1 Rain.

8 7 O 53 56 29,49 5° S I Cloudy.

2 O 49 59 29,45 62 • f-H

-C NE 1 Rain.

9 7 O 53 56 2 9’37 5°
w

S I Fair.

2 O 54 64 29,38 57 TJ W I Cloudy.

10 7 O 47 58 29,61 44 0$ s I Rain.

2 O 5 2 65 29,50 55 s I Rain.

1

1

7 0 46 58 29,27 46 s I Fine.

2 O 44 57 29,45 59 ssw I Rain.

12 7 O 4i 53 2 9>93 46 NNW Fine.

2 O 47 53 30,03 5
1 SW I Fine.

*3 7 O 38 5i 30,08 35 S byW Cloudy.

2 O 48 60 29,96 5
2 SW I Fine.

14 7 O 43 5 2 29 >7 1 4° SE I Hazy.

2 O 5 1 60 29,72 5
6 SE 1 Cloudy.

1 5 7 O 44 54 29,77 38 E I Fine, but rather hazy.

2 O 5i 63 29,70 55 SE I Fair.
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1818

Time. Therm.
without.

Therm.
within.

Barom. Six’s

Therm.
Wind s.

Weather.

H. M. O O Inches. Points. Str.

Apr. 1

6

7 O 45 55 29,44 41 SE 1 Fine.
2 O 54 63 29’34 5 6 SE 1 Cloudy.

17 7 O 49 57 29,28 46 E 1 Rain.
2 O 52 62 29,62 54 E 1 Cloudy.

18 7 O 45 55 29>33 44 E 1 Cloudy.
2 O 5 i 68 29,45 54 ESE 1 Fine.

J 9 7 O 43 55 29,71 43 NE 1 Cloudy.
2 O 48 56 29,76 5 °

-C E 1 Cloudy.
20 7 O 40 53 29,82 35 E 1 Fine, rather hazy.

2 O 48 5
« 29,81 5° - E 1 Cloudy.

21 7 O 44 54 29,71 35
On E 1 Cloudy.

2 O 52 63 29,70 53
- SE 1 Cloudy.

22 7 O 49 55 29,71 45
_c E 1 Cloudy and hazy.

2 O 53 59 29,63 5 6 0 E 1,2 Rain.

23 7 O 48 54 29,56 45 § E 1,2 Rain.
2 O 45 61 29,48 5°

cn E 1 Thick dark foggy weather

24 7 O 46 58 29,30 44
«-C ESE 1 Rain.

2 O 5 i 62 2 9>33 53
c E 1 Cloudy.

25 7 O 5 ° 58 29,13 43 c4 S 1 Rain.
2 O 64 63 29,19 55 sw 1 Fair.

26 7 O 52 57 29,42 43 NW 1 Cloudy.
2 O 61 6 1 29,47 65 SW 1 Fine.

27 7 O 55 59 29,42 53 E 1,2 Cloudy, but fine.

2 O 60 65 29,57 64 SW 1 Fine.

28 7 O 5 ° 59 29,83 49 S~by E 1 Fa :

r.

2 O 58 63 29,90 62 SW 1 Fair.

29 7 O 5° 61 30,00 42 W 1 Fair.

2 O 59 65 29,95 64 E 1 Fine.

3° 7 O 5 i 59 29,76 45 E 1 Cloudy and hazy.
2 O 53 64 29,61 54 E 1 Rain.

MDCCCXIX. b
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for May, 1818 .

Time. Therm. Therm. Barom. Six’s Winds.
without within. Therm,

t S i Q Weather.

H. M. O 0 Inches. Points. Str.

1

May ] 7 O 53 60 29,75 51 N 1 Fine.

2 O 69 68 29,85 62 W 1 Fine, but showery.

2 7 O 5 ° 60 2Q,QO 46 E 1 Cloudy.
2 O 61 66 29,8 I 64 E 1 Cloudy.

3 7 O 53 60 29,55 49 E 1 Rain.
2 O 60 6 3 29,47 64 E 1 Fine.

4 7 O 5 1 60 29,52 49 CO W 1 Fine.

2 >
O 61 64 2 9>53 66| -C w 1 Fine.

5 7 O 5 2 60 29,49 49 N 1 Fine.

2 O 60 63 2 9>43 64 E 1 Cloudy.

6 7 O 5 2 59 29’35 5 i
ON NE 1 Cloudy.

2 O 57 63 2 9’34 61 - S 1 Cloudy.

7 7 O 5 1 58 29>34 49| s 1,2 Cloudy.
2 O 58 67 29>39 h 6r c

O SSE 1 Cloudy.

8 7 O 5 2 60 29,57 48 § s 1 Fair.

2 O 61 62 29,57 66 CO SSE 1 Cloudy.

9 7 O 5° 57 2 9 > 59 j 47
CG
4-» sw 1 Fine.

2 O 57 61 29,63 61 .s SSE 1 Showery.

10 7 O 5° 58 29,86 47 2$ w 1 Fine.

2 O 59 60 29,87 64 s 1 Fine.

1

1

7 O 5 6 58 29.74 48 s 1 Fine.

2 O 58 61 29,65 66 E 1 Fine.

1

2

7 O 54 59 29,63 52 W 1 Cloudy.

2 O 61 60 29,65 6 5
W 1 Cloudy.

>3 7 O 5° 58 29,49 48 SE 1 Rain.

2 O 58 62 29,40 6r W 1,2 Fine, but showery.

14 7 O 48 57 29,

4

1 46 S 2 Rain.

2 O 55 58 29,42 57 s 2 Squally rainy weather.

! 5 7 O 5 2 58 29,52 47 w 1 Cloudy.

2 O 58 53 29,52 62 N 1 Cloudy.,

16 7 O 53 61 29,56 +8* E 1 Fine.

2 O 61 60 29>59 66 SE 1 Cloudy.
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for Ma}^, 1818.

1 3 1

8

Time. Therm.
without.

Therm.
within.

Barom. Six’s

Therm.

Winds.

Weather.

H. M. O O Inches. Points. Str.

May 17 7 O 54 58 29,68 52 SW 1 Cloudy.

2 O 5 6 58 29,78 57 NNE 1 Rain.

18 7 O 54 58 29,87 48 NNE 1 Fair.

2 O 64 66 29,89 69 E 1 Fair.

l 9 7 O 5 1 59 2 9 599 48 NE 1 Cloudy.

2 O 57 60 30,00 58 . N 1 Cloudy.

20 7 O 5° 58 30,06 44 NE 1 Fine.

2 O 64 59 30,06 6 5 CO E 1 Fair.

21 7 O 5 1 57 3°, 18 47 -n E 1 Cloudy.

2 O 57 63 30,18 67 E 1 Fine.

22 7 O 5 ° 58 30,23! 41 E 1 Cloudy.

2 O 57 63 30,24 60 Os E 1 Fair.

23 7 O 5 ° 57 30,31 45 - E 1 Cloudy, rather hazy.

2 O 57 59 30 , 3 ! 59 4-1
j
SE 1 Fine.

24 7 O 53 58 30,34 44 g E 1 Cloudy.

2 O 60 64 30,35 62 1 E 1 Fair.

25 7 O 51 58 30,33 +9 C/5 E 1 Cloudy.

2 O 60 64 30,29 64 _C EbyS 1 Fair.

26 7 O 59 59 30,27 47 c N 1 Fair.

2 O 62 65 30,27 68 r3

2$ E 1 Fair.

27 7 O 53 59 30,34 47 E 1 Cloudy.

2 O 63 67 30,29 6n E 1 Fine.

28 7 O 53 58 30,22 44 N 1 Fine.

2 O 64 66 30,161 68 NNE 1 Fair.

29 7 O 5 2 59 30,12 47 SE 1 Cloudy.
2 O 59 62 30,12 6 3 SE 1 Cloudy.

3° 7 0 5 1 59 30,14 45 | ESE 1 Cloudy.
2 O 55 60 30,11 571 NE 1 Cloudy.

3i 7 O 52 58 30,00 45 SW 1 Cloudy.
2 O 65 64 29>96 7i SE 1 Fain

*
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for June, 18 18.

Time. Therm. Therm. Barom. Six’s Winds.

1818

without. within. Therm.

Weather.

H. M. O O Inches. Points. Str.

June 1 7 O 62 60 2q,q8 57 WSW 1 Cloudy.

2 O 68 6 3 29,98 74 NNW 1 Cloudy.

2 7 O 64 6 3 30,02 60 sw 1 Fine.

2 O 69 6 7 30,02 76 sw 1 Fine.

3 7 O 62 6 3 30,08 53 w 1 Fine.

2 0 72 70 30,09 76- sw 1 Fair.

4 7 O 63 6 3 30,16 56 O
£2 SE 1 Hazy and dark.

2 O 73 73 3°, 1 8 77 O S 1 Fair.

5 7 O 63 66 30,30 56 1-1 E 1 Cloudy.

2 O 7 1 73 04 O 04 O 73 O E 1 Fair.

6 7 O 63 66 30,34 55 E 1 Fair.

2 O 70 73 30,3 1 75 E 1 Fair.

7 7 O 62 66 30,26 5 i
w
G E 1 Fair.

2 O 7 i 7 i 30,23 745 O E 1 Fair.

8 7 O 64 66 30,26 5 6
a; E 1 Fine.

2 O 69 73 30,28 74 1

C

E 1 Fair.

9 7 O 65 6 7 3 °- 2 Si 56
4—' £ 1 Fine.

2 O 69 73 30,24 74 ns E 1 Fair.

10 7 O 65 67 30,23 S 3 h E 1 Fine.

2 O 7 1 74 30,22 78 E 1 Fair.

1

1

7 O 68 69 30,145 60 E 1 Fine.

2 O 74 75 30,11 82 E 1 Fine.

12 7 O 68 69 30,04 57 E Fine.

2 O 78 76 29,99 82 E Fine. Ther. 70 at 11 p.m.

13 7
2

O

O
67 i

75

70

77
29,94
29,92

6 3

85

W
E

1

1

Fair. , ,

Cloudy. 5 Th^er storm at

*4 7 O 66 70 29,94 6 5 W 1 Cloudy. ^
11

2 O 69 70 29,99 73 N 1 Cloudy.

*5 7 O 63 68 30,08 58 SW Cloudy, but fine.

2 O 7 i 72 30,03 75 w 1 Fine.

16 7 O 65 68^ 29,98! 61 w 1 Fine.

2 O 7 i 70 29,92 75
- ssw 1 Cloudy.
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for June, 1818.

1818

Time. Therm.
without.

Therm.
within.

Barom. Six’s

Therm.
Winds.

Weather.

H. M. O Q Inches. Points. Str.

lune 17 7 O 64 67 29,82 54 SW 1 Cloudy.
2 O 68 68 29,75 7i s Jj 2 Cloudy.

18 7 O 59 65 2 9>75 57 E I Fine.

2 O 68 67 29>74 72 N I Fine.

1 9 7 O 59 64 29,82 57 W I Cloudy.
2 O 65 66 29,81 7i S 1,2 Cloudy.

20 7 O 58 64 29,65 54 20
QJ

SW 1,2 Fine.

2 O 62 6+ 29,75 69 ~U NW 1,2 Rain.

21 7 O 59 63 30,02 5° a SW I Fine.

2 O 65 64 29,99 70 s I Fine.

22 7 O 59 64 29,83 62 0 SW I Cloudy.
2 O 66 66 29,71 70 0 SW 2 Cloudy.

2 3 7 O 57 62 29,82 59 •£ SW I Fine.

2 O 65 65 29,89 69 5 N I Fine.

24 7 O 61 6 3 29,92 56 S N I Fair.

2 O 7° 67 30,02 74
W) W I Fine.

2 5 7 O 59 62 3°, 10 58 SW I Cloudy.
2 O 7 Z 68 30,04 75

C NW I Fine.

26 7 O 64 67 3°>°5 h 60 ad WbyN I Cloudy.
2 O 70 67 3°,°7 76 NW I Cloudy.

2 7 7 O 64 67 29,96 59 SE I Fine.

2 O 70 74 29,83 79 ESE 1,2 Cloudy, but fine.

28 7 O 63 74 29,78 58 NW 2 Cloudy.
2 O 66 67 29,86 70 NW 1,2 Cloudy.

29 7 O 60 6 3 30,16 58 SW I Fine.

2 O 71 69 30,19 76 NW I Cloudy.

3° 7 O 6 3 66 30,27 60 w I Fine.

2 O 70 7 2 30,24 80 w I Fine.
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for July, 1818.

1818

Time. Therm.
without.

Therm.
within.

Barom. Six’s
‘

Therm.

Winds.

Weather.

H. M. 0 O Inches. Points. Str.

Jan. j 7 O 64 66 30,16 61 W 1 Fins.

2 O 73 71 30,10 73 W 1 Cloudy.

2 7 O 63 66 30,08 6i E 1 Fine.

2 O 68 69 30,12 7o E 1 Cloudy.

3 7 O 61 64 30,22 53 SW 1 Fine.

2 O 7 1 70 30,18 75 w 1 Cloudy.

4 7 O 64 67 30,09 64 NW 1 Cloudy.
2 O 70 72 30,09 74 to NW 1 Cloudy.

5 7 O 65 67 30,08 59 "3 N 1 Fine.

2 O 70 72 30,o6| 75 *"j N 1 Fine.

6 7 O 63 68 30,11 60 S 1 Cloudy.

2 O 69 73 30,09 73 CO E 1 Fine.

7 7 O 61 67 30,04 55 d E 1 Fine.

2 O 7 i 72 29,93 83 E 1 Fine.

8 7 O 6 3 68 29,88 59 3 W 1 Cloudy, but fine.

2 O 69 7 1 29,91 72 § NNW 1 Fine.

9 7 O 62 67 30,11 55
to N 1 Fine.

2 O 68 69 30,13 74 SSE 1 Cloudy.

10 7 O 64 67 30,12 54 5 W 1,2 Cloudy.

2 O 69 69 30,08 74 s 1 Cloudy.

1

1

7 O 65 6 5 30,19 60 NE 1 Cloudy.

2 0 70 70 29,99 74 W 1 Fine.

12 7 O 63 68 29,93 63 W 1 Kain.

2 O 70 70 29,81 74 W 1 Cloudy.

13 7 O 65 66 29,80 61 W 1 Cloudy.

2 O 7 1 7 i 29,90 76 W i Fine.

14 7 O 65 67 29,98 59 S 1 Fine.

2 O 73 74 30,23 79 SW 1 Fine.

*5 7 a 68 68 30,30 62 E 1 Fine.

2 0 74 74 30,30 81 W 1 Fine.

16 7 0 68 68 30,26 64 W 1 Fine.

1
2 0 1 80 76 30,23 85 i N 1 Fine.
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for July, 1818.

1818

Time. Therm.
without.

Therm.
within.

Barom. Six’s

Therm.
Winds.

Weather.

H. M. O O Inches. Points. Str.

July 17 7 O 68 69 3°, 18 68 E 1 Rain.

2 O 72 73 30»15 75 ,
E 1 Fine.

18 7 O 67 68 30,09 59 E 1 Cloudy.
2 O 72 71 3 0.03 76 S 1 Cloudy.

1 9 7 O 68 69 29,95 61 S Cloudy.
2 O 7 S 76 29,92 81 E 1 Fine.

20 7 O 67 68 29,97! 6 3
(S)

QJ
N 1 Cloudy.

2 O 7 2 76 29,97 77 CJ NE 1 Fine.

21 7 O 64 68 29,98 62 G
—1 W 1 Cloudy.

2 O 7 2 7 2 2 9,97 76 « NW 1 Fine.

22 7 O 67 69 30,08 64 CO W 1 Fine.

2 O 75 75 30,10 81 0 sw 1 Cloudy.

3 3 7 O 69 70 3°. '3 65 SE 1 Fine.

2 O 76 79 30,08 82 O SE 1 Fair.

24 7 O 75 73 29,88 67 § SE 1 Fair.

2 O 78 81 29,86 89
CO SW 1 Fine.

2 5 7 O 68 74 29,84 69 NW i Fine.

2 O 76 79 29,86 81 W 1 Fine.

26 7 O 68 70 29,88 65 0$ E 1 Fine.

2 O 75 78 29,84 81 SW 1 Fine.

27 7 O 7 i 70 29,84 69 SE 1 Cloudy, but fine.

2 O 6 5 72 29,92 78 SE 1 Fair.

28 7 O 65 67 30**9 7° SW 1 Cloudy, but fine.

2 O 7i 7 2 30,24 72 W 1 Fair.

29 7 O 69 66 30,25 61 SW 1 Fair.

2 O 73 70 30,22 7i NW 1 Fair.

30 7 O 69 69 30,16 70 WNW 1 Cloudy, but fine.

2 O 75 72 30,14 76 W 1 Fine.

3i 7 O 66 68 30**4 65 NW 1 Cloudy, but fine.

2 O 64 66 30,09 7° NW 1 Rain.
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for August, 1818.

Time. Therm. Therm. Barom. Six’s W nds.

1818

without. within. Therm.

Weather.

H. M. O O Inches. Points. Str.

Aug. 1 7 O 64 66 3 °,°i 62 NW 1 Cloudy.

2 O 68 69 30,03 73 NW 1 Fine.

2 7 O 6 7 69 30,14 65 W 1 Cloudy.
2 O 68 69 30,17 69 NW 1 Fair.

3 7 O 67 65 30,04 66 NW 1 Cloudy.

2 O 68 65 3o,n 69 N 1 Fair.

4 7 O 6 3 65 30,14 64 in N 1 Fair.

2 O 69 70 30,08 76 NW 1 Fair.

5 7 0 67 66 30,10 60 C ESE 1 Fair.

2 O 76 76 30,11 84 :o ESE 1 Fine.

6 7 O 7 1 7 2 30,07 75
rs
N ENE 1 Fine.

2 O 70 70 30,05 77 0 E 1 Fine.

7 7 O 68 67 30,07 65
-C SE 1 Fair.

2 O 75 76 30,10 85
c
0 SW 1 Fine.

8 7 O 66 67 3o,n 64 s SW 1 Fair.

9

2

7

O
O

6 5

61

67
62

30,16

30,10
74
60

CO

IS
SE
s

1

1

Fair.

Fine.

2 O 62 68 30,17 69 c s 1 Fine.

10 7 0 67 69 30,10 66 CC N 1 Fair.

2 0 66 67 30,19 73 NE 1 Fair.

1

1

7 0 67 68 30,01 65 E 1 Rain.

2 0 66 66 30,02 69 E 1 Cloudy.

12 7 0 65 66 30,07 68 NE 1 Cloudy.

2 0 6 5 66 30,12 69 N 1 Cloudy.

13 7 0 63 65 30,15 61 N 1 Cloudy.

2 0 70 7 1 30,14 79 SE 1 fine.

M 7 0 7 i 7 2 30,07 69 N 1 Cloudy.

2 0 69 70 30,14 76 NE 1 Fine.

15 7 0 66 66 30,25 61 E 1 Cloudy.

2 0 68 68 30,24 73 SW 1 Fine.

it 7 0 66 67 30,17 68 S 1 Cloudy.

2 0 65 64 30,19 73 SE 1 Fine.
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for August, 1818.

1818

Time. Therm.
without.

Therm.
within.

Barom. 1 Six’s

Therm.
Wine s.

Weather.

H. M. O O Inches. Points. Str.

Aug.17 7 O 63 68 30,22 67 E 1 Fine.

2 O 69 70 30,24 70 ESE 1 Fine.

18 7 O 67 69 30,08 6 3 E 1 Fine.

2 O 65 67 29,94 73 NE j Fine.

19 7 O 56 58 29,91 5 6 NE 1 Cloudy.
2 O 67 69 30,02 70 NE 1 Fine.

20 7 O 57 60 z9>93 60 ir> SE 1 Fair.

2 O 65 68 30,05 75 -C SE 1 Fine.

21 7 O 59 61 29,91 59 SSE 1 Fair.

2 O 67 68 30,02 69 CO SE 1,2 Fine.

22 7 O 60 61 3 °,°i 58 N ENE 1 Fine.

2 O 65 66 30,12 68 O NE 1 Fine.

Z 3 7 O 53 54 30,02 55
JZ N 1 Fair.

2 O 6 3 64 30,28 7 Z 5 NW 1,2 Fine.

24 7 O 59 60 30,10 61 2 N 1 Fine.

2 O 62 63 30,18 67
cr,

• r—4 N 1 Fine.

z 5 7 O 59 63 30,05 60
-C N 1 Fair.

2 O 66 68 3 °, 10 69 NE 1 Fair.

26 7 O 58 61 29,98 60
cs

04 E 1 Fair.

2 O 62 65 3°>°3 6 7 NE 1 Fair.

27 7 O 67 68 30,07 6 5 E 1 Fine.

2 O 75 7 6 30,19 84 SW 1 Fine.

28 7 O 61 58 29,92 60 S 1 Fair.

2 O 69 72 29,97 75 SW 1 Fine.

29 7 O 6 3 64 30,00 60 s 1 Fair.

2 O 77 77 3°,°7 80 w 1 Fine. *

3 ° 7 O 60 59 29,92 57 s 1 Fair.

2 O 76 76 29,97 81 w I Fine.

3 i 7 O 57 58 29,95 58 SE I Fair.

2 O 70 7 1 30,02 77 S 1 Fine.

MDCCCXIX. C
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for September, 1818.

x 8 1 8

Time. Therm.
without.

Therm.
within.

Barom. Six’s

Therm.
Winds.

Weather.

H. M. O 0 Inches. Points. Str.

Sep. 1 7 O 62 64 29,68 69 NE 1 Cloudy.

2 O 64 66 2 9’75 72 NE 1 Slight showers.

2 7 O 58 59 30,06 60 E 1 Cloudy.

2 O 65 66 30,02 69 N 1 Fine.

3 7 O 6l 64 29,96 6 3 NE 1 Cloudy.

2 O 65 67 29,98 70 E 1 Fine.

4 7 O 59 61 29>97 60 SE 1 Cloudy.

2 O 64 6 3 29,95 68 E 1 Rain.

5 7 O 61 63 29>97 62 SSE 1 Cloudy.

2 O 68 67 29-93 66 N
1"* S 1 Rain.

6 7 O 64 66 29.75 62 ON SW 1 Cloudy.

2 O 60 62 99- 8 7 64 SE 1 Fair.

7 7 O 57 60 29,91 57 C NE 1 Cloudy.

2 O 61 62 30,07 68 c N 1 Cloudy.

8 7 O 60 62 30,00 61 NW 1 Cloudy.

2 O 62 64 30,07 68 •2 N 1 Fine.

9 7 O 62 6 3 29,96 62 V- N 1 Cloudy, but fine.

2 O 69 70 30,06 72 cs ENE 1 Fair.

10 7 O 60 60 29,94 62 N 1 Rain.

2 O 65 67 29,96 70 NE 1 Fine.

1

1

7 O 66 66 29-95 61 N 1 Cloudy.

2 O 67 69 3 °.07 72 NW 1 Rain.

12 7 O 62 64 29.96 60 NWbN 1 Cloudy, but fine.

2 O 66 67 29.94 70 N 1 Cioudy, but fine.

13 7 O 60 61 30.21 6

1

NW; 1 Cloudy.

2 O 65 66 29-97 72 WNW 1 Fair.

M 7 O 68 68 29.93 66 SE 1 Fair.

2 O 69 70 30,10 77 SE 1 Fine.

15 7 O 67 68 30,01 65 E 1 Rain.

2 O 67 69 29,96 70 E 1 Showers.
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for September, 1818.

Time. Therm. Therm. Barom. Six's Winds.
without. within. Therm.

1818

H. M. O 0 Inches. Points. Str.

Sep. 16 7 O 5 6 55 29,84 54 NE 1 Fair.

2 O 69 69 29>77 70 E 1 Rain.

l 7 7 O 53 54 29,86 56 E Fair.

2 O 63 63 29,89 65 N 1 Fair.

18 7 O 5 1 5 2 3°,°3 5 ° SE 1 Fair.

2 O 63 64 3°,°5 67 S 1 Rain.

19 7 O 5 6 55 29,89 55 C/) SSW 1 Fair.

2 O 63 65 29’93 69 s 1 Rain.

20 7 O 58 60 29,58 56 C N 1 Fair.

2 O 66 66 29,57 68 N N 1,2 Rain.

21 7 O 60 61 29,56 60 ON NE 1 Rain.

2 O 68 68 29,60 70 0 NW 1 Rain.

22 7 O 59 60 29,59 61 -d
4-1 N 1 Cloudy.

2 O 63 6
5 •29,68 69

C
O E 1 Cloudy.

2 3 7 O 59 29,68 58 5 E 1 Cloudy.

2 0 67 68 2 9.77 7°
C/J E 1 Cloudy but fine

24 7 O 58 59 29,76 57 •a NE 1 Hazy.
2 O 66 68 29,81 70 a NW i Cloudy.

2 5 7 O 59 60 29.75 S 6 N 1 Cloudy.

2 O 6 5 67 29.55 68 N 1 Cloudy.

26 7 O 57 58 29.57 55 E 1 Fair.

2 O 68 69 29,66 70 NW 1 Rain.

2 7 7 O 58 59 29,65 59 •N 1 Cloudy.
2 O 66 66 29,72 68 N 1 Fine.

28 7 O 59 60 29 63 57 SW 1 Fine.

2 O 63 64 29,77 67 S 1 Fair.

29 7 O 59 61 29,72 59 S 1 Fair.

2 O 64 66 29,83 69 s 1 Rain.

30 7 0 58 59 29,85 56 SE 1 Fair.

2 0 63 6 5 29,96 67 SE 1 Rain.
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for October, 1818.

1818

Time. Therm.
without.

Therm.
within.

Barom. Six’s

Therm.

Winds.

Weather.

H. M. 0 O Inches. Points. Str.

Oct. 1 8 O 54 55 29,57 53 E 1 Cloudy.

I

2 O 63 64 29,62 68 NE 1 Cloudy.

2 8 O 5 1 5 2 2 9>43 5° ENE 1 Fair.

2 0 62 62 2 9>57 6S NE I Rain.

3
8 O 5 + 56 2 9’47 53 E 1 Fair.

2 O 63 64 29,67 67 E 1 Fair.

4 8 O 55 5 6 29,66 55 C/1 E 1 Fair.

2 O 61 62 29,62 6 5
-C N 1 Very heavy rain.

5
8 O 59 59 29,46 57 c NW 1 Rain.

2 O 65 64 29,57 68 NO N 1 Fair, rain in the night.

6 8 O 55 55 29>43 53
0 N 1 Fair.

2 O 60 61 2 9>35 65 - NW 1 Heavy rain.

7
8 O 5 1 53 2 9>33 5 °

JZ N 1,2 Cloudy.
2 O 59 59 29,52 64

c
0 N 1 Cloudy. [o’clock, a.m.

8 8 O 53 53 29,42 5 1 2 N 1 Cloudy, very foggy at q
2 O 60 60 29,67 6 3

m N 1 Cloudy.

9 8 O 49 5 2 29,88 4 i NE 1 Cloudy.
2 O 58 57 29,83 60 C W 1 Fine.

10 8 O 5 6 58 29,68 53 S 1 Cloudy.

2 O 58 62 2 9>5 3 61 sw 1 Cloudy.

1

1

8 O 58 60 2 9.55 58 s 1 Cloudy.

2 O 61 61 29,54 6 3 s 1 Rain.

12 8 O 5 1 60 29,72 5 2 s 1 Fine.

2 O 57 68 29,83 61 w 1 Fine.

8 O 55 62 ^9,87 49 SE 1 Cloudy.
2 O 62 66 29,88 64 S 1 Cloudy.

»4 8 O 57 63 29,99 53 ESE 1 Fine.

2 O 6t 69 29,98 6 7
i S by E 1 Fine.

15 8 O 59 6 3 29,95 5 6 ESE 1 Cloudy.

2 O 64 66 29,94 67 SSE 1 Cloudy.

16 8 O 59 29,97 57 SE 1 Cloudy.
2 O 66

1

66 30,00 66 NW 1 Cloudy.
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for October, 1818.

1818

Time. Therm.
without.

Therm.
within.

Barom. Six’s

Therm.
Winds.

Weather.

H. M. O O Inches. Points. Str.

Oct. 17 8 O 5 6 64 30,08 5 6 s 1 Foggy.

I

2 O 62 6 5 30,07 65 ESE 1 Cloudy.

18 8 O 55 62 29,94 5 i S 1 Cloudy.
2 O 61 6 3 2 9,95 6 3 S 1 Fine.

j

19 S O 5 + 62 29,98 54 W 1 Foggy thick weather.

j
2 O

5 «
62 29,98 61 SSW 1 Cloudy and dark.

20 8 O 53 61 30,06 53 </> SE 1 Cloudy.
2 O 59 64 30,10 61 SE 1 Fine.

21 8 O 48 59 30,19 44 SE 1 Foggy.
2 Q 54 61 300 5 56 vO S I Fine.

22 8 O 49 57 30,00 48 E 1 Fine.

1
2 O 54 57 29,98 55

- ESE 1 Cloudy, but fine.

2 3 8 O 49 56 2 9>97 54
JC. SE 1 Cloudy.

2 O 5 2 55 29,98 54 0 E 1 Cloudy.

24 8 O 48 55 30,05 48 2 E 1 Cloudy.
2 O 5 ° 5 Z 3 °>i 5 5 1 1

C/5 SE 1 Cloudy.

2 5 8 •O 5 ° 54 30,03 48 E 1 Cloudy and hazy.
2 c 55 59 30,03 58 E 1 Fine.

26 8 0 5 1 55 30,06 5
° E 1 Hazy.

2 0 59 60 30.06 60 E 1 Fine.

2 7 8 0 5 1 56 30,12 5 ° E 1 Hazy.
2 0 58 62 30,14 60 E 1 Fine.

28 8 0 54 57 3 °, 15 5 2 W 1 Fine.

2 0 61 61 30,16 61 NW I Cloudy.

29 8 0 54 53 30,28 55 W 1 Cloudy thick weather.
2 0 5 6 5 S 30,32 60 W 1 Fine.

3 ° 8 0 5 i 57 30,30 5 2 W 1 Fine, rather hazy.
2 0 57 58 30,07 59 W 1 Cloudy.

31 8 0 53 57 30,07 53 SSW 1 Cloudy.
2 0 5 6 58 29,95 58 w 1 Rainy.
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for November, 1818.

1818

Time. Therm.
without.

Therm.
within.

Barom. Six’s

Therm.
Winds.

Weather.

H. M. © O Inches. Points. Str.

Nov. 1 8 O 5 1 56 29,90 5*1 SW 1 Hazy and cloudy.
2 O 55 5 6 29,95 57 w 1 Cloudy.

2 8 O 5° 5 2 29,94 5*1 w 1 Cloudy and^hazy.
2 O 5 6 57 29,85 59 SW 1 Fine.

3 8 O 53 57 2 9>77 54 SbyE I Fine.

2 O 55 6o-

29,71 59 SE 1 Fine.

4 8 O 5 i 56 29,54 5 1 S 7E 1 Cloudy.
2 O 53 57 29,44 57 43 SSE 1,2 Rain.

5 8 O 54 57 29,42 54 ESE i Foggy.
2 O 5 6 61 29>34 59 SE 1 Cloudy.

6 8 O 54 60 29>34 55
00
0 E 1 Cloudy, rain in the night.

2 O 5 6 64 29>39 59 - SE 1 Cloudy.

7 8 O
5
2 60 29,65 54 4—'

SE 1 Cloudy.

2 O 55 66 29,76 59 6 S 1 Fine.

8 8 O 47 58 29,88 46 s s 1 Hazy and foggy.

2 O
5 2 57 29,88 57

(/> E '

1 Cloudy.

9 8 O 46 57 29,95 45 4-4 E 1 Thick fog.

2 O 59 59 29,97 58 .2 SE 1 Hazy. [hazy weather.

10 8 O 48 57 29,97 49 E 1 Small drizzly rain and
2 O 54 5 6 29,92 54 SE 1 Cloudy. [night.

1

1

8 O 48 5 6 2 9-77 49 E 1 Rain, wind and rain in the

2 O 5 2 58 29,80 54 E 1 Cloudy.

12 8 O 43 55 29,68 45 E 1 Fine, rather hazy.
2 O 49 60 29,62 58 E 1 Fine.

>3 8 O 5 ° 57 29,60 48 E 1 Fine.

2 O 55 63 29,61 57 E 1 Fine.

14 8 O 55 59 29,63 53 SE 1,2 Cloudy, rain in the night.

2 O 5 6 6b 29,59 58 S 2 Cloudy.

15 8 O 5 ° 5 s 2 9.53 49 w 1,2 Fine.

2 O 5
1 57 29,63 54 w 1 Cloudy.
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1818

Time. Therm.
without.

Therm.
within.

Barom. Six’s

Tlierm.

Winds.

Weather.

H. M. 0 0 Inches. Points. Str.

Nov. 16 8 O 5 1 ' 57 29,64 48 w 1 Rain.

I

2 O 57 60 29,54 58 NW 1,2 Goudy.

U 8 O 47 58 29,75 47 W l i"ine.

I

2 O 5 1 63 29,06 53 w 1 Fine.

18 8 O 42 5 6 3°,°4 42 w 1 Fine.

2 O 5 2 62 3°’°7 5 ° s 1 Fine.

»9 8 O 49 57 3°,°7 46 s i -loudy, and hazy.
2 O 5 2 6 3 30,06 54 </i SE 1 Fine.

20 8 O 4 1 58 29,95 42 E I Fine .

2 O 47 59 29,86 48 E 1 Fine.

21 8 O 4 1 55 29,77 40 SE 2 Cloudy.
2 O 4 2 59 2 >74 44 O E 1 Fine.

22 8 O 39 52 29,75 39 - E 1 Cloudy.

2 O 42 53 29 <75 44 JZ E 1 Cloudy, but fine.

23 8 O 49 52 2 9>55 40 X S I Rain.

2 O 54 59 29,61 54 S 1 Fine.

z4 8 O 5 ° 57 29>73 49 CO SW 1 Rain.

2 O 5 2 62 29,82 53 -a WSW 1 Fine.

2 5 8 O 4 i 56 30, n 4 2 c W 1 Rain.

2 O 5 2 66 3°> 1 7 52 S 1 Fine.

26 8 O 5 1 58 30,14 43 S I>2 Fine.

2 O 53 60 30,16 55 SW 1,2 Rain.

27 8 O 5 2 60 30,48 52 w I Cloudy.
2 O 55 63 30,40 57 w I Cloudy.

28 8 O 5 2 59 30,40 52 SW I Fine.

2 O S 6 63 3 °>4 + 58 SW I Cloudy.
2 9 8 O 54 59 30,42 54 SW I Fine.

2 O 54 59 3 °>4 I 59 SW I Cloudy.

3 ° 8 O 5 1 61 30,23 5 2 SW I Cloudy.
2 O 53 64 30,21 54 s 1 Cloudy.
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1818

Time. Therm.
without.

Therm.
within.

Barom. Six’s

Therm.
Winds.

Weather.

H. M. 0 0 Inches. Points. Str.

Dec. j 8 O 45 61 30,05 49 SE 1 Cloudy.

2 O 45 62 2 9>97 5 ° S 1 Cloudy.

2 8 O 46 58 30,00 45 NE 1 Cloudy.

2 O 45 62 30,01 52 W 1 Cloudy.

3
8 O 47 5 6 29,65 44 s 2 Rain.

2 O 48 60 29,61 48 sw 1,2 Cloudy.

4 8 O 46 57 29>53 46 SE 1 Fine.

2 O 48 58 29,46 5 1
cn
<D

SE 1 Cloudy.

5
8 O 46 55 2 9>49 46 -c

u SSE 1 Fine.

2 O 5° 60 2 9>5 5 52 SW 1 Cloudy.

6 8 O 42 54 29,60 43 N SE 1 Fine.

2 O 49 55 29,61 59 r^. SE 1 Cloudy.

7 8 O 49 55 29,44 46
o' S 1 Cloudy.

2 O 5 ° 61 29,48 53 SW 1 Cloudy.

8 8 O 5 ° 5 6 29,72 49 5 s I Rain.

2 O 5 ° 61 29,87 54 Si w 1 Cloudy.

9 8 O 44 56 3°,°4 44
cn

IS
s 1 Hazy.

2 O 45 59 30,05 49 s 1 Rain.

10 8 O 40 53 30,14 39 '

c N 1 Fine.

2 O 45 58 3°> I 5 46 cA N 1 Fine, rather hazy.

1

1

8 O 38 54 3 °, 1 2 37 NE 1 Cloudy.

2 O 43 56 3 °> l6 43 SW 1 F'ine.

12 8 O 36 5 i 3°A 4 36 N 1 Cloudy. [weather.

2 O 43 56 30,14 44 NE 1 Cloudy and foggy, dark

13 8 0 39 52 30,16 38 E 1 Fine.

2 O 42 52 30,17 43 NE i Hazy.

14 8 O 39 5 £ 30,21 38 N 1 Fine.

2 O 42 58 30,21 43 N 1 Fine.

IS 8 O 38 52 30,17 38 N 1 Fine.

2 O 39 53 30,08 39 NNE 1 Foggy.

! 16 8 O 32 48 30,02 32 E 1 F'ine.

1
2 O 34 55 30,08 3 6 NNE 1 Fine.
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1818

Time. Therm.
without.

Therm.
within.

Barom, Six’s

Therm.
Winds.

Weather.

H. M. 0 O Inches. Points. Str.

Dec. 17 8 O 24 48 3 °’

1

3 26 w 1 Fine, rather hazy.
2 O 34 53 30,08 35 NNW 1 Cloudy.

18 8 O 28 46 29,86 28 W 1 Fine, rather hazy.

2 O 38 54 29,80 4° WbyN 1 Rain.

*9 8 O 3 i 49 30,24 33 W 1 Fine.

2 O 36 54 30,28 37 W 1 Fine.

20 8 O 43 48 3°» I 3 3 6 t/5 SW 1,2 Cloudy.
2 O 47 48 3°,°5 47 -c NW 1,2 Cloudy.

21 8 O 48 49 30,08 46 W 1 Cloudy.
2 O 48 49 30,22 48 'S

W 1 Fine.

22 8 O 3° 52 30.5 * 25
O
00 1 Thick fog.

2 O 33 53 30,52 3 6 0 1 Thick fog.

23 8 O 32 56 30,43 32 -r: E 1 Thick fog. .

2 O 36 53 30,35 37
c
0 E 1 Foggy.

24 8 O 28 48 30,27 3° 2 1 Thick fog.

2 O 33 53 30,25 35 V5 N 1 Fog.

25 8 O 29 49 30,15 3° -w W 1 Foggy.
2 O 37 46 30,08 38 C s 1 Hazy and cloudy.

26 8 O 33 45 29,91 35 c* ESE 1 Cloudy.
2 O 33 53 29,90 3 6 SSE 1 Cloudy.

27 8 O 35 44 30,08 35 SW 1 Cloudy.
2 O 39 45 30,14 4° SE 1 Cloudy.

28 8 O 36 44 3°,44 35 N 1 Fine.

2 O 4 1 5° 30,50 42 N 1 Fine.

29 8 O 35 46 30,61 35 S 1 Cloudy.
2 O 37 49 30,58 39 N 1 Fine. [white frost.

3° 8 O 29 44 3°>49 3 1 NW 1 Cloudy and foggy. A
2 O 3 6 5 1 30,46 37 N 1 Hazy.

3 * 8 O 33 43 30,43 3 i N 1 Thick fog.

2 O 38 5° 30,41 38 N 1 Fine.

MDCCCXIX d
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1818.

Thermometer
without.

Thermometer
within.

Barometer. * Six’s Thermometer. Rain.t

Greatest
height.

Least height. Mean height.
Greatest

height. Least

height
Mean

height.
Greatest height.

Least height.
Mean height.

Greatest

height. Least
height.

Mean

height.

Deg. Deg. Deg. Deg. Deg. Deg. Inches. Inches. Inches. Deg. Deg. Deg. Inches.

January 53 28 4>,7 59 41 5 1 »4 30,5° 29,02 29,82 55 26 41,1 1,461

February 5 1 26 00
CO 62 42 51,6 30,22 29,05 29.72 5 6 26 3 7 >6 0,727

March 5 1 33 43 >° 68 46 54,5 3°'34 28,84 29,67 55 3 * 43,3 0,986

April 64 40 48,4 68 51 57,9 30,40 29,13 29 . 7 « 65 33 48,5 r,79 i

May 69 48 56,0 68 53 60,4 3 °, 3 5
29’34 29,84 69 4 i 55,4 >,597

June 78 57 66,1 77 60 67,8 3°’34 29,65 3°»°3 85 50 66,1 0,407

July 80 61 68,9 81 64 70,4 3°> 3° 29,80 30,05 89 53 69,5 0,361

August 77 53 65,6 77 54 66,4 30,28 29,91 30,08 85 55 68,1 0,278

September 69 5 1 62,3 7° 52 63>5 30,21 29.55 29,86 77 50 64,3 0,972

October 66 48 56,2 69 52 59 >6 30.32 29.33 29,87 68 4 i 56,6 1,166

November 59 39 50,8 66 52 58,7 30.48 29.34 29,85 59 39 51,6 1,084

December 5 ° 24 39 >6 62 43 52,7 30,61 29,44 30,07 59 25 40,4 0,806

Whole year 53 >i 5 9 , 6 29,88 53,5 11,636

* The quicksilver in the bason of the barometer, is 81 feet above the level

of low water spring tides at Somerset-house.

f The Society’s Rain Gage is 1 14 feet above the sajne level, and 75 feet

6 inches above the surrounding ground.

Mean variation of the magnetic needle, June 1818, 240 15' 43" West.

Dip about 70° 51'.
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XXII. An account of experiments for determining the variation

in the length of the pendulum vibrating seconds
,
at the princi-

pal stations of the Trigonometrical Survey of Great Britain .

By Capt. Henry Kater, F. R. S.

Read June 24, 1819.

Before I enter upon a detail of the operations which form

the subject of this Paper, it may not perhaps be improper to

give a brief statement of the occasion to which they owe their

origin.

The subject of weights and measures having for some

time past been before the British Parliament, an Address

was presented to His Royal Highness the Prince Regent, in

pursuance of a resolution of the House of Commons of the

15th of March 1816, to the following effect.

“ Resolved, that an humble address be presented to His

“ Royal Highness the Prince Regent, that he will be gra-

“ ciously pleased to give directions for ascertaining the length

“ of the pendulum vibrating seconds of time in the latitude

“ of London, as compared with the standard measure in the

mdcccxix. Y y
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“ possession of this house, and for determining the variations

“ in length of the said pendulum, at the principal stations of
“ the Trigonometrical Survey extended through Great Bri-

“ tain
;
and also for comparing the said standard measures,

“ with the ten millionth part of the quadrant of the meridian,

“ now used as the basis of linear measure on ( a part of) the
“ continent of Europe/’

In consequence of His Royal Highness’s compliance with

the prayer of this Address, an application was made by His

Majesty’s Ministers to the Right Honourable Sir Joseph

Banks, requesting that the Royal Society would be pleased

to afford all the assistance in their power for the accomplish-

ment of the objects therein mentioned ; and a Committee

was appointed for that purpose, of which I was named a

member.

The length of the pendulum vibrating seconds in the lati-

tude of London, and that of the French metre having been

determined, it remained to ascertain the length of the pen-

dulum at the principal stations of the Trigonometrical Survey.

This work the Royal Society did me the honour to request

I would undertake ;
and the ready compliance of Govern-

ment with every requisition I made through Sir Joseph

Banks, for that assistance without which my success might

have been doubtful, led me to devote with pleasure my time

and labour to this highly interesting enquiry.

The instruments with which I provided myself were, a

transit by Holland, of three feet and a half in length, con-

structed on the same principle as the transit at the Royal

Observatory at Greenwich, so as admirably to combine light-

ness with strength.
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A repeating circle of one foot diameter by Troughton,

A clock and a box chronometer by Arnold, for the loan

of which I was indebted to Henry Browne, Esq. F. R. S. and

An invariable pendulum with its support, a description of

which will be given hereafter. To these was added, a chest

of tools of various kinds.

A small light waggon was constructed at the Royal Arse-

nal at Woolwich for the conveyance of these instruments,

and a party consisting of a non-commissioned officer, two

gunners, (one a carpenter), and two drivers with four horses

of the Royal Artillery, was placed under my orders : a bell

tent, and two others of a smaller description, were issued,

which I found particularly useful.

His Royal Highness the Commander in Chief was pleased

to direct that I should receive such military assistance as

might be necessary for the safety of the instruments at the

different stations, and for the use of barracks, where I might

find them suited to my experiments
;
and an application be-

ing also made to the Admiralty for a vessel to convey me to

the Shetland Islands, His Majesty's sloop of war the Che-

rokee, commanded by Capt. T. Smith, was ordered to re-

ceive me at Leith, and to bring me back to Scotland.

Thus liberally provided with all that could tend to facili-

tate the success of my undertaking, I left London on the

24th June with Lieut. Franks of the Royal Navy, a gentle-

man whose fondness for science induced him to accompany

me, and arrived at Leith on the evening of the 28th.

Here on enquiry I found that the Cherokee had not

been heard of for some time, but the Admiralty having or-

dered that any requisition I made should be complied with,
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and His Majesty’s sloop the Nimrod, commanded by Capt.

Dalling, being in the harbour, she was directed to prepare

immediately for sea, and on the ist July, her provisions be-

ing completed, I embarked for Unst.

Having put into Lerwick for two days, I availed myself of

the opportunity to present a letter of introduction to Dr. Ed-

mondstone, and to obtain one from him to his brother Tho-

mas Edmondstone, Esq. of Unst, to whose hospitality I was

aware I must be indebted during my stay on that Island.

On the 9th July we arrived at Unst, having been joined on

the voyage by the Cherokee, bearing an order from the Ad-

miral commanding at Leith to relieve the Nimrod. To both

Capt. Dalling and Capt. Smith I feel myself much indebted,

not only for their judicious arrangements for the safety of

the instruments, but also for the personal kindness and at-

tention I experienced from them.

At Unst, I was welcomed on the beach by Mr. Edmond-

stone, who had received notice from his brother of my
intended visit ; and I immediately proceeded to examine the

buildings which surrounded this gentleman’s house, to se-

lect a place proper for my experiments. I at length chose

the shell of an unfinished cottage nearly adjoining to the cow-

house, in which the preceding summer M. Biot had made his

observations on the pendulum when he visited Shetland on

the part of the Institute of France. One wall of this cottage,

upwards of three feet thick, was ancient, though the rest of

the building was modern, and it seemed to promise suffi-

cient stability for my purpose.

It is now necessary to give a description of the apparatus I

employed.
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The pendulum was composed of a bar of plate brass 1,6

inches wide, and rather less than the eighth of an inch thick.

These dimensions were chosen that the pendulum and the

thermometer placed near it, might be affected with equal

readiness by any change of temperature. A flat circular

weight nicely turned, and pierced in the direction of its dia-

meter to receive the bar, was slid upon it, and fastened with

screws and rivets at such a distance from the knife edge which

served as the point of suspension, and which will presently

be described, as that the pendulum made two vibrations less

than the pendulum of the clock, in eight or nine minutes.

The inside of the weight having been previously tinned, it

was exposed to a sufficient degree of heat to solder it to

the bar.

That part of the bar which was below the weight, was

reduced to the width of 0,7 inch, and covered with black

varnish, in order to enable me the better to observe its coin-

cidence with the pendulum of the clock, in the manner which

has been fully described in the Philosophical Transactions

for 1818, in an “ Account of Experiments on the length of

the Pendulum vibrating seconds in the latitude of London/'

With the contents of this Paper I shall suppose a previous

acquaintance, as an occasional reference to it will save much

repetition.

To the top of the bar, a strong cross piece of brass was

firmly rivetted and soldered, and a triangular hole having

been made in the bar, a knife edge was passed through it,

and a perfect contact between rhe back of the knife edge and

the cross piece was insured by grinding them together. It

was then secured in its place by two screws, the heads of
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which were sunk in the cross piece, and having been warmed,

were dipped in pitch to prevent the possibility of their being

loosened by the motion of the waggon.

The knife edge was made of wootz, precisely in the same

manner as described in the experiments on the length of the

seconds pendulum, its ultimate angle being about 120°. The

length of the bar from the knife edge to the extremity was

about five feet, and it terminated in an obtuse angle, serving

to indicate the arc of vibration. The weight of the whole

pendulum was 15 lb. 2 oz.

The perfect immobility of the point of suspension being of

the utmost consequence, every precaution was taken by the

arrangement of the form, and by the weight of the frame

destined to carry the pendulum, to oppose the lateral force

which might result from its vibrations.

The frame was of cast iron
;
the horizontal part was 19

inches long, 17 wide, and half an inch thick. The back, three

inches in width, at right angles to the length was pierced

with three equi-distant holes in the horizontal direction, to

receive very large screws about five inches long, with coarse

threads destined to attach the frame to pickets of wood driven

into a wall. Two brackets were firmly screwed to the under

part of the horizontal frame ; these brackets were bevilled so

as to spread at the bottom to the width of three feet, thereby

opposing more effectually any disposition to lateral motion.

In the lower extremities of the brackets, two holes were made

for screws similar to those above mentioned. The weight of

the frame was 87 lb.

A bell metal support, furnished with agate planes on which

the knife edge of the pendulum was to rest, varied but little
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from that described in the Philosophical Transactions before

referred to It was contrived in such a manner as to be

attached to the iron frame by three screws, and was levelled

by placing thin sheets of lead between it and the frame, a

method which was preferred from its promising a great degree

of firmness.

An arc divided into degrees and tenths for ascertaining the

extent of the vibrations of the pendulum, was attached to a

piece of wood which fitted into the opening of the door of the

clock case.

Expansion of the pendulum.

When the bar of the pendulum was prepared, previous to

the weight being soldered to it, its expansion was determined

in the same manner as is described in the Philosophical

Transactions before referred to. The results were as follow

:

Distance between the lines on the Bar 39,54
inches.

Highest
Temp.

Lowest
Temp.

Diff. of
Temp.

Div. of
Microm.

Expansion in parts

of the length for

each degree.

0

125,0

125,0

99,0

73 > 8

O

56,3

99.0

73 > 8

63.0

68 ,7
26,0

25,2

10,5

648

245
220

91

,00001022
,00001021
,0000094.6

,00000938

Mean ,00000982

Hence the expansion of the pendulum appears to be

,00000382 parts of its length for each degree of the thermo-

meter; and the corresponding correction to be applied to the

number of vibrations in 24 hours for such change of tempera-

ture will be 0,423.
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Operations at Unst.

I have remarked, that I selected for my experiments at

Unst, an unfinished cottage, one of the walls of which was

three feet thick. This was composed of irregular masses of

serpentine, which I feared might be loosened by driving in

the pickets to which the iron frame was to be screwed.

Happily, however, I found the pickets act as wedges, and

secure the stones more firmly in their places. The pickets

driven into the wall were of oak, and were upwards of three

inches in diameter, and more than a foot in length. To these

the iron frame was firmly attached by its five screws, and on

the evening of the 10th of July, I had the satisfaction of find-

ing it as securely fixed as I could possibly desire.

Two pieces of deal plank two inches and a half thick, were

next fastened by long nails to the wall. To these the clock

case was screwed at such a distance beneath the iron frame,

as that the end of the brass pendulum might reach a little

below the centre of the pendulum of the clock, and the clock

was then put in heat
,
by moving the bottom of the case to the

right or left, and when properly adjusted, the screws were

tightened. The bell metal support was next put in its place

and carefully levelled, and the pendulum lodged in the Ys

elevated for that purpose.

The triangular stand carrying the telescope, described in

the paper on the seconds pendulum before referred to, was

firmly screwed to pickets driven into the ground at about eight

feet and a half in front of the clock ; and the Ys which sup-

ported the pendulum being lowered till the knife edge rested

on the agate planes, the diaphragm of the telescope was
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adjusted so as for its edges to coincide exactly with those of

the extremity of the pendulum. The next step was to bring

in a right line, the telescope, the extremity of the pendulum,

and a white circle of the same diameter pasted on a black

ground on the centre of the pendulum of the clock. For

this purpose both pendulums being at rest, the telescope was

slid laterally on its support* until a small particle of the disk

was seen, and a mark was made on the support of the tele-

scope with a pencil. The telescope was now slid in the

opposite direction till an equal portion of the disk became

visible, when another mark was made, and the telescope being

placed so as to bisect these two marks, the centre of the object

glass would evidently *be in the prolongation of a line joining

the white disk and the extremity of the pendulum.

The diaphragm was next brought by the circular horizontal

movement of the telescope to correspond with the edges of the

pendulum, and the divided arc for indicating the extent of the

vibrations was placed so that its zero coincided with the

extremity of the pendulum.

The same thermometer which was used in my former ex-

periments and for the loan of which I was indebted to the

kindness of Dr. Wollaston, was suspended on the clock case

near the middle of the pendulum, and every thing being thus

arranged, the pendulum of the clock was put in motion, and

the knife edge elevated by means of the Ys above the agate

planes, to prevent any injury when not in use.

A firm support for the transit instrument became the next

object of attention, and for this purpose I tried a box nearly

* The wooden support was placed so as for the telescope to be within the limits of

the sliding adjustment.

MDCCCXIX. Z Z
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filled with sand, upon which a fiat stone was laid. But as

this did not prove so steady as I expected, a larger stone was

afterwards procured and laid upon the box, and upon this the

transit was placed.

The bell tent before mentioned was suspended over the

transit from three spars lashed together at the top.

The interval of time between the transits of the same star

being all that is required for the present purpose, it is not

necessary that the transit instrument should be accurately in

the meridian ; it is sufficient that it should always describe

the same vertical circle
;

it was however brought very near

the meridian, at all the stations, by the following method :

The error of the chronometer was determined by altitudes

of the sun, and the times were computed when the first and

last limb would be on the meridian.

The axis of the transit was carefully levelled, and a little

before the time of the sun’s first limb coming to the meridian,

the middle wire of the transit was brought in contact with it,

and kept so by the horizontal adjustment till the calculated

time of its arrival on the meridian. The position of the instru-

ment was afterwards farther corrected if necessary by the

transit of the second limb. At other of the stations, when

the weather permitted, the instrument was brought extremely

near the meridian by the transit of the pole star, the telescope

being sufficiently powerful to command this star with eas6, at

any time of the day.

A mark (generally a flat board sharpened at one end to

penetrate the ground) was sent to as great a distance as con-

venient, and so placed by signal, that it was bisected by the

middle wire of the transit ; and to this the instrument was
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carefully adjusted previously to every observation. The pre-

ceding detail may serve, with very little difference, for each

of the stations, and I have been thus minute in my description

of the various adjustments necessary, in order that no diffi-

culty may be experienced by any who may use the pendulum

after me.

In observing the time of the transits, the chronometer was

used, and was found to be particularly convenient from its

beating half seconds. As soon as possible after the passage

of the star, the chronometer was carefully compared with the

clock, and the difference being applied to the time of the

transit shown by the chronometer, and also the computed

gain or loss of the clock during the interval between the

observation and the comparison ; the time shown by the clock

at the instant of the transit was obtained.

These comparisons, as well as the whole of the data neces-

sary for the examination of the results given in this paper,

will be found in the Appendix.

The climate of Unst, at the season when I visited it, is such

as to render the opportunities for celestial observations ex-

tremely rare. I had been informed, that the months of July

and August were the most favourable, but on the contrary,

I learnt on my arrival that they were considered the least so

of any of the year, the atmosphere being generally clearest

in May and September. Dense fogs and light rains suc-

ceeded each other, rarely permitting a sight of the sun; and

it was not until the 22d of July, that I was able first to observe

the transits of a few stars.

The following table contains the observations for the rate

of the clock at Unst, derived from the table of transits given

in the Appendix.
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Transits observed at Unst.

Stars. July 22. July 24 . July 25 . July 26 . July 27. July 28 .

h. m. s. h. m. s. h. m. s. h. m. s. h. m. s. h. m. s.

#The Sun , 0.13.59,32 . • 0.15.41,63 0.17.25,41
Arcturus 6.14.18,14
a. Ophiuchi . • 9.23.43,56 . 9 >I 4 , 3°»5 1

* Ophiuchi 9.55.36,41 • 9.46.18,1

1

. 9.37. 4,48
n Serpentis 10.18.25,08 . . . 10. 9. 6,1 . . . . . . 9 *59 * 5 Z »73
a, Lyrae 10.37 5 . 10.27.44,82 • 10. 18.32,1

1

a. Orionis 21.50.15,3 . . . • • 21.34.48,69 . . .

From the above data the following rates of the clock were

obtained, by dividing the difference between the times of the

transits of each star by the interval in days, and subtracting

this from 3
m
-55

s ,9i, the acceleration of the fixed stars in 24

hours. To this, which is the rate of the clock in a sidereal

day, the gain of the clock (o s ,i4) in four minutes was added,

to obtain the rate for a mean solar day.

Rate of the clock at Unst. {Gaining.)

Stars.
From

22 to 28.

From
22 to 27 .

From
22 to 25.

From
25 to 28.

From
24 10 28.

From
24 to 26.

From
26 to 28.

The Sun
Arcturus

a Ophiuchi
v Ophiuchi

n Serpentis

a Lyrse

a Orionis

50,57

5°>73
50,66

50,57

50,73

49 >95

49-72

49- 3 2

5«»7°
51,41

5U59
51,81

51,10 0

0

52,09

Mean by the

Stars'
50,63 50,73 49,66 51.63 • • • • • •

Mean by the

Sun.
• • • • • • • • 51,10 00 52,09

* To the observations of the sun the equation of time must always be applied, in-

order to obtain the rate of the clock.
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On the 23d July I began to observe coincidences, in the

manner described in my Paper on the length of the seconds

pendulum. Two series, each of ten intervals were taken

each day; these are given at large in the Appendix, the

results were as follow :

Vibrations of the pendulum at Unst.

The clock making 86450,63 vibrations in a mean solar day.

Date. Barometer. Thermom. Vibrations
in 24 hours.

Correction
for

Temp.

|

Vibrations
in 24 hours,

I
a t 62 d egr es.

July 23

24

2 5

26

27

28

P. M.
P. M.
A. M.
P. M.
A. M.
P. M.
A. M.

Thes
A. M.
P. M.
A.M.
P. M.

30,00

3 °> 3 °

29,90
29,82

29,84

29,72

29,95

capement

29,95
30,00

3°> 1 5

30,20

<5

58,4

59>3

57>3

59’7

S 7>7

59.0

57’8

was oiled

56,8

57,2

54>3
58.0

86093,78
86093,14
86093,33
86092,45
86093,12
86092,24
86092,37

without stoppir

86091,69
86091,62

86092,5 I

86091,57

1,52

1,14

1,99

0,97
1,82

1,27

1,78

tg the cloc

2,20

2,03

3,26

1,69

86092,26
86092,00

86091,34
86091.48
86691,30
86090,97
86090.59

k.

86089.49
86089.59
86089,25
86089,88

Mean 29,98 00tC. 86090,74

The numbers in the above Table are deduced from the rate

of the clock (gaining 50 s

,63) between the 22d and 28th of July.

.For any other interval and rate, the mean of the vibrations

during such interval is taken, and the difference between

the corresponding rate and 50 s
,63 is added to, or subtracted

from such mean number of vibrations accordingly as the rate

of the clock has increased or diminished. The same method

is pursued in all the subsequent experiments. In this manner

the results contained in the next following table under the

head of “ computed vibrations in a mean solar day” were

obtained.
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The invariable pendulum furnishes a means of severely

checking the rate of the clock ; for should any alteration

occur, it immediately indicates it. Thus on referring to the

preceding table of “ vibrations of the pendulum at 62°/’ it

appears that from the 23d to the 28th of July, a gradual in-

crease in the rate of the clock had taken place, amounting in

the whole to a quantity equal to 2,5 vibrations of the pendulum,

or 0,5 of a vibration in every 24 hours.

The rate of the clock, is that due to the middle time of the

interval between the transits from which it is deduced. The

number of vibrations of the pendulum is obtained for the

mean of the times at which the coincidences were observed.

If this mean should not coincide with the time for which the

rate of the clock is obtained, and the rate of the clock should

be variable, the number of vibrations of the pendulum com-

puted on such given rate must evidently be erroneous. If

the mean of the interval of the transits should be before the

mean of the times of the coincidences, the number of vibra-

tions will, in the present case of an accelerating rate, be in

defect. If after the mean of the coincidences, they will be in

excess; and the proportionate change of rate must be added

or subtracted accordingly. On this principle the corrections

were calculated and the results obtained, which are contained

in the following table.
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By the Stars. U NST.

From To

Computed
Vibrations
in a mean
solar day.

Mean of

Transits B
or A coin-
cidences.

Correc-
tion.

Corrected

Vibrations
in a mean
solar day.

JMo. of

Stars

observed.

Inter.

of

Transit.

July. July. h. m.

23 P. M. 28 P. M. 86090,71 B. 1. 27 + .03 86090,74 4 6

23 P. M. 28 A M. 86090,93 A. 1. 58 —,04 86090,89 1 5

23 P. M. 25 P. M. 86090,59 B. 2. 37 + >05 86090,64 3 3
26 A.M. 28 P. M. -86090,76 B. 5. 52 + .12 86090,88 4 3

By the Sun.

24 P. M. 28 A.M. 86090,85 A. 1. 20 —.03 86090,82 2 4
24 P. M. 26 A. M. 86090,55 A. 0. 58 — ,02 86oqo,3 % 2 2

26 P. M. 28 A. M. 86090,90 B. 6. 11 + .12 86091 ,02 2 2

We have now to consider what authority attaches to each

result, so that we may employ all the observations in obtain-

ing a mean, and yet give to each set that degree of weight

only to which it is entitled.

The accuracy of any one result will evidently in the first

place depend on the number of stars observed from which

the rate of the clock is deduced ; and on this head as may be

seen by examining the table of transits, there is little proba-

bility of serious error.

But the position of the transit intrument with respect to

the meridian mark, requires the most minute care, and I soon

discovered that to this, and to the accurate levelling of the

axis, it was necessary to pay unceasing attention, as a devia-

tion equal to the diameter of the silkworm's thread in the

focus of the eye glass, would occasion an error in the time

of the transit of a star amounting to about three tenths of a

second.
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The effect of this error on the daily rate of the clock, is

lessened in proportion to the number of days comprised

between the two transits
;
for if the rate of the clock be

deduced from transits observed on two successive days, the

whole amount of the error arising from any deviation of the

instrument from the meridian mark, will be included in the

rate; but for any longer interval, it is divided by the number

of days constituting such interval.

In order therefore to obtain a true mean, it appears that

each result should be multiplied by the product of the number

of the stars into the interval between the observations, and

the sum of such final products be divided by the sum of the

factors.

Observations of the sun are perhaps less entitled to credit

than those of the stars, as in consequence of an apparent

wavering of the meridian mark, some degree of uncertainty

frequently exists in adjusting the transit instrument; setting

this aside, a transit of both limbs of the sun may be considered

equal to the transits of two stars.

Proceeding in the computation in the manner just described,

we obtain 86090,77 vibrations of the pendulum in 24 hours,

by the observations of the stars, and 86090,79 by those of the

sun. But from what has been said, these results are entitled

to credit in the ratio of the sums of their factors, that is, as

50 to 16 ;
the final mean is therefore 86090,77 vibrations in

a mean solar day.

The force of gravity decreasing as the square of the dis-

tance from the earth's centre increases, the next step is to

find the correction on this supposition for the height of the

station above the level of the sea. As the square of the
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number of vibrations of the pendulum represents the force of

gravity, we have this simple rule : convert the height of the

station into the decimal of a mile, and divide it by the radius

of the earth (3954,583) the quotient is the factor by which

the number of vibrations in 24 hours being multiplied, the

product will be the correction required.

But the quantity thus obtained is evidently erroneous, being

founded on the supposition that the experiments are made on

an elevation having no attractive matter surrounding it; and

it is observed by Dr. Young, in a letter which that eminent

mathematician addressed to me, and which is published in the

Phil. Trans, for 1819, entitled “ Remarks on the probabilities

“ of error in physical observations, and on the density of the

“ earth, considered especially with regard to the reduction

“ of experiments on the pendulum that “ if we were raised

“ on a sphere of earth a mile in diameter, its attraction would

“ be about of that of the whole globe, and instead of a

“ reduction of in f°rce of gravity, we should obtain

“ only -g^0 ,
or as much. Nor is it at all probable, that

“ the attraction of any hill, a mile in height, would be so little

“ as this, even supposing its density to be only two thirds of

“ the mean density of the earth. That of a hemispherical

“ hill of the same height would be more than half as much
“ more ( than the sphere

)
or in the proportion of 1,586 to 1.

“ And it may be easily shown, that the attraction of a large

“ tract of table land, considered as an extensive flat surface a

“ mile in thickness, would be three times as great as that of

“ a sphere a mile in diameter
; or about twice as great as that

“ of such a sphere of the mean density of the earth : so that,

“ for a place so situated, the allowance for elevation would

“ be reduced to one half : and in almost any country that could

MDCCCXIX. 3 A
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“ be chosen for the experiment, it must remain less than three

“ fourths of the whole correction deduced immediately from

“ the duplicate proportion of the distances from the earth’s

“ centre.”

By this interesting, and I believe new view which Dr.

Young has taken of the subject, it appears that the correction

for the elevation above the sea, will vary (according to the

nature of the eminence and also its density) from one half to

three fourths of the quantity before deduced from the squares

of the distances from the earth’s centre, and if the mean den-

sity of the earth be taken at 5,5, and that of the matter sur-

rounding the station at 2,5, Dr. Young is of opinion, that the

quantity deduced from the duplicate ratio of the distances

should be multiplied by to obtain the correction for a

table land, and by for that of an eminence of moderate

declivity.

By careful levelling, the height of the station at Unst above

low water, was found to be 28 feet; whence we have 0,12

for the correction deduced from the squares of the distances

from the earth’s centre, and as the station at Unst was sur-

rounded by hills composed of serpentine, I shall take 0,12 x jr

== 0,06 for the correction to be applied in order to obtain the

number of vibrations which would be made at the level of

the sea.

The last correction to be found, is for the buoyancy of the

atmosphere. The manner in which this correction is derived,

has been fully explained in the “ Account of experiments for

fi< determining the length of the seconds pendulum ” before

referred to. The specific gravities of the weight and bar of

the pendulum, were carefully determined. That of the bar

was found to be 8,628, and of the weight 8,603. The specific
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gravity therefore of the whole pendulum may be taken at

8,610,

The mean height of the barometer during the experiments

at Unst, was 29,98 inches, and that of the thermometer 57,
0
8.

The weight of water is to that of air at 29,27 inches of the

barometer, and 53
0 of the thermometer, as 836 to 1, and the

expansion of air for each degree of the thermometer is

of its bulk. From these data we find that the specific gravity

of the pendulum was to that of air, at the time of the experi-

ments, as 7099 to 1. The square of the number of vibrations

must therefore be increased part, or 6,07 be added to

the number of vibrations in 24 hours, to obtain the number

of vibrations which would be made during the same period in

vacuo.

These corrections being added to the mean number of

vibrations before given, we have 86096,90 for the number of

vibrations made by the pendulum in a mean solar day, in vacuo

at the level of the sea.

The very unfavourable weather which I experienced at

Unst, prevented my obtaining so many observations for the

rate of the clock, as I could have wished
;
but though the

greatest difference between the seven resulting numbers of

vibrations amounts to so much as 0,49, I think it probable,

after a careful examination, that the final result must be

within one tenth of a vibration of the truth.

On the 23d July, 1 was so fortunate as to obtain one series

of meridional observations of the sun, with the repeating

circle, for the latitude of the station, which will be given

hereafter, and on the 29th I embarked on board the Cherokee,

and took leave of my kind host Mr. Edmondstone, to whose

most friendly hospitality the eloquent pen of M. Biot has
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done but justice, and has left me nothing to add, but- that I

experienced from him every attention that could contribute to

my personal comfort, and every anxious exertion that could

tend to forward the enquiry in which I was engaged.

Operations at Portsoy.

On the first of August I arrived at Portsoy, near to which

is Cowhythe, the next station of the trigonometrical survey,

which I proposed to connect with my observations, and after

much search fora place suited to my experiments, was kindly

favoured by the Rev. Mr. Grant, with the use of his school-

house, which was perfectly adapted to the purpose, the walls

being thick, and firmly built of serpentine. I was also so

fortunate as to obtain accommodations for myself, at a house

belonging to a gentleman of the name of Watson, immedi-

ately adjoining the school-house, and whose garden afforded

an excellent situation for the transit instrument.

On the 5th August I commenced the observations detailed

in the Appendix, from which is extracted the following table

for obtaining the rate of the clock :

Transits observed at Portsoy. 1st Series.

Stars. August 5 . August 6. August 7 . August 8. August 10. August 11. August 12 .

h. m. s. h. m. s. h. m. s. h. m. s. h. m. s. h. m. s. h. m. s.

The Sun « • • 0.14.41,62 0.15. 7,95 0.15.36,56 0.16.38,83 • • • 0.17.42,63

Arcturus 0 • 5.1 1.20,5 1 5. 446,51 . 4.58.16,63

a Ophiuchi • 8.36.42,60 8.30. 1,45 8.23 28,67 8.20.13,59 8. 16.58,52

t Ophiuchi 9. 2.35,99 8.52,29,70 8.45.56,85 8.42.41,94 8. 39.26,94

d Serpentis 9.25.25,99 9.15.19,73 9. 8.46,76 9 5-3 2>°3 9. 2.17,04

a Lyrae g. 44. 16,2© 9.34.10,19 9- 2 7-37> 34 9.24.22,52 9.21. 7,43

a . . . . 9.53.22,62 9 50. 7,82 9.46.52,91

b 10 16.29,86 . . . 9.59.51,24 9.56.36,52 9 53- 2I >6i

^ Aquilae 10.38.33,58 10.15.25,11

a Aquilae 10.55.13,62 10.45. 8,14 10.38.35,49 10.35.20,47 10.32. 5,33

From the above data the following rates of the clock were

obtained, in the manner which has been before fully particu-

larized.
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are

rejected
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From the detail of the coincidences observed at Portsoy

given in the Appendix, and from the rate of the clock from

the 5th to the 12th, is derived the following Table.

Vibrations of the Pendulum at Portsoy, ist. Series.

The clock making 86437,63 vibrations in a mean solar day.

Date, Barometer. Thermom.
Vibrations

in 24 hours.

Correction
for

Temp.

Vibrations
in 24 hours,
at 62 degrees.

A. M. 29.95 64,8 86085,53 1, 18 86086,71
P. M 30,00 65,2 86084,19 1.35 86085,54
A. M 29,89 62,3 86083,09 0,13 86083,22

7 P. M 29,88 62,6 86082,30 0,25 86082,55

Q
A. M 30,05 58,8 86081,61 1 >35 86080,26

O
P. M, 30,09 60,5 86o8l,I I 0,63 86080,48
A. M. 30,04 60,4 86080,1 3 0,68 86079,45

9 P. M. 30.04 60,5 86078,63 0,63 86078,00
A. M. 30,10 58,8 86078,39 i .35 86077,04

lo
P. M. 30,16 60,3 86077,56 0,72 86076,84
A. M. 30,28 56,6 86078,44 2,28 86076,16

1

1

P. M. 30,27 60,0 86077,34 0,85 86076,49
A M. 30,26 59 > 2 86076,92 1,18 86075,74

I 2
P- M. 30,27 61,3 86076,51 0,30 86076,21

Mean • • 30,09 60,8 86079,62

On examining the preceding Table, it appears that the rate

of the clock had pretty regularly increased to the surprising

amount of 10 s

,
51 in the space of 7 days; which is an accele-

ration of i s

,5 in every 24 hours
; on this I shall have occa-

sion to remark hereafter. From the foregoing data the fol-

lowing Table of the corrected vibrations of the pendulum in

a mean solar day was computed, in the manner which has

been before detailed.
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By the Stars, Portsoy— ist Series.

From To

Computed
Vibrations
in a mean
solar day.

Mean of
Transits B
or A coinci.

dences.

Correc-
tion.

Corrected
Vibrations in a
mean solar day.

No. of
Stars

observed.

Inter.

of

Transits.

August. August. h. m
6 A.M. 8 P. M. 86079,50 B. 1.17 + 0,08 86079,58 4 3
6 A.M. 10 P. M. 86079,63 B. 1. 17 + 0,08 86079,71 5 S
6 A.M. 11 P. M. 86079,69 B. 1. 14 + 0,08 86079,77 6 6
6 A.M. 12 P. M. 86079,62 B. 1. 13 + 0,08 86079,70 6 7

7 A.M. 8 P. M. 86079,44 B. 2.23 + 0,16 86079,60 1 2

9 A.M. 10 P. M. 86079,81 B. 1.42 + 0,10 86079,91 6 2

9 A. M. 11 P. M. 86079,8

I

B. 1.49 + 0,11 86079,92 5 3

9 A. M. 12 P. M. 86079,65 B. 1.50 + 0,11 86079,76 5 4
11 A.M. 11 P. M. 86079,86 B. 1.50 + 0,11 86079,97 7 1

11 A.M. 12 P. M. 86079,61 B. 2.18 + 0,14 86079,75 8 2

12 A. M. 12 P. M. 86079,30 B. 1. 31 + 0,09 86079,39 8 1

By the Sun. ist Series.

6 P. M. 7 A. M. 86079,48 A. 1.22 —0,08 86079,40 2 1

6 P. M. 8 A. M. 86079,48 A. 1.20 — 0,08 86079,40 2 2

6 P. M. jo A. M. 86079,82 A. 1.21 —0,08 86079,74 2 4
6 P. M. 12 A, M. 86079,78 A. 1. 15 — 0,08 86079,70 2 6

7 P. M. 8 A. M. 86079,48 A. 1. 19 — 0,08 86079,40 2 1

7 P. M. 10 A. M. 86079,93 A. 1.19 — 0,08 86079,85 2 3

7 P.M. 12 A. M. 86079,85 A. 1. 14 — 0,08 86079,77 2 5

8 P.M. 10 A. M. 86080. 14 A. 1.20 — 0,08 86080,06 2 2

8 P. M. 12 A. M. 86079,93 A. 1. 13 —0,08 86079,85 2 4
10 P. M. 12 A. M. 86079,73 A. 1. 4 —0,07 86079,66 2 2

By using the number of stars observed and the intervals

between the transits, to obtain a mean, in the manner de-

scribed in the account of the experiments at Unst, we have

86079,74 vibrations by the observations of the stars, and

86079,73 by those of the sun; whence is derived 86079,74

for the final mean number of vibrations in 24 hours.

The height of the pendulum at Portsoy, above low water,

was found by levelling to be 94 feet, the correction due to

which is 0,39 x = °>23>

* It may be necessary to remark, that no allowance has been attempted for any

variation of density between the different stations, but solely for their form.
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The mean height of the barometer during the experiments,

was 30,09 inches, and the mean temperature 6o°,8, from

which data, and the specific gravity of the pendulum, we have

6,04 for the correction, on account of the buoyancy of the

atmosphere.

Applying these corrections to the mean number of vibra-

tions before found, we obtain 86086,01 for the final number

of vibrations which would be made by the pendulum in a

mean solar day, in vacuo, and at the level of the sea.

The rate of the clock having suffered a continual accelera-

tion, as I have before stated, it became a subject of anxious

importance to determine what effect this might possibly have

on the result of the experiments
;
particularly as the same

curious circumstance had taken place at Unst, at which station

however the unfavourable weather prevented the commence-

ment of my observations, until the acceleration had nearly

attained its maximum. To satisfy myself on this point, I took

down the clock on the 13th August, and having carefully

cleaned it, began a new series of observations, which are

given at large in the Appendix, and from which the following

tables and results are derived :

Transits observed at Portsoy. 2d Series.

Stars. August 13. August 14. August 15. August 16. August 17 . August 18 . August 19 .

h. m. s. h. m. s. h. m. s. h. m. s. h. m. s. h. m. s. h. m. s.

The Sun 0.1 1.47,72 — 0.12.49,27 0.13.19,72 0.13.49,88 — 0.14.49.28
Arcturus 4.48.35,44 — 4.42. 6,66 4 - 3 8 -53A 7

— 4.32.25,84 —
a. Ophiuchi 8. 7.17,18 8. 4. 2,83 8. 0.48,78 7.57.34,88 7 -54-zi >23 —
v Ophiuchi — 8.26.31,46 8.23.16,94 8.16.49,55 8 13.36,30 —
5} Serpentis — 8.49.21,19 8.46. 7, 0 8.42.53,09 8 -39 - 39>77 8.36.26,36 —
a Lyrse — 9. 8.11,68 9. 4* 57*5

9

9. 1.43,81 8.58.30,19 8.55.16,39 —
ij.

Aquilse 10. 2.29,88 — 9.52.48,21 — —
a Aquils *" 1 10.19. 9,84 — “ 10. 9.28,18 — “

I
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Vibrations of the Pendulum at Portsoy, 2d Series.

The clock making 86442,18 Vibrations in a mean solar day.

Vibrations

in 24 hours.

Correction Vibrations
Date. Barometer. Thermom. for

Temp.
in 24 hours

at 62 degrees.

Aug. 1

3

A. M. - -
,

. .

P. M. 30,29 61,9 86081,04 0,04 8608 1,00

A. M. 30,25 60,3 86081,1 I 0,72 86080,39
*4 P. M. 30,27 62,4 86080,19 0,17 86080,36

>5
A. M. 3°> 2 5 6o,I 86080,85 0,80 86080,05
P. M. 30,25 6l,6 86080,1 3 0,17 86079,96
A. M. 30,18 58,4 86081,19 1,52 86079,67
P. M. 30,17 60,9 86080,26 °,47 86079,79

l 7
A. M. 3°>i 5 59 > 8 86080,60 °>93 86079,67
P. M. 30,16 61,2 86080,1

1

°>34 86079,77

18
A. M. 30,14 58,4 86080,79 1,52 86079,27
P. M. 30,1 4 60,2 86080,18 0,76 86079,42
A. M. 30,10 57>4 86080.85 1,95 86078,90

*9 P. M. — —

-

— —

Mean 30,19 60,2 86079,85

It appears from the above Table, as well as by the compa-

risons of the clock with the chronometer, that the rate of the

clock had been sufficiently uniform to render any correction

on this head unnecessary ; in the following Table therefore

we have the number of vibrations made by the pendulum in a

mean solar day.
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By the Stars. 2d Series. Portsoy.

From To
Correct Vibrations

in a
mean solar day.

So. of stars

observed.

Inter, of

Transits.

14 A. M. 14 P. M. 86079,86 I I

14 A. M. IS P. M. 86079,73 2 2

14 A.M. 16 P. M. 86079,78 2 3

14 A. M. 17 P. M. 86079,81 I 4
14 A. M. 18 P. M. 86079,76 I 5

15 A. M. 15 P. M. 86079,63 4 1

15 A. M. 16 P. M. 86079,71 3 2

15 A. M. 17 P. M. 86079,78 6 3

15 A. M. 18 P. M. 86079,77 3 4
16 A. M. 16 P. M. 86079,80 4 1

16 A. M. 17 P. M. 86079,87 4 2

16 A. M. 18 P. M. 86079,83 4 3
17 A. M. 17 P. M. 86080,03 3 1

17 A. M. 18 P. M. 86079,79 3 2

18 A. M. 18 P M. 86079,69 3 1

By the Sun. 2d. Series.

13 P. M. 15 A. M. 86079,89 2 2

13 P. M. 16 A. M. 86079,86 2 3

13 P.M. 17 A. M. 86079,84 2 4 ,

13 P. M. 19 A. M. 86079,85 2 6

15 P. M. 16 A.M. 86079,78 2 1

15 P. M. 17 A. M. 86079,79 2 2

15 P. M. 19 A. M. 86079,83 2 4
16 P. M. 1 7 A M. 86 79,81 2 1

16 P. M. 19 A. M. 86079,84 2 3

1 7 P. M. 19 A. M. 86079,86 2 2

Employing the numbers of stars observed, and the intervals

of the transits, as before, we obtain 86079,78 vibrations by the

observations of the stars, and 86079,84 by those of the sun

;

and the sums of the factors being 96 and 56, we have 86079,80

for the final mean number of vibrations in 24 hours.

The mean height of the barometer was 30,19 inches, and

that of the thermometer 6o°,2, hence the correction for the

buoyancy of the atmosphere is 6,07.
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This correction, together with 0,23 (the correction for the

height above the sea) being added to the mean number of

vibrations, we have 86086,10 for the number of vibrations

which would be made in a mean solar day, in vacuo, and at

the level of the sea.

The difference between this result and that of the first series

of experiments made under the most unfavourable circum-

stances of acceleration in the rate of the clock, being only 0.09,

affords it is presumed a most satisfactory proof that no very

important error is to be dreaded from this source in the obser-

vations at Unst.

Operations at Leith Fort.

Having completed the requisite observations for the latitude

of my station, and for connecting it with Cowhythe, I quitted

Portsoy for Edinburgh on the 20th August, leaving the instru-

ments and party to come by sea.

Leith Fort was my next station, and here, as I could pro-

cure no lodgings in the neighbourhood, an officer of the Royal

Artillery most kindly relinquished to me his quarters in the

barracks. The Cherokee arrived on the 28th, and the instru-

ments were landed the same evening.

On my first arrival at Edinburgh to embark for Unst, I had

been introduced to Sir Howard Elphinstone, the chief engi-

neer of the station, and received from him the assurance of

every assistance in my experiments, which his department

could furnish. Though to my regret he was now absent on

duty, I was promptly supplied with such materials and arti-

ficers as were necessary, and on the 29th August my appa-

ratus was firmly put up in one of the public store rooms of the

Fort, which was excellently adapted to the purpose, and the

v
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transit instrument placed on a massy stone foundation, erected

for it on the ramparts.

On the 31st of August I commenced my observations, the

results of which are given in the following Tables, and on the

evening of the 7th of September, the transits of the same stars

were again observed, but unfortunately the lamp which was

attached to the meridian mark, for adjusting the transit instru-

ment by night, not having been properly placed, these obser-

vations were of necessity rejected.

Transits observed at Leith Fort, ist Series.

Stars. August 31. September 2 . September 4 . September 5. September 6 .

h. m. s. h. m. s. h. m. s. h. m. s. h. m. s.

The Sun . — o. 9.18,05 — 0. 9.41,66 0. 9.51,50
« Capricorni 9 49 41*04 9.42.40,2

1

9.35.42,16 — __

e Aquarii — 10. 1.56,92 9.54.59,09

—

—
a. Equulei . 10.37.46,18 10.30.45,31 IO - 2 3 -47,39 — —
(3 Aquarii . 10.52.59,93 10.45.59,62 10.39. 1,37

—

—
£ Pegasi 11. 6.12,53 — 10.52.13,94 — - —
o Aquarii I 1.2+ 50,38 1

1

- I 7 -49 , 9 I 11. 10.51,95 — —
y Aquarii . II.43. 8,89 — 1 1.29. 10,60 — —
x. Aquarii . II. 59.I 1,46 — 11.45.13,07 — —
» Aquarii .

— 11.55.13,67 —

—

—
| Pegasi — 12. 1.24,05 11.54.26,26 — —

From these transits the following table was computed.
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Rate of the clock at Leith Fort, ist Series. (Gaining.)

Stars.

From
August 31 ,

to Sept. 2.

From
August 31 ,

to Sept. 4 .

Fro m
Sept. Q, to

Sept. 4.

From
Sept. 2, to 5 .

From
Sept. 2, to 6 .

From
Sept. 5 , to 6

s. S. S. s. s. S.

The Sun — — — 27,04 27,69 29,64
a. Capricorni ' 25,56 26,26 26,95 — — —
e Aquarii .

— 27.07 — — —
a. Equulei . 2 5>55 26,28 27,02 — — —
|3 Aquarii 25.83 26,34 26,85 — — —
e Peg a si . — 26,33 — — — —
0 Aquarii . 25.75 26,37 27,00 — — —
y Aquarii . — 26,41 — — — —
z Aquarii . — 26,38 — — —
n Aquarii . — — — — — —

i

| Pegasi . — — 27,09 — — —
Mean by the {

Stars 5
25,67 26,34 27,00 — — —

Mean by the 1

27,69 29,64Sun i
27,04

The steeple of Leith church, being very conveniently situ-

ated for the purpose, I was anxious to ascertain with what

degree of precision the rate of the clock might be obtained,

by observing the disappearance of stars behind the steeple, a

method which I understand was employed by M. Biot, in his

late laborious experiments on the length of the pendulum, and

which seems capable of great accuracy. For this purpose I

used a powerful achromatic telescope, with which I was

favoured by Mr. Jardine from the observatory. The tele-

scope was placed so as to rest against the door way of the

room which contained the clock, and was directed towards the

side of the steeple. On the evening of the 30th August, I ob-

tained observations of the time of the disappearance of several
*

stars, and on the 6th of September, two of these stars were

again observed, but the rest were not visible. By these stars,
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the rate of the clock appeared to be 26 s

,85 ;
which rate as it

was deduced from the longest interval, has been used in com-

puting the following Table.

Vibrations of the Pendulum at Leith Fort. ist. Series.

The clock making 86426,85 vibrations in a mean solar day.

Date. Barometer. Thermom. Vibrations
in 24 hours.

Correction
for

Temp.

Vibrations

in 24 hours
at 62 degrees.

A. M. 2 9>95 56,6 86078,34 2,28 86076,06
J

1

P. M. 29,85 58,9 86077,50 1,30 86076,20
A.M. 29,55 58,7 86076,08 1,40 86074,68
P. M. 29,49 6o,I 86075,72 0,80 86074,92
A. M. 29,58 58,4 86075,14 1,52 86073,62
P. M. 29,68 59>9 86074,55 0,89 86073,66
A.M. 29,95 57’4 86075,13 095 86073,18

3 P. M. 29>97 59>7 86074,13 °>97 86073,1

6

A. M. 29,78 59’5 86074,13 1,06 86073,07
4 P. M. 29,76 61,9 86073,16 0,04 86073,12

A. M. 29,85 60,3 86072,43 0,72 86071,71
5 P. M. 29,83 62,1 86071.57 + 0,04 86071,61

f.

A. M. 29,60 59>9 86070,85 0,89 86069,96
P. M. 29,62 61,4 86070,33 0,25 86070,08

Mean 29 , 7 s 59 >6 86073,21

By the above Table we may perceive, that though the clock

had been cleaned so recently, its rate had notwithstanding en-

creased in seven days, about six seconds, or 0,85 in every 24

hours. On account of this acceleration it becomes necessary

to apply a correction, in the manner which has been before

explained, in order to obtain the true number of vibrations

made by the pendulum in a mean solar day. The results are

contained in the following Table.
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By the Stars, ist. Series. Leith Fort.

From To
Computed Vibra-
tions in a mean

solar day.

Mean of
Transits

B.or A.coin.

Correc-

tion.

Corrected vibra

tions in a mean
solar day.

No. of stars

observed.
Inter, of
transits.

h. m.
i A. M. 2 P. M. 86073,04 B. 1.33 + ,05 86073,09 4 2

1 A. M. 4 P. M. 86073,16 B. 0.28 + ,02 86073,18 7 4
3 A. M. 4 P. M. 86073,28 B. 0.27 + ,02 86073,30 6 2

By disappearance 1

of stars behind OO ONO LkI To A. 0.33 ,02 86073,19 2 7
Leith steeple.

J

By the Sun. ist. Series.

2 P. M. 5 A. M. 86073,17 A. 0.57 —0,3 86073,14 2 3
2 P. M 6 A . M. 86073,28 A. 1. 9 —0,3 86073,24 2 4
5 P. M. 6 A. M. 86073,57 A. 0.51 —

1°>3 86073,54 2 1

Using the number of stars observed and the intervals of the

transits, as before, to obtain a mean, we have 86073,19 vibra-

tions by the stars, and 86073,23 by the sun, and the sums of

the factors, being 62 and 16, we obtain 86073,20 for the final

mean number of vibrations in 24 hours.

The mean height of the barometer was 29,75 inches, and

the mean temperature 59°,6. The correction for the buoyancy

of the atmosphere is therefore 3,99.

The height of the pendulum above low water, was found

by levelling to be 68 feet, whence we have 0,28 x ffo = 0,18

for the correction due to this elevation.

These corrections being applied, we obtain 86079,37 for the

number of vibrations made by the pendulum in a mean solar

day in vacuo, and at the level of the sea.

The clock was now taken down to be cleaned, as I had re-

solved to go through a new series of observations. On
examining the oil, it was found to all appearance as pure as
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when first applied, and I can in no way account for the acce-

leration in the rate of the clock, but by supposing, that whilst it

was at rest, the external surface of the oil had become thick-

ened by some action of the sea air upon it. This would of

course occasion the rate to be less, on the clock being first

put up, and a gradual acceleration would afterwards take place

as the thick coat of the oil became blended with the more

fluid particles beneath. These remarks may perhaps warrant

the important inference, that no reliance whatever can be

placed on results obtained by means of a pendulum attached

to a clock, and that until oil can be banished from chrono-

meters, and the maintaining power be such as to be equal

under all circumstances, we may spare ourselves the trouble

of attending to other sources of error.

The clock being cleaned, the observations were made and

the results deduced which are contained in the following

Tables.

Transits observed at Leith Fort. 2d Series.

Stars. September 8. September 10 . September 12 . September 14.

a. Equulei

j3 Aquarii

£ Pegasi

0 Aquarii
Pegasi

x. Aquarii

£ Pegasi

| Pegasi

a Pegasi

h. m. s.

10. 2.39,48

10.17.53,83
10.31. 6,30

10 49.44,22
11.14.25,06

11.24 5.68
11.28. 0,69
1 1.33. 18,73

11.51.21,57

h. m. s.

9.55.54,46
10.11. 8,88

10.24.21,36

11. 7.39,80
1 1 .17.20,66
1 1.21.21,70

1 1.26.33,72

11.44.36,50

h. m. s.

9.49. I 1,23

10. 4.25,60

10.36.16,20

11. 0.56,53
1 1 .

1

0 - 37-3-8
1 1.14.38,28

H.19.50,34
1

1

- 37*5 3»3 3

h. m. s.

9.42.28,05

10.10.54,92

10.29.32,78

10.54.13,42
11. 3,C4, 3 z

II. 7.55,24
11.13. 7*4°
1 1.31.10,33

3cMDCCCXIX.
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Rate of the clock at Leith Fort. 2d. Scries. G .lining .)

Stars.

From
September
8 to 10 .

From
8 to 12 .

From
8 to 14.

From
10 to 12.

From
10 to 14.

From
12 to 14.

S. S. s. S s. S.

x Equulei 33>49 33.94 34, 10 34,39 34,40 34>

4

1

/3 Aquarii 3 3»5 3 33.94 34>36 — —
s Pegasi 33-53 —

34 , 1 ° — 34,39 —
0 Aquarii — 33.99 34>°9 — — 34,29

Pegasi 33-3 7 33.87 34.06 34-37 34,41 34,45
k Aquarii 33-49 33.93 34.* 1 34-

3

6 34 ,

4

1 34,47

f Pegasi 33-5 1 33»9° 34»°9 34> z 9 34,39 34,48

| Pegasi 33-5° 33>9° 34.11 34,3 1 34-42 34-53
x Pegasi 33*47 33.94 34.13 34,4Z 34,46 34-5°

Mean 33.49 33.93 34,10 34,36 34>

4

1 34-45

Vibrations of the Pendulum at Leith Fort. 2d Series.

The clock making 86434,10 vibrations in a mean solar day.

Date. Barometer. Thermom. Vibrations
in 24 hours.

Correction
for

Temp.

Vibrations
in 24 hours at

62 degrees.

Sept. 9
A.M. 29,90 54°,2 86077,10 3 - 3° 86073,80
P. M. 29,95 55»6 86076,63 2,71 86073,92

10
A. M. 29,94 52,4 86077,45 4,06 86073,39
P. M. 29,91 54,2 86076,98 3 > 3° 86073,68

12
A. M. 2Q,Q2 5 *’$ 86077,16 4-44 86072,72
P. M. 29,95 53,3 86076,71 3,68 86073,03

12
A.M. 30,14 53 ,i 86076,64 3-77 86072,87

P. M. 3°, 1 4 54,2 86076,22 3 - 3° 86072,92

>3
A. M. 30,28 54,0 86076,05 3,38 86072,67

P. M. 30,24 55-9 86075,40 2,58 8607^,82

H A. M. 29,89 56,4 86075,35 2,37 86072,98

P. M. 29,85 57 ,i 86074,86 2,07 86072,79

Mean
—

30,01 54,3 86073,13

We may perceive from the above Table, that the rate of

the clock had encreased about a second in six days ; the error

however affecting the final number of vibrations of the pen-

dulum, in consequence of this, is too small to need correction.
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By the Stars. Leith Fort, ad Series.

Correct Vibrations Interv.

From To in a
Mean solar day.

No. of stars

observed.

of

Transits.

9 A.M. 10 P. M. 86073,09 8 2

9 A. M. 12 P. M. 86073,12 8 4
9 A.M. 14 P. M. 86073,13 8 6

11 A.M. 12 P. M. 86073,14 7 2

11 A. M. 14 P. M. 86073,16 7 4
13 A. M. 14 P. M. 86073,17 7 2

Using the number of stars observed, and the intervals be-

tween the transits as before, we have 86073,13 for the number

of vibrations in 24 hours.

The barometer being at 30,01 inches, and the thermometer

at 54
0
,3 the correction for the buoyancy of the atmosphere is

6,11.

This correction, together with 0,18, the correction for the

height above the sea, being applied, we obtain 86079,42 for

the number of vibrations made by the pendulum in vacuo* as

deduced from the second series, from which the result of the

first series differs 0,05 of a vibration. The mean of both is

to be preferred.

Operations at Clifton.

On the 17th of September I left Edinburgh, and proceeded

to Clifton in Yorkshire
; at which place my instruments and

party arrived on the 28th. Here I was so fortunate as to meet

with a vacant house in the village, perfectly suited to my pur-

pose, belonging to Mr. Milward, who is also proprietor of

the field in which is the station of the Trigonometrical Survey.

Previous to the commencement of my experiments, the clock

was carefully cleaned. The observations were then made, and
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the results deduced which are contained in the following

Tables.

Transits observed at Clifton.

Stars. October 2. October 3 . October s. October 6. October 8.

h. m. s. h. m. s. h. m. s. h. m. s. h. m. s.

The Sun — 11.49. 6, 5 11.48. 8,64 1 1.47.40,36 11.46.45,38
c Aquilae 6.46.47,45 6.42.40,48 6 - 34 - 2 7>35 6. 30.20,82 6.22. 8,92
a. Aquilae 6.58.27,38 6.54.20,37 6.46. 7,22 6.42. 0,57 —
0 Aquilae 7.18.23,75 7.14.16,85 7 - 6

- 3>75 7. 1.57, 1
3 6.53 44,63

s Aquarii — 7.50. 4,50 7.41.5 1,28 7 - 37 - 44-75 7.29.32,8

A Capricorni — 8. 6.13,77 — — —
a Equulei 8.23. 2,35 8.18.55,28 — 8. 6.35,35 7. 8 23,28
e Capricorni 8.43. 5,98 8.38.58,87 — 8.26.39,37 8. 1 8.27,2

a. Aquarii 9 - ,z - 35,95 9. 8.29,15 9. 0.15,68 8.56. 9,23 8.47.57,07

y Aquarii 9.28.22,38 9.24.15,47 9.16. 2,27 9.11.55,72 —
n Aquarii 9 - 37 - 5 8 > 1 9.29.44,92 9.25.38,43 9.17.26,37

Rate of the clock at Clifton. {Losing.)

Stars.

From
Ort. From From From From From From From From From
to 3. 2 to 5 . 2 to 6. 2 to 8. 3 to 5 . 3 to 6. 3 to 8. 5 to 6 5 to 8. 6 to 8.

S. s. s. s. s. S. S. s. s. S.

The Sun —

•

— — — 10,78 10,75 10,62 10,68 10,52 10,44
o- Aquilae 11,09 10,82 10,78 10,54 10,68 10,67 IO'43 10,65 10,26 10,07
a Aquilae 11,13 10,84 10,82 — 10,69 10,72 — 10,77 — —
0 Aquilae 11,03 10,79 i°,77 10,64 10,67 10,69 10,56 10.72 10,49 10,38
e Aquarii — — — — 10,73 10,70 10,46 10,65 10,28 10,09

n Capricorni — — — — — — — — —
a. Equulei I 1,19 —

.

10,87 10,63 — 10,76 10,52 — — 10,15

e Capricorni II >23 — 10,77 10,58 — 10,62 10,45 — — 10,20

a Aquarii 10,92 10,88 10,80 10,60 10,85 10,76 10,54 10,57 10,32 10,20

y Aquarii 11,03 10,82 10,78 — 10,72 10,70 — 10,67 — —
d Aquarii —

.

— — — 10,71 10,68 10,47 10,61 10,30 10,15

Mean by \
the Stars J j

*»°9 10,83 10,80 10,60 10,72 10,70 10,49 10,66 »o>33 IO,l8

Mean by \
the Sun (

— — — 10,78 IO>75 10,62 10,68 10,52 10,44
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Vibrations of the Pendulum at Clifton.

The clock making 86389,40 vibrations in a mean solar day.

Date. Barometer Thermom.
Vibrations

in 24 hours.

Correctiou
for

Temp.

Vibrations

in 24 hours, at

at 62 degrees.

Oct.

A. M. 29,22
O

57-4 86064,52 i,9 S 86062,57
3 P. M. 29,20 58,2 86063,92 1,61 86062,31

A.M. 29,18 57 - 2 86064,44 2,03 86062,41
4 P. M. 29,13 57 - 2 86064, 18 2,03 86062,15

5

A. M. 29,10 55 - 1 86065,26 2,92 86062,34
P. M. 29,08 55 >7 86064,93 2,67 86062,26

6
A. M. 29,01 53-4 86065,75 3-64 86062,1

1

P. M. 29,10 54-5 86065,08 3 -i 7 86061,91
A. M. 29,3° 52,9 86065,47 3- 8 5 86061,62

7 P. M. 2 9-33 53-7 86065,25 3 - 5 1 86061,74

8
A. M. 29,52 52,2 86065,36 4,15 86061,21
P. M. 29,57 52,9 86065,08 3- 8 5 86061,23

Mean 29,23 55 -o - 86061,99

From the preceding Tables, the following vibrations in a

mean solar day were computed.

By the Stars. Clifton.

Correct No. of Interv.

From To Vibrations in a Stars of
mean solar day. observed Transits.

3 A.M. 3 P. M. 86061,95 7 I

3 A.M. 5 P. M. 86062, II 5 3

3 A.M. 6 P. M. 86062.06 7 4
3 A.M. 8 P. M. 86061,99 5 6

4 A.M. 5 P. M. 86062,17 7 2

4 A.M. 6 P. M. 86062,10 9 3

4 A. M. 8 P. M. 86062,01 7 5
6 A.M. 6 P. M. 86061,95 7 1

6 A.M. 8 P. M. 86061,91 5 3

7 A.M. 8 P. M. 86061,87 7 2

By the Sun.

3 P- M. 5 A.M. 86062,12 2 2

3 P. M. 6 A. M. 86062,1

1

2 3

3 P. M. 8 A.M. 86061,99 2 5

5 P. M. 6 A.M. 86o62,IO 2 1 I

5 P. M. 8 A.M. 86061,89 2 3
6 P. M. 8 A.M. 86061,78 2 2 I
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The number of stars observed, and the intervals between

the transits being employed as before to obtain a mean, we

have 86062,02 vibrations by the stars, and 86061,99 by the

sun, whence we obtain 86062,01 for the final mean number of

vibrations in 24 hours.

The height of the barometer being 29,23 inches, and the

thermometer 55°,o the resulting correction for the buoyancy

of the atmosphere is 5,94.

The height of Clifton Beacon, above the level of the sea is

stated in the “ Account of the Trigonometrical Survey" to be

417 feet; and by levelling, the pendulum was found to be 78

feet below Clifton Beacon, the height of the pendulum there-

fore above the level of the sea was 339 feet, the correction

for which is 1,40 x = 0,95.

Applying these corrections, we obtain 86068,90 for the

number of vibrations at Clifton, in a mean solar day, in vacuo

and at the level of the sea.

Operations at Arhury Hill.

On the 13th of October I left Clifton, having previously

made some important observations for the latitude, which will

be detailed in the proper place, and proceeded to Arbury Hill,

where my party and instruments arrived on the 13th. Here

I procured accommodations at a house belonging to Mr. Gos-

sage, situated on the side of an eminence, to the south of

Arbury Hill. The season was now so far advanced, and the

weather in consequence so variable, that it was not until the 21st

that I was able to commence my observations. These though

few in number, were made with such minute precautions, and

under such favourable circumstances, as to be perfectly satis-

factory to me. The following Tables contain the results.
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Transits observed at Arbury Hill.

Stars. October 21. October 25. October 26.

h. m. s. h. m. s. h. m. s.

The Sun 11.44.28,39 — n.43 . | 7,93
a Aquilae 5 - 3 *- 39»53 5.15.30,75 5.1 1.29,10
a Aquilae 5.43. 19^7 5.27,10,42 5.23. 8,78
9 Aquilae 6. 3.16,55 5 -47 - 7 >7 % 5.43. 6,05

Rate of the clock at A r b u r y Hil l . (Losing.)

Stars.
From

21 to 25 .

From
21 to 26 .

From
25 to 26 .

The Sun .

t Aquilae .

a. Aquilae .

9 Aquilae .

s.

6,30

6,30
6,30

s.

6,23
6,20

6,19
6,21

s.

5,76

5 ,75

5,84

Mean by the 7

Stars . . 3
6,30 6,20 5>78

Mean by the 7

Sun . . 5

— 6,23 —

Vibrations of the Pendulum at AreueyHiu.
The clock making 86393,80 vibrations in a mean solar day.

Date.
Barometer. Thermom.

Vibrations
in 24 hours.

Correction
for

Temp.

Vibrations in

24 hours, at

62 degrees.

Oct.

A. M.
O

2 1

P. M. 29,65 56,7 86059,25 2,24 86057,01

22
A. M. 29,52 54,2 86060,66 3,30 86057,36
P. M. 29,50 54,4 86060,52 3,22 86057,30

2 3

A.M. 29,50 52,8 86061,07 3^9 86057,18
P.M. 29,52 53,2 86060,88 3,72 86057,16

24
A.M. 29,57 50,8 86061,40 4,74 86056,66
P. M. 29,55 50,6 86061,28 4,82 86056,46

2 5
A. M. 29,56 5°,9 86061,40 4,70 86056,70
P. M. 29 ,5+ 52,3 86061,00 4>i° 86056,90

26
A. M. 2 9,55 52,2 86060,63 4,15 86056,48
P. M. 29,55 53 ,7 86060,12 3 , 5 i 86056,61

1

Mean 29,55 52,9 86056,88
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From the preceding Tables were deduced the following

vibrations in a mean solar day.

By the Stars. Arbury Hill.

Correct No. of Interv.

From To Vibrations in a Stars of
mean solar day. observed Transits.

22 A. M. 25 P. M. 86056,86 3 4
22 A. M. 26 P. M. 86056,88 3 5
26 A. M. 26 P. M. 86056,96 3 I

By the Sun.

21 P. M. 26 A. M. 86056,89 2

J

5

From the number of stars observed, and the intervals of the

transits, we derive 86056,88 for the mean by the stars,

86036,89 by the sun, and 86056,88 for the final mean num-

ber of vibrations in 24 hours.

The barometer being at 29,55 inches, and the thermometer

at 5Q°>9 we have 6,04 for the correction on account of the

buoyancy of the atmosphere.

The angle of elevation of the top of the tent on Arbury

Hill, taken by the repeating circle from the station where the

clock was placed, was found to be i°.28
,
.2i'

/

,4 ;
and as it will

appear in the Appendix, that the distance from the station on

Arbury Hill to the clock, was 3048 feet, we have 78 feet very

nearly for the elevation of the top of the tent above the pen-

dulum. The elevation of Arbury Hill above the sea, as deter-

mined by the Trigonometrical Survey, is 804 feet, from which

deducting 67 feet, (the height of the tent being 11 feet,) we

obtain 737 feet for the elevation of the pendulum above the
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level of the sea, the correction for which is 3,04 x -fo — 2,13.

These corrections being applied, we have 86065,05 for the

number of vibrations which would be made by the pendulum

in a mean solar day in vacuo and at the level of the sea.

On leaving Arbury Hill, I hastened to Dunnose in the Isle

of Wight, anxious to complete my experiments before the

winter; but on arriving there, I found the weather so bad,

that after a short stay I was reluctantly obliged to postpone

my observations at that station until the following spring.

Operations at London.

Before I left London in June, I took four series of vibrations

of the pendulum at a high temperature, at Mr. Browne’s house

in Portland Place ; chiefly with a view to afford me the means

of checking my expansion of the pendulum by a comparison with

other series of vibrations, which I purposed to observe at a low

temperature on my return, and also to enable me to form some

idea of the acceleration, when I should arrive at Unst. For

the rate of the clock I am indebted to the observations of Mr.

Browne. The results are contained in the following Table.

Vibrations of the Pendulum at London.— ist Series.

Date,
1818 .

Barometer. Thermom.
Vibrations

in 24 hours.

Correction
for

Temp.

Correct Vibrations
in a mean solar

day at 62 degrees.

June
1 3 29,90

O

71,6 86051,32 4,06 86055,38

*4 30,00 70,1 8605 1 ,90 3>43 86055,33
l 5 30,05 69,9 86051,99 3>34 86055,33
16 2 9>95 7°>5 8605 1,82 3,60 86055,42

Mean 29,98 70,5 86055,36

The barometer being at 29,98 inches, and the thermometer

mdcccxix. 3 D
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at 7o°,5 the correction for the buoyancy of the atmosphere is

5 ,9 *-

The height of the pendulum above the level of the sea was

83 feet, the correction for which is 0,34, x — 0,22.

These corrections being applied, we have 86061,4,9 vibra-

tions in a mean solar day, at the temperature of 62° in vacuo,

and at the level of the sea.

Various causes prevented me from repeating my experi-

ments in London, until the month of March, when the follow-

ing results were obtained, the observations on which they are

founded being detailed in the Appendix.

Vibrations of the Pendulum at London.—2nd Series.

Date.

1819 .
Barometer. Thermom. Vibrations

in 24 hours.

Correction
for

Temp.

Correct Vibrations in

a mean solar day,
in vacuo at 62 9

March
8 30,10

O
50,0 86o6o,I 2 5,08 86055,04

9 30,1° 50,1 86060,21 5>°3 86055,18
l S 3°>H 51,8 86059,41 4,32 86055,09
16 30,00 5 2 >7 86058,98 3,93 86055,05

17 30,10 53,5 86058,92 3,60 86055,32

S

18 3°,2I 52,8 86058,93 3,89 86055,04

Mean 30,11 00 86055,12

The correction for the buoyancy of the atmosphere is 6,18,

and that for the height above the level of the sea, 0,22. We
have therefore 86061,52 for the number of vibrations at 62°

in vacuo, and at the level of the sea.

So very near an agreement with my former observations,

after an allowance for a difference of temperature amounting

to 18*,7 I could scarcely have dared to hope for, and it

afforded me a most satisfactory assurance, not only that the
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knife edge of the pendulum had suffered no injury from use,

but that my allowance for expansion . was correct, a circum-

stance of the greatest importance to the truth of my results,

and respecting which there might have been most reason to

apprehend error.

Operations at the Isle of Wight.

On the 8th May 1819, I again left London for the Isle of

Wight. D unnose, the most southern station of the meridional

arc of the Trigonometrical Survey, is marked by an iron gun,

sunk in the ground on the summit of a hill near the village of

Shanklin, a little to the north of a signal post.* The nearest

house to this station is Shanklin Farm, in the occupation of Mr.

Jolliffe, from whom and from the proprietor, the Rev. Mr.

White, I most readily received permission to make use of a

summer house, well suited to the purpose, for my experiments.

The observations made at this station are detailed in the

Appendix. The weather was very favourable after the 12th;

and though before that period I was not able to obtain the

transit of more than one star and of the sun, these obser-

vations were satisfactory. The results are contained in the

following Tables.

Transits observed at Shanklin Farm.

Stars. May 10. May It. May 12. May 13. May 14. May 15. May 16.

h. m. s. h. m. s. h. m. s. h. m. s. h. m.'s. h. m. s. h. m. s.

The Sun — 0.0.49,49 — 0.0.26,89 0.0.16,44 0. 0. 6,51 11.59.57,71
Regulus 6.52 37,32 — — 6.40.21,123 — 6.32.10,35 6.28. 5,65

X . — — 9. 1 1.2 1,26 — — — 8.55. 0,74
e Virginis — — Q. 38. 24,l6 — — — 9.22. 2,83
a. Virginis —

' • IO. 0.49,30 — —
x

— 9.44.28,08
t Bootae — — 10.23.46,20 — — — 10, 7.25,28
» Boots — — IO.3I. 9,37 — — — 10.14.38,58
Arcturus 1 " 10.52.26,25 — — —"* 10.36. 5,44

* The height on which the station is situated, is properly called Shanklin Down

;

Dunnose is the next projecting point to the southward.
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Vibrations of the Pendulum at Shakklin Farm,

The clock making 86390,60 vibrations in a mean solar day.

Date. Barometer. Thermom. Vibrations

in 24 hours.

Correction

for Temp.

Vibrations
in 24 hours

at 62 degrees.

A. M. 30^7
O

60,9 86052,14 °>47 8605 1,67
iviay 1

1

?. M. 3°, 16 6 1,8 86051,73 0,08 8605 1,65

A. M. 3°>'° 61,0 8605 1,96 0,42 86051,54
12 P. M 30,09 61,3 8605 1 ,85 0,30 86051,55

A. M. 30,08 60,8 86 31,73 0,51 8605 1,22

»3 P. M. 30,08 61,0 86^5 1,64 0,42 86051,22
A. M. 3°> i 4 60,5 86052,14 0,63 86051,51

*4 P. M 30,10 60,8 86051,97 0,51 8605 1,46

A. M. 30,05 60,9 8605 1 ,44 0,47 86050,97

15 P. M. 30,05 61,3 8605 1,28 0,30 86050,98
A. M. 30,03 60,1 8605 1,70 0,80 86050,90

16 P. M. 30,03 60,7 86051,34 °,55 86050,79

Mean 30,09 60,9 8605 1,29

From the preceding tables were deduced the following

vibrations in a mean solar day.

By Regulus. Shanklin Farm.

Correct vibrations No. of stars Interv. of
From To in a mean solar observed. Trans.

day.

11 A. M. 13 P. M. 86051,39 I 3

11 A. M. 15 P. M. 8605 1,27 I 5
11 A. M. 16 P. M. 8605 1,29 I 6

14 A. M. 15 P. M. 8605 1,17 1 2

14 A. M. 16 P. M. 86051,19 I 3
16 A. M. 16 P. M. 8605 1,42 I 1

By other Stars.

13 A. M. 16 P. M. 86051,18 6 4
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By the San.

Icorrect vibrations fsfn of ctarc Inter, of
From To in a mean solar observed. Transits.

day.

1 1 P. M. 13 A. M. 8605 1,54 2 2

11P. M. 14 A. M 86051,47 2 3
11 P. M. 15 A. M. 86051,37 2 4
11 P. M. 16 A. M. 8605 1,36 2 5

13 P. M 14 A. M. 8605 1,3 T 2 1

13 P. M. 15 A. M 8605 1, ZO 2 2

13 P. M. 16 A. M 8605 1,24 2 3

14 P. M. 15 A. M. 8605 1,08 2 1

14 P. M. 16 A. M. 86051,22 2 2

15 P. M. 16 A. M. 86051,34 2 1

The number of stars observed and the intervals between

the transits being employed as before to obtain a mean, we
have 86051,28 vibrations by Regulus, 86051,18 by the other

stars, and 86051 ,34 by the sun ; and the sum of the respective

factors being 20, 24, and 48 we obtain 86051,28 for the final

mean number of vibrations in 24 hours.

The mean height of the barometer being 30,09 inches, and

that of the thermometer 6o°,9, the correction for the buoyancy

of the atmosphere is 6,09.

It may be seen in the Appendix, that the height of Dunnose

above the summer house, deduced from the distance and

angle of elevation of the signal post, is 539 feet; and as

Dunnose is stated, in the Trigonometrical Survey, to be 792

feet above the level of the sea, this would give 253 feet for

the elevation of the pendulum above the sea. But by obser-

vations made with a barometer of Sir Harry Englefield’s

construction, on three several days, the greatest difference of

the results being eight feet, the mean elevation of the summer

house above high water mark appeared to be 221 feet; and

if 10 feet be allowed for the fall of the tide, we have 231 feet,

for the height of the pendulum above low water, differing
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from the former result 22 feet. The height of Dunnose above

the summer house, was also deduced barometrically, and

appeared to be 513 feet, differing from the trigonometrical

determination 2b feet in defect. If this difference be attributed

to error in the barometer, as is most probably the fact, the

proportional error in the elevation of the summer house,

determined barometrically, will be 11 feet, and this being

added to 231 feet, we have 242 feet for the height of the

pendulum above the level of the sea, which is probably within

eleven feet of the truth.

The correction due to an elevation of 242 feet, is 0,997 x

fo = 0,70 ; and this, together with the correction for the buoy-

ancy of the atmosphere being added to the number of vibra-

tions before found, we obtain 86058.07 for the number of

vibrations which would be made by the pendulum in a mean

solar day, in vacuo, and at the level of the sea.
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Of the Latitudes and Longitudes of the different Stations .

The daily rate of Mr. Browne’s chronometer before I left

London, was — o !
,2 the chronometer being too slow for

Greenwich time on the 15th June i
m
.i5*,75; but this rate, as

might have been expected, varied from the motion of the

waggon or other causes, so that at Unst, its mean rate was
—-i%32, at Portsoy —

i

s
,7, and at Leith — 2',42, which rates

are deduced from the column headed “ chronometer/’ in the

table of transits given in the Appendix.

The meridian of my station at Leith Fort, passed within 40

feet of that of the observatory on the Calton Hill, the longi-

tude of which Mr. Jardine, who has the care of the observa-

tory, informed me, is i2m.46%7 west of Greenwich, which

may also be considered as the longitude of my station. At

Leith Fort, on the 17th September, by two sets of altitudes

of the sun, taken with the repeating circle and given in the

Appendix, the chronometer was found to be 8m.4i*,6 too fast,

and as it was slow at Greenwich on the 15th June i
m.i5,75,

it had lost between that period and the 17th September,

2”*49%35> which is at the rate of i*,8 daily.

At Unst, by four series of altitudes of the sun, taken on the

22d July with the repeating circle, (which I conceive it is un-

necessary to detail, as the results differed very little from

each other) the chronometer appeared to be 50 s
,2 fast, to

which i°. 13 s

,75 being added, and also 1
m .6',6 (the loss of the

chronometer in 37 days) we obtain 3“. 12 s
.55 for the longitude

of Unst in time, west of Greenwich.

Agaitio Taking Leith for the point of departure, we have

the chronometer fast on the 17th September 8 m .4i s
,6, and at
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Unst, on the 22d July, 50 s
, 2. The mean of the rates of the

chronometer at Unst, Portsoy, and Leith, gives i*,8i for the

mean daily rate, which being multiplied by 57, the number

of days between the 22d of July and the 17th September, we
have i“.43*,i7 for the loss of the chronometer during that

period. This being added to 8*.4i',6, we obtain iom .24s

,77

for the error of the chronometer on the 22d July, for the

meridian of Leith, and subtracting 50*,2 (the error at Unst)

the remainder 9“.34
s

,57 will be the longitude of Unst, east of

Leith. Now the longitude of Leith being i2m .46*,7 west, the

difference 3". 12*, 13 will be the longitude of Unst, west of

Greenwich. This agreeing so nearly with the preceding

result, may perhaps be considered as not very far from the

truth.

At Portsoy on the 3d August, the chronometer was found

to be 7“.52*,3 too fast, by altitudes of the sun, which are

detailed in the Appendix. The loss of the chronometer from

the 15th June to the 3d August, at the daily rate of i%8

is i".28%2 ; which, together with i“.i5%75 (the error of the

chronometer at Greenwich on the 15th June) being added to

7“.52',3, we obtain io“. 36',25 for the longitude of Portsoy,

west of Greenwich.

In order to deduce the longitude of Portsoy from that of

Unst, we have the chronometer fast at Unst on the 22d July

50*,2, and at Portsoy on the 3d August 7“*52 s
,3. The mean

of the daily rates at Unst and Portsoy is i*,£i, and the loss

from the 22d July to the 3d August, at this rate, is 18*, 12.

Hence we have Portsoy west of Unst 7“.20*,22, and the lon-

gitude of Unst from Greenwich being 3”. 18 s
,87, we have the

mdcccxix. 3 E
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longitude of Portsoy io".39*,o9 west of Greenwich. The

mean of this, and the preceding result being is

perhaps not many seconds distant from the truth. I must

however remark, that from the variation in the rate of the

chronometer, I do not rely upon these longitudes beyond the

purpose to which they are to be applied, that of finding the

sun’s declination at apparent noon.

The instrument used for determining the latitudes, was the

repeating circle, of one foot diameter, mentioned at the com-

mencement of this Paper. Of the power of the repeating

circle I had ever entertained the most favourable opinion;

and I had now an opportunity of bringing it to the test of ex-

periment, by connecting my stations with those of the trigo-

nometrical survey, and comparing the latitudes obtained by

the repeating circle with those deduced from observations

made with the zenith sector.

As an error in latitude amounting to one minute, would not

occasion a difference of one tenth of a vibration of the pendu-

lum in 24 hours, I conceived it would have been an expense of

time, which I could ill afford, to have waited for multiplied

observations, except at certain stations, the latitudes of which I

was anxious to ascertain with particular accuracy.

By the mean of numerous readings, I found the correction

for the index error of my instrument to be -f- 18"; and the

value of each division of the large level to be 2 ,"4.

In order to deduce the meridional zenith distance, from

observations made near the meridian, I availed myself of a

very convenient formula, for which I was indebted to Dr.

Young, and which has since been published, together with a

small table of verse sines, by order of the Commissioners of
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Longitude. The refractions and corrections for the barometer

and thermometer, are taken from Dr. Brinkley's Tables,

published with the observations made at the Royal Observatory

at Greenwich.

In observations of the sun, the horary angle is estimated

in solar time, but in those of the stars it must be expressed in

sidereal time. It is most convenient, however, to employ the

angle given by the chronometer in finding the correction of

the apparent zenith distance, and afterwards to apply a fur-

ther correction in the following manner.

Let r, be the daily loss of the chronometer on solar or side-

real time, according as the sun or star is observed ; and let

I
1

86400—T
Then calling the correction before found C, the

final correction will be (C -f- 2r'C). If the clock gain upon

the star, C must be diminished by the quantity 2 f C.

In using the repeating circle, it is of great importance that

its plane should be truly vertical, or that its deviation should

be known, in order to find the correction to be added on this

account to the observed zenith distance. On my return to

London, I found the error of my circle in this respect to be

4,'.48
#/

,
the correction for which may be obtained by the

following formula

:

Sin. \ (z — zf) = sin* I.

tang, x!

where z is the true zenith distance, z' the observed zenith

distance, and I, the angle of inclination of the plane of the
j

circle. In the second member of the equation, z may be taken

= z’ without error. These formulae, as well as many others

respecting the repeating circle, is demonstrated by M. Biot,

in his valuable “ Traite el^mentaire d’Astronomie Physique.”
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At Unst, the following series of observations for the zenith

distance of the sun's upper limb was made under the most

favourable circumstances. The calculation of the latitude of

this, as well as of the other stations, is given at length, to

afford the opportunity of any examination that may be thought

desirable.

Unst. 23d July, 1818. Barometer 30 inches, thermometer 6i°. Time of

apparent noon oh.6m.2s
,3. The chronometer too fast 47

s
,
9. Time by the chro-

nometer at apparent noon o\6m.50 $
,2.

Chronometer. Level.
Time from

Noon. N. v. Sines.

h. m s. m. s.

23 -49-39 + 4 - 5 17.U 2809
23.51.46 + 5

— 2 15. 4 2160

23.54.11 + 3 - 3 12.39 1523
23.56.36 + 2 - 3 10.14 0997
23.59.H + 4 — 1 7-39 °557
0. 1. 2 + 4 — 0 5.48 0320
0. 3.29 + 5 + 2 3.21 0107
0. 6. 5 + 3 — 1 0.45 0005
0. 9.41 + 3 — 1 2.5

!

0077
0.1 1.23 + 4 + 3 4-33 0197
0.13.26 + 4 + 6.36 0415
0.14.59 + 4 + 3 8. 9 0632

Mean + 45 — 5 0817

(+ 45- 5 ).
•

X 2,4—+ 48,0 correct, for the level.

« / //

Lat. 60.45.26 cosine - 9.6888746
Dec. 20.10.57 cosine - 9.9724798
Alt. 49.26.33 cos. co. ar. - 0.1869458
Log. sine 1 co. ar. - - 5.3144251

Log. 817(4-4) 6.9122221

Readings, &c. G 's U. L.

Corr. — 1 i 8
//
,83 log. 2.0749474

First Vernier
0 / //

- 123.58.30,00
Second 58. 0,00
Third 57.55,00
Fourth - 58.10,00

Mean - 123.58. 8,70

4- 360. 0. 0

Level -
-f- 0.2^8

Index - -f 0. 1

8

12)483.59.14,7°

Observed Z. D. 40.19.56,22
Refract. + 0 48,43
Paral. - — 0. 5,67
Semidiam. + 15.46,50
Correct. — 1-58,83
Change of Dec. 4- 0.2,16

(Z-Z') + 0,34

True Z. D. 40.34 29,05
Dec. - 4- 20.10.57,36

Lat. of Unst. - 60.45 26,41
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The spot where the above observations were taken, was

that selected by M. BroT, the distance from which to the

clock, measured on the meridian northward, was 182 feet

= 1 "79-

Adding this to the observed latitude, we have 6o°.45
/
.28",2

for the latitude of the station where the experiments with the

pendulum were made.

The latitude of the spot where M. Biot’s apparatus was

fixed, and which was on the same parallel with mine, was

determined by Lieut. Col. Mudge, by connecting it with his

station on the island of Balta, where the zenith sector was

erected, to be 6o° .45'.29" ,6. But this latitude is dependent

on that of Greenwich, which was taken at 51
0

. 28'. 40". By
the observations however of the present Astronomer Royal,

and the use of the French refractions, which are very nearly

the same as those of Dr. Brinkley, the latitude of Greenwich

appears to be 5i o
.28'.38",0i, or T',99 less than by former

observations. This quantity being subtracted from Col.

Mudge’s determination, we have 6o°.^f.2y
,,
,6i for the lati-

tude of the pendulum at Unst, deduced from the Trigonome-

trical Survey, and 6o%45'.28",2 by one series of zenith dis-

tances of the sun, taken with the repeating circle.

Latitude of Portsoy.

The following series of zenith distances of the sun’s upper

limb, was taken at the bottom of Mr. Watson’s garden.
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Portsoy, 3d Aug. 1818. Barometer 30 inches, thermometer 65°. Time of

apparent noon o\ 5”. 5 i\ The chronometer too fast 7
m.$2\ 58. (See Appendix.)

Time by the Chronometer at apparent noon oh.i3m43',58.

Chronometer. Level.
Time from
Noon. N. v. Sines. Readings, &c. O *s U. L.

h. m. s. m. s.

0. 5.23 + 3 4 6 8.21 0664 ° / II

0. 7.16 + 4 + 5 6.28 0398 1st Vernier - 117.35.15,00

0. 9. 8 + S + 7 4.36 0201 Second - - 34.35,00
0.10. 7 + 2 + 3 3-37 OI24 Third - - 34.20,00
0 12.17

0.13.36
+ 4— 5

+ 7— 3

1.27

0. 8

0020
OOOO

Fourth - - 34*35 >°°

0iI 5-43 — 10— 6 1.59 0037 Mean - - 117.34.41,25
0.17.38 — 6 — 4 3-54 01 45 -f 360. 0. 0,00
0.20.36 + 7 + 9 6.52 0449 Level - 4 0. 0. 6,00
0.22.30

0.24.58

— 9
+ 1

— 7

+ 3

8.46

11.14

0732
1201

Index - - 4 °* 0.18,00

0.26 42 ~ 7 — 4 12.58 1600 12) 477 - 35 * 5> 25

Mean — 11 4 16 464 Observed Z. D. - 39-47-55>44
Refract. - + 0.46,43

(—II4I6) // // , . £ , | |- x 2,4“4 6 correction for the level.

Lat. 57.40.57 cosine

Dec. 17-37.50 cosine -

Alt. 49.56.53 cos. co. ar.

Log. sin. 1 co. ar. -

9.7280375
- 9.9791062
- ° i9H6 3

7

- 5.3144251

Paral.

Semidiam.
Correct

Change of Dec.

(Z-ZO

+

+

, 5 -47«77
1.15,78
o. 1,15

0,26

True Z. D. 40. 3. 7,36
Dec. + i 7 - 37 - 5°*°3

Const. Log.
Log. 464(44)

5.2130325
6.6665180

Lat. of Portsoy. 57.40.57,39

Cor.—7S",78 Log. 1.8795505

The distance from the place where the latitude was deter-

mined to the pendulum, measured on the meridian, was 129

feet, which is equal to i",26.

This being added to the observed latitude we obtain

57°.4,o'.58",65 for the latitude of the pendulum.

In order to deduce my latitude from that of Cowhythe, a

station was chosen on a small eminence called Portsoy Hill,

l
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294 feet north of the spot where my observations for latitude

were made. At this station the oblique angle between

Cowhythe and Knock Hill was observed by four repetitions

to be - - - 11 7°.56
,

.5o
/,

,44

The zenith distance of Cowhythe - 88. 38. 40

of Knock Hill - 83. 8. 51

Whence the angle between Cowhythe and Knock Hill, re-

duced to the horizon, is - - ii8.°2i
/

.35",64

Cor. for the excentricity of the telescope -{- 1, 70

True horizontal angle - 118.21.37,34

The station at Cowhythe is marked by a conical mass of

masonry, which obliged me to place the instrument at the

distance of eight feet from its centre, in the direction of Portsoy

Hill.

The oblique angle at this spot between Knock Hill and

Portsoy Hill, was - 54°.23'. 3"

The zenith distance of Knock Hill - - 88. 30. 25
- of Portsoy Hill - 91. 23. 30

Hence the angle between Knock Hill and Portsoy Hill, reduced

to the horizon, is - 54°.i8
,

.49
/#

Reduction to the centre of the station - -— 31,5

Cor. for the excentricity of the telescope — 1,7

True horizontal angle - 54. 18. 15,8

The distance from Cowhythe to Knock Hill, by the trigo-

nometrical survey, is 42633 feet, Knock Hill being to the

south west 3i°=57'.8
//

. We have then the following triangle

to determine the distance from Cowhythe to Portsoy Hill :
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Cowhythe 54-1815,8^ t0 Portsoy Hill f
6 ' 8 *

Knock Hill 7.20. 6,9 J
”

[_
-

Portsoy Hill 118.21.37,3

If the angle at Cowhythe be added to 3i°.57'.B
/

', we have

86°. 15'.23",8 for the bearing of Portsoy Hill, to the south-

west from Cowhythe, from which and the distance of Cow-

hythe from Portsoy Hill, we obtain 404 feet for the distance

of Portsoy Hill to the south on the meridian.

The latitude of Cowhythe, by the Trigonometrical Survey,

is 57°.4i'.n
// from which deducting 4

/7
,02 for the distance

on the meridian, T',99 the error of the former latitude of

Greenwich, and 2^,92 the arc due to 294 feet, we obtain

57°.4i'.2
,,
,o7 for the latitude of my station, deduced from that

of Cowhythe, and differing 4" ,68 in excess from the latitude

given by the Repeating Circle.

These observations for connecting my station with Cow-

hythe were made under various unfavourable circumstances,

and indeed I am not quite sure that the object I took on

Knock Hill was in fact the station ;
for a pole originally

placed in the centre of a cone of masonry, as at Cowhythe,

has been taken away, and it was some time before I could

decide which to choose among two or three eminences re-

sembling each other, which happen to be upon the hill. The
preceding result therefore can be considered only as a proof

that no error of consequence is to be feared in my determi-

nation of the latitude of Portsoy.

Latitude of Leith Fort.

At Leith Fort, the two following series of observations were

made, the sun being frequently obscured by flying clouds.
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The first station was at the Flag staff, the second station 43

feet to the south of it.

Leith Fort, 13th September 1818. Barometer 30,25 inches, thermometer 62°.

Time of apparent noon 23h.55
m
57

!
,2. The chronometer too fast 8m.49 s

,58. (See

Appendix.) Time by the chronometer at apparent noon oh.4“46*,78.

Chronometer. Level.
Time from
Noon. N. v. sines.

h. m. s.

23 - 55-25 + 3 — 5

m. s.

9.22 o8 35
23.58.39 + 1 — 7

6. 8 0358
O. I.47 + 7 — 0 3 - 0 0086
O. 4.20 + 5 — 3 0.27 0002
0.14.16 + 6 — 7 9.29 0856
0.16.17 + 7 6 11.3° 1259

Mean + 29— 28 566

(+ 29—28)

2
X 2,4=— 1,2 correct, for the level.

Readings, O’sU. L.

Lat. 55.58.41 cosine

Dec. 3.56.28 cosine

Alt. 37.57.47 cosine co. ar.

Log sin, 1 co. ar.

Const, log.

Log. 566 (+4)

9.7478082

9 -99897 i 8

0.1032402

5-3H+25I

5.1644574
6.7528164

Cor.— 82"66 Log. 1.9172738

1 st. Vernier

Second
Third
Fourth

Mean
Level

Index

Observed Z. D.
Refract.

Paral.

Semidiam.
Correct.

Change of Dec.

(Z—Z')

True Z. D.
Dec.

310.39.15
38.50

38.50

38-55

3x0.38.57,50

1,23

18,00

6)310.39.14,30

+

+

+
+

51.46.32,38
1.12,78

6,88

15.56,20
1.22,66

o. 1,28

0,16

52. 2.13,26

3.56.27,74

Lat. of the Flag Staff. 55.58.41,00

8 ?MDCCCXIX.
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Leith Fort, 17th Sept. 1818. Barometer 30,05 inches, thermometer 66®. Time

of apparent noon 23h
.54

m.32 s
,8. The Chronometer too fast 8m.42

5

, 18 (see

Appendix.) Time by the chronometer at apparent noon oh
.3
m.i45

,98.

Chronometer. Level.
Time from
Noon. N. v. Sines.

h. m. s.

23.52.28 + H — 7

m. s.

10.47 1 107

23.54.21 4- ic — 10 8.54 0754
0.10. 6 + z 5

— 0 6.51 °447
0. 1 1.26 4- 10 — 15 8.11 0637
0.13. 6 4- 23 — 0 9.51 0923
0.14. 19 + 7 — i 5 11. 4 1 1 66

Mean . 4- 89 — 47 839

Readings, &c. O ’s U. L.

('4-80—4.7) // n r , ,—— x 2,4z=-|-5o,4Correct.forthelevel.

Lat. 55.58.41 cosine - 9.7478082
Dec. 2.24. z cosine - - 9.9996187
Alt. 36.25.20 cosine co. ar. - 0.0943857
Log. sin, 1 co. ar. - 5.3 14425

1

Const. Log. 5.1562377
Log. 839(4-4) 6.9237620

Corr. — 120//
,23 Log. 2.0799997

1st Vernier

Second
Third
Fourth

Mean
Level

Index

Observed Z. D.
Refract.

Paral.

Semidiam -

Correct. -

Change of Dec.

(Z-zo

True Z. D.
Dec.

0 / //

3 I 9-56 45
30
30
»5

319.56.30

4- 5 °>4°
4- 18,00

6) 319.57.38,40

• 53 - I 9 - 36 >4°

4- 1. 15» 8 5— 7->°3

4- I 5 -57> 27— 2. 0,22
— 2.63

4- 0,15

53.34.39,76
4- 2.24. 1,63

Deduct, for diff. of

Stations, (43 ft.) }-
55 -58-4039

°>43

Lat. of the FlagStaff 55.58.40,96

By the Trigonometrical Survey, the latitude of the Flag

stafFof Leith Fort, is 55°.5S'.4
)

i
//

,
but from this i",99 must

be subtracted as before. We have then 55°-5%'-39" >° l for ^ie

latitude of the Flag staff, from which that obtained by the

repeating circle under unfavourable circumstances differs

i",97 in excess.

The distance of the clock from the Flag staff was 180

feet to the north, and the corresponding arc i",8 being added
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to 55°-5&
,

-39", we have 55°-58'.4,o",8 for the latitude of the

pendulum.
Latitude of Clifton,

In “ an account of the measurement of an arc of the meri-

dian,” by Lieut. Col. Mudge, a singular anomaly presents

itself, which since the year 1802, when this measurement was

made, has been considered with much interest, and in various

points of view by the scientific world. Instead of the degrees

of the meridian increasing with the latitude, as is the case in

an oblate spheroid, they appear by this measurement to

decrease. This remarkable circumstance was examined by

Don Joseph Rodriguez, in an ingenious paper published in

the Philosophical Transactions for 1812. The author pro-

ceeding according to a method of verification given by M.

Delambre in the “ Base M6trique,” calculates upon the ellip-

tic hypothesis the length of the whole arc and of each of its

parts in seconds, and from the observed latitude of Clifton,

the northern extremity of the arc, deduces that of Dunnose,

the southern extremity, and of Arbury Hill, an intermediate

station which divides the total arc into two nearly equal

parts. Don Joseph Rodriguez then compares the celestial

arcs given by Col. Mudge’s observations, with those resulting

from his own calculations, and concludes that the total obsei~ved

arc between Clifton and Dunnose is in excess i",38 ; that,

between Clifton and Arbury 4/',77; and that the southern

portion of the arc between Arbury Hill and Dunnose, is 3",39

in defect. The author adds, that “ it seems almost beyond a

“ doubt, that it is to errors in the observations of latitude,

“ that the appearance of progressive augmentation of degrees

“ towards the equator is to be ascribed,” and that “ it is espe-
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“ daily at the intermediate station at Arbury Hill, that the

“ observations of the stars are erroneous nearly 5", notwith-

“ standing the goodness of the instruments and the skill and

“ care of the observer.”

An error at Arbury Hill amounting to 5", could scarcely

be supposed possible with such an instrument as the zenith

sector, in the hands of Col. Mudge; and the less so, from its

appearing that the latitude of Blenheim, deduced trigonome-

trically from that of Arbury Hill, differed only a fraction of a

second from the latitude obtained by the observations made

with Ramsden's quadrant at Blenheim observatory. On the

other hand, it is not surprising that so great a deviation of the

plumb line from the vertical as 5",* which would indicate the

existence of a disturbing force very nearly equal to that

exerted by the mountain Schehallion, should be received with

much caution. It became therefore very desirable to endeavour

to throw some light on this interesting question, by additional

observations at Clifton, Arbury Hill, and Dunnose, for the

latitudes of those important stations, an operation to which I

felt confident that my repeating circle would not be found

inadequate.

Before I proceed to detail the observations made at Clifton,

I must observe, that in the repeating circle, as usually con-

structed in England, the level turns on the axis, and when

clamped, is carried with the circle, which renders an additional

operation necessary at each repetition, to bring back the level

to its former horizontal position. Imagining that if I could

obviate this, it would be a considerable saving of time, I had a

* The weight of the plumb line is drawn towards the north and not to the south?

as is stated by Col. Mudge, who probably meant to express the direction of the

inclination from the vertical.
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contrivance executed at Edinburgh, by which I could fix the

level very firmly in its horizontal position to the pillar of the

instrument. This being done, the following observations

were made for the zenith distance of the pole star. The cor-

rections for precession, &c are those used at the Royal

Observatory at Greenwich, and the mean polar distance of

the pole star is that resulting from the latest observations of

the Astronomer Royal.

The transit instrument was within one second in time of

the meridian, the error of the chronometer was therefore

deduced from the passage of the sun.

Clifton, 3d October, 1818. Barometer 29,20 inches, thermometer 44
0
, chrono-

meter too fast 5’, 15. Pole star on the meridian by the chronometer I2
h
.8
m
.48

s
,5.

Chronometer. Level

Time from
the

meridian.
N. v. Sines. Readings , &c.

h. m. s. m. s. 0 / //

11.54.24 + 20— 16 14.25 1978 1 st Vernier 348.44. 0

11.58. 9 + 7— 3 ° 10.40 1083 Second 43.50
12. 1.17 4 9— 3 1 7 32 0540 Third 4 .3-37
12. 6.12 4 20— 20 2-37 0065 Fourth - - 43-25
12.10.16 + 18— 20 1.27 0020
12.14.15 4 1

1

— 26 5.26 0281 Mean - 34 8 -43-43
12. 16.55 4- 16— 23 8. 6 0624 Level — 1.41,6

12.20. 0 + 7 — 30 1 1. 1

1

II90 Index 4- 0.18,0

1 2.24.1

2

+ 19— 20 * 5-23 2252
1 2.27.10 4 4— 33 18.2

1

3204 jo) 348.42.19,5

Mean - 4-131 —249 II24 Observed Z. D. -
. 34 - 5 2 -

1

3>94

1
Refract. 4- 40,14

4-131—249 // / // - , ,— X 2,4=— 1. 41,6 correct, for level.

O / "

Lat. 53.27.41 cosine

Dec. 88.20.28 cosine -

Alt. 55. 7.13 cosine co. ar.

Log, sin. 1 co. ar.

- 9 - 7747 8 2 §

- 8.4616340
- 0.2427136

5.3168000

Const. Log. 3.7959304
Log. 1124(4-4) 7.0507663

2 r'C.

(Z-zo

True Z. D.
Mean PD. for 1818
Precession, &c. -

Co. Lat.

Lat. of Clifton

+

7>°3
0,04
0,30

34.52.47,31

4 1 • 39 -44’ 1 5— 1 2,40

36.32.19,06

Correct. —Y',oz 6 Log. 0.8466967

53.27.40,94
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Clifton, 5th October, 1818. Barometer 29,0 inches, thermometer 42
0
, chrono-

meter too fast 2 s
, 8. Pole star on the meridian by the chronometer, 1 2h.om.54*,4.

Chronometer. Level.

Time from
the

meridian.
N. v. Sines. Readings, &c.

h. m. s.

1 1.20.20

11.45. 11

1 1.51.10

1

1

-5 5 - 1 3

1 1.58.10

12. 1.50

12. 5.28

12. 8.17

12.12.55
12. j6. 10

12,18.50

) 2.25.10

+ 3 2

4- 16

4- 26

+ 3o

-f 26

+ 31

+ 2 5

4- 3 2

4- 36
4- 23

+ 24.

+ 2 7

— 24— 39— 33— 29— 34— 29
~ 3 6— 29
— 24— 37
— 38
— 34

m. s.

21.34
I 5-43

9-44
5.41

2.44
0.56

4-34
7- 2 3

12. 1

15.16

17.56

24. 16

4424
2350
0902
0307
007 I

0008

0198

0519
1 374
2218

3060
5600

.
0 / V

1st Vernier - 58.27.50
Second - - - 40
Third - - 10

Fourth 35

Mean - - 58.27.33,75
360. 0. 0

Level - - — 1. 9,60
Index . - 4- 0.18,00

12) 418.26.42,15

Observed Z. D. - 34-52.13,51
Refract. - 4- 40,03
Correct. - - — 10,96

2 r'C. - — 0,06
(Z-Z') - + 0,30

True Z. D. - 34.52.42,82
Mean P. D. for 1818 4- 1.39.44,15
Precession, &c. - — 13,17

Cc. Lat. 36.32.13,80

Lat. of Clifton 53.27.46,20

4-328 —386 *75

( + 228 386) // M
- —- x 2,4=2—69,6 cor. for the level.

Const. Log. - - 3-7959304
Log. 1753(4-4) - - 7-2437819

Cor. «— 1 0^,96 Log. - 1.0397123
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Clifton, 6th October, 1 8 1

8

. Barometer 29,20 inches, thermometer 42
0
, chrono-

meter too fast i
5,o. Pole star on the meridian by the chronometer 1 i

h.56
m
.56*,7.

Chronometer. Level.

Time from
the

meridian.
N. v. Sines.

h. m. s. m. s.

* 1-33.50 + 30 — 21 23. 7 5
o8 3

11.38.33 + 24— 29 18.24 3221
11.41.25 + 4— 53 ! 5-32 2296
1 1.44.25 43— 12 12.32 1495
11.46.53 + 17 — 39 10. 4 0964
11.50 15 + 4 * — i 5 6.42 0427
1

I

- 53 - 5 + 24— 3° 3 - 5 z 0142
n. 56. 25 + 37 — 19 0.32 0003
11.59.23 + 30— 25 2.26 0056
12. 1.55 + 32 — 25 4.58 0235
12. 5.25 + 3 6— 1

8

8.28 0682
12. 8. 5 + 27— 3° 11. 8 1180
12. 1 1. 15 + •4— 44 14 18 1946
12.14.43 + 4 1 — 15 17 46 3003
12.17.25 + 26— 3 ° 20.28 39 8 5

12.21. 0 + 40— 17 24 - 3 55°!

Mean - 4-466 —422 1888

Readings, &c.

U-466-4M)
x^= + s

"
>8 cor. for ,he l5vel .

Const. Log.
Log. 1888 (-(-4)

Correct.— 1 1^,80 Log.

3.7959304
- 7.2760020

1.0719324

1st Vernier
0 / //

I 97 i55-5°
Second 25
Third - 20

Fourth 50

Mean - 197-55-36,25

Level
4- 360. 0. 0

- 4- 52,80
Index - + 18,00

Observed Z. D.

16) 557.56.47,05

34.52.17,94
Refract. - + 4°>3 I

Correct. - — 11,80

2 r'C. - — 0,06

(Z-ZO 1 + 0 O

True Z. D. - 34-5 2-46> 69
Mean P. D. for 1818 + 1.39.44,15

Precession, &c. - — i3>5 6

Co. Lat. 36.32.17,28

Lat. of Clifton - 53- 2 7-42.72

On comparing the three preceding results, a difference may

be perceived between them amounting to 5",2^', and as I

felt assured that the principle of the repeating circle was too

perfect to allow of an error of this magnitude, a little reflec-

tion led me to discover the cause, to be my fancied improve-

ment in fixing the level to the pillar of the instrument. For

in turning the telescope on its axis, the friction, however slight

it may be, tends to disturb the relative position of the circle
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and level, and thus to introduce error. In the usual con-

struction the level may be clamped to the circle, and then it

moves with it without any risk of derangement. This con-

struction was indispensable, in order that the instrument

might be used for taking terrestrial angles, and it is to this,

perhaps originally accidental circumstance, that the repeating

circle is indebted for its very near approach to perfection.

After I had restored the instrument to its former state, the

following observations were made.

Clifton, 8th October, 1 8 1 8. Barometer 29,60 inches, thermometer 46°. Chrono-

meter too slow 23,9. Pole star on the meridian by the chronometer u.h49n>.is.

Chronometer.

h. m. s.

1 1.22. 10

11.25.35
1 1.30.20

1 i. 33. 12

1 1.37.1°

1 1.40. 12

11.44. 7
1 1.48.10

u.53.30

11.57. c
12. 0.10

12. 3. 8

12. 6.37

12. 9.23

Level.

+ 2 3

-f 26

+ 24
+ 24

+ 2 '

+ 2 4

-J- 22

+ 24

+ 24
-f 26

+ 29
22

+ 2 7

+ 2 3

+ 339

24
2 3

24
24
27

25
28

25

25

24
J 9
28

22

28

—346

Time from
the

meridian.

m. s.

26.5 1

23.26
1841
I 5-49
11. 51

8 49
4-54
0.51

4.29

7-59
11. 9

H- 7
1 7-36

20.22

N. v. Sines.

6855
5223
3321
2380
1336
°74°
0229
0007
0191
0607
1183
1 896

2947
394°

2204

(+339-346)
x?>4=

_-
+ con for the leTel

Readings, &c.

Const. Log.
Log. 2204 (+ 4)

Correct.—-1 3", 7 8 Log.

3.7959304
7.3432116

1.1391420

1 st Vernier

Second
Third
Fourth

Mean

Level

Index

Observed Z. D.
Refract.

Correct.

zr'Q.

<Z-Z')

True Z. D.

128.13. 0

12.30

12.25

I2 -3S

- 128.12.37,5

-f 360. o. o
- — 8,4
-

-J- 18,0

14) 488.12.47,1

34.52.20,51

+ 4°>5 2

— 13,78— c,o8

+ 0,30

34'5 2-47»47
Mean P. D. for 1818 -f 1.39.44,15

Precession, See. - — 14.34

Co. Lat. -

Lat. of Clifton

36.32.17,28

53.27.42,72
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Clifton, 12th October, 1818. Barometer 29,56 inches, thermometer 47
0
, chrono-

meter too slow 93,0. Pole star on the meridian by the chronometer 1 i
h
.33

m
. 1 1,6.

Chronometer. Level.

Time from
the

meridian.
N. v. Sines. Readings, &c.

h. m. s.

I i.iz.40

11.16.55

II. 21. 10

1 1 .24.25

11.27.45

II. 31. 0
11. 34.15
11. 37.25
1 141.12

11.43.15
Il.47.47

Il.50.38

11.54. 5

11.56 16

+ 22

4- 26

+ 24

+ 25

+ 25

+ 25

-f 28

+ 25

+ 24

+ 25

+ 25

+ 25

+ 25

4- 26

— 26
— 22
— 24— 24— 23— 25— 21

— 24
— 24— 24— 22
— 25— 23
— 24

m. s.

20.32

16.17

12. 2

8.47

5-2 7
2.12

*• 3

4- *3
8. 0

10. 3

* 3-35
17.26

20.53

23. 4

4011

2523
*378

0734
0283
0046
0010
0169
0609
0961

1756
2892

4149
5061

0/0
1st. Vernier - - 128.12. 0
Second - - 11.30
Third - - **-35
Fourth - • 11,25

Mean - - - 128.11.37,5

+ 360. 0. 0
Level - - 4- 22,8

Index - - 4- 18,0

14) 488.12.18,3

Observed Z. D. - 34.52.18,45
Refract. - + 40,38
Correct. - - — *0,97

2 PC. - — 0,06
(Z—Z') - 4- 0,30

+ 35 °
—33 * *755

(+ 35°—33 ’) x
'/

,4=+ ^,8 cor. for the level. .. T
l
ueZ

;
D ‘ ' 34-5248,10

2 Mean P. D. for 1818 4- 1.39.44,15
Const. Log. - - 3 - 79593°4 Precession, &c. - — 15,92
Log. 1755 (+ 4)

- - 7 -244z77 *

Co. Lat. - 36.32.16,33
Correct.— Log. - 1.0402075

Lat. of Clifton 53.27.43,67

The preceding results in one view are as follow

:

53.27.40,94

53.2746,20

53.2742,72

53.2742,72

53 -2 7 -43^7

Mean 53 2743,25

3GMDCCCXIX.
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The difference between the two last results which were

obtained after the instrument was restored to its original state,

is not one second, and the mean of the three first differs only

o",o5, and of the two last results o",o6 from the mean of the

whole.

The station where the latitude was observed, was nine feet

to the north of the chimney of the room in which the clock

was placed
; and allowing four feet for the distance of the

clock from the chimney, we have 5

3

0
.

2

f.43", 12 for the lati-

tude of the pendulum.

The distance of Laughton Spire from Clifton Beacon, by

the Trigonometrical Survey, is 25409 feet, and its bearing

i°.56'.is
/ '

to the south-west. With these data, and the angles

observed on the azimuth circle of my instrument, and given

in the Appendix, the distance on the meridian, from Clifton

Beacon to the chimney of the room where the clock was

placed, was found to be 134b feet, to which nine feet being

added, and the arc 13",3b corresponding to this distance sub-

tracted from the latitude before found, we have 53
0

. 27'. 29",89

for the latitude of Clifton Beacon.

Before I availed myself of the distance of Laughton spire

from Clifton Beacon, I had measured a base of 797 feet for

the same purpose, and this gave the distance of the chimney

from Clifton Beacon on the meridian 1323 feet ; but as I could

not see the same part of the chimney from both ends of the

base, this determination serves merely to check that before

given, and to render it highly probable that there cannot be

an error of 10 feet, and perhaps not near so much in the

distance first stated.

The observed arc between Greenwich and Clifton Beacon,
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by the Trigonometrical Survey, is i°.58.
/5i

//

,59, and this being

added to 5i°.28'.38
/i
,oi (the latitude of Greenwich) gives

53
0

. 27'. 29",60 for the latitude of Clifton Beacon, differing only

o",29 in defect, from the result obtained by the repeating

circle, and affording, it is presumed, a satisfactory proof (as

far as this instrument is entitled to credit) of the accuracy of

the observations made with the zenith sector, both at Clifton

Beacon and at Greenwich.

Latitude of Arbury Hill.

The season was so far advanced when I arrived at this im-

portant station, that I could not expect numerous observations

for the latitude ; but from the near agreement of the results

at Clifton, I was encouraged to hope that the observations at

Arbury Hill, though few in number, might prove satisfactory.

The bell tent was pitched on the old station of the Trigono-

metrical Survey, where the theodolite was placed. This spot

may be readily ascertained from Col. Mudge’s description, to

within 10 feet. Pickets were driven into the ground, on

which rested the legs of a very stout triangular stand, which

served as a support to the Repeating Circle. Every precaution

which I could think of was used to ensure accuracy. The

instrument was adjusted, the telescope directed to the star,

and the whole left for nearly half an hour before the com-

mencement of the observations, in order that it might acquire

an equal temperature. When the wire was brought very

nearly to bisect the star, the tangent screw was turned a little

in an opposite direction to release it from any strain, and the

hand being withdrawn, the star was watched until its bisection

was perfect. The time was then noted, and the level carefully
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read off by the non-commissioned officer and myself, without

either of us moving from the place where we stood. In this

manner the three following series of observations were made.

The error of the chronometer was determined by altitudes of

the sun given in the Appendix, and its daily rate was i*,2 6.

Arbury Hill, i 8th October, 1818. Barometer 29,40 inches, thermometer 48°,5.

Chronometer too slow 14
s

, 7. Pole star on the meridian by the chronometer

1 i
h
.9
m.29s

,9.

Readings, &c.

1st. Vernier m
O / //

HS- 32-57
Second - 20
Third -

3°
Fourth - 35

Mean . H 5 - 3 2 - 35 »S

+ 360, 0. 0
Level 3,6
Index 4 18,0

14) 505.32.49,90

Observed Z. D. 36. 6.37,85
Refract. + 41,90
Correct. — 11 >79

2 r'C. 0,05
1NIN + 0,28

True Z. D. + 36. 7. 8,19
Mean P. D. for 1 8 1 8 + 1.39.44,15
Precession, &c. — 18,23

Co. Lat. - 37.46.34,1 1

Lat. of Arbury Hill 52.13.25,89

Chronometer. Level.

Time from
the

meridian.
N. v. Sines.

h. m. s. m. s.

IO.48 35 + 22 — 22 20.55 4162
lo- 53 - 5 + z 3

— 22 16.25 2564
10.57.40 + 2 J — 24 n 53 *344
11. 1.38 + 24— 21 7.52 0589
II. 5. 2 4 24— 2

1

4.28 0190
11. 8. 0 + 2 1 - 24 1 -

3 ° 0021
1 1. 1 1 .23 + 25 — 19 i -53 0034
1 1. 14.22 + 20 — 25 4.52 0226
11 18.55 + 24 — 21 9.25 0844
11. 21. 55 + 1

8

— 26 12.25 1467
11.24.55 + 23 — 21 15.25 2262
1 1.27. 10 + 21 — 25 17.40 2970
11.30.47 + 2+— 21 21.17 4309
*‘• 33 - 3° + 22— 23 24. 0 547 8

+ 312 —315 1890

X2,4rz—3,6 cor. for the level.
jZ

Lat. 52 13.26 cosine - 9.7871611
Dec. 88.20.30 cosine - 8.4614886
Alt. 53-52-50 cosine co. ar. 0.2295379
Log. sin. 1 co. ar. - - 5.3168000

Const. Log. 3.794987

6

Log. 1890 (+4) 7.2764618

Correct.—iT'^Log. 1.0714494
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A r BURY Hill, 22d October, 1 8 1 8. Barometer 29,40 inches, thermometer 45
0

Chronometer too slow Pole star on the meridian by the chronometer

io
h
-53

m
-4°s

’7-

Chronometer. Level.

Time from
the

meridian.
N. v. Sines,

h. m. s.

IO - 37 - 5 + 24~ 24

m. s.

16.36 2622
10.40.15 + 23— 25 13.26 1 7 1 7
10.44.45 + 25 ~ 23 8.56 0760
10.49.27 + 24— 24 4-H 0171
10.53.25 + 28— 19 0.16 0001

10.57.45 + 26— 23 4. 4 OI 57
11. 1 . 1

8

+ 28— 19 7-37 0552
11.14.45 + 24— 24 21. 4 4222
1 1.17.25 + 27 21 23 44 5357
H.19.30 + 25 ~ 24 25.49 6338

+ 254 226 2190

Readings, &c.

(+ 254—226) '/ w . ,
.——

*

" * X 2,4=:-f 33,6cor. forthe level.

- 3-7949876
7.3404441

Const. Log.
Log. 2190 (+4)

Correct.— 13",66 Log.

O / //

1st Vernier - 361. 6.30
Second - 6.25

Third • - 6. 0
Fourth - '

5-55

Mean - 361. 6.12,5

Level + 33>6
Index - + 18,0

10) 361. 7. 4,10

Observed Z. D. - 36 - 6.42,04
Refract. - + 42,23
Correct. - —

.

13,66

2 r'C. — 0,08

(Z-ZO - + 0,28

True Z.D. - 3 6 -
COd

1 • 1 3543 1 7

Mean P. D. for 1818 -f-

Precession, &c. - —
t. 39.44,15

19,72

Co. Lat. - 37.46.35,24

Latitude of Arbury Hill 52.13.24,76

The night very clear, but.flying clouds.
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Arbury Hill, 26th October, 1818. Barometer 29,52 inches, thermometer

47°,5. Chronometer too slow 2^,74.. Pole star on the meridian by the chrono-

meter ioh.37
m .52

s

,02

Chronometer. Level.

Time from
the

meridian.
N. v. Sines. Readings, &c.

h. m. s.

10.15. 15
10.18.40

10.23. 0

10.25.43

10.30.27

10.34. 5

10.37.20

10.39.50

10.43.15

10.47. 5

10.50.52

10.53.25

10.57.32
11. 0.32

+ 22

+ 2C

+ 23

+ 23

+ 21

+ 22

+ 22

-f 22

+ 24

-f 20

+ 24

+ 20

+ 24

-f 20

— 22

— 24
21

21

— 23— 23
22

22

20
— 24

20
— 24

20
— 24

m. s.

22.37
19.12

1 4- 5 2

12. 9
7.25

347
0.32

1.58

5.23

9- 1 3

13. 0

15 - 33
19.40

22.40

4865

3507
2103

1405

0524
0136
0003
0037
0276
0809
1608

23 °J
3680

4887

.
0 // //

1st Vernier - - 143-33-38
Second - - 33. 3
Third - - 33.15
Fourth - - 33.18

Mean - - 145.33.18,50

+ 360. 0. 0
Level - - — 3,60
Index - -

-f- 18,00

* 4) 5°S- 33 -32 >9°

Observed Z. D. - 36. 6.40,92
Refract. - - + 42,15
Correct. - - — 11,64

2 r'C. - — 0,06

(Z—Z') - -j» 0,28
+ 307 —310 1867

—^l^X2
/

,4=—3,6 cor. for the level. " 36.7.11,65
2 ^ 3 Mean P. D. for 1818 + 1.39.44,15

Const. Log. - - 3.7949876 Precession, &c. 21,30
Log. 1867 ( + 4) - 7.271 1443

Co. Lat. 37.46.34,50
Correct. -i i

//
,64 Log. - 1.0661319

Latitude of Arbury Hill 52.13.25,50

The mean of the three preceding results is 5^.1^-25",38,

and the greatest difference T',13.

In the “ Account of the Trigonometrical Survey/' Col.

Mudge states, that the zenith sector was put up 34 feet to

the north, and 28 feet to the west of the old station at

Arbury Hill; therefore 0,34'' must be added, on this account,

to obtain 52°.i3 /
.23

,/

,72, the latitude of the spot where the

zenith sector was placed.
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The observed arc between Greenwich and Arbury Hill, is

o°.44'.48^,19, which being added to the latitude of Green-

wich, gives 52°.i3'.26",2o for the latitude of Arbury Hill by

the Trigonometrical Survey, which differs o",48 in excess, from

the latitude given by the Repeating Circle.

We cannot then but conclude, that the observations

made with the zenith sector, both at Clifton and Arbury Hill,

are free from any material error ; and as the difference be-

tween the latitudes of Clifton by the Zenith Sector, and by the

Repeating Circle, w-as o",2g, that by the Zenith Sector being

in defect, and of Arbury Hill o",48 in excess, it is extremely

probable that the error of observation at either of these

stations does not amount to so much as four-tenths of a

second.

A base of go6 feet was carefully measured near the foot of

Arbury Hill, for the purpose of finding the distance on the

meridian of this station from the pendulum
;
which distance,

as appears in the Appendix, v^as 3048 feet, the pendulum

being so nearly in the meridian of the station, that no deduc-

tion on account of its bearing is necessary. The arc corres-

ponding to 3048 feet, is go",06, which being subtracted from

52
0

. 13'. 25 ',32, leaves 52
0

. 12'. 55",32 for the latitude of the

pendulum.

Latitude of the Station at London.

The latitude of Mr. Browne's house in Portland Place,

deduced from the Trigonometrical Survey, as detailed in the

Philosophical Transactions for 1818, is 5i°.3i
/
.8",4.
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Latitude of Shanklin Farm.

Having observed for the latitude of Arbury Hill, at the

station itself, it was my intention to have done the same at

Dunnose, but this, from the distance of the station, and the

difficulty of the ascent, I found impracticable. My observa-

tions therefore were made on a spot which was 20 feet south

of the chimney of the summer-house in which the pendulum

was placed. Previously to quitting London, the transverse

level of the repeating circle was adjusted so as to render any

correction unnecessary, and the axis carrying the telescope

having been tightened, the index error was again carefully

determined, and found to be 13". The observations were

made under circumstances peculiarly favourable, and though

those forming the second series are few in number, in conse-

quence of the pole star having been frequently obscured by

light clouds, I consider them as unexceptionable. The cor-

rection of the mean polar distance for precession, 8cc. was

kindly supplied by the Astronomer Royal.

By altitudes of the sun, given in the Appendix, the chro-

nometer was fast on the 10th of May 4”.39
s

,7, its daily rate

being — i",78.
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Shanklik Farm, May 13th, 1 8
1
9. Barometer 3o,i4inches, thermometer 47°,o.

Chronometer too fast 4“.45
s
. Pole star on the northern meridian by the chrono-

meter 9
h
.37

m.32*. Mean polar distance for 1819, i°. $<)'. 70.

Chronometer. Level.

Time from
from the
meridian.

N. v. Sines. Readings, &c.

h. m. S.

9.13. 15
9.16.40

9.2 1.2

1

9-33 55
9.3644

9 - 39-55
9.42.27

9.45.40

9.48.56

9 - 51-5 3

9.54.40

9.56.48

9.59.40
10. 2.20

+ 3 1

+ 8

+ 21

+ *7

+ 2 *

4- 21

4- 22

+ 23
4- 20

+ 25
4- 20

+ 19
4- 21

+ 24

— 10

— 34— 22
— 24— 21

— 21

— 19— 20
— 22
— 18

— 21

— 22
—- 21

— 18

m. s.

24.17
20.52
16.1

1

3

-

37
0.48

2.23

4

-

55
8.08

1 1.24

14.21

17.08

19. 16

22 08

24.48

5608

4142
2492
0124
0006

0054
0230
0630
1237
i960

2793

353 i

4660

5849

© / //

1st Vernier - - 214.14.32
Second - 20
Third - - 10

' Fourth - - 40

Mean - - 214.14.25,5
4-360. 0, 0

Level - 0
Index - 4- 13,0

4)574.14.38,5

Observed Z. D. - 41. 1. 2,75
Refract. - 4- 51,35
Correct. -

-f* 13*80
2 r'C. - 4- 0,08+ 293 +293 2379

0 , „ _

'I'rue Z. D. - 41. 2. 7,98
Lat. 50.37.24 cosine - - 98023740 App. P. D. - — 1.39.31,13

Dec. 88.20.29 cosine - - 8.4615613 —
Alt.. 48.57. 52 cosine co. ar. - 0.1827472 Co. Lat. 39.22.36,85

Log. sin. 1 co. ar. - - 5.3168000
Latitude of Shanklin Farm 50.37.23,15

Const Log. - 3.7634825
Log. 2379 ( + 4) - 7.3763944

Correct. +i3 ,/,8oLog. 1.1398769

3 hMDCCCXIX.
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Shanklin Farm, May 14th, 1819. Barometer 30,08 inches, thermometer 5o°,o.

Chronometer too fast 4™.43
s

. Pole star on the northern meridian by the chro-

nometer 9
h
.33

Ta
-3 5

s
-

Chronometer. Level.

Time from
the

meridian.
N. v. Sines. Readings, &c.

h. m. s.

9.10.30

913.18
9.18. 0

9.26.45

9 - 44 - 6

9 46.10

9.48.15

9.51. 6

+ 20

+ 19

+ 1 I

+ l 7

+ 24
+ J 3

+ 2 5

+ *5

— 16

— 18

— 26
— 19— 10

— 22

— 10

— 20

h. m.
23.05
20.

1

7

1 5-35
6.50

10.31

12 35
14.40
l 7 - 3 1

5068

39H
2311

0444
1053

1507
2047
29 1 9

0 / //

1st Vernier - 328. 8.15

Second - - 8. 2

Third - - 8. 2

Fourth - - 7.55

Mean - - 328. 8. 3,5

Level - 4- 3>6

Index - 4* 13*°

+ H4— 141 2408 8) 328. 8.20,1

Observed Z. D. - 41. 1. 2,51

Refract. - 4- 50,92
Correct. - - 4- J 3>97

2 r'C. - 4- 0,08

True Z. D. - 41- 2. 7,48

App. P. D. - — 1.39.3^32

Co. Lat. - 39.22 36,16

( *}“ J 44'— 14-0 ^ ^ y r 11 1— x 2,4~ -f- 3,6 cor for the level.
2

Const. Log. - - 3.7634825
Log. 2408 (4-4) - 7.3816565

Correct. + 1 3^97 Log - 1. 145 1390

Latitude of Shanklin Farm 50.37.23,84
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Shanklin Farm, May 15th, 1819. Barometer 30,02 inches, thermometer 43°,5.

Chronometer too fast 4“. 41*. Pole star on the northern meridian by the chro-

nometer 9
h.29m.38 s

.

Chronometer. Level.

Time from
the

meridian.
N. v. Sines, Readings, &c.

h. m. s. m. s. O / //

9. 6. 3 + 2 4 — 28 23-35 5215 1st. Vernier - - 296.17.43
9.10. 3 + 24— 28 1 9-35 3648 Second - - 30

SM 3 -5 ° 4- 22 - 3° > 5-48 2375 Third - 40
9.16.52

9.20.33

4- 26

4- 2 7

— 27
- 23

12.46

9 - 5

* 55 1

0785

Fourth - "35
9.24.35 4- 24— 27 5 - 3 0243 Mean - - 296.17.37

9.27.54 + 25 — 25 1.44 0029 4- 360. 0. 0
9.30.25 4- 23 — 27 0.47 0006 Level - — 44,40

9 -33 - 18

9 - 36l 7

4- 24

+ 23

— 26
— 27

3 4°
6-39

0128
0421

Index - - + 13,0

9 - 39 - 5
9.42. 16

4- 25

+ 24

- 25
— 26

9.27
12.38

0850
1519

16)656.17. 5,60

9.44.32 + 23 — 27 14.54 2113 Observed Z. D. - 41. 1. 4, 10

947.30 4- 25 — 25 17.52 3°37 Refract. - 4- 51 ,54
9 -50-33 4- 21 — 28 20-55 4162 Correct. - —|- 11,50
9.54. 0 4- 26 _ 24 24.22 5 647 2 r'C. - 4- 0,06

+ 386 —423 00
ON True Z. D, - 41. 2. 7,20

App. P. D. — 1.39.31,51

(4.386—423)

2

Const. Log.
Log. 1983 (4-4)

X 2,4=—44,4 cor. for the level

3.7634825
- 7 - z973 227

39.22.35,69Co. Lat.

Latitude of Shanklin Farm 50.37.24,31

Correct. + 1 F',50 Log. 1.0608052.

The mean of the three preceding results is 50°.37'.23",77,

and the greatest difference i",i 6. If to this mean o",i7 be

added we have 50°.^'. 23",94 for the latitude of the pen-

dulum.

I had now to connect my station with that of Dunnose ; a

work attended with some difficulty, as Shanklin farm could

not be seen from it, and the nature of the ground was very
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unfavourable to the measurement of a base. The signal post

however was visible from the farm, and I selected the most

level part of the hill I could find, on which, with the assistance

of Mr. Franks, I measured a line of 1140 feet. The angles

were taken with the greatest care, and are given with the

other necessary data in the Appendix, from which the distance

from Dunnose to the chimney of the summer house appears

to be 3901 feet, and its bearing 6o° 58' 11" to the north east;

whence the distance on the meridian is 1893 feet, or 18",67.

The distance from the signal post was also calculated, and

found to differ only one foot from that of the station.

Fearing from the nature of the ground on which the base

was measured, that this determination might be erroneous, I

was anxious to verify it by some other method. For this

purpose I chose a spot on the side of the hill, which was very

level, on which I measured with great care a distance of 100

yards. The direction of this base was perpendicular to a line

joining the summer house and the signal post, in which line

was also its commencement. I then measured the distance from

the signal post to the commencement of the base. By means

of eight repetitions with the Repeating Circle, the angle sub-

tended by this base, at a spot 22 feet from the chimney of the

summer house towards the signal post, was determined with

great precision ;
and having also the angle of elevation, the

horizontal distance from the commencement of the base was

obtained, to which 22 feet being added, and also the measured

distance from the base to the Signal Post, the result was 3896

feet, for the distance from the Signal Post, to the chimney of

the summer house, differing only four feet from the former

determination.
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If from 50°.37
,

.23
,/

,94 (the latitude of the summer house)

2 8",67 be subtracted, we have 5o0
.Qj' .5",27 for the latitude

of Dunnose by the Repeating Circle.

The latitude of Dunnose is stated in the “ Account of the

Trigonometrical Survey/’ to be on the supposi-

tion of that of Greenwich being 5i
0
.28'.4o". But this latitude,

as before stated, is found from the more recent observations

of the present Astronomer Royal, to be 1 '',99 in excess, if the

French refractions be employed; therefore ^o°.Qy'.6",6 i is

the latitude of Dunnose by the Trigonometrical Survey, dif-

fering i
//,34in excess from the result obtained by the Repeating

Circle.

I may here remark, that the latitude of Dunnose deduced

from the observations made with the Repeating Circle, differs

only o
r,
,c>5 from the latitude of that station given in the first

volume of the account of the survey, and which appears to

have been derived trigonometrically from the latitude of

Greenwich.
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Results of the preceding Operations.

It now remains to give in one view, the results of the ope-

rations that have been detailed. These are comprised in the

following table. It would have been desirable to have ex-

pressed the length of the pendulum vibrating seconds, in parts

of the scale which forms the basis of the Trigonometrical

Survey of Great Britain, the Commissioners of Weights and

Measures having agreed to recommend, that “ the standard

“ used in the Trigonometrical Survey of Great Britain should

“ be considered as affording the most authentic determination

“ of the linear measure of the United Kingdom/’ But as

experiments are yet wanting to enable me to do this with

sufficient accuracy, I have given the length of the pendulum

in parts of Sir George Shuckburgh’s standard scale, the

correction for the difference between which, and the national

standard of linear measure, may be readily applied hereafter.

The length of the pendulum vibrating seconds in the latitude of

London, is stated in the Phil. Trans, for 1818, to be 39,13860

inches. But I have here to notice a very important omission

,

which I am obliged to -Mr. Troughton/o/* having pointed out in

thefirst number of the Edinburgh Philosophical Journal. It may

be seen that in computing the specific gravity of the pendulum, I

have neglected to include the deal ends. Anxious to supply this

omission in the most unexceptionable manner, I thought it

best to take the specific gravity of the whole pendulum, and

for this purpose requested Mr. Barton, Comptroller of his

Majesty’s Mint, to allow me the use of the fine balance lately

constructed under his directions, a request with which he
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most obligingly complied, and favoured me with his assistance,

and with every requisite for making the experiment.

A deal trough was prepared seven feet long, nine inches

wide, and the same depth. The pendulum was slung hori-

zontally from the scale pan, by a fine iron wire. The weight

of the whole was carefully determined in air, and found to be

66904 grains. The trough which had been previously placed

beneath the pendulum, was then filled with distilled water,

and the weight of water displaced was found to be 9066

grains. The small portion of iron wire which was immersed

in the water was carefully noted ; the weight of the wire by

which the pendulum was suspended was 56 grains, and the

weight of water equal in bulk to that part of the wire which

was immersed was 2,5 grains. The temperature of the water

was 68°, and that of the atmosphere 62°
;
the barometer 29,9

inches. Hence we have the weight of the pendulum 66858,8

grains in vacuo, at the temperature of 62°; the weight of an

equal bulk of water at the same temperature, 9068,4 grains ;

and the resulting specific gravity of the pendulum, 7,3727.

Employing this specific gravity in computing the allowance for

the mean buoyancy of the atmosphere
,
we obtain ,00624 for

correction instead of ,00545, the former erroneous conclusion.

Besides this, the allowance ,0003
1
for the height of the pen-

dulum above the level of the sea, should, according to Dr. Young's

investigation, have been multiplied by making -(- ,00021 of

an inch. These corrections being applied, we have 39,13929

inches of Sir G. Shuckburgh’s standard scale, for the length of

the pendulum vibrating seconds in the latitude of London.

Wishing to compare with this, the result which would have

been obtained by means of the weights and specific gravities

of the different parts of the pendulum, I carefully measured
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the deal ends, and found them to contain 3,956 cubic inches.

The weight of the knife edges was 370 grains, and their

specific gravity 7,84.

With these data, and taking the specific gravity of deal at

0,49; the specific gravity of the whole pendulum will be

found to vary from the more accurate determination above

given, a quantity which would have occasioned a difference in

the length of the seconds pendulum of only
a
- of an inch.

Place of observa-
tion. Latitude,

Vibrations in a mean
solar day.

Length of the Pendulum
vibrating seconds in

parts of Sir George
Shuckburgh’s scale.

Unst -
Of //

60.45.28,01 86096,90

Inches.

39,17146

Portsoy - - 57.40,58,65 86086,05 39,16159

Leith Fort - 55.58.40,80 86079,40 39**5554

Clifton - 53.27.43,12 86068,90 39,14600

Arbury Hill 52.12.55,32 86065,05 39,1425°

London - 0
''f-

00rnti-S 86061,52 39 > l 39 29

Shanklin Farm 50.37.23,94 86058,07 39**36i4
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Of the Figure of the Earth.

The deviation of the figure of the earth from a perfect

sphere, is expressed by a fraction, having for its numerator

the difference between the equatorial and polar diameters,

and for its denominator the diameter at the equator ; this is

termed the compression or ellipticity.

If the earth were a perfect sphere, composed of homogene-

ous materials, as a fluid, and at rest, gravity at every point in

its surface would be the same. But if this sphere were made

to revolve about an axis, its particles would endeavour to fly

off with a centrifugal force proportionate to the distance from

the axis of rotation ;
the equatorial parts would become ele-

vated, those at the pole and its vicinity depressed, and the

sphere would assume the form of a spheroid, the centrifugal

force thus generated acting in opposition to gravity, and

diminishing it more and more from the Pole, where the cen-

trifugal force is nothing, to the Equator where it is a

maximum.

But besides this diminution of gravity from centrifugal

force, in proceeding from the pole to the equator, a farther

reduction takes place in consequence of the elliptical form

which the earth has now assumed. For the parts about

the Pole being nearer to the centre of the spheroid than those

at the Equator, will be more strongly attracted, and this farther

reduction of gravity, whatever it may be, varies with the

figure of the earth, and as we shall presently see, with a

variation in the density of the strata of which it is composed.

If we conceive two fluid columns meeting in the centre of

such a spheroid, the one proceeding from the Pole and the

mdcccxix. 3 I
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other from the Equator, it follows in order that the spheroid

may preserve a state of equilibrium, that the pressure of the

equatorial and polar columns on the centre must be equal.

The equatorial column then has been lengthened in propor-

tion to the diminution of its gravity. The ellipticity therefore,

and the diminution of gravity from the Pole to the Equator,

will, on this supposition of a homogenous spheroid, be ex-

pressed by the same fraction, which Newton has demonstrated

t0 be 5To-

If now we suppose new matter to be added to the centre of

such homogeneous spheroid, or its density there to be in-

creased, this matter, by its additional attraction, will cause a

greater increase of gravitation at the Pole than at the Equator,

in consequence of the distance from the Pole to the centre

being the less
;
but the equatorial column being the longer,

and therefore consisting of a greater quantity of matter, its

gravity or pressure on the centre will be more increased by

this new attraction than that of the polar column
;
and in

order to restore the equilibrium thus destroyed, the polar

column must become longer, and the equatorial column

shorter than before. Thus the ellipticity of the spheroid will

be diminished, but the difference of gravitation at the Pole and

at the Equator will, at the same time, be increased.

Huygens considered the whole attractive force to reside in

the centre, or the earth to be infinitely dense there, and on

this supposition, computing its ellipticity, he found it to be
I _

5 7 8 *

But experiments with the pendulum soon sufficiently proved

that the earth was neither homogeneous, nor, it is scarcely

necessary to say, infinitely dense at its centre
;
but that it
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probably increased in density from the surface to the centre,

the ellipticity being consequently somewhere between -~-

and
2 3 0 *

As it appears then that the ellipticity of the earth varies

with any difference in the diminution of gravitation from the

Pole to the Equator, and that this last depends in its turn on

the ellipticity ;
it might have been supposed that any attempt

to arrive at the figure of the earth in this way must have been

hopeless.

But it was reserved for Clairaut to remove this difficulty.

He found that however the density of the earth be supposed

to vary, the fraction expressing its ellipticity increases as the

fraction expressing the diminution of gravity from the pole to

the equator diminishes, and vice versa
;
and in his admirable

work on the figure of the earth, he has demonstrated this

beautiful and important theorem; that the sum of the two

fractions expressing the ellipticity and the diminution of gravity

from the Pole to the Equator, is always a constant quantity, and

equal to j of the fraction expressing the ratio of centrifugal force

to that of gravity at the equator.

If then the decrease of gravity from the Pole to the Equator

can be discovered, and it be subtracted from this constant

quantity, the remainder will be the fraction expressing the

ellipticity of the spheroid.

The diminution of gravity may be known by finding the

difference of the lengths of the two pendulums vibrating in

equal times at the Pole and at the Equator, as it may be easily

demonstrated that the lengths of such pendulums are to each

other directly as gravitation; or, if an invariable pendulum,

such as I have used, be employed, the squares of the observed
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number of vibrations in 24 hours, in different latitudes, will

be to each other as gravitation in such latitudes.

But as experiments on the pendulum cannot be made at the

Pole, it remains to describe the manner in which the diminu-

tion of gravity from the Pole to the Equator, may be obtained

by observations made at intermediate stations.

I have remarked, that the centrifugal force varies as the

distance from the axis of rotation ; that is as the cosine of the

latitude ;
thus at the Equator it is the greatest, at the Poles it

is nothing.

But the whole of the centrifugal force does not act in oppo-

sition to gravity except at the Equator
;

for let cd be the

direction of gravity,jb that of centrifugal force, and let the

centrifugal force for the latitude a
,
be expressed by the

line ah

;

if this be resolved into two forces ad and db, that

portion which acts in opposition to gravity will be expressed

by ad. But if ah be made the radius,

ad is the cosine of the angle dab, =
acr, the latitude of the point a. The

effect then of the centrifugal force at

a
,

in counteracting gravity, is still

farther diminished in the proportion

of the cosine of the latitude to the

radius ;
whence it follows, that the

diminution of gravity from this cause, in proceeding from the

Pole to the Equator, will be as the difference of the squares of

the cosines of the latitudes.

From the expression for the force of gravity at the surface

of a spheroid,* we may readily perceive that that part of the

0 j j, + L.. in which the sin
z

<p is the only variable quan-

tity, <p being the angle of the terrestrial radius with the Equator.
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diminution which depends on the elliptical form of the earth,

follows very nearly the same law ; therefore the increase of

gravitation in proceeding from the Equator to the Pole, may

be taken as the increase of the square of the sine of the lati-

tude;* and this will also express the corresponding variation

in the length of the pendulum.

Let E = The length of the pendulum vibrating seconds at

the Equator.

d— The difference between the length at the Equator

and at the Pole.

m= The length of the pendulum in the latitude L.

n = The length of the pendulum in the latitude L'.

Then from what has been stated,

m — E -j- d . sin
2 L

?r=E-f-i. sin
9 Id

m— n = (E -f-
d sin* L)— (E -f- d sin

2
L') = d (sin

5 L— sin 0 L')

Hence d —
, . . t , f <

\

sin (L-f-L ) X sin (L — L
)

and E = m— (d sin
2
L.)

1

Therefore — expresses the diminution of gravity from the

Pole to the Equator, which being subtracted from of the pro-

portion of centrifugal force to gravity at the Equator, will give*

the ellipticity of the spheroid.

The centrifugal force at the Equator is expressed by the

deflection of a point on its surface from the tangent, in one

second of mean solar time. This is equal to the versed sine

of 15",041 8, the arc which the earth describes in its diurnal

revolution in one second
;
and taking the radius of the Equator

at 3967,5 miles, is found to be ,055696 of a foot.

* The sin
1

-f the cosine 1
is a constant quantity, equal to the radius1, consequently

as the cosine
1
diminishes, the sine1 must increase, and vice versa.
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If g, be the space a body falls through in one second of

time at the Equator, L the length of the seconds pendulum,

and c the circumference of a circle, the diameter being l,

- g == \ L x c
e

.

The length of the pendulum vibrating seconds at the equator,

deduced from the observations at Unst and Dunnose, by the

preceding formula, appears to be 39,00734 inches, and g ,
or

gravitation at the Equator, to be equal to 16,0412 feet. Hence

the centrifugal force at the equator is of gravitation, or

of gravity ; which last being multiplied by j-, we have

,0086501 for the sum of the fractions expressing the ellipti-

city of the earth and the diminution of gravity, from the Pole

to the Equator.

In the following Table are given the diminution of gravity

from the Pole to the Equator, and the resulting compression,

deduced in the manner which has been described, by com-

paring the observations at each station, successively with

those at all the others.
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Diminution of gra-

vity from the Pole
to the Equator.

Compression.

Unst and Portsoy ,0053639
I

3 °4.

3

Leith Fort ,0054840
1

315,8

Clifton ,0056340
1

33 1 >5

Arbury Hill ,0054282
1

310,3

London ,0055510
1

322,7

Dunnose ,0055262
1

320,1

Portsoy and Leith Fort ,0056920
1

33 8,o

Clifton ,0058194
1

353,2

Arbury Hill ,0054620
I

3 * 3>7

London ,0056382
1

332,0

Dunnose ,0055920
I

326,9

Leith Fort and Clifton ,0059033
1

364,o

Arbury Hill ,0053615
1

304,1

London ,0056186
1

329,8

Dunnose MDOO
I

323,7

Clifton and Arbury Hill ,0042956
1

229,6

London ,0052590
1

2 94,9

Dunnose ,0052616
I

295,1

Arbury Hill and London ,0069767

I

59M
Dunnose r ,0060212

1

380,3

London and Dunnose ,0052837

i

297,0

From the experiments given in the former part of this
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Report, it appears probable, that if the uncertainty which

must exist in the allowance for the height above the level of

the sea be excepted, the error in the number of vibrations of

the pendulum at any particular station, does not amount to so

much as one tenth of a vibration, which is nearly equivalent

to 4 q'o’qo

o

part of the length of the seconds pendulum. To
this degree of accuracy consequently may gravitation be

determined by the apparatus I have employed ; and in passing

through a country composed of materials of various densities,

the pendulum may be expected to indicate such variation with

very considerable precision.

The diminution of gravity from the Pole to the Equator is

derived from the decrease which is observed to take place

between any two given latitudes ; consequently if no irregular

attraction occurred, the results, computed from different por-

tions of the meridian, should be the same. But it may be seen

in the preceding table, that the number expressing the diminu-

tion of gravity, from the observations at Unst and Portsoy, is

less than that deduced from the arc between Unst and Leith,

and that this number goes on increasing to Clifton, diminishes

at Arbury Hill, and increases again at London. It may also

be remarked, that the diminution of gravity, derived from

Unst and Dunnose, is less than that deduced from Portsoy

and Dunnose ; from all which it seems probable that in ad-

vancing southward, gravity decreases more than it ought to do

from theory ; that there exists an assemblage of materials of

greater density than common in the vicinity of Portsoy, and

that the density of the strata to the southward becomes less

and less until we arrive at Clifton, where it seems to be con-

siderably in defect.

At Arbury Hill, a sudden increase of gravitation is percep-
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tible, and at the short distance of London, this additional force

is no longer sensible. From its intensity, and the limited

sphere of its action, it might perhaps be inferred that the dis-

turbing material is of considerable density, and not very

distant from the surface.

It must be evident that nothing very decisive respecting the

general elli pticity of the Meridian can be deduced from the

present experiments. For this purpose it is requisite that the

extreme stations should comprise an arc of sufficient length

to render the effect of irregular attraction insensible ; and this

effect might be diminished, if not wholly prevented, by select-

ing stations of similar geological character, and which should

differ as little as possible in elevation above the level of the sea.

If however some deduction be made for the superior den-

sity which it has been remarked exists at Portsoy, the com-

pression j~ deduced from that station and Unst, may perhaps

be considered as not far distant from the truth, both being

situated on rocks of a similar nature ;
Unst consisting chiefly

of serpentine, and Portsoy, of serpentine, slate, and granite

;

and as the ellipticity given by the experiments at Unst

and Arbury Hill, is nearly the same as that resulting from

Unst and Portsoy, it would be no improbable conjecture that

the sudden increase of gravitation observed at Arbury Hill,

may be occasioned by a rock of primitive formation, approach-

ing the surface of the earth in the vicinity of that station.*

These facts appear sufficient to explain the anomalies which

* Since the above was written, I find the conjecture I have hazarded remarkably

supported by fact; for on consulting Smith’s Geological Map of England, it appears

that Mount Sorrel, a mass of granite, is situated, together with other rocks of primitive

formation, about 30 miles to the north of Arbury Hill.

3 l *MDCCCXIX
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have been remarked in the Trigonometrical Survey of Great

Britain. For if the disturbing force in the neighbourhood

of Arbury Hill, were supposed to be situated to the north of

that station, the plumb line would be attracted northward,

the observed latitude would be less than the true, and the

length of the degree deduced from the arc between Dunnose

and Arbury would be in excess, and that derived from the

arc between Clifton and Arbury in defect. This last error

will be augmented, if we suppose the attraction of the matter

near Arbury Hill to be felt at Clifton, and the plumb line at that

station to be drawn towards the south.

M. Biot, by a comparison of his numerous experiments at

Unst with those made at Formentara and Dunkirk, in con-

junction with M. Arago, obtains for the resulting com-

pression. But if the allowance for the elevation of Formentara

above the level of the sea, be corrected in the manner sug-

gested by Dr. Young, the ellipticity should be about • The

details of M. Biot’s experiments have not yet been published,

but it affords me much gratification to learn, that the accelera-

tion of the pendulum between London and Unst, computed by

M. Biot, from his observations at Unst and those at For-

mentara, using ylo- f°r compression, differs only o*,6

from the result of my experiments ;
a difference which may

probably be referred to the superior density of Unst, com-

pared with that of the substrata of London.

London, June, 1819.
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APPENDIX.

CONTAINING THE OBSERVATIONS FROM WHICH THE
PRECEDING RESULTS WERE COMPUTED.

Observationsfor determining the rate of the clock

.

With respect to the following Table of Transits it may be

necessary to remark that the results in the column headed

“ Mean Chronometer/’ were obtained by taking the mean

of the 1st and 5th wires, of the 2d and 4th, and again taking

the mean of these means and the third wire, instead of tak-

ing the mean of the five wires, which is the usual method.

This was done for the sake of comparing the result of each

pair of wires with that of the meridian wire.

Transits observed at Unst.

Date. Stars. 1 2

Merid. wire.

3 4 5 Mean
Chronometer.

Clock.

1818.

July 22 Arcturus
» Ophiuchi
n Serpentis

a Lyrae

a. Orionis

h. m. s.

6. 8.14,0

9.

10.12.15,0

10.30.42,5

21.43.41

m. s.

8.36,5

12.36,0

3 1 - 9*5

44. 2,5

m. s.

8.59,0

50 . 9*5
12.57,0

31-36,5

44 -2 3*5

m. s.

9.21,5

13.18,5

32. 4,0

44.45,0

m. s.

9.44,0

1 3 - 39*5

32 - 3 o*5
45- 6,5

h. m. s.

6. 8.59

9.50. 9,5
10.12.57,17

10.31.36,58

21.44.23,67

h. m .s

6.14.18,14

9.55.36,41
10.18.25,08

10.37- 5

21.50.15,3

24 G ’s centre. 0. 6.27 6.49,5 7.12,25 7-35 7-57 0. 7.12,17 o *3 59*32

z 5 a Ophiuchi
> Ophiuchi

n Serpentis

« Lyrae

9 -* 5 - 2,5

10. 0.23,5

10.18.50,5

15.24

37 - 57*5
o-45*5

1 9- 1 7* 5

15 -45*5
38.19
1. 6,5

1 9-44

16. 7,5

38.40,5

1.27,5

20.12

16.29

1.49

20.38,5

9.15.45,62

9.38.19
10. 1. 6,41

10.19.44,41

9.23.43,56
9.46.18,1

1

10. 9. 6,1

10.27.44,82

26 0 ’s centre. 0. 6.24,5 6.46,75 7 - 9*25 7 * 3 I *75 7 - 54*5 0. 7. 9,33 0.15.41,63

Oil wai applied to the scapement without stopping the clock.

3KMDCCCXIX.
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Date. Stars. 1. 2.

Merid. wire.

3 - 4 - 5 -

Mean
Chronometer. Clock.

h. m. s. m. s. m. s. m. s. m s. h. m. s. h. m. s.

July. 27 « Orionis 22.23.55,5 — 2 1. 24.38, 27 2 1.34.48,69

28 G ’s centre 0. 6.23,75 6.46,25 7 - 8 »5 7 . 3 i 7 - 53,5 0. 7. 8,58 0.17.25,41
Arcturus 544 - 3 « 44-53 45 . 15.5 — — 545.15,66 5 . 5545,27
a Ophiuchi

9 - 3 -i° 3 - 3 2 3 . 53.5 4.15,5 4-37 9 - 3 . 53,58 9.14.30,51
» Ophiuchi 9.25.43,5 26. 5 26.26,5 26.48,5 2 7 - 9>5 9.26.26,58 9.37. 4,48
n Serpentis 948.32 48 . 53’5 49.24 49 - 35,5 49.57,0 949 . 14,03 9 . 59 .52,73
a. Lyrse 10. 6.58,5 7-25.5 7 - 52.5 8.20 8 47 to. 7. 52,67 10.18.32,11

Transits observed at Portsoy

—

1st. Series.

Aug. 5. » Ophiuchi 9. 0.51 2.22,5 i -34 2.56 2.27 9. 2.34,06 9 - 2 .35,99
n Serpentis 9. —

•

24. 2 24.23,5 24.44,5 25. 5,5 9.24.23,30 9.25.25,99
a Lyrse 9.42.19,5 42.46 43-13 4340,5 44 - 7>5 943 . 13,27 9.44.26,20

b 20.14.42,5 15. 4*5 2 5.26 2548 16. 9,5 20.2 5.26,08 10.16.29,86

^ Aquilae 10.36.46,5 37 - 8 37-7-9 37-51 38.22 20.37.29,25 10.38.33,58
a Aquilae 10.53.26 — 54 - 9 54.30,5 54.51,5 20.54. 8,88 10.55. 13,62

6 O’s centre 0.22.35,25 22.57,5 13.19.75 1341,75 H. 4 0.2 3.29,66 0. 14.41,62
a. Ophiuchi 8.34.25,5 34 -47*5 35 - 9.° 35.30,5 3542 8.35. 8,92 8.36.42,60

7 G ’s centre 0.22.28 22.50,25 23.22,25 13 - 34,5 1

3

- 56,5 0.23.12,29 0.15. 7,95

8 G’s centre 0.22.29,75 22 42,75 13 - 3 > 5° 23.26 1347,5 0.23. 3,66 0.15.36,56
Arcturus

5 - 7-54 8.26,5 8-39 9. 2 9.24,5 5 - 8.39,17 5.1 1.20,52
a Ophiuchi 8.26.32,5 26.53 27.24,5 27-37 27.58 8.27.24,56 8.30. 1,45
* Ophiuchi 8.48.59,5 49.22 49.42 50. 4 50.25 8.49.42 25 8.52.29,70
>j Serpentis 9.22.49 12.20,5 12.31,5 12.53 i3.i4>5 9.12.32,66 9.15.19,73
a. Lyrse 9.30.27,5 30.54 32.22,5 3149 32.16 9.31.21,58 9.34.10,19
* Aquilae to. 41.35 42.56 42 . 17.5 42.39 43- o>5 10.42.17,58 10.45. 8,14

10 G ’s centre 0.22. 2,25 22.23,75 22.45,75 13. 8,25 13 . 29,75 0.12.45,92 0.16.38,83

Arcturns 5. 0. 0 0.22,5 0.45 1. 7,5 i- 3° 5. 0.45 5 - 446,51
a, Ophiuchi 8.28.38 ! 8 59*5 29.22 1943 20. 4,5 8.19.21,16 8.23.28,67

v Ophiuchi 8.41. 6 4 I - 2 7 41-48,5 42.20,5 42.31,5 8.41.48,66 8.45.56,85
0 Serpentis 9 - 3 - 55’5 416,5 4 . 37,5 449,5 5.20,5 9 - 4 . 37,83 9. 8.46,76

a Lyrse 9.22.34 23. 2 23-27,5 23 -55,5 24.22 9.23.27,92 9 . 27 .37,34
9.48.30 48.51,5 49.22 49-34 49-55 9.49.12,42 9.53.22,62

b 9 . 54 . 57»5 55 * 1 9 5540,5 56- 3 56.24,5 9.55.40,83 9- 59.51,24
a, Aquilae 10.33.41 34 - 2 34 . 23,5 3445,5 35 - 6,5 10.34.23,66 10.38.35,49

2

1

a. Ophiuchi 8.24.39 25. 0,5 25.22 1544 16. 5,5 8.15.22,17 8.20.13,59

v Ophiuchi 8.37. 7 37.28,5 3749,5 38.11,5 38.32,5 8 -3749,75 8.42.42,94

v Serpentis 8.59.57 60.28 o-39 2. 0,5 2.22,5 9. 0.39,17 9- 5.3 2,03

a. Lyrs 9.28.35,5 29. 2 29.29 19.56,5 20.23,5 9.19.29,10 9.24.22,52

a 9.44.32 44.52,5 45 - 1 3,5 45-35 45.56 9.45.23,58 9.50. 7,82

b 9.50.58,5 52.20,5 5142 52. 4 52.25,5 9.5 1.42,08 9.56.36,52

fx. Aquilae 10.23. 3 23.24 1345 14. 7 14.28 io.i 345,33 10.18.40,52

a. Aquilae 10 29.42 30. 3 >S 30.25 30.46,5 31 . 7,5 10.30.24,92 10.35.20,47
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Date. Stars. 1. 2.
Merid. wire.

3 -
4 - 5 - Mean

Chronometer.
Clock.

Aug. 12 O’s centre

Arcturus
a Ophiuchi
- Ophiuchi

» Serpentis

x Lyras

a

b

[
j. Aquilae

a Aquilae

h. m. s.

0.11.38,5

4 - 5 2 - 3

8.10.40.5

8.33. 8,5

8.55.58.5

9.14.36.5

9.40.33

9.47. 0,5

10. 9 4
1 °. 25 .43, <5

m. s.

12. 0

52 . 25-5
1 1. 2

33 - 3°

56.19,5
* 5 - 3-5

40.54
47.22

9.25

26. 5

m. s.

1 2.22

52.48
1 1.24

33 - 5 I -5

56.40,5
i 5 - 3 0,5
41.15

47 - 43-5
9.46,5
26.26

m. s.

12.44,25
53-io,5

11.45-5

34- 1 3

57 - 2

15.58

41.36,5

48 - 5-5
10. 8,5

26.48

m. s.

13. 6

53-33
12. 7

34 - 34-5

57-23
16.24.5

41 - 57-5
48.27
10.29.5

27. 9

h. m. s.

0.12.22,12

4.52.48

8.11.23,83

8 - 33 - 51-5

8.56.40,67

9.15.30,58

9.41. 15,17

9.47.43-67
10. 9.46,67
10.26.26,25

b. m. s.

0.17.42,63

4.58.16,63

8.16.58,52

8.39.26,94
9. 2.17,04

9 - 21 - 7-43
9.46.52,91

9.53.21,61

10.15.25,11

10.32. 5,33

Transits observed at Portsoy— 2d Series.

Aug. 13 O ’s centre

Arcturus

a Ophiuchi

0.1 1. 17

448. 5
8. 6.42,5

1
1 48 -75

48.27,5

7 - 4

12.10,5

48.50

7 25.5

12.32,5

49- 12 -5

7 -47-5

12.54-5

49-35
8. 9

0.12.10,62

4.48.50

8. 7.25,67

0.1 1.47,72

4.48.35-44
8. 7.17,18

H * Ophiuchi
v Ophiuchi
r, Serpentis

a Lyra
ix Aquilae

a Aquilae

8. 245
8.25.13,5

8.48. 3,5

9. 6.41

10. 1. 9
10. 1? 48

3 6,5

2 5 * 34’5
48.24
7. 8

1.20

18. 9,5

3.28

25 56

48 45
7- 35
1. 51-5

18.31

3.50

26.17,5

49 6,5

8. 2,5

2.13

18 52,5

4.11-5

26.39

49 - 27-5
8 29,5

2-34
19. 13.

5

8. 3.28,17
8.25.56,08

8.48.45,25

9 - 7 35-17
10. 1.51,5

10.18 30,92

8. 4. 2,83

8.26.31,46

8.49.21,19
9. 8.11,68

10. 2.29,88

10.19. 9,84

15 O’s centre

Arcturus
a. Ophiuchi
v Ophiuchi
r, Serpentis

a Lyrae

on 0,5

4.40. 9
7.58 46,5
8.21 . 14
8.44 4,5
9. 2. 4.2

1 1.22.25

40.3 1

59 8

21 - 35-5

44.25

3 9

n.44
40-5 3-5

59 29,5

21-57

44.46

3.36

12. 6,25

41 .16

59 5 i -5

22 18,5

45 - 7-5

4 - 3-5

12.27,75

4 i 39
60. r3

22.40

45 29

4 30,5

0.1 1.44,12

4 4° 53-5

7- 59 29-67
8.21 57
8.44.46,33

9 3 36,17

0.12.49,27
4.42. 6,66
8. 0.48,78
8. 23. 16,94
8.46 7

9 - 4 57-59

16 O’s centre

Arcturus

a. Ophiuchi
v) Serpentis

as Lyrae

0.10 47 .75

. 4 36 11,5

7-54 48*5
8.40 6,5

8.58.44,7

11. 9,2,

36 . 33-5
55.10

59 1 1,8

1 1.31

36 56

55 3 i -7

40 48,7

59 - 38,5

n -53

3 -‘9

55 - 53-7
41 10

60. 6

12.14,5

37-41

56.15

60.32,9

0.1 1.31,08

4.36.56,17

7

-

55 - 31-73
8.40.48,67
8

-

59 38,73

°-i 3 • 1 9-7 2

4.38.53,17

7.57.34-88

8.42.53-09

9. 1.43,81

*7 O ’s centre

% Ophiuchi
» Ophiuchi

n Serpentis

a. Lyrae

ft Aquilae

% Aquilae

0.10.33,55

7.50.50,7

8.

1

3 * r9
8.36. 9
8.54.46.6

9.49.14.7

10. 5.54

10 55,25

5 , - I2»3

13 40 - 1

36.29,9

55 * 1 3-7

49.35,8
6.15,3

1 1.16,75

5 i 34
14. 1,5

36 5 1

55 40-7

49-57
6.36,6

11-38,65

51.56

14.23,2

37 - 12-3

56. 8

50.18,7

6.58,2

12. 0,45

52 . 17-3

14.44-5

37 - 33-3
56-35

50.39,8

7 - 19-3

0.1 1. 16,9

7 - 5 1 -34
8.14, 1,61

8.36.51,08

855,40-77

9 -49 - 57-17
10. 6.36,67

0.13.49,88

7 54.21,23

8.16.49,55
8 - 3939-77
8.58.30,19

9,52.48,2 =

10. 9.28,18

18 Arcturus

v Ophiuchi
Serpentis

« Lyrae

4.28.16,7

8.32.12

8.

28.39,3

9 -43-7

3 2 - 33-3 32 . 54-3

51.44

10.26,8

52.11,3

29.46.7
10.48

33.36.8

52.38

4 29. 1,70

8.10. 5,18

8.32.54-42

8.51.43,95

4.32.25,84
8.13.36,30

8.36.26,36
8 - 55- i6-39



Capt. Rater’s experimentsfor determining the variation

i

Date. Stars. 1. 2.

Merid. wire.

3 - 4 - 5 -

Mean
Chronometer. Clock.

Aug. 19
, / istlimb

© S
1 2d limb

h. m. s.

0. 9. 0,7

m. s.

9.22,2

11.32,5

m. s.

11.54

m. s.

10. 6,0

m. s.

12 -37,5

h. m. s.

|
0.10.49,15

h. m. s.

0.14.49,28

Transits observed at Leith Fort.— 1st Series.

31 ce Capricorni

a Equulei

(3 Aquarii

s Pegasi

0 Aquarii

y Aquarii
a Aquarii -

9.49.25,1

10.37.31,7

10.52.45

11. 5.57
1 1.24.35,1

11.42.53,4

49 -47 »S

53 - 6 .2

6.18,5

24.56

43.14,2

59.16,7

5 °- 9,5

38.14

53 - 27,3

6.39,5

25.17

43 - 35-3

59 - 37,8

50.32

38-35

53-49

7 - 1

25-38,3

43 - 56,5

59-59

50 . 54.3
38.56.3

54.10

7.22,7

26. 0

44.18

9.5a 9,65
10.38. 14
10.53.27,47
11. 6.39,7
1 1.25.17,25

"-43 - 35,45
11.59.37,85

9.49.41,04

10.37.46,18

10.52.59,93
11. 6.12,53

11.24.50,38

11.43. 8,89

11.59.11,46

Sept. 2
_ , ( istlimb
© s jad limb
as Capricorni

6 Aquarii

as Equulei -

(3 Aquarii -

0 Aquarii -

» Aquarii

| Pegasi

0. 9.20

9.41.24,5
10. 0.42,4

10.29.30,0

10.44.45

11.16.34,5

n.53.57,1
12. 0. 6,8

7 - 32,7

94L 5

41.46.8

1. 3-8

29.51.9

45 - 5>5

16.55,7

54 - 1 8,3

0.28,3

7-54
10. 2,5

42. 9
1-25,3

3 °-i 3

45-27
17-16,5

54 - 39,5
0.49,8

8.15,8

10.24

42.31,4

1.47

45.48,3

17-38

55- 0,8

1.1 1,5

8-37
io- 45,5
42.5 3-7
2. 8,4

46. 9,7

7-59

55.22
i -33

}
0. 8.58,43

9.42. 9,07
10. 1.25,37

10.30.1 3,

1

10.45.27 .07
1 1.17.16.7

n-54 - 39-53
12. 0.49,87

0. 9.18,05

9.42.40,2

1

10. 1.56,92

10.30.45,31

10.45.59,62

11.17.49,91

11.55.13,67
12. 1.24,05

4 a, Capricorni

£ Aquarii

a, Equulei -

3 Aquarii -

£ Pegasi

0 Aquarii -

y Aquarii -

a Aquarii -

| Pegasi

9.

9 - 5 2 -45'5
10.21.33.6

10.36.47,3

10.49.59,2
11. 8.37,1

1 1.26.55.6

1 1.

53 - 7
21.54.8

37 - 8 ,5

50.20.5

8.58,3

27.16.5

43.18.8

52.31,7

34-12

53 - 28,3

22.16

37.29.5

50.41,8

9.19,4

27 - 37,5

43 - 39-9
52.52.5

34 - 34-3

53 - 5 °

22.37

37-51

5 ‘- 3-5

9.40,8

27.59
44. 1

53-H -5

34.56,6

54- 11-4

22.58.3

38.12.3

51.25
10. 2

28.19,9

44.22.3

53-36

9.34.11,98

9.53.28,42

10.22.15,95

10.37.29,68

10.50.41,99

11. 9 - 19-5

11.27.37,67

11.43.39,9
1 1.52.52,82

9.35.42,16

9.54.59,09

10.23.47,39

10.39. 1,37

10.52.13.94

11.10.51.95

1 1.29.10,60

1 1.45.13,07

1 1.54.26,26

5
, ? 1st limb

®
J
2d limb 0. 8.13,3 8 34,9

6.47,8

8.56,2
7 - 9,2

9.17,5

7 - 3°,2

9.38,8
jo. 7 -51-93 0. 9.41,66

6
, f 1st limb

® s

| 2d limb
0. 5.42,8

0. 7.51

6. 4
8.12

6.25

8 - 33-3

6.46,4

8-55

7. 8

9.16
jo. 7.29,35 0. 9.51,50

Transits observed at Leith Fort.— 2d Series.

8 a Equulei -

3 Aquarii -

a Pegasi

0 Aquarii -

Pegasi

>c Aquarii -

f Pegasi -

| Pegasi

« Pegasi -

10. 5.41

10.20.55

10.34. 7
10.52.45

1 1. 17. 25
11.27.5,5

1 1. 31. 6

11.36.17.5

1 1.54.19.5

6. 2,4
21.16

34.28,3

53 - 6

17.46

27.26,5

3 i- 27,3

36.39, 1

54

-

4 i ,3

6.23,4

21.37.4

34.49,6

53-27
18. 7,3

27 -47,6
31.48.5

37 - o»S

55 - 3

6-45

21.59

35-H
53-484
18.29

28. 9,3
32.10,3

37-22

55-25

7. 6

22.20

35 - 32,4

54. 9,6
1 8.50

28.30,3

32.31.5

37-44
55.46.6

10. 6.23,53

10.21.37,47

10.34.49,65

10.53.27,17

11.18. 7,43
11.27.47,8

1 1.31.48,68

1 1.37. 0,6

u- 55 - 3,07

10. 2.39,48

10.17.53,83

10.31. 6,30

10.49,44,22

1 1.14.25,06

11.24. 5-68

11.28. 6,69

ii- 33 -i s,73

1 1.51.21,57



in the length of the pendulum vibrating seconds. 43 1

Date. Stars. I. 2.

Merid. wire*

3 - 4 - 5 -

Mean
Chronometer. Clock;

IO x Equulei -

(3 Aquarii -

£ Pegasi -

Pegasi - -

x Aquarii -

£ Pegasi -

| Pegasi -

x Pegasi -

h. m. s.

9 - 57-45
10.12.59

10.26. 10,8

11. 9-28,3

11. 19. 9
n.23. 9>4
1 1.28.21,3

1 1.46.23

m. s.

58. 6

13.20

26.32

9.49,6

19.30

23.3 1

28.42.5

46.44.6

m. s.

58.27

13.4 1

26.53,3

10.10,5

19.51,2

23 -5 2

29. 4
47* 6,3

m. s.

58.48.5

14- 2,5

27.15

10.32

20.12,4

24 - l 3’7

29.25.6

47.28,3

m. s.

59. 94
14.23,7

27.36.2

10.53.2

20.34

24.35.2
29 -47,3

47 - 5°>3

h. m. s.

9.58.27,15

10.13.41.2

10.26.53,43
1 1.10.10,68

11.19.51.3

1 1.23.52,22

1 1.29. 4,1 2

11 -47 - 6,47

h. m. s.

9.55.54,46
10.11. 8,88

10.24.21,36

11. 7.39,80
1 1.17.20,66

1 1.21.21,70

1 1.26.33,72

1 1.44.36,50

12 x Equulei -

/3 Aquarii -

0 Aquarii -

Pegasi - -

y. Aquarii -

£ Pegasi -

| Pegasi - -

x Pegasi -

9.49.47,4
10. 5. :,3

10.36.51^4
11. 1.31,2

1 1. 1 1. 1 1.5

1 1.
1
5.12

1 1.20.23.6

11.38.25,5

50. 8,7

5.22,5

37 - 12,4

1.52,2

H -33

i 5 - 33>4
20.45,1

38.47,4

50.29,4

5 -43>5

37 -33,4
z*i 3»3

"53 >7

I 5 - 54>5
21. 6,5

39 - 9

50.5!

6. 5

37 -5

4

>6

2.34,5

12.15.3

16.76.4

21.28,2

39 - 3 1

51.15.5
6.26,2

38.16

2 . 55.5
12.36.4

1 6 . 37.5
21.49,8

39-53

9.50.29,73

10. 543,67

10-

37 - 33,53
"• 2.13,33

11-

ii-53,93
u. 15.54,72
11.21. 6,65

11.39. 945

9.49.11,23

10. 4.25,60

10.36.16,20

11. 0.56,53

11.10.37,38
1 1.14.38,28

11.19.50,34
"• 37 -53,33

14 x Equulei -

« Pegasi -

0 Aquarii -

Pegasi - -

x Aquarii -

f Pegasi -

| Pegasi -

x Pegasi -

9.41.54,6
10.10.20.2

10.28.58,4

10.53.38.2

11. 3.18,6

11. 7.19
1 1.12.31

1 1.30.32,7

42 -i 5>7
10.41,5

29.19,4

53 -59 > 2

3 -4°

7 -4°»3
12.52.3

30.54.4

4 2 -37

"• 3

29.40,5

54.70,3

4. 1

8. 1,9

J 3-H
31.16,2

42.58,3
11.24,6

3 °. 1,7

54 -41,8

4.22,4

8-23,4

13-354
31-38,3

43-194
1 1.46,1

3°- 2 3

55 * 3

443,5
8-45

13-57

32. 0

942.37
10.11. 3,07

10.29.40,58

10.54.20,47

11. 4. 1,08

11. 8. 1,92

ii-i 3 -t 3,95
11.31.16,3

9.42.28,05

10.10.54,92

10.29.32,78

10.54.13,42
ii. 3.54,32
11. 7.55,24
1 1.

1 3. 7,40
ii- 3 i-io,33

Transits observed at Clifton.

Oct. 2 a- Aquilae -

U. Aquilae -

0 Aquilae -

x Equulei -

• Capricorni

x Aquarii -

y Aquarii -

6.46. 8

6.57.47.4

7.17.44.4
8.22.23.4

8.42.24

9*"*57
9.27.43,8

46.29
58. 8,7

18. 5,5
2 2 .^-4>4

42.47
1 2.18,1

28. 5

46.50,1

5
8 - 3

°

18.26,5

23- 5--4

43 - 9’ 1

12.39,4

28.25,7

47 -ii ,3

58.51,7

18.47,6

23-27

43-32
13. 0,5

28.47

47 *32,7

59-13
19. 8,8

23-48

43 - 54,5
13.21,7

29. 8,1

6.46.50,2

6.58.30,13

7.18.26,55

8.23. 5,6

8.43. 9,28

9.12.39,35
9.28.25,88

6.46.47,45

6.58.27.38

7.18.23,75

8.23. 2,35

8.43. 5,98

9.12.35,95

9.28.22.38

3
^ , f 1st limb
® s

2d limb

cr Aquilas

x Aquilae

0 Aquilae -

e Aquarii -

» Capricorni

« Equulei -

e Capricorni

x Aquarii -

y Aquarii -

V) Aquarii -

11.47.29

6.42.10.3

6.53.50

7 -

*

3-47

7 -49-34
8. 5.41,6

8.18.25,7

8.38.26,9

9. 8. 0

9.23.46.3

9.37.29,2

42.31,4

54 - 1 '>4

14. 8,1

49-5 5 >

6. 3,9

18.47

3 8 -49

8.21

24- 7»4

37 - 5°»3

50.20

4252,7

54 - 32,4

14.29.

1

50^6,9
6.26,3

i 9. 8

39.11,8

8.42

24.28,5

38.1 1,2

50.41,2

43*14

54-54
14.50,5

6.49,2

19.294

39 - 34,2

9. 3,1

24.49,7

38.32,4

48 - 53,7
51- 2,7

43 - 35,3

55 - 15,5

15.11,7

51. 0

7.1 1,8

‘ 9 *5°,

4

39.56,9
9.24,2

25.1 1

38-53,8

J
11.49-15,8

642.52,73
6.54.32,62

7.14.29,25

7.50.17

8. 6.26,52

8.19. 8,08

8.39.11,77

9. 8.42,05

9.24.28,57

9.38.11,35

u.49. 6,5

6.42.40,48

6.54.20,37

7.14.16,85

7.50.04,50
8. 6.13,77
8.18.55,28

8.38.58,87

9. 8.29,15

9.24.15,47

9.37.58,10



432 Capt. Kater’s experimentsfor determining the variation

Date.
Vierid. wire.

’

Stars. 1. 2.
3 - 4 - 5 - Chronometer. Clock.

h. m. s. m. s. m. s. m. s. m. s. h. m. s. h. m. s.

5
, f 1st limb

® | 2d limb
1 1.46.50,7

x 1 .48.59,5

47.12

49.20,6
47-33

49.41, 8
47-545
5 °- 3 1

48.15,7

50.24,5 |
H.48.37,54 11.48. 8,64

cr Aquilae - 6.

46.17,7
34-59 35-20,5 35 -4',5 6.34.59,05 6 - 34 - 27,35

a. Aquilae - 6.45.56,4 46.39 47- 0,5 47.21,8 6.46.39,07 6.46. 7,22
9 Aquilae -

7 - 5 -53>4 6.14,5 6.35,6 6.56,8 7.18 7. 6.35,65 7- 6. 3,75
e Aquarii - 7.41.40,6 42. 2 42.23,2 42.45 43 - 6,3 7.42.23,38 7.41.5 1,28

a. Aquarii - 9. 0. 6 0.27,2 0.48 1. 9,1 1.30,5 9. 0.48,13 9. 0.15,68

y Aquarii 9.15.52,7 16.13,7 16.34,9 16.56 17.17 9.16.34,87 9.16. 2,27

n Aquarii -
9 - 2 9 - 35>3 29.56,5 30.17,4 30.38,9 31. 0 9.30.17,62 9.29.44,92

6
_, f istlimb
° S

\
2d limb

1 1.46.30,5

11.48.39.7

46.51,9

49. 1

47-13

49.22
47.54,6

49 -43,4
47 -55,9

5 °. 4,7 |

I 1.48.17,66 1 1.47.40,36

<t Aquilae - 6.30.18,8 3 °- 39-9 3 ‘- 1 31.22,3 3 ! -43>4 6.31. 1,07 6.30.20,82

a Aquilae - 6.41.58,3 42. 1 9,5 42.40,7 43. 2,2 43.23,8 6.42.40,87 6.42. 0,57
0 Aquilae 7 - M 5>4 2.16,3 2 - 37,5 2.58,7 3.19,9 7 - 2 . 37,55 7 - 1 -5 7, 1 5

e Aquarii -
7 -37 -4 2,4 3 8 - 4 38.25,2 3 8-47 39 - 8,3 7-38-25,35 7 - 37 -44 -7 S

a. Equulei - 8. 6.33,8 6.55 7. 16 7 - 37,4 7.58,7 8. 7.16,15 8 6.35,35
Capricorni 8.26.35,3 26.57,8 27.20 27-43 28. 5,5 8.27.20,27 8.26.39,37

a, Aquarii - 8.56. 8 56.29,4 56.50,2 57 -i ',4 57 - 32,8 8.56.50,33 8.1:6. <3,23

y Aquarii - 9.11.54,8 12.16 12.36,9 12.58 13.19,2 9.12.36,97 9.11.55,72

n Aquarii -
9 - 2 5 - 37’7 25.58,7 26.19,5 26.41 27. 2 9.26.19,73 9.25.38,43

8
, fist limb

° S

1 ad limb

1 1.45.52,8

11.48. 1,8

46. 1 4
48.23

46-35

48.44

46.56,8

49 - 5,5

47-17,9

49.27 j
11.47.39,78 11.46.45,38

<r Aquilae 6. — — 2 3- 2 7 23.48 6.23. 5,67 6.22. 8,92

9 Aquilae - 6.53.58,9 54.20,5 54 -4 I »4 55 - 3 5 5- 2 4 6.54.41,53 6 - 53 -44,63
Aquarii - 7.29.47 —

3 °- 3 °
—

3 II 3 7.30.30 7.29.32,8

a. Equulei - 7. — — 59-42 60. 2.9 7.59.20,58 7.58.23,28

Capricorni 8.18.39,7 19. 2,2 19.24,5 19.47,2 20. 9,8 8.19.24,65 8. i 8.27,2

a. Aquarii - 8.48.12,7 48 - 33 ’S 48.54,7 49.16 49-37 8.48.54,77 8.47.37,07

0 Aquarii - 9.17.42 18. 3 18.24 18.45,4 19- 6,5 9.18.24,17 9.17.26,37

Transits observed at Arbury Hill.

Oct. 21
,s f 1st limb

0
\ 2d limb

1 1.42.46,8

11.44.58

43 - 8,2

45.19,4
1 43- 29 >9

45.41
43 - 55 ,i

46. 2,5

44-13
46.24 |

11.44.35,39 11.44.28,39

17 Aquilae -
5 - 3 i- 5>5 31.26,5 3 * 47,7 32. 9 32.30,2 5 - 3 I -47,73 5 - 3 i-39,53

a. Aquilae - 5.42.44,5 43- 6 43 - 27,3 43-49 44. 1 0,

1

5 -43 -27,37 5.43.19,17

0 Aquilae - 6. 2.42,4 3 - 3 > 8 3.24,8 3 -46 4 - 7 6. 3.24,8 6. 3.16,55

25 cr Aquilae -
5 * I 5* I 7 15.38,4 55 - 59,3 16.2

1

16.42 5 .i 5 -59,5 5 -i 5 - 3°,75

a. Aquilae - 5.26.56,4 27.18 27-39 28. 0,6 28.22 5 -27 -39 , ! 7 5.27.10,42

0 Aquilae - 5.46.54,3 47 - 15,4 47.36,4 47.58 48.19 5.47.36,58 5.47. 7,78

26 , ( 1st limb
® s

}
2d limb

1 1.42. 0,5

11.44.12,5

42.22

44 - 34,3

42.43,6

44.56
43 - 5,5

45 - 17,7

43-27

45 - 39,2 |
11.43.49,83 1 1.43.17,93

cr Aquilx » 5.11.19,5 11.40,6 12. 1,9 12.23,1 12.44,4 5.12. 1,9 5.11.29,1

a Aquilae - 5.22.59 23.20,3 23.41,4 24 - 3 24.24,4 5.23.41,58 5.23. 8,78

0 Aquilae - 5.42.56,5 43.18 43-39 44- 0 44.21,2 5 -43 - 38,95 5.43. 6,05
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Transits observed at Shanklxn Farm.

Date. Stars. i. 2.

Herid. wire.

3' 4 - 5 -

Mean
Chronometer. Clock.

h. m. s.

6.52.25,55

h. m. s.

6.52.37,32i8i 9.}
May io

j

Regulus -

h. m. s.

6.5 1.42,2

m. s.

52. 4

m. s.

52.25,5

m. s.

52.47,2

m. s.

ii
C ist limb

° s

| 2dlimb
11.58.51,7

0. 1. 5

59-H
1.27,3

59.36,2

1.49,6
59 - 5 8 *5

2.1 1,8

60.20,5

2-34 1
0. 0.42,86 0. 0.49,49

12 d -

s Virginis -

x Virginis -

t Boots
»

i

Boots -

Arcturus -

9. 10.41

9 - 37-45
10. 0.10,7

10.23. 6,5

10.30.29,3

10.5 1.46

ii- 3*3
38. 6,8

0.32,2

23.28,7

3°-5 !,8

52. 9

n.25,5
38.28

°-53>5

23 - 5 i

3 I-H
53 - 3 i

1 1.48

38.49.8
1. 15

24.13,2

3 i- 36,5

53.58.8

12.10,5

39-ii ’3
1.36,5

24- 35*5

31-59

53 -i 6

9.11.25,63

9.38.28,15

10. 0.53,57
10.23.50,98

10.31.14,1

10.52.31,13

9.1 1.21,26

9.38.24,16
10. 0.49,30

10.23.46,29

10.3,1. 9*37
10.52.26,25

13
, / i st limb

° zd limb
Regulus

11.58.44,6

0. 0.58,3

6.39.49

59 - 7
1.20,5

40.1

1

59.29,2

'•43

40.32,5

5 9-5 1 ,8

2. 5,2

40.54,2

60.14

2.27,5

41.15,8

j-
0. 0.36,11

6.40.32,5

0. 0.26,89

6.40.21,23

14
_ , f ist limb
° S

l 2d limb
1 1.58.41,8

0. 0.55,5
59 - 4

1. 18
59.26,5

1.40

59.48,8
2. 2,5

60.1 1,0

2.25 }
0 -33 ’3 ‘ 0. 0.16,44

is
, f ist limb

° \ 2d limb
Regulus -

11.58.39,2
0. 0.53,4

6.31.53,8

59. 2

1.15,8

3 2 - I 5>5

59.24
1.38,2

3 2 -37

59.46.7
2. 0,5

32.58.7

60. 9
2.23

33.20,2

j* 0. 0.31,18

6-32.37*03

0. 0. 6,51

6.32.10,35

l6
_ , ( ist limb® S

] 2d limb
Regulus -

d -

£ Virginis -

a. Virginis -

r Boots -

ti Boots
Arcturus -

11.58.37,5
0. 0.51,5

6.27.56,0

8.54.50.3

9.21.54.3

9.44.20

10. 7.15,7

10.14.38,7

10.35.55,4

59. 0
1.14

28.17,8

55 - 1 3
22.16

44.41,5

7 - 3 f *7

15. 1

36.18

59.22.5

1.36,5

28.39.5

55-35

22-37,3

45- 2,8

8. 0
J 5 - 2 3>3

36.40,2

59-45
1.59

29. 1

55 - 57*5
22.59.1

45.24.2
8.22,2

15 -45*7

37 - 3

60. 7
2.21,3

29.22.5

56.20

23.20.5

45.45.6

8.44,5
16. 8,2

37 - 25*2

|
0. 0.29,43

6.28.39,28

8 - 5 S- 35 *i 3

9.22.37,41

9.45. 2,82

10. 8. 0,02

10.15.23,37

10.36.40,33

1 1.59.57,71

6.28. 5,65
8.55. 0,74
9.22. 2,83

9.44.28,08
io. 7.25,28

10.14.48,58

10.36. 5,44



434 Capt. Kater’s experimentsfor determining the variation

Comparisons of the Clock with the Chronometer.

Date. Chronometer. Clock. Clock fast.

h. m. s. h. m. s. m. s.

July 22, P. M. 5.19.10,25 5.24.28 5.17,75
6.10.40,8 6 . 16 . 0 5.19,20
9.53-20 9 58.47 5.27

10.l6.10 10.21.38 5.28

10.34.31 ,5 10.40. 0 5.28,5

21.49-45,5 21 55.37,3 5.51,8

22.41. 0,25 22.46.54 5.53,75
24 0.10.50,75 0.17.38 6.47,25

25 9.17.40 9-25.38 7.58

9-41. 0,8 9 49. 0 7.59,2

10. 3.25,25 10.1 1.25 7.59,75

10.22.20,5 10.30.21 8 . 0,5

26 0.13.28,5 0.22. 1 8.32,5

28 9.31.49,25 9-42. 0 10.10,75

0.12. 6 0.22.23 10.17

5.49.30,25 6 . 0 . 0 10.29,75

9- 6.30 9.17. 7 10.37

9-29-50 9-40.28 10.38

9-51. 0,25 10. 1.39 10.38,75

10.10. 5,5 10.20.45 10.39,5

August 5. 9. 4.40 9- 5.42 1. 2

9.27.40,25 9-28.43 2,75
9.46.20 9-47.23 1. 3

10.24.41 10.25.45 1. 4
10.44. 0,5 10.45. 5 1. 4,5

11. 5. 0 11. 6 . 5 1. 5
6 0.22.59,8 0.24.22 1 .22,2

8.38. 5,25 8.39.39 1.33,75

7 0.16.40,25 0.18.36 1.55,75

S 0.16.45 0.19.18 2.33

5.15.18,5 5.18. 0 2.41,5

8.31. 0 8.33.47 2.47

8.52.15,5 8.55. 3 2.47,5

9-34.20,3 9-37. 9 2.48,7

10.48.50,25 10.51.41 2.50,75
10 0.16.15 0.20. 8 3.53

5. 3.35,4 5. 7.37 4. 1,6

8.22.20,4 8.26.28 4. 7,6
8.44. 0,75 8.48. 9 4. 8,25

9- 7. 0 9-11. 9 4. 9
9-26.15,5 9.30.25 4. 9,5

9.58.45,5 10. 2.56 4.10,5

10.40.10 10.44.22 4.12

11 8.18. 0,5 8.22.52 4.51,5

8.40.14,75 8.45. 7 4.52,25

9. 5. 0 9. 9-53 4.53

9.22. 0,5 9.26.54 4.53,5
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Date. Chronometer. Clock. Clock fast.

h. m. s. h. m. s. m. s.

August 11 9-54. 6,5 9.59. 1 4.54,5

10.16.19,75 10.2115 4.55,25
- 10.36.50,25 10.41.46 4.55,75

12 0.15.45,4 0.21. 6 5.20,6

4.57. 0,25 5. 2.2

9

5.28,75

8.13.25,25 8.19. 0 5.34,75
- 8.36. 0,5 8.41.36 5.35,5

9- 1. 0,5 9- 6.37 5.36,5

9.20.20 9.25.57 5.37

9.50. 5 9.55.43 5.38

10.11.55,5 lO.i7.34 5.38,5

10.31.49,75 10.37.29 5.39,25
Slow.

13 0.17-30,75 0.17. 8 0.22,75

4.51. 0,5 4.50.46 0.14,5

S. 10.20,4 8.10.12 0. 8,4

Fast.

14 0.15.51,5 0.16.12 0.20,5

8. 6.25,25 8. 7- 0 0.34,75

8.29-41,5 8.30.17 0.35,5

8.51.20 8.51.56 0.36

9.10.15,4 9-10.52 0.36,6

10. 5.32,5 10. 6.11 0.38,5

10.21.10 10.21.49 0.39

15 0.15.29.75 0.16.35 1. 5,25
4.43.51,75 4.45. 5 1.13,25

8. 3.54,75 8. 5.14 1.19,25
8.24. 0 8.25.20 1.20

8.47.15,25 8.48.36 1.20,75

9- 6.15,5 9- 7.37 1.21,5

16 0.15. 0,25 0.16.49 1.48,75

4.40.29,9 4.42.27 1.57,1

7.58.56,75 8. 1. 0 2. 3,25
8.43.19,5 8.45.24 2. 4,5

- 9- 3.34,8 9. 5.40 2. 5,2
10.13. 0,5 10.15. 8 2. 8,5

17 0.15.24,9 0.17-58 2.33,1

7-56.41,12 7. 59.2S,

5

2.47,38
8.16. 5 8.18.53 2.48

8.39-10,25 8.41.59 2.48,75
8.58.11,5 9- I- 1 2.49,5

9-51.59,9 9-54.51 2.51,1

10. 9-30,4 10.12.22 2.51,6
18 4.32.49,75 4.36.14 3.24,25

8.12.34,8 8.16. 6 3.31,2

8.35. 5 8.38.37 3.32

8.54. 0,5 8.57.33 3.32,5

39 0.14.34,75 0.18.35 4. 0,25

Slow.

31 7.47.49, 9 7.47.19 0.30,9

3 LMDCCCXIX



43^ Capt. Kater's experimentsfor determining the variation

Date. Chronometer. Clock. Clock slow.

h. m. s. h. m. s. m. s.

August 31 9.56. 5,5 9-55.37 0.28, 5

10.41.39,75 10.41.12 0.27,75

10.56. 0,5 10.55.33 0.27,5
- 11.16. 0 11.15.33 0.27

11.29- 9,8 11.28.43 0.26.S

11.46.40,5 11.46.14 0.26,5

Fast.

September 2 0.13.15,3 0.13.35 0.19,7

9-45. 0,8 9.45.32 0.31,2

10. 4. 0,4 10. 4.32 0.31,6

10.33.49,75 10.34.22 0.32,25

0.32,610 48.10,4 10.48.43

11.19.44,75 11.20.18 0.33,25

12. 4.24,75 12. 4.49 0.34,25

4 9.38. 4,75 9.39.35 1.30,25

9.58. 0,25 9-5931 1.30,75

10.24.45,5 10.26.17 ' 1.31,5

10.40.40,25 10.42.12 1.31,75

10.53. 0 10.54.32 1.32

11.12. 0,5 11.13.33 1.32,5

11.31. 0 11.32.33 1.33
1

11.48. 9,75 ll.49.43 1.33,25

11.56. 5,5 11.57.39 1.33,5

5 0.11.15,2 0.13. 5 1-49,8

6 0.11.49,8 0.14.12 2.22,2
Slow.

8 10. 8.30 10. 4.46 3.44

10.28. 5,5 10.24.42 3.43,5

10.37.15,3 10.33.32 3.43,3

10.55.49,9 10.52. 7 3.42,9

11.21. 0,3 11.27.18 3.42,3

11.40. 9,8 1 1.36.28 3.41,8

11.58.41,4 11.55. 0 3.41,4

10 10. 6. 0,5 10. 3.28 2-32,5

10.16.30,25 10.13.58 2.32,25

10.30. 5 10.2733 2.32

11.13.30,8 11.11. 0 2.30,8

11.32.50,3 11.30.20 2.30,3

1150. 9,9 1 1.47.40 2.29,9

12 9.54.20,4 9.53. 2 1.18,4

10. 8.50 10. 7.32 1.18

10.41. 0,23 10.39-43 1.17,25

11. 4. 0,75 11. 2.44 1.16.75

11.23.40,25 11.22.24 1 16.25

11.42. 0,75 11.40.45 1 . 1 5,75

14 9 45. 4,9 9.44.56 0 . 8,9

10. 5.40,2 10. 5.32 0 . 8,2

10.17.40 10.17.32 0. 8

10.32. 4,75 10.31.57 0. 7,75

j 10.56 30 ' 10.56.23 0 . 7

!
|

11.15,26,5 11,15.20 0. 6,5
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Date. Chronometer. Clock. Clock slow.

li. m. s. h. m. s. no. s.

September 14 11 3+.19>9 11.34.14 0. 5,9

October 2 6.49- 975 6.49. 7 0. 2,75

7. l. 2,75 7. 1. 0 0. 2,75

7 .21 . 2,S 7.21. 0 0. 2,8

8.27- 3,25 8.27. 0 0. 3.25

8 48. 3,3 8.48. 0 0. 3,3

9-15. 3,4 9.15. 0 0. 3,4

9.31. 3,5 9 31. 0 0. 3,5
3 A.M. 11.54. 9,3 11.54. 0 0. 9,3
P.M. 6.45.12,25 6.45. 0 0.12,25

6.57-12,25 6.57. 0 0.12,25

7-16.12,4 7.16. 0 0.12,4

7-5 4.12,5 7.54. 0 0.12,5

8. 9.12,75 8. 9- 0 0.12,75

8.22.12,8 8.22. 0 0.12,8

8.42.12,9 8.42. 0 0.12,9
9-11.30 911.17,1 0.12,9

9-2913,1 9 29. 0 0.13,1

941.13,25 9.41. 0 0.13,25

5 A. M. 11.52.28,9 11.52. 0 0.28,9
P.M 6.37.31,7 6.37. 0 0.31,7

6.43.31,8 6.43. 0 0.31,8

7- 9 31,9 7- 9- 0 0.31,9

7.46.32 7.46. 0,1 0.32,1

8. 1.32,25 8 . 1 . 0 0.32,25
October 5 9. 4.32,45 9- 4. 0 0.32,45

9-18.32,6 9-18. 0 0.32,6

9-32.32,7 9.3 2. 0 0.32,7

6 A.M. 11.51.37,3 11.51. 0 0.37,3
P.M. 6.32.40,25 6.32. 0 0.40,25

6.44.40,3 6.44. 0 0.40,3

7. 3.40,4 7. 3. 0 0.40,4

7-40.40,6 7.40. 0 0.40,6

8. 9-40,8 8. 9. 0 0.40,8

8.29.40.9 8.29. 0 0.40,9
8.59.41,1 8.59. 0 0.41,1

9.14.41,25 9-14. 0 0.41,25
9-28.41,3 9-28. 0 0.41,3

7 A.M. 11.51.45,6 11.51. 0 0.45,6
8 A.M. 11.51.54,4 11.51. 0 0.54,4
P.M. 6.24.56,75 6.24. 0 0.56,75

6.57-56,9 6,57. 0 0.56,9
7.33.57,2 7-33. 0 0.57,2
8. 1.57,3 8. 1. 0 0.57,3
8.21.57,45 8.21. 0 0.57,45
8.50.57,7 8.50. 0 0.57,7
9-22. 57,8 9.22. 0 0.57,8

21 A.M. H.49. 7 11.49. 0 0. 7
P. M. 5.35. 8,2 5.35. 0 0 . 8,2

5.46. 8,2 5.46. 0 0. 8,2
]



438 Capt. Kater’s experimentsfor determining the variation

Date. Chronometer. Clock. Clock slow.

h. in. s. h. m. s. m. s .

October 21 6 . 6 . 8,25 6 . 6 . 0 0. 8,25

6 . 19 . 8,25 6 . 19 . 0 0. 8 25
October 25 5.19.28,75 5 . 19 . 0 0.28,75

5.30.23,75 5.30. 0 0.28,75

5.50.28,8 5.50. 0 0.28,8

6.55.28,95 6.55. 0 0.2 -\95

7.10.29,05 7 . 10 . 0 0.29,05

7.44.29,2 7-44. 0 0.29,2

7.59.29,2 7.59. 0 0.29,2

8.14.29,25 8.14. 0 0.29,25

26 A. M. 11.48.31,9 11.48. 0 0.31,9

P. M. 5.15.32,8 5.15. 0 0.32,8

5.26.32,8 5.26. 0 0.32,8

5.50.32,9 5.50. 0 0.32,9

Fast.

18 19. May 10 6.56.48,25 6 .57 . 0 0.11,75

11 0. 4.53,4 0. 5. 0 0. 6,6

Slow.

12 8.28. 4,25 8.28. 0 0. 4,25

9.16. 4,4 9 . 16 . 0 0. 4,4

9-46. 4,4 9-46. 0 0. 4,4

10. 4. 4,3 10. 4. 0 0. 4,3

10.34. 4,75 10.34. 0 0. 4,75
10.55. 4,9 10 55. 0 0. 4,9

13 0. 5. 9,25 0. 5. 0 0. 9,25
6.45.11,3 6.45. 0 0.1 1,3

14 0 4 . 16,9 0. 4. 0 0 . 16,9

15 0. 4.24,7 0. 4. 0 0.24,7

6.35.26,7 6 35. 0 0.26,7

16 0. 4.31,75 0. 4. 0 0.31,75

6.31.33,75 6.31. 0 0.33,75

8.57.34,4 8 .57 . 0 0.34,4

9-25.34,6 9 .25 . 0 0.34,6

9.47.34,75 9 .47 . 0 0.34,75

10.17.34,8 10 . 17 . 0 0.34,8

1 10.38.34,9 10.38. 0 0.34,9
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Observationsfor the error of the Chronometer.

Unst, ISIS, 23d July, P. M. O’s U. L.

Chronometer. Level. Readings, &c.

h. m s.

4.21 24,5

4.24.29,5

4.26.46,0
• 4.28. 1,5

+ 7

+ 5

+ 10

+ 9

— 3— 5

+ 4

+ o

° / //

First Vernier - “ 230-32.15
Second - 5

Third - 5

Fourth - - 10

Mean - . 4.25.10 4
True time . 4.24.23,3

+ 31 — 4 Mean - - 239-32. 8,7

Level - - + 32,4
Index + 18,0

Chron. fast - - 47^
4)239-32.59,1

(+ 31—4) " //
Observed Z. D. - 59-53.14,8
Ref. and Parall. - + 1.32,3

Semidiam. - + 15.46,4
2

" X -D— +32,4

True Z D. - - 60.10.33,5

Unst, 23rd July, P. M. O’s U. L.

Chronometer. Level. Readings, &c.

h. in. s.

First Vernier
O / //

4.3 1 .55 + 6— 1 - 243.58.10
4.33.16 + 4 — 2 Second 58. 0
435.32,5 + 9 + 4 Third 57.50
4.37. 0,5 + 5 + 0 Fourth 58.15

Mean
True time

- 4.34.26,0

4.33.37,9

+ 24 + 1 Mean
Level

243.58 3,7

+ 30,0

Chron. fast 48,1

Index - + 18,0

4)243.58.51,7

( + 24 + 1) / //

2,4=+ 30,0
Observed Z. D. - 60.59.42,9

2
X

Ref. and Parall. + 1.36,8

Semidiam. + 15.46,4

True Z. D. = 61 . 17 . 6,1

From the mean of the above observations, the chronometer

appears to be 47*,6 too fast, and the rate being —i‘,8i, we
have 47‘,9 for its error too fast at noon.



44° Capt. Kater’s experimentsfor determining the variation

Portsoy, 1818, 3rd August, P. M. Q’s U. L.

Chronometer. Level. Readings, &c.

h. m. s. O I ti

First Vernier - 234.26.554. 8.35 + 4— 2

4. 9-50,5 — 1 — 6 Second - 45
4.11. 7 + 2 — 4 Third - - 40
4.12. 4,5 + 5 — 0 Fourth - - 60

Mean - . - 4.10.24,2 + 10— 12 Mean - - 234.26.50
True time - 4. 2.31,3 Level - - — 2,4

Index - - + 18,0
Chron. fast - - 7.52,9

4)234.27. 5,6

do— ig') * Observed Z. D. - 58.36. 46,

4

J__J X 2,4=—2,4 Ref. and Parall. - + 1-24,7

Semidiam. - + 15.47

True Z. D. - 58.53.58,1

Portsoy, 3rd August, P. M. O's U. L.

Chronometer. Level. Readings, &c.

h. m. s.

4.15.56.5

4.17. 9
4.18.29.5

4.20. 5,5

+ 4

+ 4

+ 5

+ 1

+ 2

+ 1

+ 3
— 2

o / n

First Vernier - 238.18.40

Second 25
Third 30
Fourth 50

Mean - - 4.17-55,1

True time - - 4.10. 3,4

Chron. fast - - 7-51,7

(+ 14+ 4) >>
t

" -~—
a
~—- X 2,4=2 1,6

I

2

+ 14 + 4 Mean - - 238.18.36,6

Level - + 21,6
Index - - + 1 8,0

4) 238.19.16,2

Observed Z. D. - 59-34.49,0

Ref. and Parall. - + 1.30,4

Semidiam - + 15.47

True Z. D. - 59-52. 6,4

Sun rather obscure during some of

these observations.

From the mean of the above observations, the chronometer

appears to be 7“.52",3 too fast, and the rate being — i',7 we

have the chronometer 7“ .52* ,58 too fast at apparent noon*



in the length of the pendulum vibrating seconds. 4,4,1

Leith Fort, 1818 , 17th September, A. M. O’s U. L.

Chronometer.

Mean
True time

Cbron. fast

h. m. s.

7.36.3-1

7-3S.26
7.41.16

7-43. 1

7.39.49,2

7.31. 7,6

8.41,6

( + 88—72 )
m »—

2
- ’

X2,4— + 19,2

Level.

+ 24

+ 22

+ 20

+ 22

+ 88

— 17— 19

—21
— 15

—72

Readings, &e.

0 ; 11

First Vernier 297 -25.25

Second 25.40
Third 25.25

Fourth 25.15

Mean 297.25.20,2
Level + 19,2

Index + is

4) 297.26.3,4

Observed Z. D. 74.21.30,85
Ref. and Parall. + 3.16,6
Semidiam. + 15.57,3

True Z. D. 74.40.44,75

Leith Fort, 17th September, A. M. ©’s U. L.

Chronometer. Level. Readings, &c.

h. m. s. O 1 It

7-49. 4 + 20 —20 First Vernier - 291.19-55

7.50.19 + 18 —20 Second 19.45

7-52.19,5 + 25— 13 Third 19.55

7.54.16,5 + 16 —22 Fourth 1955

Mean - - 7-51.29,8 +79 —75 Mean - 291.19.52,5
True time - 7+2.48,2 Level - -f 4,8

Index + 18

Cbron. fast - 8.41,6
4)291-20.15,3

Observed Z. D. 72.50. 3,85

( + 79—75) " "
Ref. and Parall. + 2.58

g
11 *

Semidiam. - + 15.57,3

True Z. D. 73. 8.59,15

From the above observations the chronometer appears to

be 8“.4i%6 too fast, and the rate being

—

V,S^ y
we have the

chronometer 8m.4,2\i8 too fast at apparent noon.



442 Capt. Kater’s experimentsfor determining the variation

Aiiburv Hill, at the Pendulum Station, 1818, August 18th, P. M. Q’s U. L.

Chronometer.

Mean
True time

Chronom. slow

h. m. s.

3.4. 7
3.5.31

37-34
3.8.51

3.6.30,7

3.6.44,5

13,8

( + 45—51)
X 2,4=—7,2

Level

+ 9
+ ii

+ 14

+ 11

+ 45

— 17

— 12

- 9
—13

—51

Readings, &c.

First Vernier

Second
Third

Fourth

Mean
Level

Index

Observed Z. D.
Ref. and Parall.

Semidiam.

True Z. D.

29<).46.55

40
50
45

299-46.47,5
— 7,2

+ 18,0

4)299.46.58,3

- 74.56.44,6

+ 3.24,3

+ 16 . 6,0

75.16.14,9

Arbury Hill, at the Pendulum Station, August ISth, P. M. Q’s U. L.

Level. Readings, &c.

+ 14

+ 12

— 7— 9

O / //

First Vernier - 151.57. 5

Second - - 56.30
Third - - 56.35

Fourth - - 56.45+ 26 — 16

Mean - - 151.56.43,7

Level - - + 12,0

Index - - + 18,0

2)151.57-13,7

Observed Z. D. - 73.58.36,8

Ref. and Parall. - + 3.48,2

Semidiam. - + 16. 6,0

True Z. D. - 76.18.31,0

Chronometer.

Mean
True time

Chronom. slow

h. m. s.

3.13.48

3.16.12

3.15. 0
3.15.14,8

14,8

<±2±^>x5.4=+Ao

From the mean of the above observations the chronometer

appears to be i4‘,3 too slow; the daily rate being — i',2 6.



in the length of the pendulum vibrating seconds , 443

Shanklin Farm, 10th May, 1S19, A. M, O’s U. L.

Chronometer. Level. Readings, &c.

h. m. s.

8.39.32

8.41. 3
8.42.56'

8.44.44

+ 18

+ 11

+ 12

+ 13

—15
— 19

—19
—17

0 1 11

First Vernier - 204.40.35
Second - 20
Third - 10
Fourth - 30

Mean - - 8.42. 3,75
True time - 8.37-24,90

+ 54 —70 Mean - - 204.40.23,7
Level - — 19,2
Index - - + 13,0

Chron. fast - 4.38,85

'

4) 204.40.17,5

(+51-70) "
Observed Z. D. - 51.10.4,35
Ref. and Parall. + 1. 5,0
Semidiam. - + 15.51,4

True Z. D. - 51.27. 0,75

Shanklin Farm, 10th May, A. M. O’s U. L.

Chronometer. Level. Readings, &c.

h. m. s.

8.50 33
8.5-2.14

8.56.23

8.5757

+ 20

+ 17

+ 22

+ 14

— 10
— 13

— 5

— 14

0 1 n
First Vernier - 197.31.50
Second - 35
Third - 30
Fourth - - 50

Mean - - 8.54 16,75

True time - 8.49.36,90

+ 73 —42 Mean - - 197.31.41,2
Level - - + 37,2
Index - - + 13,0

Chron. fast - 4.39,85

4)197-32.31,4

Observed Z. D. - 49.23. 7,85
Ref. and Parall. + 1. 1,2
Semidiam. - + 15.51,4

(4.73

—

42) " //
V — ,

yO A— 1-3? O

True Z. D. - 49,40. 0,45

3 Mmdcccxix



44)4 Capt. Kater’s experimentsfor determining the variation

Shanklin Farm, 10th May, A.M. O’s L. L.

Chronometer, Level. Readings, &e.

h.m. s.

9.3. 1

9.4. 9
v 9.5.37

9.6.36

+ 21

+ 9

+ 21

+20

— 6

—20
— 6

— 6

° II

First Vernier - 191 30. 0
Second - - 2:*.30

Third - - 29.40
Fourth - - 30. 0

Mean - - 94.50,75
True time - 9.0.10 40

+71 —38 Mean - - 191.29.47,5

Level - - + 39,6

Index - + 13,0

Chron. fast. - 4.40,35

4)191.30.40,1

(+71—38) « „
"

Observed Z. D. - 47.52.40,05

Ref. and Parall. + 58,5

Semidiam. - + 15.51,4
' ’ ' 0 A'*;*—

2 -r

True Z. D, - 48. 9.30,0



in the length of the pendulum vibrating seconds 445

Observations of Coincidences.

1818, June 13, A. M. at Mr. Browne's house, Portland-

place, London. Barometer 29,9 inches, clock gaining i*,5

in a mean solar day.

Temp. Time of coin-

cidence.

Arc
of vibra-

tion.

Mean
Arc.

Interval

in

seconds.

No. of
vibrations.

Observed
Vibrations

in 24 hours.

Correc-
tion for

Arc.

Vibrations
in 24 hours.

71,2

h. m. s.

10. 5. 9

13.18

21.28

29.39
37-4 l>

46. 0
54.11

11 : 2.21

10.34

19.44

26.56

O

1,3S

1,33

1,27

1,23

1,17
1,13

1,08

1,03

0,98

0,95

0,92

O

1.35

1,30

1,25

1,20
1,15

1,10

1 ,05

1,00

0.96

4S9
490
491

490
491

491
490
493
490

-

s.

2.98

2,77
2,56

2,36
2,17
1.98

1,80

1,64

1,51

72,0
0,93 490 1,42

71,6 Mean 490,5 4SS,5 86049,20 2,12 86051,32

June 14, A. M. Barometer 30,0 inches.

69.3

70.3

70,6

10.2730
35.40

43.51

52. 2

11. 0.12

8.24

16.35

24.47
32.58

41.10

49.23

1,39

1,33

1.2S

1,23

1,17

1,13

1,08

1,03

0.99

0,96

0,92

1,36

1,30

1,25

1,20

1,15

1,10

1,05

1,01

0,97

0.94

490
491
491
490
492
491
492
491
422

493

3,03

2,77
2,56

2,36

2,17
1,98

1,80

1,67

3,54

1,45

70,1 Mean 491,3 4S9,3 S6049,77 2,13 86051,90



44$ Capt. Kater’s experimentsfor determining the variation

June 15 ,
A. M. London.

Barometer 30,05 inches, clock gaining i*,5.

Temp. Time of coin-

cidence.

Arc
of vibra-

tion.

Mean
Arc.

Interval

in

seconds.

Nc. of
vibrations.

Observed
vibrations

in 24 hours.

Correc-
tion for

Arc.

Vibrations

in 24 hours.

69,6

70,3

h. m. s.

10. 3.10

11.20

19.31

27-42

35.54

44. 5

52.17

O

1.34

1.29

1.23

1.18

1.13

1.09

1.05

O

1,31

1,26

1,20

1,15

1,11

1,07

490
491

491
492
491

492

S.

2,81

2,60

2,36

2,17

2,02

1,88

69,9 Mean 491,17 489,17 86049,68 2,31 86051,99

1

June 16, A. M. Barometer 29,95 inches.

70,3

70,8

9.58.13

10. 6.24

14.34

22.46

30.57
39. 9

47.21
55.33

11. 3.45

11.58

20.10

1,26

1,22

1,16

1,12

1,06

1,02

0,98
0,94

0;90

0,87

0,82

1,24

1,18

1,14

1,09

1,04

1,00

0,96

0,92

0,88

0,84

491
490
492
491
492
492
492
492
493
492

2,52

2,28

2,13

1,95

1,77

1,64

1,51

1,39

1,27

1,15

70,5 Mean 491,7 489, 7 86050,06 1,76 86051,82



in the length of the pendulum vibrating seconds. 447

July 23, P. M. at Unst.

Clock gaining 50’,63 in a mean solar day. Barometer 30,0

inches.

Temp . Time of Coin-
cidence.

Arc
of vibra.

tion.

Mean
Arc .

I nterval

in

Seconds.

No. of
vibrations.

Observed
vibrations

in 24 hours.

Correc-
tion for

Arc.

Vibrations
in 24 hours.

58,0

58,8

h . m . S .

0.44.47
52.48

1. 0.49

8.52

16.54

24.57
32.59
41. 2

49. 5

57- 8
2. 5.10

O
1,25

1,18

144
1,08

1,03

0,98

0,93

0,90

0,85

0,82

0,78

O

1,21

1,16

1.11

1,05

1,00

0,95

0,91

0,87
0,83

0,80

481
481
483
482
483
482
483
483
483
482

s.

2,40

2,20
2,02

1,80

1,64

1,48

1,36

1,24

1,13

1,05

58,4 Mean 482,3 480,3 86092,15 1,63 86093,78

July 23, P. M. Barometer 30,3 inches.

58.8

59.8

2. 9.54

17-55

25.56

33.57
41.58

50. 0
58. 1

3. 6. 3
14. 5

22. 7
SO . 9

1,21

1,16

1,11

1,06

1,01

0,97
0,94

0,90
0,85

0,82

0,79

1,18

1,13

1,08

1,03

0,99

0,95

0,92

0,87
0,83

0,80

481
481
481

481
482
481
482
482
482
482

2,28

2,10

1,91

1,74

1,61

1,48

1,39

1,24

1,13

1,05

59,3 Mean 481,5 479,5 86091,55 1,59 86093,14



4,4$ Capt. Kater’s experimentsfor determining the variation

July 24, A. M. Unst.

Clock gaining 50\6$. Barometer 29,9 inches.

Temp. rime of Coin-
cidence.

A c

af vibra-

tion.

Mean
Arc.

Interval

in

seconds.

No. of

vibrations.

Observed
vibrations

n 24 hours

.

Correc-
tion for

Arc.

Vibrations

n 24 hours.

56,7

58,0

h. m. s.

8. 4.15

12.16

20.17
28.18

36.20
44.21

52.22

9. 0.24

8.27

16.29

24.32

1,22

1,17

1,12

1,08

1,03

0,98
0,94

0,91

0,87
0,83

0,80

0

1,19

1,14

1,10

1,05

1,00

0,96

0,92

0,89
• 0,85

0,81

481
481
481
482
481
481
482
483
482
483

S.

2,32

2,13

1,99

1,80

1,64

1,51

1,39

1,30

1,18

1,08

57,3 Mean 481,7 479,7 86091,70 1,63 86093,33

July 24, P. M. Barometer, 29,82 inches.

59.7

59.8

1. 2.36

10.3?

18.36

26.37

34.37
42.38

50.39

58.39
2. 6.40

14.41

22.42

1,21

1,14

1,10

1,05

1.02

0,97
0,93

0,89

0,85

0,83

0,79

1,17

1,12

1,07

1,03

0,99

0,95

0,91

0,87

0,84

0,81

481

479
481
480
481

481
480
481
481
481

2.24

2,06

1,88

1,74

1,60

1,48

1,36

1.24

1,16

1,08

J

59,7 Mean 480,6 478,6 86090,87 1,58 86092,45



449in the length of the pendulum vibrating seconas.

July 25, A. M. Unst.

Clock gaining 50’,63. Barometer 29,84 inches.

Temp. Time of coin-

cidence.

Arc
of vibra-

tion.

Mean
Arc.

Interval

in

seconds.

No. of

vibrations.

Observed
vibrations

in 24 hours.

Correc
tion for

Arc.

Vibrations

in 24 hours.

57,00

58,4

h. m. s.

7-41.34

49.35

57-36

8. 5.37

13.39

21.40

29.42

37-44
45 46

53.47
9- J .49

1°20

1,14

1,10

1,05

1,01

0,97

0,93

0,89

0,85

0,S2

0,79

O

3,17

1,12

1,07

1,03

0,99

0,95

0,91

0,87

0,83

0,80

481
" 481
481
482
481
482
482
482
481
482

-

2.24

2,06

1,88

1,74

1,60

1,48

1,36

1.24

1,13

1,05

57,7 Mean 481,5 479,5 S6091,54 1/8 86093,12

July 25, P. M Barometer 29,72 inches.

58,7

59,3

2 . 0.27

8.27

16.27

24.27
32.26

40.27

48.27

56.27

3. 4.29

12.29

1,21

1,17

1,11

1,06

1,01

0,98

0,93

0,90

0,87

0,83

1,19

1,14

1,08

1,03

0,99

0,95

0,91

0,88

0,85

480
480
4S0
479
481

480
480
482
480

2,32

2,13

1,91

1,74

1,60

1,48

1,36

1,27

1,18

59,0 Mean 480,2 478,2 86090,57 1,67 S 6092,24



450 Co.pt. Kater’s experimentsfor determinmg the variation

July 26, A. M. Unst:

Clock gaining 50*,63. Barometer 29,95 inches.

Temp. Time of coin-
cidence.

Arc
of vibra-

tion.

Mean
Arc.

Interval

in
seconds.

No. of
vibrations.

Observed
vibrations

in 34 hours.

Correc-
tion for

Arc.

Vibrations

in 24 hours.

0

57,1

58,6

b. m. s.

7.42.47

50.47
58.47

8. 6.48

14.49
22.50
30 50
38 51

46.52

54 53

9. 2.54

0

1,13

1,08

1,04

1,00

0,97
0,93

0,89

0,84

0,81

0,79

0j75

0

1,10

1,06

1,02

0,98

0,95

0,91

0,86

0,82

0,80

0,77

480
480
481
481
481
480
481
481
481
481

S.

1,98

1,84

1,71

1,57

1,48

1,36

1,21

1,10

1,05

0,97

47,8 Mean 480,7 478,7 86090,94 1,43 86092,37

Oil was now applied to the scapement without stopping the

clock.



in the length of the pendulum vibrating seconds. 451

July 27, A. M.—Unst,

Clock gaining 50* ,63. Barometer 29,95 inches.

Temp. Time of coin-
cidence.

Arc
of vibra-

tion.

Mean
Arc.

Interval

in

seconds

.

No. of
vibrations.

Observed
vibrations

in 24 hours.

Correc-
tion for

Arc.

Vibrations
in 24 hours.

56,4

57,3

h. m. s.

7.45.32

53.31

S. 1.31

9.29

17-29

25.29

33.29

41.29
49.30

5730
9. 5.30

O

1,14

1,09

1,04

1,00

0,97

0,92

0,88

0,84

0,80

0,77
0,73

O

1,11

1,06

1,02

0,98

0,94

0,90
0,86

0,82

0,78

0,75

479
480
478
480
480
480
480
481
480
480

S.

2,02

1,84

1,71

1,57

1,45

1,33

1,21

1,10

1,00

0,92

56,8 Mean 479,8 477,8 86090,27 1,42 86091,69

July 27, P. M. Barometer 30,0 inches.

57,2

57,2

1.29. 6

37. 5

45. 3

53. 1

2. 1. 1

9. 2
17. 1

25. 1

33. 1

41. 1

49.01,5

1,18

1,13

1,08

1,04

0,98

0,96

0,92

0,88

0,84

0,82

0,78

1,15

1,10

1,06

1,01

0,97
0,94

0,90
0,86

0,83

0,80

479
478
478
480
481
479
480
480
480
480,5

2,17
1,98

1,84

1,68

1,54

1,45

1,33

1,21

1,13

1,05

57,2 Mean 479,6 477,6 86090,08 1,54 86091,62

3NMDCCCXIX



452 Capt. Kater’s experimentsfor determining the variation

July 28, A. M.

—

Unst.

Clock gaining 50 s
,63. Barometer 30,05 inches.

Temp. Time of coin-
cidence.

Arc
of vibra-

tion.

Mean
Arc.

Interval

in

seconds.

No. of
vibrations.

Observed
vibrations

in 34 hours.

Correc-
tion for

Arc.

Vibrations

in 24 hours.

O

53.8

54.8

h. m. s.

8. 2. 7
10. 7
18. 7
26. 7
34. 7
42. 8

50. 9

58. 9

9. 6.11

14.12

22.14

1,°29

1,13

1,08

1,03

1,01

0,96

0,92

0,88

0,85

0,82

0,78

0

1,21

1,10

1,05

1.02

0.98

0,94

0,90

0,86

0,83

0,80

480
480
480
480
481
481
480
482
481
482

9.

2,40
1,98

1,80

1,70

1,57

1,45

1,33

1,21

1,13

1,05

54,3 Mean 4SO,7 478,7 86090,95 1,56 86092,51

July 28, P. M. Barometer 30,2 inches.

57.6

58,5

2.12. 1

19.59

27.57
35.55

43.55

51.53

3. 9.53

7-52

15.53

23.53

32.53

1,27

1,22

1,17

1,11

1,06

1,02

0,98

0,93

0,89

0,85

0,82

1,24

1,19

1,14

1,08

1,04

1,00

0,95

0,91

0,87

0,83

478
478
478
480
478
480
479
481
480
480

2,52

2,32

2.13

1,91

1,77

1,64

1,48

1,36

1,24

1.13

58,0 Mean 479,2 477,2 86089,82 1,75 86091,57



in the length of the pendulum vibrating seconds. 453

August 6
,
A. M. at Portsoy.— 1st Series.

Clock gaining 37',63 in a mean solar day. Barometer

29£5 inches.

Temp. Time of coin-

cidence.

Arc
of vibra-

tion.

Mean
Arc.

Interval

in

seconds.

No. of
vibrations.

Observed
vibrations

in 24 hours

Correc-
tion for

Arc

Vibrations

in 24 hours.

64°8

64,8

h. m. s,

7.38.22

46.30
54.39

8 . 2.47

10.56

19. 5

27-14
35.23
43.33

51.42

59.51

0

1,16

1,12

1,07

1,03

0,99

0,94

0,90

0,87

0,84

0,80

0,76

O

1,14

1,09

1,05

1,01

0,96

0,92

0,88

0,85

0,82

0,78

488
489
488
489
489
489
489
490
489
489

s.

2,13

1,95

1,80

1,67

1,51

1,39

1,27

1,18

1,10

1,00

64,8 Mean 488,9 486,9 86084,03 1,50 86085,53

August 6
,
P. M. Barometer 30,0 inches.

64,8

65,7

1. 0.42

8.48

16.54

25. 1

33. 8

41.15

49.22

57-29

2. 5.36

13.43

21.51

1,23

1,16

1,12

1,05

1,02

0,98

0,93

0.89

0,85

0,83

0,79

1,19

1.14

1,08

1,03

1,00

0,95

0,91

0,87

0,84

0,81

486
486
487
487
4S7
487
487
48/

487
488

2,32

2,13

1,91

1,74

1,64

1,4S

1,36

1,24

1,16

1,07

65,2 Mean 486,9 484,9 86082,58 1,61 86084,19



454 Capt. Kater’s experimentsfor determining the variation

August 7, A. M. Portsoy .

—

ist Series.

Clock gaining 37', 163. Barometer 29,89 inches.

Temp. Time of coin-
cidence.

Arc
of vibra-

tion.

Mean
Arc.

Interval

in

seconds.

No. of

vibrations.

Observed
vibrations

in 24 hours.

Correc-
tion for

Arc.

Vibrations

n 24 hours.

62,7

61,9

h . m . s .

7 -26.17
34 22
42.27

50.32

58.38

8 . 6.44

14.49

22.55

31 . 1

39 . 7

47-13

0

1,15

1,10

1,06

1,01

0,98

0,94

0,89

0,85

0,63

0,79

0,76

O

1,12

1,08

1,03

0,99

0,96

0,91

0,87

0,84

0,81

0,77

485
485
485
486
486
45 5

486
486
456

486

«

S.

2,06

1,91

1,74

1,61

1,51

1,36

1.24

1,16

1,08

0 ,9 ?

62,3 Mean 485,6 483,6 86081,63 1,46 86083,09

August 7, P. M. Barometer 29,88 inches.

62,2

63 ,

C

0

.

52 . 9

1 . 0.12

8.16

16.20

24.24

32.29
40.34

48.38

56.43

2 . 4.47

12,53

1,19

1,14

1,09

1,05

1,00

0,96

0,93

0,89

0,85

0,82

0,78

1,16

1,11

1,07

1,02

0,98

0,94
0,91

0,87

0,83

0,80

483
484
484
484
485
485
484
485
484
486

2,21

2,02

1,87

B71
1,57

1,45

1,36

1,24

1,13

1,05

62 ,
£ Mean 484/ 482,4 86080 ,7 ^ 1,56 86082,30



in the length of the pendulum vibrating seconds
, 455

August 8, A. M. Portsoy.— 1st. Series.

Clock gaining 37* ,63. Barometer 30,05 inches.

Temp. Time of coin-
cidence.

Arc
of vibra-

tion.

Mean
Arc.

Interval

in

seconds.

No. of
vibrations.

Observed
vibrations

in 24 hours.

Correc-
tion for

Arc.

Vibrations
in 24 hours.

58,6

59,0

h. m. s.

7.39.46

47-48

55.51

S. 3.54

11.58

20. 1

28. 5

36. 8

44.12

52.16

9. 0.20

0

1,21

1,15

1,12

1,06

1,02

0,98

0,94

0,90

0,86

0,83

0,79

0

1,1S

1,13

1,09

1,04

1,00

0,96

0,92

0,88

0,84

0,81

482
483
483
484
483
484
4S3
484
484
484

S.

2,28

2,10

1,95

1,77
1,64

1,51

1,39

1,27

1,16

1,08

58,8 Mean 483,4 481,4 860SO,00 1,61 Js6081,61

August 8, P. M. Barometer 30,09 inches.
\

60,0

61,1

1. 4.28

12.31

19.33

27-35
36.38

44.41

52.54
2. 0.48

8.51

16.54

24.57

1,16

1,11

1,06

1,02

0,91

0,94

0,90
0,86

0,83

0,79
0,76

1,13

1,08

1,04

1,00

0,96

0,92

0,88

0,84
0,81

0,77

483
482
482
483
483
483
484
483
483
483

2,10

1,91

1,77

1,64

1,51

1,39

1,27

1,16

1,08

0,97

60,5 Mean 482,9 480,9 86079,63 1,48 S6081,ll

Oil was applied to the scapement without stopping the

clock.



45*5 Capt. Kater/s experiments for determining the variation

August 9, A. M. Portsoy.—ist Series.

Clock gaining 37 ',6g. Barometer 30,04 inches.

Temp. Time of coin-
cidence.

Arc
of vibra-

tion.

Mean
Arc.

Interval

in

seconds.

No. of
vibrations.

Observed
vibrations

in 24 hours.

Correc-
tion for

Arc.

Vibrations
in 24 hours.

60,3

60,5

h. m. s.

7.34.10

42. 9
50. 9

58. 9
8. 6.10

14.11

22.11

30.12

38.13

46.13

54.15

O

1,17

1,13

1,08

1,04

1,00

0,95

0,92

0,88

0,84

0,80

0,77

0

1,15

1,10

1,06

1,02

0,97
0,93

0,90
0,86

0,82

0,78

479
480
480
481
481
480
481
481
480
482

S.

2,17

1,98

1,84

1,71

1,54

1,42

1,33

1,21

1,10

0,99

60,4 Mean 481,5 479,5 86078,60 1,53 86080,13

August 9. P M. Barometer 30,04 inches.

60,3

60,7

0.

55.12

1. 3.11

11. 9
19. 8

27. 8
35. 7
43. 7
51. 7
59. 7

2. 7. 7
15. 7

1,21

1,16

1,10

1,06

1,01

0,98

0,93

0,90
0,86

0,82

0,79

1,18

1,13

1,08

1,03

0,99

0,95

0,91

0,88

0,84

0,80

479
477
479
480
479
480
480
480
480
480

2,29

2,09

1,91

1,74

1,61

1,48

1,36

1,27

1,16

1,05

60,5 Mean 479,4 477,4 86077,03 1,60 86078,63



in the length of the pendulum vibrating seconds. 457

August 10, A. M. Portsoy.-— 1st. Series.

Clock gaining 37',63. Barometer 30,10 inches.

Temp .
Time of coin-

cidence.

Arc
of vibra-

tion.

Mean
Arc.

Interval

in

seconds.

No. of
vibrations.

Observed
vibrations

in 24 hours.

Correc-
tion for

Arc.

Vibrations

in 24 hours.

58,7

59,0

h . m . s .

7.30.24

38.22
46.20
54.19

8. 2.19

10.18

18.17

26.17
34.16

42.15

50.15

1°20

1,16

1,10

1,06

1,01

0,96

0,93

0,89

0,85

0,82

0,80

O

1,18

1,13

1,08

1,03

0,98

0,94

0,91

0,87

0,83

0,81

478
478
479
480
4?9
479
480
479
479
480

S.

2,29

2,09

1,91

1,74

1,57

1,45

1,36

1,24

1,13

1,08

58,8 Mean 479,1 477,1 86076,80 1,59 86078,39

August 10, P. M. Barometer 30,16 inches.

59.8

60.8

1.26.11

34. 8

42. 6

50. 4
58. 2

2. 6. 0
13.58

22.56

30.56
38.54

45.52

1,18

1,13

1,08

1,04

0,99

0,95

0,91

0,87

0,84

0,81

0,79

1,15

1,10

1,06

1,01

0,9?

0,93

0,89

0,85

0,82

0,79

477
478
478
478
478
4? 8

478
480
4?S
478

2.17
1,98

1,84

1,67

1,54

1,42

1,30

1.18

1,10

1,03

60,3 Mean 478,1 476,1
j

86076,04 1,52 86077,56



458 Capt. Kater’s experimentsfor determining the variation

August 11. A. M. Portsoy.— 1st Series.

Clock gaining 37* ,63. Barometer 30,28 inches.

Temp. Time of coin-
cidence.

Arc
of vibra-

tion.

Mean
Arc.

Interval

in

seconds.

No. of

vibrations.

Observed
vibrations

in 24 hours.

Correc-
tion for

Arc.

Vibrations
in 24 hours

56,3

57,0

h. m. s.

7.35.17

43.15

51.14

59.13

8. 7-12

15.11

23.10

31.10

39. 9

47. 9

55. 9

1°20

1,14

1,10

1,04

1,01

0,96
0,92

0,89
0,85

0,81

0,78

O

1,17

1,12

1,07

1,02

0,98

0,94

0,90

0,87
0,83

0,79

478
479
479
479
479
479
480
479
480
480

S.

2.24

2,06

1,88

1,71

1,57

1,45

1,33

1.24

1,13

1,02

56.6 Mean 479,2 477,2 86076,88 1,56 86078,44

August 11, P. M. Barometer 30,27 inches.

59.5

60.5

1.38.11

46. 9

54. 6

2. 2. 4
10. 1

18.59

26.57
34.55

42.53

50.51

58.49

1,18

1,13

1,08

1,04

1,00

0,96

0,91

0,87

0,83

0,80

0,78

1,15

1,10

1,06

1,02

0,98

0,93

0,89

0,85

0,82

0,79

478
477
478
477
478
478
478
478
478
478

2.17
1,98

1,84

1,77

1,57

1,42

1,30

1.18

1,10

1,03

60.0 Mean 477,8 475.8 86075,81 1,53 86077,34



in the length of the pendulum vibrating seconds , 459

August 12, A. M. Portsoy.—ist Series.

Clock gaining 37
s
,63 Barometer 30,26 inches.

Temp. Time of coin-
cidence.

Arc
of vibra-

tion.

Mean
Arc.

Interval

in

seconds.

No. of
vibrations.

Observed
vibrations

in 24 hours

Correc-
tion for

Arc.

Vibrations

in 24 hours.

58,6

59,8

h. m. s.

7-31.30

39 27
47-24
55.21

8. 3.18

11.16

19-13

27.12

35. 9
43. 7
51. 5

59. 2

O

1,16

Ml
1,06

1,01

0,97

0,94

0,90
0,86

0,S2

0,79
0,76

0,73

0

1,13

1,08

1,03

0,99

0,95

0,92
0,8S

0,84

0,80

0,77

0,74

477
477
477
477
478
477
479
477
478
478
477

S.

2,09
1,91

1,74

1,60

1,48

1,39

1,27

1,16

1,05

0,97

0,89

59,2 Mean 477,4 475,4 86075,51 1,41 86076,92

August 12, P. M. Barometer 30,27 inches.

61.0

61,

s

61.1

1. 9-25

17 21

25.17
33.13

41.10

49- 6

57 3

2. 5. 0

12.58

2n.54

28 52

1,18

1,13

1,08

1,03

1,00

0,95

0,91

0,87

0,84
0,81

0,78

1,15

Ml
1,06

1,01

0,97

0,93

0,89
0,85

0,82

0,79

476
476
476
477
476
477
477
478
476
478

2.17

2,02

1,84

1,67

1,54

1,42

1,30

1.18

1,10

1,02

Mean 476,7 474,7 86074
5
9S 1,53 86076,51

3 OMDCCCXIX.



4^0 Capt. Rater’s experimentsfor determining the variation

August 13, P. M. Portsoy.

—

2d Series.

Clock gaining 423,18 in a mean solar day. Barometer

30,25 inches.

Temp. Time of coin-
cidence.

Arc
of vibra-

tion.

Mean
Arc.

Interval

in
seconds.

No. of
vibrations.

Observed
vibrations

in 34 hours.

Correc-
tion for

Arc.

Vibrations
in 34 hours.

6l,5

62,3

h. m. s.

1.10.17

18.13

26. 9
34. 6
42. 2

49.58

57-55

2. 5.52

13.48

21.46

29.43

O
1,21

1,16

1,10

1,06

1,01

0,97
0,93

0,90

0,86

0,82

0,79

0

1,18

1,13

1,08

1,03

0,99
0,95
0,91

0,88

0,84

0,80

476
476
477
476
476
477
477
476
478
477

S.

2,2S

2,10

1.91

1,74
1,61

1,48

1,35

1,27

1,16

1,05

i

61,9 Mean 476,6 474,6 86079.44 1,60 86081,04



in the length of the pendulum vibrating seconds. 461

August 14, A. M. Portsoy.— 2d Series.

Clock gaining 42 s,! 8. Barometer 30,25 inches.

Temp. Time of coin-
cidence.

Arc
of vibra-

tion.

Mean
Arc.

Interval

in

seconds.

No. of
vibrations.

Observed
vibrations

in 24 hours.

Correc-
tion for

Arc.

Vibrations
in 24 hours.

60,1

60,5

h. m. s.

7.30.40

38.36

46.32

54.28

8. 2.25

10.21

18.18

26.15

34.12

42. 9
50. 7

0
1,21

1,16

1,11

1,05

1,01

0,98

0,94

0,90

0,86

0,83

0,79

O

1,18

1,13

1,08

1,03

0,99

0,96

0,92

0,88

0,84

0,81

476
476
476
477
476
477
477
477
477
478

s.

2,28

2,09

1,91

1,74

1,61

1,51

1,39

1,27
1,16

1,08

60,3 Mean 476,7 474,7 86079,51 1,60 86081,11

August 14, P. M. Barometer 30,27 inches.

62,2

62,7

1.15.59

23.53

31.47

39.42

47 37
55.32

2. 3.28

11.23

1919
27-14

35.11

1,31

1,23

1,18

1,12

1,10

1,05
i,01

0.96

0,91

0,87

0,83

1,27

1,20

1,15

1,11

1,07

1,03

0,98

0,93

0,89

0,85

474
474
475
475
475
476
475
476
475
477

2,64

2,35

2,17
2,02

1,88

1,74

1,57

1,42

1,30

1,19

62,4 Mean 475,2 473,2 86078,36 1,83 86080,19



462 Capt. Kater’s experiments for determining the variation

August 15, A. M. Portsoy.—2d Series.

Clock gaining 42
s

,
18. Barometer 30,25 inches.

Temp. Time of coin-

cidence.

Arc
of vibra-

tion.

Mean
Arc.

Interval

in

seconds.

No. of
vibrations.

Observed
vibrations

in 24 hours.

Correc-
tion for

Arc.

Vibrations

in 24 hours.

59,9

60,3

h. m. s.

7.16.40

24.35

32.31

40.26

48.22

56.18

8. 4.14

12.11

20 . 7
28. 4
36. 1

1,29

1,23

1,18

1,13

1,08

1,03

0,99

0,96

0,91

0,87

0,83

0

1,26

1,20

1,15

1,10

1,05

1,01

0,97
0,93

0,89

0,85

475
476
475
476
476
476
477
476
477
477

' s.

2,60

2,36

2.17

1,98

1,81

1,67

1,54

1,42

1,30

1.18

60,1 Mean 476,1 474,1 86079,05 1,80 86080,85

August 15, P. M. Barometer 30,25 inches.

61,4

61,9

1.11. 5

19. 0
26.54

34.50
42.44

50.40

58.36

2. 6.31

14.27

22.23

30.19

1,21

1,16

1,11

1,07

1,02

0,98

0,94

0,90

0,87
0,84

0,79

1,18

1,13

1,09

1,04

1,00

0,96

0,92

0,88

0,85

0,81

475
474
\76
47 4

476
476
475
476
476
476

2,28

2,09

1,95

1,78

1,64

1,51

1,39

1,27

1,18

1,08

61,6 Mean 475,4 473,4 86078,51 1,62 86080,13



in the le?igth of the pendulum vibrating seconds. 463

August 16
,
A. M. Portsoy.—2d Series.

Clock gaining 42
s

,
18. Barometer 30,18 inches.

Temp. Time of coin-

cidence.

Arc
of vibra-

tion.

Mean
Arc.

Interval

in

seconds.

No. of

j

vibrations.

Observed

i

vibrations

in 24 hours.

Correc-
tion for

Arc.

Vibrations
in 24 hours.

58,0

58,8

h. m. s.

7-26.39

34.35

42.31

50.28

58.24

8. 6.22

14.19

22.16

30.12

38.10
46. 8

0
1,18

1,12

1,08

1,05

1,00

0,96

0,91

0,88

0,85

0,81

0,78

0

1,15

1,10

1,06

1,02

0,98

0,93

0,89

0,86

0,83

0,79

47 6

476
477
476
478
477
477
476
478
478

S.

2,16
1,98

1,84

1,70

1,57

1,42

1,30

1,21

1,13

1,02

58,4 Mean 476,9 474,9 86079,66 1,53 86081,19

August 16
,
P. M. Barometer 30,17 inches.

60,5

61,3

1. 5.32

13.26

21.22

29.17

3712
45. 8

53. 3

2- 0.59

8.55

16.51

24.48

1,21

1,15

1,11

1,06

1,02

0,97

0,9-

0,89

0,85
' 0,82

0,79

1,18

1,13

1,08

1,<)4

0,99

0,94

0,90

0,^7

0,83

0,80

474
476
475
475
476
475
476
476
476
477

2,28

2,09
1,91

1,77
1,60

1,45

1,33

1,24

1,13

1 ,05

60,9 Mean 475,6 473,6 86078,67 1,59 36080,26



464 Capt. Kater’s experimentsfor determining the variation

August 17, A. M. Portsoy .—2d Series.

Clock gaining 42s,! 8. Barometer 30,15 inches.

Temp. Time of coin-
cidence.

Arc
of vibra-
tion.

Mean
Arc.

Interval

in

seconds.

No. of
vibrations.

Observed
vibrations

n 24 hours.

Cotrec-

tion for

Arc.

Vibrations

in 24 hours.

59,5

60,2

h . m. 8,

7.18.34

26.29

34.24
42.19
50.15

58.11

8. 6. 7
14. 3
21.59
29.55

37-52

O

1,27

1,22

1,17

1,12

1,07

1,02

0,99

0,95
0,91

0,88

0,84

0

1,24

1,19

1,14

1,09

1,04

1,00

0,97

0,93

0,89

0,86

475
475
475
476
476
476
476
476
476
477

s.

2.53

2,32

2,13

1,95

1,77

1,64

1.54

1,42

1,30

1,21

59,8 Mean 475,8 473,8 86078,82 1,7S 86080,60

August 17, P. M. Barometer 30,16 inches.

61,0

61,5

1.28.27

36.21

44.16

52.10

2. 0. 4
8. 0

15.55

23.51

31.46

39.42

47.38

1,30

1,23

1,18

1,13

1,09

1,04

1,00

0,95

0,92

0,88

0,84

1,26

1,20

1,15

1,11

1,06

1,02

0,97
0,93

0,90

0,86

474
475
474
474
476
475
476
475
476
476

2,60
2,36

2,17

2,02

1,84

1,71

1,54
‘ 1,42
' 1,33

1,21

61,2 Mean
1

475,1 473,1 86078,21 1,82 86080,11



in the length of the pendulum vibrating seconds. 465

August 18, A. M. Portsoy.

—

2d Series.

Clock gaining 42%! 8 Barometer 30,14 inches.

Temp. Time of coin-

cidence.

Arc
of vibra-

tion.

Mean
Arc.

Interval

in

seconds.

No of
vibrations.

Observed
vibrations

in 24 hours.

Correc-
tion for

Arc.

Vibrations

in 24 hours.

58°4

58,5

h. m.

7.32.46
40.41

48.37

56-33

8. 4.29

12 25
20.21

28.18

36.15

44.12

52. 9

1,20

1,16

1,10

1,06

1,01

0,98

0,93

0,89

0,85

0,81

0,78

0

1,18

1,13

1,08

1,03

0,99

0,95

0,91

0,87
0,83

0,79

475
476
476
476
476
476
477
477
477
477

S.

2,28

2,00

1,91

1,74

1,60

1,48

1,36

1,24

1,13

1,02

58,4 Mean 476,3 474,3 86079,20 1,59 86080,79

August 18, P. M. Barometer 30,14 inches.

59.7

60.7

1. 0.54

8.49

1 6.44

24 39
32.34

40.29

48.25

56.21

2. 4.17

12.13

20. 9

1,21

1,15

1,10

1,06

1,01

0,97

0,93
^',b9

0,85

0,82

0,79

1,18

1,12

1,08

1,03

0,99
0,95

0,91

0,87

0,83

0,80

475
475
475
475
475
476
476
476
476
476

2,28

2,06

1,92

1,74

1,60

1,48

1,36

1,24

1,13

1,05

60,2 Mean 475,5 473,5 86078,59 1,59 86080,18



4@6 Ca.pt. Kater's experimentsfor determining the variation

August 19, A. M. Portsoy.

—

2d Series.

Clock gaining 42
s

,
18. Barometer 30,1 inches.

Temp. Time of coin-

cidence.

Arc
of vibra

tion.

Mean
Arc.

Interval

in

seconds.

No. of
vibrations.

Observed
vibrations

in 24 hours.

Correc-
tion for

Arc.

Vibrations
in 24 hours.

57,3

57.5

h. m. s.

7-38.35

46.30
54.26

8. 2.22

10.18

18 15

26.11

34. 8

42. 5

50. 2

58.59

1°20

1,14

1,11

1,05

1,01

0,98

0,94

0,89
0,85

0,81

0,78

O

1,17

1,12

1,08

1,03

0,99
0,96

0,91

0,87

0,83

0,79

475
476
476
476
477
476
477
477
477
477

2.24

2,06

1,92

1,74

1,60

1,51

;,36

1.24

1,13

1,02

57,4 Mean 476,4 474,4 86079,27 1,58 86080,85



in the length of the pendulum vibrating seconds. 4,67

August 31, A. M. at Leith Fort.— 1st. Series

Clock gaining 26',85 in a mean solar day. Barometer

29.95 inches.

Temp. Time of coin-

cidence.

Arc
of vibra-

tion.

Mean
Arc.

Interval

in

seconds.

No. of

vibrations.

Observed
vibrations

in 24 hours.

Correc-
tion for

Arc.

Vibrations,

in 24 hours.

0
56,5

5,67

h. m. S.

7.29- 9
37-21

45.35

54.49

8. 2. 2

10.17

1S.32

26.46

35. 0

43.16

51 30

O

lao’

1,06

1,02

0,97

0,93
0,88

0,85

0,82

0,78

0,75

0,73

0

1,08
1,04

0,99
0,95

0,90

0,86

0,83

0,80

0,76

0,74

492
494
494
493
495
495
494
494
496
494

S.

1,91

1,77

l,6l

1,48

1,33

1,21

1,13

1,05

0,94

0,89

56,6 Mean
I

494,1 492,1 86077,01 1,33 86078,34

August 31, P. M. Barometer 29,85 inches.

53,6

59 2

1 33.24

4 1 .36

49.48

58. 0

2. 6.13

14.26

22 38
30.52

39 5

47.18

55.31

1,17

1,12

1,07

1,03

0,98

o,94
0,89

0,86

0,83

0,80

0,77

1,14

1,09
1,05

1,00

0,96

0,91

0,87

0,84

0,81

0,78

492
492
492
493
493
492
494
493
493

493

2,13

1,95

1,80

1,64

1,51

1,36

1,24

1,16

1,08

1,00

58,9 Mean 492,7 490,7 86076,02 1,48 860/7,50
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468 Capt. Kater’s experiments for determining the variation

September 1, A. M. Leith Fort.— ist Series.

Clock gaining 26 s

,85. Barometer 29,55 inches.

Temp. Time of coin-

cidence

Arc
of vibra-

tion

Mean
Arc.

Interval

in

seconds.

No of
vibrations.

Observed
vibrations

in 24 hours.

Correc-
tion for

Arc.

Vibrations

in 24 hours.

58,7

58, S

h. m. s.

8. 3. 0

11- 9
19-18

27.28

35.39

43.49
52. 0

9- 0.12

8.22

16.34

24.45

O

1,22

1,17
1,12

1,07

1,03

0,98
0,94

0,90

0,87
0,83

0,79

O

1,19

1,14

1,09

1,05

1,00

0,96

0,92
0,88

0,85

0,81

489
489
490
491
490
491

492
490
492
491

S.

2,32

2,13

1,95

1,80

1,64

1,51

1,39

1,27

1,18

1,07

58,7 Mean 490,5 488,5 86074,45 1,63 86076,08

September 1, P. M. Barometer 29,49 inches.

59,7

60,5

1.50.37
58.46'

2. 6.57

15. 7
24.16

31.27

39-37

47.48

55.59

3. 4*. 9
12.21

1,12

1,07

1,02

0,98

0,93

0,89

0,85

0,82

0,78

0,76

0,73

1,09

1,04

1,00

0,95

0,91

0,87

0,83

0,80

0,77

0,74

489
491
490
489
491
490
491
491

490
492

1,93

1,77

1,64

1,48

1,36

1,24

1,13

1,05

1,97

1,89

60,1 Mean 490,4 488,4 86074,37 1,35 86075,72



in the length of the pendulum vibrating seconds. 469

September 2, A. M. Leith Fort.

—

1st Series.

Clock gaining 26s
,85. Barometer 29,58 inches.

Temp. Time of coin-
cidence.

Arc
of vibra-

tion.

Mean
Arc.

Interval
in

seconds.

No. of
vibrations.

Observed
vibrations

in 24 hours.

Correc-
tion for

Arc.

Vibrations
in 24 hours.

58,0

58,7

h. m. s.

8.19-41

27-50

35.59
44. 8

52.18

9. 0.28

8.37

1 (7.47

24.57

33. 7

41.17

0

1,12

1,07

1,02

0,97

0,93
0,88

0,85

0,82

0,78

0,75

0,73

0

1,09

1,04

0,99
o,95

0,90

0,86

0,83

0,80

0,76

0,74

4S9
489
489
490
490
489
490
490
490
490

s.

1,95

1,77

l,6l

1,48

1,33

1,21

1,13

1,05

0,94

0,89

58,4 Mean 489,6 487,6 86073,80 1,34 86075,14

September 2, P. M. Barometer 29,68 inches.

59,8

60,0

1.15.32

23.40

31.48

39-57
48. 5

56.15

2. 4.24

12.33

20.42

28.51

37- 1

1,08

1,03

0,98

0,94

0,91

0,87

0,83

0,80

0,76

0,73

0,70

1,05

1,00

0,96

0,92
0,89

0,85

0,S1

0,78

0.74

0,71

488
488
489
488

490

489
489
489
489
490

1,80

1,64

1,51

1,39

1,30

1,18

1,08

1,00

0,90

0,82

59,9 Mean 488,9 486,9 86073,29 1,26 86074,55



47© Capt. Kater’s experiments for determining the variation

September 3, A. M. Leith Fort.— 1st Series.

Clock gaining 26*,85. Barometer 29 95 inches.

Temp. Time of coin-

cidence.

Arc
of vibra-

tion.

Mean
Arc.

Interval

in

seconds.

No. of
vibrations.

Observed
vibrations

in 24 hours.

Correc-
tion for

Arc.

Vibrations

in 24 hours.

56°9

57,9

h. m. s.

7.49-55

58. 4
8. 6.13

14.22

22.32
30.42

38.52

47. 2

55-13

9- 3.22

11.32

O

1,07

1,03

0,98
f',94

0,91

0,87
0,83

0,79
0,76

0,73
0,70

O

1,05

1,00

0,96

0,92

0,89
0,85

0,81

0,77

0,74

0,71

489
489
489
490
490
490
490
491

489
490

C
#

1,80

1,64

1,51

1,39

1,30

1,18

1,08

0,97

0,90

0,82

57,4 Mean 489,7 487,7 86073,87 1,26 86075,13

September 3. P. M. Barometer 29,97 inches.

59.5

59,9

1. 6, 6

14.12

22.19

30.28

38.35

46.43

54.52

2. 3- 0
11. 8

19-17

27-26

1,18

1,13

1,06

1,03

0,9S

0,94

0,90
0,86

0,83

0,79

0,76

1,15

1,09

1,04

1,00

0,9<5

0,92
0,88

0,84

0,81

0,77

486
487
489
487
488
489
488
488
489
489

2,17

1,95

1,77

1,64

1,51

1,39

1,27

1,15

1,08

0,97

59,7 Mean 488 486 S6072,64 1,49 86074,13



in the length of the pendulum vibrating seconds , 471

September 4, A. M. Leith Fort.— 1st. Series.

Clock gaining 26*,85. Barometer 29,78 inches.

Temp. Time of coin-
cidence.

Arc
of vibra-

tion.

Mean
Arc.

Interval

in

seconds.

No. of
vibrations.

Observed
vibrations

in 24 hours.

Correc-
tion for
Arc.

Vibrations
in 24 hours.

59,3

59,8

h. m. s.

7.55.48

8. 3.54

12. 2
20.10

28. IS

36.26
44.34

52.42

9- 0.51

8.59
17. 8

O

1,18

1,13

1.08

1,02

0.98

0,93

0,90
0,87

0,83

0,79

0,76

6

1,15

1,10

1,05

1,00

0,95

0,91

0,88

0,85

0,81

0,77

486
488
488
488
488
48S
488
489
488
489

s.

2.17

1,98

1,S0

1,64

1,48

1,36

1,27

1.18

1,03

0,97

59,5 Mean 488 486 86072,64 1,49 86074,13

September 4, P. M. Barometer 29,76 inches.

61,6

62,2

1.21.40

29.46
37.52

45.58

54. 5

2- 2.12

10.18

18.26

26.33

34.40

42.47

1,17

1,12

1,06

1,02

0,98

0,93

0,90

0,87

0,83

0,79
0,76

1,14

1,09

1,04

1,00

0,95

0,91

0,88

0,85

0,81

0,77

486
486
486
487
487
486
488
487
487
487

2,13

1,95

1,77

1,64

1,48

1,36

1,27

1,18

1,08

o,97

'

61,9 Mean 486,7 484,7 86071,68 1,48 86073,16



4

7

2 Capt. Kater’s experiments for determining the variation

September 5, A. M. Leith Fort.— 1st Series.

Clock gaining 26%85. Barometer 29,85 inches.

Temp. Time of
coincidence.

Arc
of vibra-

tion.

Mean
Arc.

Interval

in

seconds.

No. of
vibrations.

Observed
vibrations,

in 24 hours.

Correc-
tion for

Arc.

Vibrations
in 24 hours.

6o°,o

60,6

h. m. s.

7.44. 8

52.12

8. 0.18

8.23

16.28

24.34

32.40
40.46

48.52

56.58

9. 5. 4

0

1,19

1,14

1,09

1,04

1,00

0,96

0,93

0,89

0,84

0,81

0,79

O

1,16

1,11

1,06

1,02

0,98
0,94

0,91

0,86

0,82

0,80

484
486
455
485
486
486
456
486
486
480

S.

2,21

2,02
1,84

1,71

1,57

1,45

1,36
1,21

1,10

1,05

60,3 Mean 485,6 483,6 86070,88 1,55 86072,43

September 5, P. M. Barometer 29,83 inches.

62,0

62,3

0.

58.30

1. 6.3 5

14.38

22.43

30.47

38.52

46.56

55. 1

2- 3. 6

11.10

19-16

1,14

1,09

1,05

o,99

0,95

0,92
0,88

0,86

0,81

0,78

0,75

Ml
1,07

1,02

0,97
0,93

0,90
o,S 7

0,83

0,79
0,76

485
483
485
484
485
484
485
485
484
486

2,02

1,88

1,71

1,54

1,42

1,32

1,24

1,13

1,02

0,94

62,1 Mean 484,6 482,6 86070,15 1,42 86071,57



in the length of the pendulum vibrating seconds. 473

September 6, A. M. Leith Fort.

—

1st Series.

Clock gaining 26‘,85. Barometer 29,6 inches.

Tem Time of

coincidence.

Arc
of vibra-

tion.

Mean
Arc.

Interval

in

seconds

No. of

vibrations.

Observed
vibrations

in 24 hours.

Correc-

tion for

A re;

Vibrations
in 24 hours.

O

59,7

60,2

h. m. s.

7.49.27

57-30

8. 5.33

13.36

21.40
29.43

37 46
45.50

53.54

9. 1.59

10. 4

O

1,13

1,08

1,03

0,98

0,94

0,90

0,86

0,83

0,79

0,75

0,72

e

1,10

1 ,05

1,00

0,96

0,92

0,88

0,84

0,81

0,77
0,73

4S3
483
483
484
4S3
483
484
484
485
485

s.

1,9s

1,80

1,64

1,51

1,38

1,27

1,15

1,07

0,97

0,87

59,9 Mean 483,7 481,7 86069,49 1,36 86070,85

September 6, P. M. Barometer 29,62 inches.

61,4

61,3

1.11.44

19.45

27.47
35.50
43.52

51.56

59.59

2. 8. 2

16. 5"

24. 9

32.12

1,18

1,13

1,08

1,03

0,98

0,95

0,91

0,87

0,83

0,81

0,78

1,1

5

1,10

1,05

1 ,00

0,96

0,93

0,89

0,85

0,81

0,78

481
482
483
482
484
483
483
483
484
483

2.17

1,98

1,80

1,64

1,51

1,42

1,30

1.18

1,07

1,00

61,4 Mean 482,8 480,8 86068,82 1,51 86070,33



474 Capt. Kater’s experimentsfor determining the variation

September 9, A. M. Leith Fort.

—

2d Series.

Clock gaining 34%! in a mean solar day. Bar. 29,9 inches.

Temp. Time of
coincidence.

\

Arc
of vibra-

tion.

Mean
Arc.

Interval

in

seconds.

No. of
vibrations.

Observed
vibrations

in 24 hours.

Correc-
tion for

Arc.

Vibrations
in 24 hours.

54.2

54.3

h. m. s.

7-55.58

8. 3.59
12. 1

20 . 3

28. 5

36. 7
44.10

52.12

9. 0.15

8.17

16.19

O

1,16

1,12

1,08

1,04

1,01

0,97
0,93

0,90

0,88

0,84

0,81

O

1,14

1,10

1,06

1,02

0,99

0,95

0,91

0,89

0,86

0,82

481
482
482
482
482
483
482
483
482
482

S.

2,13

1,98

1,84

1,70

1,60

1,48

1,36

1,30

1,21

1,10

54,2 Mean 482,1 480,1 860/5,53 1,57 86077,10

September 9, P. M. Barometer 29,95 inches.

55,5

55,7

1.13.37

21.38

29.38

37-40
45.41

53.42

2. 1.44

9.45

17.47

25.49

33.52

1,19

1,14

1,10

1,03

1,00

0,96

0,92

0,88

0,85

0,82

0,79

1,16

1,12

1,06

1,01

0,98

0,94

0,90

0,86

0,83

0,81

481
480
482
481
481

482
481
482
482
483

2,21

2,06

1,84

1,67

1,57

1,45

1,33

1,21

1,13

1,08

55,6 Mean 481,5 479,5 86075,07
V

1,56 86076,63



in the length of the pendulum vibrating seconds. 475

September 10, A. M. Leith Fort.

—

2d Series.

Clock gaining, 34*,10. Barometer 29,94 inches.

Temp. Time of coin-
cidence .

Arc
of vibra-

tion.

Mean
Arc.

Interval

in

seconds.

No. of
vibrations.

Observed
vibrations

in 24 hours.

Correc-
tion for

Arc.

Vibrations
in 24 hours.

52,1

52,8

h. m. s.

7.59.12

8. 7-14

15.16

23.19

31.21

39.24

47.27
55.30

9. 3.33

11.36

19.39

0

1,15

1,10

1,06

1,02

0,98
0,94

0,90

0,87
0,84

0,80

0,77

O

1,12

1,08

1,04

1,00

0,96

0,92

0,88

0,85

0,82

0,77

482
4S2
483
482
483
483
483
483
483
483

S.

2,06

1,91

1,78

1,64

1,51

1,39

1,27

1,18

1,11

0,97

52,4 Mean 482,7 480,7 86075,97 1,48 86077,45

September 10, P. M. Barometer 29,91 inches.

54.2

54.3

1. 8.54

16.56

24.57
32.59

41. 1

49. 3

57. 4

2. 5. 6

13. 9

21.12

29.14

1,14

1,10

1,04

1,00

0,96

0,93

0,89

0,84

0,81

0,78

0,74

1,12

1,07

1,02

0,98

0,94
0,91

0,86

0,82

0,79

0,76

482
481

482
482
482
481
482
483
483
482

2,06

1,88

1,71

1,57

1,45

1,36

1,21

1,10

1,02

0,94

4,2 Mea n 482 480 36075,45 1,53 36076,98—
3 QMDCCCCXIX



4<76 Capt. Kater’s experimentsfor determining the variation

September 11, A. M. Leith Fort.

—

2d Series.

Clock gaining 34,’, 10. Barometer 29,92 inches.

Temp. Time of coin-

cidence.

Arc
of vibra-

tion.

Mean
Arc.

Interval

in

seconds.

No. of
vibrations.

Observed
vibrations

n 24 hours.

Correc-
tion for

Arc.

Vibrations

in 24 hours.

0

51,3

51,8

h. m. s.

7.58.14

8. 6.15

14.17

22.19
30.21

38.24
46.26
54.28

9. 2.31

10.33

18.36

O

1,17

1,13

1,08

1,05

1,01

0,98

0,94

0,89
0,86

0,82

0,79

0

1,15

1,10

1,06

1,03

0,99
0,96

0,91

0,87

0,84

0,80

481
482
482
482
4S3
482
482
483
482
483

S.

2,16

1,98
1,84

1,74

1,60

1,51

1,36

1,24

1,16

1,05

51,5 Mean 482,2 480,2 86075,60 1,56 86077,16

September 11, P. M. Barometer 29,95 inches.

53,2

53,5

1.12. 9
20.10
28.11

36.13
44.14

52.16

2. 0.18

8.21

16.23

24.25

32.27

1,14

1,09

1,04

0,99

0,95

0,91

0,88

0,84

0,81

0,78

0,7'1

1
1,11

1,06

1,01

0,97

0,93

0,89
0,86

0,82

0,79

0,76

481
481
482
481
482
482
483
482
482
482

2,02

1,84

1,67

1,54

1,42

1,30

1,21

1,10

1,02

0,94

53,3 Mean i 481,8 479,8 86075,30 1,41 86076,71



in the length of the pendulum vibrating seconds . 477

September 12, A. M. Leith Fort.— 2d. Series.

Clock gaining 34
s

,! o. Barometer 30,14 inches.

Temp. Time of coin-

cidence.

Arc
of vibra-

tion.

Mean
Arc.

Interval

in

seconds.

!No. of
vibrations,

Observed
vibrations

in 24 hours.

Correc-
tion for

Arc.

Vibrati ons
in 24 hours.

52°8

53,4

h. m . s .

8 . 16.19

24.20

32.21

40.21

48.23

56.24

9 . 4.26

12.28

20.30
28.33

36.34

O

1,17

1,12

1,07

1,02

0,98

0,94

0,91

0,87
0,83

0,80

0,77

O

3,14

1,09

1,04

1,00

0,96

0,92

0,89

0,85

0,81

0,78

481
481
480
483
481
482
4S2

482
483
4S 1

S.

2,13

1,95

1,77
1,64

1,51

1,38

1,30

1,18

1,08

1,00

53,1 Mean 481,6 479,6 860 / 5,15 1,49 8607^,64

September 12, P. M. Barometer 30,14 inches.

53,9

54,5

0 . 8.28

16.28

24.29

32.29
40.30

48.31

56.33

1 . 4.34

12,35

20.37
28.39

1,16

1,11

1,06

1,01

0,97

0,93

0,88

0,85

0,82

0,79

0,76

1,13

1,08

1,03

0,99

0,95

0,90

0,86

0,83

0,80

0,77

480
481

480
481
481

482
481

481

48g
482

\

t

1

t

1

i

2,09

1,92

1,74

1,60

1,48

1,33

1,21

1,13

1,05

0,97

54,2 Mean 481,1 479,1 86074,77 1,45 S6076,22



478 Capt. Kater’s experimentsfor determining the variation

September 13, A. M. Leith Fort.—2d. Series.

Clock gaining 34,%! o. Barometer 30,28 inches.

Temp. Time of chin -

cidence.

Arc
of vibra-

tion.

Mean
Arc.

Interval

In

seconds.

No. of
vibrations.

Observed
vibrations

in 24 hours.

Correc-
tion for

Arc.

Vibrations
in 24 hours.

53,6

54,4

h. m. s.

8.37-37

45.36

53.36

9. 1.37

9.38

17-39

25.40

33.41

41.42

49.42

57.45

0

1,14

1,09

1,04

1,00

0,96

0,92

0,88

0,84
0,S1

0,78

0,75

0

1,11

1,06

1,02

0,9S

0,94

0,90

0,86

0,82

0,79

0,76

479
450
481

481
451
481
48

1

481
481
483

S.

2,02

1,84

1,71

1,57

1,45

1,33

1,21

1,10

1,02

0,94

54,0 Mean 480,9 478,9 86074,63 1,42 86076,05

September 13, P. M. Barometer 30,24 inches.

0

55,6

56,3

1. 7-18

15.17

23.16

31.16
39.16

47.17
55.17

2. 3.17

11.18

19.18

27-19

1,12

1,07

1,02

0,98

0,94

0,91

0,87

0,83

0,80

0,77

0,74

1,09

1,04

1,00

0,96

0,92

0,89

0,85

0,81

0,78

0,75

479
479
450
480
481
480
480
481
480*

451

1,95

1,77

1,64

1,51

1,39

1,30

1,18

1,08

1,00

0,92

55,0 Mean 480,1 478,1 86074,03 1,37 80075,40



in the length of the pendulum vibrating seconds. 479

September 14, A. M. Leith Fort.—2nd Series.

Clock gaining 34*, 10. Barometer 29,89 inches.

Temp. Time of coin-

cidence.

Arc
of vibra.

tion.

Mean
Arc.

Interval

in

seconds.

No. of
vibrations.

Observed
vibrations

in 24 hours.

Correc-
tion for

Arc.

Vibrations
in 24 hours.

56,2

56,6

h. m . s .

8.16.19

24.19
32.18
40.18
48.18

56.18

9. 4.18

12.18

20.19

28.19
36.20

1°09

1,04

1,00

0,97
0,93

0,89

0,85

0,82

0,78

0,76

0,73

O

1,06

1,02

0,98

0,95

0,91

0,87
0,83

0,80

0,77

0,74

480
479
480
480
480
480
480
481
480
481

s.

2,13

1,95

1,80

1,64

1,51

1,38

1,27

1,18

1,10

0,99

56,4 Mean 480,1 478,1 86074,03 1,32 86075,35

September 14, P. M. Barometer 29,85 inches.

57.1

57.2

1.21.53

29.51

37 50
45.48

53.48

2. 1.47

9.46

17.45

25.45

33.45

41.45

1,16

1,12

1,07

1,03

0,98

0,94

0,90

0,87
0,84

0,80

0,77

1,14

1,09

1,05

1,00

0,96

0,92
0,88

0,85

0,82

0,78

47S
479
478
480
479
479
479
480
480
480

2,13

1,95

1,80

1,64

1,51

1,38

1,27

1,18

1,10

0,99

57,1 Mean 479,2 477,2 86073,36 1,50 86074,86



480 Capt. Kater’s experimentsfor determining the variation

October 3, A. M. at Clifton.

Clock losing io‘,6o in a mean solar day. Barometer 29,22

inches.

Temp. Time of coin-
cidence.

Arc
of vibra-

tion.

Mean
Arc.

Interval

in

seconds.

No. of
vibrations.

Observed
vibrations

n 24 hours.

Correc-
tion for

Arc.

Vibrations
in 24 hours.

57,2

57,7

h. m. s.

7-32.46

41.34
50.23

59.10
8. 7-59

16.48

25.38
34.27
43.17
52. 7

9. 0.5S

0

1,23

1,17

1,12

1,07

1,02

0,98

0,93

0,88
0,84

0,82

0,78

O

1,20

1,14

1,09

1,04

1,00

0,95

0,90
0,86

0,83

0,80

528
529
527
529
529
530
529
530
530
531

S.

2,36

2.13

1,95

1,77

1,64

1,48

1,33

1,21

1.13

1,05

57,4 Mean 529,2 527,2 86062,91 1,61 86064,52

October 3, P. M. Barometer, 29,20 inches.

' 58,2

58,3

1.56.23

2. 5. 9
13.57

22.44

31.31

40.19

49. 7
57-56

3. 6.45

15.34

24.23

1,28

1,23

1,17

1,12

1,07
1.02

0,9?

0,93

0,89

0,84

0,81

•

1,25

1,20

1,14

1,09

1,04

0,99

0,95

0,91

0,86

0,82

526
528
527
527
528
528
529
529
529
529

1

;

2,57
2.36

2,13

1,95

1,77
1,61

1,48

1.36

1,21

1,10

58,2 Mean 528 526 86062,17 1,75 86063,92



in the length of the pendulum vibrating seconds. 48

1

October 4, A. M. Clifton.

Clock losing io\6o. Barometer 29,18 inches.

Temp. Time of coin-
cidence.

Arc
of vibra-
tion.

Mean
Arc.

Interval

in

seconds.

No. of
vibrations.

Observed
vibrations

in 24 hours.

Correc-
tion for

Arc.

Vibrations
in 24 hours.

0

57,1

57,3

h. m. s.

9.44. 8
52.57

10. 1.45

10.33

19.22

28.1J

37- 1

45.49

54.38

11. 3.29

12.19

O

1,23

1,17

1,12

1,06

1,02

0,97

0,92

0,88

0,83

0,79

0,76

O

1,20

1,15

1,09

1,04

0,99
0,9J

0,90

0,85

0,81

0,77

529
528
528
529
529
530
528
529
531
530

3.

2,36

2.17

1,95
1 1,77

1,61

1,45

1,33

1.18

1,0S

0,97
(

57,2 Mean 529,1 527,1 86062,85 1,59 86064,44

October 4, P. M. Barometer 29,13 inches.

57.2

57.3

1. 6.12

15. 0
24.47
32.35

41.24
50.12

58.59

2. 7-48

16.37

25.27
34.18

1,24

1,20

1,13

1,08

1,04

0,99

0,94

0,89
0,85

0,82

0,78

1,22

1,16

1,10

1,06

1,01

0,96

0,91

0,87

0,83

0,80

528
527
528
529
528
527
529
529
530
531

2,43

2,20

1,98

1,84

1,67

1,51

1,36

1,24

1,13

1,05

57,2 Mean 528,6 526,6 86062,54 1,64 86064,18



482 Capt. Kater's experimentsfor determining the variation

October 5, A. M. Clifton.

Clock losing io*,6o. Barometer 29,10 inches.

Temp. Time of coin-

cidence.

Arc
of vibra-

tion.

Mean
Arc.

Interval

in

seconds.

No. of
vibrations

Ohserx ed
vibrations

n 24 hours-

Correc-
tion foi

Arc

Vibrations

n 24 hours.

54,8

55,4

h. m. s.

7.57. G

8. 6.55
14.45

23.35
32.21
41.15

50. G

58.56

9. 7-47
16.38

25.30

1°23

1,18

1,12

1,07

1,02

0,97

0,93

0,89

0,84

0,81

0,78

O

1,21

1,15

1,09

1,04

0,99

0,95

0,91

0,86

0,82

0,79

529
530
530
529
531
531
530
531
531

532

s.

2,40

2,17

1,95

1,77

1,61

1,4S

1,36

1,21

1,10

1,02

I

55,1 Mean 530,4 528,4 86063,65 1,61 86065,26

October 5, P. M. Barometer 29,08 inches.

55,6

55,9

1.52.53

2. 1.41

10.30

19.19

28. 8

36.57

45.47
54.38

3. 3.28

12.17

21. 9

1,27

1,22

1,18

1,13

1,07

1,02

0,98
0.93

0,89

0,86

0,82

1,24

1,20

1,15

1,10

1,04

1,00

0,95

0,91

0,87

0,84

528
529
529
529
529
530
531
530
529
532

2,52

2.36

2,17

1,98

1,77

1,64

1,48

1.36

1,24

1,15

55,7 Mean 529,6 527,6 86063,16 1.77 86064,95



in the length of the pendulum vibrating seconds. 483

October 6
,
A. M. Clifton.

Clock losing iO',bo Barometer 29,01 inches.

Temp. Time of coin-

cidence.

Arc
of vibra-

tion.

Mean
Arc.

Interval

in

seconds.

No. of
vibrations.

Observed
vibrations

in 24 hours.

Correc-
tion for

Arc

Vibrations

in 24 hours.

53.2

53,6

h. m. s,

7.52.54

8. 1.43

10.33

19.24

28.14

37 5

45.56

54.47

9. 3.38

12.30

21.23

O

1,31

1,25

1,19

1,13

1,08

1,03

0,98

0,93

0,88

0,85

0,S2

0

1,28

1,22

1,16

1,10

1,05

1,00

0,95

0,90

0,86

0,83

529
530
531
530
531

531

531
531

532
533

s.

2,68

2,44

2,20

1,98

1,80

1,64

1,48

1,33

1,21

1,13

53,4 Mean 530,9 52S,9 86063,96 1,79 86065,75

October 6
,
P. M. Barometer 29,10 inches.

53,9

55,1

1.55. 5

2. 3.54

12.45

21.34
30.24
39.14
48. 5

56.56

3. 5.46

14.36

23.27

1,22

1,16

1,11

1,06

1,01

0,97

0,92

0,87

0,83

0,79

0,76

1,19

1,13

1,08

1,03

0,99

0,94

0,S9

0,S5

0,81

0,77

529
531
529
530
530
531
531
530
530
531

2,32

2.09

1.9 J

1,74

1,60

1,45

1,30

1,18

1,08

0,97

54,5 Mean 530,2 528,2 86063,52 1,56 86065,08

3 RMDCCCXIX



484 Capt. Kater/s experiments for determining the variation

l

October 7, A. M. Clifton.

Clock losing 10’ ,60. Barometer 29.30 inches.

Temp. Time of coin-
cidence.

Arc
of vibra-

tion.

Mean
Arc.

Interval

in

seconds.

No. of
vibrations.

Observed
vibrations

in 24 hours.

Correc-
tion for

Arc.

Vibrations

in 24 hours.

52°,

5

53,3

h. m. s.

9.34.54

43.43

52 33
10. 1.22

10.12

19. 3

27-54
36.45
45 36
54.27

11. 3.19

O

1,28

1,23

1 , l 8

1,13

1,07

1,02

(>,97

0,92

0,88

0,84

0,81

O

1,25

1,20

1,15

1,10

1,04

0,99

0,94

0,90

0,86

0,82

529
530
529
530
531
531

531
531
531

532

S.

2,57

2,36

2,17
1,98

1,77

1,61

1,45

1,33

1,21

1,10

52,9 Mean 530,5 528,5 86063,71 1,76 86065,47

October 7, P. M. Barometer 29,33 inches.

53,4

54,1

1.53.19

2. 2. 9

10.58

19.48

28.38

37-29
46.19

55 10
3. 4. 1

12.51

21.43

1,23

1,17

1,12

1,07

1,02

0,97

0,93

0,S9

0,84

0,82

0,78

1,20

1,14

1,09

1,04

0,99
0,95

0,91

0,86

0,83

0,80

530
529
530
530
531

530
531

531
530
532

2,56

2.13

1,95

1,77

1,60

1,48

1,36

1,21

1.13

1,05

53,7 Mean
.

530,4 528,4
j
86063,65

1

1,60 86065,25



in the length of the pendulum vibrating seconds. 485

October 8, A. M. Clifton.

Clock losing io‘,6o. Barometer 29,52 inches.

Temp. Time of coin-
cidence.

Arc
of vibra-

tion.

Mean
Arc.

Interval

in

seconds.

No. of
vibrations.

Observed
vibrations

in 24 hours.

Correc-
tion for

Arc.

Vibrations

in 24 hours.

51,9

52,5

h. m. s.

7-54.51

8. 3.40

12.30

21.19
30. 8
39- 0
47.51

56.42

9. 5.53

14.24

23.16

O

1,24

1,19

1,13

1,08

1,03

0,99

0,93

0,90

0,87

0,83

0,79

O

1,21

1,16

1,10

1,05

1,01

0,96

0,91

0,88

0,85

0,81

529
530
529
529
532
531

531
531
531
532

S.

2,40

2,20
1,98

1,81

1,67

1,51

1,36

1,27

1,18

1,07

52,2 Mean 530,5 528,5 86063,71 1,65 86065,36

October 8. P. M. Barometer 29,57 inches.

• 52,7

53,2

2.24. 0
42.49

51.38

3. 0.27

9.17

18. 7
26.58
35.48

44.39
53.30

4. 2.21

1,23

1,18

1,13

1,07

1,02

0,98

0,93

0,89

0,85

0,81

0,78

1,20

1,15

1,10

1,04

1,00

0,95

0,91

0,87

0, S3

0,79

529
529
529
530
530
531
530
531

531
531

2.36

2,17
1,98

1,77

1,64

1,48

1.36

1,24

1,13

1,02

52,9 Mean 530,1 528,1 86063,46 1,62 86065,08

4



4$6 Capt. Kater’s experiments for determining the variation

October 21, P. M.—at Arbury Hill.

Clock losing 6 s
,2 in a mean solar day. Barometer 29,65

inches.

Temp. Time of coin-
cidence.

Arc
of vibra-

tion.

Mean
Arc.

Interval

in

seconds.

No. of
vibrations.

Observed
vibrations

in 34 boars.

Correc-
tion for

Arc.

Vibrations

in 24 hours.

O

56,7

56,7

h. m. s.

1.3346
42,18

50.52

59.26

2. 8. 0
16.34

25. 8

33.43

42.17
50.52

59.27

O

1,19

1,13

1,09

1,05

1,00

0,96

0,92

0,88

0,84

0,81

0,78

O

1,16

1,11

1,07

! ,02

0,98

0,94

0,90

0,86

0,82

0,79

512
514
514
514
514
514
515
514
515
515

s.

2,20

2,02

1,88

1,70

1,57

1,45

1,33

1,21

1,10

1,02

56,7 Mean 514,1 512,1 86057,70 1,55 86059,25



in the 'length of the pendulum vibrating seconds. 487

October 22, A. M. Arbury Hill.

Clock losing 6\2. Barometer 29.52 inches.

Temp. Time of coin-

cidence.

Arc
of vibra-

tion.

Mean
Arc.

Interval

in

seconds.

No. of

vibrations.

Observed
vibrations

in i4 hours.

Correc-
tion for

Arc.

Vibrations

in 24 hours

O

54,1

64,4

h. m. s.

9.10.38

19-13

27.49
36,25
45. 1

53.37

10. 2.13

10.50

19.27
28. 4
36.42

0

1,13

1,10

1,06

1,02

0,97
0,93

0,89
0,85

0,82

0,78

0,74

0

1,12

1,08

1,04

0,99

0,95

0,91

0,87

0,83

0,80

0,76

515
516
516
516
516
516
517
517
517
518

s.

2,06

1,91

1,77

1,61

1,48

1,36

1,24

1,13

1,05

0,94

54.2 Mean 516,4 514,4 86059,20 1,46 86060,66

October 22, P. M. Barometer 29,50 inches.

54,4

54,4

1.52.46

2. 1.22

9.57

IS.33
2710
35.45

44.22

52.58

3. 1 35
10.12

18.48

1,14

1,10

1,06

1,02

0,97

0,92

0,88

0,86

0,82

0,78

0,7 5

1,12

1,08

1,04

0,99

0,94

0,90

0,87
0,84

0,80

0,76

516
515
516
517
515
517
516
517

517
516

1 1 2,06

1,91

1,77
1,61

1,45

1,33

1,24

1,15

1,05

1,94

54,4 Mean 516,2 514,2 86059,07
j

1,45 86060,52



488 Capt. Kater’s experimentsfor determining the variation

October 23. Arbury Hill.

Clock losing 6%20. Barometer 29,50 inches.

Temp. Time of coin-
cidence.

Arc
of vibra-

tion.

Mean
Arc.

Interval

in

seconds.

No. of
vibrations.

Observed
vibrations

in 24 hours.

Correc-
tion for

Arc.

Vibrations
in 24 hours.

52,6

53,1

h. m. s.

9. 8.44

17-20

25.56
34.32

43. 8

51.45

10. 0.22

9. 0
17-38

26.14

34.52

O

1,21

1,17

1,12

1,06

1,01

0,97
0,93

0,89

0,86

0,82

0,80

0

1,19

1,14

1,09

1,04

0,99
0,95

0,91

0,87
0,84

0,81

516
516
516
516
517
517
518
518
516
518

s.

2,32

2,13

1,95

1,77

1,61

1,48

1,36

1,24

1,16

1,08

52,8 Mean 516,8 514,8 86059,46 1,61 86061,07

October 23, P. M. Barometer 29,52 inches.

53,2

53,2

1.43.21

51.57

2. 0.33

9. 9
17-45

26.21

34.58
43.35

52.12

3. 0.50

9.28

1,14

1,11

1,05

1,02

0,98

0,94

0,91

0,87

0,83

0,80

0,77

1,12

1,08

1,03

1,00

0,96

0,92

0,89

0,85

0,81

0,78

516
516
516
516
516
517

517
517
518
518

2,06

1,91

1,74
1,64

1,51

1,39

1,30

1,18

1,07

1,00

53,2 Mean 516,7 514,7 86059,40 1,48 86060,88



in the length of the pendulum vibrating seconds. 489

October 24, A. M. Arbury Hill.

Clock losing 6 s

,20. Barometer 29,57 inches.

I

Temp/
[

T„.
cidence.

Arc
of vibra-

tion.

Mean
Arc.

Interval

in

seconds

No. of
vibrations.

Observed
vibrations

in 24 hours.

Correc-
tion for

Arc.

Vibrations
in 24 hours.

O

50,7

51,0

h. m. s.

9. 9.14
1*51
26.28

35. 5

43.42

52.19

10 . 0.57

9.35

18.12

27-51

35.29

O

1,17

1,12

1,07

1,03

0,98

0,94

0,90

0,86

0,82

0,78

0,75

O

1,14

1,09

1,05

1,00

0,96

0,92

0,88

0,84

0,80

0,76

517
517

517
517
517
518
51S
517
519
518

S.

2,13

1,95

1,80

1,64

1,51

1,39

1,27

1,16

1,05

s
0,94

50,8 Mean 517,5 515,5 86059,92 1,48 86061,40

October 2.*, P- M. Barometer 29,55 inches.

50,5

50,8

1.35. 5

43.41

52.17

2. 0.54

9.30

18. 7
26.44

35.22

44. 0
52.38

3. 1. 16

1,22

1,17

1,12

1,08

1,03

0,98

0,94

0,90
0,8*

0,83

0,79

1,19

1,14

1,10

1,05

1,00

0,96

0,92
0,88

0,85

0,81

516
516
517
516
517
517
518
518
518
518

2,32

2,13

1,98

1,80

1,64

1,51

1,39

1,27

1,18

1,07

50,6 Mean ' 517,1 515,1 86059,65 1,63 56061,28



49° Capt. Kater’s experimentsfor determining the variation

October 25, A. M. Arbury Hill.

Clock losing6*,20. Barometer 29,56 inches.

Temp. Time of coin-
cidence.

Arc
of vibra-

tion.

Mean
Arc.

Interval

in

seconds.

No. of

vibrations.

Observed
vibrations

in 24 hours.

Correc-
tion for

Arc.

Vibrations
in 24 hours.

50,7

51,2

h. m. s.

9.19.37

28.13

36.50
45.26

54. 3

10. 2.42

11.19

19 56
28.34

37-14

45.52

O

1,18

1,12

1,08

1,03

0,98

0,93

0,89

0,84

0,82

0,79

0,76

O

1,15

1,10

1,05

1,00

1,95

0,91

0,86

0,83

0,80

0,77

516
517
516
517
519
517
517
518
520
518

S.

2,17
1,98

1,81

1,64

1,48

1,36

1,21

1,13

1,05

0,97

50,9 Mean 517,5 515,5 86059,92 1,48 86061,40

October 25, P. M. Barometer 29,54 inches.

52,0

52,6

1.45.36

54.12

2. 2.49

1 1 .25

20. 2

28.39

37-16
45.53

54.31

3. 3. 8

11.46

1,14

1,09

1,03

1,00

0,96

0,92

0,88

0,83

0,80

0,77
o,73

1,11

1,06

1,01

0,98
0,94

0,90

0,85

0,81

0,78

0,75

516
517
516
517
517
517
517
518
517
518

2,02

1,84

1,67

1,57

1,45

1,33

1,18

1,07

1,00

0,92

52,3 Mean 517 515 86059,59 1,41 S6061,00



in the length of the pendulum vibrating seconds. 491

October 26
,
A. M. Arbury Hill .

Clock losing 6s

,20. Barometer 29,55 inches.

Temp. Time of coin-
cidence.

Arc
I

of vibra-

tion.

Mean
Arc.

Interval

in

seconds.

No. of
vibrations.

Observed
vibrations

in 24 hours.

Correc-
tion for

Arc.

Vibrations
in 24 hours.

51,9

52,5

h . m . s.

9. 7-12

15.48

24.24

33. 0
41.36

50.12

58.49

10. 7 26
16. 2
24.40

33.16

0

1,16

1,11

1,06

1,01

0,96

0,92
0,88

0,83

0,81

0,78

0,73

0

1,13

1,08

1,03

0,98
0,94

0,90

0,S5

0,82

0,79

0,75

516
516
516
516
516
517
517
516
518
516

s.

2,10

1,91

1,74

1,57

1,45

1,33

1,18

1,10

1,02

0,92

52,2 Mean 516,4 514,4 86059,20 1,43 86060,63

October 26, P. M. Barometer 29,55 inches.

53,5

53,9

2. 8.18

16.53

25.28
34. 3

42.38
51.14

59.50

3. 8.26

17. 2

25.38
34.14

1,15

1,11

1,06

1,01

0,96

0,92
0,88

0,85

0,81

0,77
0,73

1,13

1,08

1,03

0,98
0,94

0,90
0,86

0,83

0,79

0,75

515
515
515
515
516
516
516
516
516
516

2,10

1,91

1,74

1,57

1,45

1,33

1,21

1,13

1,02

0,92

53,7 Mean 515,6 513,6 86058,68 1,44 86060,12

3 sMDCCCXIX ,



492 Capt. Kater/s experimentsfor determining the variation

1819, March 8, A. M. at Mr. Browne’s house, London.

Clock gaining 13,75 in a mean solar day. Barometer 30,10

inches.

Temp. Time of coin-

cidence.

Arc
of vibra-

tion.

Mean
Arc.

Interval

in

seconds.

No. of
vibrations.

Observed
vibrations

in 24 hours.

Correc-
tion for

Arc.

Vibrations

in 24 hours.

49,8

50,3

h . m. s.

10.40. 1

48.23

56.46

11. 5. 9
13.32

21.56

30.20
38.44

47. 8

55.32

0. 3.57

O

1,18

1,12

1,08

1,03

0,98

0,94

0,91

0,87

0,83

0,80

0,77

O

1,15

1,10

1,05

1,00

0,96

0,92

0,89

0,85

0,81

0,78

502
503
503
503
504
504
504
504
504
505

S.

2,16

1,99

1,81

1,64

1,51

1,39

1,30

1,19

1,07

1,00

50,0 Mean
.

503,6 501,6 86058,61 1,51 86060,12

March 9, A. M. London.

Clock gaining r,85. Barometer 30,10 inches.

49,8

50,5

10.35.36

43.59

52.22

11. 0.45

9. 9

17.34

25.57
34.21

42.45

51. 9

59.33

1,14

1,09

1,05

1,01

0,96

0,92

0,88

0,84

0,81

0,78

0,74

1,11

1,07

1,03

0,98

0,94

0,90

0,86

0,82

0,79

0,76

503
503
503
504
505
503
504
504
504
504

2,02
1,88

1,74

1,57

1,45

1,33

1,21

1J 1

1,02

0,95

50,1 Mean 503,7 501,7 86058,78 1,43 86060,21



in the length of the pendulum vibrating seconds 493

i

March 15, A. M. London.

Clock gaining 2 s
,24. Barometer 30,14 inches.

Temp. Time of coin-

cidence.

Arc
of vibra-

tion.

Mean
Arc.

Interval

in

seconds.

No. of
vibrations.

Observed
vibrations

in 24 hours.

Correc-
tion for

Arc.

Vibrations
in 24 hours.

0
51,5

52,2

h. m. s.

10.24.21

32.42

41.3

49.24

57.47
11. 6.9

14.31

22.53

31.16

39.38
48.1

O

1,14

1,08

1,04

0,99

0,94

0,91

0,88
0,84

0,81

0,78

0,74

0

1,11

1,06

1,01

0,96

0,92

0,89

0,86

0,82

0,79

0,76

501

501

501

503
502
502
502
503
502
503

<0

S.

2,02

1,84

1,67
1,51

1,38

1,30

1,21

1,10

1,02

0,94

51,8 Mean 502 500

_

86058,01 1,40 86059,41

March 16, A. M. London.

Clock gaining 2%24. Barometer 30,0 inches.

52,2

53,1

10.20.42

29. 2

37-23
45.44
54. 5

11. 2.26

10.48

19. 9

27-30
35.52
44.14

1,18

1,12

1,07

1,03

0,98

0,95

0,92

0,88

0,84

0,81

0,78

1,15

1,09

1,05

1,00

0,96

0,93

0,90

0,86

0,82

0,79

500
501

501

501

501

502
501

501
502
502

2,17
1,95

1,80

1,64

1,51

1,42

1,33

1,21

1,10

1,02

52,7 Mean 501,2 499,2 86057,46 1,52 86058,98



494 Capt. Kater/s experimentsfor determining the variation

March 17, A. M. London.

Clock gaining 2s
,24. Barometer 30,10 inches.

Temp. Time of coin-

cidence.

Arc
of vibra-

tion.

Mean
Arc.

Interval

in

seconds.

No. of
vibrations.

Observed
vibrations

in 24 hours

Correc-
tion for

Arc.

Vibrations
in 24 hours.

53,2

53,7

h. m. s.

10.24.19

32.39
41. 0
49.20

57-41

11. 6 . 2
14.24

22.46

31. 6
39.28

47-50

O

1,17

1,13

1,08

1,04

1,00

0,95

0,92

0,88

0,84

0,81

0,78

O

1,15

1,10

1,06

1,02

0,97

0,93

0,90
0,86

0,82

0,79

500
501

500
501
501
502
502
500
502
502

S.

2,17

1,98

1,84

1,71

1,54

1,42

1,33

1,21

1,10

1,02

53,5 Mean 501,1 499,1 86057,39 1,53 86058,92

March 18, A. M. London.

Clock gaining 2 s
,24. Barometer 30,21 inches.

52,5

53,2

10.39.58

48.19

56.39

11. 5. 0
13.21

21.42

30. 3

38.24

46.46

55. 8

0. 3.30

1,16

1,11

1,06

1,02

0,97
0,93

0,90

0,86

0,82

0,78

0,76

1,13

1,08

1,04

0,99

0,95

0,91

0,88

0,84

0,80

0,77

501
500
501

501

501
501
501
502
502
502

2,09

1,91

1,77

1,60

1,48

1,36

1,27

1,15

1,05

0,97

52,8 Mean 501,2 499,2 36057,46 1,47 £S6058,93



in the length of the pendulum vibrating seconds. 495

May 11, A. M. at Shanklin Farm.

Clock losing 9
s

,4 in a mean solar day. Barometer 30,17

inches.

Temp. Time of coin-

cidence.

Arc
of vibra-

tion.

Mean
Arc.

Interval

in

seconds.

No. of

vibrations.

Observed
vibrations

in 24 hours.

Correc-
tion for

Arc.

Vibrations

in 24 hours.

60,5

61,3

h. m. s.

9.27. 9

35.35

44. 3

52.31

10. 0.59

9.27

1756
26.25

34.53

43.22

51.51

1,22

1.14

1,09

1,04

0,99

0,95

0,92

0,88

0,83

0,79

0,76

O

1,18

1,11

1,06

1,01

0,97
0,93

0,90

0,85

0,S1

0,77

506
508
508
508
508
509
509
508
509
509

S.

2,28

2,02

1,84

1,68

1,54

1,42

1,33

1,18

1,07

0,97

60,9 Mean 508,2 506,2 86050,6

1

1,53 86052,14

May 11, P. M. Barometer 30,16 inches.

61,6

62,1

0.

22.53

31.19

39.46
48.14

56.41

1 . 5. S

13.36

22. 3

30.31

38.59

47.28

1,20

1,14

1,08

1,04

0,99

0,94

0,91

0,87

0,83

0,80

0,76

1,17

1,11

1,06

1,01

0,96

0,92

0,89

0,85

0,81

0,78

506
507
508
507
507
508
507
508
508
509

2,24
2,02

1,84

1,68

1,51

1,38

1,30

1,18

1,07

1,00

61,8 Mean 507,5 505,5 86050,21 1,52 86051,73



496 Capt. Kater's experimentsfor determining the variation

May 12, A. M. Shanklin Farm.

Clock losing 9
s
,
4. Barometer 30,10 inches.

Temp. Time of coin-

cidence.

Arc
of vibra-

tions.

Mean
Arc.

Interval

in

seconds.

No. of
vibrations.

Observed
vibrations

in 24 hours.

Correc-
tion for

Arc.

Vibrations
in 24 hours.

60,6

61,4

h. m. s.

9.17.32

25.59

34.27
42.54
51.21

59.49
10. 8.17

16.46

25.15

33.43
42.11

0

1,18

1,13

1,08

1,03

0,98

0,94

0,90

0,86

0,83

0,79
0,76

0

1,15

1,10

1,05

1,00

0,96

0,92

0,88

0,84

0,81

0,77

507
508
507
507
508
508
509
509
508
508

s.

2,17

1,98

1,81

1,64

1,51

1,39

1,27

1,16

1,08

0,97

61,0 Mean 507,9
1

505,9 86050,46 1,50 86051,96

May 12, P. M. Barometer 30,09 inches.

1

61,2

61,4

0.

16.43

25.10

33.37
42. 4
50.31

58.59

1. 7-27

15.55

24.23

32.51

41.19

1,21

1,16

1,11

1,05

1,00

0,96

0,93

0,88
0,84

0,81

0,77

1,18

1,13

1,08

1,02

0,98

0,94

0,90
0,86

0,82

0,79

507
507
507
507
508
508
508
508
508
508

1

2,28

2.09

1,91

1,71

1,57

1,45

1,32

1,21

1.10

1,02

61,3 Mean 507,6 505,6 86050,28 1,57 86051,85



in the length of the pendulum vibrating seconds. 497 y

May 13, A. M. Shanklin Farm.

Clock losing 9
s

,
4. Barometer 30,08 inches.

Temp. Time of coin-
cidence.

Arc
of vibra-

tion.

Mean
Arc.

Interv al

in

seconds.

No. of

vibrations.

Observed
vibrations

in 24 hours

Correc-
tion for

Arc.

Vibrations

in 24 hours.

6°08

60,9

h. m. s.

9.12.17

20.43

29.10

37.37
46. 5

54.32

10. 3. 0
11.28

19-56

28.24
36.53

O

1,16

1,12

1,06
1,02

0,97

0,93
0,88

0,S4

0,82

0,77

0,73

O

1,14

1,09

1,04

0,99

0,95

0,90
0,86

0,83

0,79

0,75

506
507
507
508
507
50S
508
508
508

509

S.

2.13

1,95

1,77

1,60

1,48

1,32

1,21

1.13

1,02

0,92

60,8 Mean 507,6 505,6 86050,28 1,45 * 86051,73

May 13, F>. M. Barometer 30,08 inches.

60,9

61,1

0.20.36

29. 2

37.29
45.56

54.23

1. 2.50

11.18

19.46

28.14

36.42 /

45.10

1,18

1,13

1,08

1,03

0,98

0,94

0,91

0,86
0,82

0,79

0,76

1,15

1,10

1,05

1,00

0,96

0,92

0,88

0,84

0,80

0,77

506
507
507
507
507
50S
50S
508
508
508

2,17

1,99

1,81

1,64

1,51

1,39

1,27

1,16

1,05

0,97

61,0 Mean 507,4 505,4 86050,14 1,50 86051,64



498 Capt. Kater’s experimentsfor determining the variation

May 14, A. M. Shanklin Farm.

Clock losing 9*,^. Barometer 30,14 inches.

Temp Time of coin-
cidence.

Arc
of vibra-

tion.

Mean
Arc.

Interval

in

seconds.

No of
vibrations.

Observed
vibrations

in 24 hours.

Correc-
tion for

Arc.

Vibrations

in 24 hours.

60%

60,7

h. m. s.

9.35.41

44. 8

52.35

10. 1. 3

9-31

17.59

26.28

34.56
43.25

51.54

11. 0.23

O

M9
1,14

1,08

1,03

0,99
0,95

0,92

0,88

0,84

0,80

0,76

O

3,16

1,11

1,05

1,01

0,97

0,93

0,90
0,86

0,82

0,78

507
507
508
508
508
509
508

509
509
509

S.

2,20

2,01

1,81

1,67

1,54

1,42

1,33

1,21

1,10

1,00

60,5 Mean 508,2 506,2 86050,61 1,53 £6052,14

May 14, P. M. Barometer 30,10 inches.

60,7

60,9

' —

0.16.14

24.41

33. 8

41.36

50. 4
58.32

1.7-0
15.28

23.56

32.25

40.54

1,18

1,13

1,08

1,03

0,98

0,94

0,90
0,86

0,82

0,78

0,75

1,15

1,10

1,05

1,00

0,96

0,92

0,88

0,84

0,80

0,76

507
507
508
508
508
508
508
508

509
509

2,17

1,99

1,81

1,64

1,51

1,39

1,27

1,16

1,05

0,95

60,8 Mean 508 506 86050,48 1,49 86051,97
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May 15, A. M. Shanklin Farm.

Clock losing 9
s

,
4. Barometer 30,05 inches.

Temp. Time of coin-
cidence.

Arc
of vibra-

tion.

Mean
Arc.

Interval

in

seconds.

No. of

vibrations.

Observed
vibrations

in 24 hours.

Correc-

tion for

Arc.

Vibrations

in 24 hours.

60,5

61,4

h. m. s.

9.18.29

26.55

35.22
43.49

52.16

10. 0.42

9. 9

17.37

26. 5

34.33

43. 1

O

1,18

1,12

1,07

1,02

0,97
0,93

0,90

0,87

0,83

0,79

0,76

O

1,15

1,09

1,04

0,99

0,95

0,91

0,88

0,85

0,81

0,77

506
507
507
507
506
507
508
508
508
508

S.

2.17
1,95

1,77

1,60

1,48

1,36

1,27

1,29

1.18

0,97

60,9 Mean 507,2 505,2 86049,94 1,50 86051,44

May 15, P. M. Barometer 30,05 inches.

61.3

61.4

0.

31.38

40. 4
48.31

56.58

1. 5.24

13.51

22.18

31.46

39.13

47.40
56. 8

1,17

1,12

1,07

1,02

0,98

0,93

0,89

0,85

0,82

0,78

0,75

1,14

1,09

1,04

1,00

0,95

0,91

0,87
0,83

0,80

0,76

506
507
507
506
507
507
508
507
507
508

/

2.13

1,95

1,78

1,64

1,48

1,36

1,24

1.13

1,05

0,95

61,3 Mean 507 505 86049,81 1,47 86051,28

3TMDCCCXIX
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May 1 6, A. M. Shanklin Farm.

Clock losing g
s

,^. Barometer 30,03 inches.

Temp. Time of coin-
cidence.

Arc
of vibra-

tion.

Mean
Arc.

Interval

in

seconds.

No. of
vibrations.

Observed
vibrations

in 24 hours.

Correc-
tion for

Arc.

Vibrations
in 24 hours.

59,8

60,4

h. m. s.

9.29.58

38.25

46.51

55.18

10. 3.45

12.13

20.40

29. 8

37-36
46. 5

54.32

0

1,20

1,14

1,09

1,04

1,00

0,96

0,92

0,87

0,83

0,80

0,76

O

1,17

1,11

1,06

1,02

0,98

0,94

0,89

0,85

0,81

0,78

507
506

507
507
508
507
508
508
509
507

S.

2,24

2,02

1,84

1,71

1,57

1,45

1,30

1,29

1,18

1,00

60,1 Mean 507,4 505,4 86050,14 1,56 86051,70

May 16
, P. M. Barometer 30,03 inches.

60,6

60,8

0.

24.40

33. 6

41.32

49.59

58.26

1. 6.53

15.20

23.47
32.14

40.42

49.10

1,19

1,13

1,08

1,03

0,98

0,94

0,91

0,87

0,83

0,79

0,76

1,16

1,10

1,05

1,00

0,96

0,92

0,89

0,85

0,81

0,77

506
506
507
507
507
507
507
507
508
508

2,20

1,99

1,81

1,64

1,51

1,39

1,30

1,29

1,18

0,97

60,7 Mean 507 505 86049,81 1,53 86051,34
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Observations for connecting the Stations of the Trigonometrical

Survey with those of the Pendulum.

Clifton.

Oct. 9th 1818. The angles of the following triangles were

observed, in order to obtain the distance from Clifton Bea-

con to the Pendulum.

Clifton Beaconfrom Laughton Spire
, 25409 feet.

Clifton Beacon,

Laughton Spire

Station A,

Olll
83.22.23

(
2. 6. o)

94 -3 1 '37

to Station A
{

934, fe et.

Clifton Beaconfrom Station A, 934 feet.

)
to Pendulum Stat

Clifton Beacon, 85.48.29

Station A, - 58.48.41

Pendulum Station, (35.22.50)

The angle between Laughton Spire and

the Pendulum Station is,

Laughton Spire is south west of the Me-

ridian of Clifton Beacon,

Hence, the bearing of the Pendulum Sta-
]

tion from Clifton Beacon to the N.E. is /

l

1
1380 feet.

1b9.10.52

1.56.12

12.45.20

Arbury Hill.

On the 26th of October, a base of 906 feet was measured

in the meadows at the foot of Arbury Hill, for the purpose

of finding the distance from Arbury Hill to the Pendulum
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Station. As the house could not be seen, I chose a station

(B) near it, which by measurement was 206 feet to the

north of the clock. The following triangles were then ob-

served.

From the North end of the Base to the South end
, 906 feet.

North end,

South end,

Arbury Hill,

o / //

97-37- 5l

54.30.21 J

- (27-52-34)

to Arbury Hill
1921 feet.

From the South end of the Base to Arbury Hill, 1921 feet.

Southend, - 104.24.17 1 f

Arbury Hill, (34.42. 4) J

3 1011
'

| 2842 feet.

Station B, - 4°-53-39

Adding 206 feet to 2842, we obtain 3048 feet, for the dis-

tance from the Pendulum to Arbury Hill, which was so

nearly in the direction of the meridian as to require no cor-

rection.
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Dunnose .

9th May, 1819, measured a Base of 1140 feet on Shanklin

Down, and observed the following readings on the azimuth

circle.

At the North end of the Base.

Objects. Readings of the

Verniers.
Mean.

Summer house chimney.
0 / u

0.42.15

42.50 V

42.50 J

0 / //

0.42.38

South end of base, - ic6.11.20 "I

n.
5 f11. 5 J

106. 1 1. 10

Top of the Signal Post, 210.15.40 'l

16.20 >

15-35 J

210.15.52

Dunnose Station, ... 2 35 - 50 - i ° ]
5 1 - 0 f
50.30 J

235 - 50.33

At the South end of the Base.

Sir Richard Worsleys’s Obelisk,

Dunnose Station,

Top of the Signal Post,

North end of base.

Summer House chimney.

ZS-3S
\

25-35 J

57**9-55 I

1950 9

*9-45 J

57.56.20 "I

5 6 - 5 f
56. o J

6541. o 1

40.40 V

40-35 J

125. 3.25 'I

3- 2 5 V

3-25 J

0 - 25-37

57.19.50

57-56. 8

65.40.45

125. 3.25
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At Dunnose Station.

Objects. Readings of the
Verniers.

Mean.

North end of Base,
0 / //

0.17. O
J

16.40 j>

16.5° J

0 / //

0.16.50

Top of the Signal Post, 36.26.ZO 1

26.20 >

26.15 j

36.26.18

Sir Richard Worsley’s Obelisk, 159.26.20 1

26.30 l

26. O /
159.26.17

No. 1. From the North to South end of Base
, ii/\pfeet.

o III
North end Base, - 105.28.32 1 to Summer house I" 3755

South end Base, - 59.22.40/ chimney, 1 4205

Summerhouse, - (15. 8.48)

No. 2. From the North to South end of Base, 1140 feet.

o / //

North end Base, 104. 4.42'!
. [165

South end Base, 7*44-37 i

to ^&na P°st

Signal Post, - (68.10.41

)

No. 3. In the following triangle, we have given the two

sides from the south end of the Base to the Summer house,

and from the south end of the Base to the Signal Post and the

included angle, to find the remaining angles and the dis-

tance from the Signal Post to the Summer house.

0 / 1/

South end Base, 67. 7.17

Summer house, 16.20.38

Signal Post, - 96.32. 5

, f HQl
to Signal Post 16

l 39°°
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The distance from the Signal Post to the gun marking

Dunnose station, was found by measurement to be 120 feet,

the gun being to the northward, and nearly in a right line

with the south end of the base and the Signal Post. This

being added to 1191 feet, the distance of the Signal Post

from the south end of the Base, we have 1311 feet, for the

distance of the gun from the south end of the Base. In the

following triangle therefore, two sides, and the included

angle, are given to find the remaining angles and the third

side.

No. 4. From the South end of Base to Dunnose Station 1311

feet.

South end Base,

Dunnose Station,

Summer house,

67-43 35

(94 - 9 - 24 )

(18. 7. 1)

to Summer house

The following angles are for the purpose of determining

the angle at Dunnose station, between the north and south

ends of the base.
o / //

North end Base, - 1 29.39.23

South end Base, - - 8.20.55

Dunnose Station, - - (41-59.42)

In the triangle No. 4, iffrom 94
0
.9'. 24" we subtract 4 i°.59'.42"

the remainder 52
0
.9'.42'' will be the angle at Dunnose Sta-

tion, between the Summer house and the north end of the

Base; to which the observed angle between the north end

of the Base and Sir Richard Worsley’s Obelisk 159°.9'.27"

being added, we obtain 2ii°.i9
,

.9
//

, or for the
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angle at Dunnose Station between the Obelisk and the Sum-

mer house.

The bearing of Sir Richard Worsley’s Obelisk, according

to the Trigonometrical Survey, is 87°.43
;

.4o north-west from

the meridian of Dunnose; therefore the bearing of the Sum-

mer house appears to be bo^S'.n'' north-east, and the re-

sulting distance on the meridian 1893 feet -

May 12th, the following observations were made with the

Repeating Circle, for obtaining the Zenith distance of the top

of the Signal Post.

Level. Readings, &c.

+ 2]

4 16

+ 6

+ 7

+ n
+ 10

+ 18

+ 14

— 5— 12

— 22
— 20
— *7— l 9— 10

— 18

. O / //

1st Vernier - 292.54. 5
Second • 0
Third - 5
Fourth - 0

Mean - - 292.54. 2,5
Index - + 13,0
Level - — 24,0

4 360. 0. 0+ J °3 — 123

8) 652.53.51,5

( + IO3— 125

Zen. Dist. - 81.36.43,9

) // 1/

_ A ^34-

2

From the above Zenith distance, and the distance of the

Signal Post from the Summer house, we obtain 576 feet, for

the elevation of the top of the Signal Post above the Summer

house.

The Signal Post was carefully estimated to be 30 feet

high, and Dunnose Station is about 7 feet below the base of

the Signal Post. Deducting therefore 37 feet, we have 539

feet, for the elevation of Dunnose Station above the Pen-

dulum.
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By the Trigonometrical Survey, Dunnose appears to be

792 feet above the level of the sea ; the height therefore of

the Pendulum above the sea was 253 feet.

Observations with a Barometer of Sir H. Englefield's con-

struction at the Isle of Wight.

Date.
Ther-

mometer. Stations.
Barometer.
inches.

Calculated
height,

and correction

Feet above
high water
mark.

May 12
0

62 Summer house. LkJ0 0 00

61 High water mark. 3o} 3H
1

217,2

63 Summer house. 30,092 J + 7,°

224,2

15 62 Summer house. 30,036 ?
209,8

+ 6,7
61 High water mark. 30,260 j

216,5
16 61 Summer house. 30,015 ]

56 Beach (2 ft. above h. water,) 30,227 L 212,8
^ 61 Summer house. 30,008 j + 7,°

+ 2,0— 221,8

Mean 220,8

15 60 Dunnose, 29,499 ^
61 High water mark. 30,260 j

707,7

+ 22,8

730,5
60 Dunnose, 29,499

l

62 Summer house. 30,036 j
497,4
+ 16,1

513,4

The correction applied, is ~ of the calculated height on

account of the rise of the mercury in the cistern of the baro-

meter.

From the preceding table we have

Dunnose above the Summer house by Trigonome-

trical measurement, -

By the Barometer, -

Feet

539>°

513-4

Difference, - 25,6

3 UMDCCCXIX.
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Summer house above high water mark by the baro-

meter, -

Add for the fall of the tide, - -

Summer house above low water, - - -

Above low water by the Survey and Trigonometri-

cal observation, -

220.8

10,0

230.8

253»°

Difference 22,2
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The Monthly Review for January, and Appendix
to Vol. 87.

The European Magazine for January.

The first Part of a Letter to the Parisians and the

French Nation upon Inland Navigation, con-

taining a Defence of the public character of
His Grace, Francis Egerton, lateDuke of Bridge-

water, by the Hon. Francis Henry Egerton, and
including some Notices and Anecdotes concern-

ing Mr. James Brindley. Paris, 1818. 8°

Traite complet de Mecanique appliquee aux Arts,

contenant l’Exposition methodique des Theories

et des Experiences les plus utiles pour diriger

le choix, l’invention, la construction, et l’emploie

de toutes les Especes de Machines, par M. J . A.
Borgnis. Des Machines employees dans les

Constructions diverses. Paris, 1818. 4
0

Recherches sur la Mesure des Temperatures et sur

les Lois de la communication de la Chaleur, par

MM. Dulong et Petit. Paris, 1818. 4
0

18. Memoires de la Classe des Sciences mathematiques
et physiques de l’lnstitut de France. Annees,

1813, 1814, 1815. Paris, 1818. 4
0

Memoires de l’Academie Royale des Sciences de

l’lnstitut de France, Annee 1816. Paris, 1818.

4
°

Histoire et Memoires de l’lnstitut Royal de France,

Classe d’Histoire et de Litterature ancienne.

Tome 3eme et 4eme. Paris, 1818. 40

Notices et Extraits des Manuscrits de la Biblio-

theque au Roi et autres Bibliotheques, publies

par l’lnstitut Royal de France. Tome Xeme.
Paris, 1818. 4®

Memoirs of the American Academy of Arts and
Sciences. Vol. IV. Part 1. Cambridge, 1818.

4
°

Report to the Governors of the Veterinary College

of London, by W. Sewell, Assistant Professor.

London, 1818. 8°

25. The Transactions of the Horticultural Society of
London Vol. III. Part 2. London, 1819. 4

0

eJl
j

or Sixty Tables elucidatory of the first

part of a Course of Lectures on the Grammar of
the Arabic Language, delivered in the College

of Fort William in Bengal, during the first

Mr. Alexander Tilloch.

Dr. Thomas Thomson.
Mr. G. E. Griffiths.

The Editor.

Hon. F. H. Egerton.

M. J. Borgnis.

Messrs. Dulong et Petit,

The Royal Institute of

F'rance.

Mr. Silvestre de Sacy.

The American Academy
of Arts and Sciences,

William Sewell, Esq.

The Horticultural So-

ciety.

Lieut. Col. John Baillie,
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year of its Institution, by John Baillie, Calcutta,

1801. fol.

March 4. Annals of Philosophy, No. 75.
The Philosophical Magazine, No. 250.
The Monthly Review for February.

The European Magazine for February.

Observations on the Claims of the Moderns to

some Discoveries in Chemistry and Physiology,

by G. D. Yeats, M. D. London, 1798. 8°

A Statement of the early Symptoms which lead to

the Disease termed Water in the Brain, See. by
G. D. Yeats, M. D. London, 1815, 8°, and
Appendix to ditto. London, 1819. 8°

18. Flora Batava, No. 53.

Lectures on Physiology, Zoology, and the Natural
History of Man, delivered at the Royal College
of Surgeons, by W. Lawrence, F. R. S. Lon-
don, 1819. 8°

. Cours theorique et pratique d’Instniction eiemen-
taire applicable a toute methode d’enseignement
individuel ou collectif, et specialement a la xMe-

thode d’enseignement mutuel a l’usage de l’Ecole

Polytechnique, See. par P. R. F. Butes de la

Sarthe. Paris, 1818. 2 Vols. 8°

A System of Practical Nosology, to which is pre-

fixed a Synopsis of the Systems of Sauvages,
Linnaeus, Sec. by David Hosack, M.D. New
York, 1818. 8°

An Essay on the Chemical History and Medical
Treatment of Calculus Disorders, by Alexander
Marcet, M.D. F. R.S. London, 1818. 8°

25. Histoire de l’Astronomie du Moyen Age, par M.
Delambre. Paris, 1819. 4

0

Reports of the British and Foreign Bible Society,

with Extracts of Correspondence from the

Years 1805 to 1818. London, 1810— 1818. 6

Vols. 8°

Forty-seven Volumes containing the whole or parts

of the Holy Scriptures, in 39 different Langua-
ges. 4

0
,

8°, and 12°

April 1. An Astronomical Catechism, or Dialogues between
a Mother and her Daughter, by Catherine Vale
Whitwell. London, 1818. 8°

Annals of Philosophy, No. 76.

The Philosophical Magazine, No. 251.

The Monthly Review for March.

The Quarterly journal of Litterature, Science, and
the Arts, No. 13.

A Letter to the Right Hon. F. Robinson, M. P.

See. &c. on the Plague and Contagion, with re-

Dr. Thomas Thomson.
Mr. Alexander Tilloch.

Mr. G. E. Griffiths.

The Editor.

G. D. Yeats, Esq.

His Majesty the King of

the Netherlands.

W. Lawrence, Esq.

Mr. P. R. F. Butes de la

Sarthe.

Dr. David Hosack.

Dr. Alexander Marcet.

Mr. Delambre.

The British and Foreign
Bible Society.

Mrs Catherine Vale
Whitwell.

Dr. Thomas Thomson.
Mr. Alexander Tilloch.

Mr. G. E. Griffiths.

The Managers of the

Royal Institution.

Dr. Aug. B. Granville.
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ference to the Quarantine Laws, by Aug. Bozzi
Granville, M. D. &c. London, 1819. 8°

22. Hydrauliska Forsok anstallda vid Fahlu Grufva
Aren 1811— 1815, af P. I agerhjelm, J. H. af

Forselles och G. S- Kallstenius pa Bruks Socie-

tetens Bekostnad, Forsta Delen. Stockholm,
1818. 8°

Theorie Elementaire de la Botanique, ou Exposi-
tion des Principes de la Classification Naturelle

et de l’Art de decrire et d’etudier les Vegetaux,
par A. P. de Candolle. Paris, 1819. 8°

The Hunterian Oration delivered in the Theatre
of the Royal College of Surgeons, by John
Abernethy, Esq. London, 1819. 8°

A Defence of the Church and Universities of Eng-
land against such injurious advocates as Profes-

sor Monk and the Quarterly Review for January,

1819, by Sir James Edward Smith, M. D.
F. R. S. P. L. S. London, 1819. 8°

29. Remarks on the Account of the late Voyage of Dis-

covery to Baffin’s Bay, published by Capt. John
Ross, R. N. by Capt. Edward Sabine, Royal
Artillery. London, 1819. 8°

Annals of Philosophy, No. 77.

May 6. The Philosophical Magazine, No. 252.
The Monthly Review for April.

The European Magazine for April.

Elemens de Geometrie a trois dimensions, Partie

synthetique —Theorie des Lignes et des Surfaces

Courbes, par M. Hachette. Paris, 1817. 8®

Seconde Supplement de la Geometrie Descriptive,

par M. Hachette, suivide PAnalyse Geometrique
de M. John Leslie. Paris, 1818. 4

0

13. Transactions of the Society, instituted at London,
for the Encouragement of Arts, Manufactures,

and Commerce. Vol. XXXVI. London, 1819.

8
°

Report of the Committee of the Society of Arts,

&c. together with the approved Communica-
tions and Evidence upon the same relative to

the mode of preventing the Forgery of Bank
Notes. London, 1819. 8°

Rosa Candolleana, seu Descriptio Novae Speciei

generis Rosse dicata Pyr. Aug. de Candolle a

Cl. An. Thory. Paris, 1819. 8°

On the Mammoth or Fossil Elephant found in the

Ice at the Mouth of the River Lena, with a

Lithographic Plate of the Skeleton. London,

1819. 4
0

20. Abhandlungen der Koniglichen Akademie der Wis-

X

Mark Beaufoy, Esq.

M. A. P. Candolle.

John Abernethy, Esq.

Sir James Edward S mith

.

Captain Edward Sabine.

Dr. Thomas Thomson.
Mr. Alexander Tilloch.

Mr. G. E. Griffiths.

The Editor.

M. Hachette.

The Society for the En-
couragement of Arts,

&c.

Mr. C. A. Thory.

Mr. Charles Stokes.

The Royal Academy of
Sciences at Berlin.
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senschaftcn in Berlin aus den Jahren, 1814, 1815.
Berlin, 1818. 4

0

Astronomische Beobachtungen auf der Koniglichen
Universitats Sternwarte in Konigsberg, von F.

W. Bessel, Professor, See. Dritte Abtheilung
vom 1 Januar bis 31 Decem. 1816. Konigs-
berg, 1817. fol.

Astronomisches Jahrbuch fur das Jahr 1821.

Berlin, 1818. 8°

Memoir on a New and certain Method of ascer-

taining the Figure of the Earth by means of
Occultations of the fixed Stars, by A. Cagnoli,
with notes, and an Appendix, by Francis Baily.

London, 1819. 8°

On Diagnosis, in two parts, Part, 1—The Symp-
toms of Disease. Part 2.—The Diagnosis of
Diseases. London, 1819. 8°

On the Mimoses, or a descriptive, diagnostic, and
practical Essay on Disorders of the general

Health in their various simple and complicated

forms, contrasted with some acute and insidious

Diseases, by Marshall Hall, M. D. London,
1819. 8°

Annals of Philosophy, No. 78.

The Philosophical Magazine, No. 253.
The Monthly Review for May, and Appendix to

Vol. LXXXVI1 I.

The European Magazine for May.
Practical Observations on Telescopes, Opera Glas-

ses, and Spectacles, by William Kitchiner, M. D.
3rd Edition. London, 1818. 120

Further Observations on the internal use of the

Hydro-Cyanic (Prussic) Acid in Pulmonary
Complaints, Chronic Catarrh, Spasmodic Coughs,
Asthma, Hooping Cough, and some other Dis-

eases, with full Directions for the preparation

and administration of that Medicine, by A. B.

Granville, M. D. Sec. Sec. London, 1819. 8°

A Manual of Chemistry, containing the principal

facts of the Science in the order in which they

are discussed and illustrated in the Lectures of

the Royal Institution of Great Britain, by Wil-

liam Thomas Brande, Esq. Secretary to the Royal

Society, &c. &c. London, 1819. 8°

A Treatise on the Magnetism of the Needle, Sec.

by George Samuel Clarke, Esq. London, 1818.

8°

Traite complet de Mechanique appliquee aux

Arts.—Des Machines hydrauliques, par J. A.
Borgnis. Paris, 1819, 4

0

Professor F. W. Bessel.

Professor Bode.

Francis Baily, Esq.

Dr. Marshall Hall.

Dr. Thomas Thomson.
Mr. Alexander Tilloch.

Mr. G. E. Griffiths.

The Editor.

Dr. William Kitchiner.

Dr. A. B. Granville.

W. T. Brande, Esq.

G. S. Clarke, Esq.

Mr. J. A. Borgnis.
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Astronomical Observations made at the Radcliffe

Observatory at Oxford, from May 1, 1818, to

May 1, 1819, by and under the direction of the

Rev. Abram Robertson, D. D. F. R. S. Savi-

lian Professor of Astronomy and Radcliffe Ob-
server. MS.

A Critical Examination of the first Principles of

Geology, in a Series of Essays, by G. B.

Greenough, Pres. Geol. Soc. &c. London,

1819. 8*

17. A Succinct Statement of the Question respecting

the Water Companies of London. London,

1819. 8°

A Bust of the Right Hon. Sir Joseph Banks, Bart.

G. C. B. President of the Royal Society, exe-

cuted in White Marble, by Francis Chantrey,

Esq. F. R. S. and R. A.

24. Transactions of the Horticultural Society of Lon-
don. Vol. III. Part 3. London, 1813. 4

0

July 1. Annals of Philosophy, No. 79, and Supplement to

Vol. XIII.

The Philosophical Magazine, No. 254.
The Monthly Review from June.

The European Magazine for June.

Archaeologia, or Miscellaneous Tracts relating to

Antiquity published by the Society of Antiqua-
ries of London. Vol. XIX. Part 1. London,
1819. 4

0

Vetusta Monumenta. Vol. V. Plates 26 to 32. fol.

8. The Quarterly Journal of Litterature. Science,

and the Arts, No. 14.

Traite pratique de l’Oeil Artificiel, ou Experiences
et Observations sur l’Art de cacher la difformite

totale ou partielle de l’organe dela vuea la suite

de toutes maladies, operations, et accidens quel-

conques, &c. Paris, 1818. 8°

With Specimens of Artificial Eyes.

The Trustees under the

Will of the late Dr.

Radcliffe.

G. B. Greenough, Esq.

The Directors of the

Grand JunctionWater
Works.

Francis Chantrey, Esq.

The Horticultural So-
ciety.

Dr. Thomas Thomson.

Mr. Alexander Tilloch.

Mr. G. E. Griffiths.

The Editor.

The Society of Antiqua-
ries.

The Managers of the

Royal Institution.

M. Hazard Mirault.
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Amidine, mati&re intermediate entre la gomme et l’amidon, 52
Amidon, observations sur sa decomposition & la tempera-

ture atmospherique par l’action de l’air et de Peau - 29

—

— sur la gomme produite par sa fermentation spon-
tan£e, - - 50

-—-—— sur le changement de poids qu’il epreuve par sa

fermentation £t l’air, - - 54
——- sur le gaz hydrogene produit par sa fermentation, 57

Anderson, James, Capt. in the Royal Navy, some obser-

vations on the peculiarity of the tides between Fairleigh

and the North Foreland
;
with an explanation of the

supposed meeting of the tides near Dungeness, - 217
Arbury Hill, operations for determining the variation in the

length of the pendulum vibrating seconds at that

station in the Trigonometrical Survey, - - 3/4

—

its latitude, - - 403

B
Babbage, Charles, Esq., on some new methods of inves-

tigating the sums of several classes of infinite series, 249
Brewster, David, LL. D., on the laws which regulate the

absorption of polarised light by doubly refracting crys-

tals, - 11



INDEX.
page

Brewster, David, LL. D., on the action of crystallized

surfaces upon light, - - 145
on the optical and physical

properties of Tabasheer, - - 283
Brinkley, John, D. D., the results of observations made

at the Observatory of Trinity College, Dublin, for de-
termining the obliquity of the ecliptic, and the maxi-
mum of the aberration of light, - - - 241

C
Chronometer

,
observations for the error of it, - - 439

Clifton ,
in Yorkshire, operations for determining the varia-

tion in the length of the pendulum vibrating seconds at

that station in the Trigonometrical Survey, - - 371
; its latitude, - - 395

Clock, comparisons of it with the chronometer, - - 434
observations for determining its rate at different

stations of the Trigonometrical Survey, - - 427
Corpora lutea, a treatise on the subject of them - 59

are produced previous to, and independent
of, sexual intercourse, - 60

never met with before puberty, - - 59
Crystals, absorbing, list of those with one axis, - 15

list of those with two axes, - - 19

Crystals, doubly refracting
,
on the influence of their polar-

ising force, upon the polarising force which accompanies
partial reflection, - - - - 150

on the change produced upon
the polarising angle by their interior forces, - - 150

on the change produced upon the

polarisation of the reflected ray by their interior forces, 152

D
Davis's Straits, and Baffin's Bay ,

observations to determine
the variation of the needle in those places, - - 140

Davy, Sir Humphry, Bart., some observations on the

formation of mists in particular situations, - - 123
Dungeness

,
meeting of the tides there, - - 223

Dunnose, operations for determining the variation in the

length of the pendulum vibrating seconds at that sta-

tion in the Trigonometrical Survey, - - 379



INDEX.
page,

E

Earth, on its mean density, - - - 84
on the irregularities of its surface, - - 89
of its figure, - - 417

Ecliptic
,
results of observations made at the Observatory of

Trinity College, Dublin, for determining the obliquity

of it, and the maximum of the aberration of light, - 241
Equations , numerical,

a new method of solving all orders of
them by continuous approximation, - - 508

Error, remarks on the probabilities of it in physical ob-
servations, and on the density of the earth, considered
especially with regard to the reduction of experiments
on the pendulum, - - - .70

Eye, an account of a membrane in the eye, now first de-

scribed, - -
,

- - 300

F

Fairleigh and the North Foreland, phenomena of the tides

between them on the English coast, and Cape d’Alpr^e

- and Calais on the French coast, - - 218

H

Heat, on the influence it possesses in modifying the ob-

sorbent power of crystals, - - - 25

Home, Sir Everard, Bart., the Croonian Lecture. On
the conversion of pus into granulations of new flesh, 1

on corpora lutea, - 59
an account of the fossil ske-

leton of the Proteosaurus, - - - 209
reasons for giving the name

Proteosaurus to the fossil skeleton of an animal, which
has been described, - - - 212

on the ova of the different

tribes of opossum and ornithorhyncus, - - 234
Horner, W. G. Esq., a new method of solving numerical

equations of all orders, by continuous approximation, 308
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page

Jacob, Arthur, M. D. an account of a membrane in the

eye, now first described, - 300
Isle of Wight ,

operations for determining the variation in

the length of the pendulum vibrating seconds at that

station in the Trigonometrical Survey, - - 379

K

Kangaroo, the ova of that animal described, - 235, 237
Kater, Capt. Henry. An account of experiments for

determining the variation in the length of the pendulum
vibrating seconds at the principal stations of the Tri-

gonometrical Survey of Great Britain, - - 337
Appendix to his Account of expe-

riments, &c. - - - 427

L

Latitudes and Longitudes of the different stations in the

Trigonometrical Survey, - - - 384
Leith Fort, operations for determining the variation in the

length of the pendulum vibrating seconds at that station

of the Trigonometrical Survey, - - 36

4

its latitude, - - - 392
Light

,

on the action of crystallized surfaces upon it, - 145
= polarised

,

on the laws which regulate its absorption

by doubly refracting crystals, - - 11

on the absorption of it by crystals with
one axis of double refraction, 12

— on the absorption of it by crystals with

two axes of double refraction, 17

transmitted, on the effects produced upon it by a

change in the mechanical condition of the surfaces of

crystals, - 146
London, operations for determining the variation in the

length of the pendulum vibrating seconds at that sta-

tion in the Trigonometrical Survey, - - 377
its latitude, - - 407



INDEX.
page

M
Marcet, Alexander, M. D. on the specific gravity and

temperature of sea waters, in different parts of the

ocean, and in particular seas
;
with some account of

their saline contents, - ]6l

Mists
,
some observations on their formation in particular

situations, - - - 123

N

Needle, magnetic, on the anomaly in the variation of it as

observed on ship-board, > - 96
———— observations on the dip and variation of

it, and on the intensity of the magnetic force; made
during the late voyage in search of a north-west pas-

sage, - * -132
Needles, compass, on the irregularities observed in the

direction of those of H. M. S. Isabella and Alexander
in their late voyage of discovery, and caused by the

attraction of the iron contained in the ships, - 112

O

Observations, multiplied, on the estimation of the advantage
to be derived from them, - 70

Ocythoe, on that genus, - - - 107

Opossum
,
on the ova of that tribe, - - 234

Ornithorhyncus
,
on the ova of that tribe, - 234

Ovarium
,
human

,
its natural structure described, 59

P

Pendulum, rolling, Euler’s formula for it, - 94
Pendulum vibrating seconds, an account of experiments for

determining the variation in its length, at the principal

stations of the Trigonometrical Survey of Great Bri-

tain, - 357
— —— description of the one used in

the above experiments, - - 341—— ———— the mode of determining its ex-

pansion, and a statement of the results, - 343



INDEX
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Portsoy, operations for determining the variation in the

length of the pendulum vibrating seconds at that sta-

tion of the Trigonometrical Survey, - - 3.56

its latitude, - 389
Presents

,
a list of those made to the Royal Society, from

November 1818, to July 1819, - - .50

9

Proteosourus
,
an account of the fossil skeleton of that

animal. - - 209
reasons for giving this name to the fossil

skeleton which has been described, - - 212
Pus

,
on the conversion of it into granulations of new

flesh, - - - 1

changes which it undergoes upon the surface of a

sore, - - 3

its presence necessary to produce granulations or

new flesh in sores, - - 7
coagulated

,
rendered tubular by the extrication of

its carbonic acid gas, 9

R

Refraction, corrections for it, - ldO*

S

Sabine, Capt. Edward, on irregularities observed in

the direction of the compass needles of H. M. S. Isabella

and Alexander, in their late voyage of discovery, and
caused by the attraction of the iron contained in the

ships, - - - - 112

observations on the dip and
variation of the magnetic needle, and on the inten-

sity of the magnetic force
;
made during the late voyage

in search of a north-west passage, - - 132

Sal-ammoniac, a saturated solution of it has a greater power
of coagulating pus than any other substance, - 7

its effects upon the surface of a sore, 8

Saussure, Theodore di, (Professeur de l\iin6ralogie dans

PAcad6mie de Genfcve, &c.) observations sur la de-
composition de l’amidon a la temperature atmosphe-
rique par Taction de Tair et de l’eau, - 29
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Say, Thomas, Esq. on the genus ocythoe, - 107

Scoresby, William, Jim. Esq., on the anomaly in the

variation of the magnetic needle, as observed on ship-

board, - - y6
Sea water

,
its temperature at the surface, and at different

depths, as observed by Lieut. Parry and others, 203
Sea waters

,
on their specific gravity and temperature, in

different parts of the ocean, and in particular seas
;
with

some account of their saline contents, - - l6l

their specific gravities, - - 169
on their saline contents, - - 191

Series, injinite
,
on some new methods of investigating the

sums of several classes of them, - - 249
Serum

,
experiments made by Mr. Bauer, to prove that

globules are produced in it, - 2

Shanktin Farm
,
in the Isle of Wight, its latitude, - 408

T

Tabasheer, on its optical and physical properties, 283
the absolute refractive power of that and other

bodies, - - 287
'Tides, some observations on the peculiarity of those be-

tween Fairleigh and the North Foreland
;
with an ex-

planation of the supposed meeting of the tides near
D ungeness, - - 217

Trigonometrical Survey of Great Britain, observations for

connecting the stations of it with those of the pendu-
lum, - 301

u
Unst, operations for determining the variation in the

length of the pendulum vibrating seconds at that sta-

tion of the Trigonometrical Survey, - - 344

W
Water, a description of an apparatus for raising it from

the bottom of the sea, - - 164



INDEX
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Y

Young, Thomas, M. D. remarks on the probabilities of
error in physical observations, and on the density of

the earth, considered especially with regard to the re-

duction of experiments on the pendulum,
Postscript to his remarks on the

reduction of experiments, &c.

p.

32,

35,

35,

36,

39,

41,

42,

45,

196,

199
*

ERRATA.
1 .

10, for 100: 180,46, read, 100 : 80,46.

12, note,for ce dernier anssi, read, ce dernier ainsi.

13, note,for une degere, read, une legere.

18,

/or a -

5%, read, a eme.

14,

/or rapport de 100.83, read, rapport de 100:83.

6,for ligneux amilace 92, read, ligneux amilace 9,2.

6,for 26 centim. cubes, read, 96 centim. cubes.

6,for 42 heures, read, 42 jours.

14
,
for 374, read 3.74.

20,

for 0,314, read 39.23.

2 1 ,/or be be, read be.

8, and 9,for so that, read and that,

19

,

/or 0.975, read 0.995.

21,for 21.460, read 21

70

160*
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